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PREFACE

A5 a natural sequel to an edition of the text of Epicurus
.nI attempted a general exposition of his system. But as
lIuon as one sets about that task it becomes clear that it would

he incomplete and unsatisfactory without an account of the
Atolllie philosophers who preceded him. This book is there

felre intended as a study of the development of Atomism in
( ;I'('CCC and of its embodiment in the comprehensive system

of Epicurus. An attempt has been made to put together
1'1'0111 thc scattered remains which we possess the theories of

lhe three Atomic philosophers, to set them in relation to one
I\/Iolher and to deal with some of the problems which in
,·vilably arise in considering them. I cannot claim to be a
philosopher, still less a man of science. There will therefore

Ill' fOllnd little criticism from an external philosophic point
of view and little attempt to indicate, except incidentally,

I'"rallds or differences between the ancient and modern
1\ 111111 ic theories. What I have tried to do is to understand

'"I far as possible the minds of these Greek thinkers and to
!It'l Ollt their thoughts from the inside. The 'plain man's'

"xposition of what Epicurus intended to be the 'plain man's'

philosophy may at least prove a useful basis for the criticism
of 01 hers more learned in science and philosophy.

( have tried as far as possible to let the three philosophers

h·1I their own story in their own words, when they have been
1'1'('s('rved, and failing that to use the accounts and comments
p.ivl·1l by ancient writers. Happily, except perhaps for
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Leucippus, there is a sufficient quantity of material pre
served, but it is necessary to piece it together. It is often
tempting to try to bridge over gulfs by conjecture and to
attribute to the philosophers theories and ideas which their
recorded beliefs seem to suggest. Some of their modern
critics have in their enthusiasm gone too far in this direction,
and I have tried to resist the temptation except in places
where I felt confident that the ground was sure.

My debt to many modern writers will be sufficiently indi
cated in the foot-notes, but a special word of sincere acknow
ledgement is due to Hermann Diels and Hermann Usener
for the collection of the material on which this account is
based, and, among critics to Carlo Giussani, Dr. Ettore
Bignone, and Professor John Burnet. I wish also to express
my gratitude to the Trustees of the Jowett Copyright Fund
for their assistance towards the publication of this volume.
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INTRODUCTION

To the modern mind few facts in the history of human
thought are probably more astonishing than that the

cnrdinal theories, on which two great branches of science,
llglronomy and chemistry, are now respectively built, should
lulVc been propounded by Greek philosophers only to be
uhandoned and lie dormant for centuries. The notion of
n helio-centric world, the germ of which was contained in
the speculations attributed to the Pythagorean Philolaus, was
fOlllpleted in the third century by Aristarchus of Samos, yet
produced no effect on scientific thought, till the truth was
I'c.·discovered by Copernicus. And though the Atomic
Thcory of Leucippus and Democritus in the form in which
it was adopted by Epicurus, became widely known in Greece
and at one period still more widely at Rome, it was even so
rcgarded rather as the eccentric adjunct of a popular theory
of morals than as a scientific explanation of the world. It
was totally eclipsed throughout the Middle Ages by the
physical speculations of Aristotle which rested on the older
notion of the four 'elements·, and had to wait for its partial
rcvival by Gassendi and its modern rediscovery by Dalton.
'\'d, though the world so long refused it, its association with
one of the noblest works of Latin poetry and its own intrinsic
intcrest in the light of modern scientific theories make it
worth while to attempt to put together its history. It has
for us a double interest as a theory with which we can find
ourselves in greater sympathy than with most of its com
pditors, and also as a peculiarly fascinating product of the
~\Iht)e and penetrating Greek genius, making its way with
acute observation certainly, but with little that can be called
experiment, into the inner secrets of nature.

Atomism 'flourished' in Greece for a period of about IS0

}'l'arS, from 430 B.C. to 2. 80 B.C. During the whole of this
period there was something like an Atomic scho.ol, working
at the theory, handing down traditions and developing new
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2 INTRODUCTION
points with greater or less activity, but three great names
stand out as landmarks in the course of its evolution, those
of Leucipp~s, Dem~critus and Epicuru~. If in passing
through their hands the theory had remained unaltered, if
as some critics have thought, it were impossible to distin~
guish the original ideas of Leucippus from the additions and
expansions of Democritus, and if Epicurus, as it used to
be said, had in reality adopted the theory of Democritus
without change to serve as a physical base to his moral
system, it might be possible to treat of Atomism as a single
whole. But the careful research of modern scholars. and in
particular the work ofDieIs, Usener, and Giussani has shown
that this is not the case. The theory until it left Epicurus
remained always vital, capable of new developments and
applicati~ns, admitting not merely of greater refinements in
the workmg out of detail but also of a securer co-ordination
as a whole. No better proof of this growth could be given
than a comparison of the extant fragments and notices of
Leucippus with the poem of Lucretius. The same funda
mental theory is indeed recognized, and certain doctrines
have been transmitted with singular tenacity, but the crude
ness of the earlier theory has been refined away, and the
whole system has been so elaborated in detail and unified
in strl.;lcture as to have been in fact completely transformed;
Atomism then must be regarded as a theory in process of
devel?pment. Moreover, so widely different were the three
men In personal character and in the attitudes with which
theyapproached theirwork that it is essential that theyshould
be .treated of sepa~ateIy. Leucippu~ with the humility of
a pioneer regards himself as the mediator between the rival
theories of his predecessors, and having formulated the
fundamental principle of atomism, sets himself to work out
some of its consequences with a certain naive insight, but
without any serious attempt at the creation of a complete
sy~tem. 1?emocritus, t~e man of encyclopaedic learning and
universal Interests, taking over the theory from Leucippus,
develops and systematizes it on every side~ weaving it into
a vast but loosely constructed philosophy, which ranged in

l.

INTRODUCTION 3
nn all-embracing spirit over the world and human life.
Epicurus is primari.ly a moralist, a preacher of ~ Gospel of
life, who cares nothing for knowledge and learning as such.
But he does care greatly, and that not only from a moral
point of view, for a materialist theory of the universe, based
upon a complete trust in the validity of sensation, and in
such a theory Atomism takes its natural place on the physical
Kidc. He simplifies in places, elaborates in others, has a
minute eye for consequential details and a singular po~er

of visualizing effects: above all he welds together phySICS,
morals, and psychology into a consistent system based on a
single principle. It is therefore impossible to group tt?gether
in a single account a theory devel~ped on s~ch dlffe~ent

lincs and approached from such dIfferent pOints of VIew,
and though, in telling the story of Atomism it will be neces
~mry to some extent to trace and retrace the same ground,
)'ct such are the divergences between its three exponents
that there should be no danger of monotony. But beyond
Epicurus it is not profitable or indeed possible to follow the
history of Atomism: it is true that his followers attempted to
develop his sytem in certain outlying provinces, especially
in the spheres of Logic and Rhetoric (both of them subjects
banned by the Master), yet so great was their respect for
f he authority of his name that the first care of the school
was to preserve intact, without addition or subtraction, the
lu:ritage which he had handed down to them. It is owing to
this scrupulous conscientiousness of his disciples that we
em accept the poem of Lucretius, written more than two
hundred years after the death of Epicurus, as a certain record
of his doctrines.

For similar reasons it is impossible, in the case at any rate
of Democritus and Epicurus, to deal merely with the
physical theory of Atomism and neglect the rest of their
work; such an abstraction would give a false impression not
merely of the philosophers but of the development of
Atomism itself. For in some respects the most interesting
tl~ature in its history is the way in which, starting as a
flhysical cosmogony-one in the long series of speculations

l
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4- INTROD UCTION
of the: early Gre~k philosophers-afterw~rds, as th~ range
of phIlosophy wIdened or the centre of mterest shifted it
gradually became co-ordinated in a greater whole. In De~o
critus indeed its position is perhaps rather one of juxta
position than ofco-ordination ; though it is closely connected,
for instance, with his metaphysicaf scepticism, it is not so
easy to trace its relation to his moral theory, still less to those
manifold and diverse subjects which filled the books of his
Tetralogies. But with Epicurus the change is very marked.
Epicureanism is indeed a very different thing from Atomism.
Morals, psychology, and physics are all grouped together in
a system which is a whole. And Atomism is not loosely
attached to the other fields of interest, but penetrates them
all and is penetrated by them. The theories of psychology,
even of morals, rest directly on an Atomic basis, and the
theories of Atomism in turn are controlled and conditioned
by the fundamental principles of psychology. For this reason
I have had ~o s~rup!e .in treati~g genera~ly of the many fields
of Democrltus actIVIty and m regardmg Atomism in its
last stage as a part of the wider Epicureanism.
. .In rea~ing or writing the history of Greek Atomism, it
IS ImpoSSible not to have an eye on modern science. Yet the
temptation to see closer paraUels than actually exist and to
read mode~n ideas into ancient speculation is very real and
must be reSisted. It must always be remembered that ancient
speculation is a very different matter from modern research:
at its best it res~ed in the main on a priori reasoning, and
though observatIon and even experiment may have given
some knowledge ofdetail, they had little place in the develop
ment of t~e larger fundamental theories. And not only do
~ethods dl~er, but the fundamental conceptions of the atom
I~ the ancient theory and modern chemistry are widely
dIvergent. . The Greeks conceived a perfectly hard unalter
abl~ body, I~~apable ofentering into any combination except
by Ju~taposition o~ at most entanglement: modern chemistry
conce!ves an elastic changeable body, which in the fusion of
chemical combinati?n merges its material identity in a new
substance. The anCIent theory conceived of infinite atoms all

r. o
•

INTRODUCTION 5
of homogeneous material; the modern chemist assigns a
materially different atom to each of his numerous elements,
though indeed in its latest developments chemical physics
seems to be coming back to the notion of an ultimate homo
geneous germ of all the elements. T?ese are some of ~e
differences which should put any writer but an expert 10

modern science upon his guard. He cannot forbear from
time to time to note coincidences, or apparent coincidences, I

between the ancient and the modern ideas, but a complete
comparison of the two, fascinatingly interesting as it would
be must be left to others. For myself, I shall endeavour
si~ply to tell the story of Atomism in Greece, hoping that it
may possibly inspire some expert in modern chemistry to
add the missing chapter with an authoritative hand. But
{~vcn a layman may assert without contradiction that it was
the Greeks who put the questions which modern science is
still endeavouring to answer: had their problems been
different, the whole course of European scientific thought
might never have existed.

I Many such interesting coincidences have been remarked in Dr. J
Masson's Lumlius. Epictlr~all ami Po~/.
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I

THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM

No important system of thought has ever appeared in
the world as the 'special creation' of its founder, wholly

detached from what has gone before: it must have its roots
in the speculations and discoveries of many predecessors,
which have been advancing unconsciously towards one solu
tion. This solution could not have been anticipated and
may often at the moment pass unrecognized, yet to one
looking back it is seen to be the inevitable outcome of
previous thought. So it certainly was with the Greek theory
of the atomic constitution of the universe; it was no brilliant
;lnd isolated invention, but the natural issue of the long
series of speculations of the early physical philosophers.
Alike the nature of the problems which they had set them
selves to solve-problems which grew in complexity, as each
new thinker made his fresh contribution of difficulties-and
the general trend of the answers they gave, pointed to
Atomism as the ultimate conclusion, and Leucippus, who
had the genius to perceive this, regarded himself not so much
as a conspicuous innovator, but rather as the reconciler of the
rival theories of his predecessors. In order then to under
stand both the form and the content of the system of the
Atomists, it is necessary to inquire briefly into the main lines
of previous speculation, with a view to determining the
problem which they inherited and the given conditions of
its solution.

The history of early Greek speculation has often been
written, I and it is not my purpose to attempt any general
description orestimate of it; it is only intended here to inquire
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, It is almost superfluous to refer to Zeller's PIJilosophie tier Griu!Jtll, to
Gomperz, Gred TIJill~ers (vol. i in English Translation by L. Magnus), and
10 Professor Burnet's Ettrly Grull Philosophy (3rd edition, 1920); to the last
work in particular this Chapter owes very much•
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10 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
necessary to abstract from the theories of the earlier thinkers
what is relevant to this purpose and to neglect other elements
which lie apart from it; but there is the less danger that a
false picture will thus be given) because what is essential for
the present discussion is in fact just the kernel of their
speculations. For the ultimate problem lying at the back of
them all is the inquiry, what is the nature (4)vUls) ofthe world?
It is no doubt true that this question was in origin religious
rather than physical; I cosmogony sprang from religion and
brought forth cosmology. It is not therefore surprising that
a theological undercurrent is discernible in the theories of
many of the early philosophers and that from time to time
it comes prominently to the surface; Epicurus himself,~ some
three centuries after Thales, still finds It necessary to implore
his disciple to beware of 'mytht and cling to 'physiology'.
Yet from the first moment that itcomes into view,3 philosophy
is seen to be honestly endeavouring to free science from the
prejudices of religion and to regard nature as a purely
physical existence. Thus the intention of the early thinkers,
when they posed the question 'what is the nature of the
world?' was to suggest an inquiry into the ultimate material
substance ofwhich it was composed. It is therefore on their
answers to this fundamental question, given in the long
debate which ensued, that attention must be concentrated;
for those answers constitute in fact the antecedents of
Atomism.

Lucretius, whose poem preserves the doctrines of Atom
ism in a more expanded form than any other extant docu
ment, devotes a large section ofhis first book4 to the criticism
of the predecessors of the Atomists. This section has for us
the peculiar interest that, based as it certainly is on an

I The connexion of theology and physical science in the early Greek
philosophers is well brought out in Mr. F. M. Cornford's From RtligiolJ to
PhiiolopAy, though 1 cannot agree with his notion of the: origin of the con·
ception of ~vu,s and think that he overrates the importance of the religious
dement in the philosophers of the ·scientific tradition'.

a e.g. Ep. H, § 87.
3 See Gomperz, Grtd TnilJhrs, Chap. I.
.. i. 635-920.
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Epicurean work) I it represents the orthodox tradition of the
Atomic school. In this aspect its main value lies not so much
in its criticism, which is often delivered from an unsym
pathetic and dogmatic Epicurean point of view, but in its
preservation of the Atomists' conception of the steps by
which their own syste.rr: was approached. Lucretius recog
nizes in previous speculation three stages. In the first the
answer to the ultimate problem of the constitution of the
world is given as a single 'element'~ or substance, and of this
stage Heraclitus3 is made typical. In the second stage he
places philosophers who postulated as the ultimate basis two
or more elements, and associates it with the name of Empe
dodes," who believed the world to be composed of all the
four. Finally, as the nearest approach to Atomism-though
in some respects its opposite pole-he places the theory of
Anaxagoras, which stands alone in its unique originality.
This division is not merely arbitrary, but does in fact repre
sent clearly enough the natural process of development
from Monism to a greater and greater Pluralism) of which
in a sense Atomism was the culmination, and it will therefore
be more than a mere matter of convenience to follow it. At
the same time the separation of the early philosophers into
schools) though based on logical as well as local and historical
grounds, must not be exaggerated: for there is a vital con
nexion running all through their speculations. Each new
stage of thought arises out of the criticism of its predecessor;

r Possibly the JErr,'Top.~ TWV -rrpos 'TOOs ;VCI'KOVS (D.L. x. 27). The main
bulk of Lucretius' poem is probably based on Epicurus' MEYcU:'1 'E1TtTOP.";
(sec Giussani, Stu. Lucr. p. 10), but it is improbable that that work con
lained systematic criticism of other philosophers.

: The word 'dement' (OTO'Xf&OV) is first used by Plato. The idea may
have come from the Pythagoreans and is explicit in Empedodes (E. G. P.3,
p. :n8, n. I).

J That Heraclitus is really taken as a type is, I think, clear from the fact
that some of Lucretius' criticism---and in particular that of the notion of
condensation and rarefaction (647-S4)-is not applicable to his theory, but
to those ofothers of the Monists.

• In this section Lucretius expressly states (716) that Empedocles is only
a type, and recognizes (763, 770) two distinct schools among the upholden
of the theory of the {our elements.
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Though considerable information is extant with regard to

THALES himself and his doings, his journey to Egypt and
importation to Ionia of Egyptian geometry? his political
importance and his plea for Ionian federation, and his
famous prediction of the eclipse of the sun) very little indeed
is known about his philosophical views. For the present
purpose practically all that can be counted certain is the bare
statement that he said the primary substance was water.~

Why he selected water and how he explained the creation of
other things from water we do not know. Aristotle suggests
that he was led to his conclusion by observing that the
'nourishment of all things is moist and that even the hot
is created from the moist and lives by it', and further 'that
the seeds of all things are in their nature moist" but this
looks rather like the reasoning of a later age, after physio
logical interests had arisen. It is perhaps more probable that
he selected water because as a matter ofcommonplace obser
vation it seemed most likely to be able to give rise to other
things. He saw it not only in a liquid state) but in a solid
form as ice and also in an 'airy' condition) as he would
probably have said, as vapour. Such observation would have
led him to conclude that it might change also into other
solids, hardening into earth and rock, and passing through
the medium of 'air' even into fire itself. It is most unfor
tunate that we have no further trustworthy information as to
his theories, for it seems impossible in view of the subtle
n~asoning of his immediate successor that he can have been
content with the mere enunciation of his belief. As it is, it
must simply be accepted as the foundation of the Ionic
spcculation. We may notice as a survival of the theological
ill terest-though too much has been made of it-the state
mcnt attributed to Thales that 'all things are full of gods';3
the same sort of animism seems to be implied in his argu
ment that 'the magnet is alive, because it moves iron'.4

t For an examination of these traditions see E. G. P .3, pp. 41-7.
: Arist.M~/aplzys. A. 3.983 b; D.A. I 2. Aristotlestates thatThalessaid water

W;IS the 'material cause', but he is speaking of course in his own terminology.
J Arist. d~ Anima, A. S. +11 a; D.A. 22. .. Ibid. A. 2. 40S a; D.A. 22.

12 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
indeed even constructive thinking is sometimes intended as
a form of attack. But usually this is not so: a constructive
period will be followed by a period of criticism and out of
it again arises new construction on a fresh basis. Itwill
therefore be necessary not merely to consider the prominent
representatives of the three main constructive stages, but
also those other philosophers, who by a largely negative and
critical attitude prepared the way for the next development.
Parmenides, and later on Zeno and Melissus, are as im
portant precursors of Atomism, as Heraclitus, Empedocles,
and Anaxagoras.

l

§ I. The Monists
Under the title of Monists may roughly be grouped to

gether those philosophers who held that the primary sub
stance, out of which the world was made, was one. Their
speculations were throughout guided by the ultimate desire
for unification, a feeling perhaps rather than a reasoned con
clusion that behind all the infinite variety and changeableness
ofthe world around them there must be some one permanent
substan.ce, which did not vary or change. But though all
held thIs fundamental belief in common, their theories ar~

marked by a growing sense of difficulty in the monistic
explanation. After its apparently first confident enunciation
~y. Thales, arises an ill-disguised feeling of dissatisfaction:
It IS easy enough to suppose an ultimate unity, but much
more difficult to explain how multiplicity can have arisen
from it, and how both the one fundamental substance and ~
the many forms in which it appears can be equally real.
Two periods may be clearly distinguished: the first consists
of the 'School of Miletus', all closely dependent on one
~nother, Thales, Anaximander and Anaximenes, the second
IS represented by the independent and original theory of
Heraclitus of Ephesus. To these must be added the strange
doctrine of Parmenides of Elea, which in its thoroughgoing
Monism and its relentless disregard of the appearances of
normal experience, really reduced Monism to an absurdity
and prepared the way for a solution on different lines.
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14 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
ANAXIMANDER, who is described as a 'companion' of

Thales, which means probably a member of the same g~oup

united by philosophical interests, though not so versattle a
man, would appear to have been a f~r m?re audacious and
subtle thinker. He developed something hke a system of the
heavenly bodies I explaining their nature and their relations
to one another, 'he formed a new view of the earth and its
position in th~ world, and propo~nded a theory of the
creation of anImals and man, which has, perhaps over
enthusiastically, been recognized as the forerunner ofmodern
ideas of Evolution. In dealing with the main problem, he
would seem to have adopted from Thales the general ~otion
of a single primary. substance and the~ to have set himself
deliberately to consider of what nature It must be, and what
·~ere the fundamental conditions of its existence. The idea
that most forcibly impressed itself on hi~ was th~t it must
be 'infinite': (ll:Tr€Lpov), 'boundless', that IS to say In extent.
As he looked at the world around him he saw that there was
a continual 'strife of opposites': the hot and !he cold appear
to be at war with one another, so too the mOist and the dry.
The result is a continual destruction and waste. If then
there is to be material to keep this destructive warfare going,
and to repair its losses, there must, so to sl?eak, be an eter.n:l
stock to draw upon 'in order that becomm~ may not fall .3
The primary substance then, whatever else It ma~ be, must
be something without limit: it must never be posslbl~ to get
to the end of it: it must be 'boundless'. Moreover) It must
for the same reason be eternal: it is, as he said,4 ~deathless

and ageless'. Is it possible then to describe its material
character? Can it be, as Thales had thought, water, or
indeed anyone of the things of o~dinary e~perienc~? Em
phatically not) Anaximander replIed, for ~hese ~hlngs a~e

hostile to one another; air is cold, water IS mOist, fire IS
hot, and if anyone of these were infinite, it must even

I For a very brief treatment 'of these su~ordinatc in~.erests see § 4 of this
Chapter. :l Dlog. Laert. 11. I; D. I.

J Act. I. 3. 3; D. ! 1- r"a fU1j)EV EJJ..€l1T'[J ~ 'YEVfO'tS.

4 Hipp. Ref. i. 6. 1; D. II.
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now have put an end to a~l !he othe~s'.I What the material
nature of 'the boundless IS Anaxlmander does not say;
he was content to leave it indefinite. Later philosophers,
speaking of it in their o~n accustom~d ~h~as.eology) called
it 'indeterminate matter: or something dIstInct from the
clements',3 or even with greater precision ~a natu~e between
air and fire or air and water'.4 Such phraseology IS anachr~.

nistic as it implies a distinction of the 'elements', though It
may 'to some extent express Anaximander's idea. The
'boundless' was apparently conceived as outside all the
worlds, a vast envelope,S as it ~ere, e~closing them, out o.f
which they were created and tnto wh~ch t~ey would .Ultl-. . . . i
mately be destroyed.6 Not content W1th thIS general Idea, 1· . ,.-:. ~I.

Anaximander went on to specify the way)nwhich 'worldst
, ~, ,'",-. { '.: ..

which he conceived of as innumerabl~flwere. f:reated out
of 'the boundless t

• There was in the 'boundless' eternal
motion 8 whIch' b~ought the worlds into being by means of
the 'se~arating out of opposites': 9 this seems to mean that
:l constant jostling inside the 'boundless' shook out 4the
(>pposites'. An interesting reference explains the process
and its consequences: IO 'something able to beget hot and cold
was separated off from the eternal at the creation of this
world, and out of this a circle of flame grew up round the
:lir enclosing the earth, as the bark grows round the tree'.
A piece of the 'boundless t

, we must understand, was shaken
ofl' and separated itself into the two opposites, the hot and
f hl~ cold; the cold composed the earth in the centre ~n~ the
-fiery circle' gave birth to the heavenly bodies. Slmdarly

I Arist. Phys. r. 5. 204h. :a Arist. Met. A. 2. I069h.
, Arist. Phys. r. 5. 204 b 1To,pa. Td <rTol,XEia.
~ Alex. Aphrod. in Arist. Mltaph. A. 6. 988 aj D. 16 r?~ P.ET~O q,vuw

fl1/J()~ TE Ko,i '11VPOS, 1j (UpOS 1'£ Ko,l ;;8aTos.
\ Hipp. Rif., l.c. 1T(ll1'To,s 1TEPt'Xt!t,~ TOVS KOUP.OVS.
to Aet. t. 3. 3. D. 14. . /
7 Ibid. o:rrElporJs KOUJLOVS. Burnet (E. G. P.3 58 if.) has shown that this ........_._

Illtl~t mean infinite coexisting, not successive worlds.
II Hipp. Rtf. i. 6. 2 ; D.A. II.

'I Arist Phys. A.4. 187 a EI< TOG I."O~ lvovuas TaS- EVo,VTwrqT4S- lJ(J(pl-
,·n,Oat. D. 1:6. 10 Theophrastus in Ps.-Plut. Strom. 2.
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I Arist. Phys. r. 5. 204h. :a Arist. Met. A. 2. I069h.
, Arist. Phys. r. 5. 204 b 1To,pa. Td <rTol,XEia.
~ Alex. Aphrod. in Arist. Mltaph. A. 6. 988 aj D. 16 r?~ P.ET~O q,vuw

fl1/J()~ TE Ko,i '11VPOS, 1j (UpOS 1'£ Ko,l ;;8aTos.
\ Hipp. Rif., l.c. 1T(ll1'To,s 1TEPt'Xt!t,~ TOVS KOUP.OVS.
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7 Ibid. o:rrElporJs KOUJLOVS. Burnet (E. G. P.3 58 if.) has shown that this ........_._

Illtl~t mean infinite coexisting, not successive worlds.
II Hipp. Rtf. i. 6. 2 ; D.A. II.
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16 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
other worlds would be formed, though in their case it might
be a different pair of 'opposites' which were 'separated out'.
In such worlds 'the opposites' would be in a continual state
of strife, sometimes the one, sometimes the other gaining
the upper hand, but at last 'they make reparation and satis
faction to one another for their injustice according to the
appointed time';1 the balance is exactly restored, the 'world'
is destroyed and 'the opposites' merged again in the bound
less. This picturesque description of the birth and death of
worlds passes perhaps a little outside the main problem of
the ultimate matter, but it greatly assists in the understand
ing ofAnaximander's general notion, and contains the germs
of many cosmogonical ideas which persisted through the
whole ofearly speculation and take their place in the theories
of the Atomists.

It seems at first sight a retrogression that after the singular
insight of Anaximander ANAXIMENES should have gone back
on the idea that the primary substance was one of the things
known to experience and selected 'Air'.%But an examination
of his theory shows that it was really an advance on Thales
and even on Anaximander himself) Anaximander's diffi
culty had been that he could not see how any of the known
substances could change into the others, and for this reason
he had spoken of his 'boundless' as being neither one nor
the other of them. But if any satisfactory explanation of this
change could be given, it might be possible to return to
a theory less arbitrary and more like that of Thales. This
explanation Anaximenes found in 'thickening and thinning
out',4 or as we should say, rarefaction and condensation.
All things were formed of air, but the differences between
them were due to the presence of more or less air in a greater
or less state of compression: in other words the difference
between things was quantitative, not qualitative. The diffi-

• Simpl. in Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184 (24, 13); D. 9.
~ Simp!. in Arist. Phys. A. z. 18+ (24. 26) (Thcophrastus); D.A. 5.
3 See E. G. P.l, 73 1F.
.. Simp!. 1.e. 8LaA/J'pttV 8~ p.avoT'TlTl. (also called dpo.lwUlS, Pluto Strom.
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culty ofThales' theory was avoided and moreover it was now
possible to conceive of a fundamental substance, which was
really homogeneous, while Anaximander's 'boundless',
which contained the 'opposites', would seem to have had
the character of a mixture. What then was Anaximenes t

'air' and how did he conceive its changes? His notion was
:l very delicate one and deserves appreciation. He appears
to have worked from the analogy of the human body. 'Even
as our soul, which is air, holds us together, so breath and air
encompass the whole world. 'I Moreover) he observed the
curious fact that if we breathe out with our lips tightly
pressed the breath feels comparatively cold, but much
warmer) if the mouth be wide open.% From this he drew the
conclusion that air condensed is cold, but rarefied it becomes
hot, and on this fact he founded his theory of the formation
of other things from air. 'When air is most even (o/lOMnuros
i.e. as we might say, in a normal state), it is invisible to the
sight',3 and this is the reason that we do not see air as such,
'but it is made visible by the cold and the hot, the moist
and the moving', or as we should perhaps more naturally
say, when it becomes hot or cold or moist or moving.
I rence extending his notion gradually beyond our im
mediate experience ofair he could say that 'when it is thinned
it becomes fire, when thickened, wind and then cloud, and
if still more thickened, water, and then earth, and then
stones'.4 The theory was indeed based on elementary obser
vation and then carried by conjecture beyond its limits: on
the one hand the air seemed to 'thin out' into the fiery bodies
in the heavens, on the other to thicken into clouds,S which in
their turn produced rain: it required no great stretch of the
imagination to conceive the process continuing and creating
solid earth and even stones. In his new idea then Anaximenes
had shown not merely how a single homogeneous substance,

I Quoted by Act. i. 3,4; D.B. 2.
: Plut. de Prim. Frig. 7, 947 F; D.B. I.

J Hipp. Rtf. i. 7. %; D.A. 7. 4 Simp!. in Arist. Plzys.l.e.
0; Hipp. Rtf. i. 7. 1. D.A. 7. UVlIf).OOVTa. 8e Ka.~ br, 7Ti\d'ol' 7Ta.XwOlvra.
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18 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
such as Thales had conceived, might create the rest without
losing its own identity, but had also incidentally accounted
for the creation of Anaximander's 'opposites' without having
to suppose them already existent in the 'boundless': hot and
cold, moist and dryare all produced byquantitative difference
in the compression ofair. It is not without cause that Anaxi
menes was regarded in antiquity as the culmination of the
Milesian School, I for though at first sight his theory seems
so much less far-sighted than that of Anaximander, it is
seen ultimately to be a more logical working out of the
fundamental idea of the school and to be free from the
difficulties involved in the theories of both his predecessors.

The Milesian School then had established the main idea
of the single primary substance, out of which all else was
created, had shown that this must be unlimited in extent, and
had suggested various means by which the different sub
stances of experience might come into being. But though
their theories had thus enunciated principles which were to
prove of great and lasting importance, they were yet beset
with great difficulties, two of which seem to have made
themselves almost immediately felt. In the first place the
assumption that the primary substance exists as something
external to the worlds-an infinite store of matter, as it
were, parts of which might be broken off to form worlds
is at once unnatural and uneconomical. Secondly, the
Milesians had themselves betrayed a sense of the difficulty
of passing from this one primary substance to the many
things of sensation: Anaximander's 'boundless' containing
the 'opposites' could not really be homogeneous, and Anaxi
menes' expedient of quantitative difference suggested an un
reality about other substances which were actually only com
pressed or rarefied air. It was apparently with these diffi
culties that HERACLITUS of Ephesus set himself primarily
to deal. Though he disclaims all connexion with his pre
dec,essors and despises the speculation of philosophers ~ no
less than the ignorance of the mob,3 proclaiming himself the

1 See E. G. P.3, p. 78.
:l frs. 16-18 Bywater; D.B. 4°,129, 108. 3 Jr. S Bywater; D.B. 17.
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possessor of a unique secret, which men are yet 'unable to
understand, when they first hear ie, I it is nevertheless clear
not merely that the Milesians had set him his problem, but
that his solution,:% for all its originality, has a close kinship
to theirs. The great 'discovery' on which Heraclitus so
rrides himself was the identity of the One and the Many:
out of all one and out of one all'.3 The implication of this
rnther cryptic statement must be found in the speculations
of his predecessors: it is not sufficient, Heraclitus says in
dl'cct, to s"!ppose some external One, from which the sub
utance of the world is supplied; rather it is the world itself
which is One, and its unity is in fact constituted by the very
multiplicity of things, which at first sight seems to destroy
it. I n the world, as he insisted, we see perpetual flux and
constant change: Call things pass away, and nothing abides·,4

they are like the current of a river, whose water changes at
r.vcry moment so that 'you cannot step into the same river
,\Vice'.s Yet behind this unceasing flow and constant altera
f ion there is permanence; the ever-shifting things of experi
('nee are but the parts of an abiding whole. Nor again is the
'!lfrifc', which had seemed to Anaximander an 'injustice" in
ronsistent with the universal unity: it is indeed its essential
rondition; 'war is the father of all and the king of al1'.6 The
world is a 'harmony of opposing tensions',' just as the strain
ing of its parts against each other and against the hands pro
,luces the efficiency of the bow, and the tension and reaction
of its strings give the harmonious note of the lyre.

So far the 'discovery' sounds mystic and its statement
dogmatic, but Heraclitus knew what it meant, and it is

I fr. 2 Bywater; D.B. I.

I h is more difficult to give a succinct account of Heraclitus' cosmology
t h;l n of those of his predecessors. This is not so much due to lack of informa
tinl\ or the obscurity of his fragments, but because, as Burnet has ably shown,
till 1he parts of his system-cosmogony, astronomy, psychology, and as far as it
"IK'S, cthics-are closely knit up together and abstraction is consequently
luuder. 3 Jr. S9 Bywater; D.B. 10.

4 Plut. Tllttztl. 15% e; Crill. 401 d, 4°% a.
~ fro 41 Bywater; D.B. 91. 6 fro 44 Bywater; D.B. 53.
7 fro 4- SBywater; D.D. 51 '1TaJ..lvrpo1roS app.ovl'l'
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2C THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
easier to grasp his idea when it is translated into physical
terms. What then is this One which is also All? As the true
successor of the Milesians Heraclitus conceived his One as
a primary substance out of which everything else was made,
and selected fire: cthe world was ever and is and shall be
an everliving firet

.1 Just as Thales had probably based his
theory of water as the primal matter on the observation of
its changes, and Anaximenes, as we know, had argued for
air on the analogy of the human breath, so without doubt
Heraclitus· selection of fire was not arbitrary: for the flame
seems at once to illustrate the idea of the single world with
its ever-shifting material. We see the fuel passing into the
flame and disappearing, and at theotherend issues the smoke,
yet the flame itself, ever shifting in shape and position, pre
~er:ves .a constant identity as l0!lg as fuel is supplied it. So
It IS WIth the world, whose eXistence Heraclitus conceived
pictorially as Can upward and a downward path·,:l like the
lap of the Greek racecourse. At the head is the eternal fire
itself, on the downward path,3 as heat becomes extinguished,
the fire changes into moisture, and the moisture in its turn
hardens into earth. Then begins the upward path; the earth
agai!1 liqui?es. into water, and t~e water evaporating and
pasSing again Into the fire 4 supphes the fuel to keep it ever
alight. How does this process take place? Is it really a
change of matter, so that there is not in fact a single funda
mental substance, or is it a quantitative change, such as
Anaximander conceived or something else? The answer,
though highly important, is not very easy to give. Tradition 5
certainly speaks of ·thickening and thinning oue in con
nexion with Heraclitus' theory, and Lucretius' 6 criticism
assumes it, but on the one hand the accounts of Heraclitus

I fro 20 Bywater; D.B. 30.
:It fro 69 Bywatcq D.B. 60. 3 See D.L. ix. 9; D.A. I.
4 ava,9vp.laats is the characteristic word used by Heraclitus both of the

process of the ·upward path' and of the kindling of the dry light of the sou)
(frs• .p, 42 Bywater; D.B. (2).

5 So Theophrastus (Phyr. Op. 'r; D. 47S. apud Simp!. in Arist. Phys.
A. 2. 184 (23. 33); D.A. s) and Diogenes Laertius, I.e. 8.

IS i.64S-S4.

l
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.:0 not. rest ~n good authority and there has probably been
.:llfuslon With the theory of Anaximander, on the other

'" ~u~re!ius though nominally attacking Heraclitus yet pro
Jtilbly Intend~ to cover the w~ole of the Monists.. lYIore light
_~~1J11 b.c.obtamed f~om c~rtaln frag~ents descnblng Hera
AJlhull cosmology,1 which seems Just to be the concrete
)ftltnifcstation of'the cupward and downward path'. The
·:jU@rnlll fire appears in the world as the sun: his fire 'is first
:t.PlllUtformed into seat~ through the intermediate stage of the
.:~tj~ory \~aterspoue,3 ,;hich itself is due to th~ 'kindling and
~ 'OMtlnctlon of douds.4 WaterS then passes Into earth (the

.~ 'JI,rucess of freezing would act as an indication, as well as the
:~·.,·,~d't,crvation of sea-shells and fossil fish inland attributed to
t:· IttfSophanes).6 Earth again becomes sea by means of the
'~" (llv.,rn. a~d .the sea o~ce more is taken up b~ evaporation to
'.~ I~Ullu uRtun Into the Itght of the sun. Thus In the course of
<~' •• 'Urc:1t year· the whole world is renewed. The idea is now
::~- hn' morc definite but it is still doubtful whether Heraclitus

""uld havc said whether he conceived the changes as qualita
tl\·~ 01· quantitative. He would have insisted that the eternal
ftrf1 was. the one reality, the source and goal of all matter:
i~tl... t, II1Ings were not Indeed condensed or rarified fire nor
~'nl hfld they independent reality: they existed only in rel~tion

~~:_~ "t fire, he might have said, as its fuel or its smoke.

: ,,_,Ll,t.,,-·~:"~_:.~:.~.~.~~:_.:,::.~.,;.,.,.f:~':::::.,..,.••..:::~;J,:;~:r~~i1~~:;~~~~l:2~:~~~:i~~;;~~~~~~~:~
~r' tm~ul'CS its eternity: 'all things are given in exchange for fire

Itntl firc for all thin~s) even as goods are exchanged for gold

I;; .1::~:.III~~~~ aff~~~~~S~~=~~~~~r::=~::a~~~~'~S .~~s~1s
: &~~~., hltullcd 111 due measures and in due measures extinguished·.s

.' ~t:~ ..' I IIl1r1lcl'sargument(E. G. PJ,PP.148 fr.) on this point seems convincing.
•p. :u Bywater; D.D. 31.
• ".I"lf~T'ip: compare Lucr. vi. 423-5°. 4 Aet. iii. 3. 9; D.A. 1+.

~ "". (:Il. D.B. 31 9a.>..o.CTU7J~ 8'} 'TO I4Ev .qp.uro yij, TO BE .ql-uav 7TP'la-rrJP'
~ Ilipp. Rtf. I. 14; Xenophanes D.A. 33.
, ,I)', Z2 Uywatcr; D.B. 90.
• Jt .. ,to Bywater; D.D. 30: cf.fr. 29 Bywater i D.B. 94.
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I Certain authorities actually attribute the doctrine of the lmpwa,s t~!:

Heraclitus, but Burnet (E. G. P.l IS8 iF.) has shown that it is a hopelesS;i
contradiction ofthe main principles orIlls system and must be a Stoic accretion:/

a Jr. 39 Bywater; D.B. 126. ?
J fro 43 Bywater. 4 fro 18 Bywater; D.B. J08.
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Nor is this true merely of the world as a whole, but of -divine spark of fire',r which was alike the 'soul of the world'
in it. The sea, for instance, is 'half earth, and half fi .. llnd the soul of man. It was undoubtedly for this reason in
waterspout': half of it, that is, is just ceasing to be fire an: 1\ great measure that Lucretius ~ selected Heraclitus as the
becoming sea, the other half is ceasing to be sea and b £.. type of the Monists. Some of his criticism is certainly beside
coming earth. If there were not this 'tension of opposites~· "; the mark: he attributes to Heraclitus 3 the notion of rare
the world would cease to be: if the upward path, for instanc~ .~ tilction and condensation and complains that he does not
were to gain the victory over the downward, all would ert, . Admit the existence of a void 4-a point which did not arise
in a great conflagration.1 Thus it turns out that An .,: In discussion till after Heraclitus· day. But in two respects
manderts 'opposites' are in all cases the two aspects of:'· nt. least his observations are of value, for they mark the
single process: 'the cold is getting warm, the warm col4j weakness of the Monist position not merely from an atomic
the moist is becoming dry, and the parched is becomin";. point of view, and suggest the proble~s which ~mmediately

damp'.2 And their 'strife', the pulling of the two process'. IU'OSC from it and were to be the material for the work of the
in opposite directions, is in fact just the 'harmony whi, 'lt~xt generation. Firstly, he argues in effect, if the primal
gives the world its permanence'. 'Homer was wrong i" Iluhstance is one, other things must differ from it either in
saying "would that Strife might perish from among god:s, quantity or quality: if in quantity,S then their own existence
and men": if his prayer were heard, all things would pas'. ill unreal; you would only get more or less concentrated
away.' 3 ,:: tfirc·: if in quality)6 then Monism is a delusion, for there are

In this somewhat fantastic-or perhaps we should Sa:'i: olhl'r existences which are not in fact 'firet. Secondly,7 with
mystic-theory Heraclitus felt that he had finally satisfied: u :dight shifting of his ground, he complains that to maintain
the conditions required by his predecessors. He had show __ rhar everything else is only a disguised form of the one
that there was a primary substance which was yet not external primary substance, is to attack the validity of the senses: they
to the world, that it was in the fullest ~hysical sense One ~u~ n·rognize 'fire', but fail to see that all else is really 'fire' too.
that yet the Many were but forms of it, and that the StrIfe; A~ will be seen,s Heraclitus was apparently ready to accept
which had proved a stumbling-block to Anaximander, w~J this position, but it marks the first avowal of scepticism, and
just the condition of that equilibrium which ensured the thc hcginning of the discussion of the source and validity of
world's eternity. It was not without cause that he coul knowledge: for the first time 'wisdom' declares itself 'apart
look down on the ignorance of the multitude and say tha. from other things'.
'wisdom is apart from other things'.4 Heraclitus has for u· I\mong the Monists may best be included a philosopher,
a double interest; for not only was his theory the culmination who, although he was in fact the founder ofa new school, yet
of the Ionian Monism, but long afterwards he became: hrought the Monist- theory to a culmination, because he
object of special veneration to the Stoics, the permaneil, I Unfortunately they also interpreted his doctrines in their own terminology
rivals of the Epicureans. They perceived naturally enough\: lllhi ~\'cn attributed to him ideas which he cannot have held, such as those of
in his speculations an anticipation of their own belief in th¢t 411(0 ,\(iyos and the lmpwul,S. and one of the chief difficulties of under

1l,II\ding our doxographical tradition about Heraclitus is the necessit), for
tli'lcnt'lllgiing Stoic elements ~ see Burnet.

I i. 6J )-704. ) 647 fr. 4 655 If.
, 650-1. 6 665-71. 7 690-700.
ft Sext. adtl. Math. vii. 126 i D.A. 16: cf. Jr. 13% Bywater; D.B. 46.
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24 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
made it for ever impossible. PARMENIDES of Elea was indeed::
one of those thinkers, whose work seems to be mostly >

negative: he foUows out the old idea to its logical conclusion,
and that conclusion proves impossible for anyone to accept;
yet because it shows the weakness of the old, it also sets the :'
conditions for the new, and may be, as Parmenides' theory
was, the starting-point of more than one )ine of inquiry.
While the later Ionians were engaged in their endeavours
to reconcile the existence of the one primary substance with
the many substances of experience, there had been among
them a wandering philosopher, whose thoughts had turned
mostly to religion. The chief work of XENOPHANES of Colo
phon was his Satires or Si/loi, in which he had attacked the
old anthropomorphic polytheism of Homer and Hesiod
the Olympian religion-and proclaimed that there was 'One
god, the greatest among both gods and men, like unto mortals
neither in form nor in thought'.1 This was not however,
as it sounds, a proclamation of a monotheistic religion, but
had its direct relation to Ionian physical speculation. The
"one god' was in fact, as Aristotle: tells us, the whole world,
and the import of his aphorism was just that, while his con- I,
temporaries were looking for some external substance-for ~"

he preceded Heraclitus-from which the many might be J
supplied, Xenophanes insisted that the world itself was one.'

That Parmenides was in any sense a pupil of Xenophanes,
as the doxographers tell uS,3 is improbable, but it is quite
likely that the older philosopher in the course of his wander
ings visited Elea and may have influenced the younger. At
any rate it was this notion of the actual Unity of the World
itself which Parmenides determined to work out to its logical
conclusion. It has been noticed that Heraclitus had already ,
expressed himself sceptical as to evidence of the senses, and : .
was inclined to appeal from them to the reason of the mind.
Parmenides threw himself whole-heartedly into this sceptical
position: at the outset of his poem4 he boldly declares that

I D.B. 23. 2 Milapltys. A. S. 986 b.
] Simpl. in Ar. Pltys. A. 2. 18+ (22. 27); D.A. 7--aerived from

Theophrastus. 4 D.B. 1,1. 29.

THE MONISTS 2S

there are two 'Ways', the Way o~Truth, .w~ich is reached
only by the mind, and the Way of t~e 0J?ml~nsof mortals,
In which is no true confidence at all , which IS based upon
lIcnsation. The poem proceeds ~o expound both :Ways', ~nd
the views of the world at which they respectively arTlve,
but it is clear even from such fragments as we possess that
the Way of Truth is alone Parmenides' own view, the Way
(If Opinion is only expounded to show its fa!sity.1 What the.n
III the Way of Truth? 'That.It is and that ~tcannotnot be IS

the path of Persuasion, who IS the compaOlon o~ Truth, but
that It is not and that it must needs not be, thiS way I ~ell
thee is a path wherein is no learning at all. For that which
III not thou canst not know-for that cannot be-,-no nor
utter it. For the same thing can be thought and can be.':
The main proposition here containe~ that wh~t i~, is, and
wh:\t is not is not appears at first Sight both mdlsputable
lind unprofitable, b~t the clue to. th~ ri?dle lies, in t~e last
"'uuse. Parmenides test of realIty IS thought (VOEtV), or
rUlher, according to the essentially material notions of early
( ;reck philosophy, 'visualization': 'for it m~st.needs .be that
what can be spoken of and thought is: for It IS pOSSible for
II In he but it is not possible for what is nothing to be')
What then can be thought or 'visualized'? Clearly, since
lInce more the whole train of previous philosophy may be
Illken as a sure guide, matter or body. 'It is' then means
Iwither more nor less than the existence of matter or body:
If ('xists to the full and it alone exists: empty space unoc
!'lIpied by matter does not exist, empty space is nothing, for
IlolhinO' cannot in Parmenides' sense, be "thought'. In other

b , I
Words the world is solid body, pure matter, a corpo~ea

/"('11/1111. Here then, Parmenides s~e~s to sa~, is .the I?glcal
l'flnd llsion of the Ionian hypothesIs: If anythmg IS seriously
1\I(':lIIt bv the statement that the world is one, it must be
Ihllt it is'a continuous homogeneous body and nothing else.

I For the controversy as to what Parmenides intended by the Way of
Opinion see E. G. P.3, pp. 182 ff.,and Cornford, pp. 218 ff.

t 1>.8. oj., 1. 3; S.
I D,B. 6. I follow Burnet's interpretation as against Diels.
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26 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM "
Nor does Parmenides shrink from the consequences of his ;:
conclusions, but proclaims them with cheerful confidence. :
'Ifwhat is is, it can never have come into being or pass away, .
for what can there have been before or after it?'1 It is :
eternal. Indeed what was and what shaH be do not exist: :~
what is, is now: past and future are an illusion and time itself 'I:'
a dream. Moreover, the world being absolutely continuous\,
body, C~t is not ~ivisible,for it is alike an over':: the apparent ;
separation of things from one another is but a fallacy of the ",'
sen.ses.. Nor c~n it move, for motion implies empty space, ;'
whIch IS nothing and does not exist:3 it therefore does not ~,
c~ange and there is no 'becoming or passing away',4 no
bIrth nor death. Nor is it infinite in extent:5 for it is com- .'
plete in itself and 'Jacks nothing' outside itself. It is in '
fact 'complete on every side, like in bulk to a perfect sphere,
~qualfrom the centre in everydirection' .6 Parmenides' world
IS thus a finite, eternal, indivisible, immovable, spherical,
corporeal mass: motion, change, variety, birth, and death,
all that we know by the experience of our senses are mere
delusions. It is no longer strange to learn that he 'expelled
the senses from the way of Truth';7 for thought had certainly

_led to conclusions very far from the 'opinion' of the senses.
The theory of Parmenides was indeed the death-blow of

Monism, for it showed conclusively that no further progress
could be made in this direction. The expedients of the later
Ionians for preserving the unchangeable One and at the
same time reconciling it with the ever-changing Many had
been shown to fail, because they in reality involved the
ab~ndonmet.tt of the fu~da~en!al principle of Unity. The
strIct ~onowln.gout of thIS prm~lple could only lead to a view
of Unity, which was wholly divorced from experience, and
seemed to be entirely devoid of fruitful results. Yet Par
menides' theory was in effect a turning-point in the history
of Greek .philosop~y. It had in the first place shown for
the first time the Importance of logical thought: a theory

I D.B. 8, U. 3-14. s Ibid., 1. 22. 3 Ibid., l. 26.
.. Ibid., 1.27. S Ibid., l. 32. 6 Ibid., J. 42 •
7 Ps. Pluto 81ro11l. s; D.A. 22.

THE MONISTS 27
could not henceforward be accepted, until its full conse
quences had been thought out and weighed. It was again
the starting-point for further speculations on the part of
Pllrmenides' Eleatic disciples, which were to lead along the

, 11cculiar lines of the master-s thought to consequences of
: - K~eat ~mportance. But above all, it ~oin.ted to the inevitable
. a,rcctlon of future development: phdosophy must now

.; ~cnsc to be monistic or cease to be corporealist'. I The old
helief in matter as the sole reality, on which Parmenides'
nwn system rested, was too strong to be broken down yet:

J
,hilosophy chose the line of least resistance and ceased to
)c monistic. It is not without significance that the view of·
I he world which Parmenides expounded-or more probably ,~

r" I)oscd-in the Way of Opinion, was a dualism, based on
(IU" complementary 'substances' of Light and Darkness. .

§ 2. The Pluralis/s-Empedocles

The theory of Parmenides had made it impossible any
1IIIIger to maintain the single homogeneous substance as
fJu,'primary basis of the world, because the variety and com
pkxityof phenomena could not by this means be accounted
Ij 11", Thinkers began to search for a solution on new lines, and
" is not hard to perceive the form which new theories must
tukl'. Indeed it had almost been suggested by the theory
uf Ilcraclitus, whose notion of 'fire which was not fire',
wtWfl it took the forms of the moist and the solid, was but
" thinly disguised pluralism. If variety could not be pro
.'ured by a single primary substance, it might be explained
h)' rhe assumption of two or more such substances, which
II)' t heir mixture could secure complexity in derivative com-

I\OllIH.1s without themselves altering or losing their primary
,nmogeneity. Accordingly a number ofsuch theories sprang
up. in which the substances selected by the older philoso
phers were coupled together in pairs. Lucretius notices2

Rtnong such dualistic speculations the combinations of
ulr and fire (Oenopides of Chios)) earth and moisture

I E. G. P:J, p. 180. a i. 712-13.
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tukl'. Indeed it had almost been suggested by the theory
uf Ilcraclitus, whose notion of 'fire which was not fire',
wtWfl it took the forms of the moist and the solid, was but
" thinly disguised pluralism. If variety could not be pro
.'ured by a single primary substance, it might be explained
h)' rhe assumption of two or more such substances, which
II)' t heir mixture could secure complexity in derivative com-

I\OllIH.1s without themselves altering or losing their primary
,nmogeneity. Accordingly a number ofsuch theories sprang
up. in which the substances selected by the older philoso
phers were coupled together in pairs. Lucretius notices2

Rtnong such dualistic speculations the combinations of
ulr and fire (Oenopides of Chios)) earth and moisture

I E. G. P:J, p. 180. a i. 712-13.
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p'Art as a derivative in all the systems, and thou~h Empe
tlocles' Air is no longer the misty or vaporous aIr (~~!') ~f
Anaximenes, but the clear Air of the At~osphere (alIJ-!}~), It
WIlS no doubt suggested by it. Further, It may be noticed
thnt the four new primary substances correspond exactly
to Anaximander's pairs of opposites, the hot and the cold
(I.e. air), the moist and the dry. Empedocles. thus .clearly
wished his solution to stand in close connexlon With the
"peculations of all his prominent predecessors.

The four 'primary substances' ~re all of t~e~, of course,
tn he conceived of as purely material or boddy, Just as we~e

the substances of the Mo~ist~. Bu~ each of ~hem now IS
nh!\olutely homogeneous With Itself, Indestru.ctIble, .and un
I'h:lll~cable: each bears the marks of etermty which Par
II\rn i'des had assigned to 'the whole': In other w~rds E~~
1I'c!oc!CS had reached the conception of an. element
l ~). compound things could be separated Into matter{flTtllrnOV

• b I .
whil:h in its turn might be compound, and so on, ut u ti-
II I:llcl j' you would come to twoor more ofthe 'four' a~d beyond
Ih(,1lI separation could not proceed. The con~ep~lon was of
Ill(' utmost importance, not only for the !\toml; 1 heory, but
I"d('('d for all future chemical and phYSical sCience: though
1o:1ll1'l'doc!es' 'elements' have long ceased to be regarded as
UlIl'h, the conception still survives. T~ese elements t,hen by
,IH·il" combinations produced the th10gs of sense. earth
llIingling with water, for instance, might make mud, fire and
WUll'1" vapour and so on. But i~ ~o.0!1 beco~es clear t~at even
wilh four elements, the 1?0s.slbllItle.s o~ difference 10 com
pound bodies are greatly lImited: thiS dlfficul.ty Emp~docles

Ilolv(·d hy another of the far-sighted conceptions, which are
"III1II" his contribution to knowledge.-the elements could
lllillgk,: he saw, in different proportIons. Thus the bones
"I' llllimals,3 he thought, were composed of four parts of fire

. I EllIpcdoclcs did not himself use the. word, b?t it is constantly employed
hy lhe critics and doxographers. and it IS a conSIderable economy to follow

'''I1Il1. .. f h' . t
I (;ompcrz, p. 233. has called attentIon to the Importance 0 t IS poln •
I D.II.96.
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(Xenophanes)? and d~ubtl~ss the changes were rung also on, ;.<
the other possIble cO~J~~ctlons. !3u.t a dualism did not open,' J
up much greater POSSibIlIty ofvarIatIOn than the old monism, .,.
and the more complete form o~ pluralism was soon pro-',
pounded b>: EMPEDOCLES of Agrlgentum, who assumed as.
the fou!ldatron of the world the four 'primary substances', '
earth, aIr, fire, a'.ld water! The striking character of Empe-~
docI:s: personalIty, at once politician, physician, prophet, :
magl~lan, ~nd mystic, and the great poetical merrt of the
~o.rk In whIch he expounded his system, admired~ and indeed .
ll~'l1tated long after by Lucretius, have perhaps gained for '
hiS theory a greater fame than it deserves. But it was an'
i~portant s~ep in the long di~log~e and suggested cOjlcep-,'
hons of lasting value, supplyIng Indeed the main basis for -
the physical theory of Aristotle.

. Philosophically EmpedocIes appears to have regarded
himself as a medIator between the system ofParmenides and
the eVIdence of the senses) He admits indeed their in- ~
security as witnesses of the truth,4 and urges his disciple not
to trust to anyone sense rather than another 5 but at the
sam~ time he warns ~im not to 'refuse his trust 'to any of the
boddy parts, by whIch the~e is. a paeth fo; understanding': ill;

the supr~me1y.Im~or.tant th~ng IS to conSIder everything in &_

the way In which It IS clear. If we are to press this ratherJ ;1

vague 'theory of knowledge', it seems to mean that the
understanding is to be the final judge, but its data must
come through sense, and sense-evidence after careful con
siderati~n ~ust be ac~epted. In this spirit Empedocles takes
Parmen!des conceptIon of the world and asks in what
respect It must be modified to correspond with the evidence
?f the ~enses. ~ut though Parmenides' position may be his
ImmedIate starting-point, he also desires without doubt to
place himself in immediate relation with the Ionian Monists.
Of his four 'primary substances' Water was the ultimate
matter of ThaJes; Fire of Heraclitus; Earth played a large

r D.B. 17,.1. 18: see also D.B. 6. where the four substances are introduced
under aJJegoncal names. s i. 73

1
-3.

3 See E. G. P.3, p. 227. 1 D.B.2. S D.B. 4. 11. 9 If.
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r'" the macrocosm of the universe. But E~pedocles, like
_d{~b'ta predecessors, threw his th~ory into the plctures,\ue forJ?l
0f'f~f Rgreat world-process, and It 15 ne~essary ~o conSider .thls
~t~ hriefly, as it exhibi~s more clearly ~IS rela~10n t? prevIous
""~- thinkers and especially to Parmenldes. Llk~ him EmJ'e

dt)clcs conceived of the world as a s~here, the .sp~erlc~
une! round, rejoicing in its circular soht;Ide'.1 WIth!n thlS

Ul,here in origin were all t:!'e elements In perfect mIxture,
mingling one with another In harmon!, and as.yet there w~
nothing of a world such as we know, there neither th.e swift
limbs of Helios are descried, no, nor the shaggy might of
("'flh nor the sea'." There was no 'division nor unrighteous
uh'ifc in his (the world's) 1,imbs, ~ut he w~s ~qual on every

f t1"lt~ and quite boundless 3--unhke the hmlted sphere of
i l tnrmt'nides. But besides the four 'elements', Empedodes

h""gined two other existences, which ~rom his usual manner
uf !,pl~:tking of them,4 he dearly conceived of as equally cor-

\

\lH'eal, 'accursed Strife, equal in weight everywhere, and
.1'\'(' equal in length and breadth'; the scrupulo~s reference

III \\'c,.i(,ht length and breadth seems to proclaIDl them as
~) ) , ' Of h Lo·

ttit' ~;amc in kind with the elements. . ~ ese ~o ve 1S

Ih~\l which makes for harmony,S that 15, th~ un,lO.n of un
lHu'!: (there seems to \;Je a trace of ~erachtus Influe~ce
ht"l"<'), and Strife that w~lch ma~es for ~lscord, the sep:u-atlon
HI' \In'ikes and the unton of lIke to like. All the SIX sub
!llunccS were equal and eternal: 'for all !hese are equal ~d
ttHk(~ in years, and each has rule over hiS .own prerogatlv~,
nntl to each is his own character. And beSides these there IS

,,"'I!,ht that cometh into being or passeth away.... They
nl'«' ;hl'mselves and nought e1s~ (i.e.. pe~fectly pure), but
'\lnning through one another (t.e. mlnghng) they become

• D.n. 27,1. 4. s Ibid.,1. 2.

, n.H. z7a, 28. .
• r.~'. D.B. 11. 11. 19, 20, which follow immediately after the hst of the

fum I d~ll1ents' a~d suggesting no trace of a distinction in kind between them

A,,,I I.u\'c and Strife. ..
, ()nee again the influence of physlology 1S appar:nt as Em~od~ ex-

,'f(t'~\)' :1.'\}'S (1. 22) that Love is 'she who is known as Implanted in the 11mbs

.,1 murtalst
•4 D.B. 13.

l
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to two of earth a!ld two. of water, while in flesh and blood t}

the three were mIngled In equal proportions. By this means :
~ far greater variety of combinattons was made possible and .~
Indeed E~ped~c1es thought that he could thus account for .:.
the whole Infi!1lte complexity ofphenomena. What we know"
the!l ~s th~ birth and death of things is a delusion, in so far:.
as It l~p.1le~ an actual coming of something into being and 
an annlhl~atl0n: for, as h<: says, layi!lg down definitely for :
the fi~st tIme the gr~at prlnc.lple which was really assumed :'
even In the speculatl0!1 of,~ls predecessors and was to be '
handed on to the AtomIsts: It cannot be that anything should ',:
~e created out of that which is not at all, and that that which .
IS should utterly perish is impossible and unheard of' ~

Therefore 'there is no birth of any of mortal things no n~r
any e.nd ofa;cursed death, but only the mingling and ch~nge
of t~lngs rnmgled, and the ~ame of birth is given to this by
men..3 The apparent creatIon of a new thing is only the
coming. t~gether of 'elements' which before were separate
o~ a shtftlng of their positions (8((lM~ts) so as to form ~
different comp.ound.: this again is a conception which was
~o be very frUitful In ~uture speculation. Moreover, since
no pa:t of the whole IS empty or overfuIl',4 since, that is,
t~~re IS no space (~he influenc~ of Parmenides is again
vIsible). and matter IS equally dIstributed over the whole
the :shlftin~ of positj~ns- ~ust be regarded as a kind of
kaleidoscopIC change, In whIch the bits of the various ele
~ents take each .other's places, much as matter has some
tl~es bc:en c~ncelved to move in 'ether'. All creation and all
dlSSc:>lutl0n IS but a readjustment of the positions of the
particles of the four celements'.

S~ch is the general trend of Empedocles' theory, in which
the Influ~n~eof the recently established studies of physiology
and medicme: IS.c~ear enough, leading to an interest in the
structure of IndivIdual substances and bodies no less than

~ D.edB•. 98. Th~se examples illustrate the growing interest in physiology
an ~ lane, which had a still greater influence as will be n th
th~Or1es of Empedodes' contemporary Anaxagoras: see , on e

D.B. 12. 3 D.B. 8.
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D.B. 12. 3 D.B. 8.
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now one thing, now another, yet are ever unceasingly~
alike.'1 In the original period of the perfect mixture Love'
is whoUy within the Sphere, mingling with the four and·:.
causing their mingling with one another: Strife on the other~,

hand is wholly outside it on the 'extreme bounds of the,~

circle'.:1 But in course of time in accordance with the(
'mighty oath'3 of destiny, 'when Strife had grown to great-:~

ness in the limbs of the god', that is, had begun to make its,
way from outside into the mixture, then 'all the limbs of the <

god were shaken in turn'.4 The mixture began to separate ~

out into its constituent elements, and like to join like:"
'earth increases its own bulk, and air increases aie,5 and';:,
L~ve which had held the mixture together was gradually':
driven ~ut o~ the Sphere. When the process was complete '.:
and StrIfe reIgned supreme, the four 'elements' would be:
wholly distinct. ~rhen would set in the reaction: Love would:~

co~e b~ck and. Strife ~etire, so .that the unlike would again"
unite with unhke, until at last It returned once more to the >_

perfect mixture from which it started. Thus it will be seen -'1

that there are four recurring stages in the world's history,
(I) perfect Love, (2) Strife prevailing, (3) perfect Strife,
(4) Love prevailing. Now a world of mortal things like ours
could not come into being in the first and third periods,
either when all the 'clements' were completely mixed or <
when they were absolutely separated: it can be created and ;
exist only in the second and fourth periods, the intermediate,
times, when both forces are at work: 'twofold is the birth ..
0.£mortal thin.gs and twofold its pas~ing away: foronegenera- '
tlon the commg together of all thmgs brings to birth and:_
destroys, and the other is nourished and scattered as they:
spread apart again.'6 Empedocles went into great detail of _
the differences in creation at these two periods, describing ',:
for instance in the case of animals how in the period when -,
Love was gradually gaining the upper hand over Strife,".
separate limbs would be created which joined themselves .~

in fantastic combinations,' but when Strife was vanquishing'
• D.B. 17, lI. 27 jf. :I D.B. 35, I. 10. 3 D.B.30. 4 D.B.31.
S D.B.31. 6 D.B. 17, ll. 3 fr. 7 D.B. S1, 59.
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>tovc indistinguishable and sexless beasts appear~d, whic!t
: ~rlld~al1y separated into distinction o~ sex ~nd kInd. It 1S

,'- not worth while to follow out. these Ingen.l0us but rather
:~, Jlfotcsque speculations, but it IS worth notln.g that Empe
>,iluclcs probably placed our pr~sen~ world In the. second
, l't'riod, when Strife was entenng In and separatIng the
'~ .,reviously mixed elements. .
.' f" I.ucretius' criticism of Empedocles a~d t~e plurahsts-
';: 't!ven if considerable latitude of generah.zatlol? be ~l1owe~
{ hIm on the understanding. that he is deahng With a school
.:' "nd not a single theory-Is on the whole of l:s5 value than

,;,'0 hll\ comment on the Monists. The complaints that they
X lUUHlme motion without allowing eI?pty space,1 and that t~ey

~.ii:~: ,wl'mit infinite divis.io?,:l which ultll~atelyspells destructto.n,
:J,t . ,U'f really anachronistic and ~re dehvered fro~ the Atom~st
~~_~. "niHt of view, and a large sectIon ofcomment3 1s more apphc

nhle to the theory of Heraclitus than to that of Empedoc1es.
Hut I h{~re are at least two criticisms which are cogent and
II..!" liS to estimate the true position ?f Empedocles. In the
IiI -.1 I'hce he argues that the four prtmal substances are, t~o
',;ol'l'j (mollia) to act as a basis to the world: we are famlhar
wilh t'arth, air, fire, and water and "!e see them constantly
t hallcoing and perishing: the real pnmal. substances c~nnot
I... like in constitution to the 'mortal' things of expertence.
H(I('ou(lly he maintains that,S if these four 'elements actually

t , r· tOnto other things then they are not real elements, but
• ,.ltlgc.: '. b" h thIf th(~y always retain their nature In co~ lnatlon, t en ey
• un make nothing else but themselves: In ~ther wo~ds, there

rs-,:, lu .,1 ill the same difficulty as there was ~lth .Monism; you
f~f.:~': hltHlOt account for change and compleXity Without destroy
;tt::;_ '" ~ the immutable characte.r of the e.le~ents. These two
:~~%i~'-' H\lirisms taken together do In fact, exhIbIt the real wea~ness

1:-, , of the theory of the 'four elements. On ~he one.hand It has
f-~~c "('~l(royed the old idea of fundamental unity, for It Jea~es the
~i::'~ _ ,I l courcold 'In character and the permanence of ItS new;;-- \VOl l II 11 , • 1 r .

~:.~ hl\t~is is very doubtful: on the other hand Its p ura Ism IS not
~; I i. 74-1 fr. J 74-6 ff. 3 782 fr.
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thoroughgoing enough! fo~ it is in ~ea1ity no easier to explain
the world as we know It with four elements' than with one.
The true solution must at once offer a greater permanence
and unity, it must be more Monistic; and it must also afford
far greater possibilities of complex combination and conse
quent variety, it must be an infinitely more genuine plu
ralism..Yet Empedoc1es' theory was at least a step out of the
Parmentdean impasse: it showed the direction in which '
speculation must now move and suggested incidentally a
number of new interests and novel conceptions which were
to be of lasting value. '

§ 3. The P/ura/ists-Anaxagoras

The highly ingenious and in many ways far-sighted theory
of -:'-na.xagoras ~f Cl~zomen~e, who although Empedocles'
senior In years, pubhshed his work later, stands in a sense
alone in the history of Greek scientific thought. No other
theory directly led up to it, and, as far as we know he had
no follo~ers. Yet on the one hand it very markedly 'brought
speculation a stage nearer Atomism, on the other it was
equally clearly the outcome of the conditions of thought in
his time. Et;1pedocles ?ad shown that the only hope of
progress lay In abandonmg a strict Ionian monism which
Parmeni~es' I.ogic had s~own to be impossible, and as~uming
a plurahsm In the ultimate constituents. The world of
sensible things, with all its variety and movement and change,
c.ould not be accounted for by the postulate of a single con
tln'!ous substance. underlying them: it could better be ex
plaIned by SUPP~S1ng four ultimate elements. Yet even they
were. not suffiCient, a more thoroughgoing pluralism was
requtre~. Anaxagoras= w.as prepared to meet this require
ment Without reserve, hiS pluralism was absolutely com
plete: 'he said that the first-beginnings were infinite'.3 We

• Ari:t·ltf~tllpIzYI...A. 3· 981a;,D.A. 43 11 P.(V ~~~I(~tf '1I'ptrr~pos WP TOt/
TOV, TO~S 0 (PYOtS VU7'~pOS, a.1f'f.~POVS ~tvar. eP7}a~ 'Ta.s a.PX&s.

• :I It will be notice~ th.at i,! many points my account of Anaxagoras' theory
differs from thoseordmanly gIVen: I have attempted to justify it in Appendix I.

J See n. I.
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nrc no longer, that is, to think of the primary existence as~
~, tiingle mass of homogeneous substance, nor even of four,·

\ " flueh masses capable of breaking up and intermingling with..
_,:,-, m,c another in different proportions, but rather of an un
". Hmitcd number of small particles. Nor are these ·seeds' of

things homogeneous in substance and quality, but again
ulmost infinitely different-for there are 'seeds' correspond
lUI{ to every known form of corporeal matter. In other words
"II existing things are formed of 'particles like to wholes'
(dl.toLOILlpfw.~), so that, as Lucretius l explains in the rather
nude form in which he first sets ollt the theory, 'he thinks
that bones are made of very small and tiny bones and flesh of
llmall and tiny pieces of flesh) and blood is created of many
,II'ops of blood coming together in union, and that gold
UWUfl can be built up of grains of gold, and the earth grow
h)gcther of little earths, that fire is made of fires and water
urwater-drops, and all the rest he pictures and imagines in
t lw same way'. This is the utmost limit of pluralism in a
tluuhlc sense: for not merely are the particles infinite in
"'II11hcr (and indeed every particle is infinitely divisible2

),

hur there is almost infinite variety in the nature of their
rluhsrance-a variety only limited by that of the world of
('xpl'ricnce: the old notion of unity seems to be thrown to
11ll' winds. Nor again, if this simple and reckless pluralism
wal' t he whole truth of Anaxagoras' view, would it account
I,e ;111, as Lucretius3 points out, for the phenomena ofchange:
I~ II' if hread, for instance, be entirely composed of minute
l'~lI'r ides of bread-substance and nothing else, how can it
"\'<'1" when we eat it) become, as it clearly does) our flesh
Iwd hlood?

Now it was exactly this question of the phenomena of
rhallgc which was Anaxagoras' own great interest: for the
l,I'rsiological an~ medical. i!1vestigations of the new schools
of rvl agna Graecla and StClly had transferred the scene of
11ft ion, as it were, from heaven to the human body, and
f'm:usscd attention on alteration and development. At the
1111IHC time the logical monism of Parmenides was still influ-

I i. 83S ff. ~ D.B. 3, see below, p. 37. 3 859 if.
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ential enough to secure the recognition as the very starting
point ofinquiry of the principle of the permanence ofmatter:
'nothing is created out of nothing'. If then Anaxagoras'
theory is to be rightly understood, it must be viewed much
more as an attempt to reconcile the observed change'S of
matter with an assured underlying permanence than as a
protest in favour of complete pluralism against the Monism
?f~h~ Ionians and the tentative advance of Empedoc1es. For
It IS mdeed .a far more subtle speculation than it is repre
sented as bemg by Lucretius and most of its modern critics.
Anaxagoras faithfully repeats the ultimate principle of Par
menides, 'it is impossible, he says, for what is not to be',x but
from this premise he is led to a conclusion very different
from that of Parmenides. He applied the principle at once
in the field of physiology. There he observed that the food
which we eat is apparently transformed into flesh, blood,
bones, and so on, and he asked himself how this can be.z

In appearance the process involves the perishing of one
substance and the creation of another, but this is inconsistent
with the root-principle: 'how',3 he exclaims in one of the
few extant fragments, 'could hair be created out of what is
not hair or flesh out ofwhat is flot flesh?' It is impossible, and
the only explanation of the phenomenon is that hair and
flesh and the rest must already have been present in the food.
With this start Anaxagoras constructed a theory of the con
stitution and behaviour of the universe and all it contains
based on the widest possible extension of the conclusion h;
~ad thus ~ea~hed: 'there is a portion (p,oipa) of everything
m everythIng.4 It seemed to him as he saw the vast number
ofapparent transformations ofsubstance in the world around
~im .that every~hing must have.in it the potentiality of chang
Ing mto anythmg else, and thiS could only be the case if it
already contained everything in itself.

But at .this point his theory appeared to be contradicted
by the eVidence of the senses. We observe concrete things

I D.B.3.
• Simpl. in Arist. Phy!. r. 4.203; D.A. 45: cf. Aet. i. 3. 5; D.A. 46.
1 D.B.IO. 4 Simpl. in Arist.PnJ!.A.2. 184{27.2);D.A. 41.
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h Il1ogeneous wholes. If we take a piece of bread .and

as 0ble it up even into minute particles, these particles
cruIl1in bread and nothing else. But if the reason why bread
rehIl1a eaten can produce flesh and blood is in truth that it
VI en . d' h' -already contains them, then, as LucretlUs1 urge In IS naive
criticism, we ought to perceive drops of blood when y;e

rind corn, and milk when we cut up the grass on which
gh cattle graze: how is it that we do not? Because, answered
t e . . .~ I ('~;\ ,Anaxagoras, 'everythm~ IS ~nd was m~st.~anI e~t y .flIu'l 0-

d) those things of which It has most In It •~ It IS qUIte true
;h:t bread contains in it portions of ev~rything,but because
the portions of bread greatly exceed In number and bulk
those of any other thing, it has t~roughout the appear~nce
and character of bread and nothIng else. The subordmate
portions, even those ~f the bodily substa~ces which bread
may become, are so mInute and so scattered m among the pre
vailing portions of bread, that they not merely are not per
ceived but never could be perceptible or manif~s~ (~v~Aa)
they are, in fact, as a later. co~mentator puts It In hiS own
phraseology only, 'perceptible In thought .3 .

Here Anaxagoras might well ~ave stopped, and I~dee~
many critics think he did, but hiS though~ w~s nothIng If
not thoroughgoing. Just as he extended. hiS discovery t~at
portions of.bodily substa~ces wer~ latent In foo~ to .the WIde
generalizatIOn that there IS a portion of everythIng In ev~ry
thing, so here having noted that the smalles~ p~rceptl~le
particle of bread was still bread, he pushed hiS VIew to Its
logical conclusion. There is, he held, no limit to division:
'there is no least of what is small, but always a smaller';4 you
can go on dividing aJ.1d dividing and nev~r re~ch a particle
so minute that after It you come to nothIng: there are an
equal number of portions in the great and the sma~lt,s ~or
in both the portions are infinite. This acceptance of InfinIte
divisibility creates a new difficulty: for how then can there
still be portions of 'everything in everything'? If you only

I i. 881. • Simpl. in Arist. Phy!. I.e.
1 My'P 8€WfYIlTo., Aet. i. 3· S; D.A. 46.
4 D.B. 3. 5 D.B. 6.
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go on dividing long enough you must come to particles of
pure bread or pure flesh or blood. If Anaxagoras had had
no other idea of composition than mere juxtaposition, there
would be no escape from this difficulty: infinite division
would be incompatible with the belief in 'everything in
everything' : for sooner or later, though it might be far below
the ken of the senses, you must reach particles which will no
l0!lger contain everything, indeed ultimately particles which
WIll b~ but one thing. Modern critics have adopted many
expedIents to escape from this impasse, but there is, as far
as I can see, only one way out of it and that is the supposition
tha~ ~he ultimate constitution of things is not a mere juxta
posItIon of particles, but a fusion in which the identity
of the individual particle is merged in the identity of the
whole; not, to use Anaxagoras' own terms, amere combination
(aVyKpUTti;), but a mixture (crVJ.LJ.L~Li;). There is good evidence l

to show that this was in factAnaxagoras' solution. In the ulti
~ate c~nstitution of matter 'all things' were mixed together
In a fusIon, and the concrete world of experience consists of
~ubstancesmade up of bits of this fusion combined not now
In a fresh fusion, but in juxtaposition. These bits, which
Anaxagoras called 'the seeds' of things, or more technically
the 'homoeomeries', were not, ofcourse, like the atoms of the
later theory, irreducible minima: they might be split up
an.d di,v~ded t~ infinity, but seeing that they contained 'all
things In fUSion, however much they might be so divided,
the very smallest particle would still contain all things, would
~till ?e a. '~~ed' or 'homoeomery:. Thu~ the principle of
Infimte diVIsion was made reconcIlable with the belief that
'there is a portion of everything in everything'.

The 'things' thus fused in the 'seeds' were just the con
crete substances of the world of sense, and at this point
:Anaxagor~s shows that he wished his theory to embrace the
Ideas of hiS predecessors: for included among these 'things'
are the 'opposites' of Anaximander, the cold and the hot,
the moist and the dry, and so on, and the elements of Empe
dodes, as well as all other substances, bone, flesh, gold,

I See Appendix I.
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ad rock &c., which are met with in the experience of
w~se: But'the seeds, though all absolutely alike in being
:efusion of .all th,ings, d}ff~red, in characte~ according to

roportions In which the things were fused In them: there
~ould thus be a 'gold-seed', for instance, containing the
fusion of all things, but dominated by the presence of gold,
a 'bone-seed' in which bone was in the ascendant: once again
each 'seed' 'is those things of which it has most of it': And
in this difference of character between seed and seed lies the
explanation of the phenomena of change. The compound
body consists of 'seeds' united in combination (crVyKpLUtS):
once again in the ~ompoun~ there are 'seeds' ~f. all t,hing~,
but its character IS determined by the prevaIling seed:
bread has seeds in which every other 'thing' in turn prevails,
but the majority of its 'seeds' are those in which bread pre
vails, and the other 'seeds', minute and scattered, are latent
and never perceptible, so that the whole has the character
of bread. Nor are the alien 'seeds' equal in number: there
are more 'seeds' of one kind than another even among those
in a minority: more of those substances into which the whole
substance is liable to change, or rather which it is able to
produce out of itself, and fewer of others. Bread has most
'bread-seeds', then next most of 'flesh-seeds' and 'bone
seeds', and so on, and very few, say, of 'gold-seeds' and
'rock-seeds'. Hence when violent external force is applied,
as in the process of eating, the alien 'seeds' are 'separated
out' (EKKptv£'TaL) from the compound substance and joining
the like-seeds in the body become part of a new substance
in which now they are in turn the prevailing 'thing'. In this
way it is possible to understand the apparent birth of a new
substance without imagining it to be created out of the non
existent: birth is only the breaking up (8uiKpwti;) ofa previous
compound and the union of the latent 'seeds' in it in a new
compound (crVyKpWLS). The theory is subtle and complicated
but clear: the individual 'seeds' (U7T£pp.a:ra) have portions
Vtoipat) of all things in fusion, but in each some one thing
pre~~ils: the compound body is formed of seeds in juxta
POSItion, but in each body 'seeds' of one kind are in the
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I See Appendix I.
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majority with others latent among them themselves varying
in number and kind. By this highly ingenious system, which
has been greatly misinterpreted by his critics, Anaxagoras
felt that he had satisfied the conditions required of it: he
had accounted for variety and change without destroying
ultimate permanence by the admission of creation or
destruction.

Like Empedocles, Anaxagoras was not content with his
physical system without working it out in an account of the
universe and the creation of ordered worlds from it. It is
the more important to consider this briefly, because not only
have we more copious information about it than about other
parts of the system, but it is in fact the necessary antecedent
of the physical theory: without it the notion of the 'seeds',
their character and combinations would be a merely arbitrary
assumption. The 'ultimate substance' of the universe, in
Anaxagoras' view, is just the original fusion Vu'yp,a.) of the
portions of all things: 'all things were together infinite in
bulk and in smallness: for the small too was infinite. And
since all things were together, no one thing was manifest
owing to its smallness'.! The fusion was complete, and the
fused particles of all things indistinguishable. Yet even
here, though every part of the fusion contained all things,
different 'things' prevailed in different parts, and in the
mixture as a whole 'mist and sky ruled, for they are the
greatest in the universe both in bulk and size': the universal
fusion, that is, was, like all other things, 'those things of
which it had most in it'. But there was one 'thing' which did
not enter into the universal fusion, and this was 'Mind'
(VOVS-),2 which Anaxagoras conceived of as a corporeal sub
stance, much of the same nature as Empedocles' Love and
Strife. 'Mind' remained 'alone by itself', not that it was apart
altogether from the mixture, but though it was dissemi
nated in it, it did not fuse with the other 'things' but kept
pure. 'Mind', then, wherever it was present caused a move
ment of extreme swiftness,3 which took the form of a rota
tion,4 first of all of a small portion of matter, then of more
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and more in an ever-increasing whirl. As the result of this
movement bits of the fused mass were caught up in the whirl
and 'separated off', and these bits were of course the 'seeds'.

.Each portion as ~eing a part of the fusion contained every
thing, but accordIng to the part of the mass from which it
came, differed in its prevailing thing: the portions separated
off were thus the 'seeds of all things, having every kind of
form and colour and savour (~8oanJ)'.J The next step is that
the 'seeds' are separated apart from one another:~ those of
different kinds tended to come away from one another.
Then like joined like:3 'seeds' of the same kind came to
g~ther and formed the compound bodies of the world; yet
not even then were they absolutely alone but took with them
in lesser proportions 'seeds' ofall other things. The new com
pound body contains again 'seeds' of all things, but is 'that
of which there is most in it'. The detailed process of world
formation is like that described by earlier thinkers but has, 'Anaxa.goras own stamp: the first things4 to be separated off
are mist and sky, which prevailed in the original fusion.
Then 'from clouds water is separated off, from water
earth, and from earth stones are solidified by the cold'.5
Gradually these separated elements began to form them
selves into a world, 'the dense and the moist and the cold
and ~e dark come together where the earth is now, and
the thm and the warm and the dry (and the light) went out
to the farther par-t of the ether'6 and these formed the
heavenly bodies. (Thus our world was created and of course
a similar proc.ess is taking place in other parts of the universe
as well, nor 15 even our world complete, for 'the rotation
goes on and will go on more and more'.7; Not only then is
there a complete parallelisnl between the nature of the
~acrocosmand that of the 'seed', but the nature of the 'seed'
IS the ne~essary out.come of its origin as a casual fragment
of the universal fuSIOn, broken off in the whirl.
hi Lu~retius' critic.ism of .Anaxag~ras is largely vitiated by

s misunderstanding of Its true Import. Starting, as was
; g.B. 4, § I. ~ D.B.13. 3 D.B. 14. 4 D.B.2.

.B. 16. 6 D.B. 15. 7 D.B.12.
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42 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
seen above, from the notion that Anaxagoras' main conten
tion was that compound things were constituted of particles
'each exactly resembling the whole' (a misinterpretation of
homoeomeria), he then charges him with trying to avoid
the difficulty of change by the poor expedient of supposing
that 'all things are mingled in all things',x and criticizing
this idea in its crudest form complains that in that case sub
stances ought to give some indication of the alien matter
which they contain. But, as has been shown, it was just this
question of change which was Anaxagoras' primary interest
and the theory which he proposed to meet it was far more
subtle than the naive 'expedient' suggested by Lucretius.

!Whether it was that Epicurus and his followers felt that
Anaxagoras' theory was dangerously like their own and in
.their efforts to discredit it intentionally distorted its meaning,
we cannot tell: in any case their traditional criticism is beside
the mark. There is, however, one point in Lucretius' attack
which is of interest and value. He complains once more,2
as he did in the case ofEmpedocles, that the primaryparticles
which Anaxagoras supposed, being like in character to com
pound things, are 'too feeble' (nimis imbecilla). Here he
touches on a real weakness in the theory: if ultimate particles
are to be permanent they cannot be like in character to the
things which are constantly coming into being and passing
away: as Anaximander saw long before, the primary sub
stance cannot be 'water or air or fire or anything else'. Such
criticism leads at once to an atomic conclusion: if primary
particles are to be the secret of creation, they must be, like
Anaximander's 'boundless', something lying behind all
created things, different from and prior to them all.

The theory of Anaxagoras takes us from the infinitely
great to the infinitely small. No longer does he set up as the
ultimate matter some one all-pervading substance, but an
infinite number of minute particles, each in their turn con
taining infinitely tinier 'portions' of all concrete things fused
together in a homogeneous whole. Ionian Monism is com
pletely deserted and the half-hearted pluralism of Empe-
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dodes is scouted as insufficient to account alike for the
variety of things and for the changes of experience. With the
adol'tion of an ~nfinite pluralis~ the way is .defi~itely pre
pareO for Atomism. ~~t .!.or.allits nearness In thl~ respect,
me-theory of Anaxagoras IS In others the very ant1pode~ of
Atomism. Anaxagoras wholly abandoned any thought of
fiiridamental unity, except in so far as all the 'seeds' had once
been part of a single universal fusion of 'everything'. It was
the distinguishin~ note of Atomism to return once more to
a fundamental unity, not by seeking, as did the earlier philo
sophies, for a single ultimate 'nature', but by postulating an
absolute homogeneity of substance in the infinite particles
and referring variety to difference in their shape and com
binations. Anaxagoras again insisted on infinite division:
so great was' his fear of admitting a dissolution which might
result in annihilation that he postulated an infinite progress
to smaller and smaller. Atomism, believing permanence to
be as essential to a right conception of the universe as unity
insisted on a minimum: unless there were a limit to division,
annihilation, it held, must result, because there could be no
stability. The contrasts of the two systems are instructive'
the very logical completeness of Anaxagoras' theory sug
gested the points in which it was practically untenable. After
aU, for all its ingenuity and consistency, the theory is com
plicated and arbitrary: it must make way for a system at once
more economical and more acceptable to common sense.

It is well at this point to pause for a moment in order
briefly to summarize the progress of thought hitherto and
to consider what was the main problem which lay before the
contemporaries of Anaxagoras. The original question of
Thales 'what is the ultimate matter of which the world is
composed?' had led to a series of answers so varied and com
ple~ that it is not easy at once to disentangle the thread of
logical advance which does in fact run through these varied
speculations. In the first stages a strong feeling-in origin
doubtless religious-had led thinkers to proclaim the funda
mental unity of the world and to look for it in some one
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homogeneous and continuous substance.. But it .was soon
realized that this insistence on the physIcal realtty of the
One made it impossible to explain the normal appearance
of the Many: if there is but one substance, how can there be
variety and change? To obviate this difficulty various ex
pedients were suggested-a boundless indefinite substance
outside the world, which, when its nature is analysed, appears
to be more like a mixture of many things than one, or a
process of rarefaction and condensation, which however will
not produce the Many, but only more or less of the One.
Similarly the 'upward and downward path' of Heraclitus
is seen to be little else than a disguised pluralism, and the
strict logic of Parmenides shows that if the doctrine of the
One is to be seriously maintained, it involves the denial of
all the most common experiences of sensation, of the separa
tion and division of things, of motion and of change.

Monism is accordingly abandoned and experiments m~de
in pluralistic theories. At first, with Empedodes, pluraltsm
seemed not to go far enough: for while on the one hand it
had successfully destroyed the fundamental unity, yet it
could not sufficiently account for multiplicity and change.
To meet this comes the infinite pluralism of Anaxagoras,
which in a most uneconomical theory of the ultimate nature
of the world, seems to sweep away altogether any idea of an
underlying unity. .

It is clear that thought cannot stop here: a more satIs
factory theory must be evolved. What is required is a system
which can in some way reconcile this 'strife of opposites'
which has run through the whole debate. It must establish
a pluralism which will explain variety and change, yet pre
serve a fundamental unity: it must allow separation and
division, yet insist on permanence: it must maintain the
infinity and eternity of the universe, yet explain the creation
and destruction of a limited world. In short, as the Eleatic
Melissus observed,l stoutly maintaining the Parmenidean
Monism against the ideas of the pluralists: 'if there were
many, they would be bound to be each one of them such as
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I say tt.~ one is': the only kind of pluralism is one in which
each particle may have .the unity a~d perm.anence of. t~e
Parmenidean whole. ThiS, as Burnet has pOInted out, IS In
eality the exact formula of Atomism, and the way is now

r L .prepared for euclppus.

§ 4. Subordinate Problems

Hitherto the theories of the early philosophers have been
considered only in so far as by their main ideas they led up
to the central notion of Atomism. But side by side with
these main ideas there had gradually developed a mass of
speculation dealing with many topics more or less closely
related to them and spreading, as almost every philosopher
in turn added some new sphere of investigation, over a wide
field of thought and inquiry. It has already been necessary to
observe how they all supplemented their general ~otion of
the universe with some more or less exact speculatIOn as to
the process by which the world. was cre~ted, speculati~n

which in many cases throws conSIderable lIght on the maIn
idea of the ultimate form of existence. Not content with
this from the first they elaborated their notions of the world
with a wealth of usually disconnected conjectures as to the
causes of individual phenomena terrestrial and celestial.
Even Thales is credited with views on such diverse topics
as the causes of eclipses, of the Nile flood, and of the action
of the magnet, and very soon every respectable philosopher
was expected to have his views as to the disposition and move
ments of the heavenly bodies, meteorological phenomena and
a variety of normal and abnormal occurrences on earth. Soon
too speculation arose as to certain wider and more vital
problems more closely related to the main developments of
thought. Worlds, it was held, or at any rate our world ,was
developed out ofa primary substance or substances or fusIOn:
what was the ultimate cause which set the process in motion?
Or again, when the answers of philosophers as to the con
stitution of the universe became more and more remote from

I E. G. PJ, p. 328.
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I E. G. PJ, p. 328.
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the apparent experience of everyday life, they asked, not
unnaturally, what is the source of our knowledge? Does it
come through the senses or by thought? And this led to the
kindred question, what is the nature of our senses and our
mind and what is their relation to the outer world and to its
ultimate truths? With the great mass ofspeculations relating
to terrestrial and celestial l phenomena it would be outside
the scope of the present work to attempt to deal: for al
though they too find their place in the theories of the Atom
ists and Epicurus and must be briefly considered there, they
lie for the most part outside the main current of thought, and
conjecture is usually so sporadic that previous ideas cannot
in any definite way be said to have led up to the views of
Leucippus and Democritus. On the other hand the broader
problems of the ultimate cause, the processes of perception
and thought and the theory of knowledge lie so close to the
main questions and played so large a part in the views of the
Atomists and above all of Epicurus, that it is necessary to
make some attempt to gather up shortly the threads of
previous speculation.

A. The ejficie1t/ cause.

The question of the efficient cause of the creation of a
world or worlds out of the primary substance did not at
once emerge into prominence as a scientific problem. This
apparent reticence on a point which afterwards became of
primary importance is no doubt due to the origin of philo
sophy in religion.z The primary substance is itself regarded
at first not as so much inanimate matter which must be
worked on by an outside power and set in motion in order
to produce change and so creation, but rather as a kind of
living thing with half-mysterious powers, which by the force
which is in it can move and change. I Everything',3 saidThales
in this spirit, (is full of gods', for he thought, as Aristotle

I For speculations on astronomical and meteorological subjects see espe
cially O. Gilbert, Die me/eorologiu~enT/reorien du griedliscnen Alter/hums.

2 See Cornford, op. cit., and especially pp. 4 ff.
3 Arist. de Anima, A. 5•.p la; D.A. 22.
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lains that (soul is mingled in the whole': the primary
exp '.. b d f h' h hbstance IS mdeed not merely the 0 y out 0 w IC t e
sUorld is made, but also the soul which animates and moves
~ And this semi-theological attitude persisted throughout
~he speculations of t~e pre-Atomic philosophers, m?re. o.r
less prominent accordmg to the personal bent of the mdlvl
dual thinkers, but never wholly abandoned. Thus Xeno
phanes the bitter opponent of traditional mythology, yet
s eaks'of the world, whose intrinsic unity he proclaimed,
a; (one god', and the same theological conception is apparent
in the (perfect sphere' of Parmenides. But side by side with
this theological notion, as it were painfully emerging from
it by degrees, arises the more strictly scientific conception
of the world, in which it was felt that causes must be sought
for in phenomena themselves regarded as a natural and not
a supernatural manifestation. It is not easy to trace the
growth of the scientific idea, partly because it never wholly
separates itself from religion, and partly because no steady
development can be found in a series of philosophers whose
points of view at all periods differed so widely that a recent
writer l has felt justified in distinguishing a scientific from
a mystic tradition among them. Our authorities too are
vague on the point, but we can at least discover the main
ideas which were current and so realize the problem which
lay before the more definitely materialist thinkers of the
Atomic School. Nothing is more remarkable than the com
plex interaction of the two impulses, religious and scientific,
and the strange contrasts of attitude which they exhibit.

The Milesian thinkers are at once nearest in time to the
early religious conceptions out of which philosophy springs,
~nd also the most determined in their efforts to get free from
It. With all of them the primary substance is described in
definitely material terms, the (water' of Thales, the (air' of
Anaximenes, even the (boundless' of Anaximander, which,
as has been seen, is to be regarded as a material body inter
mediate in nature between what were later known as the
elements. And so, when we look among the records of their

I Cornford, op. cit.
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4-8 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
theories for a trace of the efficient cause of creation we find
similarly that it is stated to be 'eternal motion'.I 'Here at
the outset of.speculation is an idea which was to be of lasting
~al~e: the pnmar>: subs~ance is.r~garded ~s something which
!n Its.own nature IS static? and It IS the.actl?n of motion up6 n
It which causes the breakmg up and mmglmg and revolution
which gives rise to the creation of ordered worlds (KOl7,uOt).
We seem too to be dealing with a definitely physical concep
tion, intended to explain creation as the work of natural
c.aus~s working within. material body. And yet, if examina
tIOn IS to be pressed a httIe farther, the result does not appear
by any.means so certain. In the first place, as Burnet1 has
sh~w~ In the case of Anaximander, it IS not likely that the
Mtleslans themselves spoke of 'eternal motion': this is rather
the interpretation of their ideas in the terminology of a later
age, accustomed to look to motion as the cause of change.
In the second, even if they had the idea of motion as the
!mmediate ~fficient cause, it is clearly necessary to go behind
It and ask what was the cause of the motion?' We cannot
~n the ~ase of t~e Milesians give any definite answer, but
If An~xlmangersown acco"!nt of the process of creation be
e~ammed, hmts may certamly be discovered of a rather
dIfferent underlying conception. The 'opposites' 'separate
out' from the 'boundless' and the world is maintained in
equilib~ium by th~ir st~ife duly held in balance; 'they make
repara~IOn and satisfaction to one another for their injustice
accordmg to the appointed time') This language, as Corn
ford4 h~s po.inted o~t, is really animistic, if not definitely
theological: Its mythIcal counterpart is to be found in the
legends of the div~sion.of t~e universe between the gods, and
the real underlymg Idea IS that of 'due portion' (,uo'ipa).
yve see!? .then to have a physical conception set, as it were,
In ~ relIgIOus ~ackgroun?, but implicitly, at any rate, the
notion of a pnmary motIOn has been established.

I KlvT/.l7's d~8'0S .. Of Anaximander, Hipp. Rtf. i. 6. 2; D. 11; of Anaxi.
menes, Simpl. In ArlSt. Phys. A. 2. 184- (24-.26); D.A. S.

• E. G. P.l, p. 61.
1 Simpl. in Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184- (24.13); D. 9. 4 pp. 10 if.

SUBORDINATE PROBLEMS 4-9
The arbitrary and almost mystic theory of Heraclitus
. ht well prepare us to find in him a definitely religious

Jl1~ception of the efficient cause. It is therefore at first sight
COtonishing that the doxographersI attribute to him the
a~tion of necessity (dve£ylCl'J) as the ultimate controlling force:
for 'necessity' in the hands of D~mocritus becomes the
e uivalent of 'natural law', the most fully scientific concep
ti~n in Greek philosophy, associated with a complete deter
minism. Can.it be .that in ~eraclitus there ~as ~nything
resembling thiS notion? Agam, a closer exammatlon con
siderably weakens the confident statement of the doxo
graphers. In the first place notice its application1 to the
fantastic notion of the upward and downward path, the
'exchange' of all things. with fire: in connexion ~ith so
arbitrary a theory, defimtely opposed to the experIence of
normal sensation, it is impossible that 'necessity' can have
anything like the idea of 'natural law' : it is at most, as it will
be seen to be in some of Heraclitus' successors, an extraneous
and arbitrary power, a kind of deus ex machina, called in to
produce results which would otherwise seem improbable.
Secondly, it may be observed that in both passages 'necessity'
is connected with 'destiny' (ei,uap.u£vri): now 'destiny' 3 is a
much more clearly religious conception, and suggest5. at
once the arbitrary external force. And when we look to
Heraclitus' own fragments for an explanation, it appears at
once in the same conception of the 'due portion' of things
which was seen in Anaximander to have a direct origin in
religious notions: 'the fire is kindled in due measures and
in due measures extinguished:' 4 'the sun will not exceed
his due measures'.s 'Necessity', 'destiny', is but a physical

I Act. i. 27. 1; D.A. 8: 'HpaK}t,elTos 1TaVTa Ka(}' elllaplllVTJv. ~v S£
a~v {mapxelv Ka~ ava"l<1]v. Simp!. in Arist. PAys. A. 2. 184- (23· 33);
D.A. S; 1Totei 8£ Ka~ Ta~lV TlVa Ka~ XpOvov wpll7lllvov '"is TOU KoullOV
#«Ta/30>'fjs KaTa. Tlva elllaPIlIVTJ" &'''&'''1<1]''.

1 This is its context in the passage from Simplicius.
• 3 Aetius' identification of Heraclitus' elllapp.lVTJ with Myos in a passage

(1•• 2 8. 1; D.A. 8) where he is avowedly following Poseidonius may be dis
mISsed as an obvious Stoic interpretation.

4 D.B.30 • s D.B. 9+.
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50 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
application of the old religious equilibrium. Yet, for all that,
since it so presented itself to later commentators, it is not
unreasonable to see in Heraclitus the germ of the notion of
'necessity' emerging from a religious background,just as with
the Milesians appeared the first traces of 'eternal motion'.

In Parmenides the same notion of 'necessity' as an ex
traneous force binding the world into certain definite forms
appears again. Parmenides' 'One' was of course motionless
and external: no cause is therefore required to start the
motion which leads to creation, but, on the other hand,
as a kind of violent contradiction of the views of his pre
decessors, he announces I that it is just 'Necessity' which
ordains that the world shall be motionless. ¥Then it is seen
that 'necessity' appears in his poems also as 'the due
measure'z (Motpa) and 'Justice' 3 (LJ{KTJ), and that the doxo
graphers 4 identify it not only with 'destiny' (£{p.app.(''TJ) but
also with 'providence' (1TpOvoLa), it is clear that the conception
is more definitely theological than it was in Heraclitus: the
cC?n~traini~g force is super-physical and its action is arbitrary.
SImIlarly In Empedocles we hear of 'Necessity' 5 and also
of 'the mighty oath'6 as the controlling cause of the succes
sion of Strife and Love, an even more clearly personified
expression of the theological notion.

Yet for all his theological and mystical bent Empedocles
gives us also the germ of new ideas, and that in two direc
tions. Firstly, although 'Necessity' and 'The mighty oath'
lie in the background as the ultimate forces of the universe,
yet he is not content, like his predecessors, to make them the
immediate efficient causes of the changes which bring about
the creation of the world. As if he saw that such a cause
must be looked for in the physical constitution of the uni
verse itself, he attributes the actual alterations in the whole
t? the action of the physical causes, Strife and Love. They,
lIke the four elements, are corporeal existences, part of the
physical structure of the universe itself; they act indeed

J D.B..8,1. 30. 2 Ibid., 1. 37. 3 Ibid.,l. 14.
4 Aet.l. 25. 3; D.A. 32.
s Arist. d~ Gm. ~/ CDrr. B. 6. 334 a. 6 D.B. 30, I. 3.
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under the control of the 'mighty oath', but are in themselves
within and a part of the material whole. Fantastic as it may
be this notion is clearly an advance towards the conception
ot"natural law' and of a world controlled, immediately at
any rate, by the principles and constitution of its own being.
Secondly, in Empedocles for the first time appears the con
ception of 'chance'l (nJ)(fJ): 'the air',z he says in the course of
his explanation of creation, 'sank down upon the earth, for
thus it happened to be running at that time', and a similar
account was given of the 'accidental' putting together of
animals. Here we seem to have a notion of the casual action
of the natural world, and although he was blamed for it
both by Plato 3 and Aristotle,4 the idea is clearly an attempt
to get away from the religious conception of an invariable
arbitrary guidance, and was destined to playa considerable
part in the system of E picurus.

Anaxagoras in this respect as in others stands largely
alone, yet he more definitely carries out the scientific ten
dency begun by Empedocles. Motion he definitely estab
lishes as the cause of the creation of worlds out of the 'mix
ture', and even more clearly seeks the cause of motion in
something which is itself a part of the physical universe.
The old religious bias may perhaps be seen in a weakened
form in his selection for this purpose of 'mind', yet, as has
been noticed, he understood 'mind' as something purely cor-:
poreaI. Just as in his main theory, in spite of its great)
unlikeness to Atomism, Anaxagoras opened the way to a ~
c~mplete pluralism, so in his scientific conception of the
w<?rld he drew very close to the materialism of Democritus..

The Atomists then received the problem of the efficient
.cause in a somewhat complex form. Science had as yet by
no me~ns shaken itself free of religion: the notion of a
mysterIOUs and arbitrary controlling force constraining the
~orId into certain forms almost by its own whim, and the
~dea of the partition of the universe between contending
natures' held in balance by a kind of supernatural compact

, J n.B. 103. • D.B. 53. 3 Law1, x. 889 b; D.A. 48.
4 Phyr. B. 8.. 198 b.
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were both close to the surface in the speculation of their
predecessors. On the other hand there were adumbrations
ofmore pu~elf physical c~:>nceptions, in which the controlling
force lay wlthm t~e physIcal world and was itself a part of it.
And here ~he Ch?IC~ seemed threefold: it might be that there
w~re physIcal prmcIples subordinate to, yet closely connected
wIth, a~ external controlling force like Empedocles' 'Love
and StrIfe' or Anaxagoras' 'Mind', or that the effects of
nature were produced by an as yet ill-defined 'chance', or
~hat th~re was a supreme 'destiny' or 'necessity', manifested
Indeed In the ~h.YSICal world and universal in it, yet in itself
not an u~condltlOnal ~equence of causality but still a some
what .arbl~rary constramt. It was one of the most important
contrIbutIons of the Atomists to philosophical thought that
they w~re ~ble out of these contradictory data to evolve
somethIng hke a genuinely scientific principle of law.

B. The Senses and the Mind.

It is clear that the two remaining problems that of the
nature ~four senses and our mind and the proc;sses of their
perceptIOn an~ t~ough t, and that of the validity of these pro
c~sses as a crlt.erlon of truth are closely connected, and the
VIews held ofeIther must to a considerable extent be affected
by the attitl;1de adopted towards the other. Yet, as has been
recently pOinted out,I the connexion between metaphysics
an~ p~ychology a~ong the Greek philosophers is not nearly
as mt1Jl~ate as mIght be e)~'pected, and it is quite possible
to ~onslder the two questIons separately. It will be con
vement therefore to deal first with the senses and the mind
and their activities, and then with theories of the cognition
of tr~th. Bot~ play an integral part in the views of the
AtomIsts and he at th.e ve.ry ro~t of the system of Epicurus.

A theory of sensation IS attrIbuted first to Parmenides 2,
. r Beare, Gretk TJr~oritJ ofElemenJary Cogtli/ion, p. z: the full and interest
mg account of the views of Empedocles and Anaxagoras in this work is of
great value.

• Theop~rastus, de &l1SU, I fr.; D.A. 46-the chief authority throughout
for the details of the theory of perception.
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but seeing that it is derived from that part of his poem which
dealt with the Way of Opinion, and probably therefore re
presents not his own views but those of the Pythagoreans, I

and that the theory agrees in the main with that of Empe
dodes, he may in a brief survey be neglected: but he must be
remembered as evidence that the elaborate theory of Empe
dodes does not stand alone at the very outset of inquiry, but
that there had been considerable previous speculation, as
indeed we otherwise know from the accounts which have
survived of the views of Alcmaeon of Croton.2 For the
present purpose, however, it will be sufficient to summarize
the theories of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, as they will
show the ideas prevalent among the contemporaries of the
Atomists•

The views of Empedocles are of course conditioned by
his general theory, according to which all concrete things
are made of the combination of the four elements 'running
through' each other: 3 each piece, that is, of one of the ele
ments had in it J;>ores or cracks into which pieces of the other
entered. Sensation then must he produced in the same way:
there are, he thought, 'emanations' 4 (a.1Toppoaf) constantly
being given off by 'all things that are created', and these
emanations enter into the pores of other created things.
Sensation does not of course result on all occasions, but only
-and this was the cardinal point in Empedocles' theory
when like meets like,5 when the 'emanation' that is, 'fits'6
exactly into the pore which it enters. The whole notion is
~us essentially physical and material and sensation of every
kInd rests ultimately upon touch,? of which, like most of the
o~er.early Greek philosophers, he gives no special account,
thInkIng doubtless that its nature was too obvious to require
explanation.

The general idea may best be illustrated from Empe
dodes' explanation of vision, of which we have a full account

r See E. G. P.3, p. 184.
8' See D., pp. 131 ff.; E. G. P.3. 193-6; Beare, pp. II, 93. 130, 160,

I 0,203, 2SI. 3 D.B. 21. 13-14. 4 D.B. 89.
5 D.B. 90; Theophr. z; D.A. 86. 6 Ibid. 7. 1 Ibid. 9.
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54 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM
in Theophrastus and several im~ortant fragments ~f Empe
docles himself. It is based,1 hke all earlr ~heorles, on a
primitive analysis of the eye itself as conslst1Og of a fiery
element (of which we are c0!lsci~us ~~en we 'see star~'), and
a watery element surrounding It: It IS however .notlceable
that Empedocles makes no use of the o~servatlOn of .the
image in the pupil, which p.lays a.large part 10 other theorles.z

The eye like all other th1Ogs, IS compounded of the four
element;;3 the fire is set in the middle, and an e1abor.ate
description 4 shows how it is protected from the surroundmg
water by 'delicate tissues', which have fine pores through
which the fire may pass, like the flame in a lantern. Of the
four elements like then perceive~ like.: 'fo.r ~ith ~arth'we ~ee
earth with water water and With aIr dlvme air, and With
fire destroying fire' ,5 the incoming emanation~ fitting, we
must suppose, into the pores of the correspond1Og ~lement.
Empedocles further realized that what we see IS really
colour, and he appears to have recognized. four primary
colours,6 white, black, red, green, correspond1Og to_t~e .four
elements out of which all colours were composed: I It IS ~t
any rate clear that he held that the dark element of wat~r m
the eye perceived dark things,8 and the fiery el~ment hg:ht
things. So far t~e eye i~ regarded as pur~ly pa~slve, perceIV
ing the emanatIons which fitted re~pectlvely 1Oto the pores
of the several elements: but there IS no doubt that Empe
docles also held the view that the fire in the eye pa~sed ?ut
wards :lnd as it were actively grasped things. 9 It IS a httle
difficult to reconcile the two theories, and accounts of ~mpe
dodes' view may have been contaminated by the SImIlar
theory of Plato,IO but we seem. he~e t<:> h~ve a firs~ tra,ce o~th~
distinction between mere passIve see10g and actIve lookIng
which was to become so prominent in the psycho~ogy of
Epicurus. He further recognized that the eyes of different

1 Beare, pp. 9, 10. 1 Ibid., p. 15·
4 n.B. 84. l D.B. 109.
7 D.B.71. 8 Theophr.7·
9 D.B. 84, l. 1 I; and Arist. dt Stnsu, 2·437 b.
10 Tima(ut, 45 b: see Beare, p. 17; and E. G. P.) 248.
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animals and even ofdifferent persons were differently consti
tuted and therefore better or worse suited to perceive different
things: 1 they may even perceive the same thing differently,
an admission which was to have important consequences.

The other senses were explained by Empedocles on the
same general lines. Hearing Z was caused by 'emanations' of
air hitting upon a 'fleshy twig' (Ua.pKLVO. ~'o.) inside the ear,
which then oscillated like a 'gong' (Kw8c.sw) to 'like sounds'.
Smell3 is closely connected with respiration: as we breathe
we draw in 'emanations' and if they fit into similar pores in
the nostrils, the sense of smell is stimulated. Of taste and
touch we have ~o ~pecial. record,4 ~ut must suppose that
Empedocles ma1Ota1Oed hIS general Idea of the emanations
and pores and the principle that like perceives like.

More important for our purpose is the statementS that
'he speaks in the same way about understanding and igno
rance. For understanding (TO q,poveiv) is due to similars, and
ignorance to dissimilars, understanding being regarded as
the same as perception or very similar to it'. Thought that
is, is like sensation a purely physical and material fun~tion,
both in process and result-a view which was to have vast
conse9uences in the completely material system of the
Atomists. Unfortunately we possess no account, if indeed
Empedocles ever gave one, of the details of the process,
but. we may suppose that he carried out his main principles
logically, for we are told 6 that 'according to men's difference
?f formation their understanding differs' and that the man 7

m. whom all four elements were most equally combined was
~ls~st-for he would be able to think about most things.
Similarly in a famous line 8 Empedocles declares that 'the
blood around the heart is the thinking part', for in the blood
the four elementsare equally mixed. It is strange that from the
outset such a very crude physical psychology should have

I Theophr. 8: cf. D.B. 108.

; Ib~d. 9 : cf. D.B. 99; Beare, pp. 95-9.
IbId. Beare, 133-6. 4 Theophr. 9; Beare, 161-3.

I Theophr. 9, 10. 6 D.B. J08. 7 Theophr. II.
8 a.Clla. ' • e ' , ~,. ,r- ya.p a.v PW1TOl!; 1Tepl/Ca.polOV eO'7"l V07)p.a. D.B. 105.
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f the eye (KOfYT/), and found confirmation for his general
clteory in the observation that the image 'is reflected in a

t of the eye not of the same but of a different colour'.
he reason then that most animals see better by day than
b night is that the night is 'more uniform in colour with
J'eir eyes': but there are some animals with specially gleam
ing eyes who see better at night, not, as Empedocles thought,
because the fire in the eyes then issues forth, but again
because of the contrast in colour between eye and object.
In his treatment of the other senses there is little that is
remarkable, except another curious anticipation of modern
ideas in the statement that we hear 'because the sound passes
right through to the brain',1 which makes us wish for further
information as to Anaxagoras' physiology, and the strange
notion:2 that the larger the animal and therefore its organs
of perception, the greater will be its perceptive powers, 'for
the large animals hear great sounds and those from a dis
tance, while the small sounds escape them, but the small
animals hear only small sounds an'd those near by'.

Anaxagoras' psychology was of course conditioned by his
general conception of 'mind' as the one element which always

,remained pure and never entered the mixture, and we have
practically no information as to its details, but he seems,
according to Aristotle,3 to have held that it was present 'in
all animals great and small, noble and of small repute'. He
believed 4 that 'soul' (!fruxrJ') and mind (vovr), that it is to say,
th~ elements in the living organism which respectively per
ceIve and think, were one in kind, but that the mind, as the
ultimate cause of motion, was supreme and 'the beginning
?f all things'. This identification we have already noticed
In Empedocles, but the distinction seems clearly made for
the first time. If however it is right to understand Anaxa
:~oras' whole idea of 'mind' as of something corporeal, there

. IS n? advance on the definitely material and physical con-
~eptlOn of sensation and mental processes which his pre
ecessor maintained.
I Ibid,28.
3 tit 4nimQ, A. 2. 404 b; D.A. 100.

.e.

56 THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM '"
appeared satisfactory, but its persistence show!" how natural i

such materialistic views were to the Greek mind: the atomic i'if;
psychology would not have caused to contemporaries the ~

shock which it gives to the modern reader. 8

For Anaxagoras' theories of sensation we have far less t
detailed and more sporadic information, but certain facts 5
stand out which are sufficient to illustrate both the similarity ~.
and the divergence of the views held in the latter half of the ~

fifth century. In the first place he asserted, apparently in ~

intentional opposition to Empedocles, that perception I was ~~
due not to 'similars' but to 'opposites'. This he illustrated *
from the primary sense of touch: ~ a body which is of the f
same temperature as our own body does not give us any ~.

sensation of hot or cold, but only one which is itself hotter "
or colder; we are influenced by the temperature which is f~
'contrary to' our own. Such perception of contraries is of '0;

course always possible on Anaxagoras' general theory that ~
'all things have a portion of everything', for there will then ;c(

be present in each of the sense-organs the contraries of all ~:

they may have to perceive. His idea 3 may also have been ~

dictated by his doctrine that 'mind', which controls all sensa- r
tion, itself never enters the mixture and is therefore, in a
sense, the 'contrary' of all else. He further noted as a kind
of corollary the very interesting observation that 'all per- (,
ception involves pain: 4 for the touch of the unlike always f
produces pain'. This he proves from the painful effect of ~•.
excessively bright lights or loud sounds: we seem to have ~.,

an anticipation of the modern notion of the part played by ~:

irritation in perception.S ,':

In reference to vision in particular, with regard to which, ~

as usual, fuller details have been preserved than about the
other senses, Anaxagoras differed again from Empedocles
in basing his views on the image6 (EJ.U/xIUL~) seen in the pupil

, Theophr. til SIlIllI, 27; DA. 92.
2 Ibid. 28.
3 So Beare, p, 37, but the relation of vovr to a~u(J7/uLr and of vovr in the

universe to the human mind are by no means clear.
4 Theophr, 29. 5 See E. G. P.3, 274. 6 Theophr. 27.
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• t ucted) souls':1 another fragment seems to represent
unmS r I h . h k ' ... saying deliberately that t e slg t rna es errors,-
hh1nl ahs he seems also to have admitted that 'the eyes are
t aug 'I . . hxact witnesses than the ears.3 n OppOSItIOn to t e
more e. c' (" ) th t 'dHerachtus set up reason" /lOr0S' as e rue gUI e,
senses l' h' 4 fd the commentators exp aln t 15 to mean not reason 0

an sort -but the divine reason which is common to men'.
any . h'W must however, be cautious about acceptIng t IS ex-

}e ation 'as there is little doubt that the accounts of Hera
PI~~s' do~trine have been largely contaminated by the teac~
~ 1 of the Stoics 5 who recognized in him the germs of theIr
tng ) . h . b }' J:n theories and were apt to ascrIbe t eIr own e leIS to
~~. It is probably safest to admit that we do not .know
certainly what Heraclitus meant by Logos-perhaps It was
just his own account of the universe, of which he speaks
in the fragment6 of introduction which. has come .down to
us. But it is clear that we have here In an unmlsta~a?le

form the seeds of scepticism of the senses, and the OppOSItIon
of a higher truth to be obtained by thought.

I t is not surprising in view ~f t~e ~eneral theory of ~ar
menides, which appears to malntau~ Its relentless Monism
in the teeth of all ordinary observatIons, to be told that he
'expelS the senses from the way of truth',7 and to fi!ld that he
is reckoned by the doxogr~phers8 among those .phtlosophers
who said flatly that sensations were false. It IS not only a
necessary corollary of his views, but is completely consonant
with his opposition of the Way of Truth ~nd the Way of
Opinion: indeed in speaking of the latter himself, he seems
to make an intentional contrast between the senses and
reason: 'let not eustom full of experience constrai!1 thee
along this road, to turn upon it a careless eye or soundmg ear

I fJapfJcipovs tfvxa.~ EXOVTWV whieh Sextus, who quotes the fragment,
explains (ilJrJ. Mil/h. vii. 126; D.A. 16) as meaning fJappapwv leTT: e/Jvxwv
T A .: ~..!.... ',.R.!,. ,

QlS .....\U}'OIS Ql,uv'I(1£(1, 1TICTT€V€IV.

- a Bywater 132 ; D.B. 46. 3 Bywater IS; D.D. 101 a.
" Sextus, I.e. 5 See E. G. P.3, p. 142.

6 Bywater 2; D.B. I: see E. G. P.l, p. 133, n. I.
1 (Plut.] Strom. 5; D.A. 22.

a Aet. iv. 9. 14-: d. Philodem. RlJtt.jr. inc. 3. 7; D.A. 49.

SM THE ANTECEDENTS OF ATOMISM

The Atomists thus inherited in the field of psychology
an entirely material idea of the mind and senses and of the
processes of sensa~ion and tho~g~t, a .belief that both pro...
cesses were in ultImate analYSIs IdentIcal, a supreme con...
fidence in touch as the basis of all sensation and a consequent
notion of 'effluences' from the objects of perception. The
main controversy which remained over was the question
whether perception was due to :simiIars' or 'opposites'. ~s ;~

in the main theory of the universe, .s? ~ere the Ato~llc ~~
solution was looked on as a reconcIlIatIOn of OppOSing :;~.

views. E~

C. Theory of Knowledge. r_i
The problems which centre round what we are accus

tomed to call the Theory of Knowledge appear in a com
paratively simple form in the early philosophers and are
concerned only, as is natural, with the .question of the
validity of the evidence of the senses. This prob!em arose
for them inevitably in two ways, firstly, out of their general
theories of the ultimate nature of the Universe, for when
theory propounded a view which was obviously at va;iance
with the straightforward experience of the senses, It was
necessary to account in some way for this divergence, and
secondly, but never in an acute form before the time of the
Atomists, from the special theories which they held con-
cerning the processes of sense-p~rception. .

To the philosophers of the Mtleslan. s~hool the que~tlon

did not apparently occur, or at least, If It presented Itself
to them, we have no record of their answers. But the theory
of Heraclitus at once raised it in an acute form: for, as
Lucretius I points olit in the course of his criticism, if we
say that the senses correctly recognize fire, but are mistaken
about everything else in the world-for all other things a~e

in reality fire just as much-we violently impugn their
veracity. That Heraclitus himself was aware of this diffi- ~.

culty is dear from his own saying, 'the eyes are bad witne5~es

for men,2 so are the ears of those who have barbarous (I.e.
I i. 693-700. s Bywater 4; D.B. 107.
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or tongue, b~~ judge .~y r~a~~n the much-disputed proof
spoken by me. SceptICIsm Initiated by Heraclitus becomes l
complete in Parmenides. $

Empedoc!es in this respect as in his general system repre_ ~
sents a. reactIon from the overstrained views of Parmenides. §
The:e IS no very clear ~ecord of his metaphysic, but it seems ~
pOSSible to reconstruct It to some extent from his fragments: ;,~
It. tur?s out to be, as we should expect, a rather curious com- ~
bInatlOn of common sense and mysticism. Sextus: informs ~
us that Empedodes held that 'the criterion of truth was not ,c

t~e senses, but the right word (dp8o~ A6yo~), and that of the ~;
rIght word part was divine and might not be revealed part ii

~ortal and. cap~ble of revelation'. This looks at first'sight ti
lIke a modIficatIon of the Heraclitean position: the senses ,\
ar~ no longer called false but they cannot be taken as sure "
ev~dence: the truth is contained in Empedocles' own in- !,:
spIred accou.nt. But a rather closer investigation seems to ","
show that wIth Empedocles the opposition is not so much i":
betwe.en the senses and the mind, as between human ('
faculties altogether and a divine truth. The feebleness of ~;:_".":
man's facu!ties .is put clearly enough near the beginning of _
the poem: .StraItened 3 are the power~ spread over the bodily f
members (I.e. the powers of perceptIon and sensation) and ,"
many are the sudden woes which blunt men's c;reful
t~oughts cp"pLp.vaL): they behold a brief part of life that is no
Itfe 4 and with short shrift rise up and flyaway like smoke
persua.ded o~ that only on which each has chanced, as the;
are drIven hIther and thither, though each boasts that he
hath found the whole: but verily this is not to be looked upon
nor heard by man nor grasped by his mind'. It is clearly
not the senses only which are disparaged but the mind as
well: man's whole view is limited and his faculties too feeble
to find out the truth alone. Yet part of 'the true word' may
~~ learnt by man, 'and t~ou'? says the poet to his reader,
SInce thou hast turned aSide Into this path shalt learn yet

no more than the wit of man can compass'.' Man's business
I D.B. I. 34-7. : vii. 122·D.B.2 praef. 3 DB
4 Reading 'W~5' c1fJlou with Scaliger; see E. G. P.3, p. 2 °4, n. 3•.. 2.
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then apart from such divine inspiration as Empcdodes
dai~ed for himself, is 'careful thought'; the fools are those
who 'have not far-minded thoughts'.1 And 'careful thought'
-consists in the right use of the faculties we possess, diligent
.investigation with them all and the checking of one by the
other: 'come now, search with all thy powers in what way
each thing is clear.2 Hold not sight in greater trust than
hearing, nor set thy echoing ear above the instruction of thy
tongue (i.e. taste) and restrain not thy belief in any other
of thy bodily parts (YV{ClJII), by which there is a way (1TOpoS)
for understanding, but consider each thing in the way in
which it is clear'. The senses then are not wholly false, but
:they must be used for active investigation: we must look
and not merely see: 'look upon it with thy mind, he says
elsewhere,3 and sit not wondering with thine eyes'. There
seems to be the same distinction which was noticed in Empe
dodes' theory of perception between the active and passive
use of the senses. It is reasonable then to maintain that in
comparison with Heraclitus and Parmenides, Empedodes
does in a very large measure rehabilitate the senses: the
mere passive experience of the normal man is of little value,
but when the senses are used in active investigation with
'careful thought', man may hope to attain something of
divine truth. His faculties are weak but not useless: com
mon sense is set in a religious background.

It might be expected that Anaxagoras with his belief in
'mind' standing apart from all other things and never entering
the mixture and his theory of the hidden portions of 'every
thing in everything' would take up a profoundly sceptical
position as to the evidence of the senses. And accordingly
the doxographical tradition 4 tells us bluntly that he said
the senses were false. But once again the examination of the
few extant fragments which bear on the point seems very
considerably to modify this conclusion. He did indeed say
that 'owing to their weakness we are not able to discern

r OO).LX0c/JpOV£5' ,.dpLJLllaL D.B. r r.
: D.B. 4.9-13. 3 D.B. 17. 1.21.

4 Aet. iv. 9. I; D.A. 96.
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the truth',· but Sextus, who has preserved this fragment
has given a very interesting illustration of its meaning'
which puts us on the right track. Suppose, he says, that w~
take two coloured liquids and pour from one into the other
drop by drop, our sight will not be able to discern the
gradual alteration of colour, although it takes place in fact.
Here we have a direct link with the general theory: our
senses,1 Anaxagoras would seem to say, can tell us the pre..
vailing thing in a compound body, but cannot discern the
portions of all other things hidden in it. And it is in this
sense that we must understand the famous paradox with
which Anaxagoras 3 used to illustrate the opposition of
thoughtand appearance: 'snow iswhite; butsnowiscongealed
water; water is black: therefore snow is black': we know,
that is, from the fact of this change that snow must have in
it black 'seeds', which if it melts will give the prevailing
colour to water, but our sight cannot perceive them: they
can only perceive the colour of which snow chas most in it'.
Anaxagoras' scepticism is certainly not complete: the senses
are accurate as far as they go, and what they ten us is true,
but they do not go far enough, they cannot tell us the under
lying reality which we know by reason to be there. Yet in
spite of their imperfection, they are of the greater value in
investigation and indeed the only guide: for we read in
another fragment, which would, till we understand Anaxa
goras' position, appear to be almost a flat contradiction of
that from which we started, that 'things perceived (q,aLv0l-'£va)
are the vision of the unseen';4 our investigation, that is, of
what is below the ken of the senses, must proceed from and
be guided by the evidence which they can give us. So far
from a complete scepticism, this is not so very remote from
the position of Epicurus himself: Anaxagoras' complaint of
'the instrument' is not that it is a bad one, but that it is not
sharp enough.

The predecessors of the Atomists exhibit then a strong
movement towards scepticism of sense-evidence followed by

I Sext. vii. 90; D.B. 21. ~ See E. G. P.l, p. 274.
:3 Sext. PyrrA. Hypo/. 1.33; D.A. 97. 4 D.B. 21 a.
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artial reinstatement: from the attitude Cth~ senses are false
.aP

d must be expelled from the way of truth they reach the
an position 'the senses are not of themselves safe tests of
later' I' .... th but they are ofgreat va ue as Instruments In Inveshga-
tru , . I I' . h 1· h f'. , Nor is this change dlfficu t to exp atn In t e Ig t 0
tl0n . Th h . f h M .the general progress of t~ought.. e ~ e~rles 0 t e onlsts
do not rest on observa~lOn or InvesQg~tJOn, but ~re rather
based on a priori reasonIng about the unIverse and It~ nature.
S ch reasoning led naturally enough to results whIch were
n~t only remote from ~e normal evidence of ~h~ senses, b~t
{ten at variance with It. Under these condltlons the eVI

dence oflerception must necessarily be disparaged and truth
suppose to reside either in th~ unfettered use .of r~~son or
in a divine inspiration. But ~lth the growth 1~ Slc~ly a.nd
Magna Graecia of a more minute and terrestnal SCIentIfic
interest, and especially with th~ establishment of ~he medic~1
schools observation and expertment are brought Into proml-
.nence 'and in these the senses, actively investigating and
testin~ results, are of paramount importance. When philo
sophy takes the infinitely small as its starting-point, It will
trust necessarily to the instrumentality ,!f the senses. This
attitude is of course most clearly marked In Anaxagoras, who
took as his basis of investigation the phenomena of physio
logy and nutrition: for him though the senses could not
teach all, nothing could be learnt without th:n:. By the time
of the Atomists then the extreme of sceptICIsm was over:
they breathed an atmosphere in which the senses were not
indeed regarded as the final court of appeal, but were at
-least the most important of witnesses. 1

I It will be noticed that in this chapter no account has been given of the
Pythagoreans, whose theory of the origin of things in C numbers' undoubtedly
influenced the Eleaucs and through them may have inspired the root-idea
of Atomism. In a very brief sketch of the antecedents of Atomism it
seemed best to deal only with the more concrete theories of the physicists,
whom, as we may fairly judge from Lucretius, Epicurus regarded as his
true predecessors.
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II

LEUCIPPUS

§ I. Life and Writings

I N dealing with the predecessors of the Atomists it has
been sufficient to consider their theories apart from their

personal history and character. But of the three great
figures in the Atomic tradition it would naturally be inter
esting to know more. Unfortunately, though it is possible
to form a fairly accurate picture both of Democritus and of
Epicurus, Leucippusl remains wrapped in considerable ob
scurity. That he was the founder of the Atomic School in
Greece and that he did not owe his theory to any extraneous
source, there seems no reasonable ground for doubting.
T~ere was indeed a c~rious tradit~o~ 2 extant among later
writers that the Atomic theory originated from a certain
'Mochus', a Phoenician philosopher, said to have lived
'about the time of the Trojan War', and one authority3 goes
so far as to say that he himself in the fourth century A. D. was
actually acquainted with disciples of Mochus' school.
Modern authorities are inclined to reject this story as a fable,
and probably rightly, but in view of this suggestion of
oriental influence it is interesting to realiz.e that at an early
date Indian philosophers had arrived at an atomic explana
tion of the Universe. The doctrines of this school 4 were
expounded in the Vaicesika Sutra and interpreted by the
aphorisms of Kanada. While, like the Greek Atomists, they

I See E. G. P.l, pp. 330 :If., for a discussion of the questions concerning
the life of Leucippus and his position in the history of philosophy: compare
also Dyroff, DtmOkritsJuditn, § I.

:& See Strabo, xvi, p. 757; Sext.Emp. ado. Math. ix. 363; D. (Democritus)
A. 55; IambI. rit. Pyl/lfJg. 14.

3 IambI. I.c.
4 Sec ,:. B. Keith, lndi(/TJ Logic and AtomiJm, especially pp. 208-32 ;

also Mabll1eau, His/oirt dt /a Philosophit Atomist;"ut, Book I; Colebrookc,
MiJullantous Euays.
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reached atomism through the denial of the possibility of
infinite division and the assertion that indivisible particles
must ultimately be reached in order to secure reality and
permanence in the world, there are very considerable differ
ences between the Indian doctrine and that of the Greeks.
The Vaicesika atoms are not all ultimately homogeneous)
but atoms of different kinds are assumed corresponding to
the four elements, earth, water) air, and ether: qualities are
attributed to them varying according to the substance to
which they correspond, and they are conceived of as elastic
in structure. Kanada works out the idea of their combina
tions in a detailed system, which reminds us at once of the
Pythagoreans and in some respects of modern science, hold
ing that two atoms combined in a binary compound and
three of these binaries in a triad which would be of a siz.e to
be perceptible to the senses. An these differences make the
suggestion of borrowing improbable: moreover, the latest
writer l on the subject is not inclined to put the Indian works
as early as previous scholars had done, and states that there
is no proof of the atomic doctrine in India until after contact
with the Greek kingdom of Bactria. He even discusses the
question whether the Indian doctrine is derived from the
Greek, but admits elsewhere 1 that the works as we have
them presuppose much previous discussion. If there was
then an old atomic tradition in India, it may be that some
inkling of it had penetrated to Greece, either, as the legend
of4Mochus' would suggest, by way of Phoenicia, or possibly
through the Ionian colonies)3 but there is certainly no reason
for supposing that Leucippus owed any direct debt to it,
or that he is other than an ·original' thinker in the sense that
he evolved his Atomism for himself as the direct outcome of
the theories of his Greek predecessors.

The discrepancies in tradition as to Leucippus' origin and
training are almost as great as those about the birthplace of

I Keith, op. cit., p. 17.
:& p. I.

X 3 T~e strange story of the inst.rue.tion of Dem?crit~s by the wise men in
. erxes army (see p. (10) ma.y pomt m the same directIon.
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Homer. The first difficulty which has to be met is startling:
Epicums I in one of his many letters to his disciples asserted
that 'there never was such a person as a philosopher Leucip
pus', and certain modern critics' have been inclined to
accept his statement literally. But we need not in fact attach
much importance to it: Epicurus3 was intensely jealous for
his own originality, and invariably attempted to discredit
all from whom he might be supposed to have derived his
doctrines. In at least one other passage4 of his own works
he seems to be making a direct criticism on a doctrine
specially attributed by the authorities to Leucippus, and we
may reasonably interpret his denial of Leucippus' existence
as a rather more vehement assertion than usual of his own
independence. Aristotle,s moreover, undoubtedly regarded
him as the founder of the Atomic theory, and so also did
Theophrastus.6 Further, Diogenes of Apollonia,7 whose
theories are ridiculed in The Clouds of Aristophanes (423
B.C.), shows distinct traces of Atomism; since Democritus'
jiorui' cannot be placed before 420 B.C., Diogenes must have
drawn on some earlier Atomic source than Democritus, and
this can hardly be other than Leucippus. This argument
not only confirms the existence of Leucippus, but practically
settles the question of his date. We may therefore safely
conclude that Leucippus existed, that he was the inventor of
the Atomic system, and that he 'flourished' about 430 B.C.

or a little earlier.
His native place was variously given in antiquity as Elea,

Abdera, and Miletus.8 There is little doubt that the last
tradition is correct. The suggestion of Abdera is due to

I Diog. Laert. x. 13; D.A. 1.
2 E. Rohde, ]tlhrOUCh fur KI4JJ. Philol. cxxiii, p. 741, and more recently

Brieger (Htrmtr, xxxvi, pp. 166 sq.).
3 See Part II, Chap. I, p. 116. 4 Ep. ii, § 89.
s e.g. Mt14PhyS. A. 4. 985 b; DA. 6 AnIKtTrTroS' 8€ Ka~ 0 €TaipoS' aVToii

LJT]JLOKptTOS'•
6 Diog. Laert. ix. 46 j D. (Democritus) 33.
7 E.G.P), p. 331.
8 D.L. ix. 30; D.A, I. That M~'\toS' is a mere mistake for Mt'\~UtoS' is

shown by other references,e,g.Simpl.in Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184 (18. 4); D.A.8.
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onfusion, or at least association, with Democritus and the
~tomic Sch~ol, which g:ew up there, possibly foun?-ed by
Leucippus himself. The Idea that he ~ame from ~!ea IS more
interesting and must be connected WIth the tradItIon that he
was a disciple of the Eleatic School and 'heard' Zeno.1

Burnet' is inclined to think that this may be true and that
Leucippus actua~ly v,isited Elea, possibly as a res~lt of the
Milesian revolution In 450 B.C. In any case the Influence
upon his .philosophy of the teaching of~en~ and the rounger
Eleatics IS clear, and we may perhaps In thIS connexlOn note
the further tradition preserved by Tzetzes3 that he was a
pupil of Melissus, whose Eleatic criticism so strikingly fore
shadowed the Atomic theory. If then we may think of
Leucippus as a. native of ~i1etus who yisited Ele~, we may
without indulgIng any fanCiful speculatIon recognIze power
ful influences on his thought. We know that the old
Milesian School did not wholly die out, and in the intensely
physical cha~acter of h~s system and the ab~ence.of all my~
tieism, LeuclppuS does Indeed appear as the InherItor of thetr
'scientific tradition': on the other hand, though Atomism
is the very antipodes of the theory of Parmenides,4 the
founder of the Eleatic School, it shows evident traces of the
criticism of Zeno and Melissus.s It does not always happen
that a man's philosophy reflects the history of his life so
clearly as would seem to be the case with Leucippus.

Of his writings we know little or nothing. If we may trust
Theophrastus, he was the author of 'The Greater World
system' (M€yas LltclKou/-Ws), as the full exposition of the Atomic
theory came to be known in the School, though other
authorities, perhaps with greater probability, assign it to
Democritus: for it seems more likely that we should attribute
to Leucippus the main outlines of the theory, and to the
School culminating in Democritus its working out in detail.

• D.L.l.e.; Clem. Strom. i. 64. 353; D.A. 4; [Galen] Hisl. Philos. 3;
D.A·5. • E. G. P.l, p. 331. 3 Chilo ii. 980; D.A. 5.

4 cr. Simpl. in Arist. Ph)s. A. 2. 184 (28. 4); D.A. 8.
.s Especially in the idea that pluralism can only secure permanence, if it

rejects the possibility of infinite division: see p. 72.
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On the other hand we may safely believe that Leucippus origi
nated many of the principal technical terms of Atomism!
which are credited to him in the doxographical traditio~.
There is also expressly assigned to him a sentence out of
a wor~ on 'The Mind',: thoug~ it ag~in, with its emphatic
assertion of the supremacy of necesslty-, reads more like
Democritus than Leucippus. There is therefore nothing
ex~ant of Leucippus' own work on which it is possible to
b~.l1ld, an~ t~e difficulo/ of forming any exact view as to
his theOrIes IS greatly Increased, when the accounts of his
theory are examined, for in nearly all the references he is
coupled with Democritus and no distinction is drawn be
tween them. It has in consequence been the usual practice
of write~s on the Ato~ic theory to group them together
and credit them both wIth the whole of the system. This is
however a very unsatisfactory plan and clearly ought not to
be adopted, if it is possible to avoid it. For it cannot be
d.oubted that i~ fac~ the theory must have undergone con
sIderable modificatIon and development in its transition
through the School from Leucippus to Democritus, and the
~tro~gly marked .chara~ter.of the lat~r philosopher with his
InsatIate love of InvestIgatIOn and hIS encyclopaedic know
ledge and interests make it certain that he would not- have
been content to accept a ready-made system without develop
ment and expansi.on. Happily it is not really necessary to
accept the confUSIon. For on the one hand there is a vast
mass of doctrine, apart from the very considerable fragments
of his own writing, which is expressly attributed to Demo
critl.~s and not to Leucippus, on the other not merely is it
possIble to detect certain points 3 in which Leucippus held
distinctly differen.t opinions from those afterwards put for·
ward by DemocrItus, but by a fortunate chance Aristotle 4

J See those collected by Dids in B.I .
2 D.B. 2: oti8Ev X~p.a. JLc177JV ylvn·Q.L, IDa. 1Tc1VTa be "0,,011 T€ Ka~ inT'

avaYK7JS'•
3. e.g. the idea.of the plyet I(ev(h,~ H.~pp. R~f. I. 12; D.A. 10, see p. 92,

a view of the ongm of thunder, Aet. IIJ. 3. 10; D.A. 25 (cf. Democritus,
D.A. 9>3), and theories as to the shape and inclination of the earth.

4 Mt/lIplJ]s. I.e., and dt Gen. t/ Corr. A. 8. 325 a; D.A. 7.
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h'rnself in two very important passages of reference and
_. liticism speaks expressly of Leucippus. The work of Die1s
~r separating out the references which belong specially to
~euciPPus is of immense value, and that he has not exercised

merely arbitrary choice is shown by the very definite pic
:Ure which .they present 0.£ Leucippus as the f?under of the
main prinCIples of AtomIsm and a person WIth a marked
genius for the invention ofstriking.and often quaint techn.ical
terms in contrast to the more unIversal and more detatled
diligence of Democritus. It is not then without justification
that Leucippus I may be dealt with separately and an attempt
made to estimate the general principles which he laid down
and the extent to which he carried the development of the
Atomic system. It must not however be supposed that great
contrasts will appear between him and his disciple: they
stand to one another rather as the pioneer and the enthusi
astic and energetic follower.

§ 2. The Atomic Theory
It has already been hinted that Leucippus regarded him:

self, and was generally considered in antiquity, not so much
as the founder of a great hypothesis) which was the fullest
answer that the ancient world could give to the original/
question of Thales, but rather in the more humble capacity
of a mediator between the diverse views of his predecessors c



and in particular between the two Schools of thought which
as the result of the long debate were left in sharp opposition,
the Eleatic Monism of the successors of Parmenides, and :

. the Pluralism of Empedocles and Anaxagoras. Atomism is,;'
in fact presented to US as a reconciliation of those many'

. antimonies which had sprung up in the course of earlier
discussion, the One and the Many, change and permanence,
division and continuity, the senses and thought. It is in

• I Among modern writers !.afaist, DisurJlI/;Oll sur III pIJiloJOf!zit lItomirt;fJut,
IS, as far as I know, alone in attempting a separate treatment of Leucippus and
De~ocritus,but DyrofF, op. cit., § I, has drawn attention to important points
o~dl~e~e~ce, and in particular to a difference of spirit, which is borne out by
Dlels dIvision of the extant references.

L
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this aspect that it is approached in a most valuable passage
of Aristotle, I which clearly sets out the relation of Leucippus
to his predecessors and will therefore form the best basis for
the consideration of his theory.

Leucippus and Democritus have come to a conclusion about all things
for the most part by the same method and with the same view, making
their starting-point what naturally comes first. For some of the older
philosophers (sc. the EJeatics) held that reality was necessarily one and
immovable: for empty space does not exist, and motion would be im
possible, unless there were empty space apart from matter; nor could
many things exist, unless there were something to separate them.

Aristotle then goes on to explain the Eleatic criticism pn the
pluralists, to state the view of the extreme Monists, and to
point out that, if one appeals to the facts, such a view seems
little short of madness. He then resumes:2

but Leucippus (we may mark this special mention of the founder of
the School) thought he had a theory, which should be consistent with
sense-perception and not do away with coming into being or destruc
tion or motion or the multiplicity of things. He agreed so far with
appearances, but to those who hold the theory of the One, on the
ground that there could be no motion without empty space, he ad
mitted that empty space is not real, and that nothing of what is real is
not real: for the real in the strict sense is an absolute plenum. But the
flell;~m is no~ onc, but there is an infinit~ number ofthem, and they are
anvlslble oWing to the smallness of thelr bulk. These move in empty
space (for there is empty space), and by their coming together produce
coming into being and by their separation destruction.... But out
of the One in the striCt sense multiplicity could not be produced, nor
unity in the full sense out of the Many, for that is impossible.

This very suggestive passage may be considered first in
the light of previous speculation. Aristotle's last sentence
puts exactly the position which had been reached with regard
to the central problem of the ultimate existence. The strict
Monism of Parmenides not merely could not account for the
creation of. the Many, but actually denied their existence
except as an illusion of the senses, and even the laxer Monism

I ,~G/ll. n Corr. A. 8. 324 b 3S; D.A. 7.
:a Ibid. 325 a 23.

,..
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of the Ionians and Heraclitus could not explain the Many
except by a virtual abandonment of u~itr. On t~e other .the
main weakness of the current pluralistic theOrIes was Just
that they destroyed the fundamental ·One': neither the
'sphere' of Empedocles, in which ,the four e~em:nts ~er~
mingled by Love, nor Anaxagoras 'mixture of portions
were in any sense homogeneous. How then did Leucippus
propose ~o .mee_t .~~_!~_~~~cl:llty.? -Exactly-on~tlie"li~es--su~
g8ted by tne aphonsm of Meltssus. The ul!!!l1:~~~.~_!l~~~reI

was, he said, an infinite number of s~all p~r!icles,_p~~ra.Usm
is'-ahsolute, but yet they are 'one', and that in two senses. In
the' first place the ultimate matter, though existing in this
infinitely discrete form, is yet absolutely homogeneous: all
tnelilnllite particles are exactly similar in substance and
there is therefore but one ultimate 'nature': 'their nature
tliey say is one, as if each one of them were, for instance, a
separate piece of gold'.~ Secondly, and. this is rather the line
of thought which Aristode-reproduces here, each one of the
particles is in itself a 'One': for to it, as Melissus postulated,
may be applied all the attributes of the Parmenidean 'One':
it'is an absolute corporeal plenum, sheer matter and nothing
else, it is absolutely indivisible,3 entirely without motion
inside itself, unchangeable, eternal. In other words, as
A-ristotle puts it with epigrammatic clearness: 'the real in
the strict sense is an absolute plenum; but this plenum is not
one, but there is an infinite number of them'. In this way
then Leucippus thought that he had solved the problem of
the One and the Many. He established a unity which yet
a!lowed infinite multiplicity, a multiplicity which yet pro
VIded to the full an underlying unity. The unity which
thought demanded was satisfied, and yet the multiplicity
to which the senses bore witness was shown to be true.

~ For the old Ionian word ;VUlS as applied to Atomism see Simpl. in
Arisl. Phys. 89. 26; b TaiiTa yap (Ie. the atoms) E,,(iJlo, ,pUUIJl bccfJ.ovv.

_3 Arist. d~ Co/lo, A. 7. 27Sb; D.A. 19: cf. PItYI. r. 4-. 203a 'TO KOIJlOV
Uwp.a 2Tavrwv EO'Tlv dpX~'

1 The justification of these epithets will become clearer when the nature
of the atoms is discussed in § 3.
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Moreover, this unlimited pluralism was not, like that of
Anaxagoras, uneconomical in assuming an infinite variety
in the substance of the ultimate constituents: it had all the
economy of the Monist theories, for in substance all the
infinite particles were one.

Now this supposition of an infinitely discrete ultimate
matter raises at once the question of division, which was
another form in which the root-problem had recently pre
sented itself. Anaxagoras, as has been seen, supposed his
'seeds' or particles of the original 'mixture' to be infinitely
divisible, and Empedocles and the upholders of the 'element'
theory had taken up the same attitude. Infinity in number
had not yet been thought of apart from endless division and
subdivision. It was against this supposition that the
younger Eleatics, in defence of Parmenidean Monism, had
chiefly directed their attack. Zeno,1 whose arguments: were
probably aimed primarily at the mathematical pluralism of
the Pythagoreans, had argued in effect, that if we say that
a thing is infinitely divisible we must mean that it is com
posed of an infinite number of points or units. But what are
these points: have they themselves magnitude or not? If
they have not, then their addition to or subtraction from
something else can make no difference: things will be
infinitely small, indeed non-existent: if they have magnitude,
then they must themselves be divisible into smaller parts, and
so on ad infinitum; everything will be made of an infinite
number of units and will therefore be infinitely great. Either
conclusion is absurd. That the first of these contentions was
also used in a more popular form against the materialistic
systems of pluralism maintained by Empedocles and Anaxa
goras is clear from its employment in that context by
Lucretius: 3 infinite division, it was held, destroys perma
nence: things could be frittered away from less and less to
nothing, and the process of creation, which is always slower

I n.B. J and 2. • See E. G. P.3, p. 362.
3 i. 746 fr., 844 fr., which refer back to the fuller exposition of the argu

ment in 540-64. Lucretius also employs the other half of Zeno's argument
against the notion ofinfinite division in i. 6 J 5 If.
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than that of destruction, would be impossible. Agains~ th~se
criticisms of the pluralistic view Leucippus guarded~lmself
. -the only possible way by supposing that there IS after
~l a limit to division. 'r'hings may be divided again and
again into smaller and smaller parts even f~r b_~Jow the ken
ofthe senses, but ultimately a point is reached at 'Yhich
further division is impossible: you come at last to ultImate
p"articles of matter which are indivisible (ciSUl{pETa) or 'at?ms~
(a-TOp.a). This conclusion J;eucip~us see~s to ha,:e claImed
as a deduction from expenence: They (I.e. Leuclppus and
Democritus) abandoned division to infinity on the ground
that we cannot divide to infinity and by this mea~s.g~arantee

the perpetual continuity (TO Q.Ka7"d).7]K1'Ov) of diVISIon, a~d
said that bodies consisted of indivisible particles';1 that IS,
that as in our experience there is a limit to the extent to
which we can subdivide, because particles became so .small
that they pass out of the kef? of the se~ses, so .I:eUClppUS
supposed It was with the ultimate phYSical reaht~es: there
is a 'least possible'. for existe!1ce, just as the~e IS. a least
possible for p'erceptlon. The lme of argument IS qUIte con-

. sonant as Will be seen, with Leucippus' general attitude to
the rel~tion of sense-perception to truth, and it reads like
a first adumbration of the very elaborate argument of
Epicurus: on the same topic. However he reache~ his ~on

elusion, Leucippus could now reply both. to the dIalectic of
Zeno and to the more popular form of hIS ar~umen.ts. :r0

Zeno he could now say that there is a fixed Unit ofeXIstence:
ana though these units are still infinite in number, in any
gwen thing the number of them is limited, they could
(theoretically at least) be counted, and therefore so far/rom
nullifying the magnitude of things,3 they form the llltlmate
basis for the calculation of size. And to the less scientific
objectors he could say, as Lucretius does again and again,
that the conception of infinite particles as the ultimate sub
stratum, so far from annulling the permanence of matter,

I Simp!. in Arist. PAyJ. Z. J. 231 a; D.A. 13.
2 Ep. i, §§ 55-9.
3 Compare again Epicurus' argument on the subject in Ep. i, §§ 55-9.
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this difficulty perfectly boldly: he affirmed, using Melissus'
own terms, that ~the elements are the full and the empty',l or,
as Diogenes1. puts it, 'the universe is the full and the empty',
that is, that it is as necessary to conceive of unoccupied
space separating the particles of matter as it is to postulate
the particles of matter themselves. How then did he answer
the metaphysical difficulty of the Milesians? His reply was
extremely subtle, and if it seems to us something ofa quibble,
this is due not so much to Leucippus, as to the persistence of

. the philosophical tradition which had hitherto refused to
acknowledge reality, except in the form of matter. He ad
mitted, as is made clear in Aristotle's exposition, that empty
space is 'not real' (p~ ov): the only fully real existence is
matter, 'the completely full' (1Tap.7TATjp€S). But, he said, though

. empty space is not in this sense a real thing, it none the less
-exists: 'the real exists not a whit more than the not real,

,"empty space no less than body.'3 . In effect Leucippus had
--introduced a new conception of reality: in the old sense

.empty_space is not real, for it has not Jl1e most elementary
attri~u~e of matter, it cannot touch or be"tou"ched. But it
·~t~.c::.!~ss_e~i~~s: we must form a new idea of eXIstence,
something non-corporeal, whose sole function is to be where
t1ie fuller reality is not, an existence in whiCh the full reality,
m~~~ter, can move and have its being. He thus established
!lie ~ecessary requirement for his conception of a discrete

" rnfimty of matter; the particles of body were indeed sepa
rated by the empty. At the same time, it must be observed,

"~e had protected himselfagainst a possible charge ofdualism:
~f !te were taxed with having, like the materialistic plu-
rahsts, destroyed the fundamental unity of the universe
by the admission of two 'existences', matter and space, he
cou~d reply that he still held that there was but one full
reahty: the other 'existence' was, as it were, but the negation

. o~ thiS reality ('1'0 p.~ ov), but it did nevertheless exist. For
t e moment his success was to have conquered in the

... "- I Arist. M~tapIJYI. A. 4. 985 b; D.A. 6.
".' . :a D.L. ix. 30; D.A. I, &C6

J Arist. ibid.: cr. Simpl. in Arist. PAYI. A. 2. 184 (28. 4); D.A. 8.
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is now its surest guarantee: for each one of these ultimate
particles is indivisible and eternal, and they provide a point
beyond which further dissolution is impossible, the stopping-
Roint for destruction and the starting-point for creation.

,/ Thus a discrete infinity is reconciled with permanence: there
.' are infinite particles, but thanks to their very essential

I character, the world can never be frittered away into nothing
": ness. What had been the chief weapon against previous
i pluralistic systems, becomes for Atomism its stronghold of
:. defence.
- But there was yet another objection to which this theory
of the existence of matter in the form of infinite discrete
particles was liable. If they are discrete, there must be
something to separate them (8uJ.C1'TTJp.a): if they are to move
and without motion they cannot combine to form things or
shift their position so as to change things-there must be
something external to them for them to move in. What is
this something? The Pythagoreans, I who with their doctrine
of the infinitely divisible had been confronted with this
problem, had thought of air as lying between the particles
of matter, but since the theory of Empedocles had shown
that air was an element, as corporeal in substance as earth
or fire or water, this answer was no longer possible. Par
menides had seen that the only answer could be 'empty
space', but, profoundly convinced as he was that the only
existence was that of body, he had denied the existence of
empty space altogether: it was 'nothing' (otl8s,). The world
was a corporeal plenum, there was no division between parts
of matter but all was a continuous whole, neither was there
any possibility of motion. Melissus had more recently en
forced this position as part of his attack on pluralism: 'Nor
is there anything empty (IC€V€OV): for the empty is nothing
and that which is nothing cannot be: nor does it ($C. the
worl?) .move: for it ~as nowhere to withdraw to (inroxwpijUQ.4),
b~t It IS f1!ll. For If there were anything empty, it would
WIthdraw Into the empty: but as the empty is not, it has
nowhere to withdraw to.'2 Leucippus was prepared to meet

I See E. G. P.3, p. 289. :I n.B. 7, § 7.
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dialectical debate with the Eleatics, bu t for the permanen t pro
gress ?f ~hought he had achieved the far greater triumph of
establIshing the conception of non-corporeal existence: it is
as Burnet I has pointed out, a strange achievement for th~
founder of the great materialist school of antiquity to have
been 'the first to say distinctly that a thing might be real
without being a body'.

In a!l.t~~se. ?ifferent ways LeuciEP_uS ~ad showlljli!T1self
~~n~~e~lator, and had r~conciledth~ ~pp.ositions w_h..L~hl!-ad
_played so large .a part In PI"ev~9.l:lJL.Q.~.9~~e. .He had shown
how th~ One mlg~t also be .the_.Many,he had shown--tliat

. there mlgh.t ?e a discrete infinity and yet a limit to dhdsign,
~e had exhibited the existence of empty space wjtho~t_r.~!us-

. Ing to acknowledge matter as the single reality. But he Ed
of course done much more than this for he had discovered
a theory of t~e Universe, which w;s not only in itselfre
markable In Its penetration, but was to prove capable of
development and application with a completeness which was
impossible to any of its predecessors. To realize this it is
necess~ry to leave ~he negative conception of Leucippus as
a mediator ~nd to ~nq~ire into the positive doctrines of his
theory and Its applIcatIon as an explanation of the world.

§ 3· Atoms and Space: the creation of things
The m~in principles of the theory of Leucippus have so

far establIshed the conception of small discrete particles of
homogene?us body separated by and situated in empty
space. !t IS a long step from this to the infinitely complex
an? vaned world of phenomena, and it is necessary at this
pOInt to ask how he conceived the nature of the two con
s~ituents and by what ~rocess they were enabled so to com
bIne. as to create the things of experience.

FIrst) both atoms and space are infinite the atoms in
nUJ?ber, space in. extent. This might be deduced from the
belIef that the unlver~e itself was infinite,~ in which Leucip
pus followed the Ionlans and Melissus 3 who had revolted,

I E. G. P.2, p. 389.
:& D.L. il:. 31 ; D.A. 1. 3 n.B.3.
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. this point from the strict conception of Parmenides. But.f:would appear that Leucippus 1 ar~ued. rather from the
. finite variety of phenomena to the mfinlte number of the
l~oms and from that the infinite extent of space follows
d'rectiy : for in a limited space, infinity of particles could
o~ly be obtained by infinite subdivision.. .

Of the nature of space there was but lattle to be saId: all
that Leucippus could predicate of. it. is that it is ~emp~t

(K£VOV) or as he seems to have put It In one of those quamt
terms 'which he invented for the Atomic theory, 'porous':

· (pavov). The use of this term is instructive, for it makes it
clear that he was thinking always of the intervals (O(.(l~J.La.,.a.)

· between particles of matter. Later on 3 there is some con-
· fusion between two p~ssible sense~ ~f 'space.'. The ~athe

matical sense of extenSIon, though It IS sometimes attributed
to the Atomists, was always too abstract a conception for
them but they did vary between thinking of space as the
whol~ extent of the universe, some parts of which were
occupied by matter, and on the other ha.nd. as the 'empty~

parts, the Intervals between body. But It .Is c~ea: that by ..
Leucippus at any rate only the latter meanmg IS Inte~ded:.

'space' is the sum total of those parts of the whole, which at
any given moment are not occupied by matter. Body and
space are mutually exclusive, and together they make up the
sum total of the universe.

On the nature of the atoms-the only form of the full
existence of matter-there is naturally much more detail.

· Their two essential characteristics have already been noticed.
They are in the first place all absolutely homogeneous in
substance: there is only one primary matter, although it
exists in the form of infinite discrete particles: here Leu
cippus places himself of course in the strongest possible

, I This is certainly the argument which Leucippus adduced for the infinite
shapes of the atoms (Arist. de Gen. et Corr. A. 1. 315 b; D.A. 9) and therefore

, tl fortiori for their infinite number, and its method is supported by the argu
ment from sensation noticed above in favour of a limit to division.

:& Arist. MtliZpllys. A. 4. 985 b; D.A. 6.
3 Sec Part II, Chap. Ill, p. 294.
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dialectical debate with the Eleatics, bu t for the permanen t pro
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I E. G. P.2, p. 389.
:& D.L. il:. 31 ; D.A. 1. 3 n.B.3.
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contrast to Anaxagoras, and by this condition establishes his
own claim to have secured the unity of the fundamental
matter. Secondly, they are indivisible: this attribute is no
less essential, for it is again the condition of permanence.
But of this idea there is considerable elaboration. Not
merely did Leucippus speak normally of the atoms as indi
visible (astalpn·a.) or 'uncuttable' (a:rop.a.), but looking at them
sometimes rather from the point of view of their substance
or consistency, he described them as solid 1 (cr-r£p€a) or full
(1TtJlCVc1, 1TA.qprJ), or, using another of his peculiarly descriptive
technical terms, as 'compact' (VQO'T&).~ He appears also to
have given two 'causes' for the indivisibility of the atoms,
which are in fact rather in the nature of further descriptions,
but serve to bring out the idea more clearly. The first cause
is that Cthey cannot be acted upon',3 a notion subsequently
elaborated by Democritus: this does not mean of course that
an atom could not be affected as a whole, for that would pre
clude motion and so combination, but that it cannot be
~n~er~ally altered as. reg~rds its essenti~l nature or shape:
It IS In fact an amphficatlon or explanatlon of the attribute
of solidity; the atom is absolutely hard sheer matter and
nC?thing can ~han~e its structure-for change of structure, as
wl1l be seen, Imphes the presence ofvoid. The second 'cause'
is more characteristic and interesting: the atoms are indi
visible Jbecause they are small and have no parts'.4 Here
there seems in the first place to be a thought of the parallel
of sense-experience by which Leucippus is said to have been
first led to the conception of the atom: in the perceptible
world the smaller a thing is, the more difficult it is to divide
it into parts, and the minimum of perception cannot be so
divided a~ all witho~t its passing altogether out of the range
of. sensatl0!1..50.~l~h. ~he ~to~, the minimum of physical
eXIstence: Its mdIVlSlblhty IS dIrectly due to its smallness.

J Arist. M~/4t!})S. A. 4. 985 b; D.A. 6.
a Simp!. in Ar;st. PAys. A. 2. 184 (28. 4); D.A. 8: T7]v T(uva:rofLwv

o~ulav va,<7TT}v Ka; 11'A~P'1 wO'1't91p.(Vos. The word is unusual and is used
of a kind of close.pressed cake or bread.

J T1J1I (tTra.8€tav, ibid. in Arist. Phys. Z. [. 231 a; D.A. 13.
4 '1'lJ.C1P.UCp611 I(a~ ap.€pls. jbid
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We may notice incidentally that Demecritus by no means
agreed on this point. The statement that 'the atoms have
nO parts' looks at first sight dangerous, for the Eleatic critics
might well fasten on it and argue that 'that which has no
parts has no magnitude', and that therefore Leucippus'
atom was not in reality a physical existence at all. And in
deed it is clear that later criticism did attack the statement,
and Epicurus had to defend the Atomic position in a very
elaborate argument. I But to Leucippus no such difficulty
occurred, for to himself his meaning was quite plain. He
did not mean that the atom had no parts in the mathematical
sense, for it had of course extension. He applied the term
in a purely physical sense, and meant that it had no separable
parts: 'they have no c~hare in the void :'~ there is in their
internal structure no Interval' (8u10'T11f'a.) of space. Indeed
we might not unfairly translate the word he uses (a/up's) as
'indivisible into parts'. Once again the alleged ccause' is
only an amplification of the original epithet 'indivisible',
indeed of the word catomt. The atom then is indivisible and
solid, unchangeable and a single inseparable whole: it is in
all these respects the microcosm of the Parmenidean COne'.

The ultimate particles then are all alike in texture, and
alike in being indivisible and unalterable. How then can
they produce the countless variety of phenomena? Such
difference in their products must be due to some differences
in themselves. These differences Leucippus3 recognized to
be three and expressed them once more in his own quaint
technical terms 'rhythm' (pvO'/-,os), ctouching'4 (ol.a.91.Y71), and
'turning' (rpomj). Aristotle explains these terms to mean

I That already referred to in Ep. i. 55-9.
:l alLolpotJs '1'OV K6IOV, Simpl. in A~ist. dt Catlo, A. 7. 275; D.A. 14-.
3 Arjst. MttaphYS. I.e.

•• Beare, op. cit., p. 37, n. 2, inclines to the suggestion that 8L<19i",j is a
dlalectical form of 8L<1fhJlOl = 81.a.8€uI.s, 'position in order', but though this
meanjng would undoubtedly correspond better to Aristotle's explanation Td"s,
the Contact with neighbouring atoms is so vital a.n element jn Atomic composi.
tion that we may well suppose that the old derivation from';8i:y is correct
a.nd that Leucippus thought of order or arrangement as 'contact on either
Side'.

L·.. '".
~
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respectively 'shape' (axTiJLa.), 'arrangement' (r~,.s') and 'posi_
tion' (e€ul.r;), and adds an apt illustration I from the letters of
the alphabet, which he probably derived from Democritus:
A differs from N in shape, A N from N A in arrangement,
and::z:: (the older form of z) from H in position (i.e. it is
H turned on its side). We may conclude then that 'rhythm'
is the internal arrangement of parts (of course not separable
parts) or 'shape', 'touching' is the position of an atom with
regard to other atoms in a series or conglomeration, and
'turning' the position of an atom with regard to itself. These
three differences were sufficient according to Leucippus' view
to account for all the infinite variety of phenomena: for by the
combination of the three differences an infinite complexity
of permutations can be formed. Thus, if we may continue
Democritus' iJIustration with the three shapes AN H we
might have as combinations A N H, A H N, A ::z:: N, V H N,
&c. Later on the members of the Atomic School worked
out in detail the special ways in which these differences
caused difference of sensational effect, and Democritus in
particular seems to have had especial pleasure in elaborating
this part of the theory; they do not appear to have made
much use of 'turning', but roughly speaking accounted for
the direct differences of shape, sound, smell, and taste in
compound things by differences in the shape of component
atoms, and difference in colour in particular by difference
in arrangement. Leucippus probably left the notion genera],
except that he did expressly state that the atoms which went
to compose fire were of spherical shape,~ doubtless as being
the most mobile.

On the other hand there was one detail on which Leucip
pus insisted with less than his usual foresight. So eager was
he to be certain that these elementary differences would
account without difference in substance for all the variety of
phenomena that he was not content merely to postulate

I The illustration seems unsatisfactory as it appears in the manuscripts, but
Diels has successfully explained it after WiIamowitz by means of the older
forms of the letter Z written as ~ .

J Arist. tI~ Ctu/o, r..... 303 a; D.A. 15.

-1
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d'~ ence of shape in the atoms, but asserted that the
tner . 6· T

ber of different shapes was In nlte. wo reasons are
nuIll . . b h f h· . dsu gested for thiS conclusion,. at 0 t em mte~estl.n~.an
'llg trative of the general attitude of the Atomists. Since
1 uS • d h h' fth Y thought truth lay In appearance, an t e t Ings 0

~earance were infinite and contrary to one another, they
ap de the shapes (of the atoms) infinite'. I Here we have once
ma . h h . 1 .. ain the common-sense revolt against t e t eoretlca unity:1 Eleaticism: the.worl.d is infinitel~ va.rio~s and. that must
imply infini~e va~lety l.n that qual.tty In Its ultimate con-

-stituents which gives rise t~ the dIff~r~nce. of phenomena.
It may be objected that thiS suppOSItion IS really contra
dictory of the fundamental economy of Atomism,2 for by
mere change of order and position it would be .possible to
suppose a world created of atoms homogeneous In shape as
well as substance. But Leucippus was opposing Empedocles
and Anaxagoras, and it was natural that having once estab
lished the fundamental unity of substance he should feel
himself bound to take every opportunity of securing variety
in other ways. The second is an a priori reason which per
haps savours more of the metaphysical mind of Democritus
than the matter-of-fact Leucippus: 'he believed the number
of shapes to be infinite because there was no reason why any
one of them should be of one shape rather than another'.3
It has been pointed out that this in reality proves nothing
more than that it is impossible to predict the shape of a~y
given atom:4 their shapes are unassignable ~ut not nec~ssanly
iJ:lfinite. But it is fully in accordance With the anti-teleo
logical attitude of the Atomists and they may well have felt
it cogent. The shapes then are infinite in number. Lat~r
criticism perceived the difficulty that since,S after a certaIn
limit of permutation, difference of shape can only be secured
by increase of siz.e, infinity of shapes must mean that some

I Arist. tit Gtfl. tl Cerr. A. 315 b; D.A. 9·
J See MabilJeau, Ope cit., p. 192.
3 Simp!. in Arist. Phy!. A. 2. 184 (28.4); D.A. 8: TWV (V QUrots O'X'1l-4cl

?"wv a.1T£lPOJl TO '1rA~(Jos Sui TO P:'18£v p.a>J.ov TOlOVTOV ~ TOlOUTOV flvcu.
4 Mabilleau, I.e. S See Epicurus, Ep. i., § S6; Lucr. ii. 48 I fr.
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atoms will be of great size and therefore perceptible to the
senses, which is a contradiction of Leucippus' I own express
assertion that the atoms are 'invisible owing to the smallness
of their siz.e'. Democritus 1 indeed appears not to have shrunk
from this consequence, and boldly stated that some atoms
were 'very large', but Epicurus realizing the objection which
had escaped his predecessors limited the number of shapes.

For Leucippus the shapes of the atoms were definite3 but
unlimited in number, and by this difference together with
those of position and arrangement the atoms were completely
adap.ted .to form an infinite. variety of compound bodies
varYing In effect for every kInd of sense-perception. Aris
~otle c1earl~ ~uggests the range of possibility: 'by changes in
It~ composItion the same thing can seem the opposite to
different people, and can be altered by a small addition and
seem entirely new, if one part of it is shifted: for a tragedy
and a comedy might be written with the same letters'.4

How then did this combination of atoms to form things
come about? For so far we have only the conception of
infinite at.oms existing in an empty void which separates
them. Arlstotle's5 general summary gives us the main idea:
the atoms 'move in empty space ... and by their coming
together. produce coming into being and by their separation
destruction'. Of what nature is this motion and what is its
ori.gin? The tW? questions are closely linked together but
neither of them IS easy to answer. In the first place it seems
clear that the motion was eternal: the atoms are never in the
accounts which are extant said to 'be' or to 'rest' in the void,
but always to be moving.6 In the systems of Empedocles

I Arist. tit Gtll. ~I Corr. A. 8. 325 a; D .A. 7.
: Dionys. apud Eus. P. E. xiv. 23. 3 ~ D. (Democr.) A. 43: see p. 127.
3 a.'".Elpots wp{C18o.t C1X11p.a.C1t, Arist. dt Gm. It Corr. A. 8. 325 hi D.A.7.

.4 IbId. jl.5b; ~.A. 9. The illustration from letters is a very favourite one
WIth. Lucretius (1. 197, 8231'., 912 fr.) and may well go back, like the
preVJOUS example, to Democritus. 5 tk Gtll. It CO". A. 32 sa; D.A. 7·

6 Kn/£ra~at,Arist. tit Codo, r. 2. 300b ; D.A. 16; Alex. in Mtlop. A. 4. 985b;
D.A. 6; H!pp. R;f. 1,.12 i D.A. 10 i t$lp€C18a.t,Arist. tit gt1l. It Corr. A. 325 a;
D.A. 7; SlmpJ. In Anst. PhYi. A. 2. 184 (28. 4); D.A. 8; Simp!. in Arist.
tit CIlt/D, A. 7. 275 i D.A. 14.
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and Anaxagoras the original state of the mass of matter had
been regarded as static and compact, and it required the
advent of the extraneous forces of Love and Strife or Mind
to enter in and cause motion which should separate and
break up and so make the start of creation. But in Leucip
pus' conception this was not so: no extraneous force was
re9uire~ to break up the original matter, for it had always
eXisted In the form of separate particles, and no extraneous
force was required to set the particles in motion. There
never was a condition of things in which the atoms were at
rest in the void: they had been in motion from all time.

What then was the direction of this motion? This is a
mu~h more ~ifficult question. Epicurus,I who certainly
attributed weIght to the atoms, held that their 'natural'
motio~ was. 'downwards', a v!ew ~hich required much ex
planation With reference to an InfinIte space,and Democritus %

too had some notion of a connexion of weight and motion.
But there see~s .to ~e no tra;e of such.an idea in Leucippus.
The .near~~t Indl~atlOn of hiS conc~ptlon seems to be given
by Slmphclus:3 the atoms move 1n the void and catching
each other up Jostle together' (l1TtKo..,aJ.a~f3q,vo~C1QSi111]Aas avy
I<potl€CT8a.L). This was of course in all forms of the Atomic
theory regarded as the actual condition of atomic motion
caused by th~ collisions of moving atoms and the succession
of blows w~lch sent ~hem flying in all directions, but Epi
curus certatnly conceIved of a theoretic condition in which
before a single collision had occurred the atoms were all
moving. in the same direction without catching each other
up. T~IS howe~er is due to his belief in weight as the cause
of motion, and It seems safest and most in harmony with the
accounts to suppose that I.:eucippus di~ !lot dis~inguish any
two. ~tages, but that for htm the conditIOn of Jostling and
colhslon wa~ from the first' natural'; in other words that the
eternal motton of the atoms was always in all directions."

J Sec Ep. i, §§ 60, 61. : Sec Chap. III, pp. uS fr.
3 In Arist. at Cot/o, A. 7. 275; D.A. 14.

• 4 Sec E. G. P.3, p. 340, and the general discussion of the whole question
In Chap. III, § ..., pp. 138 1F.
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atoms will be of great size and therefore perceptible to the
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I Arist. tit Gtll. ~I Corr. A. 8. 325 a; D .A. 7.
: Dionys. apud Eus. P. E. xiv. 23. 3 ~ D. (Democr.) A. 43: see p. 127.
3 a.'".Elpots wp{C18o.t C1X11p.a.C1t, Arist. dt Gm. It Corr. A. 8. 325 hi D.A.7.

.4 IbId. jl.5b; ~.A. 9. The illustration from letters is a very favourite one
WIth. Lucretius (1. 197, 8231'., 912 fr.) and may well go back, like the
preVJOUS example, to Democritus. 5 tk Gtll. It CO". A. 32 sa; D.A. 7·

6 Kn/£ra~at,Arist. tit Codo, r. 2. 300b ; D.A. 16; Alex. in Mtlop. A. 4. 985b;
D.A. 6; H!pp. R;f. 1,.12 i D.A. 10 i t$lp€C18a.t,Arist. tit gt1l. It Corr. A. 325 a;
D.A. 7; SlmpJ. In Anst. PhYi. A. 2. 184 (28. 4); D.A. 8; Simp!. in Arist.
tit CIlt/D, A. 7. 275 i D.A. 14.
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Such a conclusion would be quite in harmony with the
argument about the infinite shapes of the atoms: for, as
Leucippus might say, 'there is no reason why motion should
be in one direction more than in another'.

If this be the true account of the character of the atomic
motion, it is necessary to inquire what is its cause. Aristotle
sarcastically complains that Leucippus supplied no answer
to this question: 'they say that motion is eternal: but what
it is and why it is they do not say nor do they explain the
cause why it is in one direction more than another':1 and
again 'the explanation of motion, whence or how it belongs
to the bodies, they indolently omitted':~ his complaint is
echoed by the commentators) Now if the character of the
motion attributed to the atoms has been rightly 'interpreted,
we might reply to part of Aristotle's question that the reason
why Leucippus did not explain why the motion was in one
direction more than another was that he did not conceive
it to be so. But there remains the more important question
of the cause of motion at all, and it -is obvious that we have
thus come back upon the old difficulty of the efficient cause.4
Seeing that this was one of the traditional problems of the
philosophers, it seems at first sight unlikely that Leucippus
should have avoided giving a reply, and indeed our own
difficulty in dealing with the authorities is not that there is
no answer, but that there are too many. Some of these may
certainly be put out of court: Leucippus cannot have said
that the motion was 'due to force' (fila):5 this, as another
commentator6 points out, rightly describes the motion result
ing from the atomic collision, but not the primaryand eternal,
or, as Aristotle calls it, the 'natural' motion. Nor again could
he have described it as an 'undesigned (ci1rpovOvrov) and
fortuitous (rvxatav) motion':7 this is a confusion with the

I d.Ua Bul Tl KCl~ 'Tlva. ou >"yovar.v ouS· (Z w8~ <~ > w8i ~v atTtav.
MtttlPhJS. A. 6.1071 b; D.A. 18.

2 M~/tlp!JJJ. A. 4. 985 b; D.A.. 6.
3 e.g. Alex. commenting on this passage; D.A. 6.
4 See Chap. I, pp. 46-5 2 •

s Simp!. in Arist. tit Catlo, r. 2. 300 b; D.A. 16.
15 Alex. in Mt/4/'hJS. A. 4. 985 b; DA. 6. 7 Aet. i. 4. r; D.A. 24.
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At mic descriptions of the concourse of atoms which 'hap-
o , to form a world. If Leucippus gave any answer to

Pens. h f·the question at all, It must have been t~at t e cau.se 0 motion
'necessity': there are traces of thIS answer In the doxo-

was . I h' 'b d L .phers I and In the on yap Orlsm'2attn ute to euclppuS,
t:is rec~rded as saying that 'nothing occurs a.t r~ndo~, but
verything for a reason (JK .\OyotJ) and by necessity. ThiS was

~ertainly the answer of Democritus, and if Leucippus gave
·t he meant by necessity, as Democritus did, not the ~rbi

~r~ry external force, which his predecessors had called in to
produce any effect which was otherwise unaccountable, b~t
rather that the atoms in moving obeyed the law of theIr
own being. The conception of natural.la,; becomes far
more explicit in Democritus, but there 15 httle doubt that
in his whole system, Leucippus too was striving for it and
trying to exclude ar~it~ary an~ external forces a~ far as. he
possibly could. And If It be saId that from our pomt of VIew
It seems arbitrary to assume motion as an essential part of
the nature of the original matter, Leucippus was after all
only returning to the notion of the Ionian Monists. B~t

perhaps for this very reason it is safest .to assuJ?e that A~IS
totle is literally correct and that LeuClppUS did not asslg?
any cause for the original motion. As Burnet l has ingenI
ouslyargued, it was when motion had to be introduced as the
cause of the separation of an originally compact mass, whose
nature was to be continuous and motionless, that it was
necessary to explain its origin. Leucippus might well sup"
pose that having demonstrated the existence of a world in
which matter was already discrete, it was unnecessary to
account further for motion: the existence ofempty space was,
as it were, itself the cause of motion as it was of separation.
Motion was eternal and therefore &natural': you cannot ask
for its cause any more than you can for the reason why the
primary matter existed in the form of particles. However
this may be, the uncertainty with regard to Leucippus on

1 Hipp. Rif. i. 12; D.A. 10 speaks of the process of world-formation as
taking place Stet ~v aVo.yK"1v, and similarly complains that Leucippus does
not state what this QVo.YK71 is. a D.B.2. 3 E. G. P.3, p. 341 •
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this point i3 not due merely to the accident of tradition: it
is one of the many signs that Atomism was as yet in its
infancy. It was not till later developments that the solution
appeared or even the difficulty was clearly comprehended.

The primary result of motion is collision between the
atoms: 'they move in the void striking one another and
jostling'.1 And collision may have two results: either the
colliding atoms recoil and fly off again moving in new
directions, or they may become entangled with one another,
and this entanglement is the first beginning of the creation
of things. The two processes are well described by Siro
plicius:% 'they move in the void and catching each other up
Jostle together, and some recoil in any direction that may
chance, and others become entangled with one another in
various degrees according to the symmetry of their shapes
and sizes and positions and order, and they remain together
and thus the coming into being of composite things is
effected'. The atoms which recoil may of course at some
future time enter into combination, when they light upon
a 'symmetry' better suited to them, but it must be noted that
the Atomists always assume at any given moment a large
number of 'free' atoms moving about independently of com..
binations: indeed the 'odds', so to speak, are always large
against the meeting of atoms with the right shape and
position and order to form things. But from time to time
such combination does take place and it is iI1)portant to
understand its character clearly.

The most usual description of it is certainly 'entangle
ment',3 which seems to express the idea elaborated in the
above account: a projection, for instance, in one atom will
catch in a depression in another, an atom arriving in a certain
position will fit in to an already formed nucleus, an atomic
group in a certain order will fit on to another group: all the
'differences' of the atoms, shapes, position, and arrange-

I Alex. I.e. ; D.A. 6. 2 at CI1~/o, 2.p. IS; D.A. J +.
3 '1T'!pt7rA~'C£C18at, Arist. tit Gnr. ~I Corr. A. 325 a; D.A. 7 j Simpl. in Arist.

d/ Cat/o, A. 7. 275; D.L. ix. 30j D.A. I; au/L'1T'AO~, Arist. til Cl1do, r.4'
303 a; D.A. 15.
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nt come into playas determining factors. The general
roe . f . I .·d a is clear but there are two pOInts 0 specla Importance
1b~ut the atomic combinations, which are brought out by
Aristotle's comments on Leucippus.I In the first place the
tomS 'act and are acted upon as they chance to touch one

a other: for in this respect they are not one '. Similarly later
an h h'· bon in the same passage estates t at creation comes a o~t

by touching'. The sale relation between atom and atom IS

that of contact: it is contact which can repel them from one
another and make them fly apart again, and contact no less
which is their form of union, if th~y remain toget.her. In
other words, the atoms never so unIte as to merge mto one
another or lose their identity in a new 'one t which they so
form. However closely they may be packed,. however
exactly their shapes fit into one another, there IS always
between each of them an 'interval' of empty space. This
notion is of paramount importance for the understanding
of the ancient Atomic theory and stands in marked contrast
to modern ideas. For the ancients the combination of atoms
was always merely that ofjuxtaposition. Anaxagoras,~ as we
have seen, in his theory of the 'mixture' came somewhere
near the notion of a complete fusion, in which the identity
of the original constituents is lost in the new substance, and
such is of course the root-notion of the modern theory of
chemical combination. But for Leucippus and his followers
such a conception was impossible: indeed it would be a
contradiction of the most fundamental principles, for it would
be an alteration of the primary substance, which ~ou]d of
necessity destroy the ultimate permanence of realIty. The
atoms then in juxtaposition produce what is for appe.arance
a 'one': but it is not so in reality, for it is not continuous
matter, but matter in tiny particles aggregated together but

.separated by intervals of empty space, between everyone
of them. 'Out of the One in the strict sense multiplicity
could not be produced, nor unity in the full sense out of the
.Many, for that is impossible.' 3

t J~ Gm. /1 CDrr. A. 325 aj D.A. 7.
.: See Chap. I, pp. 38 if. 3 Arist. dt Gin. tI Corr. I.e.

l.
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A second point of hardly less importance is vouched for
as far as Leucippus is concerned, only by a casual rnentio~
in Aristotle: 1 'all things are created', he says, 'by the en
tanglement of the ato.rns .and their oscillat~on' (;rEpt1TclAaft S).

The :wo.rd looks. again hke one of Leuclppus peculiarly
descnptlye tech~l1cal terms,.and thoug.h the doctri~e only
reached Its full Importance In Democntus or even In Epi
curus, there seems no reason for denying its suggestion to
Leucippus. The motion of the atoms is eternal; therefore
even when they are in contact with one another in a com
pound body, even physically linked by their projections to
one another, their motions still continue. The atoms con
tinue to perform tiny trajects, greater or less according to the
texture of the compound, colliding with one another in
infi~i!esimal periods of time, and recoiling again to another
co}hslOn: every compo~nd body, every 'thing' that we per
ceive by the senses IS In a constant state of internal atomic
yibration. This extraordinarily penetrating idea, which seems
Indeed a wonderful anticipation of the beliefs of modern
scien~e, was des~ined ~o play an important part in atomic
theones of ~ot1on:2 It does not appear that Leucippus
worked out Its consequences, but we may fairly trust to
Aristotle's statement that he had the idea.

\Vhen once the compound is formed, the void in its com
position is the determining factor in its fate: 'it is owing to
t~e v,?id. that dissolution and destruction take place and
hkewlse Increase too, through the entrance of solid particles
(sc•.atoms)'.3 Aristotle co~pa:es the idea to Empedocles'
notIOn of the pores, to whIch Indeed Leucippus may have
owed much of his physics, and it is not difficult to under
stand. Into the tiny intervals of empty space in the com
pound new atoms will enter in their flight from outside.
Occasionally their 'shape or position or order' will fit them
to become entangled in their turn and increase the bulk of
the compound: as long as this happens the thing grows.

I de Cotto, r. 4. 303 a; D.A. IS.
2 Especially in Epicurus: see Part II, Chap. V, pp. 331 fr.
3 Anst. dt Gen. tt Corr. I.e.
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But sometimes a particle unsuited to join the compound may
enter in a space-interval with such velocity that its force will
split up the compound body, loosen the hold of the original
atoms and break up their juxtaposition: if the dissolution
thus effected is comparatively light, the dislocation may be
only momentary, or perhaps only a part of the compound
may be broken off and a lessening or decay (ep8{VEW) be
caused, which is the reverse of the process of growth. But
it may be, especially if the compound has already been
weakened by many such 'blows' that the new force will be
strong enough to break it up altogether: then will follow
dissolution: the compound body will be destroyed, will cease
to exist, and the atoms which composed it will again become
'free' or enter into some new compound. Creation, growth,
decay, destruction are thus the successive stages in the
history of the compound body, each being a form of atomic
'combination' or 'dissolution '.1 But even apart from these
irruptions from without, the compound body may also suffer
change, the result not now of the entrance of new atoms, but
of a shifting of the position or order of those which already
compose it.;l As the result of an external blow or merely by
a kaleidoscopic shifting in the course of the internal vibra
tion, the absolute or relative positions of the component
atoms may be altered, and then a change will take place in
the body which will be felt in its sensational effect: the shape,
or colour, or sound, or smell, or taste of the thing will be
altered. Once again the details of this idea were worked out
later, but Leucippus seems to have laid the foundation.

The whole conception of the nature of the atoms, their
motions and combinations is extraordinarily subtle and full
of insight. When it is realized that it comes from a pioneer,
succeeding to theories so very different in character, it is
remarkable that he should have been able not merely to
reach the main conception by means of which they might

11 Arist. dt Gin. tJ Corr. A. 315 b; D.A. 9. 8tQKplC1€t I'-fV Kal uV')'Kpla€L
)'€VE:I1W Ka, t/J8opo.v. Aristotle, though he correctly describes the process,
seems to be using the technical terms of Anaxagoras.

1 Ibid. T&e£t S( Kal O/U(L ciMolwl1lV.
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I de Cotto, r. 4. 303 a; D.A. IS.
2 Especially in Epicurus: see Part II, Chap. V, pp. 331 fr.
3 Anst. dt Gen. tt Corr. I.e.
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be reconciled, but to work it out into so delicate and yet
economical an explanation of the fundamental nature of
the universe. Much still remained to be done in the way
of development and addition-not always felicitous-but
all the main ideas of the nature and conduct of the atoms are
there from the first in the theory of Leucippus.

§ 4· Cosmogony: the creation of worlds
In the first chapter it seemed best not to enter into the

particulars of the early cosmogonies, because they can easily
be studied elsewhere and the mass of detail involved would
have obscured the main issues. For the same reason it will
he sufficient here to note the source of Leucippus' principal
ideas as we come to them, and to take his cosmogony as
a starting-point, the basis on which later upholders of the
Atomic theory had to build. A full account of his main
views on the creation of worlds is given by Diogenes l and
is confirmed in some details by an abstract of part of the
'Greater World-system' which has survived and by a few
notices in the doxographers. It is to some extent expressed
in the terms of a later age, but no doubt preserves the ideas
of Leucippus accurately enough, and here and there has
traces embedded in it of what must have been his own
phraseology :

He says that the whole is infinite; that part of it is full and part empty,
and these are the elements. Out of these are formed an infinite
number of worlds and into these they are dissolved. The worlds are
produced in this way; a large number of atoms of all kinds of shapes
are carried by severance from the boundless (KaT- Q.1TOTOP.T]V JK 'ToG
a:7Tfdpov) into a great void: they gather together and form into a single
whirl (8lVJ]), in which they collide with one another and circle round
in all sorts of ways, and separate apart, like joining like. And when
they can no longer whirl round in equHibrium owing to thecongestion,
the fine bodies go into the outer void, as if sifted out; but the rest re
main together and becoming entangled, unite their motions with one
anotherand forma kind of first spherical compound mass: and this mass
stands apart as a sort of membrane, enclosing in itself atoms of all

t D.L. ix. 31,2; D.A. I.
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k' ds And as they whirl round in virtue of the resistance of1n ' . h .
the centre, the membrane all round becomes thm, as t e cont1gu~US

bodies always flow together owing to the contact throug~outthe.whlrL
And thus the earth is brought into being, when the particles, whIch are
carried towards the centre, remain together. And once more the
nclosing membrane is increased, as bodies outside separate out an~

~ojn it: t and as it moves on in the whirl, it adds to itself whatever It

{ouches. Some of these bodies cohere and make a compound mass, at
first watery and muddy, but afterwards becoming dry, ~ they move
round with the whirl of the whole system, and then catchmg fire, they
form the material for the heavenly bodies.

At this point the account go~s on to deal with ast~onomical

questions and the conformation of our earth and Its conse
quences in a passage which will best be considered separately,
and then concludes: 'and just like the creation of the worlds,~

so also their growth and waning and passing away take place
owing to some kind of necessity, but what this is he does
not make clear'.

There are many points in this account which requir~ com
ment, and, if it is possible to get a clear idea of LeUC1PPUS'
conception, it will lay the best foundation for the under
standing of later theories. The underlying notion of the
infinite 'whole' as consisting of the two 'elements', 'the full'
and 'the empty', is of course derived directly from the root
principle of atomism, and it is quite clear that here, 'the
empty' is regarded as that which is, where matter is not; the
two 'elements' are mutually exclusive. But it must be re
membered that owing to the eternal movement of the atoms,
'the full' and 'the empty' are constantly changing places:
a spot which is occupied one moment will be empty the
next and vice versa. Leucippus follows the lead or. ~ll

pt:e~!o~s philosophers except Heraclitus and P~~~!l~~~.s_~~
~2.1~~EgthatOUT 'world' is not unique, but.only one_Qf.mAQ¥,
Indeed an'infinite number of similar worlds. Fo~_hLm__Jh~s
'Would 'be a' natural deduction from the infinity of the atoms
an~tSfiace :-·tnc·re·is· nc) reason why atoms should gathe~_to

I Reading J1T'KKpI.GI.V with Diels, 2nd 00.
2 The plurals yEvlGns, aVf~(1E~S,&c.,seem to demand KOC1f£ClJV for ICOGfC-0V,
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form a world _at ~ne time or in one part of space any more
!han at anotht?r tIme ~~dplace: ~!l.!. t!tejQea. forms parrof

"'\/ the cosmogonIcal tradition, and we find it already in Anaxi
..~;, man~er.1 The ~~xt point is curious and s"1U)WS LeuciPF>Us'

!enac~t>: of tradItion. It seems that he held the notion that
In ongln the atoms moved in empty space united in a mass
of ~atte~ w~ich he speaks of as 'the boundless'% ('TO a1TE'pov).
!hlS notion IS n?t of course essential to Atomism, indeed it
IS repugnant to It, for the atoms in the pre-cosmic state are
f~r more naturally conceived, as in later theories, as freely
dlSpe!sed throughout the whole of infinite space. But
Leu~IPPus. doubtless. wished to attach his new theory to
prevIOUS Views, and Intended to recaIJ both Anaximanderts
conception of 'the boundless' and the more recent 'Mixture'
of Anaxagoras. None the less, it would not be right to
conce.ive ~uciPl?us' atom~c. mass as a full corporeal plenum:
even In thIS onglnal condItIon there must be an interval of
'the empty' between atom and atom and also movement
From this conglomerated mass from time to time a larg~
numb~r of ato~s are '~evered and fall. into a great void',3
a portlon, t~at IS of hItherto ~noccupled space, which is
therefore sUltablt? for. the creatIon of a world. Diogenes'
phr~seologyat thIS pOInt sugg~sts th~t he is quoting Leucip
pus own words, and once again the Idea of the breaking off
of a ~ass,of ato~s recalls Anaximander's 'separating out of
?pposltes fr?m t~e. boundless', a~d more closely the break
Ing away of seeds In Anaxagoras theory. When Atomism
beca.me more free from tradition, this consequential con
ceptIon of 'the boundless' likewise disappeared.
T~~ idea of the 'whirl' (8lVl]) j~ _~.aracteristic of the

AtomiC School at all its stages, but thc--acc.Ql,tnf-gTv~·nby

1 [Plut.] Strom. 2; D. 10 (Anaximander).
:I <?omperz, G. T., p. 33.5, renders lea:r' o.7TO'T'OP.~V EK 70U d'11'EtPOlJ

'sever!ng them.selves f[om the Infinite vacuum', but it is hard to attach any
meamng to thiS, and the boundless' must surely be the concentrated mass of
matter, as in the theories of Anaximander and Anaxagoras.
3' • I • 1 d,. E"tS' P.€ya. KE~OV certato y oes not mean, as some critics have rendered it,

mto tAt great vOId'.
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Diogcnes o(it~ for.mation and development is obscure. Some
,anne difficulties to which it gives rise will be better con
sidered in the light of the theories of Democritus, but the
general picture can be g!'asped. The concept!on o.f a 'rhirl'
is in fact already found In Anaxagoras, for WIth hll~ I It was
a'1'Otat~rY.~J?6~f~(j~_~i5fi.,·w.as -oripinally comI?un~cated by
'iiiina' to portIons of!~~__ ~.I_~~qre and was mamtalned after
tnef~ad'1?~§J~~n_9f!'t~It?rm a w.orld. The notion is no doubt
&erived from the actual appearance of the heavens as the
inside of a hollow sphere, in which the heavenly bodies
move in circles.

As to the cause of the 'whirl'-the reason, that is, why this
mass of atoms should develop a circular motion, Leucippus
once again, as in regard to the original motion of the atoms,
could only say, if he did indeed assign a reason at aU,: that it'
was 'necessity', by which here too he probably meant not
an arbitrary force but the natural process of cause and efFect./

, The atoms moved according to a law of their own being:
,_ they would unite in the void in all sorts of formations and

one of these might be a 'whirl': if it was, a 'cosmos' resulted.
The 'vortex' once formed, four stages are apparently dis- t,'

tingu;shed. In the first stage the motion of the 'whirl'
affects all the atoms uniformly, but they still retain their
o!igi.nal .motion as well ~nd move about 'colliding and

. clrchng In all sorts of ways. The general result is expressed
in terms familiar in the cosmology of Anaxagoras: the atoms
are 'separated out' (8r.aKplvE7at) and 'like joins like'. Now for
Anaxagoras the meaning is clear enough: the 'likeness' is
that of substance, seeds similar in their prevailing substance
are sifted out from the 'mixture' and come together: but
wha~ can be the meaning for the Atomists, whose primary
particles are all absolutely homogeneous in substance? The
reference must be to the only points in which there can be

I See pp. 40 fr.
:I Djogenes' complaint looks like an echo of the dissatisfaction of Aristotle

as to the efficient cause, and we must not attach too much importance to his
statement that Leucippus attributed the creation of worlds to o.vaylC7J:
see above, p. 90.
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difference between atoms, regarded individually namely
shape ~~d size.1 Those of similar shape come tog;ther: th~
!argerJOIn the larger, the smaller the smaller. The conception
IS clearly brought out by the famous illustration which is
attributed to pem?critus, but wa~ probably a common-place
0'£ the Atoml~ts: for among anlmals~ too like herds with
h~e, doves wIth doves, and cranes with cranes and so on
wI.th other beasts: and similarly in the case of inanimate
thIngs, as we ~an see ~it~ seeds in a sieve and pebbles on
the shore: for In the .whlrhng (Swos) of the sieve beans range
themselv~s apart WIth beans and barley with barley and
wheat wIth 'Yheat, and by the motion of the waves large
stones are dr~ven to the. same place w.ith other large stones
and round Wlt~ round',Just as 1f the sImilarity among them
had .an attractIve force. The re~er~nce in the )a~t example
to SIze and shape as the determInIng elements IS explicit
and there is an exact parallel to the first effect of the whirl. '

The second and third stages are more difficult to under
stand, ~ut ar~ not! I. think, really. confused in thought. The
atoms In theIr angInal free motIon outside the whirl were
lin equilibrium' (looppcnra): that is, as Burnet3 has clearly
shown, their ltendency. to move in,one direction is exactly
equal to the tendency In any other. But now the uniform
dir:cti~n of the whirl has p:oduced a c!'t:gestion (7TA~8oS'),
~hlch. Impedes the free. exerCIse of the angInal motion in all
dIrectIOns. The result IS that the lnne', that is the 'smaller'
atoms are, by a characteristic atomic conception which i~
used to explain all upward motion,4 caught between the
larger atoms and lsqueezed out's into the outer void. The
larger atoms remain behind and lstay together':6 interlacing

% See Liepma~n, Dil Mlduznil tllr uudpp-Dtmocritiuhlll Atomt, p. 27.
2 D. (Democntus) B. 164.
3 .E.~. PJ, p. 34S. There is no question here of weight, nor is there,

! thi~k" m a~;: other part ~f Leucippus' theory: Democritus first spoke of
heaVier and_ light~r atoms In a sense which needs explanation: see pp. 128 if.

4 T~e aovS', An~t. dl Cot/o, .d. 6. 313 a; D. (Democritus) A. 62.
. s Dl~genes says sifted out' (StaTTWIL~JI~), but ~he corresponding account
In Aet. 1.4; 2; D.A. 24- h~s the charactenstlc atomiC term J~dJ>..tf3~TO.

6 avJ.£1LEVELJI, the techmcal word for compound bodies.
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and uniting their motions (avyKC1TC1Tp'XELII), they form into
lthe first spherical body'. At the end then of the second
stage we must conceive the 'whirl' as filled with more or less
compactness by this mass of the larger atoms, separated of
course by intervals of void, retaining individually something
of their former motion in all directions, but all affected by the
single rotatory motion ?f the whir~. This m~ss,is,descri~ed
picturesquely by LeUClppUS as a membrane (VfLTJV), which
lstands apart' (cl,pla-ra.a8a.r) as an individual formation amid the
indiscriminate movement of the surrounding universe: it
contains in itself atoms of every size and shape.

In the third stage the effect of the rotatory motion becomes
still more definite, and modern criticism has done much to
elucidate the rather cryptic phraseology of our account. The
whirl, as Aristotle l tells us, was always conceived by the
philosophers who spoke of it on the analogy of an eddy of
wind or water. From this two results follow: in the first
place it must be thought of as horizontal, not vertical, so
that motion from the centre outwards or vice versa is not
motion lUp' or 'down'. In the second, it must not be thought
of either as a conglomeration of dis~onnected and inde
pendent atoms or bits of compound matter, moved in rota
tion by an external force, nor on the other as possessing the
complete connexion or rigidity of a revolving solid wheel or
plate. Its component parts are independent in the sense
that they are always intersected by intervals of empty space,
but they are connected owing to the contact (l"t.pav(,,~) of
contiguous atoms which holds good throughout the whirl.
In other words the 'spherical' mass is a revolving body with
the kind of elasticity which might belong, for example, to
a wheel made of chain-mail-indeed even that would be
too rigid an illustration, and the notion of the water-eddy
gives the best idea. This being so the rotatory motion is

I tit Cado, B. 13. 295 a; Burnet, E. G. P.3 346 has completely defended
Leu~ippus against Gomperz's charge of blindness in not perceiving and using
the Idea of 'centrifugal force'. His explanation of the character of the whirl
and of the 'resistance of the middle' (~ TOV JJ.EUOV a.vTlpoUIS) seem to me
convincing.
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plete, and a 'worldt, as we know it, has been evolved. The
account does not add, as Leucippus must have held, that the
interval between the outer membrane and the earth is filled
up and the link of contact supplied by the intervening air.

In ~~Ei.l'.E-tl~' ~~_smogony there are, as has been inciden...
tallynoticed, ma~y features which recall the ide·as·of Anax~
-gbr~s .and. 'even go back to 0e earlier speculation~ of the
IohJa~ phlloso.phers. It may Indeed be called 'reactlonary'l
Tii- the sense that Leucippus undoubtedly desired here, as
elsewhere, to attach himself closely to previous philosophical
tradition. But it is surely remarkable that with all this con
servatism he has been able to present the process of world
creation in the vortex in a manner essentially his own,
developed naturally from his own main contentions and
gaining thereby a coherence and a scientific character which
it never before possessed. The whirl itself is no longer a
causeless, supenm,posed form of motion, but one of the
many which result naturally from the free atomic movement;

L and its effects are no longer arbitrary, but deduced with a
high degree of accurate imagination from the data of its
character: the joi!ling?f 'like to like', the aggregation of the
larger earth-particles In the centre, the rush of the light
ether-particles to the outer rim are now all accounted for by
a 'necessity' which is not an extraneous power, but the
natural manifestation of causation. His originality consists
~ot in a wholly new imagination, but in the brilliant adapta...
tlon of ~revious notion~ to his own main position, and the
explanat10n of them by Its means. Those who are interested
in the anticipation of modern ideas may notice a distinct
resemblance throughout to the main conceptions of the
'nebular hypothesis', and will be struck again with the notion
of ~h~ drying and ignition of solid bodies owing to the
rapidIty of the motion of the whirl. In short Leucip.pus'
c~~n;~gony.J~ _not_~l) .!l~~e.!!1P~ ._~Q._~.r~_~~_>~lYay .fiQlll .preVI0us
tradlt10n, but to harmonize that tradition with new condi·

...§~·s .. It shows a very notable faculty of adjustment and is
not without prophetic insight.

I E. G. P.3, p. 347.
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9uicke~t and strongest at the outer edge, and there it is
1mposslble for any atom or atomic nucleus to resist the whirl
Tha~ks to the chain of contiguous atoms the motion is com~
munlca~ed from the outer edge towards the centre, but the
nearer 1t approaches the centre, the weaker and slower it
~ec?mes:~t the centre i~self there is a possibility ofcomplete
r~slsta?Ce to the rotation. Just then as might be the case

WIth stIcks thro~n into an eddy of water, the larger atoms
and the more solad of the atomic nuclei I now formed tend in
p.ropor~ion to their bulk to gather towards the centre: their
size: gives them the capacity of resisting the whirl and they
gather together where resistance is most easy. Two conse
quences follow. On the one hand the outer part of the
~embr~ne is. thinn:d, as in it are left only those 'finer' and
smaller bodIes whIch offer least resistance and are carried

on by.the vortex, on the other the comparatively unmoving
mass In the centre becomes more and more compact and
forms what ~or. the. first time may be described as 'an earth'.
A marked dlst~nctJon no,": aris~s between this central body
and th.e 0t;ter ~embrane, which, although always in con
tact With It OWl?g to the atomic 'contiguity', yet becomes
more markedly In~ependent both in character and position.

The last st~ge IS conc~rned sole!y with the development
of the outer membrane. It receives no more accessions
from ~ithin the sphere and is indeed in itself wholly rarified
contal1'~ing only the 'finest' of the bodies: but as it whirI~
roun? It attr~cts 'bodies'-again probably, both atoms and
aton~l1c nuclel-.-from the ~~ter ~niverse. These are caught
up In the whIrl, and unIting Into compounds with one
~no.t~er, for~ large masses, which gradually drying and even
19n1tlng oWIng to the rapidity of the whirl, become the fiery
substance of sun, moon, and stars. The cosmos is then com...

tId? n?t think with Burnet that in this stage we are any longer dealing
solely ~lth larger.and sm~I1er a/om!'; the second stage has clearly led to the
formatJ~n of atomIC nucleI and compounds, and in the third 'bodies' must be
held to mclude both.

J As will be seen it is at this point in the system that Democritus begins
to speak of 'heavier' and 'lighter' bodies.

'-. ..'___-'-~- .....AIin l---
•
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We maJ: now proceed to the details of the world thus
fo~med which are mostly derived from the small section in
~hogenes' account previously omitted: 'the orbit of the SUn
IS outermost, that of the moon nearest the earth those of the
other heavenly bodies between these two. All df them catch
fire ?wing to the rapidity of their motion and the sun also
recelv~s flame from the stars; but the moon has but a small
share I~ t~e fire. And. th: sun and moon are eclipsed (and
the obhqultyof the zodIac IS caused I) by the inclination of the
earth towards the south; and the northern regions are always
under snow and are cold ~nd (rozen. The sun is eclipsed
rarely and the moon contInually because their orbits are
uneven

t

•• ~he earth then is the centre of the world. The
geocentnc Idea was held bf all t~e eat1y philosophers, except
the Pythagor7ans, who belIeved In a great fire' in the centre.
Leu~lppus dId n?t oppose the general tradition, and by
plaCIng the earth In ~he .centre could also explain how it was
hel~ at rest by ~he r~slstance ~f the cent~e', and ~o being
motIonless remain solId and mOist. In orbIts at varIous dis
tances from the earth revolved the moon the stars and the

Th' d· "sun. IS was a Irect contradiction of the traditional view
which placed the orbit of the stars outside that of the sun'
but it.was. held by Anaximander2 and Leucippus' reason fo:
adopting It was doubtless that, as the sun gives more light
than the stars, it must be more completely on fire and must
th~refore be placed where the sp~ed of the 'whirl' is greatest.
It IS clear from the theory of echpses, as due to the passing
of sun and moon behin~ the raised northern parts of the
world, that all three orbIts were regarded as horizontal to
the earth and ~ot, as was usually conceived, perpendicular:
the. whole ·whlrl'must therefore be imagined as lying in a
horIzontal plane. No distinction is made between fixed stars
and planets, although this again had long been observed.
The stat;~ent that the. sun is 'also kindled (lK7TVpoucr8at) by
the stars 15 not easy to Interpret, but was no doubt intended

I !hcsc words are not in the manuscripts, but can be supplied with
certamty.

:l Aet. ii. 15.6; D. (Anaximander) 18.

I
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to explain its superior brightness, and is probably connected
with his general atomic view: just as 'the membrane' caught
up particles from the void to form fu~l for th~ heavenly
bodies generally, so presumably the sun In Its orbit attracted
fire from the neighbouring stars-but the notion is not clear
without further explanation than we possess. The moon does
not apparently get her light from the sun, as even Anaxi
mander 1 had held, but simply has 'less of the fire t

• There is
much that seems wilfully childish in all this, but possibly
a fuller account of Leucippus' reasons would make it clear
why in so many instances he went back to very antiquated
notions.

Almost more puerile is his idea of the earth's shape and
position and the consequences. The earth itself is 'drum
shaped',2 that is of the flat shape which we associate rather
with the tambourine: the shape of the earth was alwars a
traditional matter of controversy among the cosmologists,
and Leucippus once more returns to a notion of Anaxi
mander,3 who described the earth as 'the drum of a column'.
It was tilted up towards the north and down towards the
south, because the atmosphere 4 in the southern parts was
warm and therefore thin in texture, that in the north chilled
and frozen, and therefore more solid and better able to sup
port the earth: the notion is again primitive, but Leucippus
manages to support it in relation to his general atomic and
cosmological theories. To this tilting of the earth are due
the eclipses of sun and moon, which occur when they pass
behind the northern regions, and similarly the cycle of the
zodiac seems oblique apparently because the earth itself is
tilted in relation to it: Anaximenes 5 had already used the
same idea to explain night, but that Leucippus should have
had recourse to this ancient notion of eclipses is the more
remarkable since both Empedoc1es and Anaxagoras had

I D.L. ii. I; D. (Anaxirnander) I.

: 'TlJlL1Tavo£t8~S', Aet. iii. 10. 4-; D.A. 26.
3 Act. iii. 10. 2; D. (Anaximander) 25.
4 Act. iii. 12. I; D.A. 27.
s Arisl. }'1t/tor. B. I. 354- a; D (Anaximenes) A. 14.
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rightly explained them. The 11?o~e freq.uent ~c1ipse of the
moon is due to the greater proximity of Its orbit to the earth
and its consequent comparat~ve shortness. .

Leucippus no doubt also discussed meteor~loglcal pheno
mena in the traditional manner of the early philosophers, but
all that survives to us is his explanation of thunder, which is
mainly of interest because it is ,markedly. different .from that
of Democritus: 'when fire that IS caught 10 very thick clouds
falls out, it produces a loud clap of. thunder'.1 Once again
this simple belief co~es from A!la.xlmander. .. .

In comparison WI~ the br1lh~nce and ongmahty .of
Leucippus' main atomiC theory, hiS cosmology seems diS
appointing and lackin~ in. indep:n?ence. ~ot only doe~ he
show an extreme tenacity In retammg the views of prevIous
thinkers, but, at any rate in the details of his world-system,
a wilful perverseness i,n neglecting .recent ideas and re~urning

to the antiquated notions of Anaxlmander and Anaxlmenes.
Burnet2 indeed believes his whole cosmology to be based on
Ionian ideas and would account for it on the ground that
Leucippus was unwilling ~o a~cept a cosmology f~om the
Eleatics, who, though their views had been so divergent
from his own, had yet suggested Atomism to him, and wish
ing his theories to be consistently divergent from those of the
Pluralists, was necessarily driven back on to those of the
Ionians. But surely, if the analysis given above be at all
correct, we must draw a great distinction between the main
theory of the creation of the world and the subse9uent astro
nomical details. In the former, although there IS no doubt
much that suggests, and is intended to suggest, the old
Ionian views, it is impossible to deny either the very close
relation of Leucippus' system to that of Anaxagoras, or
the ingenuity with, ~hich rrevio~s theories are ada,pted ~o
suit the new conditions 0 Atomism. As far as this malO
theory is concerned, it would be truer to say that Leucippus,
just as in his Atomi~ theory itself, wished to aPI?ear as the
mediator between hiS predecessors. He accordmgly con
structed an account in which many conceptions were meant

I Act. iii. 3. 10; D.A. 25. • E. G. P.3, p. 339.
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t recall the views of earlier philosophers, both of the old
Monists and more particul~rly of ~naxa~oras. But for a~l
its reminiscences the whole IS conceived directly on ~e ba~ls

of his own Atomic theory, and the more closely ~e mqu~re
. to details the more apparent becomes the lnslght With
~hich it was worked out: it has possiblyseemed unduly crude
to the critics, because it has not been fully understoo? But
the details of the world-system stand altogether on a different
plane and do often show a blindness which is certainly un
worthy of the rest of his theory. He not only ?isregards ~he

theories of the Pythagoreans who, by abando?mg.the notion
of a geocentric world, had made ~n a?vance 10 sClen~e com
parable !n antil:luity onl>: t~ Atomism Its~lf, but, what IS more
serious In the I1ght of hiS Ideas of creatIOn, he makes no use
at all of the often far-sighted theories of Empedo~les.and
Anaxagoras. It is indeed difficult to account for thiS bhnd
ness but the subsequent history of Atomism would sllggest
that'the true explanation is that while his primary i~terest

L lay in the first principles of the Atomic th~ory ~nd. In the
main outlines ofcosmology, he was comparatIvely Indifferent
to astronomical details, and was content to accept current
popular notions without c0!lsidering the more se~ious con
Jectures of his contemporarIes: there are not wantmg traces
of a similar attitude both in Democritus and Epicurus.

§ S. The soul, sensation, and theory of knowledge
Certain notices have come down to us concerning Leucip

pus' theories on psychology and metaphysia-to use modern
terms. In each case he is associated with Democritus and it
is a little difficult to know how far the views may not really
be rather due to the latter: on the analogy of other parts of
the system, where we have more explicit information, it is
probably safe to attribute to Leucippus the first outline of
Ideas which Democritus subsequently elaborated.

The soul (YroxIJ) had been conceived by the early philo
sophers as the cause of life in the body and also, after they
began to reflect on the subject, as the cause of sensation.
They regarded it as distributed over the body and of course
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as a material existence just like everything else. Tht;.y were
therefore from the first interested in discussing the sub
stance of which it was composed. Anaximander, for what
reason we do not know, described it as 'like air'· (a€pwOT]s-) ,
and Anaximenes, wishing no doubt to associate the soul with
the primal substance, definitely stated that it was 'airy' 2

(ciEpta). Heraclitus for the same reason called it an. 'exhala
tion' 3 (avo.8vp.laalS), the word by which he descnbed the
passing of all other substances into the primal fire. Anaxa
goras 4 had gone back on the older idea that it was 'like air',
but Leucippuss returned to Heraclitus' notion that it was
fire. His reason is characteristic and typical of the way in
which he adapted previous notions to his own general
theory: fire was composed of spherical atoms, and Leucippus
decided that it must be spherical atoms also which made the
soul: 'because CCrhythms"6 of this kind can most easily pene
trate through everything and can move other things as they
move themselves'. The idea is naive, but ingenious. The
spherical shape is the least able to remain at rest and there
fore the most mobile: fire in the external world and the soul
within us are the most mobile things we know: therefore
they must both be composed of spherical atoms and be
alike in substance. Moreover, a spherical shape can not
only move itself but also move anything in which it may be
contained: the spherical soul-atoms distributed over the body
and rolling about move the limbs, much as a marble will
move a small doll, and in this way it is the soul which (gives
living things their power of movement'. The intense
materialism of the idea seems strange to us, but if it once
be granted, the reasoning is acute and was destined to hold
its place with Democritus.

Aristotle' has preserved another doctrine of Leucippus'
I Act. iv. 3.2; D. (Anaximander) 29·
~ Philopon. in Arist. tit Anima, Proo/m.; D. (Anaximencs) A. 23.
3 Arist. de Anima, A. 2.4°5 a.; Act. iv. 3· I2; D. (Heraclitus) A. IS·
4 Act. iv. 3. I; D. (Anaxagoras) A. 93·
5 Arist. de ,Anima} A. 2.4°4 a; n.A. 28.
6 pvup.ovs, i.e. 'shapes'. Leucippus' own technical term: see p. 79.
7 I.c.
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which is equally interesting: he thought 'that respiration is
the limit (opos) of life'-that is, that when respiration ceases,
so does life.
'For assurrounding matter presses together our bodies and squeezes out
atoms of the shape which cause motion in Hving creatures because even
by themselves they can never remain still (Le. the spherical atoms),
assistance comes from without when other atoms of the same kind
enter in in respiration. For these also prevent those which are already
in the living creatures from being separated out, by assisting in driving
back that which is pressing and contracting them. And they live as
long as they are able to do this.'

The general idea of the importance of respiration to life
comes no doubt from Empedocles, I but once more Leucip
pus has ingeniously modified the notion of its process and
function on atomic lines. The relation of the surrounding
atmosphere to the living creature is conceived as closely
parallel to that of the outer universe to the created world:
It is at once a source of supply and a danger. The body is at
every moment subject to blows, which tend to disrupt it and
'squeeze oue atoms from its structure, the spherical soul
atoms as much as others. But for long it is able by respiration
to take in fresh supplies of soul-atoms, which not only add
to its vitality and maintain the power of motion, but also
act as a kind of buffer to those already within the body
against the continuing attacks. But either through some
sudden blow of tremendous force, or by the gradual reversal
of t~e ~alanc~, the attack ultimately gains the upper hand:
respIration faIls, the supply of soul-atoms ceases, and life
pass~s ti:om the bodr. Th,e whole idea is a special and careful
apphcatl0n o.f LeUClppuS 2 general theory of growth, decay,
and destruction.

.L;ucippus is also credited by the authorities with having
ongl~ated the fa~ous theory of vision, which was so promi
n~nt In the AtomiC theory. Once more Empedocles is cer
tainly the source. It will be remembered that the theory
of Empedocles,3 that vision was due to the fitting ofeffluences

I See his elaborate account of the process in D. (Empedoc1es) B. 100.

2 See p. 88. 3 See Chap. 1. § 3, p. 5+.
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from things into the pores of the eyes, like perceiving like,
stood apart from the general current of ideas of vision, in
that it took no account of the image in the pupil (;P4>aucs).
Leucippus adopting the general notion that perception must
be due to contact and that therefore there must be some
'effluence' from the object to the eye, was, thanks to the
atomic theory, able both to explain what this effluence was
and to connect it with the image seen in the eye. He said that
'idols I ((rsw~a.) flow off, similar in shape to the objects from
which they flow, that is to say, visible things, and fall into
the eyes of the persons seeing and that sight results in this
way'. This brief account may be a little amplified from our
general knowledge of Atomism. The idea which he held
generally of the constant efflux ofatoms from things, broken
off or squeezed out by blows external and internal, enabled
Leucippus to explain without difficulty how effiuences might
arise. Moreover, he could now show that these effluences
would bear a direct relation to the thing from which they
came: for they would be in fact, as was more carefully ex
plained later on, a sort of thin atomic film arising from the
surface of the visible object, and therefore exactly isimilar
to it in shape'. This film or 'idol' he conceived as traversing
the intervening space, entering the -eye and then itself be
coming the ocular image (lP4>(J.(1L~). The idea is as yet crude:
it was to be greatly refined and modified by Democritus, but
Epicurus, an~ious to leave as little chance as possible for
error in perception, returned to an idea not far removed from
that of Leucippus. We are told briefly that Leucippus ex
plained the other senses too as 'alterations of the body' ,:I and
may SUpp0ge that in their case also he worked out the main
atomic ideas of the nature of the effluences and their action
on the senses. More important is the attribution to him of
the belief that 'thought too takes place wIren "idols" come
in from without: for neither sensation nor thought can grasp
anything (l7TLf3&M!W) apart from the uidol" which falls upon
them'.3 The identification of the processes of sensation and

I Alex. in Arist. J~ Sensu, B. 438 a; D.A. 29.
2 Aet. iv. 8. 5; D.A. 30. 3 Ibid. iv. 8. 10; D.A. 30.
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thought ~a~, as has b~en seen, traditional, and Leucippus
characterIstically took It over and worked it out on his own
t~eory: the 'thoug.ht-image' was t? run !hrough all the ver
Sions ~f ~e atomIC theory, carryIng WIth it an essentially
matenal ~lew of the mental processes and a continuous habit
of re~arding thought as a kind of 'visualization'. Once more
Leuc~ppus appears as at once reconciler and pioneer.
Wlt~ regard to Leucippus' vie~ .of the validity of sense

percep~10n and the mean.s of obtaining true knowledge it is
very dl~c~lt to sp~ak WIth certainty. It might well be ex
pecte~ In VIew of hIS theory that sensation is effected not by
any .d~rect contact or co~muni~atio~ between object and
percIpIent but by the medium of idols and effluences which
~ight be aItere~ in thei~ transit, that he would be s~eptical
In regard to the InformatIon.ofsense-perception. And indeed
the doxographers do attnbute to him in common with
D~mocritus the v~ry definite doctrine that the qualities per
celve~ b)'sens~eXIst only 'bycon~ention I (vo~), that is to say,

L by opinIon (80m) a~d our sensatIons (1TC18€ac'): for nothing is
tr~e or comprehensIble ex~ept the first elements, atoms, and
VOid. For thes~ alone eXist by nature (~Uaf:L), and all else
are the properties (avp.fJ£fJ'fJK&-ra.) of these differing from one
an.other according to position and order and shapet

• Now
thiS we know to be very nearly the position of Democritus:l
reac~ed as the .resu~t of a lo~g: pr?cess of thought and in..
volving somet~u~g hke the dl~tlnctlOn between primary and
secondary quahttes. Of all thIS there is no other trace in the
records of Leucippus, and it seems much more like the subtle
refinem~nt and distinction which is so characteristic of
Democritus and so much less usual with his master. More
over! we have Aristotle's 3 definite statement, when he is dis
Cussmg the shapes of the atoms, that it was because Leucip
pus saw t~e infinite variety of things and 'thought that the
truth lay In appearance' that he attributed infinite differ
~nces of s~ape t~ the atoms too. The two positions are not
f course InconsIstent, and Leucippus may well have held

1 Aet. iv. 9. 8; D.A. 32. Z See Chap. III, § 8, pp. 177 if.
3 Jt GIll. tl Corr. A. 31 S b; D.A. 9.
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something the same position 3:5 Anaxagora~, that the senses
were, if properly used, safe gu~des to the discovery .of truth,
but could not in themselves gIve full and accurate Informa
tion. Such a general conclusion would be both.in harmony
with hi~ predecessor~ an.d a natural accompanlme~t of an
atomic theory of reahty, It may even have led Leuclppus to
make the distinction between 'conventionaP and 'natural'
existences, but that he held any such precise doctrine as that
here attributed to him, seems unlikely. Again he was pro
bably content with a general attitude and the careful working
out of distinctions was the work of Democritus.

§ 6. Conclusion
The main points in Leucippus' Atomic theory have now

been traversed and it remains to form some general conclu
sion as to its value and importance. Leucippus' work may
be viewed either with reference to the past or to the future.
There has been much discussion as to his place in the chain
of early thinkers and the true relation of his theory to t~os~

of the preceding Schools. The most recent EnglIsh writer
concludes that 'so far as his general theory of the physical
constitution of the world is concerned ••• it was derived
entirely from Eleatic and Pythagorean sources, while the
detailed cosmology was in the main a more or less successful
attempt to make the older Ionian beliefs fit into this new
physical theory'.. If the foregoin~ analysis.has. ~een at ~ll

correct, it may fairly be sal~ that thIS conc1':lsIo~ I.S ~n both Its
inferences too narrow. If It was the Eleatlc cntIclsm of the
theories of the Pythagoreans which led Leucippus logically
to an Atomic solution of the problems before him, yet the
whole physical setting of his theC?ry and the vie~ it i~plie?
of the physical substratum of eXIstence was a direct mherI
tance from the Ionian Monists and the Pluralists. On the
other hand though in the details of his cosmol~gy he showe~
a perverse preference for the antiquated belIefs of AnaxI"
mander and Anaximenes, yet his main conception of the
'whirl' and the process by which within it an ordered world

I Burnet, E. G. P.3, p. 349.
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came into being has much more affinity to the theory of
Anaxagoras. Finally, in his speculations on psychology and
the process of sensation h~ undoubtedly t.ook Empe~ocles

as his guide. It would, I think, be a truer view of LeuclppuS
to regard him. in a.ll parts ~f his system, as antiquity did, .as
the mediator In the long disPUt~, who was ab}e to .reconC:lle
opposing schools by a new solution of the antImonies which
divided them. Thus he reconciled the 'One' of Parmenides
and the Eleatics with the 'Many' of the Pluralists by the
conception of a permanent substratum which though not
continuous, is homogeneous, one in substance, though not
in extension. He satisfied the criticism which the Eleatics
had aimed at the Pythagoreans by maintaining that matter
was infinite in extent, and existed in the form of infinite
particles, but. was yet not infinitely d~visible. He sa~ t~at
the only solutIon of the impasse of Monism was the admISSion
of the existence of empty space, yet he agreed with the
strictest Monists that it was not 'real' or 'full existence'. In

,_ all these ways he seems not merely the logical successor of a
single School,whose tenets were mostly negative in tendency,
but the inheritor and critic of them all, who by a single far
sighted conjecture went far to remove the difficulties ov~r

which they differed. And if it be asked what were hIS
greatest positive contributions to the history of thought, the
answer would be that they were two: firstly, the introduction
ofa new conception of reality which showed 'how body must
be regarded if we take it to be the ultimate reality', I and
secondly, the formulation of a Pluralistic theory of the con
stitution of the world, which was infinitely more economical
than that of Anaxagoras and maintained at the same time
the unity of homogeneity. He had given the most fully satis
factory answer to the original question of Thales.

For the future he had laid down the lines on which a new and
fruitful speculation might proceed. He had found a basis for
the understanding of the physical world, whose possibilities
Were only gradually unfolded. He had established the main
principles of the Atomic theory and had gone far too, as well

I Ibid.
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I Burnet, E. G. P.3, p. 349.
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as ~e can ju.dge, in the working out of its application in
detaIl both with regard to the nat"!re of th; ul~imate particles
?f matter and the manner of theIr comblnatlOns and in his
Ideas of the creation and structure of the world. No doubt
there was mu~h left for his successors to do. The theory
must be amplified and elaborated in detail: gaps must be
filled up.and on many points, where Leucippus' speculation
was obViously ~rude and unsatisfying, alterations must be
made. ~em?Cfltus w~s to work this physical hypothesis into
some.thlng .hk~ a universal system, to think out its meta
phYSI.cal prIncIples. and to connect it-albeit loosely-with
a phIlosophy of lIfe. But however much his successors
added! altered,.and improved, the main outlines' of the
AtomiC theory In antiquity remained always those which
were sketched by Leucippus. His name was obscured later
~y the fame of his great disciple, and modern science, when
1~ propounded an .Atomic theory of the world, assumed the
aIrs of a new discoverer, but none the less Leucippus
dese~es all the credit due to the pioneer, the first founder of
AtomIsm.

L ~'6, ....", .. :.

III
DEMOCRITUS

§ I. Life and writings

DEMOCRITUS is a far less shadowy figure than
Leucippus and the air of mystery which hangs over his

life is due rather to his own strange personality than to our
lack of information. There is no reason to doubt the almost
universal tradition that his birthplace was Abdera I in Thrace:
the alternative statement that he was a Milesian must be due
either to confusion with Leucippus or to a desire to associate
him with the Milesian School) just as Leucippus himself was
said to have been born at Elea. His date is practically fixed by
his own assertion in the 'Lesser World-system'1 that he was
'a young man in the old age of Anaxagoras) being forty years
his junior'. This would tally well enough with Apollodorus'
assertion 3 that he was born in the eightieth Olympiad (460
457 B.C.)) and his cfloruit' might then be placed about
420 B.C., which would be quite consistent with the most
probable view of his relations with Leucippus-that he was
his pupil and about ten years younger. The assertion" that
he was born in the third year of the seventy-seventh Olym
piad (470-469 B.C.), though more definite, would make him
rather older than is probable, while the wild statementS that
Democritus and Anaxagoras were both contemporaries of
Heraclitus) born at the outset of the fifth century, only
serves to show how untrustworthy our tradition can be in
matters of chronology.

Many stories of his life have come down to us, some
fanciful, but others out of which it seems possible to con
struct a plausible account. His father, whose name is given
variously as Hegesistratus or Athenocritus or Damasippus,
was apparently a man of wealth and position in Abdera and

t e.g. D.L. ix. 3.H D.A. I; Suidas, s. v. .d7]P.OKpLTOS, D.A. 2.
: D.L. ix. 41. 3 Ibid. 4 Of Thras}'lus, ibid.
S Euseb. Clzron. Cyril/. c. Jul. I. 13; D.A. 4.
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is said to have entertained Xerxes on his march through
Thrace. According to the story 1 .Xerxes left some .of h.is
household with his host, and they Instructed Democntus In
his youth in oriental astronomy and 'theology': but unless
we suppose that they remained in Hegesistratus' household
for at least twenty-five years it is impossibl~ to credit this
legend and it must be supposed to have. arIsen to account
for Democritus' early interest in orientalism. On his father's
death 2 Democritus, who was the third son, is said to have
taken'the ready money as his portion of the inheritance.and
to have spent it all in travelling, for which he had a passlOn)
We are told that he visited Egypt and learnt mathematics
from the priests, and then turning eastward went to Persia
and even to India, where he conversed with 'the naked
philosophers'. There is nothing improbable in these dista~t

travels, and their influence may be traced clearly enough 10

the very wide scope of the writings attributed to him. A
large number of mathematical works 4 suggest the in~uence

of Egypt, while treatises 5with such titles as 'Concernlng the
sacred writings in Babylon', 'Concerning things in Meroe',
'Account of Chaldaea', certainly support the story of travel
in Africa and the East. He is said too to have had the habit
of going into contemplative retirements,6 during whic~ he
-lived in tombs', a practice which may well have been derived
from Eastern sages, and the attribution to him of uncanny
knowledge 7 and the gift of prophecy8 with regard to. t~e
weather points again i~ the sa.me di~ection. 1.'hough It .IS
difficult to trace any duect oriental Influence In the main
notions of his philosophy, it adds to the picturesqueness of
his character to think of him as the much-travelled man
tinged in the eyes of his contemporaries with the mystery of
the East.

With regard to his philosophical training authorities seem

J D.L. iI. 34. : Ibid. 35, &c.
3 See his own statement D.B. 247, quoted on p. 205.
4 D.L. ix. 47; D.A. 33.
5 Ibid. 49. 6 Ibid. 38. 7 Ibid.•p.
8 Clem. Strom. vi. 32; PEn. N. H. xviii. 34-1; D.A. 18.
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to be agreed that he was a pupil of Leucippus, and ind~e.d it
can hardly be otherwise, whether we suppose .that he ':lslted
him in Miletus, or, as is probable, that LeuclppuS.1 hImself
came in later life to Abdera and founded the AtomiC Scho?l
there. There are however several other statements about hiS
education which deserve attention. It was asserted that he
also lheard' Anaxagoras,2 bu~ though ther~ i~ nothi~g in the
discrepancy of their age whIch makes thIS ImpOSSIble, nor
can we agree with Diogenes that Democritus' statement that
Anaxagoras filched his doctrines as to the sun and moon
from earlier philosophers makes it inconceivable that he can
have been his pupil) it seems hard to imagine when they can
have met except during Democritus' very brief visit to
Athens. Most likely the statement means little more than
that there are traces of Anaxagoras' influence in Democritus'
theory. The same is probably.the true expla~ati?n of the
assertion 3 made on the authOrIty of Democntus contem
porary) Glaucus of Rhegium, that he lheard one of the
Pythagoreans': a visit to Magna Graecia is. of course a con
ceivable incident in his travels, and he certamly wrote a work
called 'Pythagoras', but little special trace ofPythagoreanism
is to be found in his theories, except in so far as Pytha
goreanism was in a general sense the forerunner ofAtomism.
A more interesting story4 tells that he came to Athens and
lknew Socrates', though owing to his modesty he refrained
from making himself known to him: •I came to Athens',
he said himself, 'and no one recognizes me':s the influence
of Socrates might account for the far greater preponderance
of the moral interest in Democritus than in any of his
predecessors.

His universal knowledge gained for him among his con
temporaries the nickname of 'Wisdom' 6 (Eoq,la.), and it is
indeed amply justified by the extremely wide scope of his

1 Gomperz, Grftk ThinkerJ, p. 317, definitely asserts this, but evidence
seems lacking, except for the obviously incorrect statement that ~eucippus

Was a native of Abdera : see Chap. II, p. 66. ~ D.L. IX. 34.
3 Ibid. 38. 4 Ibid. 36. 5 Ibid.
6 Suidas D.A. %; Clem. Strom. l.c.
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writings. It would be interesting in this connexion to sup
pose, as Thrasylus I suggested, that he is the philosophe~ in
the pseudo-Platonic Anleras~ai, who compares the phII?
sopher to a pentathlete: 'for Inde.ed he ~as a pen~athlet~ In
philosophy'. His more famous tItle ?f the laughIng phil?
sopher'~ (n>'a.arvos), which became Immen~ely popular In
Graeco-Roman times is said to be due to hIS good-natured
amusement at 'the v;in efforts' of men and is illustrated by
such stories as that of his interview with Darius. 3 It is
generally a~reed that ~e lived to. an extraordinary old age:
the authoritIes make hIm somethmg between 90 and 109 at
the time of his death.4 It was also said 5 that before the end
of his life he went blind, or even blinded himself, and main
tained that what he could see with the 'soul's eye' was truer
and more beautiful than things perceived with the bodily
eye. There is another characteristic. story that, when he pe~

ceived that his faculties were wanmg, he preferred to dIe
and refused sustenance,6but that during the Thesmophoria,7
which then took place, he prolonged his life by inhaling hot
loaves of bread in order that his sister might not be pre
vented by mou;ning for his death from taking p~rt in the
festival. Whether it be true or not, the tale well illustrates
both his personal fortitude and his kindly fe~ling for others.

Of Democritus' works we possess a full lIst arranged by
Thrasylus& on themodel of the Platonic tetralogie.s. It.shows,
an e~ordinary width of interest and somethm~ hk~ an
encyclopaedic attempt to e~brace all. knowle~ge as It eXIsted
in his day. It is worth whIle to n?tlce th~ tlt~es of some of
the works which were of most philosophical Importance or
suggested problems afterwards d~alt wit~ ,by Epic~rus:
others will serve to illustrate the varIety of hIS mveStlgations.

I D.L. ix. 37.
• Suidas, I.e.; Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 194 j Juvenal, x. 33.
3 Julian. Ep. 37 j D.A. 20. • , •

4 '90' Diod. xiv. I I; D.A. 5: 'over 100' D.L. IX. 39; D.A. 1 j 109
Hipparehus, D.L. ibid. 43.

5 Cic. Tusc. v. 39. 114; D.A. 22, &e.
6 Lucr. iii. 1°39; A/h. Epit. ii. 46; D.A. 29.

D L . 8 Ibid. 45 fr.7 " IX. 43.
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(I) Under the head of Ethics, besides the treatise already
oticed entitled 'Pythagoras', there was an essay on 'The

Lower World' ('1l'£p, 'TWV w"AtSov), in which he l seems .to
have discussed from the physiological point of view the CIr
cumstances under which a man apparently dea~ might come
to life, and the 'Tritoge~eia',~where he explaIned th~ god
dess's title as an allegOrIcal referenc~ to the t~ree gift~ of
prudence right reason, right speakIng, and rIght actIon.
More im'portant was the work on 'Cheerfulness' (ev8vp.lTJ)
which represented Democritus' moral ide~l. (2) I~ ~he de
partment ofPhysics there are four tetral~g.Ies, contamIng t~e
works of greatest interest for the exposItIon of the AtomIC
theory. The list begins with the 'Greater World-system',
which Theophrastus assigned to Leucippus: it se~ms on the
whole more likely that the complete elaboratIon of. the
atomic theory should have been the work of Democntus,
but if the attribution to Leucippus is right, the 'Lesser
Wdrld-system' (Mtlcpo~ AulKOGJLOS), w~ich ,follows in ~~ list,
may perhaps be regarded as Democ~Itus own exposltIO? of
the theory, the title being chosen With ~he natural h~mlhty
of a disciple. Unfortunately such remams as can w!th cer
tainty be assigned to it, do not give much clue to Its con
tents.3 The 'Cosmography' and the book 'On Planets· would
have worked out his cosmological ideas in detail, and it may
be noticed that the title of the last book implies that, unlike
Leucippus Democritus distinguished between planets and
fixed stars.' In the second tetralogy four important books are
included, (a) the first book on Nature ('1l'£p, #C1f.ws)~ deali.ng
with the world, (b) the second book on N.ature, deahng WIth
Man, (c) On the Mind, (d) On SensatIon, th~se ~wo last
being sometimes classed together under the tItle On the
Soul'. All these works must of course have been of cardinal
importance and together comprised Democritus' teaching. on
physiology and psychology. Next comes a tetralogy deahng
with the 'secondary qualities' of taste and colour and the

I Procl. in Remp. ii. I I 3; D.B. 1.

2 Etym. Orion, p. 153, 5; D.B. 2: see p. 196.
3 D.L.iX.41jD.B.5'
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I Procl. in Remp. ii. I I 3; D.B. 1.

2 Etym. Orion, p. 153, 5; D.B. 2: see p. 196.
3 D.L.iX.41jD.B.5'
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ultimate differences of atomic 'rhythm' by which they were
caused: from these books are preserved some of the most
important fragments I dealing with the theory of knowledge.
The last" tetralogy of the Physics dealt mainly with the
logical aspect of investigation and contained the 'Guarantees'
(Kpa'M1VT7fpta),apparently a critical confirmation of the general
theory, the 'Idols' or 'Concerning Providence' (titles rather
difficult to reconcile, though the book probably dealt with
the origin of the belief in the divine ruling of the world
owing to the visitations of the 'idols' of supernatural beings),
the Logical Canon and certain Problems: fragmen ts of these
books have again survived. (3) Next follow a number of
unarranged books of AZ.,.lm, which seem to have discussed
those miscellaneous problems which were mostly inherited
from previous thinkers, and ultimately were grouped to
gether in the sixth book of Lucretius: among them are titles
such as 'Causes in the sky', 'Causes in the Air', 'Causes on
the Eartht, and more special subjects such as 'The Magnet'.
(4) The next three tetralogies concern Mathematics and
Astronomy, and probably represent the interests which
Democritus acquired in his visits to Egypt and the East.
Of them practically nothing remains but the titles, except
in the case of the 'Parapegma', which seems to have been
a kind of Calendar, in which were noted not merely the main
astronomical occurrences of the year, but meteorological
observations as to the probabilities of the weather which re
call the stories of Democritus' uncanny skill as a weather
prophet. One fortunately rescued fragment of the 'Geo
graphy' % contains his idea of the shape of the earth and indi
cates one of his most marked differences from Leucippus.
(5) Two tetralogies on 'Music' succeed, in the first of which
he dealt with rhythms and sounds, beautiful and caco
phonous, and advanced a theory of poetic inspiration, which
subsequently gave rise to considerable exaggerations) In

I D.B. 6-8. ~ D.B. 15.
3 cr. especially Hor. A. P. 296 4 excludit sanes HeJicone poetas Demo

critus'. It would be very interesting to know more of this work, and to be
able to judge of its relation to Aristotle's Pottics.

L:·..
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the second tetralogy there was first a criticisn; of Home~,

or rather as it would appear from the fragments, of HomerIC
words and phraseology, and such strange problems as 'Who
\Vas the mother of the swine-herd Eumaeus?' where Demo
critus' conclusion that she was named 'Poverty' (1Tf:vla.) seems
almost to suggest an allegorical i?terpr.etation of the p~ems.

There was also an important diSCUSSion on the origin .of
language, in which Democritus 1 held that n~mes we~e In
vented deliberately (Bluet) and not naturally (t!JVOEt). ThiS was
a traditional subject of dispute and Epicurus was afterwards
to reverse Democritus' decision. (6) Finally there are ~o
more tetralogies of 'Technical Matters.', the first of whl.ch
dealt with medical subjects, such as dIet, the second WIth
a variety of topics such as painting, tactics and heavy-armed
battle (WAOpaXtKOV), and agriculture: included in the last wc:>rk
was a discussion 3 of the right arrangement for the plantation
of vines, which reapp.ears in Virgil's G~orgics an~ Columella.
To the tetralogies IS appended a hst of ~lscellan~o~s
treatises, some of which have been already notIced as Indi
cating oriental interests, ot~ers SUCh. as th~ 'Vorage round
the Ocean' (rrfplir'Aovs) and ConcernIng Hlst~ry (probably
'Investigation' in the old sense) still furthe~ wld.e~ the ~ange
of Democritus' interests. Of the style of hiS writing Clcer0 4

tells us that it was ornate and in the rapidity of its motion
and the distinction of its phrasing 'more worthy to be called
poetical than the language of comic poets'-a curious and
somewhat equivocal compliment.. He .also assures us that)s
in contrast to the style of Herachtus, It was never obscure,
a judgement which the extant fragments ~ardly bear out.
Dionysius 6 ranks him with Plato and Aristotle as an ex
ponent of the 'middle style' of composition.

This brief survey of the 'tetralogies' shows at once that
Democritus was a man of far greater n1ental range than
Leucippus; his subjects are derived not merely from the

z D.B. 23-5. : D.B.26. 3 D.B.27.
4 Jt Drat. i. I J, 49; Drat. 20,67; D.A. 34.
s tit DirJilla'ioll~, ii. 64· 133; D.A. 34.
6 at Compo Ytrb. 24; D.A. 34.
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traditional spheres of ,Philosophic thought in Greece, but
from many other pursults and interests ofhis fellow-coun try
man and from many sources which he had encountered in
his own foreign travels. He seems indeed to have endea
voured to incorporate in his writings something like the whole
range ofextant knowledge and thought and, as far as possible,
to have reduced it to a systematic whole. By far the most
important part of this system is undoubtedly the Atomic
theory which he had learnt from his master Leucippus: but
the wide scope of his own interests and thought had enabled
him to set the theory in its relations with other departments
of human knowledge and, as it were, to see it in truer pro
portion. Consequently, he is not only able to attach to it
a moral theory which, although somewhat vague and inde
pendent, yet contained the germs of a cheerful and good
hearted philosophy of imperturbability, but in dealing with
the Atomic theory itself he is more conscious of its relation
to other problems) and in particular shows a far deeper in
sight than Leucippus into the metaphysical difficulties which
it involved. Moreover, his insatiate curiosity for detail-he
was in some aspects a scientific Herodotus-led him to take
greater interest in the working out of the minutiae of the
Atomic theory and the consequences implied in it. This is
particularly noticeable in his treatment of the nature and
combination of the atoms, of the 'secondary qualities' ac
quired by compound bodies, and of the exact details of the
process of sensation: in all these particulars he shows a
subtlety and refinement which was outside the range of the
blunter enthusiasm of Leucippus, and in many respects, for
all his love of detail proved too much for the patience of
Epicurus. Though to Epicurus belongs the credit of having
welded all the parts of his system into a whole based on one
simple metaphysical principle, yet in many departments the
physical and metaphysical sides of Atomism reach their
highest point in subtlety of comprehension in Democritus.

One great advantage we possess in dealing with Demo
critus is that there is still extant a very considerable body of
his own sayings. Doubt has indeed been thrown on the
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I enuineness of some of these, especially those dealing wit~
fhe moral theory, but the labour of scholars has. made ~t

ossible to distinguish the true from the false WIth a falr
~egree of certainty. There is also a vastly greater n~mbe~ of
references to his tlleories, containing ~ wealth ofdetail, whlch
is sadly lacking in the case of LeUClppUS. In .consequence
·t is possible to arrive much more nearly at a rational account
~f his theory as a whole. It will be convenie.nt to pr:serve
the same order of treatment as was adopted WI~ Leuclpp.us,
though, as Democritus' the?ry is a m?re ~0!1sls~ent unlty,
some overlapping from section to section IS l~evltable. A.,s
far as possible too, I shall endeavour to ~onslder the add!
tions and modifications which Democntus ~ade. to. hlS
master's theory, and will only.go back 0l.l the maIn prtnclpl~s
when Democritus put the~ In a new h~~t) but here again
it is hardly possible to avold some repetltlOn.

§ 2. The Atomic Theory
The main outline of the Atomic theory is handed on from

Leucippus to Democritus without sub~tantial alterati.on, but
its statement is at once more systematlc, more de~nlte, and
in some respects more elaborated. At the foundatlOn of the
theory lies the same solution o~ the ol~ pr~blc:m .o~ .the
'ultimate existence' the conception of lnfintte Indlvlslble
particles in an infinite void. 'Democritus thinks', says
Aristotle 1 using his own phraseology, 'that t~e -?atu~eof the
eternal things is small existences (ooO'lo.~) unhmtted I~ nUl?
ber and in addition to these he assumes space (-r61ros) lnfinlte
in ~xtent.' This, though it agrees exactly with Leuc.ippus'
view is rather more explicit than any statement attnbuted
to him and so are the terms he applies to the two funda
mental~. He adopted Leucippus' nomenclature and speaks
of the ultimate particles as 'atoms' (o.7'op.o~) and even 'the
compact bodies' (Vo.O'7'&), and of space similarly as the 'void'
(ICEI10V): but to these he added the name of 'the boundless':
(Q1l'£&pov) for space, and, if we may trust Plutarch,3 that of 'the

1 apud SimpI. in Arist. Jt Cat/o, A. 10.279; D.A. 37: cf. Diog. Laert. iJ:.
44; D.A I. a Simpl.l.c. 3 oJ". Colot. 8. 1110; D.A. 57·
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118 DEMOCRITUS
shapes' (lO(m) for the atoms-a name fully in harmony with
the important part which atomic shape played in his system.
More interesting apparently was his attitude to the old
problem of the existence of empty space with which Leucip
pus had dealt so ingeniously. Following on his master's
lines he not only admitted body as the only full existence,
but emphasized his belief in his terminology, speaking
habitually of the atoms as 'the real things' I (oVTa): the void
similarly is described not merely with Leucippus as the
't I' (' ''') b h' h' t ( '~/) •no -rea TO JLTJ OV, ut even as t e not mg OVO€V, in op-
position to which he naively invented the term Slv, 'thing', as
a description of the atom. Hence Leucippus' famous de
fence of the existence of the void in opposition to the Eleatic
view appears in Democritus in the form 'the thing does not
exist any more than the nothing'.~ Aristotle seems also to
suggest another subtle variation on the part of Democritus,
which, if it can really be attributed to him, greatly cleared
up the conception of the void. Leucippus had been content
to speak of it, as did the Eleatics who denied that it existed
at all, as the 'not-real' or 'non-existent' (p.~ CJv): according to
Aristotle,3 Democritus, taking advantage of the distinction
between the two Greek negatives, called it the 'unreal'
(OUK ov) or the 'nothing' (OUSEV). He was in this way able to
distinguish the void whose existence he affirmed as stoutly
as Leucippus from absolute non-existence (TO J.L-q CJv), and to
dispose of his opponents t objection by phraseology as well as
argument. Though it is not perhaps safe to build too much
on the expression of single passages, Aristotle seems so care
ful in his use of the negative (ou) and the refinement is so
characteristic of Democritus that we may well believe he

I Arist. PAys.A. 5. 188a; D.~. 45. • Pluto adv. ColoJ. 4. 1108; D.B. 156.
3 otiBlv apud Simpl.l.c., OiJlC OV Arist. Pltys. A. 5. 188a; D.A. 45: cf.

Hipp. RtfUJ. i. 13; D.A.40. As against this evidence in Aristotle we must set
ItT/Slv in Pluto ad'll. ColOJ. 4. 1108 (D.B. 156), where the negative f'~ may
well be due to the construction (Btoplt£Tat J.LT} f'QMov 'TO 8£v ~ 'TO J.L1J8fV
£fl'at) and J.L~ ov in Simpl. in Arist. PAys. A. 2. 184 (28. 15); D.A. 38, where
Democritus is specifically associated with Leucippus. J think it is more natural
to suppose that Aristotle's phraseology is right: there seems no reason wh)'
he should have varied the negative, unless Democritus did so himself.
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made it: 'space' was not 'the real' (ov), not body, neither
was it the 'not-real' (p.~ ov), that which does not exist at all)
but only 'unreal' (au/C ov). The distinction is a strong rein
forcement of what Leucippus meant. His conception of
space seems still to hover between two notions: sometimes
it is the 'empty' (/Cwov), that in which body is not, sometimes
'place' (T01TOS), that in which the atoms exist.

Nor was Democritus content in these ways to have given
a clearer and more definite form to the main idea of the
atomic theory: he strengthened it also with at least three
notable additions. It is to him that we first find attributed the
fundamental principle on which the whole physical system
is subsequently based that 'nothing is created out of the non
existent or is destroyed into the non-existent'.I The history
of this principle is significant: it was enunciated before
Democritus by Melissus. 'That which was, was always and
always shall be.~ For if it had come into being, it must
needs be that before it came into being, it was nothing: if
then it was nothing, by no means could anything have come
to be out of nothing.' In the mouth of Melissus this is an
emphatic restatement of Parmenidean Monism: 'it is', the
material universe is one, eternal and permanent. And when
Democritus places it in the forefront of Atomism, he seems
at once to declare his connexion with the Eleatic school and
his difference from them. On the one hand he accepts to the
full the conception of the unity and eternity of the universe:
~othing ca.n be added to it, nothing can be taken away from
It, the ultimate substratum of matter neither comes into
being nor passes away. Yet for all that he is prepared to
show.that this unity and eternity is not inconsistent, as the
Eleatlcs had thought, with the multiplicity and variability of
phenomena: granted that the unchangeable One is divisible
and that its parts can move, thanks to the existence of empty
space, it can then give rise to all the variety of the world of
experience. From Democritus' time the aphorism appears
as the. start.ing-poi~t of Atomism: Epicurus 3 not merely
enunciates It, but IS prepared to prove it by a kind of

I D.L.ix.H;D.A.I. • Melissus,D.B. t. 3 Ep.i,§38.
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I D.L.ix.H;D.A.I. • Melissus,D.B. t. 3 Ep.i,§38.
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'universal induction' from phenomena, and Lucretius,1 follow
ing his lead, gives it his own characteristic turn as a weapon
against the religious notion of arbitrary creation by divine
beings. In its two parts it is indeed the germ of the modern
'laws' of the 'universality of cause and effect' and the 'per_
manence of matter'.

Closely connected with this base-principle are two others,
hardly less fundamental, which are grouped together in an
interesting reference: 'Democritus ~ postulated that the uni
verse was "infinite" (a11£l.pov) because it was not by any means
created by anyone (or "anything" P:'18a.p.GJs.nro 'Twos). Further
he calls it unchangeable and in general describes explicitly
what it is altogether. The causes of things now coming into
being, he says, have no beginning, but from infinite time back
are foreordained by necessity all things that were and are and
are to come.' The 'infinity' of the universe is not here, as it
~s in .Leucippus ~nd i!1 other.places in ~emocritus, a spatial
Infinity, but an Infinity of time, eternIty. The eternity of
the universe is of course an immediate inference from the
first principle, indeed, as is seen clear]y in the argument of
Melissus, It is implied in it: jf nothing can be created out

.of nothing, then the universe can .never have been crejted;
it ~ust ,have existed from all ti!Ue.. ()nce agaIn anEleatic
notIon IS adoptea by Democntus and henceforth in the
Atomic system the eternity of the universe, and by implica
tion of its component parts, 'the causes of things', the atoms
and the void, takes its place side by side with the idea of its
infinity in extent: as it is spatially boundless, so it is tem
porally everlasting, without beginning and without end.

Secondly, in the last sentence of this extract and in close
connexion with the notion of eternity must be noticed the
emphatic statement of the supremacy of 'necessity': 'by
necessity are foreordained all things that were and are and
are to come'. In the theories of earlier philosophers and in
that. of Leucippus himself the question of the ultimate
effiCIent cause was only raised in cannexion with the pro-

I i. 150 'nullam rem e nilo gigni ili";";tuJ unquam'.
: Plut. Strom. 7; D.A. 39.
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blem of motion: here as a base-principle of the nature of the
universe is asserted a full and unhesitating determinism.
The change is characteristic and important. It has been seen
already that Leucippus 1 seems to have asserted in a rather
half-hearted manner that 'necessity' was the motive cause,
and that by his assertion he intended not, as previous thinkers
have done, to introduce an inexplicable external force to
explain what could. n~t otherwise be shown to follow f~om
his fundamental pnnciples, but rather to adumbrate the idea
familiar to us as that of 'natural law' : the ultimate controlling
principle is that everything follows the laws of its own being.
This notion which Leucippus applied with some hesitation
to explain the original motion of the atoms, Democritus now
confidently asserts with a much wider, indeed, a universal
application: 'necessity' orders all things, indeed by necessity
the whole course of things is foreordained from all eternity :
the whole history of the universe is but the inevitable out
come, step by step, of its original and eternal constitution.

In adopting this conception we may suppose that Demo
critus had two main objects in view. In the first place he
wished, as Aristotle 1. himself tells us, to controvert the pre
vailing idea of 'chance' (TUXTl), which he regarded as a merely
loose conception, intellectually and even morally dangerous:
'for, they say, nothing is brought about by chance, but for
everything there is a definite cause'. But even more he
desired to be rid once and for all of the mysterious, semi
religious external forces, which previous philosophers and
even more markedly his own contemporaries had postulated
as the efficient causes of their systems: the world, as he con
ceived it, did not require the intervention of Empedoc1es'
'Love and Strife' or Anaxagoras' 'Mind' to bring it into
being or keep it going: it is a wholly physical existence whose
action is purely mechanical, controlled by the law of its own
being and nothing more. Not less strongly did he desire to
deny a second inheritance from the 'religious' tradition of
philosophy, the idea of the 'final cause': the universe is not
ruled by design, nor is there, as religion would have men

I Chap. II, p. 85. : Phys. B. 4. J9Sb; D.A. 68.
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believe, a purpose in the creation of the world or of any of its
parts either organic or inorganic. Creation is the undesigned
result of inevitable natural processes. The religious tinge
which had clung to philosophy from its birth and had re
cently shown itself in less markedly theological, but still super
natural, forms was to be utterly banished from Atomism
and leave it an untrammelled system of natural physics.
The consequences of this decision were momentous. In the
sphere of physical speculation it introduced for the first time
the possibility of a strictly scientific conception of the world,
and therefore immensely strengthened the Atomic Theory
as a system. Democritus was himself indeed sometimes
rather hard put to it to carry out his own principles and
found that it Involved at any rate large postulates in the root
conceptions: later on, when its psychology was more clearly
developed, Atomism found itself beset with many difficulties
which must of necessity gather round a purely materialist
theory and the expedients invented to overcome them only
showed more clearly the fundamental weakness. In the
moral sphere too, though Democritus himself shows no
traces of having perceived its implication, his rigid assertion
of the law of cause and effect led at once to the controversy
between free-will and determinism, which is still the most dif
ficult ofall the problems concerned with the presuppositions
of Ethics. Once again Epicurus, anxious for the practical
effectiveness of his moral theory, was led to protest against
a universal 'necessity' by means of a naive physical supposi
tion for the preservation of free-will. But for Democritus
himself these inherent difficulties never defined themselves:
'necessity', conceived as 'natural law', was to be the founda
tion-stone of his system, consistently recognized throughout
his exposition of the physical world.'

I An interesting analysis of Democritus' various uses of dvd,),KlJ will be
found in Goedeckemeyer, EpiAurs YtrhiiJ/l1is zu Dt111oRri/, pp. 32 If., but
I think he is inclined to underestimate the evidence for a general conception
of 'natural law', of which the various meanings of dva,),KlJ which he discovers
in Democritus are in reality aspects, though not always perfectly logically
deduced.
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THE ATOMIC THEORY 123
If then-and there seems no reason to doubt the in~er
ces from the tradition-Democritus in all these pOints

e~plified and solidified the main ideas of Atomism, he ~p
aears at once as a man of much wider interest and percept,iOn
fhan Leucippus.. He is no~ cont~n~ with a p~rely physI~al
theory starting from a phySical ongm and dealing ~nly ~Ith
underlying problems when they are forced upon, hiS, not~ce,
but he has an eye from the first for the metaphyslcallmphca
tions of the new conception of the universe. By a closer
analysis of the notion of the 'void' h~ makes .the whole
Atomic idea more definite, and by hiS asse~tlon of the
eternity of the universe and the fundamental notlon of neces
sity, he has prepounded.a ~etap~ysical basis not merely f~r
Atomism but for any SCientific view of the world. And thiS
is in fact the character of his work throughout. He has ~ot
the completely co-ordinating mind which woul~ enab~e him
to systematize all his various interests and views 10 one
correlated whole but his many-sided activities led him into
fields unknown ~o Leucippus, and in particular, as a closer
acquaintance with him ab~~dantly shows, .he was prepa~ed
to think out the presupposItions of the phySical theory which
he had adopted.

§ 3. Nature and movement of Atoms: creation of things
In passing from the general principles of Atomism to ,the

individual parts of the theory we shal~ find tha~ D~mocr1tus
once more makes little or no change 10 the malO I~eas, but
in detail of argument adds, modifies, and alters conSiderably,
always with great subtlety of insight and a clear comprehen
sion of consequences. It is as if a rather crabbed and narrow
theory expounded from the inside has passed into the hands
of a man of the world who can look at it from many points
of view and infuse new life into it. His treatment of the
character and behaviour of the atoms is characteristic of his
general attitude.

Just as he had insisted in general on the permanence of
matter as the basis of physical inquiry, so ?e ~e~ms to press
emphatically for the permanence of the indiVidual atoms.
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This had of course been part of the teaching of Leucippus I

wh? had argu~d for the indes~uctibi1ity of the atoms, first1~
OWIng to their hardness whIch made them 'incapable of
being acted upon' (d-7fa8Ets), and secondly owing to their
smallness, which arose from the fact that they 'had no parts'
(TO Q.JL€P£)). Democritus· attitude to both these positions is
interesting. On the proof from the nature of the atoms he
apparently laid great stress. He is represented% as repeating
Leucippus' statement that the atoms 'could not be acted on
owing to their hardness' and making two interesting addi
tions to it. The first is of the nature of an explanation: 3 the
atoms not only 'cannot be acted upon', hut are 'unchange
able': to the Greek mind 4 'acting' or 'suffering' always im
plied 'alteration', and Democritus' new epithet therefore
makes Leucippus' meaning plain. He did not mean that an
a~om cannot be .a~ted ~pon as a whole, as it is in fact every
tIme that. a c<?lhslon WIth another atom starts it moving in
:-- fresh dIrectIon, but that no external force can change its
Inte~nal const~tutio.n or alter its material substance or shape
or size. The Idea Involved that change is always a form of
destruction is insisted on by Aristotle and later plays a
pr?~inent p~~t in the atomic theory.5 A second and more
strlklng. additIon to the fundamental idea is assigned to
Democntus by Plutarch,6 who speaks of 'existences infinite
in number, indivisible and without difference, unacting and
unacted.ont. The. negatiO!! C;f acti~ity as well as passivity is
at first Sight startlIng, but IS In reahty closely connected with

I Sec Chap. II, p. 78 .
: D.L. ix. 44; D.A. 1 ; Pluto adv. Coiol. 8; D.A. 57.
'3 D.L. I.e. ava'uoLWTa.

4 See Arist. de Gell. fl Corr. A. 7 fr.
s Compare the oft-repeated maxim of Lucretius, i. 670, &c.:

nam quodcumque suis mutatum finibus exit,
continuo hoc mors est illius quod fuit ante.

6 od'll. C%J. 8. 1110 F; D.A. 57. ovalas Qrrdpovs 'TO 7T>'~8os, amljA.OVS
• ~ .J.. t O#~.. I ,. 9 A • J

TE lCaoto.-yopOIJS, En 0 Cl1TOLOUS Kat. ana us. Amt. tit Ge11. eJ Carr. ./I. 32 Sb
36 ' ~'8'" \ I '" 't' I \• avayKatOV o.1Ta £s TE EKaUTOII 1\£,,(tV TWV o.otaLp£7WV ••• rccu J.LT1(JEVOS
'lTOL')}TtlCbv 1Ta.(JOIJSi speaks as if the notion was common to the Atomists gene
rally. See the notes in H. H. Joachim's edition (Clar. Press, 1922) for a
full discussion of the whole idea.
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the idea of ·change'. If a thing can be changed, it can also
change something else: if, for instance, it can itself become
hot, it will heat anything else with which it comes into con
tact. Now it was precisely this difficulty of the explanation of
acting and being acted upon while at the same time pre
serving permanence in the substratum which lay at the
bottom of many of the problems of the early Greek philo
sophers. And the solution propounded by the Atomists was
that in compound things action and 'passion' were possible
because of the existence of the void, which enabled the com
ponent atoms to shift their places and change their positions:
'they act and are acted on wherever they happen to be in
contact'. I But the indivisible atoms themselves which have
no mixture of void can neither be changed or change one
another. On this line of thought the addition of the active
idea that the atoms cannot act is but the logical corollary
of the passive notion that theycannot be acted on ; 'thatwhich
acts and that which is acted upon are alike and the same',: as
Aristotle reports Democritus to have said. Both conceptions
are reinforcements of the idea of the unchangeableness or
absolute hardness of the atom.

In all these ways is Leucippus' simple notion of atomic
hardness worked out in its wider implications and at the
same time very greatly strengthened. But to his second
proof of indestructibility based on the size of the atoms
Democritus' attitude is strikingly different. Leucippus'
argument was indeed open to objections. In the first place
it might be argued that extremely small size is in itself no
proof of indestructibility. This objection Leucippus had
himself to some extent met by stating that by extreme
smallness he meant that 'the atom had no parts', that is, was
incapable of further subdivision, destruction being regarded
as the cleaving of a thing into smaller bits of matter. But
this very contention itself is liable to the mathematical objec-

\: tion, which might well have been urged by a member of
the Eleatic school, that 'that which has no parts had no

I Arist.deGt1I.~iCOr.A. 8. 325a 32.
~ Ibid. A. 7. 323b; D.A. 63.
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I Arist.deGt1I.~iCOr.A. 8. 325a 32.
~ Ibid. A. 7. 323b; D.A. 63.
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magnitude': the atom, if it is as Leucippus described it, is not
really a physical existence at all. Whether these objections
had in fact been raised or whether Democritus himself
clearly perceived them we cannot tell: but it is certain that
the Leucippean argument from size is nowhere attributed to
him, and indeed cannot have been used by him. For having
once abandoned the idea ofsmallness as a proofof indestructi
bility he seems to have gone to the other extreme) and we are
informed that he stated that 'some of the atoms were very
largefI and again that they were ·unlimited not only in
number but in size':2 it is even stated by one authority3 that
he said that ·there might be an atom as big as a world'. To
this idea Epicurus perceived the objection that in that case
some atoms would be perceptible to the senses, and he was
therefore driven to return in a modified form to Leucippus'
view that they werevery small and 'withoutparts'• Democritus
seems not to have perceived this difficulty and we may notice
as a proof of his independence of his master the freedom
with which he reverses a conception without hesitation when
it was no longer required. It is clear that for proof of the
permanence of the atoms he relied entirely on the notion of
hardness, explained and reinforced by his own mOdi£cations.
That a difference on this point between various schools of
Atomists was recognized in antiquity is shown by an inter
esting note of Galen:4 -they maintain, he says, that the first
bodies cannot be acted on, some, such as the followers of
Epicurus, holding that they were unbreakable owing to their
hardness, others, such as the school of Leucippus, that they
were indivisible owing to their smallness '. The omission of
Democritus is curious, and the description of Epicurus'
position far from accurate: indeed one almost wonders
whether there is not some confusion, for Democritus' posi
tion is in fact exactly that which is first described.

Leucippus had assigned to the atoms the ·primary pro-
perties' of size and shape; Democritus followed him but once

1 Dionys. apud Eus.prtp. tv. xiv. 23.2; D.A. 43.
a D.L. ix. 4-4; D.A. ]. 3 Aet. i. 12.6; D.A. 47·
4 dt EltfIJ. !tc.; Hipp. i. 2; D.A. +9,
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more worked out t!'e impli:ations of ~is i~e~s wi~h stricter
logic and unhesitatIng consIstency. HIS stnktng dIvergence
from Leucippus as rega.r~s the ;ize of the atoms has already
been noticed: not requiring minuteness as an argument for

ermanence, he frankly abandoned it an~ postula.ted 'very
farge' atoms. His attitude as reg~rds atom1C shape 1S equal~y
characteristic. Leucippus/ hold1ng th~t the dIfferences ~n
compound things were largely due ~o dtfferences of s~ape !n
the constituent atoms, and observing the great variety In
things, had been led to assu~e m~ny di~erent sh~pes in t~e
atoms. Democritus, whose lngenlous mind conce1ved a ~tlll
greater interest than had his m~ster in the mechanical
varieties brought about by atom1C shape) seems to have
followed out the idea to its conclusion and asserted that the
number of different atomic shapes was 'inflnite'.z To him
also must probably be assigned the rather strange a prio,:i
argument on which this conclusion is based, 'that there 15

I no reason that anything should be of.one.kind. rather th~n
another'.3 Now logically of c?ur~e Infinite.d1~erenc~s .In
shape imply infinite differences 1n size :.4 f?r wlt~ln the hmlts
of the same size there can only be hmlted dIfferences of
shape, and further variety of for~ cannot be obta~ned except
by increase in bulk. To ~UCIPPUS, who r~hed on. the
minuteness of the atom for Its permanence, thIS fact, If he
had perceived it, would have raised a seri?us diffi:ulty, but
to Democritus, who was prepared to admIt the e~lst~nce of
'very large' atoms, it was no.t open to t.he same <:»bJect!on. It
was left to Epicurus, return.lng to t.he l~ea of mlnuten~ss, to
object also to the assumptlOn of InfinIty of shapes In the

[ See Chap. II, p. 81. . . .
Z Simpl. in Arist. Phys. A. 2. 18+ (28. 15); D.A. 38: cf. SJmp]. an Anst.

ti, Cado, A. 10. 1.79; D.A. 37 UX~J.LaTa 1TaVToia.
. 3 Simp!. PAy!. I.c. btet Tb P':'18ev JLaAAOv TOt~VTOV ~ TOlOVTOV dvat.

Simplieius attributes the argument to the school In general and elsewhere
(28.4; D. (Leucippus) A. 8) assigns it specifically to Lcucippus, but it sounds
more like the generalizing tl priori proof which would have been adduced by
Democritus.

~ This was perhaps first clearly seen by Epicurus: see the argument in
Luer. ii. 478 fr.
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4 Ibid., § 61.

'. Since EpicuTUs (Ep. i. § 61: cf. Lucr. ii. 225 ff.) is concerned to argue
agal~st a theory that the heavier atoms catch up the lighter in their downward
fall ~n the void, it is clear that the ~dea of weight as the cause of downward
motion must have been introduced into the atomic theory before his time.

1 See Liepmann, op. cit.• Brieger. Die Urotwtgung der Atamt und Jit
w.tlttn/~tthungoti Leudpp und Dtmokrit; Dyrofr, Dtmokritsluditn. pp. 3I-(} j

GlUssan~, Lucrtl!Us. vol. i. p. 134. n. I; Burnet, E. G. P.3, pp. 341 ff. All
these.~T1ters are In substantial agreement. but the first two hold that weight is
an ongmal property of the atoms, though not the cause of motion. Goedecke
meyer! Epilurs Ytrhiiltnis zu Dtmo!lrit, rejects the modern view. but gives
no satisfactory explanation of the difficulty.

3 Ep. i. § 43.
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modern scholars. It will be more convenient to discuss the
question in relation to the atomic motion and the cosmic
whirl and to assume here that Democritus, like Leucippus,
was content to make size and shape the only primary pro
perties of the atom, and that 'weight' in an absolute sense
was introduced later into the atomic theory I-possibly by
Nausiphanes-and only fully acknowledged by Epicurus in
close connexion with his general account of atomIc motion.

We may therefore proceed to consider Democritus' ac
count of the original Atomic motion, which is the first step
in the formation of compound bodies. The information
which has reached us is so various and so contradictory that
at first sight it seems almost impossible to decide what was
in fact his view. But the researches of modern scholars into
this difficult subject have very greatly cleared the ground and
thepracticalagreement~of their conclusions makes it possible
to state a theory of Democritus' position with some con-

_ fidence. It will be found that it does not in any essential differ
from that of Leucippus, but is more explicit.

It is however necessary first to consider what is now
generally recognized as the false view. Epicurus in ex
pounding his own theory of atomic motion finds that it
originates in the universal downward falP of the atoms
through empty space caused by their weight, but refuses to
accept the idea4 that the meeting of atoms was brought about
~ecause .the heavier, falling more quickly, overtook the
hghter: In absolutely empty space, as he points out, where
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atoms on the ground that it implied infinity of size and
therefore the perceptibility of some atoms. Democritus, Cor
recting what he believed to be a mistake of Leucippus' and
wishing to secure the utmost variety, held that the atoms
had every kind of shape and size.

In the other details of the nature of the atoms Democritus
followed his master closely. Like him he conceived all atomsI
as being absolutely homogeneous in material substance:
this is of course an ultimate necessity of Atomism and the
only condition by which it can claim a fundamental unity
in its account of the world. Similarly he preserved~ the three
'differences' of the atoms, shape, position, order, as Leucip
pus had stated them, and expressed them apparently in the
same curious terms, 'rhythm', 'turning', and 'touching'. But
here a double amplification may be noticed. Being free, as
has been seen, to attribute any size to the atoms, he makes
far greater use than Leucippus of differences in size and in
particular makes it the direct cause of the difference in
'weight' of atoms in the whirl as he himself conceived it.3

Secondly, since it was a matter which strongly attracted his
subtle mind, he worked out with great elaboration the
various combinations of the atoms in compounds and the
effect produced on sensation by their different shapes and
arrangements, paying special attention to varieties in taste
and colour. 4 These will be more conveniently considered
in treating of his general account of sensation..

There is however one exceedingly difficult problem with
regard to Democritus' views which affects not only his con
ception of the atom but his account alike of the original
motion of the atoms and of their behaviour in the cosmic
whirl. Did he or did he not assign 'weight' to the atoms as
one of their primary properties and make it the cause of
their motion? The ancient authorities show considerable
discrepancy on this point and it has been hotly debated by

I The atoms are described as ciSu].epopa, Pluto ado. Coiol. 8. II 10;

D.A. 57, and more explicitly as op.oc/>lJ('i~; Simp!. in Arist. dt Cat/oJ r I. 299;
D.A. 61. 1 Simpl. in Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184 (28. IS); D.A. 38.

3 See below. p. 132. 4 Theophr. dt St11SU, 6'H D.A. 135·
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there can be no resistance at all, bodies whatever their weight
will fall at an equal rate. It was usually supposed that he
is here arguing against the view of Democritus, who is
represented I as attributing absolute weight to the atoms and
making that, as. Epicurus did himself, th~ caus~ of an
original perpendicular fall. Some of the anCIent eVldence,1
which seems to support this view, is undoubtedly contami
nated by Epicurean influence, but there are other references
which cannot be so lightly dealt with. Thus Simplicius 3

informs us that the Atomists said that 'the atoms moving in
virtue of the heaviness (pap.m,ra) that is in them through the
void which yields and offers no opposition change their
place', and again almost more explicitly: 'they say that the
atoms which are all alike in substance have weight (fla.po~),

and since some of them are heavier the lighter are squeezed
out by them as they sink down and carried upwards, and
thus they say that some of them seem light and others
heavy (flap/a)'.4 SimilarlyTheophrastus, who states expressly
that Democritus 'distinguishes heavy and light according
to size',5 appears to make weight the reason why all the
atoms 'have the same impulse of movemene,6.;lnd Cicero
seems to express the same view.? Far more important are
two passages in Aristotle, in one of which 8 he. states that
'Democritus says that each of the indivisibles is heavier in
proportion to its excess (of bulk)': and in the other after the
simple statement that 'the larger of them is heavier',9 goes
on to expound the atomic view that in compound things this
direct variation of weight with size does not hold good, for
in a compound body of larger size there may be more void,
but in the atom, which ex hypothesi contains no void, the

I e.g. by Zeller, PII. J. Gr. i. 604-; Ueberweg, His/ory of PhilosophY,
i.884·

2 Pseudo-Plut.i. 4; Galen, HiSl. Phil. 7 :see Liepmann, op. cit., pp. 19-30.
3 In Arist. Phys. e. 9. :65 b; D.A. 58.
.. In Ar.tle Cat/o, r. 1.299; D.A. 61. s til 8tmu, 61; D.A. 135·
6 Ibid. 7 1• 7 dt Fin. i. 6. 17; D.A. 56.
8 Bap&rf;pov yE: rtaTa. n)v iJ1TE:poX~V (KaUTOV TUW a.8~alpl'TC.cw: tit Gm.

tt Corr. A. 8. 326 a; D.A. 60.
9 It Cat/o,~. 2. 309 a; D.A. 60.
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proportion between size and weight must be exact. There
seems then a considerable body of evidence both for attri
butingweight to the atoms and for regarding it as the original
cause of motion.

Now with regard to the evidence of Simplicius it might
be urged that to some extent he puts himself out of court by
his own contradictions, J for in spite of his explicit attribution
of motion to weight in the passages cited, he elsewhere
states 2. that 'the atoms are moved in the boundless void by
force', and in a still more remarkable passage 3 he maintains
that 'the atoms which are naturally stationary (!) are moved by
a blow'. But an argument from inconsistency is never finally
satisfactory and there is evidence 4 that the Atomists could
regard weight itself as a kind of internal blow. Moreover,
we have the express statement of Aristotle that Democritus
associated heaviness with size and Theophrastus' suggestion
that weight is the cause of motion. But in the first place we
may note that Aristotle does not speak of weight as a primary
property of the atoms, as is their shape and size, but regards
It only as a secondary derivative from size: further he never
associates with Democritus the conception ofabsolute weight,
but only speaks of atoms as 'heavier' or 'lighter' than one
another. And a closer examination of Simplicius' statement
that the Atomists 'say that some seem to be light and others
heavy' suggests that he too regarded 'weight' not only as a
derivative property of the atoms but even in some sense as
illusory. Still further Hght is thrown on the problem by
a later passage in the same author,5 where he explains in
regular atomic terms that fire moves upward because it is
squeezed out by other bodies and for this reason seems to be
light; 'and to these other things weight only seems to
belong, and it seems always to be carried towards the centre'.

I See Liepmann, op. cit., p. 40. 2 In Ari5t. dl Cot/o, r. 2. 300 b.
J In Arist. Phys. A. 2. 18+ (42.10); D.A. 47•
4 Tij TOU PrlPOIJS 7Ti\rrrfit Act. i. 3. J 8; D.A. 47 of Epicurus: cf. Cic.

1t Fato, 20, 46 'aliam enim quandam vim motus habebant a Democrito
Impulsionis quam plagam ille appellat, a tCt Epicure, gravitatis et ponderis'.

s Simp!. in. Ar. de Cada, A. 10. 280; D.A. 61.
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I See Liepmann, op. cit., p. 40. 2 In Ari5t. dl Cot/o, r. 2. 300 b.
J In Arist. Phys. A. 2. 18+ (42.10); D.A. 47•
4 Tij TOU PrlPOIJS 7Ti\rrrfit Act. i. 3. J 8; D.A. 47 of Epicurus: cf. Cic.

1t Fato, 20, 46 'aliam enim quandam vim motus habebant a Democrito
Impulsionis quam plagam ille appellat, a tCt Epicure, gravitatis et ponderis'.

s Simp!. in. Ar. de Cada, A. 10. 280; D.A. 61.
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'vibration'.1 The atoms moving about hither and thither up
and down and in every way, colliding and jostling with one
another from the first, presented the appearance of a great
vibrating mass. We gather indeed from Aristotle Z that the
Atomists already made use of the famous illustration, which
Lucretius 3 put to such good use, from the motes in a sun
beam: just as they seem to fly to and fro jostling each other
aimlessly, meeting and parting in every direction, so do the
atoms in the precosmic state. In other words what Epicurus
conceived as a second stage in development, when the
'swerve' had converted the downward fall into an infinite
series of collisions, is imagined by Democritus as the eternal
condition of atomic motion from all time.

And as the cause of this multifarious motion Democritus,
probably following Leucippus before him, places 'necessity',4
the governing cause of everything in the universe. At first
sight this seems a contradiction of his own principle, if it

I has hitherto been rightly explained: for by asserting the
supremacy of necessity Democritus meant just that every
effect has a cause, but here is an effect, a motion, for which
no cause at all is assigned except the universal 'necessity'.
Either then he is employing 'necessity' as some of his pre
decessors had done as an arbitrary expedient to explain what
cannot .ot~erwise be accoun.ted for, or he is abandoning his
o~n prInCiple. Some such dIfficulty seems to be in Aristotle's
mInd, when he complains 5 that Democritus 'gives up any
a~tempt to explain the cause, and refers everything to neces
SIty'. But already in Leucippus we have seen a hint of the
answer to this difficulty: the eternal atomic motion was, in
Democritus'view, beyond all causes, and was itself the cause
of .all. For) if the conception of the eternal being of the
unIverse be not merely of atoms in the void, but of atoms

% 'lTa.,\/-&os-, Act. i. 23. 3; D.A. 47; 7T£pmaA&uCT£a8at, Simpl. in Arist.
Phys. e. 9.265 b; D.A. 58.

1 "~Anima, A. 2. 404 a. 3 H. 114-41 •

.. Arist. tit Gtn. .Animal. E. 8. 789 h; D.A. 66; D.L. ix. 45, &c.
S l.e. the ov (VElCa here is of course the 'final cause', a notion which was

e.ss~ntial1y repugnant to Democritus and which his whole conception of
a1'Q 'YIC1J was intended to controvert : see above, p. 12 I •
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He is of course speaking here not of atoms but of compound
bodies, but the similarity of the two passages suggests that
they should be taken together and the last clause provides
a valuable clue..For :he.mention of'the.centr~t ~hows clearly
enough that he IS thinking of the cosmic whirl In which the
'heavier' bodies are those which are most able to resist the
rotatory motion of the whirl and therefore congregate in
the centre. Can this idea also be applied to the 'heavier' and
'lighter' atoms? When we come to consider the formation
of a cosmos in the whirl, we shall find that the idea I is not
merely applicable but exactly coincides with the cosmological
accounts which have come down to us. It may then safely
be infer~ed wi:h .the bulk ofrece~t co~mentatorsthat though
Den:ocrltus dl~ Indeed speak of ~eavler'and 'lighter' atoms,
he dId not attrIbute absolute weight to them, ~ still less did
he regard weight as the initial cause of perpendicular motion
downwards in the void, but considered it rather as a deriva
tive property from size, acting, not when the atoms were
fre: i? th~ void, but only in the cosmic whirl as a faculty of
resistIng In a greater or less degree the motion of the whirl
itself. '

If then the no~ion.oftheperpendicular fa!1 ow.ing to weight
may finally be dismissed as far as Democntus 15 concerned
what is th~ character of the original motion of the atom~
and what Its cause? Now that the main misconception is
cleared away these questions are not so difficult to answer.
In the ~rst place there is almost universal agreement that
Democntus spoke of the atoms as 'always in motion':3 there
never, that is to say, was a beginning of motion, but as the
atoms are themselves eternal, so is their motion. And this
motion w~s no.t, as motion due to 'Yeight must have been, in
the one directIOn downward, but In all directions. 4 Demo
critus describes it in the characteristic and imaginative term

I See below, pp. 144-6•
2 This is explicitly confirmed by Aet. i. 3. 18; i. 12.6; D.A. 47-
3 ?-€L K&v(iu8al. Tel 7f'pWTa awp.aTa, Arist. d~ Cat/o, r. 2. 300 b: cr. Hipp.

Rif.I. 13; D.A. 40.
4 Cf. D.L. ix..U.; D.A. J ~ Simpl. in Ar. d~ C4do, A. 10.279; D.A. 37, &c.
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statement is almost certainly founded on the false conception
that Democritus assigned weight as the cause of motion, it
is better to disregard it. In that case both expressions will
refer not to the original motion of the atoms, but to deriva
tive motions which are logically subsequent, though actually
contemporaneous. As the result of their movements in many
directions the atoms immediately come into collision with
one another, and consequently leaping back start off in new
directions: this motion, which is in fact after the first collision
normally that of almost all atoms, may well be described as
due to 'a blow', as it was by the Epicureans later on. Simi
larlyother atoms meeting may aggregate in small nuclei, unit
ing together in various degrees of close connexion and
forming in fact the first beginnings of compound bodies.
But these nuclei will still be in everlasting motion and by the
combined force of the movements of the component atoms
will develop, as it were, a motion of their own as wholes: this
is pre-eminently the case with 'the whirl', a motion formed
in this way by an aggregation of atoms and leading by a
series of stages to the formation of a cosmos out of the un
meaning jostle of atoms. Now a previously independent
atom coming near one of these moving aggregates may, as it
were, be .caught up into the prevailing motion and go along
with it: it may be then said to be moved 'by force'. Again it
is aderivative motion) but one so c1ose1yfollowing the original
movement that it may be regarded as eternalIy contem
poraneous with it. It would thus appear that neither of these
terms is to be excluded as erroneous from the account of
a~omic motion, yet neither of them are in any way incon
Sistent with the general notion which has been attributed to
Democritus. The original motion is due to 'necessity' as part
of the constitution of things, but motion by 'force' and
'blows' is immediately derived from it.

It seems then that Dernocritus did not in his account of
. aton:ic motion depart in any essential (rom the earlier con
ceptions of Leucippus, but once more we find that the ideas
of the earlier philosopher are worked out with greater in
Sight and imagination) especially in regard to the 'vibration t
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moving in the void, then we have no more right to ask for
the cause of movement than we have for the cause of the
existence of the atoms and the void themselves. I V\Te could
only demand the cause of motion) if it were something that
supervened on a previous state of rest. Aristotle, in his more
sympathetic mood towards Atomism, seems to understand
this. In a still more remarkable passage 1 he says that the
Atomists 'think that the cause of motion is the void) in the
sense that it is that in which motion takes place'. If we think
of this in reference to pre-Atomic speculation, we seem to
understand what is meant. The great difficulty of Monism
and even of the theory of Anaxagoras was how to derive from
the original static mass of matter the phenomena of sense
perception, separated things and motion. The Atomists
by the introduction of the conception of the void felt that
they had solved both these problems: empty space not merely
separates pieces of matter, but it enables them to move.
Separation and movement to their notion so nearly implied
each other, that movement was an essential part of the new
conception: it is therefore 'causeless', or, as Democritus pre
ferred to put it, 'necessary'. The very existence of atoms and
void carried with it atomic motion.

I t remains to consider the other two causes of motion
which are suggested by Simplieius, 'force' 3 and ia blow'.4 In
the light of Cicero's identification 5of the Democritean 'blow'
with Epicurus' notion of weight, it might be possible to
explain both these expressions as in reality referring to the
natural original motion of the atoms by an internal force or
blow which is part of their nature. But seeing that Cicero's

E This would probably have been Democritus' answer to the charge of
inconsistency brought against him by Aristotle, J~ G~lI. ~/ Corr. A. 8, 326 tb,
where he inquires what is it that moves the atom? if it is some external force,
then they are not o:J1aBij: if they move themselves, they are not all'Ota (see
p. (24). He might have replied 'they are neither moved by an external force,
nor do they move themselves: they are oftheir very nature for ever in motion:
a force would be needed not to move them, but to stop them '.

~ PAYI . .d. 7.214 a. 3 Simp!. in Arist. tI~ Cat/o, r. 2. 300 b.
4 Simpl. in Ar. Phys. A. 2. 184 (4-2. 10); D.A. 47.
s d~ Fa/o, 20. +6: D.A. 47.
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~ PAYI . .d. 7.214 a. 3 Simp!. in Arist. tI~ Cat/o, r. 2. 300 b.
4 Simpl. in Ar. Phys. A. 2. 184 (4-2. 10); D.A. 47.
s d~ Fa/o, 20. +6: D.A. 47.
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of the atoms one with another, and that the wider implica
tions of the theory and in particular its relation to the un?e~

lying idea of 'necessity' are more clearly defined. ThlS IS

what we should expect, and it is satisf~ctory to find that
Democritus did not in fact make such a wide departure from
atomic tradition as would be involved in the conception of
absolute weight as the cause ofa univers~l downward motion.

A similar inference must be drawn with regard to Demo
critus' conception of the union of atoms in compounds, the
small nuclei which may prove either the ke:nels of 'thin~s'

or even 'worlds', or turn out to be merely, as 1t were, abort1ve
attempts. A clear account has fortunately been preserved
to us: I

the atoms are at war with one another (OTau,d'£w) as they move
along in the void owing to their dissimila~ityand th~irother differen~es,
and as they move they collide and are mterlaced an a manner which
makes them touch and be near to one another, but never really pro-
duces any single existence out of them: for it is quite absurd to suppose
that two or more things could ever become one. The reason why the
atoms for a certain time remain in combination (C1VIJ-P.Ev~tV, ob\,jously
a technical term) he believes to be because they fit in.to and grasp one

h (8 ' \ , -" \ \ \ , .'\ './. - '). fioranot er La Ta!i E1TaN\a.yas- leal. 'Ta!i aVT"'1J.,..ELS' 'TWV aWIJ-a:rwv .
some of them have uneven sides (uKaA71v&), and some are hooked,
some are concave, and some convex and others with innumerable
varieties ofshape. He thinks then that they retain hold of one another
and remain in combination until some stronger necessity from whatsur
rounds them comes and shakes them and scaners them apart. And he
speaks of this coming into being and its opposite separation not merely
with reference to animals, but also plants and worlds and generally
about all perceptible bodies.

There are several points in this account which deserve not~ce

both as advances in definiteness and refinement upon LeuC1p
pus and also as laying down the lines of subsequent atomic
theory. In the first place the idea of the 'war of a~oms' due
to their dissimilarity of shape recalls the old notton of the
repulsion of unlike from unlike and its complement the
union of like with like, of which there are abundant traces

I Simp!. in Ar. tit Cado, A. 10. 279; D.A. 37.
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in the subsequent account of the cosmic whirl: Democritus,
though not so anxious as his master to mediate betweeh his
predecessors and incorporate their ideas, yet not infrequently
shows their influence. More important is his insistence on
the exact nature of the union of atoms in compounds: the
new creation, the nucleus or compound body is never in the
strict sense 'one': the atoms do not coalesce to form a new
body, but even in the compound retain their separate nature
and are kept apart by a larger or smaller interval of void:
'it is impossible') as Aristotle 1 quotes his saying in its full
form, 'for one thing to be made out of two or two out of
one', the combination is purely mechanical. A later writer 2

pu.ts the .notio.n very e~{'licitly: 'what see~s to be a mixture
is In realIty a JuxtapOSitIon of the atoms w1th one another at
small intervals, each of them preserving its own nature,
which it had before the mingling'. Later theory was to insist
further that each atom in the compou~d preserved also its
own motion. Complementary to this conception is the idea
of the ultimate destruction of the compound by the separa
tion of the atoms owing to some force or blow from outside.
This is of course a notion which the Atomists shared with
Anaxagoras, but it is here stated with great clearness and
was to have ever-increasing prominence. Even more charac
teristic perhaps of Democritus is the great elaboration of
the details of atomic shape and their effect on union. This
was indeed the most conspicuous contribution of Demo
ctitus to the detail of the atomic theory: he worked it out
not merely for a love of its own detail, but, as will be seen
later, in careful and elaborate connexion with the resultant
effects for sense-perception.

Here again Democritus has elaborated and strengthened
the atomic theory with his own peculiar vividness of imagina
tion. There is nothing which is really new, but much that
adds freshness and life to the outline of Leucippus. We
must now follow out his ideas with regard to the one special
form ofatomic aggregate, the whirl, which is the cause of the
creation of a world.

• M~/aphJI.Z. 13. [039 a ; D.A.•p. 2 Alex. dt Mix/. 2,p. 591; D.A.64.
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§ 4. The Cosmic Whirl-Creation of Worlds
No considerable additions of detail at this point in the

theory are recorded ofDemocritus, but once again he seems
to have worked out and greatly strengthened the underlying
ideas. In the last section it was seen how the atoms moving
in all directions in the void collided and jostled, and some
times becoming entangled with one another and remaining
in juxtaposition formed new aggregates (a.6powp.a1'a) of
matter enclosing void. These aggregates would differ in the
number of atoms they contained and in the closeness or
laxness of their union, and according to these differences
would be determined the size and shape, the density and
weight of the new compound: such compounds as were
made of closely compact atoms with little void would be
hard and heavy,I those which were composed of compara
tively few atoms and much void would be soft and light. It
must be supposed too-though there is no direct evidence
for it-that Democritus conceived of each of these new
aggregates as having its own characteristic motion-the
sum, as it were, of the motions of the individual atoms deter
mined alike by the direction of their original motion and by
the new motions derived from the successive lblowst of their
collisions. But in no case would such aggregation have any
effective result and lead to the formation of a world, except
when the aggregate formed fell into the particular motion
of a 'whirl t (8{VtJ). Then by a process which Leucippus
had originally indicated and which must be reconsidered in
the light of Democritus' main ideas, a 'cosmos' with an
earth and air and sky and heavenly bodies would be evolved.

The first question then which must be asked is clearly
enough: what is the cause of this atomic 'whirl'? Leucippus~

answer, as has been seen, was somewhat vague, but with
Democritus the theory becomes far more definite. In the
first place we have a very clear statement in Diogenes:~ 'he
said that all things come into being of necessity: for the

I Arist. dt Ctltlo, tJ. 2. 309 a; D.A. 60.
~ ix. 4-5 t D.A. I.
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whirl is the cause of the creation of all things, the whirl
which he calls necessity'. This is emphatic language: Demo
critus thought then that the whirl was due to the operation
of natural laws, was formed by the atoms as the effect of
their own character and motion and collisions. And if he
did indeed 'call the whirl necessity', we are not to suppose
that he meant by that that it was an unexplained postulate,
like the original motion of the atoms, but rather an outcome
of that motion so striking and important in its results as to
deserve the title of 'necessityt par excellence. So far this is in
exact accord with what would be expected from Democritus'
main position: the 'whirl' is a necessary effect of the opera
tion of atomic motion under certain conditions. But Aris
totle in the course of his discussion on chance and the
'automatic' seems to suggest another explanation: for he
says with unmistakeable reference to the Atomists: 'But there
are some who believe "the automatic" to be the cause even
of the heaven above us and indeed of all worlds: for they
say that the whirl and the motion which separated and ar
ranged the whole in this order are produced automatically',1
and in another place his commentator ~ remarks with explicit
reference to Democritus that 'he seems to produce the whirl
automatically and by chance'.

Here it seems as if we had a contradiction not merely of
the first account of the cause of the whirl, but of the very
root-principles of Democritus' system. Can it be that the
thinker who based his system on the axiom that 'nothing
comes into being by chance, but that for all things there is
~ definite cause',3 yet stated that the cosmic whirl, the most
Important factor in creation, was brought about 'automati
cally and by chance', and ifhe did, what can he have intended
by it? Aristotle's evidence is incontrovertible and there can
be no serious doubt that Democritus did give these two

J Phys. B. 4-. r96 a; D.A. 69 ano Ta.UTOP.a.1'OV rap "lyvEutJat nJa.o SlV7Jv
1(0., -l' ,~, , , .",l, '~/V KtV1JULV T71V otaKp"vauav Kat 1C001'aarquaaav EiS -r4UT1J1I T71V 1'0.\0 &V
TO nay.
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apparently inconsistent accounts of the origin of the whirl,
that it was 'necessity', yet came into being 'automatically'.

Modern writers who have taken account of this difficulty
have for the most part attempted to explain it away. Thus
one ingenious critic, l who incidentally does not sufficiently
distinguish this special movement of the whirl from the
atomic motion in general, holds that Aristotle is not here
using 'automatie in his usual sense of a result occurring
'accidentally' (I<a:rcl CTVILf3431J1(6~), that is without reference to
the &final cause' of a thing's existence, but is opposing it to
the conception of an external controlling force, such, for
instance, as the 'Mind' of Anaxagoras. That the atomic
movement is 'automatie will then mean that it &originates
from itself without a cause', and Democritus will then be
stating from another point of view what he had already
expressed by saying that the motion of the atoms was due to
necessity, namely, that in moving they were simply obeying
the law of their own being as by nature moving particles:
'necessity' and 'automatism' are in this sense identical in
meaning. This is a clever reconciliation, but it cannot
possibly be accepted. For in the first place it is perfectly
clear in the context that there is no question ofatomic motion
in general, but only of the specific movement of the whirl,
and what is far more important, it is inconceivable that in
a passage where Aristotle is endeavouring to determine the
precise meaning of 'automatism' and 'chance' and arrives
at a definite conclusion, he should in his crucial instance be
using the word in a quite different sense.

A more profitable line of approach will be to inquire into
Aristotle's conclusions on the point at issue. His whole
discussion in the Physics is conducted in the language of his
own philosophy and he refers the ideas of 'chance' and
'automatism' directly to his conception of the 'final cause'
(o~ EV~I(Q). His conclusion is that 'the automatic' is that
which occurs or comes into being 'by accident' (KQ'TQ uvpf3r=fJ7}
KO~), that is, without reference to the final cause, and
'chance' occurrences are a subdivision of 'the automatic' con"

• Liepmann, Dit Mulumill tier uucipp-Dtl1locr;t;sdun AI01lU, pp. 3.1-.35·
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cerned with actions which are a matter of deliberate choice
(KO-'1'a 1TpoalpEC1w). Now these cannot of course have been with
any exactness the ideas of the Atomists, but they are of value
in the present discussion to this extent, that when the
Atomists said that the whirl was 'automatic', part of their
intention was no doubt to exclude the idea of purpose or
design. The atoms did. not form thems~lves int? a ~hirl
in order that a cosmos mtght result: there IS no deSign either
on their part or on the part of any extraneous force or power.
They fall into the whirl 'accidentally' and the result by a
process of strict necessity is a world. Democritus'l intention
was no doubt anti-teleological: this, as has been seen, was
one of his great aims in establishing 'necessity' as the basis
of his system, and it remained always a cardinal point in the
Atomic tradition that the creation of a world was not the
result of design. Cicero ~ speaks of the conglomeration of
atoms out of which a cosmos arises as a concursus fortuitus,
and Lucretius 3 in notable verses puts the position unmistake
ably: 'for not by design did the first beginnings of things
place themselves each in their order with foreseeing mind,
nor indeed did they make compact what movements each
should start, but because many of them shifting in many
ways throughout the world are harried and buffeted by
blows from limitless time, by trying movements and unions
of every kind, at last they fall into such dispositions as these,
whereby our world of things is created and holds together'.
Nor is there ofcourse in this idea of 'the automatic' anything
at all inconsistent with the fundamental notion of necessity:
the formation of the whirl is the outcome of natural causes,
the shape, size, motions, and collisions of the atoms, but it is
accidental, entirely undetermined either by purpose or
design.

That this was in part Democritus' meaning I have little
f doubt: but it is not an entirely satisfactory explanation, if
only because it is based on Aristotelian conceptions which

J This I take to be the view of Zeller and Lange.
~ tit Nat. Dtor. i. 24.66: cf. Tusc. i. 11.22, and 18••p.
3 L 1021 if.
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could not have been fully present to him. A far more satis
factory result would be reached, if we could determine his
own conception of 'chance' and 'automatism', and this, it
appears to me, we are in a position to do.! Aristotle: informs
us that even those who are most fully aware that every effect
can be referred to a definite cause-he must include the
Atomists, even if they are not the only persons in his mind
yet habitually say that some things are due to chance and
others not. The conception of 'chance' then must be con
sistent with that of necessity. And of the nature of this
conception Aristotle has most fortunately preserved us a
hint: he says 3 that the persons who state that the whirl is
produced automatically distinguish its creation from that of
anim~.1s and plants, 'for it is no chance product which arises
from each seed, but from one seed olives and from another
a man'. There is here clearly no question of design: that
which differentiates the creation of the olive and the man
from the creation of a universe is clearly the definite seed:
one can say with regard to these seeds that they must pro
duce olive and man, but of the atoms moving in space and
colliding it is not possible to say which of them may fall
into the whirl: there is nothing peculiar in their nature which
determines it. It would seem then that the Atomists had
a strict scientific conception of 'chance'; they knew that
everything has its cause, -necessity' is all-controlling, but
in many cases we are unable to predict what will happen or
to reach back to the cause, and such occurrences we attribute
to 'chance'. This idea is strikingly borne out by another
passage in the Aristotelian discussion,4 where he again seems
to have Democritus in view: 'the causes from which "chance"
results would follow, must be indefinite (a,optuTa): and this is
why chance seems to belong to the indefinite and to be
unascertainable (M1]AOS') to man'. If with this passage we
compare the statement of a doxographer 5 that Democritus

J Sec Gocdeekemeyer, pp. 36 fr.; Mabilleau, pp. 216-18.
: Pltys. B. 4-. 195 b.
3 Ibid. 196 a; D.A. 69. 4 Ibid. 197 a 8.
s Theodorct. vi. t 5. alTta Qa7]~oS' o.v9pwrrlve.p ~oyep.
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regarded chance as a 'cause unascertainable for human
reason t

, there seems no longer cause to doubt, but the point
is clinched when we find Simplicius 1 speaking of Democritus'
conception of 'the automatic' as an 'indefinite cause'. The
Atomic conception of 'chance' then is, as we may say, the
purely subjective, concep~i?n which is proper to ~ scientific
view of nature. Chance IS no external force whIch comes
in to upset the workings of 'necessity' by producing a cause
less result; it is but a perfectly normal manifestation of that
~necessity', but the limits of the human understanding make
it impossible for us to determine what the cause is. There
are special conditions-the aggregation of atoms of a certain
shape, size, position, order, and movement-which will
make for the production of a cosmic whirl, and the whole
process is but the carrying out of the universal laws of cause
and effect: but we cannot know what these conditions are
and therefore we attribute the result to 'chance'. Epicurus,
whose notion of the 'swerve' of the atoms -at no certain time
or place' was indeed a contradiction of the universal necessity,
was driven to adopt a somewhat different view of chance,
but Democritus' conception, so far from being any contra
diction of his fundamental principles, is perfectly consistent
with them, and forms a notable example of the consistency
and accuracy of his thought. The idea of the origin of the
whirl, So far from being confused by him, has been greatly
cleared and strengthened: it is produced as the inevitable
outcome of natural processes) but it is undesigned and for
men unpredictable.

There are no separate accounts given of Democritus'
conception of the process of world-formation in the whirl.~

That which has been already examined in reference to
Leucippus must be regarded as holding good for the

I Simp]. in Arist. PItys. B. +. 196 a.
a The account given in Act. i. 4; D. (Leucippus) 2.h is, as Liepmann has

shown (pp. 19 ff.)~ largely contaminated by Epicurean theory: thus it makes
~o specific mention of the whirl, and speaks of ' the heaviest atoms' as moving
dOWnwards'. But it is useful in preserving here and there an important

technical term.
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Atomists in general. But it may in some points be con
sidered afresh in the light of Democritus' general views; in
particular it throws much light on the very vexed problem
of the place of 'weight' in Democritus' system. It will be
remembered that on the one hand in the cosmogony of
Leucippus there was no trace of weight either as an efficient
cause or a resultant: it is the larger and bulkier atoms which
by their expanse are able to offer a resistance to the whirl and
so congregate in the centre, the finer and smaller atoms
which are squeezed out to the edges and carried round in
the full rotatory motion of the vortex. Similarly we have
seen reason to agree with the denial of the doxographers of
any attribution of absolute weight to the atoms by Demo
critus, and still more to refuse to admit the assumption of a
primary property of weight as the cause of a downward
motion leading to the collisions of the atoms and the resul
tant formation of a whirl. What then can Aristotle mean
when he states that 'Democritus says that each of the
indivisible particles is heavier according to increase of bulk' 1

(Ko:ra. 'T1jv Vn-£p0X'1V), or elsewhere that 'the greater of them is
the heaviert?~ We are now, I think, in a position at last to
answer this question. Three points in the Aristotelian dis
cussion must be noted. (I) He never speaks of the atom,
as such, in virtue of its being a piece of solid matter, possess
ing 'weight', but only of some atoms as being 'heavier' or
'lighter' than others. Indeed in a notable passage 3 he re
marks that 'former philosophers have never spoken of
absolute weight or lightness but have only used the words
relatively. They never say what is "the heavy" or "the
light" but only what is "the heavier" or "the lighter" among
things that have weight'. In other words the earlier thinkers
had no notion of the weight of a thing as a property com
parable to its size or shape, but only thought of it as heavier
or lighter) that is, offering more or less resistance to an

I dt Gtn. tt Corr. A. 8. 326 a 9; D.A. 60.
I tit Cat/o,~. 2. 309 a; D. ibid: cf. Theophr. tit Sm1u, 61; D.A. 135· .
3 tit Cado, 308 a: see E. G. P.3, 3+2, where it is noted that \\'eight lS

never called a Uthing", as, for instance, warmth and cold are'.
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1 ."... ' xternal moving force. (2) Throughout the discussion
l .. ". Aristotle is thinking of weight in a formed cosmos and
'ii regards 'heaviness' as a tendency 'downwards', that is/owar.ds

'. Ihe centre, and lightness as a tendency upwards, that IS,
' . .'.' towards the outside (-rrpOi or6 luxarov). This n?tio~ is n?t of

J
.
.' ,": course strange even to us, for the effect of weIght In ordinary
, practice is motion cdownwar~s', a.s we say, toward~ the. earth,
. even though the absolute. dIrection of s~ch ~0t10~ IS p~e ..

¥ . ciseJy opposite at ~he a.ntlpodes. (J) HI~ maI~ p~lnt With
I· regard to Democnt~s 15 that ~eavlness IS derivative from
j-" and exactly proportIonate to sIze: the larger the atom the

heavier.
If noW the Aristotelian idea be applied to the atomic

cosmogony, as it has been interpreted from Diogenes, it
is seen to fit exactly. T~ere is no questi?n of. fr~e ato~s
moving in a boundless VOId, but of a cosmIc whIrl In whIch
'up' and 'down' could mean nothing but towards or from

'" the centre. The 'heavier' atom is precisely that which is
'larger' and therefore moves towards the centre because it
,is more capable of :esistin~ the extraneous fc:>rce of the
rotatory motion. It IS heaVIer not because of Its absolute
weight, but only derivatively be.cause larger ~nd therefore
more difficult to move: we mIght In fact say,I WIthout stretch
ing the language too far, that the larger atom has greater
heaviness, that is greater resisting power, but not more

,weight. The account thus given is borne out by the contra.st
which Aristotle ~ quotesfrom Democritu~between th~ sc:>hd
atoms, whose heaviness IS exactly proportIonate to their Size,
and compound bodies where the comparative weight of
things of the same size varies according to the amount of
void in their constitution: a piece of wool, for instance, is
lighte.r than a piece of bronze of the same size, b~ca,!se it

; ContaIns more void. Here we are undoubtedly InSide a
.\ ". cosmos and 'heaviness' means tendency towards the centre:

but the wool is lighter because it has more void in a given
I The explanation of this rather difficult point comes more easily to the

German commentators who can oppose naturally das Scltretrt and GtwirIJt.
1 dt Cat/oJ ~. 2. 30 9 a.
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bulk and therefore les~ shee~ matter to ?r~g it, as it .were, ~.,~:,",:' Dem?crit~s i~ prepare:d not merely. to assume an infinity of

-~nd onlJ: aPl?hcable-~o the atoms InsIde the cosmic .', :.:. :,~"jn hiS ImagInation an~ to postulate the same varIety between
whirl, and In thIS concept1~n there a~pears a reconciliation l .~ ~ 'world and. world ~hlCh. h~ saw between members of the
between the apparently dIvergent vIews of the tradition I~' .,'.' .,same specIes of thing wIthIn a world. In some quarters of
about Demo~ritus. ~he doxog~aphersare right in den)ring , ~ , .'space he sh?ws us worlds c1ose-packe~and crov:rding in on
that Democntus attnbuted weIght to the atoms as a third ' . one other, In others they are rarer with large Intervals of
property tog~therwith ~iz.e and .shape-.for t~ey are speaking <'. v?id t~nanted by the free ato~s. ~nternally, too, the~e worl~s
fro~ the EpIcurean pOint o~ ~Iew whIch t~lnks of abSOlute,',.:', ",: ·'.dlffer In structure: D.em~crltus IS not bound by hIS expen
weight as the cause of an onglnal perpendIcular downward ", ',': ::: .:' 'ence of our world wIth Its sun, moon, and stars, but can
m?vem~nt. On the othe.r hand there is n? doubt that Demo-:' : , ,"l . conceive .worlds. without sun. or moo~, or with se~er~l,
~~ltuS ~Id speak, as Art.stot.le repor.ts h!m of :heavier' and 'l. \ ','worlds .wIthout h.fe or th~ mO.lsture ~hlch c?uld sustaIn It.
hghter ~toms, as a der!vatlve .quahty? Immed.lately depen- t· -:,,' Th~re .15 a fine wI~th of vIew In all thIS and It seems to add

dent on Size, and called Into beIng, as It were, tn the vortex ..··a dignity to Atomism.
as a counteraction of the rotatory motion of the whirl. I~ ; . :~.~>: More important perhaps for the subsequent development
~s in fact .a ki~d of.comp~n?iou~ expre~sion denoting w~at ,·i"~;'i'-:, ..?f the system. is the notion of !he vario~s stages of grow~h
IS c1,early ImplIed WIthout It In Dlogenes account of Leuclp- .~\< ~,~_·:.,.~n the ~orlds. they ar~ n~t all complete, but some are stIll
pus theory. '>~.-:~~, J!Jncreaslng, others beginning already to decay. The general

Like Leucippus Democritus held that worlds were infinite .::: .' :,'. idea may perhaps have been suggested by the stages in
in nUI?ber,1 but made i~port.ant additions to the theory in " _ ..~mpe,docles: ~orld caused b>: the interaction.of ·Strife' and
assuming and elaborating dIfferences between them and " '. ," Lov.e, but It IS worked out tn a far less arbItrary manner.
introducing details as to their growth, decay, and destruc- : ~ PartIcularly notable is the final sentence which contains the
tion.. T~ese are summed up in an interesting traditional :~erm o~ ~ll the late: theory ~f growth and decay:1 a w~rl~,

descnptIon: ~ "1.:',':,'. ".: Hke a hVlng organism, continues to grow so long as It IS. . /capable of taking in and assimilating extraneous atomic
worlds are infinite in number and different in size. In some there is matter, but a period ultimately arrives when this can no
no sun or moon, in some these are larger than those in our world and .longer be so, when the loss of matter exceeds the gain: then
in others more in number. The distances between worlds are unequal d . .
and in some quarters there are more worlds, in others fewer: some are .... ' ". ecay sets In and ultimately dissolution. The idea that a
growing, others are reaching their prime, some are decaying or coming ~orld ~ay be gr~wing in one part and decaying in another
into being in one part and failing in another. They are destroyed by" .' IS, I think, pecuhar to Democritus) and is a little difficult
one another by colliding. And some worlds are without living crea- i:: ,to u~de~s!and on atomic principles, but it is a further proof
tures and all moisture.... A world grows towards its prime, until it ..... ,:of hl~ .vlvldness of imagination in conceiving differences of
can no longer take in any addition from without. . condItIOn between the infinite worlds. Democritus too

d .:so,tfates for ~~e first time the notio~ of t.he ultimate.dest~uction
In these ideas there is certainly a freedom of speculation an . .... . ~or1ds. Just as a world has a bIrth In the cosmic unlverse,2
a boldness of imagination which contrasts effectively witn~,~--: ': ..' so It must ultimately pass away and dissolve once more into
the rather bald and restricted ideas attributed to Leucippus.

, I See especially Lucr. ii. 11°5 fr.
t D.L. ix. 44; D.A. I. a Hipp. Rif. I. I J; D.A. 40' 2 A world is both l1atirJom and morlalt, Lucr. v. 235 fr.

L
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§ 5. Our World: the heavenly bodies and the earth

It was noticed with regard to Leucippus' theory of our
world and its constitution that he did not appear to have

·very much inte~est in th~ q.uestions which arose) and h~ked
back in a reactIOnary SpIrit to the rather crude theOrIes of
the early Ionians, neglecting the results of recent and con
temporary observation and speculation. In this respect there

·is considerable evidence for a marked change of attitude on
, . the part ~f Democritu~: indeed w~ ca~ in this part of ~he

· theory pOint most certainly to definite dUferences of opinion
between the two philosophers. Democritus seems to have

.. had a real interest in these subjects, a much greater respect
for views developed since the time of the Ionian school, and)

. '... as usual, considerable insight and boldness of speculation
'. '.' 'on his own account.

In the first place he reversed Leucippus' strange theory
I, as regards the relative position of the orbits of the heavenly
· bodies, and held that the moon is lowest J (i.e. nearest the
earth), then the sun, then the fixed stars; as for the planets

. they are not all at an equal height'. This was a definite
'. ". advance, and we may notice moreover the explicit distinction

··between fixed stars and planets, which seems to have been
'. unknown to Leucippus. That he also made use of his con

.' '. elusion to explain the apparent motions of the heavenly
, . . ,bodies is expressly explained by Lucretius,~ who tells us

'. that Democritus held that the nearer the orbit of a body to
.. ' ,the earth, the less it is affected by the whirl: 3 the motion of

,; ,the moon then is slowest, that of the sun next, and that of
;\ . . .. ,the fixed stars the fastest. Consequently by a common

.>," ,optical delusion the stars appear to us to be stationary, and
", ~Jlie sun and moon to be moving in the direction opposite to

that of their real motion, the moon faster than the sun. This
··~ery ingenious notion, which for long held its place in
,.astronomy, has a peculiar interest for us in that it accords

r Hipp. Rtf. i. 13; D.A. 40. :I v. 621 if.
3 quanto quaeque magis sint terram sidera propter,

tanto posse minus cum eaeH turbine ferri. 623-4.

,,'

1 Aet. ii. 4.9; D.A. 84. J Simpl. in Ar. d~ Cllt/O, A. 10.280; D.A. 8%.
3 This must, I think 1 be the meaning of TcFJ cip..Op.ip: the new world con~

structed out of the old atoms would be the same in substance, but its 'number',
so to speak, in the series of worlds would be different. We may compare the
famous phrase of Cicero, tit Nal. Dlor. i. 19.49, about the Epicurean gods:
'nec soliditate quadam nee ad numerum'. 4 cr. Lucr. iii. 847-5 1 •

14-8 DEMOCRITUS
its component atoms: they alone are eternal. That this final
dissolution may take place internally as the result of the
continuation of the process of decay is implied in the account,
but Democritus with a fine stretch of the imagination
conceives another possibility: just as the ordinary atomic
compound may be dissolved as the result of a (blow' which
severs the interlacings of its atoms, so the huge organism
of a world may be broken up by collision with another
world. The idea is not quite clear, but we are probably not
to conceive the worlds as moving in space-a notion for
which there is no evidence in the Atomists-but rather as
growing in bulk until they jostle a neighbouring world.
This seems to be the picture presented in another brief
account: I (a world is destroyed when a greater world over
comes a lesser': we may even conceive that the (greater
world' swallows up the component atoms of the smaller in
its own organism. Finally we have evidence of a still further
pursuit of his idea by Democritus in the notion that the
dissolved atoms of a broken world may possibly reunite
themselves to form another: 'the worlds of Democritus
change into other worlds made out of the same atoms: 1 the
worlds thus become the same in form, but not in individua
lity'.3 This speculation does not reappear with reference to
worlds, but it does curiously enough in connexion with the
human body 4-another proof of the analogous treatment
by the atomists of the organisms of the living body and the
world. I t is probable that the whole idea of growth, decay
and destruction was much more elaborated by Democritus
than our present accounts would lead us to suppose: there
is at any rate enough to show how much Epicurus owed to
him on this point, and to prove once again the audacitJ and
penetration of his speculation.
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exactly with the view which has been taken of the nature of
the. cosmic whirl, and affords another example of the
(re.slstance of the midd.le'. Demo~ritus. was evidently at
pains to accommodate hIS astronomIcal views to his general,
theory of the warld. '

With regard to the nature of the heavenly bodies too
tradition is similarly suggestive of Democritus' care for
general consistency. It will be remembered that Leucippus
had held that sun, moon, and stars were masses of matter
caught up from the exterior universe by the outer membrane
of the world and ignited by the rapidity of their motion in
the whirl. Democritus considers their structure from the
atomic point of view and decides that they are compounded
of smoot~and round.atoms,1 as i~ the soul.: the round shape)
as always In the atomiC theory, being associated with mobility
and consequently with fire. A curious and interesting pas
sa~e ~ seem~ to s~gges~ an a(ttempt to connect this new theory
with LeuclppuS notton: sun and moon have their own
characteristic motion: at first they had by no means a warm
nature, nor indeed generally speaking very bright) on the
contrary they resembled the nature of the earth. For each
of them first of all was brought into being by a separate
foundation (woftoA1J) of the world) and afterwards when the
orb of the sun 3 increased in siz.e, fire was taken into it'.
Leucippus' idea of the original earthy nature of sun and
moon is retained, but the change is produced not now by
rotation, but by the inclusion of the round atoms of fire.
The new notion is characteristic, if somewhat clumsy. The
statement of the doxographer 4 that the sun was according to
De~o~ritus ~ Ired-hot mass or a fiery stone' reads too
suspicIOusly lIke Anaxagoras though it would not be in
consistent with the general idea. More suggestive is a
remark of Cicero's5 that Democritus thought the sun was

I Di~g. Laert. ix. ++; D.A. I. :I Pluto S/rom. 7; D.A. 39.
J This I take to be the meaning of 7'oG 1TEPr. 7'01' 7jAI.OV KVKAotJ: cf. 1'fi

1T(pl. n]1I ')'fiv q,VC1f.L just above.
4 Aet. ii. 20. 7 ","vtJpov ~ 7iETPOV tJLC[,:rUPOV; D.A. 87.
s tlr Fill. i. 6. ZO; D.A. 87.
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'large', for it hints at a conflict with the view to which
£picurus was led by his insistence on the validity of the
evidence ofsense-perception. Two interesting notions about
the moon have come down to us, the one as short-sighted as
the other is penetrating. The first is an attempt at the
explanation of the light of the full moon: ·when she takes
up her position in a straight line with him who gives her
light (i.e. exactly between the earth and the sun) she takes
in and receives the sunlight: I so that it is natural that she
herself should be seen and show the sun through her

. ('8w4>alVEW)'. This extraordinary notion that the sun's light is
seen through the moon is severely criticized by Plutarch,
and contrasted unfavourably with the view of Empedocles,
who saw rightly enough that this was the position which
caused an eclipse of the sun: it does indeed seem strange
that Democritus, if he realized that the moon's light was
due to the suo, should nevertheless have invented a theory

'so perverse. On the other hand he seems to have answered
the problem why the moon looks so (earthy':Z (YEW07jS) with
singular perspicacity, saying that it was owing to 'the
shadoYI of the lofty parts in it: for the moon has glens and
valleys'. Almost equally striking is his theory of the Milky
Way, which he describes as (the joint rays of many tiny
continuous stars shining together owing to their dense
crowding'.3 A longer description is even more remarkable,
though, since it is attributed also to Anaxagoras, the credit
ought not perhaps to. be given to Democritus:

The Milky Way is the light of certain stars: for when the sun passes
at night under the earth, his light still falls on certain of the stars above
the earth: their proper light is then not seen, for it is impeded by the
rays of the sun. The shadow of the earth runs up in front of others
and keeps them in darkness so that they arc not caught by the light of
the Sun: the proper light of these stars is seen and they are the Milky
Way.4

This view undoubtedly influenced Democritus t notion of
1 Pluto tit Fill. in Orh. Lunar, 16. 929 C; D.A. 89 a.
1 Aet. ii. 30. 3; D.A. 90. ] Aet. iii. 1.6; D.A. 91.
4 Alex. in Arist. Mtlior. A. 8.345 a; D.A. 91•
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I Di~g. Laert. ix. ++; D.A. I. :I Pluto S/rom. 7; D.A. 39.
J This I take to be the meaning of 7'oG 1TEPr. 7'01' 7jAI.OV KVKAotJ: cf. 1'fi

1T(pl. n]1I ')'fiv q,VC1f.L just above.
4 Aet. ii. 20. 7 ","vtJpov ~ 7iETPOV tJLC[,:rUPOV; D.A. 87.
s tlr Fill. i. 6. ZO; D.A. 87.
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;A.naxagoras jointly with Democritus. The theory of the
origin of thunder and lightning is very elaborate and mark

:,oedly at variance with the crude ~oti~n of Leucippus: 't.hunder
,-'is caused by an uneven combInation of atoms forCIng the
."loud which encloses it in a downward direction: I lightning

.. ;'. ,.,' is a collision of clouds owing to which the fire-producing
~~ t;~:,::">: particles gat.her together. as th~y rub one another through
;J >,<,~":,::>,,.,the many VOid apertures Into a single spot and filter thr?ug~.

;, ~·~3·.~~· "'A thunderbolt IS produced when t~e down:ward m~tlon IS
~':;;~;' ';formed in a cloud by fire-prodUCing particles which are

:'-. "'~-ni}F.purer and fi,~er an~ more even and, as he writes himself,
_~;.~y:,~·close-fitted (1rVKVa.pp.oVa.). Waterspouts occur when com

~..,~;;;_:;'~,., .';binations of fire with more void are caught in places full
-; ·.·<t~ ',of void and in a kind of peculiar membrane which surrounds
.:;:}-:.:_:" them, and then forming into bodies owing to this mixture
- '\~-:::{\.Qf many elements, swoop down upon the deep: The indu
.' _:;-::;:i-'-;sion of thunderbolts and 'presters' is very characteristic of
.; :);,~m.'f~1he traditional meteorology, but the whole idea is once again
, ::~:}:_T'thought out in atomic terms. Of earthquakes he also gave
:.~':~,:~~'i';anexplanation: 'the earth is full of water and receives a
~I ":~:':\: :,' ·.large quantity of rain-water as well and is moved by this
:c:~}/:~ ...'means: for when the water is in excess and the hollow places
~~::{';<L:·:>cannot contain it, it forces its way out and so causes an
~':<?':earthquake'.~ In other parts of his works Democritus en

gaged in the ever-popular discussion in antiquity as to the
:cause of the Nile-floods,3 and, as a recently discovered
.papyrus has revealed to us, attempted an explanation of

..s~lt-springs.4 In a separate treatise he gave a detailed exposi
.; ,.-~.c:." bon of the magnet, the gist of which is that like always

__ ,:~- <. i," attracts like: 5 iron and the magnet are constructed of similar
1-:~~-:(atoms: they tend then towards each other and when they
.i ?::::.::§;,.:ar: close the atoms rush from one to the other and fill up

':; 'f\>,'L~'VOld spaces, so that they hold the two substances in contact.
.:~ ;;~:.'.~:.: ;~"" :

J Agathem. i. I. 2; D.B. J S'
3 Aet. iii. 12. 2; D.A. 96.
3 Aet. iii. 13. 4; D.A. 9S'
4 Alex. in Arist. Meteor. A. 6. 34-2 b; D.A. 92.
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the shape of the earth. He definitely deserted Leucippus'
idea of its 'tambourine-shape' and said that it was 'long_
shaped (7TPOP.~KrJS), the length being one and a half times
the breadth',I a formation which would suit the general·:
contour of the Milky Way. It looks once again as jf he Were
trying to work his detailed account of the world into a
consistent whole, instead of the rather haphazard jumble of
notions which had satisfied Leucippus. He followed him
however in holding that the earth was tilted down towards
the south because the atmosphere there was weaker::l lfor
in the north it is unmixed, but mixed in the south, therefore
the earth is weighed down in this part, where it is more
luxuriant in fruits and produce.' Whether he used this
tilting of the earth, like Leucippus, to explain night and
eclipses we have no information: the theory of the Milky
Way seems to suggest a more rational view of the sun's daily
'revolution', but his strange notion of the moon's light looks
as if Democritus had not advanced much farther than
Leucippus in determining the cause of eclipses. The state
ment that the earth 'was at first wandering because of its
smallness and lightness,3 but in time became thick and heavy
and came to a standstill', is exactly in harmony with the
theory of the whirl. Altogether the account of the heavenly
bodies is a curious combination of insight and stupidity, but
at least it seems more consistent both with itself and with
Atomism generally than the crude jumble of ideas attributed
to Leucippus.

Democritus dealt further with certain phenomena of sky
and earth, which may most conveniently be considered here.
Comets 4 he curiously explained as an optical illusion pro
duced when two planets are so near together as to produ~e

the 'joint-appearance' (crop.tpaa,s) of a single body. ThiS
notion is obviously connected closely with the theory of the
Milky Way and it is significant that it too is attributed to
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by Lucretius. J Besides this guess at the origin of our first
: ; arents, there are plentiful details as to his theories. of
.,. Peneration and conception %. and o~ the process of ~estatl0n
,I; { g d the nourishment of the Infant In the womb 3 whIch show

~'! i, I a~ any rate acute conjecture: his followers seem ~o h~ve
'I '~eglected inquiry on this head. A c';lrious .line 0'£ In.qulry

which he seems also to have rursued IS the Investigation of
symptoms of the survival 0 sensation in the body for a

.' while after the moment of death: 4 his inference would un-
. ;i" doubtedly have been to the wholly material character of the
~> soul and its gradual dissolution like that of any other

, : ;,~' decaying atomic compoun~. .
~Tith regard to other animals we.have eVIdence of. elabo-

I ' rate theories advanced by Democntus as to the blrth of
mules,5 the growth of the horns of cattle and stags~6 and

'"even on such apparently minute and obscure tOpICS. as
,spiders and their webs,7 the eyes of owls,S and t~e crowmg

, ~,of cocks.9 Another whole book w~s devoted to .seeds ~nd

plants and fruits', and we have e':Idence of an tnteres~lng

theory that plants which grow straIght up .ar~ shorter-hved
than those which grow crooked10 because It IS less easy f~r

the sap to run above the ground than among the roots: th~s

certainly looks as if it were deduced from the general atomIC
'theory of motion. Finally there is a th~ory th~t even ~t~nes II

have ·souls' which are the cause of their shapmg: thIS is not
of course a return to Ionian hylozoism, but rather a pure~y
materialistic view that ·life' cannot be supposed to begm
~uddenly in the organic world. ~t is not without inter~st

,1n view both of the system of Eplcurus and of the theones
-of some modern physiologists.:', ..', .

I ~". . :.

:\: ' , ~ " ,

154 DE MOCRITUS
Here, as in the cosmogony, we see that the attraction of the
old notion of ·like to like' is strong on Democritus, but onCe
again his ideas of atomic shape and size give it a new
plausibility. These miscellaneous theories are not perhaps
of much value in themselves, but they started certain per-'
rnanent topics of atomic speculation and reveal the ori~in

of much of that odd conglomeration of discussions which
is so prominent in the second letter of Epicurus and the
sixth book of Lucretius.

Another great departme~t of inquiry which 1?em~critus
pursued 'with the greatest Interest and elaboration IS that
of zoology and physiology. Thrasyllus records three books
on these subjects and it so happens that a very considerable
body of information J has come down to us as to Democritus'
theories. It is hard to find in them anything specially atomic
and his speculations were no doubt inspired by the same
contemporary interest in these matters which gave Anaxa
goras the starting-point in physiology for his main theory
of the constitution of matter. But there is nothing in the
views recorded which is inconsistent with Atomism and it
may be taken as certain that Democritus took as much pains
to accommodate his theories here to his main principles as
he did in the department of Astronomy. The extraordinary
width of his interest and the vividness of his insight into
detail is again apparent. ~ith regard to .human physi?logy
perhaps the most interestlng statement IS that he beheve~

men were originally sprung from ·water and mud': % that IS
to say, as another account suggests,3 that they came from
the earth, but it was the moist element in it which was the
efficient cause. We seem here to be half-way between the
old mythological story of Prometheus and the elaborate
Epicurean idea of the birth ofanimals and men from ·wombs
rooted in the ground': 4 moreover the hint that he compared
the creation ofworms from moist earth 5 suggests the origin
of an argument which was ultimately to be worked to death

I See D.A. 139-64. 3 Censor. 4.9; D.A. I39.
3 Aet. v. [9. 6; D. ibid. 4 Lucr. v. 801 ir.
s Lact. /rill. Jif). vii. 7. 9; D. ibid.
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DEMOCRITUS

§ 6. The soul, sensation, and thought
(a) Soul and mind.

Democritus inherited from Leucippus the general con
ception that the soul (r/rox!l) or vital principle was corporeal,
that it was of the nature of fire and was, like fire, composed
of spherical atoms) for they were the most mobile. These
ideas Democritus retained unmodified, but some of the
notices on the point are interesting, for they serve at once
to bring out the essentially material nature of the conception,
and also point to a dawning sense of its difficulties. In his
summary of Democritus' doctrines Diogenes l has the some
what startling statement: 'the sun and moon are composed
of smooth and spherical particles, and likewise the soul'.
The soul that is, is fiery in its nature, therefore it must be
composed of the same kind of particles as the fiery heavenly
bodies: the presence of the spherical particles give to both
their characteristics. Even more astonishing seems the
statement of a late authority~ that 'there is a soul in the
stone', which is supported by the assertion of Aetius 3 that
'Democritus said that all things have a share in some kind
of soul' (t/roxfjs ?Tows). At first sight this looks more like the
doctrine of the Stoic school and even seems to anticipate
the ideas of modern thinkers about 'mind-stufI") but Demo
critus probably meant little more by it than that there was
present in all things a certain portion of the spherical particles
which could produce either fire or the soul, so that in a
potential sense they too had a soul. The idea is striking but
in reality purely material. Hardly less remarkable is a state
ment made by Aristotle 4 in reference to Democritus, 'some
have thought the soul is fire: for fire too has the finest parts
and is the most bodiless (ciuwfLa:Tov) of all the elements and

I D.L. ix. ++; D.A. I. It is noticeable that the word used here is OyKWV,

not ~T6#LW", and it may be that Democritus was thinking not of spherical
atoms, but of spherical atomic nuclei. There is good reason for believing
that this was the idea of Epicurus.

JAlbert Magn. dt Lapid. I. I. 4-; D.A. 16+.
3 Aet. iv. +.7; D.A. 117.
~"t dni11l1J, A. z. +05 & 5; D.A. 101.
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more than anything else is moved and moves other things'.
We may perhaps accept the view of a commentator 1 on this
assage that 'the term Hbodiless" is not used in its full sense

{for none of them would say that) but meanin~ that among
. ';bodies it is bodiless owing to the fineness of Its parts'. If

Aristotle is quoting Democritus and he himself used the
,1". .. word 'bodiless' in however a metaphorical sense, we may
. !,'." . imagine that even in his mind there was arising something
'«e',:...: 'of the doubt as to the full capacity of any known material

substance to produce the soul, which led subsequently to
Epicurus' a~sumpti0!1~ .of the 'nameless' elem~nt in the soul.
Be this as It may, It IS clear ~hat Democntus took o~er

'. Leucippus' account of the soul s structure, and that WIth
regard to the corporeal nature of the soul he was equally
explicit. This ~u~t not be f~rgotten.whe~ we; come to deal
with the more IntrIcate questIons which anse In reference to
his rsychology: the more m~teria~ t~e interp:etation given

'. to hiS statements, the more hkely It IS to be right.
Where is this soul, and what are its functions? It has

been seen that little more can be safely attributed to
Leucippus than that i~ is ~n the body and is the cause of.the
body's motions.3 ThiS view was also held by DemocrItus

..,and can now be defined more closely: 'the soul moves the
body in which it is situated, even as it is moved itsele.4

From an interesting passage in Lucretius 5 we learn that
Democritus supposed that it was distributed over the body,
soul-atoms and body-atoms being placed in alternate juxta-

.: ;~,:, position, a very exact conception, which Epicurus was subse
quently at pains to refute. Thus disposed in the body the
soul 6 moves it doubtless in the same mechanical manner as
was conceived by Leucippus; 'it is capable of movement
because of the smallness of its parts and their shape': 7 the

I Pnilop., ad loc.; D.A. 101. :: See Part II, Chap. VIII, pp. 390 fro
3 See Chap. II, § 5.
4 Arist. J~ Anima, A. 3.4°6 b 15; D.A. 104.

.s iii. 370 fro
6 Arist. d~ Anima, I.e. ~ cf. ibid. A. 5. +09 a 32 i D.A. 104 a.
7 Ibid. 405 a 5; D.A. lor.
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§ 6. The soul, sensation, and thought
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, squeezes them out,. he says that respiration comcs in to help. For in the

}:.., ; air is a great quanuty ofatoms such as he calls 'mmd' and 'soul'; when
'I ,.', 'then a creature breathes and the air enters in, these come in too and

,
If'' 'arrest the squeezing motion and prevent the soul in the animals passing'l':. out. And this is why life and death depend upon respiration and ex

, piration. For when the pressure of surrounding matter prevails and
'can no longer be checked by what comes in from without, as the

creature cannot breathe, then death results. For death is the depar
", :',' ture ofatoms of this shape from the body owing to the pressure of their

;, surroundings.

, This passage suggests two further points of importance.
i In the first place the account of death is more explicit than
,f: 'in anything attributed to Leucippus. All through life the

! ,,' soul-atoms are carrying on a kind of contest with the body
:' ,atoms which tend to squeeze them out in expiration: but in

, :; ';,:' return fresh soul-atoms are taken in as we breathe from the
'," outer air. At last the contest proves unequal, the soul

' ..atoms are breathed out, no more can be taken in, and the
body deprived of the soul, which gave it life and sensation,

,, '.':' perishes. This account must be at once modified and supple-
mented by a curious theory attributed to Democritus J that
even (the dead parts of bodies have a share in sensation,

. ,,~ecause they clearly always h~ve a share in something that
IS warm and capable of sensation, when the greater part is

:breathed.forth'. That is to say that even when the soul has
·.··so effectIvely been squeezed out of the body that death
_ens~es, .t~ere y~t lurk In the body enough spherical particles

. ',': ' to give It In a faint measure warmth and sensation. The idea
, ' - w~ich cl~arly emphasizes the material picture~ in Demo~

, cr~tus' mind, may be compared with his statement that 'all
i,thtngs have a share in soul t,2 and is said to have been used
"~Y him a.s an explanation of stories of the restoration of the

.: 'dead to hf~: 3 'for not even death, it seems, was a quenching
,:,: ,:ob'f all the hfe of the body, but life was let go owing to some

.~ ,low perhaps or wound, but the bonds of the soul about the
':lllarrow still remained rooted and the heart kept the fire of

.I I A •et.lV. 4. 7; D.A. 117. i Above, p. 156.
J Procl. in R~mp. ii. 113. 6; D.B. 1.
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~pherical sh!1pe is ~gain c~nceived of as the most mobile and
It communIcates Its motIons to the body in which it is
situated. Aristotle adds a curious illustration: 'he says that
Daedalus made his wooden Aphrodite a moving figure bYl
pouring in molten silver; J similarly Democritus too speaks
for he says that the indivisible spheres (se. the spherical
p~rticles) move, because it is their nature never to remain
still, and drag along with them and set in motion the whole
?ody'.. The motion of the soul-atoms actually sets the body
In motIon.

But this ~s. not the sale fu~c!ion of t~e so~l, for, although
our authorItIes are not exphclt on this pOInt, Democritus
must also have held that the contact with external bodies
moves the soul in the body and so causes sensation. This
becomes clearer when we pass to the discussion of the means
of knowledge, but we may quote for it at the moment a
criticism of Arist?tle,', ~hich brings ~u~ very clearly the
corporeal conceptIon: since the soul IS In all the sentient
body? there must be two ~odi:s in the .same place, if the
soul IS a sort of body (uwp.a or,). There IS here at least the
~erm of the later Epi~ur~an idea of the soul by its presence
in the body communIcating sensation to the body, and the
notio!,! of the 'two bodies'3 shows how completely the
atomIsts thought of the soul as corporeal in the same sense
as any other part of the body. The same idea is illustrated
in an elaboration 4 attributed to Democritus of Leucippus'
notion of respiration, which shows clearly how he conceived
the relation of the soul-atoms to those of body:

Democritus says that as the result of respiration something occurs to
those who breathe, for he argues that it prevents the soul from being
squeezed out of the body.... He says that the soul and the warm are
identical, the first forms of the spherical. When then these atoms are
being crowded together owing to the surrounding matter which

J apyvpoll XVTOJI here may possibly mean 'quicksilver'.
~ Ibid. A. 5. 409 a 32; D.A. 10+ a.
) Aristotle's difficulty is surely solved by Democritus' idea (Lucr. iii. 370 ff.)

that soul- and body-atoms are distributed alternately.
4 Arist. dl Rtsp. 4. +71 b 30; D.A. 106.
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life stored up in the depth; and because these remained the
body regained the extinguished life and proved sufficient
for the recreation of sou1.' We may perhaps compare the
account given by Lucretius I of the remnants of life in the
limbs of warriors cut off in battle.

So th~ body dies and the ~oul likewise perishes, for
the mobIle round atoms are dispersed in the outer air
indeed, they are not even breathed out all at once or i~
conjunction. It is not therefore surprising to find that
Democritus,2 like Leucippus, held 'that the soul was mortal
(~8aP'"1') and was destroyed with the body', though in fact
this momentous conclusion receives but little notice in the
authorities.

Not less noticeable in the account of respiration is the
incidental identification of 'mind' and 'soul', for here we
come upon a cardinal point. Both the distinction and the
identification are important, and are vouched for in many
quotations: 'Democritus', says Aristotle,3 'said simply that
soul and mind are the same" and the phrase is repeated in
later commentators. First as to the distinction: the sou]
{t/roX!1} was thought, as has been seen, to he distributed over
the body and to be the cause of sensation and of movement:
the mind (vaGs) on the other hand is considered rather as an
aggregate of unmixed soul-atoms, situated in some one part
of the body, and to be the cause and seat of thought. This
was a traditional conception among the physiologists but
here for the first time becomes explicit in atomic terms. In
what part of the body the mind was situated was a matter
of controversy among philosophers, but we may feel sure
that Democritus was in accord with the general atomic
tradition that it was in the breast: 'Democritus and Epicurus
said that the soul was of two parts, having both the reasoning
part (TO AOYUCOV) situated in the breast (8wpaf) and the un
reasoning (TO ciAoyov) scattered all through the compound. of

1 iii. 642 fr.
1 Aet. iv. 7. 4; D.A. 109.

3 de Anima, A. 2.4°+ a. 27; D.A. 101: cr. Philopon. in loc., p. 71. 19;
D.A. II3.
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the body: I The statement here is loose, for the Atomists
would not have spoken of the soul as having 'two parts' and
the terms ·reasoning' and ·unreasoning' belong to a later
stage of thought, but the general idea of the distinction
between 'soul' and 'mind' is clear, and the statement as to
the seat of the soul unequivocal. By his identification of
'mind' and 'soul' Democritus meant simply that they were
of the same atomic composition: the spherical particles which
distributed in the body formed the soul, were gathered to
gether unmixed, as Epicurus later explained, in the breast
and so produced that complex form of sensation which is
called thought. For, as will be seen later on, Democritus
made the complementary identification of sensation and
thought: the two processes being due to the movement of
similar particles were in fact the same.

This account of the soul is of great interest and impor
tance. It was a first attempt to think out on atomic lines
what must always be the most difficult problem for any
purely materialistic philosophy, how can sensation and
thought and the instruments with which they are performed
be explained on a purely corporeal basis? Democritus'
answer was tentative and crude and left much to be worked
out more completely by Epicurus, but it had laid down the
lines for him, and the difficulties which it left over are not
more insuperable than those which must be met by any
modern attempt to explain the action of the senses and the
mind on rigidly material assumptions.

I Aet. iv. 4.6; D.A. 105. Aetius'statement in another passage (hr. 5.1;
D. ibid.) that Democritus held with Hippocrates and Plato that the mind was
in the brain must be a mistake. Still less probable is the statement of Scxt. vii.
34-9; D.A. 107, that some following Democritus said that the 8ulvOLu
(incidentally not a Democritean term) was in the whole body. Goedecke
meyer (p. 54) is inclined to think that Dcmocritus made no real distinction
at all between a perceptive and a rational clement, but this is really implied
i~ his usc of the words rJroX~ and voils, of which there can be no doubt. Men
tIon may just be made of an unauthoritative statement in Hippocr. 23.1 if.;
D.C. 6, that Democritus placed the seat of thought in the brain, of anger in
the heart, and of desire in the liver.

l:,·
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(b) Sensation, the senses, and thought.
In .regard to sensation Democritus appears even more

conspicuously as the elaborator of th: ideas of Leucippus,l
who had apparently been content wIth the general notion
that the .soul was the cause of sensation in the body, though
h~ .had mvented the theory of the 'idols' as the cause of
VISion and the cause of thought in the mind. Democritus
followed up these clues with much detailed speculation as
regards the individual senses and their relation to their
objects.

As regards sensation in general we have two interesting
~tatements as to his views. In the first place we are told 1 that
It was brought about by a process of 'change' or 'alteration'
(-rep ~otO~(78cu.), which is quite consistent with the generally
n:atertal view of the Atomists: the object from without im
PIng~s on a.toms ?~ soul in the body and disturbs them,
altenng. their P?S~tlons, an~ then, as the naive simplicity
of atomiC matenahsm puts It, 'sensation follows'. Here we
have t~e germ of ~he ela?orate description of the genesis of
sensation by atomic motion described by Lucretius. 3

Th~ sec~>nd ,statement is the very basis of all atomic
s;ns~tl0~ahs~: . they make all the objects of sense touchable
(a1T"Ta): 4 If this IS so, each of the other senses is a kind of
touch'. In a purely material system there can be no form
of communicati~n between. one body and another except
that of contact: If the sphertcal atoms of the soul are to be
set in motion, it can only be by the touch of another atomic
compound. This idea undoub~edly lies at the basis of all

I See pp. 101-6.

~ Th~ophr. dt S:111U, 49; D.A. 135- Theophrastus raises the question
w~lch Side Democntus wo~ld take in the question debated by the earlier
phtloso~hers v;rhether sensatlo~ was caused by 'the like' or 'the unlike', and
sets against thIS statement, which tells in favour of the unlike Democritus'
statement that 'that which acts and that which suffers are alike' (cf. Arist.
dt. Gtn. tt cor:. A. 7-.323 b; D.A. 63). But probably Democritus did not
raIse the question to himself at all.

l iii. 246 fT.
-4 Arist. de Selllu, 4. 442 a 29; D.A. 119.
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the theories of 'idols' and 'efHuences' which we meet in the
account of the other senses, and to the end the Atomists t felt
a certain security about the sense of touch which they did
not always feel about sight or hearing.

This being so, it might have been expected that Demo
critus would have devoted some consideration to the sense
of touch itself, but beyond a single passage 1. dealing with
the sens~tions of hot and cold,. from which it appears that
DemOCt;ltus referred them to differences of size and shape
in the atoms composing the object, we have no indication
th~~ ~e discussed it, ~nd Theophrastus 3 in his detailed
crItICIsm of the sensation-theory passes it over unnoticed.
This notable omission was no doubt in part due to the same
naive spirit of common sense which prompted Democritus
in another context 4 to say 'a man is that which we all know'.
It may be also, as a recent critic has suggested,S that he was
half-conscious that the fundamental problem of touch would

t, raise in an acute form the ultimate difficulty of the relation
between the physical contact and the psychical sensation.
At any rate it is clear that in his account of the other senses
his chief concern is always to provide for contact and that
this not infrequently gave him trouble.

It is obvious that the sense nearest akin to simple touch
is taste, for in taste parts of the body-the tongue and the
palate-are brought into immediate contact with the object.
They. therefore perceive it, just as any part of the body
perceives an object which touches it, but that is not all. In
somet~ingof the same way as the body may have an added
sensation of hot or cold from the object touching it, so the
tongue and palate have the further sensation which we
denote by the epithets, sweet, bitter, sour, salt, &c. Now

Z Cf. e.g. Lucr. ii. 4-34-5,
tactus enim, tactus, pro divum numina saneta,
corporis est sensus.

~ Simpl. in Ar. dt Cat/o, r. I. 299. D.A. 120.

1 tit SinIU, 49 fr.; D.A. 135.

d d
4. D.B. 165. We may compare Lucr. i. 4ZZ 'corpus enim per se communis

e leat esse sensus'.
5 Beare, GrUR Thtoriu of Eltmelltary Cognition, p. 183.
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(b) Sensation, the senses, and thought.
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It is evident that the sense of sight is by no means so easy
to reduce to terms of touch: the object that you see does not
touch your eye and a less immediate form of contact must
be found. Leucippus,4 as has been seen, explained sight by
the notion of 'images' or 'idols' (d3wMt), which were con
stantly being thrown off the surface of things, and travelling
through the air came into contact with the eye and by
stirring the soul-atoms there produced the sensation of sight
much as the direct touch of an external body could give the
sensation of hot or cold. The authorities 5 who attribute this
theory to Leucippus, assign it also to Democritus, and we
find it again in this comparatively simple form in Epicurus.
The idea of contact is preserved and touch is still the cause

.: } ".
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or indeed in the same individual at different times. Hence
what is sweet to one animal may seem bitter to another and
the same man may differ in his judgement of taste in health
and in sickness. 'We must know', says Theophrastus,1 'not

.. merely the active thing but the passive, especially as "the
. same taste does not appear the same to all", as Democritus

says.' For there is nothing to prevent what is sweet to us
being bitter to some other animals.' In another passage:l he

• < gives the physical explanation: ' it is of importance into what
.- conditions of body (E~W) it enters: for this too makes no small

difference, because the same thing sometimes produces
'., opposite effects and opposite things the same'. The sub

jective element in taste is thus greatly emphasized and a real
and permanent correspondence between object and per
cipient considerably endangered. Hence arises the famous
saying of Democritus,3 which will have to be examined when
we come to his metaphysical theory: ' Sweet is by convention
(vo~) and bitter is by convention.' There are signs of a

. ... "possible divergence between sensation and truth.
~

t,;· : ~t CSauJ. Plant. vi. 2.1; D.A. 130.
t tnsu, 67; D.A. 135.

3 Sext. adfJ. Math. vii. 136; D.B. 9.
4 See Chap. II. § 5. p. 103.
5 Aet. iv. 13. I; Alex. dt 8msu, 24. 14 i 56. 12; D. (Leucippus) 29-
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these are no~ propert~es or qualities of the atoms, for their
only properties are SIze, shape, and, in the cosmic whirl
weight. Nor are they, according to Democritus, qualitie~
inhe~ent in t~~ atomic co~pounds: 'none of the other per
ceptible quahtles I (sc. beSides the three primary properties)
exists b~ nature, but they are ~11 ~xperiences (1Ta.8TJ) of the
sense as It changes, and from thIS anses the sense-perception
(!fxtvraalay. This idea is of great importance for the under
standing of Democritus' sensation-theory: difference of
!as.te is purely subjective and is not inherent in the object:
It IS brought about by the 'change I in the position of the
soul-atoms in the tongue and palate.
. Bu~ it is not for that reaso~ arbitrary: it is caused by, and
IS, as It were, the .reflex of ~Ifferences ~f size and shape in
the atoms composmg the object. In this point Democritus
was .apparently greatly interested and worked out in full
detaIl the effect on taste of the different atomic shapes and
sizes. Sharp .taste,:l for instance, is produced by small and
fine atoms 'With many corners and bends', which penetrate
the body and :warm it by producing voids in it; 'for that which
has. m?st VOIds most easily becomes warm'. Sweet taste
agaIn IS due to round and n~t part!cularly small shapes, for
they penetrate the body b~t not VIolently or very quickly'.
In the. same way Democrltus explained the minute differ
ences In shape which cause the finer distinctions between
the sour, the bitter, the salt, and the pungent.

Now here it is obvious that we have a far more elaborate
me~han~sm than in the simple sense of touch, and the con
nexion IS far le~s close. For ~he differe~c~ in shape in the
atoms ?~ the object p~oduces In the perCIpIent not a simple
recogmtlOn of such differences, but a difference in his own
purely subjective sensation of taste. Moreover there is
h~re a further possibility of failure of correspond:nce. The
differe!1ce .of sensati~~ in the percipient is produced by an
alteration m the pOSItiOns of the soul-atoms in tongue and
palate. But these may already differ in different individuals

I T~eophr. dt 8mlu, § 63; D.A. 135: cf. also § 60.
2 Ibid., § 65 : cf. Theophr. dt Caus. Plant. vi. 1.6; D.A. 129.
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of sensation, but the interven tion of the 'idols' I clearly leaves
room fOf the possibility of errOf, as the 'image' may be dis~

torted in transit. The difficulties which beset the theory at
the outset are many and obvious: Aristotle 2 for instance
raises the question why the eye alone should see and not other
parts of the body which contain soul-atoms; Theophrastus 3

asks pertinently how two people could see each other, for
their 'idols', when they are looking at one another, must
collide: Aristotle 4 again ridicules Democritus' statement
that if only there were void and nothing else between, we
could see 'whether there was an ant in heaven' I These are
superficial difficulties, but they point to an underlying
weakness.

There is however evidence to show that Democritus him
self, in part perhaps aware of some of these difficulties and
in part wishing to attach himself to earlier theories of vision,
broke away from the strict atomic tradition and elaborated
the crude conception of Leucippus. It seems clear 5 that he
started from the idea of older thinkers that what is actually
seen is the image (EJJ4a.alS) in the pupil of the eye, and
decided that this 'image' 6 was something hard (OT€pEov)which
entered the 'moist' (VypOv) formatioh of the eye, and could
so easily impress itself. 'For this reason', Theophrastus tells
us in an account which seems to retain some of Democritus'
own technical words, 'moist eyes are better than dry eyes
for seeing, since the outer coat (xt'Tcf..v) is very thin and com
pact (1TvKVoTaTos), but the inner parts very spongy (aofLif>o.')
and empty of compact and hard flesh, but full of thick and
smooth moisture, while the veins in the eyes are straight
and devoid of moisture, so that they are of like shape with
(0P-Ol7XJ1fLove'iv) the impressions. For everything best recog
nizes what is akin to it (ora op.6c/>v>..a).' All this seems to bear

I Elym. Gtn.; D.B. 123 suggests that Democritus called the 'idols' by the
characteristic title 8E[KEAov.

:l dt .Smsu, 2. 4-38 as; D.A. IZ I: cr. Theophr. tit 8(l1SU, S-t-; D.A. 135·
3 Ibld. 52. 4 dt Anima, B. 7. 4-19 a 15; D.A. 122.
5 arETat 70 opal' Etvac. ~v €p.t/xtcnv, Arist. tit SnIJU, 2. 4-38 a 6; D.A.

121 : cr. Theophr. dt SinJU, SO; DA. 135.
6 Theophr. ibid.
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the mark of Democritus' close interest in details, and we
may notice that his idea of the hard and dry 'icols' falling on
the hard and dry veins and so being recognized by them
bears out his general view that 'that which acts and that

.- which is acted upon are alike and the same'.I It is the action
., .. ofJike on like.

But what is this 'image' in the eye? Theophrastus 1 gives
his account: 'the image (EJl4WJt~) is not produced directly
in the pupil (K6(Y1}), but the air between the eye and the thing

.. seen is contracted and stamped (UVaT£AMjLEVOV 'TV7Touu8o.l.) by
the object seen and the seer; for from everything there is

('. J' always taking place some effluence (d,'7TOPPO~V)'. He 3 goes on
to explain that the image thus stamped on the air is not
broken up (8pVm-€u8a.t), as the impression (tvnmwats) is like
one made on wax. The idea seems to be that the 'effluences'
from eye and object meet and contract a portion of the air
into a kind of waxy solid on which is then impressed the
outline of the object: the image thus formed enters the eye

, Cand causes vision. The account is not above suspicion: it
, seems to be unsupported and one may well suppose that the
. .idea of the contribution of the percipient to the formation

of the image may be derived from the theory ofPlato,4 based
in its turn on Empedocles' view, but there seems no reason to
doubt that Democritus held the notion of the 'impression'
(clwemmwac.s) as the cause of the image in the pupil, and it is
borne out by his corresponding theory of hearing. If we are
to conjecture his reason for this elaborate idea, it was pro
bably that he saw that the objects of sense are in three
dimensions, or as he would have said 'solid', whereas the
image in the eye is of two dimensions, as he might have said
'flat': the transition then must be made somewhere in transit
~etween the object and the eye and the formation of an
"Impression' will account for it.

But how can this idea be reconciled with the traditional
atomic notion of the 'idols', which Democritus is said to

l Arist. dt Gtn. ~J Corr. A. 7.323 b; D.A. 63.
~ at SinIU, So t D.A. 135. 3 51.
4 Tim. +5 b. See p. 5+.
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have held? We have no information on the point and can
only suppose, if he did indeed hold the two theories Con
currently, that the 'idol' was in fact the 'effluence' from the
object-still in three dimensions-and that it formed the
two-dimensional impressions on the air. If so, there seem
t~ be new sources of error opened: the 'idol' itself may be
dls~orted in transit, it may produce an incorrect 'impression'
?f Itself, and t~~ 'impression' again may be distorted before
It becon:es the Image' in the pupil. But we must be content
to be.Without s~~cient knowledge on this point:. what is
clear IS that the Impression' theory seemed to Eplcurus to
be .too compli.cated and that he returned to the simpler
notion of LeUClppUS that it was the 'idol' itselfwhich entered
the eye.

There is a fur.th~r point as regards vi~ion which le~ds to
~ very characteristically Democritean piece of analysIs. If
It is as~e~ what it is that sight tells us about an object, the
answer IS In !he first place its size and shape. Now these 3:re
real properties of the compound object, as they are of Its
component atoms. But sight also gives us the sensation of
colour, and colour is not, according to Democritus, any
more than taste, a quality of things: 'he says', Aristotle I tells
us, 'tha.t c~lour d.oes not exist'; it has not, that is to say, ~e
real objective eXistence of shape and size. It is then, hke
taste, an 'experience of the sense' 2 a sensation caused by the
'alteration~ of the soul-atom in the eye of the percipient due
to the particular conformation of the object. Now differences
of taste were caused mainly by differences in the shape of
the atoms combining to form the object: differences of
colour Democritus 3 seems rather to have attributed to their
'position' (rpo1T'l7'). The turning of the component atoms

I tit Gtn.tJ Carr.A. 2.316 a I; D.A. 123:cf. Aet.i. 15. 8 ; D.A. 125.
, 1Ta~O) rij) aluthJl1€wS, Theophr. tit St1IIU, 61; D.A. J 35.
3 ~st. I.c. Tpcnrjj yap Xpwp.a:rltEuOa,. This is of course based on

LeUClPPUS' account of the three 'differences' of the atoms. Aet. i. J 5. 8
introduces here all the three 'differences' of order, shape, and position
(8,a'Ta",q. pv91J.ck. TP~m7), ~u t he is speaking rather of qualities in gen-:ral,
and we may accept ArIStotle s statement that difference ofcolour was speCially
produced by difference in position.
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upside-down or through a right angle would, that i~, .pro
duce a different effect of colour on the eye of the perclple~t.

This general idea Democritus worked out at great length I.n
a detailed analysis of the various colours and the atomiC
conformations which caused them. Theophrastus' account I

. is again open to suspicion because it attributes difference of
colour to difference of shape in the atoms rat~er than to
difference of position, but it gives the general notion, and we
may well suppose that Democritus admitted the influence
of shape as well as that of position. There were, he held,
four primary colours, white, black, red, and green.1 T~e
sensation of white was caused by smooth atoms, but It
varied in brightness and dullness according to their arrange
ment (e.g. 'crumbling and fria~le ~hite o?jects .a~e made of
atoms round indeed, but slanting In their POSItion to one
another', which brings out the idea of position v~ry clearly),
black is produced by 'rough, angular, and unhke' atoms;

I red by 'the same atoms as heat (sc. spherical), but la:ger', and
green by a different arrangeme~t of atoms and. VOId. From
these primary colours by combinatIon Den:ro~ntus deduced
a detailed scheme of secondary colours: It IS not easy to
follow out, largely because of our ignorance of t~e exact
shades of colour denoted by the Greek words, but It seems
clear that it is not based on any practical cons.ideratio~ of the
mixing of paints, but merely on the a~sthetlc sensatlo~s of
the percipient in looking at natural objects) In all thiS we
have a further example of Democritus' diligence in .the
working out of minutiae, but we are unfortunately left With
out any indication as to the relation of this theory of colour
to the general theory of vision. We do not know how the
arrangements and positions of the atoms in the objects were

I tit Stnsu, 73-8; D.A. 135.
.' X'\wpov, the light-green of young plants. Modem critics have.accepted

Dlels' substitution of X'\wpov for WX"oll throughout the passage In Thea
phrastus on the ground that it works out more satisfactorily and that WXPOII ~as
due to confusion with the colour-theory of Empedocles : see Dyroff., op. Cit.,
p. 179, n. I.

] So Drroff, 0p. cit., p. 179, in a most interesting appendix on Democritus'
colour-system, pp. J76-8+.
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I tit Gtn.tJ Carr.A. 2.316 a I; D.A. 123:cf. Aet.i. 15. 8 ; D.A. 125.
, 1Ta~O) rij) aluthJl1€wS, Theophr. tit St1IIU, 61; D.A. J 35.
3 ~st. I.c. Tpcnrjj yap Xpwp.a:rltEuOa,. This is of course based on

LeUClPPUS' account of the three 'differences' of the atoms. Aet. i. J 5. 8
introduces here all the three 'differences' of order, shape, and position
(8,a'Ta",q. pv91J.ck. TP~m7), ~u t he is speaking rather of qualities in gen-:ral,
and we may accept ArIStotle s statement that difference ofcolour was speCially
produced by difference in position.
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shaken, the beans and the peas and so on will collect apart.
All this is undoubtedly Democritean in argument, I and the
idea seems to be that the sound particles like the effluence

,'j: from the objects of vision, or their 'idols', make 'air-im
pressions'. These disperse and travel in all directions, and
then, to continue the account from another source,2 'the air
enters into the empty space and causes a movement; it enters
equally all over the body,3 but chiefly and above all through
the ears, because there it traverses most void and lingers

> (81.ap.tp.v€t) least. For this reason we do not perceive sound in
the rest of our body, but only in the ears. And when it is
once inside, it is quickly dispersed (equably through the
body and does not fall outside it4)'. The theory thus
enunciated seems to give a very close parallel to the account
of vision, and the parallel is strengthened by the working
out which follows of the most favourable conditions for
hearing: S 'we hear most acutely, if the outer coat (xl.'Twv) is
dense, and the veins empty and as free as possible from
moisture and porous (€VrP']'Ta) throughout all the body, and
specially the head and the ears, ... for thus the sound would
come in all together (tiOpoov) as though entering through
much void which is porous and free from moisture'. Again
the account is not without ambiguity and confusion, but
it shows Democritus' love of the working out of detail. A
commentator 6 asks contemptuously how 'a few fragments of
breath could fill a theatre which seats JO,OOO" but his com...
ment seems inappreciative, and Democritus' aecount, de
spite its elaboration, goes nearer to solve the problem than
the traditional atomic view. At the same time we must
again notice that the introduction of a medium in the 'air-

I Cf. the similar fragment of Democritus in Sext. ildv. Math. vii. 116;
D.B. ]64.

:t Theophr. J~ StllJU, 55; D.A. 135.
3 This suggests the answer to Aristotle's difficulty (p. 166) about the theory

of vision: Democritus would have said that the t'i8wACl do in fact strike all
pans of the body, but only in the eyes meet matter of the right texture to
perceive them.

4 These words are added from a little farther on in Theophrastus' account.
s Theophr. I.e. 56. 6 Act. iv. 19. 13; D.A. 128.
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conveyed by the 'idols' or the 'impressions', ~nd Theophras.
tus raises a pertinent difficulty when he asks I If colour IS d~e,
as in the case of green, to the arrangeme?t of atoms and vOid,
how can this be conveyed to the eye; for there c~nnot be
an effluence from void'? It must probably be admItted that
Democritus had not thought this problem o~~, but we are
left with a sense that the whole theory of VISIon was very
elaborate and complicated and even less calculated than the
theory of taste to support Leucippus' naive trust in the truth
of sensation.

The sense of hearing Democritus would .appear to have
treated in something of the sa~~ way. Ther~ IS unfor~unately
no specific information survIvIng of Leu:lppuS ":lew, but
it may be safely assumed that he held th~ Idea att~l~uted to
the atomic schaaP in general that 'sound IS a body) In other
words that when we utter a sound we eject from our mouth
a cert~in number of atoms combined in a particular forma
tion. This 'body' then travelling through the air and enter
ing the ear of the hearer sets in motion the soul-ato~s ~here)
with the result that we hear. But it appears that thIS Simple
explanation did not satisfy Democritus, probably, as w~ may
conjecture because it would not account for the hearing of
the same s~und at once by many persons, and he introduc~d
a notion parallel to that which he had employed ~o explaIn
sight. Theophrastus 3 after his elabo;ate expla~atlOnof ~he
theory of vision states that DemocrItu.s explained. hean~g
'in the same way', and a la.ter auth<:>nty 4 sets thIS o~t 1~
detail in curious language WhlCh must In part be D.emocnt';ls
own: 'the aie, he says, 'is broken up (8pmnEufJal.) Into bod!es
of like shape (OJLOC.OCJX11f'ova.) and is rolled along together WIth
(avyKaAc.v8EW8a.I.) the fragments.of voice' .. He lays great stress
on the likeness of these particles of air and compa:es the
way in which on a beach pebbles of the same size g~t

grouped together Of, when a sieve containing cereals IS

I J~ S~1JJU, 80; D.A. ] 35.
2 uWp.a. ~au& 'T~V +WV~VI Schol. Dionys. Thrac~ p. 482 ; D.A. 127·
3 J~ S~1IJ1J, 55! D.A. 135. 4 Aet. IV. 19· 13; D.A. 128.
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i~pression' increases in the sense of hearing too the liability
to error.

With regard to the sense of smell our i!1formation as to
Democritus' view is even more scanty than in th~ ca~e of the
other senses. Lucretius I gives the natural ~tomlc vIe~ that
it was a direct effluence from things, ~h~ch he cU:lOusly
regards as proceeding from deep down mSlde the object as
opposed to colour whi~h comes fr~m the surface. Whether
Democritus again modified the notlo~, ~hether he regarded
smell as an 'experience of the. sense h~e colour and tast~
or as an effluence like sound IS uncertam. Theophrastus
complains that he said little in detail ~bout smell except,the
somewhat mysterious remark that It .was. caus~d br the
thin effluence coming from the heavy th~ngs ,3 whIch WIthout
a context is certainly not very easy to mterpr~t. We m~y

perhaps conclude that Democritus was less Interested In

smell than in the other senses.

Though the five senses have now been ~ealt wit~ a~d it
has been seen how Democritus, faithful to h~s fi!st prmclple,
reduces them all to touch, the account of hiS view of sens~

tion is not yet complete. For to him thought. (~p6VTJUlS)4 IS
sensation 'and that is change (illolwu,S)', or as It IS put more
explicitly'elsewhere,s 'sensations an,d thoug~ts (V07]U£lS) ar~
alterations (ETf:pouiJUf:lS) of the body. To thiS we may ad
the information that 'sensation and t~ought. o~cur when
"idols" (f:i8w;\a.) approach from without.6 ThiS .IS not very
explicit but by the help of the account of the ~md already
noticed'and of later atomic expositions 7 of t~e Id~a we can
reconstruct his notion with certainty. The mmd 8 IS exactly
like the soul in composition-they are 'the same'-and only

. 67 fF • dt 8tl11U, 82; D.A. 135.
I IV. 3 . , . . fL'" that1 TO A£1TTOV o.1TOpptoV 0.1T0 TWV ~ap£.w~: In Vle.w ° ucr~tlus VIew I

smell comes from deep down in thmgs It IS tempting to conjecture f3a8£wv
r: Q ' 4 Arist Mttat>I1YI. r. 5. 1009 b; D.A. 112.lor ,.ap£wv. • r

S Aet. iv. 8. s; D. (Leucippus) 30.
6 Aet. iv. 8. 10; D. (Leucippus) A. 30.
7 e.g. Lucr. iv. 722 if. 8 See p. 160.
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differs in that it is a close congregation of the soul-atoms in
one part of the body, probably in Democritus' idea in the
breast. Certain 'idols' then which are too fine to stir the
more distributed soul-atoms on the surface of the body and
in the organs of sense and so to produce sensation, pass on
within the body until they reach the mind. There, as the
soul-atoms are so closely packed, the 'idols' cannot pass by
without moving them and the result of this motion is the

. peculiar kind of sensation which we call thought: it is in its
nature exactly parallel to the movements which produce
sight or hearing. To this general idea little can be added
except an interesting statement in Theophrastus I that
thought 'takes place when the soul'-note that here the
general word 'soul' (!/JvX!1). is. used for the mind-'~s equable
in its temperature: but If It IS too hot or too cold, It changes
things (p.f:TaAAaTTf:tv)'. This curious idea, which again shows
Democritus' physiological interests, seems to explain his
famous praise ~ ofHomer's diction, when he says that 'Hector
lay there out of his mind (illoq,povlwv)', a word which Demo
critus thought an exact expression of the effect of anger,

I which makes the soul too hot and so incapable of true
thought. The whole idea is very parallel to what he said of
the best conditions for sight and hearing.

It does not seem that Democritus carried his notion of the
identity of thought and sensation farther than this. There
are of course many difficulties in the conception, one of the
most obvious being that which aroused the attention of
LucretiUS)3 that thought is not always the result of an
external s~imulus, but the mind can t~rn itselfspon~aneously
to one object or another. To meet thiS and other difficulties
Epicurus had greatly to elaborate his psychology, but he
retained the root-ideas that mind and soul are the same in
their atomic composition and that the processes of sensation
and thought are analogous. From Democritus' OWn point

I dt 8tnsII, S8; D.A. 135 ,,{VETCH (Ie. TO ~POVE'iV) UIJP.P.lTpWS £XOVCT7JS
'riis rplJ)(iis KaTa T7]1I Kpi]UW.

: Arist. dt Anima, A. 2. 404 a 27; D.A. 101.
l iv. 777 fr.
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of view we may notice the ingenious ec(:mo~y of his Con
ception: soul and mind are the same; their obJ~cts are c?m
municated to them in the same way; thought, hke sensation,
can be reduced to a purely material contact. ~he idea is
a cardinal one in his system and becomes ofgreat Importance
in his metaphysics.

The ancient commentators were apt to make fun of
Democritus' theory of sensation, and T?eo~hrastus1. in
particular, to whom w~ owe m?st ofour detailed Inform~tlon,

is never weary of asking pe~ttnent and .awk,,:ard questtons:
'if sight is due to an impressIOn on the air, whIch the~ comes
to us backwards, as it were, why d~ we not see thIngs th~
wrong way round (i.e. wit~ the rIght hand as the left):
'when we see several things In the same place, how can their

. . h . f' ~" h c 't 0impressions coexist In t e same pIece 0 air. w y an. y u
see yourself?' In a similar spi~it it w~uld be easy to pOln~ to
the clumsiness of the theory In detaIl and the extreme lIll
probability of effluence, 'idols', and air-impres~ions: or on
broader grounds to argue that the purely materta~ theory of
Democritus does not really touch th~ problem whlc~ he sets
out to solve: it establishes a connexlon between object and
percipient, but it does not really tell us what thought and
sensation, as we know them, are. .

But it is more profitable to look at. the theory. as It st~nds
and inquire into its efficiency from Its own. pOint of view.
Though gaps and weaknesses have been pOInted out (some
of which might perhaps be explain~d if we ha~ fuller know
ledge), it is impossible not. to ad~Tl1re the con.slstency of th.e
whole and the economy with which all the different e:cpen
ences of sensation are reduced to t?e one ce~tr~l notton ?f
touch. There is thus laid a foundation for behef In th~ mam
in the evidence of the senses. O.n t~e other. hand) In the
extremely indirect methods bY.~~I~h 1n some tnsta~ces con
tact is secured and the posslbIlttles of error which. ~hey
introduce, the way is opened for doubt and scepticism.
Theophrastus 2 put his finger on the real weakness of the

t tit St11JU, 52, 53; D.A. 135. J J( S(nsu, 69; D.A. 135·
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theory when he complained with regard to Democritus' view
of sense-impressions (Tci al08rrra'): 'he at once makes them
experiences of sensation and assigns them to differences of
shape'. He saw, that is, that both object and percipient

,.' must contribute something to the act of perception, but he
.did not satisfactorily distinguish their parts. There was
room then for a more carefully thought-out system to be

'. devised by his successors, but in many ways Democritus'
rather fanciful notions were a nearer approach to scientific
accuracy then the cruder consistency of Epicurus.

§ 7. The Gods

The references to Democritus' beliefs as to the gods and
religion are scanty and difficult to piece together, but as
there are indications of a view which may have led the way

.' for Epicurus, but differed in certain important respects from
his theory, it is well to refer to it briefly. That Democritus

- , c did not hold the orthodox theory of prayer to the gods, as
i;'" beings dwelling in the sky who would assist their suppliants,

is clear from a fragment 1 in which he says with an obvious
note of contempt, 'Some few among educated (AOjIlwv) men

, lift up their hands to the region where we Greeks now speak
of air and say: "Zeus ponders on all things, he knows all

, . and gives and takes away and he is king over all." , We do
, not know on what grounds he based this criticism, but if,

which will be seen to be doubtful, he believed in the exis-
", ,~:, tence of gods, we may safely assume that, like Epicurus, he

held that they took no part in the affairs of the world. At
, the same time Democritus was confronted by the universal

'.. belief in the gods and there is evidence to show that he
, -:""- '. explained this on the lines that might be expected. In the

-, >~: ," first place he pointed to what he believed to be a false infer
, ~~";;:,::.~:::~nce from the phenomena of the sky: 'men in old days seeing
~~'<,;\l(~;t~e OCcurrences ("a.8~p.a.Ta) ~ in the sky, such as thunder and
,:·,,':::x.;.lblgh~ningand thu~derboltsand the conjunctions of heavenly
'" ~.~~~> Odles and the echpses of sun and moon, dreaded the gods,

,I. \.

,~'. ,:i" I Clem. Protr. 68; D.B. 30. 1 Sext. ix. 24; D.A. 75.
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believing that they were the cause of these things'. This
argument becomes prominent in Epicurus. But it does not
go far enough, for it is necessary to show how the idea of
gods arise in the minds of men at all. This, as we learn from
a fragment quoted by Sextus,1 he accounted for by the entry
into men's minds of 'idols': 'certain uidols" draw near men,
and of these some are beneficial,l others harmful, hence he
prays to meet with fortunate (w>'6yxwv) uidols". These are
great, of exceeding size, and not easily destroyed,3 though
not indestructible, and they foret~l1 the future to men, being
seen and uttering sounds. And the ancients receiving the
Impression of them imagined that there was a god, though
besides these images there was no other god with an
indestructible nature'. Here may certainly be recognized
the same general idea of the visitation of 'idols· which we
know in Epicurean writers,4 but there appear to be important
points of difference. In the first place the mention of harm
ful images as well as beneficial looks as if Democritus'
'theology' included not only gods in the usual sense, but
evil spirits as well: as if in fact it were a 'daemonology' rather
than a 'theology'. This has no counterpart in Epicurus.
Secondly, Epicurus had no doubt of the existence of gods
and believed that the images which visited men came from
the persons of divine beings, but the last sentence in the .
Democritus fragn1ent looks as though he were sceptical of
the existence of his 'daemons' apart from the images. Nor
do references elsewhere satisfactorily clear up Democritus

t

position. The statement that he called the gods (or 'daemons')
'idols' 5 and said that the air was full of them, seems to show
that he did not believe in any reality beyond the 'idols', but
in another passage,6 in which he is represented as saying
that the 'idols' visited animals as well as men, they are

r ix. 19; D.B. 166.
, Plin. N. H. ii. 14-; D.A. 76t by personif}'ing this notion produces the

ridiculous parody that Democritus said that 'there were only two gods,
Punishment and Reward'.

3 Sext. aJ'lJ. Ala/b. ix. 19 '6va4>8apTa flEV, OUK 11.t/J8apTa. 8/. .
4 e.g. Lucr. v. I 169 fT. 5 Anon}'mi, H~rmippUI, 122; D.A. 78.
6 Clem, Strom. v. 88; D.A. 79.
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described as coming 'from the divine being' (d1TO. 'Ti1s 8etas
oOCflos)-an expression more in accord with the Epicurean
view. Cicero I too in a passage of ironical eriticism ehat:ges
him with gross inconsistency in his ideas on the whole
question: 'at one time he holds that images endowed with
a divine nature exist in the universe, at another he says that
the gods are elements of mind (principia mentis) which exist
in the same universe, at another living images, which are in
the habit of helping or harming us, at another certain im
mense images, so great that they embrace the whole universe
on the outside (extrinJecus)'. The notion here that the gods
are 'elements of mind' should probably be taken in con
junction with an equally mysterious statement:l that 'mind
is god in spherical-shaped fire': the meaning seems to be
that the same spherical-shaped particles, which make both
fire and soul, and, as has been seen,3 are breathed in in
respiration, form the images of the gods.

On the whole, we must be content to say that we do not
know enough of Democritus' theory to explain or criticize
it; it is clear however that he held the theory of 'idols' which
Epicurus took as the basis of his theology, but he probably
differed from Epicurus in thinking that these 'idols' were
themselves 'divine' and that there were no 'divine beings t

from which they came.

§ 8. Theory of knowledge
There is no portion of Democritus' system which has

been so much discussed and which still remains so obscure
as his conception of the basis on which our knowledge rests.
In antiquity it was fully discussed by Aristotle 4 in relation
to the theories of the Eleatics, and among later writers it was
dealt with by Theophrastus s and by Sextus,6 who has pre
served somevaluable fragments of Democritus' own writings.
Aristotle tends to lay stress on Democritus' belief that truth
lay in phenomena and Sextus on his scepticism, while

I ti~ Nllt. Dtor. i. 4-3. 120; D.A. 74-. tAct. i. 7.16; D.A. 74.
3 pp. 156, 158. 4 tit Gtll. tHorr. A. 8, 325 b.
5 dt StnJU, 49 fT.; D.A. 135. (, IltifJ. Math. vii.
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by convention, hot by convention, cold by convention, colour
by convention; in truth are atoms and void'. Putting these
sayings together we seem to have a very strong attack on the
validity of the senses and the indications ofa fairly thorough
going scepticism, and it is not surprising to be informed by
Sextus J that Democritus and his followers have 'swept away
(ciVOtn1K(J.ut) phenomena one and alIt. And when we compare
these sayings with his theory of sensation, their ground
becomes ~lear. The qualities of things which we experience
in sensatIon, hot cold, sweet bitter, red green, are not in
Democritust view actually qualities in things, still less in
the atoms that compose them; they are merely 'experiences of
OUf. s~nsation', caused no d.oubt by differences of shape and
POSitIon a!1d arran~ement tn th~ atoms) but corresponding
to no realIty and hable to be dlstorted by the atomic con
formation of the sense-organs of the percipient. By means
of such sen~ations .we can gain no. rea] knowledge of the
nature of thtngs, shllless of the ultimate substratum which
lies behind them. From a consideration of most of the sur
viving fragmen ts alone the conclusion that Democri tus was

.. a sceptic as to the evidence of the senses would be almost
inevitable. And there is one more aphorism which seems to
push the position still farther: 1 the senses are represented
as addressing the mind and saying 'wretched mind from us
Y?U rec~ived your be1i~fs, yet would you overthrow'us? your
VIctOry IS your own fall. The mind, that is, receives from the
senses the information on which it builds, and if it then
de~i~s the validity of the senses, it is annihilating its own
vahdl~Y too. The condemnation appears to be extended to
the mmd and the processes of thought) and scepticism to be
complete: the one solid foundation left is the true existence
of the atoms and the void, though of them we can never
have direct cognition.

~erc.opposed as so often in Greek thought to ~vae~ and is almost equiva
~enft,1n sense to 'in appearance'. Sextus paraphrases VOP.I{ETCU ••• Elvat Kat
00 a.r~-a ' 'e I •• 6 D~,:: ''Ta a.tCT "ITa. J VII. 3 9; .A. HO.

t 7o.~au., .I.. I • t # \ (1 - ,# t I _ Q I.. a <pPTJV, 1l'ap TJJ.LEWV I\a/"ovua To.S' 7Tl0'7EtS' 1]fLEo.S' Ka'TUf-'eU\AEtS·

'tr'TWILa. TOt. TO KaTcifJATJp.a, GaJen, Le.; D.B. 12 5. J
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Theophrastus, as has been seen, is mainly concerned with
his the?~ie5 as ~~ the individual. senses, which he treats in a
very crltIcal Spinto Modern wnters are equally at variance
Some are inclined to follow Aristotle in claiming Democritu~
as a 'phenominalist', others 1 maintain that his foundation is
'rational', while others again have proclaimed him a sceptic.1

All that can be done here is to make a brief review of the
evidence which antiquity has left us and attempt some
conclusion from it.

If we turn first to the extant frag~ents of Democritus
the impression which they leave is that he was a confirmed
sceptic. Many of them suggest this in a general form: 'a
man must learn on this principle that he is far removed from
the truth',; '",!,e k~~w ~othin.g truly a?ou~ anything, but for
each of us hIS opinion IS an Influx 4 (l.e. IS conveyed to him
by the .infl~x ?f 'idols' from without), 'to learn truly what
each .thIng 1S, ~s a matter of uncertainty',s 'in truth we know
n?thtn~. unerrtngly, but only as it changes according to the
dtsp~sItl~n of our b~~y and of the things that enter into it
a~d Impinge upon It 6 (a remark which connects closely
Wl th the general theory of sensation), 'we know nothing
truly, for the truth lies hidden in the depth'.7 A more
~xplicit statement o~ Democritus' line of thought is found
In the famous aphorism: 8 'sweet is by convention and bitter.

I e.g. Natorp, Foruhul1gt11, 164 fr.
~ For an interesting reconsideration of the problem see DyrofI Dtmo-

kritltuJitn, pp. 80 fr. '
3 Vl" , tlfj -~ - ,". • '\\'Ytr WCTK£tll Xp''l aVrJpW7tOV '1'tpO€ '1'cp KaVaVt, on ETlTlS 11111]I\I\aK7'al,

Sen. adv. Math. Vll. t 37; D.B. 6.
4 • - ,~, 11 "~ , _, \ \' , I ~ I ~ 1::'i:.

•• f'T€11 OVOEV Lap.fl' 1TEpt OVOfl'OSJ W\I\ E1Ttpvap.L7J EKQ.C1'TOLOtV "1 QO~lS',

Jbld.; D.B. 7.
S (TEii orov EI(OQ7'OV YLYIIWf1K€LV Jv a1Toptp EUTl, ibid.; D.B. 8.
6 ~ - ~, - , , , ,(:' " ,t '>::' I

1]pE&r oE Tcp pEl! €ovn OUOEV aTpEKES CTVlltEP.EV, JLETa1l'i7TTOV Of K(J.Ta
TE awp.a7'a~ 8,a8~KT]vKa: TWV Em:~Of.()VTWV Kat 'TWII aVTtC1T7JP"OIl"TWV, ibid.
136 ; D.B. 9.

7 ("TEfl 8£ ouoEv tSpEV· EV f3v8c'jJ yJ.p ~ a'\~8Ela, Diog. Laert. ix. 71. ; D.B.
1t7·
s' A' " " (J' I ,; ,• _vofCf Y UKV ~(J.L VO~(:> 7rtKPOl', vOfLtp fpP.OV, VOp.ip epVXPov, Vop.tp XpOfT},

E7'.E'[J8E aTop.?- Ko.t KEII01', Scxt. adv. llla/h. vii. 135; D.B. 9; quoted also br
Dlog. Laert. IX. 72; D.B. It 7 and Galen,dt I'dtdie. Empir. 1259. 8. vOP':J IS
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1 viii. 6; D.A. 59. v07J'Tc1. is clearly used in different senses of Plato's 'ideas'
and Democritus' ultimate realities, the atoms and the void.
, a See p. 160.
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· assage of Sextus J in which he compares and contrasts
· bemocritus and Plato as both believers, though in different
, ways, in the reality of the objects of thought ('Ta 110771"0.'): 'the

followers of Plato and Democritus both thought that the
only realities were the objects of thought, but Democritus
reached this conclusion because there was no physical sub
stratum perceptible to the senses, since the atoms which
formed all things by their combinations had a nature devoid
of all perceptible qualities, while Plato saw that perceptible
things were always coming into being, yet never existed, &c.'
The comparison of Democritus and Plato is rather fantastic,
seeing the immense difference of their views, but it is
significant that a later commentator should have been able
to group them together in this way. It seems then that a
solid basis for Democritus' view is reached in the truth of
thought as to the ultimate realities, the atoms and the void,
and this is the ground of Natorp's view tllat the basis of
atomism is rational.

At this point we are met with the statement~ of Demo
critus that 'the mind and the soul are the same'. It has been
seen that the primary reference in this is to their atomic
structure, but the analysis of Democritus' psychology has
shown further that it conveys with it the conception that
their processes of operation are the same: the mind is roused
by the influx of 'idols' and its movement results in thought,
~ust as the movement of the soul-atoms similarly produced
In the sense-organs results in perception. What is the effect

'; ,\ of this belief on the other side of the equation? if the 'objects
,- of thought' are 'true', what of the objects of sensation?

Aristotle twice repeats a kind of compressed syllogism of
pemocritus': 'soul a~d mind are the same; 3 for the truth
IS the phenomenon', or in a rather more extended form,
'sensation is thinking, and that is change, therefore the

180 DEMOCRITUS

But there is another side to the picture. In a very inter_
esting reference to Democritus' work 'the Canons' (sc.
Principles of Investigation) Sextus I tells us that he said that
there were two kinds of knowledge, that through the senses
and that through the mind: the latter 'he calls "legitimate"
(MCTll]) and assigns credence to it for the judgement of truth
but that by the senses he calls "bastard" (CTKOTLTJ) and denie~
its certainty for the determination oftruth'. He then proceeds
to quote Democritus' own words: 'there are two kinds of
knowledge, ~ one legitimate, one bastard: to the bastard
belong all these, sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch. But the
legitimate is separated from this'. Then, adds Sextus, in
preferring the legitimate to the bastard he gives his reason
in the words: 'when the bastard can no longer see things
smaller and smaller, nor hear nor smell, nor taste, nor per
ceive by touch, but [it is necessary to investigate] still more
subtly, [then the legitimate knowledge comes to the rescue
with an instrument of investigation more subtle]'.3 It is
clear that this aphorism must be taken in connexion with
the assertion of the true existence of the atoms and the void.
They are known not by the senses, but by the mind. The
way of the senses is liable to err for it deals with the shifting
and changing material which produces our sensations, but
the way of the mind, which deals with the ultimate realities
is 'legitimate'. Moreover when in the investigation of nature
the senses fail and cannot probe into things beyond their
ken, then the way of the mind comes in with its 'subtler
instrument' and leads to truth. Here seems to be an em
phatic reinstatement of the truth of thought as against the
evidence of the senses. It is borne out by an interesting

1 vii. 138. 9; D.B. II.
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Diels.
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182 DEMOCRITUS
phenomenon in sensation ~s ne~essaril~ true'.! Here seems
at first sight to be somethIng hke a reinstateme?t of s~nsa

tion, and if so a position w~uld be reached.dla~etncany
opposed to the scepticism whlch finds expresslon In Demo-
critus' own sayings as preserved by ~ext~s. . .

What then is to be said about thls dlvergel)ce? Cntics
have been inclined either to neglect the evidence on the one
side or the other, or to impugn its aut~enticity, ~nd t? pro
claim Democritus sceptic, phenomenahst, or. ratlOn.ahst ac
cording to preconceived notions; and .not a httle misunder
standing has arisen from the as~un:PtlOn tha~ he must have
been the precursor of Epicurus In his affirmatl?n of t~e truth
of sensation. It is dear that his theory was wldely different
from that of Epicurus and considerably more subtle, and
it seems possible to put it together even from the scanty and
contradictory evidence which we possess. In the first place
it must be noticed that Democritus nowhere says that
'sensation' is true or that 'thought' is true: the statements
are that 'the objects of thought are true', and. that 'the
phenomenon is true'. This gives a clue and a reI~l1nder that
in any material system, if we wish to understand It, we must
work from the external to the internal. In Democritus'
atomic materialism the real ultimate existences are the atoms
and the void: the only real knowledge then .must b~ the
knowledge of these of their character and their behavlOur.
Now such knowledge can never be obtained by the senses,
for they are both imperceptible to the senses. They can
only be known to the mind by thought; the process of t~e
mind inquiring into the nature of the atoms and th~ VOl?
is 'legitimate', and the objects of its thought here are true.
But how does the mind obtain this knowledge of the at~ms
and the void? It has been suggested:! that Democrltus
thought that the mind had direct cognizance of the atoms:

1 M~taphys. r. 5. 1009 b; D.A. 112. 8La'T0 lmo'Aa.p.fJdVELVq,pOVTJULV p.br
1'~V ai'u91J0'c.v 'Tatfrr]v 8t £tVa.L aAAolw(ll.v. 'TO epawop.EVOV KaTC.1. T1]V aialhJulV
(~ clvdyk'11S' &A'16ES' dva.l q,o,rnv. cr. also Philopon. in Arist. tit dmoUZ,
A. 2. 404 a; D.A. ] 13·

s By Brandis: see Mabilleau, Ope cit., p. 226.
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far too minute to stir the senses, yet individual atoms might
stir the subtle combination of pure soul-atoms and so be
known, as the objects of sense are by the senses. But for
such an idea there is no particle of evidence, and even if the
atoms could thus be known directly, certainly the void could
not, for it cannot 'move' anything. The kno'vledge of the
ultimate realities by the mind must be based on the know
ledge of 'things' by the senses and is in fact an inference

.,", from them. 'Diotimus', says Sextus 1 in an important passage,
'said that according to Democritus the Ucriterion" for the
apprehension of things unseen is phenomena'. This is ex
pressed in language more suitable to Epicurus, but. its
meaning is clear: Democritus held, like Epicurus after hlm)
that the data on which the mind bases its knowledge of the
atoms and the void are given by phenomena to the senses.
It is no doubt in this sense that Aristotle:l says with a slight
variation of the usual phrase that the Atomists thought 'that
the truth was in appearance' (Tcfl1>a{v£u(Jac): the appearances,

c, that is, presented to the senses in their cognition of pheno
mena contain the data for the true knowledge of the realities.
It is significant too that in introducing one of the most
sceptical of Democritus' aphorisms, Sextus 3 points out, by
way of showing Democritus' inconsistency, that in the
Cratynteria,4 whence the quotation is taken, he 'undertook
to assign to the senses the mastery over belief. It seems
only a small step now to the statement 'the phenomenon is

'. true', and that step is made easier by Democritus' insistence
that the soul and the mind are the same, an insistence not

. due so much to his physical materialism as to the importance
for his psychology: the cognition of phenomena by the
senses is identical in process with the cognition of the
realities by the mind.

But it is still necessary to ask in what sense is the plteno-

I vii. 1+0; D.A. III. : dt Gm. it Corr. A. 315 b 9.
. ,) \"ii. 136 ill ... 'TotS' Kpo,'Tvv1''''Pr.o~S' ..• inT£uX7JJL'a'oS' TatS' alC18~UE(n
TO ICpa:ros TjjS' 7T{(T'T€WS' ava6eivat D.B. 9.

4 Natorp, Forscnungtn, p. 179, n. 2, points out that the title of the work
. ~pa.7"lJn~pla points in the same direction.
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menon 'true' and how can this idea be reconciled with the
many indications of scepticism in the extant fragments?
Perhaps it is possible to get nearest to the answer, if we take
the instance of one of the senses, 'sight'. Sight gives us the
sensation of an object with ,size, shape, and colour. Now'
colour is not; in Democritus' view, a quality of the object
it is 'an experience of our sense': it has no objective realit;
and exists only 'by convention'; to build on such a sensation
can lead only to 'bastard' thinking. But shape and size are
real properties of the object as a conlpound of atoms and
the void; they are moreover the properties of the atoms
themselves which compose it. In so far then as we attend
to the information about these properties and these only, our
perception is not misleading, and the 'phenomenon', which
is a unity of these properties and weight (also a property
of the atoms acquired in the 'whirl') and no others, is 'true'.
And here we have the secret of the importance which Demo
critus attaches to the sense of touch: it alone can give us
information as to shape and size without any of the super
added sensations (except those of hot and cold) which are
subjective and confuse our cognition of the object. The
phenomenon is true then in a double sense: for, if we can
put away all these subjective sensations, it gives us the in
formation of what it really is, a compound of void and
atoms of a certain size, shape, and weight, and secondly, so
regarded, it enables us by inference to have knowledge of .
the ultimate realities. But the moment these subjective ex
periences are taken to be a report of an objective reality in
the object, the 'bastard path' is entered on and we are led
astray in an unreal world. It must be noticed now that it
is in close connexion I with the aphorism that colour, sweet,
bitter, &c., are 'by convention' that we find that most
sceptical of all the utterances in which the senses turn upon
the mind. The mind is in error and has no foundation when
it builds upon the 'experiences of the senses" but when it
confines itself to the true 'objects of thought', the atoms and
the void, and bases its conclusions upon sensation which

I Galen, dt MttJi(. E"'pir. I2 59. 8; D.B. 125"
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" tells of the rea) properties of things, it is on the 'legitimate

pat1h'. h"f h" I·" d"" 1t seems t en, I t IS ana ySlS IS correct-an It lS on y
",".'. toO clear how scanty are the materials for a conclusion-that
:.:.~~J\;' Democritus was neither a sceptic nor a rationalist, nor a
>r:'{··; .phenomenalist, he does not fit into any of the modern

,:~ '; C categories; he neither denied nor affirmed the truth of all
t,'. sensation nor of all thought; but built up for himself a
,.~;\. 'theory of knowledge', subtle and almost paradoxical, but
'~;,.:",::t based directly on his ~tomic conception of the world. The
tr:~:: final realities of the universe, the atoms and the void, are
~:::<.;'~7' real and are capable of being known by the mind. Pheno

< ,;~'.~t;.f;.mena a~e built .up of the final realities and retain the primary
,<:.:.::,.:. propertIes of sIze and shape: as such they are real and can
· {:.r;·;._ be kn~wn by the senses. The mind may safely make its

l:J:::. deduction from phenomena, both because the phenomenon
_:" .~<,:.as a u.nity of these primary properties is real and because
',::::~': sensation-the mere perception of the real phenomenon-is
.. ,dle same as thought. But once go beyond these primary

_ .... ,propert~es, ~eyond the reality of the phenomenon, and you
:/:;::( -are a~trlbutlng to the object what is really the subjective
:~. ;::;:.- experience of your senses, and thought based on those' con
; ::::"~{;~:'ventions' will lead you nowhere.
<::r:- This tentative reconstruction of Democritus' ideas is no

;; J:,~C..:dou~t cruder an~ ~ore naive than that put forward by most
'~';e>· 'of hIS modern cntlcs, but they seem to me to have been led

:\ .:>"",.astray by the ~ore abstract thinking of Aristotle and the
~.<:~> :Iater Greek phtlosophers and not to have sufficiently at
"·~.~·,:tempted to work out the problem on Democritus' own
, i-,:j:: . material lines. Yet, if this account is near the truth it will
{·i:~:r._be seen that the position of Democritus was diffic~lt and
:.'). subtle and might well prove an insecure basis for a world

;..:·{<;.'.··.syste~. This Epicurus seems to have felt and swept it all
-~.).,::.;.~;<::~way In a whole-hearted return to complete trust in sensa-

.' ~...-.

~~ }i'::
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" tells of the rea) properties of things, it is on the 'legitimate

pat1h'. h"f h" I·" d"" 1t seems t en, I t IS ana ySlS IS correct-an It lS on y
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.' ~...-.
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§ 9. Ethics
50 far the account of Democritus' theories has been based

mainly on descriptions and references in ancient authors
with the help of an occasional quotation of Democritus' own
words. When we pass to consider his moral theory there is
an unexpected change. Very little is told us by the authorities
either by way of explanation or criticism, but on the other
hand there is a considerable body of sayings I attributed to
Dem?critus, con!ained in an anthology of 'Maxims' (yvwfLal)
and In a c~llection made ~y 5tobaeus. Of .these. sayings
some deal wIth fundamental Ideas, most range In a dIscursive
spirit over the field of human life, containing criticisms and
precepts which might be almost equally applicable, whether
he had a base theory or not. The question naturally arises
whether he is to be considered as a consistent thinker with
a moral system-and if so, how far he suggested lines of
thought for Epicurus-or is rather to be regarded as a
moralist of the type of Hesiod or Theognis, laying down
sporadic precepts for guidance in life. One of his modern
critics ~ holds that he had a central system which was in close
connexion with his physical theories, and round this built
a practical morality, another 3 is inclined to deny him any
system at all.

Before, however, any inquiry can be made into Demo·
critus' moral ideas, there is one obvious problem that must
be raised. In the physical world, as has been seen,4 he had
emphatically asserted the supremacy of 'necessity' (dvdyK7])
as the controlling force: 'by necessity are foreordained all
things that were and are and are to come'. He intended by
this assertion to establish the idea of natural law and to
eliminate both the theological conception of the world and
the idea of chance. If this notion were to be extended-as

I It has seemed good in this chapter to quote most of the maxims in full,
as they are perhaps less accessible than the more connected writings of
Epicurus.

~ Natorp, E/hikfl tits D~1110kri/OJ.

3 Dyroff, Dl1110kriIJ/utiilll, pp. 1'1.7 ff. 4 § '1., p. 120.
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in strictness it should-to the field of human action it should
result in a pure determinism; and if man's actions 'are deter
mined, if6verything he does is the inevitable outcome of the
past, and what he is to do in the future is foreordained what
is the value of a moral theory or indeed even of mor~l pre
cepts? Strangely eno.ugh, this question seems never to have
occurred to Democntus' mind. There is no trace of it in
any extant fragment or in the authorities, and the precepts
are given as though man were perfectly free to obey or
disobey them. Still more oddly the figure of 'chance' (nWl)
raises its head again on the moral side, and there are several
passages in which it seems to be set in opposition to man's
will al}d foresight: 'men have fashioned an image of chance
as a. cloak for their own ill-council. For chance rarely fights
agamst p~dence,. and most things in life keen sight with
under~tandIng guIdes aright'; 1 'the foolish are guided by
.th~ gams of chance, but those who have knowledge of such
thIngs by those of wis~om';2 'c~ance is a giver of great gifts,
but uns~ble; natu~e IS self-rehant. Therefore by the lesser
:md certaIn means It overcomes the greater gift of hope'; 3

chance spreads before us a banquet of riches, but self
control ~ banquet ofself-sufficiency'.4 In all these quotations
chance IS ~epresented as ultimately less efficient than man's
effo.r~, but m another passage it is accorded a more important
pOsItIon: 'Courag~ is the beginning of action, but chance is
master of th.e end. 5 In each of these passages 'chance' is no
?oubt used In a loose. and popular sense of the unpredictable
Issue of events, and IS not necessarily in contradiction with
a fundamental belief in necessity: results are determined by

1 S b"~ to .1.~ .. 8.16; D.B. 119; N. '1.9,3°: see pp. 197, 200.

, Stob; 111. 4. 71; D.B. 197; N. 33. avo~p.ovfS' pV1714ow-ral TOrS' TijS'

'I1If1S" /(£~.EC1lV. oi 8£ 'TWV Touiiv8E 8a~p.ovES 'TOrS TijS" 17o!/>lTJS'.
•1.' St~~. 11. 9· s; D.B. 176; N.64. TVX7j p.eyaAo8wpoS', OM' c1f3lpalos,
'l'V17lS' Of aVrap • ~ , - A. , Q.Q' , A

'\ ,~ IO}S OL01TfP VlK~ 'T~ 1117l70Vl Kat ,.,E,.,aUlJ TO ufl{OV "";S'
M1TWO~ • r .~

,; Stob. iii. 5. '1.6; D.B. 210; N. 65. Tpa1TE{av 1TO),VTEMa.p.ev Tl5X7j1Tapa
Tl TJl7lV. aUTapKla. 8£ aW¢poaVVTj.
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a passage already referred to I quotes Diotimus as authority
" , for the belief that Democritus maintained that there were

three 'criteria', and that among them 'the criterion of choice
and avoidance is the feelings (110.811)'. If this statement could
be confirmed it would be clear that 'cheerfulness' was in
Democritus t view only a special form of 'pleasure', and that
he held, as Epicurus did, that in the moral field the immediate
feeling of pleasure and pain was the test of good and bad:
pleasure must be chosen and pain avoided. His whole
system would be linked up on a basis of sensation, and
'cheerfulness' must take its place as a derivative notion.
But Sextus' statement can certainly not be accepted without
question. In the first place the language is wholly that of

'. a later age: the words used, 'criterion' (KptnlPWV), 'choice'
(aip€uts), 'avoidance' (4)vrIJ), 'feeling' (710.005-), are all Epicurean
terms, of which there is no evidence elsewhere in connexion
with Democritus: indeed they are ideas which at his time
before the invention of the Aristotelian terminology were
hardly current. Secondly, there is no trace elsewhere in the
fragments or the authorities of any such Epicurean link
between the moral and the physical theories, and lastly-

'., and this is surely conclusive-it has been seen that Demo
critus' position as regards the trustworthiness of sensation
was far more sceptical than that of Epicurus: the man who

. I ?~ld that 'sweet' and 'bitter' are 'by convention' cannot have
" JOlne~ up his m.oral theories with his physical system on

•. ·.a baSIS of sensatIon. It can hardly be doubted that Sextus
.:. ';' w~s led .away b.y the common tendency to associate Demo-

, 1.' ,Crttus With Eplcurus, and that here at least their theories
. . were divergent.

-. . It seems necessary then to answer the second question
. In the negative, but is it still true that Democritus' moral

" ..theorr was .ulti~ately based o.n 'pleasure'? 1.'here is a frag
.. ~ent of hiS tWIce repeated In somewhat dIfferent forms:

. 1 p. 183'
~ TE~'" \ t I "I' CIS" D B,n"S' Kelt aTEpTrLl1 OVp056 em. 'rom. 11. 139; .. 4; N. 3 Op0 5

N
f11JEJAPoPWV Kat aavJJ4>6pwv -riP'/lts Kat o.'TEp.pll1, Stob. iii. 1.46; D.B. 188;
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natural law working itself out, but to man who cannot
fathom all the workings of law, they take the ~ppearance of
chance. Ne~ertheless ~here is here a striking contrast to
the s~ppresslon of the Idea of chance in the physical theory
~nd It seems to show that Democritus' ethics are largely
Independent of his physics. The same independence must
be as.sumed in regard to his silence on the fundamental
questlo~ of determinism. To Epicurus the problem pre
~ent~d Itself acute}>:, ~n~ he fights I as violently against the
dest~?y of the phYSI~lsts as he does .against the 'myth of the

gods . but by the tIme of Democntus this great question
was ap~areJ.1tly ~ot even simmering and he proceeds to lay
down hl.s directIons for the moral life with a simple 1zai'vete
u?c?n~clous of the problem which he himself had raised by
his lnslste~ce on the supremacy of 'necessity' in the physical
world. ~IS moral precepts are given on the assumption
that man IS free to act as he will.

It is. gene~l1y agreed that the key-word to Democritus'
moral .I~eas IS ':heerfulness'% (w8vILl7l); it is quoted by the
authofltles as his conception of the 'end' and occurs in
scyeral of the ~xt~nt fragment~. Two fundamental questions
anse at once: 15 cheerfulness to be regarded as the base of
De~ocritus' ethical principles, or is it itself derivative from
a wlde.r pleasure-theory, standing to it in the same relation
as Eplcu.rus'3 'imperturbability' (ci:rapa.ela) does to his ulti- .
~ate basIs of 'pleasure' (~aoV7j)? And if so, is there any link
~n a general theory of sensationalism between this conception
In t~e ~oral. field .and the metaphysic of Democritus'
~tomlsm. I t IS ?bVI0US that these questions are of great
Importance) for If they were both to be answered in the
affirmative, Democritus ~ould in ethics as well as in physics
be. the p.recursor of Eplcurus and the later philosopher's
claim to l~dependence could not be sustained.
. T?ere IS one statement which has come down to us which
Inlphes an affirmative answer to both questions. Sextus 4 in

I See Pan II: Chap. V, p. 3I 8.
1 S D L .see . .1I. 4S; D.A. I, and several fragments quoted below on p. 192 •

3 ee Part II, Chap. X, p. 499. 4 vii. 140; D.A. J J I.
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• Dem. 34; D.B. 69; N. 6 a.V8pW1TOlS 1TaCTt TWVTOV a.ya8ol' Kai 0).7/8','
~ov O£ ci'\'\ttI ci,\,\o. Dyroff (op. cit., p'. I 3I) disputes the genuineness of this
frag~ent, but there seems no sufficient ground for rejecting it.

3 IX. 45; D.A. I,

:~:jo~mentand its a~s~:::~i~~~~~i~ of the advantageous 1'[( . ETHIe S . '9'
and disadvantageous.' ThiS might seem to be a counter.') a far more logl~ally wo!"ked-out system of ethics than the
part in Democritean language of Sextus' statement as to the' •• : ';' detached aphorisms. which we possess would allow us to
'criterion' and to bring us back ~gain to an ultimate pleasure_ ,; attri~ute.toDemocntus. In.de~d, b.efOI:e Socrates had t',lrne~
theory. But too much emphasIs must not be laid upon it. men s mmds to a systematic lOqulry lOto the moral bfe, It
It is quoted in close connexion with the idea of 'cheerfulness' , is improbable that any thinker propounded what could in
and may well be no more than a practical maxim for its " :' any real sense be described as an ethical system. 'Cheerful-
attainment. Other citations tell in the same direction. Dio- ness' is put forward by Democritus as the state of mind at
genes I in his summary of Democritus' views says that " which men should aim, in a perfectly simple and naive spirit.
'c~eerfulness is not th.e same as pleasure, as some have Yet on the.other hand it is ~ mist::ke to .r~gard ~is aphori~ms
IDlstakenly understood It, but a state in which the soul lives as a collection ofdetached eJaculations: It is pertectly pOSSible
peacefully and tranquilly, never disturbed by fear or super- ' :,' to trace in the majority of them a connexion with the root-
stition or ~ny oth~~ feeling'. This looks li~e the preservation idea of '~heerrulness' ~nd br grouping.them together to
of a genume tradition and makes a clear distinction between form a picture of the hfe which Democntus would recom-
'cheerfulness' and 'pleasure'. We may quote too a somewhat mend to his disciples. The effort of reconstruction is worth
cryptic saying assigned to Democritus himself,~ which links '. the trouble, if only because there arise in the course of it
up the moral idea much more satisfactorily than Sextus' many ideas which had a prominent place in the later Greek
statement with his actual metaphysical theory: 'for all men theories and in particular in the ethics of Epicurus. If
the same thing is good and true; but pleasant differs for one Epicurus was not indebted to Democritus for the root-
and another'. There is, that is to say, in the world of know- notion of his philosophy of pleasure, many incidental traits
ledge an ultimate truth ('the atoms and the void') and there of the ideal Epicurean may be recognized in the maxims of
is in the moral world an ultimate good (sc. presumably i< " 'his predecessor.
'cheerfulness'), but in both spheres the 'sweet' or 'pleasant'<: We may try first to get a more definite idea of what is
is conventional and differs from man to man. If then ,,' meant by 'cheerfulness': Diogenes I describes it as 'a state
pleasure is in Democritus' view an ever-shifting and chang-. in which the soul lives peacefully and tranquilly, never dis-
ing quantity, it is not likely that it would be taken as the ~\lTbed by fear or superstition or any other feeling'. Two
ul.timate m~ral bas~s: in~eed it is here definitely contrasted ,_ Important points ~mer~~ f~om. this. In the first place it is
With the universal good. clear that Democntus IS thmkmg solely of a state of mind:

It may be assumed then that there was no more funda- the body, as will be seen later, is definitely ranked below the
mental idea behind Democritus' notion of 'cheerfulness'. 'soul' by Democritus, and its pleasures are considered only
Nor is it probable that he would have described 'cheerful- as they affect the soul. Here we have a contrast with the
ness', as Diogenes 3 does in his account of him as 'the end' ! : ,- -pleasure-theory of Epicurus, which not only takes account of
('TE~OS): that again is the conception of a later age and implies It, th~ body, but makes its pleasures and pains the starting-

l POint. On the other hand when we come to the substantive
~;. des~riptio~ we have an equally clear anticipation of Epicurus'
,;~ :"htlon of 'Imperturbability' «i:rap~{a) as the true pleasure of
( : t e soul, and the mention of fear and superstition as the
;j:V <:auses of disturbance is peculiarly significant. Once again
,~ i:
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,~ i:
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\Vhich Democritus appears to use the contrary word 'ill-being'
(KaJ<lU'TW): 'a man is often prevented from doing good, he
argues, who has by nature much ill-being'; the idea here

;;~Y.':;~. is clearly of mental disturbance. 'Harmony' and 'symmetry'
J"'>:,- seem to be descriptions of the nature of 'cheerfulness', which

. J-:.' implies a balance of mind, due to the absence of fear and
.other disturbing elements: the conception of 'symmetry' may
not be unconnected with the idea of 'the mean', which will
be seen to playa considerable part in Democritus' idea of the

, . means by which 'cheerfulness' is to be attained. 'Imper
_:~.<. turbability, (&:rap~la) is an admirable description of the

. negative side of Democritus, idea, but does not seem to
.convey the positive conception of happiness and strength
which is suggested by the fragment already quoted. If the
word was actually used by Democritus, which is perhaps

_doubtful, it is a remarkable anticipation of Epicurus. For
.. 'undismayedness' (rilJapftt1]) we have the authority of two

. '-' .:" extant fragments: 'the glory of righteousness is a courageous
~. ~. and undismayed judgement',z 'wisdom undismayed is worth

'. - all, for it is most precious'.: It is 'imperturbability' in its
:,strongest form and suggests the nil admirari of Horace.3

: The general character of the Democritean 'cheerfulness'
is then c.lear and the question arises how is it to be attained?
Democrltus appears to make certain distinctions and to
apply certain tests. In the first place it arises naturally from

. pleasure or enjoyment: his maxim that 'enjo}'ment and its
·absence are the limit of the advantageous and disadvan
tageous' 4 has already been considered and to it may be added

:;."'. the statement that 'pain is the limit ofevil'.5 These aphorisms
,:;need not b~ regar?ed, as has ~een seen, as throwing back
- the conceptiOn of cheerfulness on to a wider base of plea

,sure, b~t mere!y as supplyi~g. a practical test: we s.hall be
,_, : condUCing to cheerfulness, If we choose what gives us

_~.>. :-0' S~?b. iii. 7· 3I; D.B. 215; N. 46 8LK7J~ Kv8o~ 'Yvwp.YJ~ Oapaof; Kat
. Cl aJL,.,tTJ.

..:.~,.'~~.'.':.<'.:_.. '_ '. '," Sto~. iii. 7. 74; D.B. 216; N. 34 uorjJl.,., aSap.fJos det.,., TTa.arrwlI TtP.tW-
. Ifo.Tl1 ouoa E • . D

:j .S::~'~,;;" •.·.· •5 Epipha' .J H 3 ..p. J. VJ. 0[' 6 4 .B. 4 ~ see p. r89, n. 2.
, ,,-i ;,:,,,,,.' n. aaV. air. lll. 2.9; .A. [ 6; N. p. 5.

i~~'~~"
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t St b .. . D B N ~'''O ,,, ~ '.I.. 'o • II. 9. 3, .. 174 . 47 0 P.EV Ell uP.OS' E£S £pya al.€L 'f'EpO-

P,€VOs atKQ.La KaL voP-tlLa Ka.L Vrra.p KaL ovap XalpEt. 7'£ Kat lppw'Tat I<a~
dva.lC7la~s £CT1'LV.

% Stob. iii. 1.47; D.B. 189; N. 7 aptcrrov dvOpwrrep .at' fJlov Outi'EtV ws
1TA€Lcrra EvOup,.,.,elv'Tt. Kat £AaXt.CT7a. aVL710lV7't.. 'TOtrTO 8' av Er.,." Ei 'TLS' p,~ bTt
'Tots 8V7JTOt(71. Ta.S ~oovas 71"OLOtTO. 3 ix. 45; D.A. I.

1 •• • D A 6 N ., , ,~~,II. 7. 3, .. 1 7; . 2 apllo.'tall (7vp.p.fTptaV 7"£ Kat aTapa~tav.

S J~ Fin. v. 29. 87; D.A. 169'
6 Hesych.s.V. EVEO'TW ; D.B. 140. Ev8aLJLOvla am; TaU£J (O"Tavat "TOil olKOL'.

7 Slob. ii. 31.66; D.B. I 8z; Ns. 189 OTip P.Eya.AT/ EC77"i. rfl ,pVCTt KaKECJTW,

This is however only Diels' correction of a corrupt passag~.

192 DEMOCRITUS

we .must be~are of the possibility of the attribution of
~:pIcurean VIews ?y the,doxographers to Democritus, but
It IS c!ear that the Idea of chee~fulness'is one of undisturbed
serenity rather than of an actIve and sensational pleasure.
the no~ion is, we mig~t fairly say, Epicurean rather tha~ I

Cyrenalc. The general Idea suggested by Diogenes is borne
~:lUt .by two. of the fragments: 'the cheerful man is always
!nchned to Just and lawful deeds, and sleeping and awake he
IS happy and strong and free from care'; I 'it is best for a man
to lead.his life as cheerf~.I1 and as little troubled as possible;
and this wou~d b~ so, If h~ were. not to set his. pleasures
o~ ~?rtal. thlngs.~ !he picture I~ of a happy disposition,
reJ~lc1ng l!l good things an~ undisturbed, yet having its
basIs., as will become cl~arer, I~ !he things of the soul.

DlOgenes 3 adds to his definitIOn: 'he calls it also "well_
be.ing" (€U€a-TcfJ) and by many other names'; Stobaeus 4 sup
p!I~S ~hree o~ these, :harmony, symmetry, and imperturba
bIhty , and Cicero 5 gives us the fourth and very characteristic
synonym, 'undismayedness' (riOap.fJlTJ). It is not certain
whether Democritus used these words as exact equivalents
of 'che~rfulness',or. rather .as derivative qualities, but a con
sideratIOn of them In relation to the fragments will throw
some lig~t on the main idea. 'Well-?eing' (dJEaTW) might
at first SIght be thought to be a wIder conception than
'~he~rfulness' and to include bodily welfare: but the defini- .
bon In one of the fragments,6 'happiness arising from a good
state of things at home', seems to make clear that it too refers
to a mental state, and this is confirmed by an aphorism 7 in
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body is found in the saying: I 'happiness dwells not in herds
nor in &"old; the, soul is the d,,:elling of happiness'. Worldly
posseSSIOns are human goods and so to be ranked with the
goods. of the .b~dy:

Akm to thIS mSI~tence on the superiority of soul to body
is a marked aesthetIc element in his ethics, which is a fore
shadowing of Plato and a notable contrast with Epicurus.'
'We must not choose every pleasure but that which is con
cerned with the beautiful.'3 Here the idea of 'the beautiful'
is l'erhaps mainly moral, 'the noble', as it became afterwards
in Plato, but the completely aesthetic side is seen in another
fragment: 4 'the great pleasures are derived from the con
templation of beautiful works'. One more dictumS links this

.. ?n closely with the idea ~f the pre.cedence of soul over body:
the beauty of the body IS but antmal, unless there be mind
beneath'. These two quotations certainly place one in the
atmosphere of the RepUblic.

Equ.ally n?table is an anticipation in several aphorisms of
the Arlstotehan theory of 'the mean': true pleasure, which
produces 'cheerfulness', is regarded as consisting in modera
tion and lying between excess and defect: 'cheerfulness
comes to ~an through moderation in enjoyment and har-

. , mony of hfe: excess and d~fect are apt to change and to
. . . produce great movements In the soul'.6 Here the idea is"I .. In close connexion with the main theory: 'cheerfulness'

depends on the ri~ht selection of pleasures: the true plea
sures ar~ those whIch come from moderation; for excess and
defect dIsturb the soul and destroy its 'symmetry' and 'im-

• ,1 .Stob. ii. 7. 3; D.B. 171; N. 10, II £v8atfLovi'1 OVK EV pouK~fLaulv
OtKfL ovSE lv xpvuiiJ' Vrox!1 OlK7Jn7PLOV 8alp.ovos.

J See p. 508. n. 4.
3 Stob. iii 5 2"" DB "'07' N A '0;, \ • ~ .\ \ \ \ .,_ \ _ • _. • ... , .... • • T "1rJOV7W ov 'lTauav al\l\a T7jV £'lTl TW

KaI\cp aLp€wOa£ xp£wv. •

'T! ~~~b. ~i. ~. 46; ~.B. 194; N. 36 at J.L£yc1.Aat TEp.p££S' &'TrO TOV OdiuOat
'0 , 4 KaI\a TWV fipyWl' yLvOVTat•

: ~em. Z.I; D.B. 105; N. 16 uwp.aTos Kc1.A"OS {cpwS£s. ~v J.L~ volis t'nrti.
.• 11-'£ ~ob. 111. I. 210; D.B. 191; N.52 a.VOpWTrOIUt yap €vOvpJ"1 ylv£Tat
.' " TPIOT7jTt TEp.pIOS Kat PiOlJ aVfLfL£Tpirf Ta S' £AA£{'lTOVTa Kat VTr£nRc1-\.
.. OllTa "ETa-t'- .J. \. \ '\ " rt-'

.•"'....,., .,.,....,... .. ,.. .... TEll' T€ 'f'LI\(L KaL fL£YCll\as KIV7jUIClS £J.L'lTOL£LV -rfi .pvxfi.
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pl~asure,we shall be thwarting it if we choose what gives Us
pain. But not all pleasures are to be chosen, and discrimina_
tion must be shown: 'ill-timed pleasures produce unpleasant_
ness'; I 'of all things indulgence is the worst thing for
educating youth: for this it is which produces those pleasures
from which an evil disposition arises'.l These are vague I

and general precepts, but the idea becomes explicit in another
larger and more importantfragment :3 'Those who take their
pleasures from the stomach, passing the due measure (TOV

Katpov) in eating or drinking or love, for all of them their
pleasures are short and endure but a little while, as long as
they are eating and drinking, but their pains are many and
long. For first the desire of the same things is ever with
them ... and there.is no good in them, but o.nly brief enjoy
ment and then again t~ey need the same things: Here, in
mark.cd con~rast to Eplcurus, the pleasures of the body are
defimtely rejected as such, though the reason is the same
which Epicurus gives against their indulgence beyond the
point where natura~ desire ~s relieved., namely that they
Involve the great pain of deSIre for theIr renewal. On this
superiority of soul to body Democritus insists with no un
certain voice: 'he who chooses the goods of the soul, chooses
the more divine: he who chooses those of the body, chooses
human goods'4~r more clearly still: 'it is fitting for men
to ~ay ~ttention to the soul rather than the body; for per
fectIon In the soul corrects the faults of the body, but'
strength of body without reasoning makes the soul no whit
better.' 5 Soul can help body, but body cannot help soul. An
extension of the idea of the inferiority of pleasures of the

'Dem. 36; D.B. 71; N. 5+ ~Sova, rf.KaLpOt T{KTOVULV a7jS{as.
• Stob. ii. 31. 56; D.B. 178; N. 198 'lTtlVTWV KaKWTOV ~ dJ'IT£T£{7J 'lTat

S£vuat nlv v£OT7jTa' aiYrrj yap Eunv ij T{KT€t Tas ~Sovas Tam-as, Ee wv
~ KaKOT7jS y'V£Tat. 3 Stob. iii. 18. 35; D.B. 235; N·53·

4 Dem. 3; D.B. 37 N. 8. 0 Ta .pvxfJs &'yaOa aip€OfL£VOS Ta O£L/mpa.
• , f~"" " , 0 'atpUTaL' 0 o£ Ta UK7JV£os Ta av pW1T7jta.

• S Stob. Flor. i. 39; D.n. 187; N. 18 o.vOpumoLS' apfLoStOV ifiuxijs flaMov

'1 uWfLaToS ,\Oyov 'lTot£tUOaL' .pvx'ijs J.LEV yap T€"£OT7jS uK1'jv£os flOXOq·
, • 0 • , 0;, \ • ." \ - .,~. \ • 0;, , . '

P~'1v op 01, uK7Jv£OS oE IUXVS av£v I\OYLUJ.L0lJ 'f'vX7jv ouo€V TL a.fl£LVW
TLihjatv.
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certain voice: 'he who chooses the goods of the soul, chooses
the more divine: he who chooses those of the body, chooses
human goods'4~r more clearly still: 'it is fitting for men
to ~ay ~ttention to the soul rather than the body; for per
fectIon In the soul corrects the faults of the body, but'
strength of body without reasoning makes the soul no whit
better.' 5 Soul can help body, but body cannot help soul. An
extension of the idea of the inferiority of pleasures of the

'Dem. 36; D.B. 71; N. 5+ ~Sova, rf.KaLpOt T{KTOVULV a7jS{as.
• Stob. ii. 31. 56; D.B. 178; N. 198 'lTtlVTWV KaKWTOV ~ dJ'IT£T£{7J 'lTat

S£vuat nlv v£OT7jTa' aiYrrj yap Eunv ij T{KT€t Tas ~Sovas Tam-as, Ee wv
~ KaKOT7jS y'V£Tat. 3 Stob. iii. 18. 35; D.B. 235; N·53·

4 Dem. 3; D.B. 37 N. 8. 0 Ta .pvxfJs &'yaOa aip€OfL£VOS Ta O£L/mpa.
• , f~"" " , 0 'atpUTaL' 0 o£ Ta UK7JV£os Ta av pW1T7jta.

• S Stob. Flor. i. 39; D.n. 187; N. 18 o.vOpumoLS' apfLoStOV ifiuxijs flaMov

'1 uWfLaToS ,\Oyov 'lTot£tUOaL' .pvx'ijs J.LEV yap T€"£OT7jS uK1'jv£os flOXOq·
, • 0 • , 0;, \ • ." \ - .,~. \ • 0;, , . '

P~'1v op 01, uK7Jv£OS oE IUXVS av£v I\OYLUJ.L0lJ 'f'vX7jv ouo€V TL a.fl£LVW
TLihjatv.
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perturbability·. The same idea appears more succinctly in
another saying: 'equality is beautiful in all things; I like
not excess or defect':1 'equality~ here is moderation regarded
from a mathematical point of view. Similar in tone are the
sayings: (ifone were to exceed moderation,' th~ most ~leas.ant
things would become most. unpleasant;~ t? de.slre Im
moderately is the m~rk.of ~ chl1d, ~ot of a.ma~.3 Finally the
notion is seen again In Its specIal application to worldly
goods in the quotation: 4 'fortunate is the man who is cheer
ful with moderate possessions, and unfortunate he who is
unhappy with many~.

A more precise idea can now b~ formed of the me~ns .by
which 'cheerfulness' may be attained; pleasures which in

volve the pain of desire must be avoided, the pleasures of the
soul preferred to those of the body, the beautiful must be
the object of contemplation and enjoyment, and the mean
observed between excess and defect. How then can a man
make a right choice? Democritus, like Epicurus after him,
laid great stress on 'prudence· or 'practical wisdom~ (ePpOVTJul.~).

One of his works had the title of Tritogeneia or Athena; In

it he identified the goddess with Prudence and making a
pun on the name said 'Three things come from Prudence,
good counsel, unerring speech, and right act~on·.S. In
several of the fragments the value of prudence In varIOUS
spheres is clearly brought out: 'The hopes of tho~e who
think aright are attainable, but those of the unwIse are
beyond their power',6 'men are happy not through strength

IDem. 68; D.H. 102; N. 5I KMOV (V lTaV'T' 'TO luov· iJ1T€pf3o>"~ b€ lea'
t)J..€".pI.~ oli P.01. SOK~(I.. ;

I Stob. iii. 17. 38; D.B. 233; N. 55 E' TLS iJ1T£p{J&.A>'ol. TO P.lTptOV, TO.

EfTI,TEp'JtEaTaTC aTEp1TEaTu-ra 411 ylYV0l,TO. •
J Dem. 35; D.B. 70; N. 62 lTaI.8~5' 001( ov8pos TO ap.l'Tpws (-trI.8UP.EUT.
4 Stob. iv. 103. 17; D.B. 286; N. 71 E1hv~s 0 111" P.ETplol.ut Xp~p.aC1tV

Eo8vP.EOP.EVOS J 8VOTVX11S 8£ 0 E7T4 1fo>...\otal. SVCT8vJJoEop.Evor: ~f. also D.B.

2
8

5. DB' ~;. -"J.. ~ , UTas EJym. Orion., pp. 153, S; .. 2 ')'U'€TUt oE EIC TOV'fPOl/EtV Tpta Tel ,

{Jov'AnlEu8at KaAWS', >"lyEI.V a.vaJLapT~Tws lea! 71pa.TTEtv &. 8Et 9;
6 Dem. 23 a; Slob. iv. 110. IS; D.B. 58; N. 102 £).1T[8£r al TWV Jp a

"J.. , '"J.. " ~; A • ~ I .~ ,'YPOV£OVT<JJII £'t'tKTal., ell of TClJV ClSVVETWV aovvaTOt.
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f body or through possessions, but through righteousness
o d wide thoughts',1 'it is a great thing in misfortune to
an . h d d·think aright',z 'reputati?n and w:alt1h WI1~ out u~ erfistan tng

t:','_" " are not safe possess.ions ;3 a I:arttcu.ar y Interest1n9 ragmen
:; '~~'.~.~... brings prudence into relatIon wIth chance: 4 ~en h~ve

, ":-::'. -, -fashioned an image of chance as a cloa~ for their own Jll
.', .~' 'counsel. For chance rarely fights agaInst pru~ence, ~nd

, '. ~.' most things in life keen sight with understanding gUides
, " aright'. A series of sayings ~ on 4t~e foolish' bring out the

same idea from a neganve pOInt of view: two may be quoted:
,- '" 'fools live without enjoyi~g life·,6 the absence of,prudence,

that is, causes men to mIss ~he true .pleasures; fools long
-' _for what is not there, and despise what 15 at hand e;en though
,'; it is more profitable than what has passed away.7

Prudence is thus the guide to life for it enables a man to
'.-, choose the pleasures wh~ch will pr?duce 'cheer~lness'. Is
;-.. it an innate gift or can It be acqUired? Democntus ~as a

•~ 0:.:: '" strong believer in the val~e ?f educatio~. In an aphOrIsm 8
. '::' :. which has almost a SocratIc flng he says, the cause ofwrong
. ~~- doing is ignorance of the better', and in many place~ he

" insists on the value of teaching. In two of them he bnngs
.it into relation with nature: 'more men become good by

l_-training than by nature'.9 'Nature and teaching are alike.

IDem. 6; D.B. 40; N. IS oVr€ CTwp.acnv oliT€ XP'1p.a.ac.v EuSa.tfLovovatv
• 8 .!\ \. • 9' • \.J.. 'av pwtrOl. QAI\ op OCTVV[} Ka.t 'tTOI\V't'PouvvrJ.

• Oem. 8; D.B. 42; N. 90 p.~ya TO b fVp.epopfiCTt tPpovEiv aSEt.
_ _ 3 Dem. +2; D.B. 77; N. 78 aoEa. Ka~ 1TAOihos av€v eWEatOr OUK

dm/JaJ.la KnlfLaTa•
4 Stob. ii. 8. 16; D.B. 119; N. 29, 30 w,8pClJ7Toc. TVX7}S' EiSw'AOII (1TAa.~

.!..L_ '~I ~Q \ , f1' '"J.. , , I • ~,-(70&PTo 1rp"'f"U'atv C.Ol7JS' Uf"OVI\t7JS. (Ita yap 't'pOll7JCTEt 7'lJXTI p.a.XETal.. Ta O€

~~ ,~_. 'JT).£iO'Ta Jv {JlqJ EVgWETOS OfVS€PK€l7J KaTt.8ovn.
. ". s D.B. 19C]-zo6.

'. '. 6 Stob. iii. 4. 74; D.B. 200; N. 93 4VO-qpOV€S' {JI.OVCft.V ou T€P1TOPOOt
, Pc.OTjj.
. 7 Stob. iii. 4. 76; D.B. 202; N. 60 Q.vo-qP.OV€S 'TWV alT€OVTWV c3pEyOV'Tat,
~ t', , , _ , ~_\' ., • \

':. '; OE 1rap(OVTa ICa.1. <'tT£p TWV> 1rClpep')(T}JL6!WV K£P0aJ\£W'TEpa EOVTU a.POI\-
. 8wot1aw.

;,.~</~- aDem. 49; D.B. 83; N.28 tlp.apT[7}S' al'TL-q ~ a.fLa8l7} TOV KpECTC70VOS'.
;<~~·~;:>~1. -, '!itob. iii. 29. 66; D.B. 242; N. 193 1TA€OV£S' Ef o.C'~cl.os o.ra60, ylvov.

Wii~{~ ~ dW6 ~Vaw"

l
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I Stob. iii. J. 210; D. [9 1 ; N. 52, already referred to on p. 195.
a Stob. iv. 103. 2S; D.B. 3; N. 163'
3 1ToAAd. 1Tp~UCTnl' here has clearly the associations of 1rOAV1Tpa.Y/lOm$V7J.

~- .~,:~ .. ~: <:,

:~~",'< ET H ICS<L·,_, 199

~t, ;",':" 's necessarily incomplete, but there is a considerable amount
~::_,_, :" . ~f material to draw on. A long extract I may first be Con
~L <, , sidered which gives a clear picture and suggests lines of

,;,jl';i,~~::;,\ .••.. &~i~:~~~;~:~::i~o%:~:Y~~h:~~:~~~~n;3r~:~fa~
'.: '/' have taking llttle thought of those who are envled and admIred and

not ~ociating yourself with them in mind: rather you must contem-
';t,;:.~,: _.' ",,' plate the lives of those who have a hard time and mark their sore

'_ suffering, so that what you have and possess already may appear great
l·,_ y and enviable to you, and you may not desire more and so come to suffer

,
:~"~, ": ~', in mind. For the man who admi res the rich and those whom the world
, ' blesses and associates himself with them in his thoughts at every hour

,

'-"'"::'1',,,1:,,:,::, -:,;,;""":.:::::~".,,, of the day, is forced ever to seek some new thing and to set his desire.' upon doing some deed irremediable such as the laws forbid. Therefore,
'a man should not seek these things, but be cheerful with the others,

I
', <F'·' comparing his own life with the life of the less fortunate and holding

.; ,.,'::::.,"Y "" himself blessed, when he thinks of what they suffer and considers how
"': ,,:'. much better is his own life and fortune. If you cling to this state of
~ i'F mind, you will live more cheerfully and will be rid of many evil
:1~':' spirits (~pa~) in your life, envy, jealousy, and ill-will.

~:.::<.:.:.> Here there is a strong emphasis on the ideas of moderation
;,~,:~:.~:,~,',,:,~_:,,'--: in practice and contentment in spirit, the whole gathered up
~. ,. in a self-centred view of life in which the less fortunate have
-I'~'" their function in helping to secure onets own satisfaction.
:. .',' The idea is repeated in another striking saying: 2 'the man
:- ..... who intends to be cheerful must not be overactive either in

private or in public,3 and whatever he does must not choose
What is beyond his capacity and nature. But he must sol· '"'., " be on his guard that even when chance faUs in his way and

!,,' , seems to lead him to advancement, he can lay it aside and
i' , not engage in what is more than he can do. For plenty in

, it moderation is safer than great plenty'. This gives the picture
.of self-eentred and cautious inactivity in an extreme form

198 DEMOCRITUS

For teaching re-forms a man, and in re-forming him makes
his nature.tIThe contradiction in the latter saying is more
apparent than real; man is born with a certain nature
education can remodel it into a 'secondt nature and tha~
is more often the cause of goodness than the original instinct. I

Nature and education are grouped together again and
brought into immediate connexion with prudence in another
saying: 'There may be understanding in the young, and
lack of understanding in the old; for it is not time that
teaches prudence, but nurture in due season and nature.'1
Another quotation 3 shows clearly the cannexion ofeducation
and virtue, and emphasizes in an interesting way the various
departments of the normal training of the Athenian boy at
the time: 'If boys are slack and fail to work, they would
never learn reading or music or games, nor, what is best safe
guard of virtue, reverence; for it is from these pursuits that
reverence most loves to grow.t One more quotation may be
made, for though it concerns education more on the in
tellectual side, it is characteristic of its author and a striking
anticipation of the thoughts of a later age: 'culture is an
ornament to the prosperous and a refuge to those in
adversityt.3

It is possible then to form a fairly clear idea of what
Democritus meant by 'cheerfulnesst and what he held to
be the means of attaining it. It remains to be seen if any
notion can be put together of the kind of life which the
'cheerful' man will lead. A reconstruction trom fragments

I D.B. 33; N. 187; Clem. Stro11l.iv. lSI; Stob. ii. 31. 65 ~ ePVC1&S Kal
~ ~L8a~ 7Tapa.1T"'~a,ov laTL. l(aL "Yap ~ 8L8ax~ p,erapvapot TOV Q.V(JPW7TOV.
p.(1'apvup.ovua. ~E epvulofTotd.

~ Stob. ii. 31.72; D.B. 183; N. 185 taTL 1TOV vlwv ,VV€UtS KaL jlEPOV
TWV ~vv€a'TJ· xpovos yap ou 8,8&ul((L q,poll(iv. all' wpalTJ TPO¢nl Kat

t/J.Jc"s.
J Stab. ii. 31. 57; D.B. 179; N. 197 lew T' KWS ~ 7TOVEtv 1TatSEs allt/v

TES OrnE "Ypap.paT' all P.a.90L£V oifrE fLovaLK'1]v oun a.ywvl7Jv ov8' 01TEP p.cl.\&(77'~
, " , 't~ .. 8 " \' , J.. 'A' D 'l'I

'"'V apf.TTJv UUVEXEt. TO ataEta at.· p.al1.a yap (I( 70trTWV 't"I1.EL ytyv(O'oat ·f

«l8ws.
4 Stab. ii. 3]. 58 ; D.B. 180; N. 183 ~ ?Ta.,8flll EVTtJxovat ILiv lerrl. KoajLos.

aTLlXOV(T&' BE l(a7ac/JOyLov. Cf. Cic. pro Arcn. 7. 16.
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, " , 't~ .. 8 " \' , J.. 'A' D 'l'I

'"'V apf.TTJv UUVEXEt. TO ataEta at.· p.al1.a yap (I( 70trTWV 't"I1.EL ytyv(O'oat ·f

«l8ws.
4 Stab. ii. 3]. 58 ; D.B. 180; N. 183 ~ ?Ta.,8flll EVTtJxovat ILiv lerrl. KoajLos.

aTLlXOV(T&' BE l(a7ac/JOyLov. Cf. Cic. pro Arcn. 7. 16.
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and when it came to details it is not surprising that Demo_
critus did not quite succeed in carrying it out.

In a philosophy in which moderation plays so large a part
it is to be expected that much stress will be laid on the
characteristic Greek virtue of 'self-control' (CTWrPp0aVVTJ)· The
contrast between self-control and chance t has already been
quoted and in a similar spirit Democritus says: 'self-control
increases enjoyment and makes pleasure greatert.~ The idea
is exactly that of moderation: its pleasures are really greater
because they are stable and do not involve unfulfilled desire:
Self-control is more than once regarded as the peculiar
virtue of the old: 'strength and beauty are the blessings of
youth, self-control is the flower of old age' :3 'the self-control
of a father is the greatest exhortation to the childrent4-the
latter a peculiarly shrewd observation. The character of this
self-control is clearly expressed in the saying that 'to endure
poverty nobly is the mark of a man of self-controP,5 and its
dir.e~t relation. to b?dily health is emphasized in another
striking aphorIsm: Men ask for health from the gods in
their prayers, but do not know that they have the power over
it in themselves. In their wantonness theydo contrary things
and themselves by their desires become traitors to their
heal~h!6 The same idea of the responsibility of the soul,
as director, for the misuse of the body is brought out in a
longer and very interesting fragment: If the body were to .
lay a suit against the soul for the pains and ill-treatment it
has suffered during all its life, and were itself appointed

J pp. 187, 197. .
1 Stob. iii. S. 27; D.B. 211 ; N. S6 crwf>poaV'II7] Ta T€p1TVa dlE€L lCahj8o

.,.qv E1np.Eltova 1TOL£t
3 Stob. iv. liS. 19; D.B. 294; N.205 luxuS' Ka, EVP.OP1>l7J V€oT7JTor

«re8a, yrJpaoS' OE ucwPpocrVV'r} civ8oS'.

4 Stob. iii. 5.24; D.D. 208; N. 199 1TaTpoS' awt/JpoaVVYJ flirlCT7'OV TlICVO&r

1TapayyEAp.a.
S Stob. iv. 108.7°; D.B. 291; N. 83 1T£V{7JV f.TrtftKlwS' t/Jlpnv ow4>povl

OVTOS'.

, Stob. iii. 18. 30; D.B. 234; N. 2 I VyLEt7]V Evxfiut 1Tapa 8EcAIV alTloVTa&
o.a,(}pW1TO&, -n}v 8t 'Ta~S' 8UVClflw EV laV'ToiS' EXOVT£S' OVI( 'aao",,· aKpaa{v
8\' " • \ 8' -., ... • 9 '~ TClvaVTICl 1TPTJUUOVT€5' aVTOt 1TpO OTat T7]5' V)'&E&"1S' 7'710W E1T& vP.l.l1CT&V
ywoVTaL.
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-the frugal tread in the path of.the bee, f?r they ~ork as. if
they were to live for ever'.1 It IS emphasized again and .Its
difficulty pointed out in a very. re~arkable frag~e~t w~lch
shows conspicuously De~ocntus power. of simIle: !he
children of frugal parents, If they grow up Ignorant, a:e hke
dancers leaping on swords: if as they descend they mISS the
one place where they ought to plant their feet, there is an
end of them. But it is hard to hit this one spot; for there is
only just room for their feet left. So th~y too if they miss the
print of their fathe(s thrift and fruga~lty.are led to destruc
tion '.~ But frugahty, though good 1n Itself, must not be
carried to excess: 'frugality and hunger are good, but th~re
is a time to be lavish too: it takes a good man to recognize
it' : 3 'a life without feasting is a long journey without an
inn'.4 Here the lover of -cheerfulness' seems for a moment
to emerge above the moralist. Avarice at any rate is strongly
condemned on fundamental grounds: 'a craving for posses
sions if it is not limited by satiety, is far worse than the
utmo'st poverty; for the greater the craving, the greater the
feeling of want'.5 Jealousy is no less shrewdly condemned:
'the envious man harms himself as he would an enemy';6 he
is only creating for himself new unsatisfied desire~. Con
tentiousness likewise recoils upon itself: 'all contentIousness

I Stob. iii. 16. 17; D.B. 227; N. 80 ot ePEt8wl\OtTovrijS p.fl\tuU7]r olTov .
" 'r' .,. 'R IExovaw EPYQ;OJJ.f:J10c. w~ QE"c. ,..UlJUOJl~VOI. ~ ... ... A , ,

J Stab. iii. 16. 18; D.B. 228; N. 202 01. TWV ~(I,8wl\wv ,"alaE'S' ap.a8EEs
.. I • ~., \ " _l '" ~ Il.o~vovi'IVO/LE'VOL WU1f'Ep 01. Op)(IJcrrw. 0 .. fS' TaS' ,.,.a.xaLpas OpOVOVTES', T1V (VOS r

" ...I.' ., 8 ~ A ~ 1'0:: .... • OAAVVT4L·<1£'1}> 'T1Jxwal. ICQ.T""'t'EPOJlE'VOc., 0' a OEI TOVS' 1TOOOS EpEwa" cur "

XaAf1TOV 8E TVXflV bos· 'TO yap iXVLOV p.oVvov AlAEL7M"aL TWV 7TOaWV· ovr~
~ \ ,.. • I , ... ..., ... , A' Ka. ~ ..I.o 8wAov
OE lea, OVTOL. "1}V ap.apTwac. Tav 1ra.TpUCOV 7111TOV 'TOV f1T'JlE' l!!OS' , 'Y '

4,lJou(1I. 8t.at/J8ElfJEUOa... ~ , •
3 Stob. iii. 16. 19; D.B. 229; N. 81 ¢JE'18clJ 'Toe. KClt I\tJlOS XP"'IClT1l" €V

ICQe.pW aE KQ.~ 8Cl7T4V11· YWW(rlCEIV 8~ araSoii.
4 Stab. iii. 16. 22; D.B. 230; N. 229 {Jtas 4vEopTaUTos p.aKpYJ &80r

Q1rQV80KWTOS. I

5 Stob. iii. 10.43; D.B. 219; N. 70 XPTIp.d-rwv opEf's, 1jv p..q op"l1"ae.
~oP~' 7TEVl7J~ JOXa.T1]S' 7ToMol' XCllnrw't'EfY/1· ,.,.l'OVES' yap opEfElf pEtavas

0'8Ec.e.S- 7Toe.f;vac.v. , I

6 Dem. 54-; Stob. iii. 38. 47; D.B. 88; N. 82 0 rp9ov'wv JWVTOJI wS"

tx9pov AV1'fln.
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I·:·"::"',,!· is folly: for while it gazes on the harm wreaked on its
.,.,> opponent, it does not see its own advantage'. I Among his

"., miscellaneous sayings there are two which seem to arise
. .... . directly out of Democritus' own experience as a 'travelled
'.::,:";.J.' man': 'Sojourning abroad teaches self-sufficiency; for a crust

i,"i.':: of bread and a wisp of straw are the sweetest medicines for
... .,::=-:.. hunger and weariness.' 2 Those are the hardships of travel;

. '.~':;,::... ;:' this is its high spirit: 'For the wise man the whole earth is
. . open: for the entire world is the native land of a good soul. '3

", The portrait of Democritus' 'cheerful' man is on the
whole a pleasant one: in spite of the self-centredness of the
motives there is much that is fine and noble in the result.
We may quote lastly some characteristic reflexions on old

, age and death. A completed life he thinks of as a good
thing; 'the old man was once young, but it is uncertain

, -~ whether the young man will attain to old age; therefore the
·completed good is superior to that which is still to come and
is uncertain. J 4 Yet for old age itself he has scanty praise:
'old age is a wholesale crippling: it has all its limbs, but all
lack something',s and he warns his disciples more than once
not to strive for old age rather than death: -it is the foolish

""who through fear of death wish to grow old': 6 'it is the
.. foolish who crave for life fearing death instead of old age'.7
. The 'cheerful' life must remain cheerful to its close and that

cannot well be if it is prolonged into old age.

I Stob. iii. 20. 62; D.B. 237; N. 221 tP,}t.ollcKlTJ '7To.aa Q.lIO'7}TOS'· TO ya.p
I(lTa. TOU aUUl£ivE'Os f1)..a.fJE'POV (JEWPEVU(l TO 1'8,ov avp.~/pov OU pl\lrr£/..

I Stob. iii. 40. 6; D.B. 246; N. 66 fElILTElTJ Piov aln-apKnaV OlOaUKEc.·
... ,. , , .R~ \ ... , I \' ~,

fta~a yap Kae. aT"f'ICl~ I\c.p.ov Ka.1 K01TOV YI\VKtfTQ.TCl cap.QTa.
J Stob. iii. 40. 7; D.B. 247; N. 168 avBpi ClotPc'j11TaCla yi1 {Jarl}" "'vris

, , 4::. 'It.' ,
yap a"ClvIIS' 1ra'TpIS 0 fivJl:rras KOUP.OS'.

• Stob. iv. I I 5. 21; D.B. 295; N. 1°40 rlpwv VEO!; (,,'lIfTO, 0 a€ vioS'
. d8' " ... ,.l. 't. "\ ...' 0 ' A" \ " ~. 'lI\OV f;&. fS' Y7lpaS' a't"!10 E'Tal· 'TO TE'I\£lOV OUlI ara ov TOV /LEI\I\OIlTOS fTC Ka&.
ciO~'\ov Kplauov.
, ,s Stob. iVa tI6. 41 ; D.B. 296; N. 207 ~pas oAoK)..11POS ECJTl mJPWUlS"'
'7rClJIT' EXE' Kat '7Tau,v iv8E'i.

6 Stob. iii. 4. 80; D.B. 206; N. 95 J.1I0~P.OVES' OJ.lIaTOV OEOO'KOTES- YT1pJ..
.O'I((,V iOlAova,v.

7 Stob. iii. 4. 79; D.B. 2°5; N. 9, n. d.vO~P.OllES' 'w~s oplyov'Ta., <d.t'.,'>
(JallaTov OEOOl.KOTES.
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~oP~' 7TEVl7J~ JOXa.T1]S' 7ToMol' XCllnrw't'EfY/1· ,.,.l'OVES' yap opEfElf pEtavas

0'8Ec.e.S- 7Toe.f;vac.v. , I

6 Dem. 54-; Stob. iii. 38. 47; D.B. 88; N. 82 0 rp9ov'wv JWVTOJI wS"

tx9pov AV1'fln.
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I·:·"::"',,!· is folly: for while it gazes on the harm wreaked on its
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I Stob. iii. 20. 62; D.B. 237; N. 221 tP,}t.ollcKlTJ '7To.aa Q.lIO'7}TOS'· TO ya.p
I(lTa. TOU aUUl£ivE'Os f1)..a.fJE'POV (JEWPEVU(l TO 1'8,ov avp.~/pov OU pl\lrr£/..

I Stob. iii. 40. 6; D.B. 246; N. 66 fElILTElTJ Piov aln-apKnaV OlOaUKEc.·
... ,. , , .R~ \ ... , I \' ~,

fta~a yap Kae. aT"f'ICl~ I\c.p.ov Ka.1 K01TOV YI\VKtfTQ.TCl cap.QTa.
J Stob. iii. 40. 7; D.B. 247; N. 168 avBpi ClotPc'j11TaCla yi1 {Jarl}" "'vris

, , 4::. 'It.' ,
yap a"ClvIIS' 1ra'TpIS 0 fivJl:rras KOUP.OS'.

• Stob. iv. I I 5. 21; D.B. 295; N. 1°40 rlpwv VEO!; (,,'lIfTO, 0 a€ vioS'
. d8' " ... ,.l. 't. "\ ...' 0 ' A" \ " ~. 'lI\OV f;&. fS' Y7lpaS' a't"!10 E'Tal· 'TO TE'I\£lOV OUlI ara ov TOV /LEI\I\OIlTOS fTC Ka&.
ciO~'\ov Kplauov.
, ,s Stob. iVa tI6. 41 ; D.B. 296; N. 207 ~pas oAoK)..11POS ECJTl mJPWUlS"'
'7rClJIT' EXE' Kat '7Tau,v iv8E'i.

6 Stob. iii. 4. 80; D.B. 206; N. 95 J.1I0~P.OVES' OJ.lIaTOV OEOO'KOTES- YT1pJ..
.O'I((,V iOlAova,v.

7 Stob. iii. 4. 79; D.B. 2°5; N. 9, n. d.vO~P.OllES' 'w~s oplyov'Ta., <d.t'.,'>
(JallaTov OEOOl.KOTES.
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206 DEMOCRITUS
Besides such aphorisms about the individual Democritus

speaks often of the relation of the 'cheerful' man both to
domestic and to public life. In regard to domestic life he
takes up a marked attitude. Of slaves he holds the orthodox
Greek view: 'Use slaves as parts of the body, each for his
own purpose.' I His opinion of women and their position is
no less emphatic: 'A woman is far quicker than a man to
make intrigues': ~ 'let not a woman practice speaking; for
it is dangerous':3 'few words are women's adornment: and
simplicity in adornment is good too' 4-a Periclean senti
ment with an added sly touch of humour. He has a horror
of submission to a woman: 'to be ruled by a woman would
be the last disgrace to a man',5 and in this anticipates
Epicurus' aversion to the love of the sexes. Equally clearly
he would dissuade his disciples from having children and
bringing up a family: 'the rearing of children is unsafe; for
if it succeeds it involves much struggle and anxiety, and if
it fails, it is worse than any other form of pain':6 'I do not
think one ought to have children; for I see In the possession
of children many great dangers and many griefs; the
blessings are rare, and such as they are, only weak and
feeble.' 7 In similar passages 8 he enlarges on the difficulties
of bringing up a family, and in one remarkable utterance 9

recommends, if one needs the presence of children, the
adoption of those of one's friends, adding ~he cynical reason

I Stob. iv. 62.4-5; D.B. 270; N. 177 olKl'Tcualv WS polpEal, 'TOV O'K7}V(OS'
Xpw aAAep ",pas MAo.

J Stob. iv. 73.62; D.B. 273; N. 174 yv~ 1TO,ua. avopoS' detrr€pT/ TTpOS
KaKo~pa8~oaVv~v.

3 Dem. 77; D.B. 110; N. 173 yvv-q p.~ aUKE{TCJJ Aoyov' 8El.VOy ydp.
4 Stob. iv. 74.38; D.B. 274; N. 171 l<oup.oS' oAlYOp.v8l'T} yvvalKl· KaAOV

O€ KClL KOCTl-t0tJ ALT01"T1S"
D 8 n B N • ~ ." 8 ~Q .., ~ ~ "s em.7; .. I I I ; • J 70 V1T0 yvvaLKos apx£a at UfJpLS av avop' H7J

Eaxo.""l·
6 Stob. iv. 76. :i 3; D.B. 275; N. 182 'Tel<voTpoq,l'rj C1<pa.AEpOII· 'T~V p.ev yap

, ,. - ,. .l.. ,~, , ~., "
E1TLTVX''1V ayuwor JLfZUT1JV KaL 'l'povnoos KfZKTT/TClL, TYJV OE a7TOTllX'1JV av-
V111p8f:TOII (TlpT1 oSvV?].

1 Stob. iv. 76.15; D.B. 276; N. IBo.
8 Stob. iv. 76. 17, 83.25; D.B. 278. 279; N. 178, 203.
9 Stob.iv.76. 16;D.B.277;N.IS"
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that 'this plan is so much the better because one can choose
out of many the child that suits one's mind. But if you beget

... :. them for yourself there are many dangers; for you must put
. ::;.' up with the child who is born'. Yet once unexpectedly r his

cynicism seems to break down, and he admits that 'it is
. possible without spending much of one's possessio~sto bring

up children and so set a wall of defence round one s property
and person'-still an egoistic motive, but with a touch of
humanity. Of a piece with an this is a more kindly saying:
'he who gets a good son-in-law finds a son, but he who gets
a bad one loses a daughter'.1

" It might well be asked where this cynical old bachelor
. ( is going to find 'cheerfulness' in his relations to others, and

the answer is, as it was with Epicurus after him, in his
friends. A series of aphorisms shows the high value which
Democritus set on friendship and the importance he attributed
to efforts to acquire and maintain it. 'The man who has not
one good friend, does not deserve to live': 3 'the friendship of
one sensible man is worth an the fools'.4 But a friend is not
to be acquired without giving something in return: 'the
man who loves no one cannot, I think, be loved by any
one'.s

Friendship must be based on common thoughts and
interests: 'it is agreement that makes friendship':6 'not all
one's kin are friends, but those who agree in their interests')7
and requires the right sort of character: Cfaultfinders are not

I Stob. iv. 83.26: D.B. 280; N. 18{ ;fEUTUI OU ';ToMei. TWV aif>E.TlpwlI
allaAWaaVTaS' TTac,oEuC1al 'T£ TOUS ~ai8a5' lC'aL T£ix0S" TE. lC'at uWTrJpl7Jv",E.pc,-

( .. po.>.'a8at ToiS" TE xp~p.aC1L Ka~ 'TOrS- awp.auLV atiTwll.
11 \. - 1 St b . 8 D B ~ a - ., \.. ~ , ~ ~.I . •. 0 .1V. 70. I; •• Z7Z ° yal-tfJPov P.EII f:7nTllXWV (UPEII U'OV, 0 oE
, '>I. . a7101"UXWII a.1TwAECTE lC'ai 8vya.Tlpa.

,3 Oem. 65; D.B. 99; N. 209 {fjll OUI< ~LO!; OTep P.1JOE Els- (C1'TI. Xpr]C1'TOS
;D.os.

,. Dem. 64; n.B. 98; N. 2 I I E110S ~LAl7J eUIIETOii KpluCTWl1 &.EvvlTWII
1TaIlTWV.

. s Dem. 69; n.B. 103 i N. 208 000) v4/ (lI(,s <P,AEEU8o., 801<1£1, P.O~ 0
t/nMwv fI:rl~lva.

6 Stob. ii. 33.9; D.B. 186; N. 212 JP.Oq,POcrol'1] rpl~t'1'JV 710L£(.

..' t 7 De~. 73; D.~. 1~7; N. ,213 ePlAOL OU 71QVT(S' ot 'vyyEv/ES'. ill) o[
. :~:> , 'iivP.~W"'(OIlTf:S TT(pt TOU EVfl-c!>EPOIITOS'.

.. ,,' ~::>{:',.
,l--.

L
1,1:;
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208 DEMOCRITUS

made for friendship': I 'the man with whom tested friends do
not remain long, is ill-tempered'.~ But there can be decep
tion in friendship: 'many who seem to be friends are not·
others are who seem not',3 and a change of fortune may end
friendship: 'many shun their friends, when they fall from
prosperity to poverty'; 4 'in good fortune it is easy to find
a friend, in bad fortune the most difficult of all things'.5
Democritus' conception of friendship has no doubt a selfish
basis, but it is at least more pleasing to contemplate than his
notio? of fa~ily life.. That it has. a ge!1erous side may be
seen In certain aphorisms concerning kindnesses and grati
tude: 'one should receive acts of kindness with the intention
of making greater returns',6 'small acts of kindness at the
right moment are the greatest for those who receive them','
'the really kind man is not the man who looks for a return
but he who chooses to do good'.8 In these selfishness seem~
at least to be mitigated by a truer feeling.

There is a good deal of information as to Democritus'
attitude to the State and its functions. From his conception 9

of justice as a positive and active virtue, it follows naturally
that he· insists on the punishment of offenders: 'we must
avenge those who are wronged to the best of our powers
and not let it be; for this is just and good, and the contrary
is unjust and evil'.lO There is an interesting series of

IDem. 76; n.B. 109; N. 217 ot 4t>"0p.~P4lfiS (1'S' ~tAl71v OVK EOtPVEES'.

3 Dem. 66; D.B. 100; N. 2 I 6 OT€Lp ~TJ Staplvovcnv J7Tl, 17'0.\>"011 ot

1ffitpaObrr(S' c/JLAor. ~tJC7TP01tOS'.
3 Dem. 63; D.B. 97; N. 2 I 0 1ToMol SOK£OV"TES' dvaL ,plAOt oiJlc Elu, Ka,

ov 80KtOV1'€S' Elalv.
4 Dem. 67; D.B. 101; N. 215 EKTpi1TovTaL 1fo>">"Ot 'TOUS ,pl>"ovs, l1f'1}v le

t , " ,
EV1TOP/'1J~ E"ts" 1iEV'1JV p.f:'To.:"~aWCTLv.

5 Dem. 72; D.B. 106; N. 214 Ell EVTVXl'll c/>o..OIl EUpEtV EWr0poII, (-v Ot
SVr1TVXl'l11i4vrwv a.1TopW'TaTol',

6 Dem. 58; D.B. 92; N. 228 xaptTas atxECT8at xpEWV 1TPOC1K07TEtJC)P.(VOV
, , - , /:1\ , 0;:0-

KpEaC10vas avrwv a~oLtJaS' a1Tooovvat.
7 ~em. 60; D.B. 94; N. 225 ILLKpal Xapl.'TfiS Ell Katp~ p.'YLOTaL 'Tots

Aap.{Jal'otJur..
8 Dem. 62; D.B. 96; N. 226 XaPtCT1't/COS ovx ~ /f).,£1TWV 1TpaS n)v dlLotf3~v

',\,\1 f ~ ~ A' S
0.1\" 0 €V opav 7TP01JP"'1JLEVOS. 9 ce p. 202.

10 Stob.iv.+6.43; D.B.161; N.155 ciOtKOVP.'VO/'C1t'TtfLWP(ivlC~'ta.SJvafL/'V

L

'f·-·'.·::- ' -" .. ,
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aphorisms 1 in Stobaeus' collection in which Democritus
appears to approach the question of the punishment of
Cltlzens through the slaughter of harmful animals and the
killing ~f enemies,. and relates his precepts directly to his
root-notions of ethiCS. He tells us that the man who kills
harmful. wild beasts is guiltless (d8epor) and contributes to
'well-being' (npos eVt"07'oiiv), and again that the man who kills
'thin~s t?at do harm contrary ,to justice' will have in every
constitution a greater share of cheerfulness' and justice and
courage an~ possessions. Advan:ing the next stage he says
that as hostile beasts should be ktlled, so should hostile men
and specifies in particular the highwaymen and the pirate:
Finally coming within the State itself he pronounces that
~those who do deeds worthy of exile or deserve imprison
ment or fine, must be condemned and not let off; whosoever
lets a man off, givi!?g judgemen~ for gain or affection, is a
wrongdoer, and thiS must eat Into his heart'.l There is

I, a Draconian sternness about this, but the motive is clear: if
the citizens are to live the 'cheerful' life, they must be freed
from all forms of molestation external and internal and the
principle must be rigidly applied. And this is the purpose
of the existence of laws: 'the laws would never have for
bidden every man to live as a law unto himself if one man
d.i~ not ~o, harm to anoth~r. For envy lays the f~undation of
Clvtl strIfe.3 But even thiS stern advocate for the execution
?f the law kn~ws that there is something better than law
In the persuasion which carries conviction = 'a man will be
a great~r power for virtue if he uses encouragement and
persuasive speech rather than law and force. For he who is
kept froJ? injustice by.law is likely to do wrong secretly, but
he who IS led to the rIght by persuasion is not likely either
'\i~ " , '" ~,
Ar" ~ar. ~TJ 1TaplE~ar.· T? p..EV yap TOLOVTOV. otlCa/,ov Ka~ 4ya9oll, TO 8~ p..~

7OtOUTOV ~tKOV KCu,KaICOV. I Stob.1V. 44. 16-18; D.B. 257-9.
.. ~ S!ob.~v. 46.44; D.B. 262; N. 157 Ka" Ot ePvyij~ ciela Ip8oVCTtvi)8f:C1p.Wv
~ o/f}s (1'to(.) KaTaifnJt/Jt.OTlov Ka, p...q et1To>"unv' o~ S' av 1Tapa vOlLov
Q'7TOAVn KEp8 .'y ... ~ ,., I~ - 'f " r

., ••• £L oPL':IWV 1J "'100vno.otl«((. Kat 0(. TOVrO E)'KapBtov aVclYK71 E"tvaL.
3 1 S,tob. m. 38• 53; D.B. 245 ; N. I 40 OUI( nv lKWAVOV ot 11011.01. ,.nv (l(aOT01'

re0.7 r.aton'it , I' or .. "\' r",
1 , ».,v (5~Vat"1v) Et p.1J e'TEpO~ ETEpOV ~I\VJLatV(TO. 4>8ovos yap 0"T4CTr.O~

QP}(1Iv Cl1TEpya'f:Tat.

l.
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openly or secretly to commit a sin'.1 For 'the purpose of
law is to benefit the life of men; and this it can do, when they
themselves are willing to be benefitted. For to those who
are persuaded the law shows its own virtue'.:: Once again the
rigidity ofDemocritus is lightened by a shrewd human touch.

Democritus' precepts on public life and the function of
the State are something of a surprise. The saying already
quoted,3 'the man who intends to be cheerful must not be
overactive either in private or in public', prepares us for
a quietist attitude, and we should have expected him to
recommend his philosopher to abstain from politics and take
no part in the government of the State, but devote himself
to philosophy. In fact his advice is precisely the reverse:
'learn the statesman's art as the greatest of all and pursue
those toils from which great and brilliant results accrue to
men,' 4 and again he gives similar advice and expresses the
highest admiration for the State and its functions: 'a man
should consider state affairs more important than all else,
and see to it that they are well managed. He must not be
contentious beyond what is fair or clothe "himself in power
beyond the common good. For a weB-managed State is the
greatest of all successes and everything is included in it.
If it is preserved, so is all besides; if it is lost, aB is lost'.5 A
man then must be prepared to play his part in the life of the
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State, and if need be to hold office, for, as Democritus says
in a strangely Platonic aphorism: 'it is hard to be ruled by
an inferior'. I This suggests that Dernocritus did not think
that public office was in itself the best thing for his philo
sopher, but that occasionally the philosopher must be king
for fear of a worse ruler. The complement of this proposi
tion is put emphatically: 'it is better for fools to be ruled
than to rule',: and 'when bad men come into places of
honour, the more unworthy they are, the more careless they
show themselves and the more are they swollen with folly
and rashness'.3 But a bad ruler, as he tells us elsewhere,4
must be punished just like a man who has betrayed his trust.
The good conduct of the State is all important for the
'cheerfulness' of its citizens: therefore the best men should
undertake office, and those who rule must suffer for it. A
closer connexion of thought can be traced here than in many
parts of Democritus' ethics.

Among the different types of constitution Democritus
.' undoubtedly preferred a democracy: 'poverty in a democracy

is as much to be preferred to what is called prosperity under
despots as freedom is to slavery'.s But it must be a firm and
united democracy, not one torn by strife and faction: 'civil
strife is an evil on both sides; for it means ruin alike to
victors and vanquishedJ,6 and on the other hand "by union
great deeds can be done and wars accomplished for States,
but not otherwise'.7 And--once more with a strangely real

IDem. 15; Stob. iv. 45. 27; D.B. 49; N. 143 XaA(7TOV apX€UOaL .mc>
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touch of humanity-he considers that it is the part of the
wealthy to bring about this unity by something of what we
might now call practical philanthropy: 'when the powerful
bring themselves to champion the poor and serve them and
do kindness to them, then there is true pity: men are not
left desolate, but become comrades and defend one another:
the citizens are of one mind and other blessings follow
greater than one could tell'.l Considering the general state
of class feeling in most of the Greek cities, this is perhaps
the most remarkable of all Democritust sayings.

The moral teaching of Democritus is not based on any
profound metaphysical or ethical basis, nor is it, as far as
we can judge from detached fragments, in any sense a com
plete sJ:stem: it does not attempt to grip tog~ther th~ w~ole
of life In any reasoned deductIOns from a single principle.
The gospel of 'cheerfulness' was, it would appear, enunciated
by its author as a good practical guide to life, and the many
maxims and aphorisms which have survived were designed
to show in what ways a man could best become and remain
'cheerful'. The teaching rests no doubt on a selfish basis
and, in so far as it remains conscious of that basis, it is self
centred in its attitude to life. The advice of Democritus
seems therefore at times cynical, especially in his dealing
with family life; but there is no narrowness of outlook. The
precepts are wide in their application and embrace many .
Interests and many parts of life, both private and public.
At times too they rise to a real nobility, in which for the
moment the egoistic foundation seems almost to be forgotten.

If it is remembered that Democritus was a 'pre-Socratic',
that he taught before the sense of moral problems was felt
and the need of a moral system realized, his teaching ~ay

be regarded as an interesting attempt by a man of Wide
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erience to give advice to his disciples. If we look rather
eXPthe future it will be seen that he set the tone of much
to' k hi .... later moral theory, that he shows remar a e anticipation;,r the teaching of Plato, and i.n particular t~at he expre~s~s
many of the most characteristic. ideas of Eplcurus! and ~t IS
hard to believe that the later phIlosopher, for all hIs denIals,
was not indebted to him for some of them.

§ 10. Conclusion
The detailed review of Democritus' philosophy leaves

perhaps a somewhat piecemeal and incoherent impressio~.

This is without doubt due to a large extent to the sporadIc
and fragmentary way in which his teaching has come down
to us. If we possesse? in full, for example, o~e of the
tetralogies on the physical theory, we s~ould be I~ a .very
different position for judging of the consistency of hIS Vl~WS.
But even so it would probably ~e found that ~he very w~dth

of his interests and the far-reachIng range of hIs speculatIons
had made it impossible for him to embrace all in a coherent
system: he was no doubt also more greatly interested in s01?e
parts of his inquiry .than others and worked them out WIth

disproportionate minuteness.
Yet it is impossible not to be struck with the great value

and importance of his contribution to the atomic theory.
He received it, as far as we can jud~e, from Leucippus as
a rather crude and tentative speculation: he left it, If not a
consistent system, yet a correlated attempt to put together
on an atomic basis some account of the world and of man's
knowledge of it. All parts of the theory have been greatly
strengthened and developed by Democritus. He cleared
and defined the conceptions of the atoms and ,of space: he
arrived at a working theory of atomic motion and the causes
that underlie it; he thought out the method by which the
atoms united in compound bodies, he analysed the pro
perties of compounds and attempted to distinguish between
them and the subjective elements in sense-perception; he
laid the foundations ofa materialist psychologyand attempted
to follow out with great elaboration the metaphysical implica-
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tions of his view. Finally he added, ifonly in loose connexion I'
a moral theory to the physical. In all these ways the atoIl1i~ " r

theory was immensely improved and may be said to have '.',
passed from bei~g a mere reconciliation of opposing views \ .: .,: ~ ,
into a constructIve theory o.f the nature of the wo~ld. J;.I}';
~or w~s he apparentlx blind to the problems whIch such!j ;>/ t .

a VIew mIght rouse. HIS subtle developments of the theory" .•
of perception were an attempt to get over some of the
difficulties which a purely material system must entail: his
elaborations of the ideas of atomic motion were an effort
to establish the supremacy of 'natural law', and his strange
and precarious metaphysic was due to a fearless logic which
led him to follow out his psychology to its conclusions.

It must be owned that he left a rather uncouth and unsafe
edifice to his successors: it was disproportionately developed
in many of its parts and it rested on a shifting sand. In order
to grip it together and import stability to it Epicurus was
in many parts of it compelled to simplify and even to blind
himself to difficulties. But just for that reason Democritus
in many ways had the superior mind, and in not a few respects
it may be said that with him Atomism as such reached its
highest development in Greece.

PART II

EPICURUS

l
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LIFE AND WRITINGS

THE exposition of the atomic theory by Democritus
seems to have made no very deep impression on his

contemporaries or on his immediate successors; nor is the
cause of its failure to attract attention far to seek. The visits
of the Sicilian sophists with their new ethical and rhetorical
teaching were turning men's minds away from the old cosmo
gonical speculations to the new and more fascinating pur
suits of moral and political philosophy. Socrates hinlself
may be taken as typical of his generation: even if in his
early years he may have speculated, like thinkers of the
previous generation, on physics and 'the things of the sky',
in later life his chief study was man, and his disciples were
at pains to conceal any earlier interests, as though they were
a slightly discreditable episode of youth. Plato, carrying on
his master's tradition, spoke slightingly of the studies of
astronomy and physics, and would relegate them to the early
training of young men, who were being prepared for the
higher pursuit of dialectic. Thus the older tradition of
philosophy as the inquiry into nature (t/JVUl.OAoylo.) was ob
scured by the newer discussion of ethics, politics, and meta
physics, and was not prominently revived again until
physics found its place in the encyclopaedic system of
Aristotle. Of Aristotle's interest in Democritus' theories
sufficient proof may be found in his constant criticisms, but
Atomism carried no conviction to him = so far from being the
logical outcome of previous speculations, it appeared to him
rather as an aberration. Nevertheless the Democritean
tradition did not wholly die out,J and in the second half of
t~e fourth century B.C. it was maintained by Epicurus'
slIghtly senior contemporary, Nausiphanes: of Teos. It is

J D.L. i. 15 implies that he had many followers, though none were famous.
2 D.L. ibid.: cf. Suid. S.v. ·E1TlKOVpOS (DieJs, Nausiplul1Its, A. 4), Cic. dt

NOI. Dtor. 1.26.73; D.A. 5 t and D.L. x. 13.
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unfortunate that of Nausiphanes we know but little, except
through Epicurean channels, vitiated by Epicurus' desire
to maintain his own philosophic independence which took
the form of violent abuse of those to whom he owed
most. "'ATe gather however that Nausiphanes, professing
himself a pupil of Democritus, was also considerably in
fluen~e.d by ~yrrho.1 If he adopted som~thing of Pyrrho's
sceptlcls~, th:s need have been no eclectic combination, for
Democrltus hImselfhad shown very clear traces ofa sceptical
tendency and Nausiphanes may have done little more than
push his master's doubts a little farther. Of his writings
very little is known, except that he published a work called
4The Tripod'2 which was said to have been the basis of
EpicuTUs Canon. In the fragments ofPhilodemus' 3 book on
~hetoric are certain references to cThe Tripod', from which
It appears that Nausiphanes supported the position that the
physical scientist (0 t/JVULI(o)) was well adapted for the study
of rhetoric: it is reasonable to conjecture that Philodemus
wishing to introduce into Epicureanism a study which his
master had excluded was glad to appeal to EpicUTUS' own
teacher. A more interesting reference;; tells us that Nausi
phanes selected as the end of conduct cundauntedness'
(<iKa..m1tA"1~la), which seems a kind of half-way house between
Democritus' cundismayedness' (ci.9ap.f3tT}) and Epicurus' cim_
perturbability' (a:rapalla.).

~hilosophy is perhaps less influenced by outward cir- .
cumstances than most branches ofhuman thought and litera
ture, but it was inevitable that the changed conditions of
life in Greece, and especially in Athens, towards the end of
the. fourth century s~ould a!Fect bo~h the sphere of its
actIVity and the dIrectIon of Its teachIng. The interest in
ethical and political problems had been the natural outcome
of the vigorous existence of the Athenian democracy in the
fifth centu:~) when the identification of the good man and
the good CItizen and even the dream of the philosopher king

I D.L. ix. 64, 69; cf. Seneca, Ep. 88. 43; D. B. 4.
1 D.L. x. 14. 3 ii. 48 and iv. 10. See Die1s, B. I and 2.

4 Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 130; Diels, B. 3.
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were but an idealization of the life of the normal Athenian
citiz.en. The temporary recovery of Athens after the Pelopon
nesian War and the subsequent struggle against the incur
sion of Philip of Macedon kept the same ideal before men's
eyes and made possible the philosophy of Plato. The
domination of Alexander and the submersion of the Greek
city-states in the new and ever-extending kingdom has its
reflection in the works of Aristotle: a greater individualism
in Ethics and the revival of the earlier scientific interests are
natural in the teacher at the king's court, but enough of the
old spirit remained to preserve the political ideal almost un
changed. But in the last quarter of the century, I when
Alexander was dead, and the civiliz.ed world had become the
battlefield for his cSuccessors', when Athens herself fell into
the hands of one conqueror after another and retained only
sufficient freedom to greet each new master with more ful
some flattery than his predecessor) civic life had become
little better than a formality and the old ideal of the good

- citizen but a mockery. Athens was no longer a state but
a municipality: statecraft had given way to commerce,
politics to society, and-a small but very significant change
-the Old Comedy to the New. With the change of life
and manners went also a change of thought: the aspirations
and hopes of the free democracy had generated idealism in
speculation, the commercial common s~nse of the new
regime turned to the sensible and material. The effect on
philosophic thought was bound to be twofold: on the one
hand political philosophy must disappear, for it was almost
meaningless) and its place was likely to be filled, in order to .
ans:wer the demand for common sense materialism, by a
revIval of the interest in physics: on the other moral philo
sop~y must take an individualist turn) and men be taught
to hve, if not as isolated units, at least as private members of
a community. And so about the same time there naturally

. ar?se the two rival creeds of Stoicism and Epicureanism.
Differing widely in some of their underlying tenets-princi-

,I A fuller and interesting account of the fortunes and conditions of Athens
will be found in Wallace's EpicurtanisnI, Chap. 11•
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pally in their theology, for the Stoic believed in the divin
go,,:ernment of the ,":orld and of the life of man, while to th~
EpIcurean the very Idea was abhorrent-they both equally
answered to the .demand; their explanation of the physical
world was materIal, their morality was individual. Further
they approach curiously nea: to one another in their practicai
ethIcal Ideals: the 'self-sufficIency' (avTapl<€I.a.) of the Stoic Was
not. far removed from the 'imperturbability' (tiTapa.ela) of the
Eplcure~n. For four centuries the two creeds were to do
battl~ WIth one another, first in Greece and then in Rome,
and tIme and co~tro~ersy.d~ew them gradually farther apart:
but both were ahke In OrIgin the natural product of circum
sta?ces, answers, ?ifferi~g mainly in tone, to the same re
9ulrem.ents. And It was Just these requirements which made
Imp?~slble th~t they should be developed from the Socratic
tra~ItlOn passIng through Plato and Aristotle: the physical
phJloso~hy now n~eded must be something nearer aki n to
the earher speculatIon of the pre-Socratics and the root-ideas
of mora! teachin~ mus.t be sought elsewhere than among
AcademICS or.PerIpatetIcs. ~Ithough in Epicurus there are
traces of the Influence of ArIstotle 1 and a keen critic 2 has
even seen an approach ~o the .doctrines of Plato, there is
never a .wor~ of polemIc agaInst either: Epicurus' con
troversy IS WIth the pre-Socratics, and his debt, unacknow
]e~ged an~ even ~iolently denied, is to Leucippus and Demo
C~ltuS. ~t IS not Indeed true to say that Epicurus borrowed .
hiS physIcal the~ry whoIe~ale from Democritus, for in many
funda~e~tal pOints he dl!f~red from him, most notably in
the rejectIOn both of sceptIcism and of determinism but not
only are the root-ideas ofAtomism derived immedia~elvfrom
the <:>lder school, ~ut ~t every point in the theory broad con
cep.tlons and detatls alike may be traced back to their source.
EPICU~US' great distinction as a philosopher lies in part no
doubt !n the clea~ness ~fhis thought-though unfortunately
not of ItS expresslon-.ln part in the perspicacity with which
he saw how the materIal he needed lay ready to hand in the

I See e.g. Chap. ix, p. 4-5°.
Giussani, Stud. Lu~r., p. %57, n. I.
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work of Democritus, and the ingenuity with which he was
able to mould and adapt it to suit new requirements.

A patch-work 'life' of Epicurus is given by Diogenes
Laertius, I compiled apparently from various sources without
any thought of consecutiveness or even consistency, from
which however it is possible to put together a fair picture of
a not very eventful career. His father Neocles, who was an
Athenian of the deme of Gargettus, a village a few miles
nqrth-east of Athens, had been one of many who after the
conquest of Samos began to go out to the island as colonists
in 352 or 3S I B.C. in the hope of improving their fortunes.
There he apparently followed the profession of school...
rnaster,2 while his wife, Chaerestrata, is said to have been
a kind of quack priestess, who went from house to house
performing superstitious rites of purification. Epicurus was
born in 342 or 34 I B.C., whether in Attica or after the removal
to Samos is unknown, but it is certain that he passed his
childhood and boyhood in the island, assisting his parents, as
the legend says, in their vocations: if there is any truth in
the story that he went about with his mother as an acolyte,
reciting the formulae of her incantations, he may well have
been inspired in quite early years with the hatred of super
stition, which was afterwards so prominent a feature in his
teaching. He took to the stud}' of philosophy, as he used to
tell himself, at the age of fourteen, impelled to it, as the story
goes, because his schoolmasters were unable to explain to
him what Hesiod meant by the primeval 'chaos': another
story, not inconsistent with this, states that about this time
he came across the works of Democritus and eagerly de
vo~red them. However this may be, a~ the age of eighteen
Eplcurus went to Athens, no doubt In order to pass his
'examination' (ool<I.paala) and be enrolled among the Ephebi
of his native deme. His visit occurred at a critical moment,

I x. 1-27. References will only be given for Epicurus' life to authorities
other than Diogenes.

1 ~hc ,suspicious resemblance of this story to the charges made against
AeschlncS parents by Demosthenes, d~ Cor. 31 3, has caused its truth to be
doubted.
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for on the death of Alexander in 323 B.C. Athens fell into
the .hands of ~erdiccas, the guardian of hjs sons, who on the
advice of Antlpater, regent of Macedonia, practically drove
out t?e democracy, .leaving the city to the management of
the rIcher commercial classes, who were likely to be dis
posed for peace at all costs. As a part of the same movement
of suppression Perdiccas expelled the Athenian settlers from
SaI?os, and, while: Epi~urus was still at Athens, Neocles was
oblIged t~ settle In ASia Minor. There Epicurus returned
to hIS famtly and for some ten years was with them in various
Asiatic towns, and principally at Colophon and Teos. Here
he u~dou~tedly pursued his philosophic studies, and it was
at this period that he must have met Nausiphanes who was
then teaching at Teos. Though he always professed the
g~eatest contempt for 'the Molluse l (1T~eVJLWv) and main
t~med that ~e owed no~~ing to him, he yet admits that he
did attend hIS lectures In the company of certain bibulous
y?ungs.tc:s', and he was ~oubtless still further attracted by
hiS teachIng to the AtomIsm of Democritus. To the same
period may be assigned his study of the pre-Socratic philo
sophers, among whom he owned to a favourable appreciation
of Anaxagoras and Archelaus, Socrates' teacher: by Pam
philus, a disciple of Plato, he is said to have been already
mfluen.ced before he left Samos, but it was probably an early
enthusI~sm ~n~ seems to have left little mark on his thought.

In hIS thirtteth year (3 I r B.C.) he settled in Mitylene .
g~thered round him certain disciples-including no doub~
hiS t~ree brothers, whose devotion to him continued through
out hfe l-and was now recognized as a philosophical teacher.
Later on in Lampsacus his school grew and he made many
devot~d adherents, includ.ing Metrodorus, subsequently the
most Important of the Epicurean writers, Colotes, the object
long afterwards of Plutarch's attack, Polvaenus Idomeneus
and Leonteus, with his wife Themista. In~pired) as i~
appears, by this success, he determined to return to Athens
and there form a kind of permanent brotherhood, to liv~

1 Sext. Emp. adrJ. Math. 1.3; C.B.fr. 22; U. r 14: cf. D.L. x. 7, 8.
'I Plutarch, tit Frat. Amor., 16.487; U. 178.
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together in the practice of his principles. Athens was now
(307 B.C.) under the domination of Demetrius Poliorcetes,
to whom the citizens devoted themselves with such servile
Battery as to make civic or politicallife in any real sense of
the term a hopeless impossibility: their very reverence too
for the new master was charged with the grossest super
stition. In Athens Epicurus purchased a house in the
quarter of Melita, between the city and the Peiraeus, and
also, though probably not attached to the house, the famous
Garden. There withdrawn from the world and taking no
part in political or even social life, Epicurus remained with
his little community, except for an occasional voyage to see
his friends in Lampsacus, for about thirty-seven years.
Besides his brothers and the disciples who had arrived with
him at first, or came from time to time to visit him from
Lampsacus, he was joined also by Hermarchus of Mitylene,
who subsequently succeeded Epicurus in the headship of

, the community. We hear too of Pythocles,· a young man
'/ greatly beloved and admired by Epicurus, and Timocrates,

the brother of Metrodorus, who subsequently separated from
the brotherhood and became one of its most virulent oppo
nents. Women also had their place in the community; and
among them not only women of position such as Leonteus'
wife Themista, but several also of the class of hetaerae.
The most prominent of these was Leontion, who showed
considerable philosophic ability and married Metrodorus,
by whom she had a son and a daughter. Even slaves were
~dmitted, and one Mys, whom Epicurus subsequently freed
In his will, attained to some distinction in the brotherhood.

Epicurus lived with his disciples in the 'Garden' on terms
of the greatest friendship and affection. He himself wrote
much and encouraged the more able of his followers to write
too: the others were recommended to get the main principles
of the system by heart. We do not gather that Epicurus gave

," lectures or even formal instruction to his pupils, as did the
l~aders of the other schools, but there was much friendly
discussion, n1aster and disciples together working out and

I See C.B.fr. 33,34-; U. 161-5: to him the second letter is addressed.
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~iscl;lssing new details and aspects of the system. It Was
InevItable that the close intimacy of the community esp .

11 . h ' eCI-a y seeIng t e presence of women among them should
provoke scandal, and bot~ Dioti;nus, the Stoic, and Timo
crates, th~ renega~e, publIshed VIolent attacks on Epicurus
representIng the lIfe of the brotherhood as one of sens i
debaucher):'. There is no reason to suppose that there :~
any truth In these charges, though on the other hand
E . , I h'l ' asplc.urus mora p Iosophy shows, the ideal of the com-
munIty w~s no~ one ~f an absolute or ascetic purity. That
~her ce.rtaln]y dId not Indulge in gluttony is clear from man
IndIcatIons. of the simplicity of their life. They used t~
spen.d a mlna a day for the needs of the table: half a pint
of.wIne now and then would satisfy them, but their ordinar
drink was ~ater. The food was on a par-nothing but br ~
as a rule WIth the occasional addition of a relish: I 'send ea
some pr~served cheese; Epicurus wrote to a friend, 't~~
,~hen I lIke, I n;ay. have a fe~st'. Luxury was indeed for
bIdd~n by the prIncIples of EpIcureanism, as it did not really
contrIbute to the true pleasure even of the body. 'I
th~illed with pleasure in the body',% the master wrot~, 'wh~~
I lIve on bread a~d water, and I spit upon luxurious plea
sures, not for theIr own sake, but because of the inconveni
ence~ ~hat follo~ t?em.' This is far enough removed from
the hVlng ,?f an epicure'. From time to time a feast day was
observed, I? particular on Epicurus' birthday, and at any'
rate .after his death, on the 20th of each month in memory
of h.lmseIf and Metrodorus. Though this frugal living did
not Involv~ much e~penditure,yet funds for the community
were reqUIred. Eplcurus would not have a common stock
formed, for he thought that savoured of distrust, but ac
cepted an~ even asked for voluntary contributions: 'send
us , he writes to Idomeneus, 'offerings for the sustenance
of our holy body on behalfof yourself and your children')

l C.B.Jr. 39; D.L. X. II.

: Stob. Flor. xvii. 3+; C.B.Jr. 37; U. 181.

3 Pluto ad':l. Colo:. J 8. 1117; C.B.fir. 26· U. 130' cf Ph'loel V H :
C B fi U ,. . J em. . .

I. IZ7; .. r.41; . 184.
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The picture of the community may be supplemented by
certain details of Epicurus' own personal character. Not
merely did he withdraw from public life, and ask for no
recognition from the State or its rulers, but he expressly
disclaimed any desire for popularity: 'I was never anxious
to please the mob. For what pleased them, I did not know,
and what I did know was far removed from their compre
hension;' I 'I write this not for the many; ~ he says to one
of his disciples, 'but for you: we are audience enough to one
another.' On the other hand his affection and personal
kindness to his friends and followers knew no bounds. This
is sufficiently illustrated by the numerous extant fragments
of letters to absent friends, which contain not only, like the
letters [reserved in full by Diogenes, epitomes of different
parts 0 his philosophy, but many personal touches of friend
ship and intimacy. He speaks of himself applauding in a
tumult of excitement on receipt of a letter from his cdear
little Leol1tion',3 he tells Pythoc1es that he will 'Sit down and
wait for his lovely and godlike appearance',4 and thanks 5

his friends for their care of him and the proofs 'heaven-high'
of their good will. Particularly characteristic is the often
quoted letter to a child, possibly the daughter of Metrodorus
and Leontion, written during one of his absences from
Athens: 'We have arrived at Lampsacus safe and sound,
Pythoc1es and Hermarchus and Ctesippus and I, and there
we found Themista and our other friends all well. I hope
you too are well and your mamma, and that you are always
obedient to papa and Matro, as you used to be. Let me tell
you that the reason that I and all the rest of us love you is
that you are always obedient to them.'6 The same deep
affection was shown by EpicUTUS to his parents and his
brothers, and attention is called more than once to his gentle-

I Gnomolog. cod. Par. IJ68, f. IISr; C.B.Jr. 43; U. 187.
~ Seneca, Ep. 7. I I; U. 208.
l C.B.fr. )2; D.L. x. S.
<4 C.B.fr. 34; D.L. x. 5.
5 Plut.COl1/r.Ep.Dtot.lS, 1097e;C.B.Jr.40jU. 183.
6 Pap. Here. 176, col. 18; C.B.fr. 35; U. 176.
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ne~s and ~enerosity to his slaves. In religious matters in
spIte .of hIS hatred of supe~stition and his own theological
doc~Ines, he .was devout In his attendance at the state
festI'~rals, a~d It.was in no mocking spirit that he wrote a
treatIse on HolIness·.
Al~ost .the o~ly fe~ture, whi~h r~ve~ls to us an unplea

sant SIde .In Eplcurus ~ature, IS hIS violent opposition to
other phllosophers, which takes a very peculiar form
~e claimed complete independence of them all and main~
talned. that he was enti;ely self-taught. In consequence
when In ~he cou~se of hiS extant works he has occasion to
~efute t~eIr doctnnes, he always does so without mention
Ing theIr n~mes: whe.n, .on the other hand, he does name
an~the: phIloso~her,. It IS only to cover him with abuse,
~hI~h Increases In. VIolence, the more Epicurus was really
In hIS debt. Nauslphanes he not only referred to as 'The
Mollusc', but ca~]ed him :IIliterate', 'Cheat', and even worse
na~es. DemocrItus he nicknamed Lerocritus ('Nonsense')
whIle. as for Leucippus, he denied that there ever was such
a ~hIlosopher, a statement which modern critics have
quaIntlyenough been inclined to take quite seriously.1 Other
great. men, fared no. better at his hands: Aristotle was cthe
~ro~lgat.e , .Herachtus «the Muddler' (there seems some
Ju~tIficatI?n In this.case), Pyrrho Cignorant' and 'uneducated'.
It IS certaInly a serIOUS weakness in a great man, but methods
of con.troversy were perhaps not so delicate in the days of .
AthenIan dege~eracy, a~d 1~ may have appeared to Epicurus
necessary for hIS own dI~nI~Y to preserve hi~ independence
e,:e~ by these very undIgnIfied means. HIS pupils:: were
wIlhng ~nough to ad~it his i~debtedness at any rate to
Democntus, but to EpIcurus hImself the suggestion seems
to have been unbearable.

At the age o~sev~nty he was seized with a painful disease,
and ~fteraf~rtnl~ht ~agony, borne with the greatestfortitude~
h~ dIed urging hiS fnends to remember the doctrines. In his
~J)) he bequea~hed the house and garden to Hermarchus and
hiS succeSSors In the headship for the use of the faithful made

I See Part I, Chap. II, p. 66. a Pluto ad'() ColoJ. 3. 1108; U~ 234 n.
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provision for the celebration of the Epicurean festivals, and
commended to the care of his trustees the son and daughter
of Metrodorus, who had died before him. It is difficult
to imagine anything but a gende and noble influence
upon the disciples, resulting from the character of such a
master.

Epicurus is said to have been the most voluminous writer
among the philosophers of antiquity and the rolls of his
books amounted to three hundred. Of these books the titles
have come down to us, and some of the many fragments
which have remained embedded in later Greek and Latin
authors may be assigned with certainty to definite works.
The most important of his writings was undoubtedly the
treatise on Nature (1TE'PL epVO€w)), which extended to no less
than thirty-seven books. Other titles -w:hich sugges~ works
of importance are On Atoms and VOid, On ChOIce and
Avoidance, On the End (i.e. the moral purpose of life), The
Canon (i.e. the principles of procedure: it is this work which
is said to have been based on Nausiphanes' Tripod), On the
Gods, On Holiness, On Lives (i.e. the different types of life
which men choose or may choose for themselves), The
Symposium, On Sight, On Touch, On Destiny (no doubt,
an attack on Democritus' determinism), On 'Idols' (Le. the
images of vision), On Music, On Justice and the other
Virtues, On Kingship. His bio~rapher tells us that he used
'ordinary language' to set out hiS theories and that his style
was 'clear'. Anyone who has attempted to study the Letter
10 Herodotus or the Principal Doctrines will be inclined to
dispute this statement, and to join rather in the censure of
Aristophanes the Alexandrian critic) who complained that
there was too much 'peculiarity' in Epicurus' style.! The
fact is probably that Epicurus in endeavouring to carry out
his own precept~ that each word must convey a clear idea
corresponding exactly to the thing spoken of, did not realize
how technical his diction had in consequence become: the
ideas were no doubt clear to himself) but the phraseology is
very obscure to the uninitiated. The Let/er to Menoeceus,

I D.L. x, 13 lOtw'TttTTJ £CFT{V. :l Ep. j. § 38.
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which makes a more general appeal, is far clearer in style,
and perhaps we should recognize an exoteric and an esoteric
style in Epicurus' writings.

Of the extant sources of our knowledge of Epicureanism
the most important are the three letters preserved by Dio
genes Laertius purporting to be written by Epicurus himself
to his three disciples Herodotus, Pythocles, and Menoeceus.
The first deals with the main principles of the physical theory,
the second with celestial phenomena, and the third with the
moral theory. Of the authenticity of the first letter practi
cally no suspicion has been entertained, and the third,
though it is in a very different and far less crabbed style, is
now generally admitted to be the work of Epicurus: the
letter to PythocIes, which bears traces of compilation, was
probably not written by Epicurus himself, but undoubtedly
embodies correct Epicurean tradition. To these are added
in Diogenes a collection of forty 'Principal Doctrines'
(Kvptat. Ll6gat), whose genuineness is generally admitted. Of
the other works of Epicurus himself scraps are of course
preserved in quotation in many of the Greek and Latin
writers: the indefatigable energy of Hermann Usener l has
collected a vast quantity of these into a beautifully arranged
and invaluable volume. To this collection must be added
a series of eighty aphorisms 2 discovered in a Vatican
MS. dealing almost entirely with the moral theory. Besides.
the work of Epicurus himself certain other writings of
Epicureans have survived. The few fragments 3 which
remain of Metrodorus do not afford any great assistance to
the understanding of Epicurean doctrine. More useful
material can be found in the great stone inscription 4 which
was discovered at Oenoanda in Lycia in 1884, on which
a certain Diogenes, an Epicurean, had set forth the main
tenets of his creed in the hope of the conversion of the

I Epicurra: Leipzig, 1887.

: Published by C. Wotke in Witntr Stud;r!l, 1888, pp. 191 ff., with
observations by Usener and Gomj?erz.

3 These have been gathered together by A. Koerte (Teubner, 1890 ).

4 Published in the Teubner series, cd. I. William (1907).
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ser-b . The exploration of Herculaneum too at ~he end
pasthe ~ighteenth century produced valuable EpIcurean
of e I'n a large number of papyrus rolls, the greater part
treasur h'l d hE' ref which proved to be works by P 1 0 e~us, t e plCU an
o m orary of Cicero and tutor of PISO, the consul of
conte p The rolls have of course been badly charred and
58 B.C. f . h d' fficultmutilated and the process 0 opemng t em was so I .
that more damage was done. It has however been possl.ble
to ubiish 1 many of them in a fragmentary ~tate. Of Phll?
de~us' works the most important ar~ treatises o~ RhetorIc

d on Signs the latter a kind of Epicurean LogiC, both of
anh· h show ~ew interests in the school developed after t~e
w IC . h' h' .t f tMaster's death, and an essay on Pleo/,2 w IC 10 :pI e 0 .1 S

mutilated condition is of conSiderable use 10 he1p1Og
~:1'0 reconstruct the Epicurean the~logy. But by far the
most valuable Epicurean docume?t IS of ~ours~ th.e great

m of Lucretius. That for all hIS poetIc Imagmation and
~~~i-religious fervour, which at times carry him away from
the immediate exposition of the system, he yet was f~Ithful

to the main doctrines of his master, has al~ays been beheved;
but it has been left to modern scholarshlp,3 by careful ~om
parison and continuous research, to reveal the extraord1Oa:y
accuracy and insight with which he has expressed even I!l
minutest detail the ideas and even the phraseology of EpI
curns. It may be taken as certain t~at he had always before
him a text of one of his master s works (probably the
'Greater Epitome'4), and although there may be plac~s where

I P'olumina Herculanrnsia: published from 186 I onward~ In Na~les.

Gomperz in his Htrculanischt Studien (J865) edited the treatJses on SIgns
and on Piety, and treated ofothers in ~agazine arti:Jes. W. Scott Vragme.nta
Htrculanrnsia, 1885) has edited. conSIderable. po~ons of the FncI! tracIngs
made at the time of the discovenes and depOSIted In the BodleIan L~brary.

• ed G mperz 1866. The remains of several of the works of Phllodemus
• 0 , •• , d C Jensenhave been published in the Teubner texts: 1TEpt O£KOVOP.taS, e.. ,

J906 : 1TEpL lCaK£wv, lib. x, ed, C. Jonson, 19JJ ; 1TEPL JLovO't~S, ~d. I. Kemke:
188~: 1TEPL'TOV KaB' ·OW'1pov&'"aOov f3aalMws, ed. A.•Olivlen, J909: 1TEp'

, ed A Olivieri 191 .... Yolumina Rhttonca, ed. S. Sudhaus,11apPT/u,as, •• 'T' .
1892, J895, 1896: 1TEPi. oms cd. C. Wilke,. J9J4. .

3 The greatest debt is due to Munro, W~ltJer, !ohte, B.ne~er, and above
': : aU to Giu9sani. 4 See Giussam, Studrt Lucrez,anr, pp. 1-20.
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~e has not fully comprehended its meaning, it is exceedingly
Improbable that he has at any point introduced notions or
developments of his own.

Besides the writings of Epicureans, we gain also much
useful information from their critics. Cicero in the de Finibus
criticizes the moral theory and in the de Natura Deoru1}J
the. theology of Epicurus. His manifest 'contempt for
EpICUrean!sm and his haste in writing led him often to be
content WIth a careless paraphrase of his original and in
difficu!t places, where he was apparently unable t~ under
stand It, he was satisfied with a verbal reproduction. He is
therefore most ~seful as givin.g confirmatory evidence of
wh~t we otherwise know, but In the few crucial places on
whlc~ we. have to rely on his unsupported authority,
espeCIally In regard to certain obscure problems in Epicurus'
theology, ~e prov~s a .very uncertain guide. Plutarch at
ta~~e~ EpICUreanIsm In two works, 'Against Colotes', a
cntIcIsm of an essay in which the disciple of Epicurus had
att~mpted. to show that life was impossible under any other
phtlosophIc~l theory, and a dialogue intended to prove 'that
a .H~ppy Life is not possible according to Epicurus' doc
trIne. Both these are of value for the consideration of the
~oral .theory, especiaJly as Plutarch is careful, wherever it
IS p~sSIbl~,. to quote Epicurus' own words. Seneca in many
O! hIs W~ItIngS~ especi.ally in the Moral. Letters, frequentl.r
cItes EpICUruS. do~tnnes an.d often WIth approval: he IS .
more accurate In hIS translatIons than Cicero but his cita
tions are almost entirely confined to the ethi~al side of the
systen;. ~f the other authors who help us at all considerably
the p:IncIpal are Sextus E~pi:icus,who described Epicurean
doctrInes at some length In hIs work Adversus Mathematicos
Sto?aeus, a Br7antine scholar of the sixth century A.D., wh~
beSIdes cO?1PIhng a Florilegium containing many of Epi
curus' ~aYIngs, w~s the original author of the 'Dogmas of
the PhIlosophers popularly attributed to Plutarch, and
4th~naeus, whose. 'Deipnosophistae' has many occasional
~Itatlons a~d allUSIons. No other author contains anything
lIke a contInUous account of Epicureanism or any part of
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't but allusions and references have been collected by
1, hUsener from many ot er sources. .

The modern critic of Epicurus must use as the basIs of
his work the three letters and the Principal Doctrines in
Diogenes and the de Rerum Natura: these he must compare
and use to supplement one another, filling in gaps and ob
taining support or criticism from the other sources. The
work has usually been done, especially in England, in a
rather eclectic spirit, striking ideas being taken from dif
ferent places and p:ut together witho.ut much thou~ht of the
underlying connexIon.. The result IS a confi~matlOn of t~e
popular idea that Epicurus was a loose thInker and hiS
philosophy a patchwork. It is the object of the. follo~ing
account of his system to attempt to knIt together ItS varIOUS
parts more closely. ~his may ~e done without a~y: violent
aistortion or forced Interpretation of our authOrItIes, and
the more carefully Epicurus is examined with this intention,
the more clear will it become that the different portions of
his theory are not merely in themselves consistent pieces
ofwork, but are all alike founded directly on the one funda
mental principle, from which he started, of the infallibility
of sensation.
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II

CANONICE

I
~ dealing with Democritus and the earlier philosophers
It was convenient to treat last of their metaphysic or theory

of knowledge and to regard it as a deduction from their
psychology and theory of sensation, by which it is inevitably
m great measure conditioned. For the discussion of the
system of Epicurus it will be better to reverse the order of
procedure; not that his Canonice, as he called it, is any less
dependent on his theory of sensation or his account of the
soul, but partIy because he has himself! placed it at the outset
of the e~tant summary of his physical system, and still more
becau~e It supplies the one central principle of his philosophy
on :vhlc~ all the re.st hanps. It is in~eed t~is single principle
whIch gives to Eplcurus system, with "all ItS weaknesses and
b!emishes~ a far greater organic unity than the theories of
?IS AtomiC predecessors, and the failure to recognize its
lI~~ortance as t~e keystone of the whole has led many of his
CrItIC.S, both ancient a.nd mo~ern, to underestimate the philo
sophic value of EpicureanIsm. In order to discuss this
principle a~d its consequences ~t this stage, it will be
~e~essary, smce th~ ~hole system IS very closely interrelated
m ItS parts, to anticipate to some extent the conclusions of .
later sections, especially those dealing with the Soul, the
Gods, and the Moral Theory: similarly in those sections the
grou~d~f the Canonice will in part have to be trodden again.
But It IS fortunately possible to examine it now without
discussing disputed points of the psychology, though the
later details will throw fresh light upon it. ~

I Ep. i, §§ 37, 38.
~ A.recent writer (F. ~e.rbac~, Dt Ep;~ur; Ca1t01t;((I, 1909) has indeed

malntalO~.that the Canonlce IS qUite independent ofthe Epicurean psychology
and t~at.lt.ls expressed and thought out in language and ideas, which are non
matenaJistl.c: so ~lso Joyau, Epicurt, p. 78. This would, if true, be a serious
charge of Inconslst~ncy.against Epicurus, but (I) there is no real difficulty,
except such as must meVltably attach to a materialist system, in reconciling the
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Epicurus' own. prim~ry interest lay in h.is moral ~h.eory.
The decay of polItical lIfe, the general declIne of actiVIty in
thought and literature, the weakening of the moral and
intellectual value of the old religious ideas all pointed in the
same direction: a moral guide for the individual life was the
first demand made of a new philosophy. He therefore came
forward not as a teacher of science, the successor of the Ionian
philosophers, nor as a great abstract thinker with an idealist
system such .as that ofPlato, but primarily as a preacher with
a Gospel ofbfe-the Gospel of peace both of body and mind.
'Philosophy', he proclaimed,1 'was a practical activity in
tended by means of speech and reasoning to secure a happy
life: Yet even for the purpose of that 'happy life· some
kno,;led&"e both of extern~l nature and of the workings of
man s mInd and the relatIOns between them was essential,
such knowledge at any rate of the nature and laws of the
ph>:sical ~orld ~s would s~vc: men from the two great terrors
which might dIsturb theIr lIves, ~ the dread of the arbitrary
interference ofdivine beings in the world and the fear of the
punishment of the soul after death. Moreover he believed
that t~e investig~tion of the phenomena of the physical
world Itself constituted the natural pleasure of the intellect
(8uiVOta.),3 and, since it brought with it little or no attendant
pain, it was c~aracteristically a 'pure' pleasure: he was
therefo~e led hImself to make such inquiry his supreme
mental Interest and to recommend the more advanced of his
pupils to imitate him.

Bl!t of what nature was this inquiry to be? On what basis
wa~ It to rest and ~ow should it be conducted? Epicurus
de~Ired abo,::e all thmgs to be the teac.her of the 'plain man'.
HIS moral Ideal was to be one attamable by all, and his
Canonice with the psychology, (2) all other serious modern critics have taken
the. opposite view, (3) Merbach's only proof (p. II) appears to be that
~plcurus treats ofit before dealing with psychology-which only shows that
In a closely woven system, wherever you begin, you must assume something
to be proved hereafter.

I Sezt: ado. Math. xi. 169; U. 219.
2 Ep.!, §§ 78-82; Ep. iii, §§ 123-7; K. LI. i. ii, &c.: see Chap. X. p. ,02.
3 Ep. I, § 78: see Chap. X, p. ,04.
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physical system similarly must be grounded on the common
sense of the average man: it should be intelligible to any
one who would take the trouble to learn its principles. From
this followed immediately two important consequences:
firstly a disbelief in the necessity or value of education
external or preliminary to philosophy and in the second
place a profound distrust of Logic, or abstract rules of
thought, which tended to lead the mind away from the real
world to remote and unsubstantial abstractions.

In both these respects Epicurus found himself in opposi
tion to the current schools of thought. Plato had demanded
from his disciples a long course of training in the ancillary
sciences before they might enter upon 'dialectic': Aristotle
had given his followers a comprehensive survey of human
knowledge and thought: Democritu$ himself had ranged
freely over a vast field of intellectual interests. But Epicurus
would have none of this: 'Blest youth,' I he said, addressing
his pupil Pythocles, 'set sail in your bark and flee from every
form of culture'. His anathema extended to almost all
recognized branches of education. For the older training
in literature he had a profound contempt: 'for literary
problems and the linguistic researches of critics he would
not even allow occasion over the wine'.:: Nor did he believe
in the rhetorical training of the sophists either as a useful.
education in itself or as a preparation for philosophical
thought:3 it produces a certain 'gracefulness of diction'4
(rop-o/xpla.), but is a 'base artifice',s and only of value for that
public life, which the true disciple will avoid. Mathematics6

fared no better at his hands: it was not likely that one who
held that area and matter were alike a succession of discrete
minima 7 should have sympathy with the abstract conceptions
of the mathematicians. For Epicurus it was enough that

I D.L. x. 6;/r. 33. • Pluto cOll/r. Ep. Dta/. 13, I09H U.S.
3 It is interesting to find Philodemus, Cicero's contemporary, trying to

introduce Rhetoric into Epicureanism.
4 Philodemus, dt Rlztt.; V.H.· iv. 93; U. So.
S lCalCoTEx"la., Amm. Marc. xxx. 4.3; U. 51.
6 Plut., op. cit., 1 I, and other references in U. 229 a.
7 Ep. i, §§ 57, 58.
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disciple should come to him knowing his letters. I His con
:empt for Logic is equally ~~rked: he despised '?ialect!c
as misleading',:: and later CrItiCS are fond of making thIS
contempt a charge against him. Plutarch3 c?mplaine~ that
Epicurus did not even know that the syllogIsm conSIsts of
three propositions,. ~nd Cicer0 4 laments i? the same ;t:~in,
'he abolishes defimtlons, he has no teachmg about dIVISion
and distribution, he does not tell how reasoning is conducted
or brought to conclusions, he does ~ot ~~ow by wha~ means
sophisms may be exposed, and ambigUIties resolved. That
Cicero's charge is somewhat exaggerated will become clear
from the examination of the Canonice; for though Epicurus
was precluded by his fundamental point of v~ew from any
belief in the rules of abstract thought, he yet laid down rules
of procedure, which played in his system the part whic.h
Logic holds in others.s But there can be no doubt as to hiS
general attitude, and for it there are two strong causes. In
the first place all operations of the mind were to Epicurus

" mere physical movements of the atoms: there could then
be no separate department of inquiry into the laws of these
movements, at the best such inquiry could only be a subor
dinate part of physics. And in the second, his fundamental
and universal materialism made Logic a meaningless pur
suit: the 'real' in the sense of the material was the sole
existence: thought divorced from the content of reality was
an object not of philosophical interest, but of the deepest
suspicion. The only purpose which he could have in view
in establishing rules of procedure was to keep thought
always in the closest and most immediate relation with
reality. The sole method of investigation was organized
observation and inference from analogy.

It was such practical rules for investigation that Epicurus

I Sext. adf'. Math. i. 49; U. 22. • D.L. X. 31.
3 AuI. Gell. ii. 8. 4 dt Fin. i. 7. 22; U. 243.

• 5 F. Thomas (dt Epicuri Callonica, 1889) is at pains to show that Epicurus
In practice recognized the procedure of other Logical systems and had ideas
corresponding to all the leading notions of Logic: but such an attempt is

.'! really contrary to the whole genius of Epicureanism.
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set out to establish in his fCanon'} That work has unfor
tunately perished and the extant references to it a.re scanty.
But enough has survived in the introductory sectIon of the
letter to Herodotus,1 in a discussion later on of truth and
error 3 and in certain of the Principal Doctrines 4 to make it

, Th 'C .,possible to recover its general content. e ano~lce .or
·Canonicon', as this body of rules was called, dealt prImarIly
with the criteria of truth and laid down principles of observa
tion and inference, which are tacitly assumed throughout
the system. Epicurus. again and again war.ns his di~ci.ples

of the practical necessIty for such obSerVa!lOn, and It .I~ a
fine testimony to the permanence of the EpIcurean tradItIOn
that Lucretius, even though his explicit refer:n~es to ~he

Canonice are but few and casual, yet observes It In practIce
as scrupulously as his Master. , .

The primary necessity for a philosophical system IS
obviously an understanding as to the sources of our know
ledge. The ancient world recognized always on the. one
hand a cognizant mind, on the other ~ real world of t!un~s:
the question raised was as to the relatIOn or communIcation
between them. fNo one (in antiquity) ever challenged the
existence of a real world of things lying behind the pheno
mena of which we are conscious:' 5 but philosophers asked
how we obtain our knowledge of this world. Is it ?y th~
evidence of the senses or by reason or by both? EpICUr.uS
predecessors 6 in physical speculation had raise~ this quest!on .
and given varying answers; more o.r less scept~cal accordIng
as their theories were related to ordInary exp~rlence: Dern~

critus 1 as has been seen, had reached a semI-sceptical POSI
tion: 'thought about the ultimate realities, the atoms and
space, was alone true, and sense-perception could be regarded
as containing truth in so far as it supplied information as to

t 'The Canonicon', says Diogenes, x. jO, 'gives the method of approach to
the system' Jt/J6f,ovr £1T~ T1]v 7Tpo.YJLo:T€{av lX€I.. The title was no doubt
suggested b}' Democritus' work 1T£pi AoyUCWV Kavwv. . 0.'

2 §§ 37, 38. 3 §§ 50-2. 4 EspecIally UU-XDV.

s R. D. Hicks, 8/oiumd Epi(ur~Ol1,p. 3I 2.
6 See Part I, Chap. I, § 4, pp. 58 If.
7 See Part I, Chap. III, § 8, pp. I 77-86.
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these and their primary qualities of. size and shape: ,the
, ondar'" ?ualities' of compound thIngs were merely ex-
sec J , L' f • l' E''ences 0 sensation and therelore conventlOna. PI-Pen h . feurus made an emphatic retur~ to .t .e VIew 0 co~mon

sense: if his system was to be IntellIgIble to ~he ordInary
mind, he must start from its normal presum

h
ptlons·

l
. As ~he

root-axiom of all inquiry he affirms the trut or rea Ity- or
to him they are identical---of the exter.nal world as kn?wn to

erception: 'Epicurus said that all o~Jects of percep.tlon are
frue and real: for it was the same thIng to call a ~hIJ~g tr~e
and to call it existing. True then means that whIch IS as It
is said to be, and false that which is not as it is said to be.' I

This is clearly enough a statement of the co~mo.n-s~nse

attitusie of the normal man; but it has several Impltca~lons

which must be distinguished. In the first place there I~ an
external world of things which has existence, our per~eptlons

are not self-created or subjective. In the second. thIs world
of external things is truly perceptible by us: thIngs. are as
we perceive them: in other w~rds truth and reahty ~re

identical: the world as communicated to us by per~eptl~n

is the world as it exists. But we express our sensations In
words and in relation to such expression truth acquires a new
meaning: truth in words is the expositio~ of what actual~y
exists that is of what is actually perceived, falsehood In
word~ is the e~pressionof what does not actu~l1y exist~ what
is not perceived. Here in brief is the ess~ntlal teachIng of
the whole Canonice with regard to the realtty of the exte~n~l
world, our relation to it, and the use of language, and It IS
not difficult now to answer the question 'how is our know
ledge of the external world acquired?' For the immediate
coroJlary of the belief in the reality and truth of the pe:
ceptible world is the assertion that the one method of cognI
tion of truth is sense-perception: sensati?~ !s .th.e ultimate
and only guarantee or criterion of truth. 1 hIS IS mdeed the

z Sext. odt!. Moth. viii. 9; U. 244 0 OE 'E1T{KOUpO~'o. }lfV aluOrrro. r.ana
~\ •\ e' , ~ , · -' \ f)' l ' \ , ...7TclPXOV~€jI(V a"lJ fj Kat OVTa.· au O'lJVCyK( yap CUlT] (S' ( vat 'Tt Mynv T] v •
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set out to establish in his fCanon'} That work has unfor
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2 §§ 37, 38. 3 §§ 50-2. 4 EspecIally UU-XDV.

s R. D. Hicks, 8/oiumd Epi(ur~Ol1,p. 3I 2.
6 See Part I, Chap. I, § 4, pp. 58 If.
7 See Part I, Chap. III, § 8, pp. I 77-86.
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these and their primary qualities of. size and shape: ,the
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ptlons·

l
. As ~he
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the whole Canonice with regard to the realtty of the exte~n~l
world, our relation to it, and the use of language, and It IS
not difficult now to answer the question 'how is our know
ledge of the external world acquired?' For the immediate
coroJlary of the belief in the reality and truth of the pe:
ceptible world is the assertion that the one method of cognI
tion of truth is sense-perception: sensati?~ !s .th.e ultimate
and only guarantee or criterion of truth. 1 hIS IS mdeed the
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one funda~ental principle o~ ~picurust whole system and
the Canon IS onl.y the expos~t1~n of its consequences and
nec:ssary deductions.. That It Involves considerable diffi..
cult~es was clear to E'plc~rushimself and still clearer to some
of h.l~ followe~s, b~t 1~ WIll be best to follow out his Own ex
p.osltlOn of hIS prIncIples: certain problems will arise in
clden.tally and ~eneral cri~i~ism may be reserved.
. It IS at first sIght surprIsIng to find that Epicurus J stated
In the Canon that there was not one but three 'criteria' of
truth, t~e.sensations,'a~ti~ipations'(-rrpo'A~t/Jf.fS),and feelings.:
But. thl~ 15 no contradIctIon of the fundamental principle,
for It 'Y1!1 be se.en ~hat of the other two criteria the one owes
Its valIdIty to Its Immediate derivation from sensation the
other to the fact that it .is in itself a special kind of sensa~ion.
I.t was therefor: es~entlaI .at first. to establish the main posi
tIOn that sensatIon IS the ImmedIate and ultimately the sole
guarantee of truth. For this position Epicurus does not for
the most. part consent to argue: it is the root-axiom of his
~hole phIlosophy; ~he Canons, as Plutarch 3 says ironically,
fell from heaven, like the sacred shield of Mars and their
fun~amental pri~ciple must ~e accepted as an ins~iration or
an Irrefutable aXIOm. But Dlogenes 4 in his abstract of the
Canon suggests that Epicurus did not wholly refrain from
argument and that he rested his c?ntention mainly on two
grounds. In the first place sensatIon, which is 'irrational'.

_ I !'.L. ~. 3I £.'11 T~[VU~ T~ Kava'll' "lywv JaT~V 0 t E11'{KOVpO~ I Kp,nlpta
TfJ~ a""1e~,as ~lvo.c. 'T0.5' a.,ae7'/(I~c.5' /Cal r.po).~rf1£'s Kai 'Tei 7Ta(J7'/.

: It ~ust be .noted that a,iaB7]ulS in the singular and plural is used in
several slIghtly dIfferent, ~ut ~losely allied, senses in Epicurus, (r) the act of
s:nse·percep~onor sensatJOn In general, (2) as here, the acts of sense-percep.
tlon ~f t.h: different sense-organs and the sensation of other parts of the bod)',
~3) mdlvldual acts of sense-perception or sensation, (4)' as Aetius notes,
l~. 8,' 2, p. 32+D; ~. \24?, ,p~ssjvely of th~ s~nse-impressjon so made (TO
~1rat(J01}p.a, 01T~P £(7'7'1. TO (v(py1]ILa). A SimIlar looseness will be noticed
In
l

the use of r.po)"7Jr/Jtr, but the context always makes the particular meaning
c ear.

6 ~ ~d-:'" ~olot. ~ 9, I J J 8; U. 3+ 0; Ot07T£7'£~).Kavovls: cf. Cic. J~ Fin. i. 19.
3, '.3+ .quasl delapsa de coelo esud cognltlonem omnium regula'. In spite

~~ the Iromc.al tone o~ both passages there can be little doubt that EpicufUS
Imself apphed the epithet Ot01T(T~S' to the Kavwv. .. I. 31•

i
ij.
I
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\ (&AO)'OS'), is therefore immediate and does not admit of
, question: it is its own guarantee. Secondly, there is no other
criterion by which sensation could be checked. 'Every sensa

•. tion is irrational and does not admit of memory: it is not
. set in motion by itself nor, when it is set in motion by some-

.. thing else, can it add to it or take from it. Nor is there any
thing which can refute the sensations. For a similar sensation
cannot refute a similar because it is equivalent in validity:
nor a dissimilar a dissimilar, for the objects of which they are
the criteria are not the same. Nor again can reason, for all
reason is dependent upon sensations: nor can one sensation
refute another, for we attend to them all alike! The two
arguments are in reality complementary. If we analyse the
fact of sensation, we see that it stands absolutely by itself: it
is not connected with any other mental or bodily process.!
It cannot spontaneously set itself in motion: we cannot see
or hear without seeing or hearing something. It is wholly
detached as an occurrence from any previous facts of the

I! same nature; a fresh sensation involves no recollection of
previous sensations. Nor has it a content which is due to
other activities of the mind; thought may of course be subse
quently concerned with it and must indeed be concerned,
.if it is to become in any sense an act of cognition, but it has
no part in the mere sensation. It must then be accepted
without question as a guarantee of its own truth. Con
versely, if we ask from the outside, whether there is any
means by which we can check the veracity of the sensation,
the answer must be that it stands entirely alone. Another
sensation of the same organ cannot contradict it: what we
have seen one moment cannot be altered by what we see the
next, for each sensation is of equal validity. Nor can it be
checked by another sense: what we see cannot be affected
by what we hear, for the two sensations are not ill pari
ma'.eria. Nor can reason act as a check, for reason in the
EpIcurean system, as will be seen more clearly later on, is
but a combination of the results of sensations: it owes Its
OWn validity to sensations and cannot therefore be used as

I See Sen. Emp. ado. MaIn. vii. 203; U. 2+7.
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a standard by which to correct them. It might be held that
these ~rgumentsl onlyshowthatwehave no means ofprovin
sensat~ons false:. not that they are necessarily true. To th~
~n EpI.curean mIght reply that to Epicurus non-contradiction
IS equIvalent to truth:: but the common-sense philosoph
prefers to reply that sensation is a primary fact of our natu;;
and our only means of relation with the external world and
w.,e. must therefore ac~ept it. If we do not, the whole ~ossi
bIllty of knowledge 15 overthrown. This is brought out
clearI>: In the P~incipal Doctrines: 'if you fight against all
sensatIons, you WI]] have no standard by which to judge eve
th?se of the!I1 which you say are false': 3 nay more, 'if yo~
reJect.any smgle sensation ... you will confound all other
sen~atlons as well ... so that you will reject every standard
of Judge~ent':t In o~her wor~s, scepticism of the validity
of ~ensat~~n d:stroys Its own rIght of sceptical judgement.
ThIS posItIon IS well put in a famous passage of Lucretius: 5

if any one thin~s that .nothing is known, he knows not whether that
can be known clther, SInce he admits that he knows nothing.••• And
were. I to. grant that he knows this too, yet would I ask this one
duestlon: since he h~ never. before seen any truth in things, whence
~ he know what IS knowmg and not knowing each in turn, what

thmg has begotten the conc~pt of the true and the false, what thing has
proved that the doubtful differs from the certain ? You will find that
the concept of the true is begotten first from the senses and that the
senses cannot be gainsaid. '

~nless. we accept the truth of sensation, all knowledge is
l~posslble and we live in an ~nk~lO~n world. For the apostle
at .common sense, such a bebef 15 Inconceivable, and we are
dnven from shee~ lack of alternative to the assumption of
t~e trut~ ofs~nsatlOn. That this root-principle involves great
difficultI.es WIll. become ab~ndantly evident, but to it Epi
curus cb.ngs wIth unswerving loyalty, and without it every
part of hIS system must fall 6. .

: See Tohte, Epikurr KriUrit1l dtr Wahrlztit, p. 8 fin.
. See below, p. 259.
3 ••• •
6 X~1ll. 4 XX~V. s iv. 469-79'

DlOgenes (Lc.) adds a thIrd argument, which is not of such cardinal

~....•

CANON ICE ~I

Sensation is thus the ultimate and only guarantee of
reality, and on it all knowledge must depend: lsensation is
true' is the first and fundamental principle of the Canonice,
and 'we must keep all our investigations in accord with the
sensations'.1 It is necessary then before proceeding farther
to examine a li.ttle more closely what Epicurus meant by
sensation and how he conceived its process.% In a material
system it is clear that the only possible relation between one
thing and another is that of contact: if one body is to affect
another it must touch it. All sensation then, in its physical
analysis, is an atomic movement 3 due to the touch resulting
from the contact of material bodies. Hence the simplest
fOfm of sensation is the feeling of contact which we may
experience in any portion of our body, when an external
body impinges upon it, and to such contact all sensation
must ultimately be reduced. But when we pass from the
importance as the other two and is more technical, implying an analysis of
, h f' '" ~ 8 ' ~t t,J. I ~t e process 0 sensation: Kal. 7'0 7'0, nra"a T/p.aTa. 0 V'f'fUTaVac. 11LUTOVTal.

'j ·~v TWV a1u8~u€wvcU7}8£I.a.v: I the fact of apperception confirms the truth
of the sensations'. Besides the mere sensation (in sight) of colour and form,
we have also a superadded perception (bra.{qf)1'II.La.) of what they represent,
of the content of the sensation: now this perception is brought about on the
Epicurean theory by the incidence into the eye of a series of similar' idols t

(see Chap. VIII, pp. 4-18-4ZI), no one of which owing to its fineness of
texture is individually perceptible. But the net result of the series is an im
pression (q,a.vTa.ala) of the external object. The argument then is that the
fact of a continued series of similar' idols', combining into one single impres
sion, is evidence of the truth of the sensation-for it must mean the continued
correspondence of the individual 'idols' to the object from which they come.
If they changed and no single impression was produced, then there might
r~onably be doubt of their truth: but what could not be guaranteed by a
sIngle lidol' is guaranteed by the series of similar 'idols' (see Tohte, op. cit.,
p. 9)· The argument is too technically Epicurean to have weight outside
the system, and I strongly suspect that it was used primarily to support

"I the truth of the images of the gods seen in sleep, &c. (see Chap. VIII, 41+ if.).
"',:: I Ep. i, § 38 lea.Tt1 7'OS a.la8~aELS aEi: 7TdvTa. T7'1pEtV.

~ The full examination of the process and its implications from the physical
POInt of view must be reserved till the discussion of Epicurus' psychology
(see Chap. VIII, where references will be found), but we can at this point
f?cm a general notion sufficient to explain the Canonice, which cannot be
nghtly understood without at least the main outlines of the sensational theory.

3 See Luer. ii. 4-34 fr.
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~ The full examination of the process and its implications from the physical
POInt of view must be reserved till the discussion of Epicurus' psychology
(see Chap. VIII, where references will be found), but we can at this point
f?cm a general notion sufficient to explain the Canonice, which cannot be
nghtly understood without at least the main outlines of the sensational theory.

3 See Luer. ii. 4-34 fr.
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simple sensation of touch to the sensations of the other four
senses, this contact assumes more complex and less im_
mediate forms. In the case of taste we have indeed the
immediate contact of the food or drink and the tongue and
palate, and the special quality of the sensation is due to the
relation between the atomic formation of the external object
and the palate of the recipient. But in smell, hearing, and
sight it is clear that there is no such immediate contact, and
to secure contact at all, Epicurus was drive~, like Democritus
before him, to postulate 'effluences' passing from the object
to the percipient. Smell is caused by the impact on the
nostrils ofan effiuence of particles coming from 'deep within'
the object and again causing a difference ofsensational quality
by difference ofatomic formation. Sound similarly is due to
the impact on the ear of material particles varying in shape
and size emitted by the speaking person or the sounding
object. Most complex of all-and most important, because
it is at once the source of the majority of our knowledge of
the external world and therefore the assumed ground of the
greater part of Epicurus' discussion-is the sensation of
sight. This is not the place for a full examination of the
famous theory of 'idols', I but certain points in it are essential
for the understanding of the Canonice. All bodies are con
stantly throwing off a succession of thin films or 'idols',
exactly like in form and colour to themselves, and these by'
impinging upon the eye form the same indirect contact
between object and percipient as is established in the case
of smell and hearing. But there is this important difference:
whereas each individual smell- or sound-particle can be
directly perceived by nostril or ear, so subtle are the 'idols'
in texture that they cannot be individually perceived, but
only in the mass of their quick succession. What we actually
perceive is not the single 'idols', but the image (c/>a.VTOO{a.)
produced by their agglomeration in the eye. Now when this
Image is of an object close at hand, it is perfectly 'clear'
(lva.pY'7S'): there is no blurring of outline, no uncertainty as
to shape or colour. 'A thing is clear, when we perceive all

J See Chap. VIII, pp. 4-0 6-4- I I.
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. rks and qualities at once, or at least it is within our
Its rna . 'h' h" hto do so 'I And it is this 'clear Image w IC It IS t e
Power . ". . H h' bob"ect of all scientific mqUlry to obtam. ow can t I~ e

d ~ ;: In some cases that, for instance, of a very close Sightone., y'
und it is as it were forced upon us. et even so, It

or so " , d' (. Q.!\ \ )
has 1•ts true value unless we Irect E7T£fJWVlELV our

n~B , b
es upon it Sights and sounds and scents may e pre-sens' , d" h

t d Clearly to us but if our senses are not atten mg, t esen e . , I' ,
I r im pression will not be made: we must not mere}' s.ee
~~: 'look'. It is the 'clear image' obtained br the 'atte~tlon
. f the senses' (E1T£f30A~ TWV a.lu81jT7Jplwv): whIch alone .IS of
o. tI'fic value When we are dealing with distant objects,SClen· . h' 'I
still more with things imperceptIble to the sens~s, t IS Cear
image' may be difficult to obtain, and the lac~ of It m~y often,
as will be seen later, lead us into error, but .It alone IS fi~ally

satisfactory and certain. All 'images' perceIved by t~e SIght
are true because they correspond to an external r~ahty, but
it is onl~ the 'clear image' obtained by. 'appre?en~lon of the

>. senses' which can be used as the baSIS of sCientIfic kn.ow
ledge) This point in the Epicure~n<;anon has n?t, I thmk,
been sufficiently emphasized, and Its Importance m the later
developments is very great.. . ..

But what is the content of thiS sensation? Is It of Itself

I Merbach, op. cit., p. 18, who has done much t~ bring out t.~~ importance
of the il'apyrll~a in Epicurus' theory: for baPYTf~~ see Ep; ~1I. 1:Z 3; D.~.
x. 33, il'apy£la, Ep. i, §§ 4-8, 52,71, 8:z; K. .d. XXII.; and EvafYYTIfloa, Ep. I,
§72 ;ii·91.93,96. ,. ..• QA -

2 This 'apprehension of the senses IS referred to In Ep. I, § 50 (E7Tl~ TfTL~WS"

••. ToiS" alC18'1'"1plolS"), and implied in §§ 38, 51,62. For a fuller diSCUSSIon,
see Chap.VIII, and Appendix III on (7TlfJoA~ TfjS" ~LavolaS". Also Tohte, op.
cit., p. 21, and Merbach, op. cit., PP' 31 fT. The Idea undoubtedly came to
Epicurus from Empedodes. ,. _ _ , ~ •

3 Ep. i, § 50 ~v av >.t5.!3WP.EV ~avTaC1la.v E7TL!3"A'1Tl/CWS' "T]J 3£~vo,q. 'I] tOL~
alC18'1TrlPlo£S' •.• p.op~~ (UTLV aVTr} TOV UTEPEP.V~OV, YIVOfL£V71 Ka.Ta TO

E~1jS" m$Kl'wp.a ~ £YKa.Tt5.>'Ofloflo.a TOV £l3wAov• •Eplcuru~ appears to hav~
said that 'no one image or sensation was clearer (Evap)'£UT~pC1) than .ano!her
(Pluto adv. ColoJ. :Z5; U. 252). This is true of the paSSlv~ sensatIon Itself,
but the right interpretation of it all depends on the attention of the senses
and the nearness of the object (TO 7Ta.pOV TjS'1 KC1TQ. -nlV aiC18'1C1IV, K.J:1.
xxiv), see pp. :z 53-7.
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simple sensation of touch to the sensations of the other four
senses, this contact assumes more complex and less im_
mediate forms. In the case of taste we have indeed the
immediate contact of the food or drink and the tongue and
palate, and the special quality of the sensation is due to the
relation between the atomic formation of the external object
and the palate of the recipient. But in smell, hearing, and
sight it is clear that there is no such immediate contact, and
to secure contact at all, Epicurus was drive~, like Democritus
before him, to postulate 'effluences' passing from the object
to the percipient. Smell is caused by the impact on the
nostrils ofan effiuence of particles coming from 'deep within'
the object and again causing a difference ofsensational quality
by difference ofatomic formation. Sound similarly is due to
the impact on the ear of material particles varying in shape
and size emitted by the speaking person or the sounding
object. Most complex of all-and most important, because
it is at once the source of the majority of our knowledge of
the external world and therefore the assumed ground of the
greater part of Epicurus' discussion-is the sensation of
sight. This is not the place for a full examination of the
famous theory of 'idols', I but certain points in it are essential
for the understanding of the Canonice. All bodies are con
stantly throwing off a succession of thin films or 'idols',
exactly like in form and colour to themselves, and these by'
impinging upon the eye form the same indirect contact
between object and percipient as is established in the case
of smell and hearing. But there is this important difference:
whereas each individual smell- or sound-particle can be
directly perceived by nostril or ear, so subtle are the 'idols'
in texture that they cannot be individually perceived, but
only in the mass of their quick succession. What we actually
perceive is not the single 'idols', but the image (c/>a.VTOO{a.)
produced by their agglomeration in the eye. Now when this
Image is of an object close at hand, it is perfectly 'clear'
(lva.pY'7S'): there is no blurring of outline, no uncertainty as
to shape or colour. 'A thing is clear, when we perceive all

J See Chap. VIII, pp. 4-0 6-4- I I.
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. rks and qualities at once, or at least it is within our
Its rna . 'h' h" hto do so 'I And it is this 'clear Image w IC It IS t e
Power . ". . H h' bob"ect of all scientific mqUlry to obtam. ow can t I~ e

d ~ ;: In some cases that, for instance, of a very close Sightone., y'
und it is as it were forced upon us. et even so, It
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has 1•ts true value unless we Irect E7T£fJWVlELV our

n~B , b
es upon it Sights and sounds and scents may e pre-sens' , d" h

t d Clearly to us but if our senses are not atten mg, t esen e . , I' ,
I r im pression will not be made: we must not mere}' s.ee
~~: 'look'. It is the 'clear image' obtained br the 'atte~tlon
. f the senses' (E1T£f30A~ TWV a.lu81jT7Jplwv): whIch alone .IS of
o. tI'fic value When we are dealing with distant objects,SClen· . h' 'I
still more with things imperceptIble to the sens~s, t IS Cear
image' may be difficult to obtain, and the lac~ of It m~y often,
as will be seen later, lead us into error, but .It alone IS fi~ally

satisfactory and certain. All 'images' perceIved by t~e SIght
are true because they correspond to an external r~ahty, but
it is onl~ the 'clear image' obtained by. 'appre?en~lon of the

>. senses' which can be used as the baSIS of sCientIfic kn.ow
ledge) This point in the Epicure~n<;anon has n?t, I thmk,
been sufficiently emphasized, and Its Importance m the later
developments is very great.. . ..

But what is the content of thiS sensation? Is It of Itself

I Merbach, op. cit., p. 18, who has done much t~ bring out t.~~ importance
of the il'apyrll~a in Epicurus' theory: for baPYTf~~ see Ep; ~1I. 1:Z 3; D.~.
x. 33, il'apy£la, Ep. i, §§ 4-8, 52,71, 8:z; K. .d. XXII.; and EvafYYTIfloa, Ep. I,
§72 ;ii·91.93,96. ,. ..• QA -

2 This 'apprehension of the senses IS referred to In Ep. I, § 50 (E7Tl~ TfTL~WS"

••. ToiS" alC18'1'"1plolS"), and implied in §§ 38, 51,62. For a fuller diSCUSSIon,
see Chap.VIII, and Appendix III on (7TlfJoA~ TfjS" ~LavolaS". Also Tohte, op.
cit., p. 21, and Merbach, op. cit., PP' 31 fT. The Idea undoubtedly came to
Epicurus from Empedodes. ,. _ _ , ~ •

3 Ep. i, § 50 ~v av >.t5.!3WP.EV ~avTaC1la.v E7TL!3"A'1Tl/CWS' "T]J 3£~vo,q. 'I] tOL~
alC18'1TrlPlo£S' •.• p.op~~ (UTLV aVTr} TOV UTEPEP.V~OV, YIVOfL£V71 Ka.Ta TO

E~1jS" m$Kl'wp.a ~ £YKa.Tt5.>'Ofloflo.a TOV £l3wAov• •Eplcuru~ appears to hav~
said that 'no one image or sensation was clearer (Evap)'£UT~pC1) than .ano!her
(Pluto adv. ColoJ. :Z5; U. 252). This is true of the paSSlv~ sensatIon Itself,
but the right interpretation of it all depends on the attention of the senses
and the nearness of the object (TO 7Ta.pOV TjS'1 KC1TQ. -nlV aiC18'1C1IV, K.J:1.
xxiv), see pp. :z 53-7.
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significant, and can even the 'clear image' alone be self_
sufficing for the purposes of science? Clearly not, for the
sensation itself (it is convenient still to take the complex
case of sight as the type) is only an isolated vision of a
certain shape and colour. I Such an isolated sensation is
meaningless and can have no value for philosophy, the
ordered knowledge of the world, or even for the purposes of
practical life, unless it can be correlated with other sensa
tions. A mere coloured shape is nothing to us, unless we
can know 'what it is': we must be able to compare the new
image with previous experience and to identify it with or
distinguish it from other things which we already know. In
other words the process of sensation, if it is to be a percep
tion, must be completed by cognition: the act of the sense
organs must be followed by an act of the mind. How can
this be? what is it that enables the mind on the occurrence
of a sense-perception to say this is, or is not, such and such
a thing, and what guarantee of truth have we in this new
process? According to Epicurean psychology~ the act of
perception in the sense-organ stirs the particles of 'soul' in
its neighbourhood and they communicate the movement to
other soul-particles and so on till the movement reaches the
mind (which is situated in the breast), and there creates a
representation of the sense-image. The mind then by a
spontaneous movement (aoga), akin to the act of attention·
on the part of the senses, compares the new image with
previously existing general conceptions and pronounces that
'this is, or is not, so-and-so'. Just as without cognition mere
sensation is valueless, so the individual image is without
significance apart from the general concept: 3 'apart from the

I Sext. adrl. Math. vii. 2°7; U. 2~7 ov yap o'\OV opaTaL TO (1T£P'~VIOV

... IDa TO xpw~a TOU (1T£p£~vtov.

: See Chap. VIII, p••p 8. Some critics have thought that Epicurus
supposed that the actual 'image', or the series of'idols', passed into the mind,
but this is unlikely: see p. 417.

3 For the close connexion of i~age and opinion, or, as we should rather
say, sensation and cognition, which are almost simultaneous and often hard to
separate, see Sext. aJr;. Math. vii. 203 i U. 2+7 8110iv OVTWV TWV OV{lJ)'OW'
TWV ID7J'\OLS 1rpa:y~a.TCJJV, r/JaVTaatas Kai rijs 8oftJs.
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al Concept no one can inquire or feel doubt or even
gener 'I S f: E' ,hold an opinion, no, nor refute on~ . 0 ar plcurus

. . does not seem to be pecuhar: the acceptance of
POSitIOn . ' d thenition as a necessary element I~ pe~cept1on, an
~d~ission of the impossibility of classlficatlo~or even. recog-
., without general conceptions are practically universal.

nItlon E . . d h' ge eral'It is necessary to ask how plcurus concel~e ,is. n
cepts What was their origin and what their vahdlty.con , , . d' ,

To return for a moment to psychology, th~ mm -Imag.e
. d by the movements of the soul-particles started marouse .
their turn by the sensati~nal motions ?f the sense-o:gans,
does not immediately perIsh, but remaInS stored up m the
mind, and may be, as it were, 'called up' for subsequent
contemplation. Thus an act of memory IS the mo~e.ntary
ttention of the mind to an 'image' so pr~served In Its~lf,

:nd a mental comparison is the apprehension by t~e .mmd
of two or more such images side by side. But thiS .IS not

" all, for when as the result of many in~ivi.dua! percep~lons ,!f
objects of the same class, a series of Similar Images, IS, as ~t

. were heaped one upon another in the mind, the resul~ IS
, . , a ki~d of 'composite photo~:aph' .of the genus ~r species:

the dissimilarities of the individual Images h~ve dlsapp.eared,
and that which is common to all is retained In what IS m fact
a 'general concept'. The combined 'i.mages' ?fman~horses,
seen in sense-perception, has created In the ~md .the gen~ral
concept' of 'horse'. To this 'general ~o~cept Ep~curus gives
the name of 'anticipation' ('1TPOAl1r/JLS): It is that whl~~we have
permanently in our mind to enable us to antICipate ~he
general appearance of anrthin~ for wh~c~ we. are loo~m~
or wish to create, and to ldent~fy and dlstmgulsh the mdl
vidual images of sense-perceptIon w~en they are presented
to us. 'Anticipations' then take. their. ~lace as the second
criterion of truth. They owe their valIdity to the fact that,

, although they are not themselves. directly ~ens~t!on~, t~ey
.are immediately built up of sensations: our anticipatIOn of

. ~ horse is simply the aggregate--or perhaps one shoul~ rather
say the average--of a number of individual sensations of

.. I Epicurus apud Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 4· 157,44; U. 25 S·

~--:.:'-
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ordered knowledge of the world, or even for the purposes of
practical life, unless it can be correlated with other sensa
tions. A mere coloured shape is nothing to us, unless we
can know 'what it is': we must be able to compare the new
image with previous experience and to identify it with or
distinguish it from other things which we already know. In
other words the process of sensation, if it is to be a percep
tion, must be completed by cognition: the act of the sense
organs must be followed by an act of the mind. How can
this be? what is it that enables the mind on the occurrence
of a sense-perception to say this is, or is not, such and such
a thing, and what guarantee of truth have we in this new
process? According to Epicurean psychology~ the act of
perception in the sense-organ stirs the particles of 'soul' in
its neighbourhood and they communicate the movement to
other soul-particles and so on till the movement reaches the
mind (which is situated in the breast), and there creates a
representation of the sense-image. The mind then by a
spontaneous movement (aoga), akin to the act of attention·
on the part of the senses, compares the new image with
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'this is, or is not, so-and-so'. Just as without cognition mere
sensation is valueless, so the individual image is without
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but this is unlikely: see p. 417.
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mind, and may be, as it were, 'called up' for subsequent
contemplation. Thus an act of memory IS the mo~e.ntary
ttention of the mind to an 'image' so pr~served In Its~lf,

:nd a mental comparison is the apprehension by t~e .mmd
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. were heaped one upon another in the mind, the resul~ IS
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horses. The 'anticipation' is not itself 'true' for it does not
correspond to or issue from anyone external existence, but
it is a 'clear vision' and as such a test of truth: 1 that which is
the common element in a number of 'images' of 'horse' mUst
itself constitute a clear general 'image' of 'horse', and to it
may be referred as a certain test the subsequent 'images'
presented to us in sense-perception. ,

This account of the 'anticipations' is not to be found
explicitly stated in any Epicurean source, but it is generally
adopted by modern writers: and is stronglysupported by such
testimony as is available. Three pieces of evidence may be
cited which all tend to the same conclusion from different
points of view. Diogenes' discussion 3 of 'anticipation? looks
as if it were compiled from several different sources, but
there is nothing in it inconsistent either with itself or with
the explanation given above. It is worth quoting at length
because of the strong support afforded by his illustrations:

the 'anticipation' they speak of as an apprehension or right opinion
or thought or a general idea stored within the mind, that is to say a
recollection of what has often been presented from without, as for
instance, 'such and such a thing is a man'; for the moment the word
'man' is spoken, by means of the 'anticipation' his form (nJ1TOS) too
is thought of (voEiTal), as the senses give us the information (1TPOTJYOIJ
JJ.EVWV). Therefore the first signification of every name is immediate.
and clear evidence (EvapyEs). And we could not look for the object of
our search, unless we have first known it; for instance we ask 'is that
standing yonder a horse or a cow?': to do this we must know by means
ofan 'anticipation' the shape ofhorse and of cow. Otherwise we could
not have named them, unless we previously knew their appearance
by means of an 'anticipation'. So the 'anticipations' are dear and
immediate evidence.

, Merbach (p. 51) notices that Epicurus never speaks of 1ipo>'~ifJEL; as
&)'TJ9Ei" but as a-apyEl,.

: e.g. Tohte (op. ciL), pp. 15 sq.; Brieger, Epikurs Lthrt flOl1 dtr Suit,
p. II; Giussani, Stud. Lucr., p. 174. For other views of 1Tp61\'1}lf;t; see
Appendix II.

3 x. 33. The definition runs: r!}v o~ 1Tp6>'''I,plV MYOtlO'LV O{OVE~ KaTa>''YJ,plV
~ S6gav 6p9~1' ~ ;vl'olav ~ Ka8oALlc7J1' v07JO'tI' iva1TOKEtJJ.EI!17V, TOlJ'T€crrl
p.v~fl"lV TOU 1To,uaKl; ;gwB£v rpavEVTo" otov TO TOlOVr61' faTlV Q.V9pWTTO'.

l
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we have the main points clearly put. The 'anticipation'
"!'ie~e general concept, it is derived from frequently repeated
15 t ee.perceptions and it is 'clear'. It is the fundamen~al
senS ., d···· ltdWithecessity for all mqUlry an It IS mtlmate y connec e
cite naming of things: the name must repre.sen.t the c~ear

cept to which it is attached. Equally slgmficant IS a
cO~able quotation from Epicurus himself preserved in. a late
',no't r.1 'anticipation he defines as an act of attentIOn to
wrl e . f h h' , Hmething clear or to the clear concept 0 t e t mg. ere,
:ith a slight shift of t~e point o~ view, th~ general c~ncept
. the mind is a clear Image, which the m10d grasps 10 the

, ~t of anticipation: we have the active process instead of the
'more usual passive notion, but once more t~e general c~m-
• cept is 'clear' and theref~re a tes~ of ~~th•. F!nally, to br10g

out another side of the Idea of antlclpatlon.' ~~ have !W0
passages in Lucretius, where he argues that It IS Imposslb!e
to set to work to make a thing unless you: have ~lready 10

,,your mind an 'anticipation' (notities) of It, derived from
, , ',' previous experience. 'How could the gods ?~ve .made .a

world he asks, unless they had already an antICipatIOn of It
due :0 a previous pattern?': 'how could any man. have
deliberately invented speech, unless he had a pattern 10 the
speech of men around him?' 3 Here we have the general
concept as the condition of action as well as of knowledge.

Thanks then to the concepts or 'anticipations' the act of
sense-perception is completed by c~gnition: w.e are not left
with a series of detached unmeamng sensatIOns, but are
enabled to correlate them, to identify and distinguish. Our

I Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 4. I 57; U. 2 551Tp6>'TJifJlV FJ~ 41ToolSwatl' i1TlfJO>'~V
,(fTl'TL a-apyE!: lCai mi ~v Evapyij T~V 1T~cfyp.aTos .E1TlvoLav. It must be
'. noted that 1TpOATJ.ptS is here used definItely I~ the act~ve sense of th~ mental
'?peration of'anticipation'. It has a similar active force In the first t:"'OInstan~es
!n the previously quoted passage of Diogenes, but norm~lly (as I~ the thIrd
Instance above) it has especially in the plural the passIve meanIn~ ~f the
:general concept which is the means of anticipation. The sa,"?e.varlatlon of

,;~eaning in the use of aiO'BTJO'L' has already been noted, and It I~ also l~tent
,!n l1TLfJoA~ 7fjs FJlavola, (see Appendix Ill). Not~, too, ~hat 1ifOATJifJl, Itself
.·!Shere an €7nfJoA~, which as usual is connected WIth an EI'apyE"

a V. 181-6. 3 V. I04~9.
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3 x. 33. The definition runs: r!}v o~ 1Tp6>'''I,plV MYOtlO'LV O{OVE~ KaTa>''YJ,plV
~ S6gav 6p9~1' ~ ;vl'olav ~ Ka8oALlc7J1' v07JO'tI' iva1TOKEtJJ.EI!17V, TOlJ'T€crrl
p.v~fl"lV TOU 1To,uaKl; ;gwB£v rpavEVTo" otov TO TOlOVr61' faTlV Q.V9pWTTO'.
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experience becomes a connected whole and on it we can
base an ordered world built up by scientific inquiry. The
concepts are themselves infallible a.s tests of ~ruth, just as are
the individual sensations: error anses, as w111 be seen later
not through any want of 'clearness' in the concepts, bu~
through the mental operation of opinion (Saga) which may
make false comparisons, wrongly ,assigning sensations to
concepts, and so producing false identifications and dis
tinctions. It is clear then that the concept has a large part
to play in the whole realm of thought (E7T{voLa): for not only is
it concerned in the identification of individual sensations,
but in those combinations of ideas which constitute abstract
thought-or, as Epicurus would rather have put it, thought
about the invis:ble (ciO)]Aa). Moreover it is also closely con
nected with the whole problem of language: a concept is not
fully known until it is named, until it has a label by which it
may be at once called into prominence in the mind. Thus the
growth of language consists in the application of names to
concepts, and the first requisite of philosophical thought is to
be sure that names represent clear concepts. Both these
questions of thought and language in their relation to con
cepts will become prominent later on in the Canonice : for
the present the 'anticipation,;' must be regarded primarily
as the infallible means, if only opinion makes no false com
binations, of interpreting sensations in the act of cognition"
The second criterion of truth completes the work of the first,
and owes its validity to its derivation from it.

The third criterion of truth is feeling (7TC£eO~).I Its under
standing is happily less beset with difficulties than that of
the second) but its nature must be clearly defined, for, as
will be seen, one whole branch of Epicurus' philosophy, and
that not the least important, rests on it. 'Feeling' is an
immediate sensation, but it acts in its own special field and
is a test of its own peculiar truth. In a wide sense: of course
all sensation is 'feeling' (1TC1.8o~), for in every case of sensation,
in the higher sense-perceptions as well as in the most

I D.L. x. 31•

1 Tohte (op. cit., p. 18) drew attention to this wider meaning_
~.. .
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rudimentary cases of touch, we are 'acted upon' (7Taax~'~)and
'~ l' the sensation. So in the letter to Herodotus Eplcurus

ee ks of the 'feeling of hearing'l and similarly of the
spea '~1" I··''feeling': which smell produces. But lee .Jng as a cnteTlon
of truth is used in a na:ro~er ~nd restricted s~nse, not of

satt·on itself but of Its Invariable accompamment. Forsen, . . h .
. 'ntimate and necessary connexlOn Wit every sensatIon
In I • 'f h-' k·' '1' 't s 3have also a 'feehng 0 somet Ing a In or a len 0 u ,
W~ensation of the agreeable or disagreeable, i~ other words
af pleasure or pain. This is true of all sensations from the
~ost elementary sense of touch due to the impinge?lent of an
external body on our body up to the ~ost compltca~ed per
ception ofsight: in all cases our sensatIon not merely Informs
us of the presence ofsomething external to our~elves,(aw~u,S')
but brings with it the sense of pleasure or pam ("a8os): the
feelings are two, pleasure and pain, which OCc?~ to every
living creature'.4 It might be objected br a crItiC of Epl-

') cureanism that feelings are really thre~, for In a Jarge nu~~er
'., of our sensations we are not conscIOUS ?f elth~r I:'0sltlve

pleasure or positive pain, but of a negatIve ?r lI~dlff~rent
state. But for Epicurus there were o~ly two. fe~hngs., for
absence of pain 5 is in itself pleasure) Inde~d In hiS u~tlma~e
analysis the truest pleasure: every sensation mus~ In th~s
sense either be accompanied by pleas~re o~ by pain, f?r. It
is either associated or not associated With pain. The vahdlty
then of 'feeling' as a criterion ca!lnot ~e.questio~ed nor need
any. difficulty be ~aised as, to .It,s O:lgI~: for.It .has no! a
denvative value hke the anticipatIon, but IS Itself, hke, f .
sensation immediate and therefore a guarantee a Its own
certainty.' But of what kind o.f truth is. it a test? Is it a test
of the reality of an external object or of ItS nature? No doubt

I Ep.i, § 52 aKOVU'nKO'" 7Tcl8o~. ..
1 § 53. In the same way Sext. ado. Math, ~n..203; U. 247! speaks of

'l'WV rPa:vro.u,wv, 7Ta.8Wv 11£pC. ;,pa.s ovowv, whIch JS perhaps gomg farther
than Epicurus would himself have gone.

DL ", - ,~, "\\'
3 '. x. 34 'rrw IL(V Or.K€r.OV "T1JV o€ Q.IV\OTptOV._., r- , •~, \' \ ~ , • ,
4 D.L. I.e. 110,071 8E '\lyovow Elva., Suo, 710oVTJ'" Kar. al\')'7]0ovo., r.<rr4Jl£Vo.

,', '17'(pt milt '~ov.
S Cf. K.4. iii, &c.
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!n part it is: ~ur feeling of pain, if we touch a burning coal
IS In part ev~~ence of the existence of the coal and of it~
~res;~t co~dltto~. But so far it is merely a form of'sensa_
tion .and IS no mdepend~nt criterion of truth. 'Feeling', as
such, IS ':lot concerned with knowledge but with morals: it
does not Inform us of the existence of things or their physical
nature, but wheth~r.they .are good or bad: for that which is
pleasurable to us IS I~var.lably that which we seek, in other
words, go~d, ~ha~ which IS painful to us we avoid, it is bad.
In ~hort, fee}lng play:s th~ same part in Epicurean Ethics,
which se.nsatlOn do~s In his physical theory: it is the basis
from which everythmg must start and the standard to which
~n mu~t be refe~red..It is .the test of rightness in morals, that
~s, of nghtness In a~tlon, Just as sensation is the test of truth
m kn~wled~e, that. IS, of th.e rightness ofapprehension. With
the dlfficultle~ wh~ch are l!1volved in this theory at its root,
~nd the .moddicatlons which Epicurus found necessary in
ItS. w?rkmg out, we are not now concerned.~ The third
cnterIon .o~ truth ~a~es its place beside sensation; it is of
~qual vahdlty? for It IS a rart of sensation, and is the test of
ItS ow~ pecuh~r trut~, 0 the goodness or badness which is
to ~e Judged Immed!ately by pleasure or pain. Thus the
~thlcal theory of Eplcurus. does not stand by itself as an
mdependent or detached adjunct to the physical theory, but
rests upon the sa?1~ fundamental principle, the immediate.
and nece~sary vahdlty of sensation.

Se?satlon then together with its derivative 'anticipation'
and .Its necessary accompaniment, feeling, acting in the
specI.al field o~ conduct, are the three criteria of truth which,
as D.logenes 3 Informs us, Epicurus admitted in 'the Canon'.
But In at least one passage 4 of the letter to Herodotus and in
the Principal Doctrines there is apparently associated with
them a fourth test of truth, which was explicitly raised by

I Mer~ach (op. cit., p. 16), who deals very summarily with 1To.Bo~,
ha~ falIen mto the error .of supposing that the truth which ?Ta.Bos attests is the
eIIstence of external things' the hi . (S.. .'. passage w ch he quotes m support eIt.
aa'~. MaM. vu. 203) ought In Itself to have shown him his mistake.

See Chap. X, pp. 485-7. 3 I. 31• 4 § 38 ; K. A. xxiv.
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ubsequent Epicureans J to the position of a criterion. A
full discussion of the great difficulties which surround the

"understanding of the 'apprehension of the mind' (£1Tlf3o>'~ ~s

8WJ10LOS) must be reserved till the Epicurean psychology 1 has
been examined in detail. But it is possible here to indicate
what was its probable function as a criterion. Epicurus held
_and the idea is very charaj:teristic of his thought-that

. there are certain concrete existences which throw off 'idols'
like all other material things, but 'idols' so subtle that they
cannot be perceived, even when accumulated as 'images', by
the comparatively coarse mechanism of the senses. Never
theless they can penetrate through the pores of the body to
the mind and there cause a disturbance of the mind-atoms
which produces an immediate mental apprehension of the
image. Yet even then, so fine is the texture of the 'idols' that
the mind itself cannot apprehend them without an active
'attention' or 'act of apprehension', comparable to that with
which the senses 'look' instead of passively seeing (E1Ttf30>'~):

,~ it is for this reason that such images are most frequently
.seen in sleep,3 when the mind is not disturbed by other
appearances or thougq.ts. Of such objects the most con
spicuous examples are the divine persons of the gods:" their
bodies are constantly throwing off a succession of such fine
images which come to us and immediately move the atoms
of the mind. Here then we have a kind of direct mental
sensation, analogous to sense-perception, and produced in
the same manner by means of 'idols': tQe sole difference
being that the perception is made immediately by the mind
without the intervention of the senses. The fourth criterion 5

would thus owe its validity to the fact that it is in itself a very

I D.L. I. 31• • See Chap. VIII and Appendix III.
3 Cf. Lucr. v. 1171.
4 Lucr. v. 1175-6; Cic. a't Nat. Deorum. i. 19.49: see Chap. IX.
5 In one passage of the Letter to Heroa'otuJ (§ 62) we have apparently

!in instance in which bnf3o>...q rijs OLllVO[llS is not concerned with such im
m~iate perception by the mind, but with a reasoned conclusion as to the
ultimate realities of the atomic world. Its importance is discussed in
Chap. VIII, pp. 422-5. and in Appendix III. Here it may for the time be
neglected.
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specialized form of sensation. Why Epicurus omitted refer_
ence to the fourth criterion in the Canon, but assumed its
existence in the First Letter and the Principal Doctrines
while even then it was left to 'the Epicureans' to include i~
with the other criteria, it is hard to say. It may be that to
Epicurus when he wrote 'the Canon' 'mental apprehension'
present~d.itsel.f merely as .a form of sensation, n?t .exp.licitly
to be distinguished from It, that he made the distinctIOn in
other places when he was thinking specially of these parti
cular cases which could not fairly be classed with normal
sensations, and that the Epicureans, whose religious ortho
doxy was much called in question, were forced in self-clefence
to exalt the basis of their theology into a criterion of truth.
However this may be, I it is not hard to see how it could be
connected directly with the fundamental truth of sensation.

The examination of the subordinate criteria of truth has
shown that they are all in one way or another restatements
of the fundamental infallibility of sensation; 'feeling' and
(if it be a criterion) 'mental apprehension', because they are
but forms of sensation, 'anticipation', because it is in each
case an accumulation of or abstraction from sensations. The
whole Epicurean philosophy is thus based, as its founder
intended it to be, on the common-sense point of view that
'sensation is true': there is a world ofexisting external things
and our senses report to us truly about them. It is time to
go back a little and inquire into some of the difficulties which
this thesis involves: some of these were perceived by Epi
curus himself and dealt with in the secondary principles
of the Canonice, some were raised by critics of the system
and attempts were made to meet them by the later Epi
cureans. It will be convenient to deal with them in connexion
with the various branches of inquiry which Epicurus saw
were necessary ~or a system of physical science.

All true experience, and in particular all scientific observa
tion, must be built on the 'clear view' of the object near at
hand: : 'the clear view is the foundation and the first step in

, For another suggestion see Appendix III.
a K.iJ. xxiv 'TO 7Tapov Ti8Tj ICa'Ta 'T~V a'tuOTjutv.
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. thing'.' But we are not always dealing with objects

.ererYat hand or indeed perceptible by the senses at all, and
c ose dingly various difficulties arise, with which Epicurus
aceOr d" . I f h C . Hh dealt in the subor mate prmclp es 0 t e anonlce.. e

as ps the obiects of inquiry under two heads, 'perceptiblegrOll J • I . d
h· gs' (1T(I(;STl~O'I of which we can obtam a c ear View, an

t In "' I • h bd"d .,. erceptibic things' (ci8l]Al'J.) which e su IVI es Into
:d~tial phenomena (p.£TE·WI"') , of which, though the~ are

erceptible to the scnse~, .\ dos.e vie~ can nev~r be obtained,
~nd things wholly i~perceptlble In the stnct sen.se, the

ltimate facts of realtty, the atoms and space, which can
~ever be perceived by the sense~ but only apprehended by
the operation of thought. It ~I11 be conyenlent to follow
these divisions and to deal With the variOUS problems as
they arise. ..,

The 'plain man', whose .phlloso.phy. ~plc~rus Wished to
embody in his system, while mamtammg In general the

" truth of his sensations, would probably ~e the fi:st to argue
." that even in matters of everyday terrestrial experience, some

<of his sensations are or at least seem to be, false, for they
are not a correct rep~rt of the external realitie~ from which
they are derived. A square tow~r seen at a distance seems
small and round,: an oar half 10 the water appears to be
bent, I see so-and-so coming towards me and~ when he
comes nearer, he 'turns out' to be some one else: 10 all these
instances the first sensation appears to be false. ~t was. of
course difficulties of this kind which had led earher philo
sophers to their distrust of the senses. Now Epicurus saw
clearly enough 3 that to admit the falsity o~ a single sen~atio.n
would overthrow his whole system: for If one sensatIOn IS
false, there is no reason that any should be true, for. all .have
equal validity. How then can he meet these obJections?

, Sext. aJCl. Ma/h. vii. 216; U. 247 1TC1V'TWV Of Kp7J1ri!; iCai 8€p.iAlO!; ~
lv&py£ta.

( a These are instances quoted by Sext. Emp. (I.e.) and are u~doubtedJy
< t~e commonplaces of Epicurean tra~ition .. The whole pass~ge. which Usener
gives in full, is of great value for thiS portion of t.he. Canomce. Comp~re also
D.L. x. 34 and Lucr. iv. 379-468, where other Similar examples are given.

3 K.iJ. uiv.
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His answer lies in the distinction already observed between
the two ~lements i!'l t~e process of sense-perception, the
mere passive sensation In the sense-organs) and the act of
~og:ni.tio? p~rforme.d by the mind. The. ~ental faculty of
OpInIOn (3o~a), whIch performs the cognitIOn by the assign_
ment of the passive sensation to an 'anticipation' or general
c?n~ept) is inde~d ~lli~d ~o the inf~llible 'mental apprehen_
sIon)1 because It IS In Itself a kInd of apprehension or
mental attention, but it differs from it in that it is liable to
error: it may make a false combination of sensation and
'anticipation'. Indeed it is a 'movement' which is) so to
speak) ever on the alert, and eager to make its additions
(1Tpoa8o~a{6p.eva) to the data of sense) to put its interpretation
on them before sufficient material has been supplied. The
apparent falsity of our sense-perceptions is then due not to
any falsity in the sensation, which is always true) but to the
'additions of opinion',:! and it is the function of the philo
sopher to distInguish carefully on all occasions between
these two elements: the additions ofopinion must, as it were,
be separated off and the pure sensation, the only criterion of
truth, left) at any rate for the time, without interpretation.
Take the case of th~ app.roaching man: all that we really
saw was a man walkIng) Indeed to be absolutely strict, we
sa~ a .cert~in s~ape w~th .c~rta~n col~lUring moving in a cer
taIn dIrectIOn: It was OpInIOn makIng a comparison of the
sen.sation .with the 'anticipation' already in the mind, which
assigned It at once to the concept of 'so-and-so'. There was
nothing false in the sensation, for it was 'irrational') it did
not imply any interpretation of itself: the error lay in the
false identifications made by opinion. In the case then of
such distant views of external objects, we must regard our
sensation as a 'thing awaiting confirmation' (1Tpoap1vov Jm

p.ap-rvf»1aECTfJa,).3 Opinion will indeed pronounce on it) for
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it is irrepressible and will not leave an insignificant sensation
as such and nothing more, but we must not accept the pro
nouncement of opinion until w,~ J:av.e had the c1os.e ~iew of
the object near at hand: then If It 15 confirmed) It IS true,
if it is not confirmed) it is false'. I So far there seems no
serious difficulty and a simple rule of the Canonice deals
with the first set of problems-distalilt terrestrial objects.
The first sensation no less than the second is true, 'for it
stirs our senses',z but only the near view gives us the full
information as to the nature of the external object,
which is requisite for complete or scientific knowledge.
'Confirmation is the comprehension by means of the clear
vision that the object of opinion is such as it was supposed
to be.' 3 But the other instances mentioned above are not so
easily disposed of: in the case of the distant tower and the
oar seen through the water it is by no means so easy to say
that the error lay in the 'additions of opinion'. The first
sensations were of a round object and a bent object: the near

" view showed that the realities. were square and straight
respectively~ In what sense can it be said that these first
sensations are 'true': 'for that is true which is as it is said
(or seen) to be?'4 With this difficulty Epicurus himself
wisely enough perhaps-never deals very explicitly) but his
answer may be extracted from the very interesting and
curious passage in which he speaks of the siz.e of the sun

term, e.g. Ep. i, § 38; K.Ll. xxiv. It is falsely interpreted by D.L. x. 34 as
.. 'an act of waiting on our part', T~ 'TrpoClp.f!'ivat Ka~ EyyVS" yEv'aOat To/ 7TIJpyf.!)

,leal p.a9f!iv o'TroioS" Env$' t/>alvn-at. Steinhart was misled by this passage: see
:roh~e, op. cit., p. 14-, n. I. There can be no doubt of its real meaning and

, Imphed construction: see Ep. i, § 50 <~17~ TOU 1Tpoap.'voVTof;> ~mp.ap-rvp~
C7f!a8at-the addition being certain-and K.Ll. xxiv TO 'TrpOCTP.(VOV •••~
Urtllap-n)P"1C1tV•

I D.L. x. 34-. It at first sight seems strange that Epicurus speaks always
of ollie ~1Ttp.apnJfJT1C1tf; in this context, and not civnp.aprVP"1CTts--but the
latter word is reserved, as will be seen, for connexion with the <iS7]"a.

• D.L. x. 32 KtVEi yap' TO 8~ p.~ OV oil KWEi in reference to the analogous
Case ofdream visions: see Chap. VIII, p. 41 5.

, ,3.Sext. Emp. adrJ. Math. vii. 212 (aTt 8£ Emp.apTVpTJCltf; p.£v KaTOJ..TJ!/Jtf;
": "at fVapyf!la$' TOU T~ 80~a,0p.Evov TOtOVTOV Efva, ol7oiov 'TrOTE £80~a'ETO.

4 Sext. Emp. adrJ. Matn. viii. 9; U. 2+4-: see p. 237, n. I.
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. these 'idols' in their transit from an object at a distance may
be altered. The square 'idols' of the tower when they have
a long interval to traverse have their corners knocked off and
so create in our ;ye the sensation ofa round o.bject: the im~ge
we see is 'true to them, ?ut not t.tecessanly to the obJ~ct

."from which they come. ThIS theory 15 ofcourse a fatal admls"
t,:.,::r ,: sion and cuts aththfe very ro~ts 0Ef t?e whole Epicurdean slYdsteml·

For by the trut a a sensatIOn plc~rus mc:ant.an cou on y
mean its truth to the external object whIch It represented.
If we have no guarantee of such correspondence, but are
at the mercy of the accidents which may befall individual
'idols' in their transit, then the 'truth' of sensation is value
less not merely for scientific inquiry, but even for the most
rudimentary requirements of practical life : 'there is an end
to your Hall sensations are true, and none are untrustworthy
and false"'; I we shall indeed be 'moving about in worlds not
realized·. But Epicurus must not be made responsible for
the sins of his children. A modern critic cannot disguise the
great difficulty which besets his fundamental principle even
in the simplest of conditions, but Epicurus rested in the
belief that he had fully disposed of it in the distinction be
tween the 'clear vision' of near sensation and the possibly
false additions of opinion. The first then of the subordinate
principles of the Canonice will take shape thus: 'in the case
of distant objects perceptible to the senses, suspend judge
ment, till you have examined them in the nearer view'.

t. ,:" Epicurus' own interest lies not in the problem but in the
[:" process ofverification on whose truth he insists emphatically:

'every image which we obtain by an act of apprehension
(J:mfi>"7]TtKWS) on the part of the mind or of the sense-organs,
whether of shape or of properties, this image is the shape
(or the properties) of the concrete object (TaU C1'T€pep.vlouY.:'

The second department of inquiry-or perhaps more
correctly the first subdivision of the department of the 'im

, perceptible' (a811Au)-is concerned with things perceptible

I PluL Le. O'Ot o€ oixn'a~ TO 7T~aaS' wapx((v aA1J8ElS'. a1T&.aTOV at Kat

t/JEV~ I-''1SEp.{a.v.
1 Ep. i. § 50.
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and moon: I 'the size of sun and moon, he says, is for Us

(KaTa. /-LEV TO 1rpOS ~/-Las) what it appears to be; and in reality it
is either <slightly> greater than what we see or slightly less
or the same size'. 'For us·, can only imply, 'this is what the
sun and moon look like as seen from the distance which we
are from them.' Similarly then in the case of the tower: the
first sensation was true 'for us', it told us, that is, what a
square tower looks like at a distance, and it was a false
addition of the mind to infer that the tower is itself round.
So with the oar: the bent oar is what an oar in the water looks
like 'for us t

: we have no right to infer that it really is bent.
This is a poor way of saving the situation: for the 'truth· of
a sensation can mean nothing else than its correspondence
with the object which it represents. Either then the first
perception was false and did not truly represent the object,
or else the tower and the oar changed in the interval between
the two sensations and the objective permanence of the
external world is destroyed-which, as Epicurus would
himself say, is 'unthinkable· (a.sC.avOl1'TOv). However Epicurus
himself does not seem to have been conscious of the diffi
culty, and was not perhaps sufficiently attacked with regard
to it to cause him to elaborate a reply. But his followers did
not escape from the pressure of criticism, and, as Sextus
shows,: they took up two lines of defence. In the first place,
they argued that their opponents were demanding greater
accuracy in the sphere of sight than they would require in
the other senses. No one would say that hearing was false,
because what was really a loud noise appeared at a distance
soft. To this plea it might easily be replied that though
diminution in size by distance was not falsification, it was
another matter with apparent alteration of shape. The
second line of defence 3 put forward by the Epicureans is
more serious and far more important in its consequences.
The image of sensation, they argued, is true, because it
corresponds always to the 'idols' which reach the eye; but

I Ep. ii. § 9 J • : adv. Math. vii. 206--9; U. 247.
3 Ibid., § 2°9: cf. Plutarch. ode;. Colot. 2;. I! 21; U. 252, 'who pushes

up the advantage gained by this admission with great effect.
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indc~d .th.emselv~s to the senses, yet so remote from them
t~at ;t IS .ImposSIble to approach them and obtain the 'clear
VIew .whIch :vould tell us their true nature and the causes
of theIr behavIour. These are summed up by Epicurus under
~he general title of the 'things of the sky' (p.n·Iwpa): they
Include the heave~ly bodies and ,their .workings and all such
ph~nomena as raI!1' thunder, lIghtmng, hail, snow, &c.,
whl~h we more strIctly class as meteorological, and form the
s~bJect of the Second Letter, 1 whether it be by Epicurus
hImself or a follower scrupulously preserving his tradition
a~dressed to Pythocles. Even here there are certain dat~
gIven us by immediate sense-perception, and when this is
so, we must make no attempt to get behind them: for they
n:~st ,be true. ".,.,re have,Z for instance, a perfectly 'clear
;lslOn '?~ sun and moon as bodies of a certain size: this
clear VISIon' cannot be called in question and we know

therefore with certainty that such is the size ofsun and moon
~ut on most occasions, when, for instance we are investigat~
109 the occurrence of solstices or eclipses, or the nature of
thunder. and lig~tning, and in particular, whenever we are
attemp.tlng ~o dIsCO'~er the causes of 'celestial things', no
such dIrect mformatlon can be obtained. How then are we
to.proc~ed? H,?w is the supremacy of the senses to be main
talJ~ed m a regIOn where the data of sense are insufficient?
Eplcurus' answer 3 is characteristic and ingenious. In the'
first place We must start here too from sensation. If sensation
will not give us a direct answer to our problems yet it will
fre9uent!y supply 'signs' (C1TIJlEta.) or 'indications: (-rEKJl~pt.a),
whIch wIll help us to a conclusion. Sometimes the celestial
pheno~ena themselves in this way suggest their own ex
planatIon: more often 'we can obtain indications of what

I Cf. Lucr. v. 5°9-770; vi,
2 Ep. i~, § 91; Lucr. v. 564-91. This seems inconsistent with the admission

that the sll;e of the tower is ap~arently din;inish~ by distance, but Epicurus
(as ~ucretlus c~refully. shows In a very mterestmg argument) had special
theones about dIstant lIghts, connected closely with the theory of 'idols' and
that of ~he clear ,vision. See a fuller discussion in Chap. VII, pp. 371-3.

3 It IS put ~ost .clearly .in the opening sections (85-8) of the Jetter to
PythocIes: but ImplIed also In §§ 38 and 5 I of the first letter.
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ha pens above from some of the phenomena on earth'. 1 Onth: basis of these indicat~ons we may by thought Z (€7T~VO~a.),
comparing phenomena With general concepts, or combIning
concepts one with another, frame hypotheses to explain what
VIe see. But if thought were allowed thus to work at random,
it is clear that its action might be even wilder than that of
'opinion' in the interpretation of sensation. Under what
check then must it work? Still, obviously, under the control

. of the senses: 'all our investigations must be kept in accord
. Vlith our sensations'.3 But since it is clear that we cannot
": hope in such instances to have the confirmation (E7TLJla.pTVPTJal~)

of the nearer view (EvapyEta, TO 7TapOV), how can this be? The
check in the case of celestial phenomena-and indeed of all
'imperceptible things'-is no longer positive, but negative.
We must bring the hypotheses we frame to the test of the
senses 4 and see if they are inconsistent with anything which
sense-perception observes: if they are contradicted (tiVTlJla.p
'TVPELT4t) they must at once be rejected, but if not contradicted,

" they must be accepted as true. The test of scientific certainty
is no longer 'confirmation' (E7TLJla~P1Jal~), but only the nega
tive condition of non-contradiction (o~t( tiVTlJla.prJpTJal~), which
is defined as 'the agreement of the hypothesis or opinion
about an imperceptible thing with the phenomenon'.s As the
senses are the starting-peint, so are they the touchstone of
investigation. The general idea may best be brought out by

I Ep. ii, § 87. The later Epicureans, who showed an illicit tendency to
develop a logic of Epicureanism, were greatly interested in the doctrine of
'signs', and remains of a treatise of Philodemus on this subject were found at
Herculaneum.

: For the psychological analysis of thought on the atomic basis see
Chap. VIII, pp.422-30. Thought (€7TtVOla.) and opinion (8oea.) are closely

. allied and not always carefully distinguished, but Epicurus' usual practice
. seems to be to speak of 'opinion' in relation to the interpretation of the sen
sations ofsense-perception, 'thought' in the operations of reason with reference
to a1l classes of the ' imperceptible' (ci81]'\a.).
. 3 Ep. i, § 38.

4 Ep. i, § 5I; Ep. ii, § 88. The process of testing conclusions by pheno
._> ll1ena is expressed by Epicurus by the verb l7TLKplvElV: see Ep. i, § 37.

S Sell. Emp. ad':!. Math. vii. 213 QKOAo1l9la. Toli VrroCTTa9(VTO, Ka.'
SOEllU9(VTOS cia~'\oll T~ ePawojL(vcp,
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an example taken from the other class of the 'imperceptible'
-those never perceptible by the senses--which are, as will
be seen, under precisely the same control: it has the advan~
tage of being Epicurus' own instance. 'Epicurus J says that
th~re. is empty space, which is an imperceptible thing, and
this IS borne out (1TtO'Toih'aL) by the clear (EvaP'Yov~) fact of
motion, for if there were no empty space, there ought not
either to be motion, as the moving body would have no
place to which to shift because everything would be a solid
mass: therefore, since motion exists, the phenomenon does
not contradict the opinion about the imperceptible/ Similar
examples 1 might be found in plenty in Epicurus' astronomy
and meteorology.

So far then the rule of the Canonice might be framed
thus: 'explanations of things celestial must be based on the
indications given by phenomena and when framed submitted
to the test of phenomena'. Now it is obvious that this
requirement is by no means so exacting as that in the case
?f t~rrestrial sense-perceptions: and indeed in many cases
It might be that several explanations would satisfy the merely
negative test that they are not contradicted by phenomena.
Are we then to accept them all as true or distinguish between
them, and if so, on what principle? Epicurus' answer is
startling, but unhesitating: all explanations which satisfy the
required conditions are to be accepted as equally true.,
Celestial phenomena ·admit of more than one account of
their nature, which harmonizes with our sensations') "That
then has become of truth? How will these ·several explana
tions' accord with the real world of celestial things? Can it
be supposed that all uncontradicted explanations really
correspond to actual facts? Again Epicufus does not flinch
f:om, the consequences of his position. ·Several explana
tions are true, because celestial phenomena happen in
several ways: 4 there is no one certain account of them,

I Sext. Emp. aJv, Malh. vii. 2 J 3,
1 e.~. Ep. ii, § 9?, acase of contfadiction, §§ 92, 93, &c. J Ep. ii, § 86.
4 IbId.: cf. Ep. lJ, §§ 87, 88, It 3, and many particular instances throughout

the letter: also Ep. i, §§ 78- 80.
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because the ways of their occ~rrencevary. ~he conclus~on is
urprising, but perfectly consIstent, and Eplcurus bore It outb another characteristic doctrine. Even if in our world

t6ere should be only one true explanation of a given pheno
menon, yet thanks t~ the 'equal distribution'. I (laovof'ta.) of
things in the whole universe, the other explanatlOns 1 Will hold
ood in other worlds. They must then all be accepted

~qual1y, and the atte.mpt 3 to tie dov;n a c~le:ti~l phenomenon
to a single explanatl?~ savours of my~h ; ~t 15 ~n arrogan~e

.. unworthy of the spirit of true phYSical Inquiry. In thiS
astonishing but wholly consistent conclusion lies the reason
of the many curious passages in Epicurus' astronomy and
meteorology which must strike any reader of the Letter to
pythoc1es 4 or of the fifth and sixth books ofLucretius' poem,
where again and again what we know to be the true explana-

.. , tion of a phenomenon is classed side by side with the most
", puerile hypotheses. It is impossible for a modern critic of

Epicureanism-accustomed to the accurate methods of
modern scientific inquiry-not to regard Epicurus' method
as extremely unsatisfactory and slovenly. Indeed there is
some evidence that even his disciples were unwilling to
fonow their master whole-heartedly at this point: Lucretius
is occasionally more dogmatic than the Letter to Pythocles,
and omits alternative explanations suggested there, or else,
as in the instance already noticed, relegates their operation
to other worlds. There was indeed good reason why Epicurus
should insist less on exactness of results in this department
of inquiry than in the discussion of the ultimate constitution
of the world: for the phenomena of the sky had in themselves
but little intrinsic interest for him, provided he could once
establish the great principle that they were regulated by
natural law, and so free men from the terrors of belief in the

I For a fuller discussion of laovofl-ta see Chap. IX, pp. 461-7.
2 A characteristic instance of this idea will be found in Lucr. v. Sz6-33.
3 E .. It 8 It 8 ' .., \ , • ~ • • fJ-! \ , ,p. 11, 'J 7 O'Tall E TLS TO #LEV a1rol\"T'lh TO oE EK W\?1 0l'0a,ws

crr!•• .1.. .. -.I.. ' ~\ ., • • •• I .I..,-yWIIOV 011 T~ ~alVop.EV~. u,/"Oll OTL 1((1' EI( 1rClV7'OS' EIC1r'7T'T(' ."va,o-
AoYJ1lla:to~. '7r~ 8~ 'TOil Il-vBov Ka'Tappf:'i.

• 'Unica ilIa in omnium temporum physica epistula Pythoclea', as Merbacb
(p. 27) aptly calls it.
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I For a fuller discussion of the process of thought see Chap. VIII,
pp. 422-3°.

2 See the passages quoted above with reference to 'Til JJ.€Tlwpa.

CANONICE ~3

hilosophers, a discussion ofabstract principles or immaterial
P-deas' but an investigation of the nature and behaviour of
Itoms ~nd space, separately and in combination. The objects

:hen of such an inquiry do not differ in kind from the things
of sensation or the celestial phenomena, for they are always
material and physical. Ifour sight were only strong enough
to perceive the e~tremely minute, we s.hould be abl~ to
examine the behaVIOur of atoms and atomIc compounds Just
as we can that of any of the perceptible realities: it is only
the limitation of our senses which relegates the inquiry in
this case to the realm of thought instead of the realm of
sensation. Further, it must always be borne in mind that to
Epicurus the proc~sses.of thought and .perceptio~ wer~ in
no way different In kind: thought,t lIke sensation, IS a
'movement' of soul-atoms, situated in the mind, not in the
sense-centres: this 'movement' is aroused by 'images' in
just the same way and is undoubtedly conceived by Epicurus
as a process of :visualization': its most remote specul~ti?ns

." are only in realIty the result of such movement combining
the images .of concepts, built up ultimately out of sensatio.ns,
into a new Image. In short the mental processes are nothing
but a subtler reproduction of the processes of sensation. If
this is so, and neither the objects nor the instrument nor the
process of inquiry differ in essence from those in use in other
departments, we should expect to find that the principles
regulating such inquiry were also the same. And this is
indeed the case. Nowhere does Epicurus make any distinc
tion as regards procedure between the investigation of the
imperceptible, in the strict sense, and that ofcelestial pheno-
mena: they are always grouped together. Procedure 2 in both
cases must start from phenomena, and opinions formed
must be checked by phenomena: 'contradiction' and 'non
contradiction' are for both departments alike the test of
falsehood and truth: the example quoted above-Epicurus'
proof of the existence of the void from the acknowledged
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divine agency: 'first of all, says the Letter to Pythocles, I We
must not suppose that any other object is to be gained from
the ~now!edge ~f the phenomena of th~ sky ... than peace
of mind (a'Tapa.eta) and a sure confidence. But a truer motive
for his conclusions than such comparative intellectual slack_
ness must surely be found in the rigid acceptance of conse_
q~ences, w?ich is the clear mark of.all his work. In reaching
hIS conclusIOns he was only following 'where the argument
l~d:, and as usual was. perfectly fearless of contempt or
rIdIcule, when he was himself persuaded of their truth. Be
~his a~ it. may, the ~ule of the Canonice concerning the
~nvestlgat~on of cel~stlal phen.omena must now be amplified:
ExplanatIOns of thIngs celestIal must be based on the indica

tions given by phenomena and when framed submitted to
the test of phenomena, but all explanations are true and
correspond to existing facts, which are not contradicted by
phenomena.'

Thereremains the otherdepartment of the 'imperceptible',
fa~ more important for scientific and philosophical inquiry,
things namely, which are in the strictest sense imperceptible,
for from their very nature they never can be perceived by
the senses. A certain class of these has already been touched
on,2 objects which like the bodies of the divine beings cannot
be pe.rceived by the se!lse-organs, y~t send off i~ages which
are dIrectly apprehensible by the mInd: but seeing that this
'~ental apprehension' is more nearly akin to sense-percep
tIOn than to thought, it is most in accordance with Epicurean
principles to regard it as a species of direct sensation. At
any rate discussion now must turn rather upon those 'im
perceptible' things, which lie at the foundation of the physi
cal constitution of the world, the ultimate realities of exis
tence, on which the whole universe is built up. How is it
possible, in a system which rests wholly on the basis of
sensation to obtain knowledge of them? It must be remem
bered, in the first place, that to Epicurus these ultimate
rea.lities were .a!ways material and concrete. An inquiry into
ultImate reahtles does not mean, as it might with some

I S85: see Tohte, op. cit., p. 15. • See p. 25 I.
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'~. lanation, and in no single instance is there a suggestion of
exp ssible alternative: Atomism is not one among several posa·gr theories of the universe, nor with regard to any of its
~etils is there a hint that any other view than that expounded
b Epicurus himself could be true. Indeed the .Letter toI thodes 1 draws the distinction c!early and un~lstakably:
,J,e must not in the case of celestIal phenomena, s~ys the

riter 'expect our investigation to be in all respects hke the
Wrinciples concerning ethics or the solution of t~e othc:r
Physical problems as for example, that the unIverse IS
P , . d· . ·bImatter and space or that the elements are 1n IVISI e, .or any
other such statements in circumstances where there 15 only
one explanation which harmonizes with phenomena (rouiv:a
Duo. pova~JJ ;XE~ 'TOrS t/Jawop.lvots uvlUPwvlav),• If procedure In
the two departments is ident!cal, how ~s it that results can
be so different? How can Eplcurus claim, as he apparently
does a higher-or more single--certainty in the realms of
inquiry most remote from the evid~nce of the senses? The

L full discussion of this difficulty, which belongs rather to the
consideration of processes of thought than ~rocedure, must
be postponed till the examination of the EpIcurean psycho
logy is reached ~ but the conclusion there reached may be
shortly stated. Thought--or reasoning-about the .ultimate
realities of the world is conducted by the companson and
combination of 'clear' concepts, each stage in the process
being a new concept recognized as self-evident. These con
cepts are grasped by 'an act of apprehen~io~on the part of
the mind' (J'"'ftoA~ Tijs 8~avolas) exactly SImIlar to that by
which the senses apprehend the 'clear vision' of the ne~r
object, or the mind the subtle images which penetrate t~ It.

. - Thus, although the data are now most remote from Im
mediate sensation, and the process by which the.r are reached
and developed is purely mental, that process IS yet exactly
similar to-and even in the wholly materialistic conception
of Epicurus-identical with the simplest of all forms of the

" apprehension of truth, the act of observation in which the
,'-::' _.<, senses grasp the image immediately presented to them. It

Z Ep. ii, § 86. a See Chap. VllI, pp. 4Z 5-30.
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fact of motion-is a typical case of procedure in dealin
with ultimate realities: if an hypothesis be shown to be in~
consistent with the evidence of phenomena it must be re
jected. Here then we have the origin of two features of
Epicurean argument in the exposition of the physical
system, which became more prominent in the more expanded
work of Lucretius than in the brief resumls of his master's
teaching which have come down to us. In the first place the
refutation of opponents or rival philosophers takes the form
of showing that their theories are inconsistent with the facts
of experience: I they do not admit the existence of a void
which would make motion impossible, or they allow infinit~
division, which would destroy the permanence of the material
world and so on. Secondly, the positive proof of Epicurean
theories again .and again ~akes th.e fornl of an appeal to the
facts of sensatIonal ~xpertence). ~lther as d~monstrating the
truth of the underlYIng SUPPOSI!lons or as Illustrating them
by analogy: thus the many glorious passages of description
which constitute in no small degree the poetic beauty of
Lucretius' work are ultimately but the strict carrying out of
the precepts of the Master's Canonice.
. I!l pr?cedure then it is neither possible nor necessary to

distinguIsh between the two departments of the impercep
tible. But when the results come to be examined, a notable
difference is at once obvious. The main characteristic of the.
investigation of celestial phenomena is the acceptance as
eq.ually true ofseveral explanations of the same phenomenon:
thIs wacs seen to be. a. co?sequence of the purely negative
test of non-contradlctlon.) ~~d also to correspond, as Epi
curus held, to a real multlpltclty of causes of the production
of suc~ phenome~a. But ~he~ the theory of El?icurus as to
the ultimate phYSical constItution of the world IS exanlined
it is seen at once that this multiplicity of causes and explana~
tions has passed away. There is no hesitation as to the true

J See esp~cially Lucr. i. 635-920" in w?ich he ~eals with the predecessors
of the AtomIsts. The same tendency In EpJcurus hJmself may be seen in Ep. i,
§ 49, where he states very briefly·that other theories of vision will not expJain
the facts as well as his own.
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is thus no arbitrary assumption on Epicurus' part that the
concepts of science have a 'single' certainty, bl.1t once again
just as surely as the plurality of explanations in the case of
celestial phenomena, a strict deduction from the psychologi_
cal analysis of the process. It will be seen, when the question
is fully discussed, that this accoun t is not explicitly given in
any Epicurean source, but it is strongly supported by more
than one piece of evidence, nor can the strange divergence
in results between the two processes of investigation be
otherwise explained. We may then formulate the rule of the
Canonice thus: 'Explanation of the ultimate realities must
be based on the indications of phenomena and when framed
submitted to the test of phenomena: truth is attained by
the "mental apprehensionU of the "clear" vision of concepts.'

Just then as the various criteria of truth were seen to be
based on the one fundamental principle of the infallibility
of sensation, so now the rules of the Canonice turn out to
be only a reassertion of that infallibility and a statement of
the manner in which it must be used in all departments of
inquiry. In each case the start must be made from sense
experience, the hypotheses of opinion and thought must be
referred back to experience and tested by it, and the
supremely important moment in each process is the 'clear
vision', whether sensible or mental, viewed with deliberate
observation ( l'tTt.{JOATJ'). We are now in a position to give its.
full force to the brief summary of this part of the Canonice
in the opening section of the letter to Herodotus: I 'we must
keep all our investigations in accord with our sensations and
in particular with the immediate apprehensions whether of
the mind or of anyone of the instruments ofjudgement, and
likewise (in the field of morals) in accord with the feelings
existing in us, in order that we may have indications whereby
we may judge both the problem of sense-perception and the

I § 38 ET" T£ leaTtt 'T4S' alC1fJ~a£ ..s 8~~ wav'Ta. ..r'1p"Zv ledl d.1TAwS' (Ka.Tel >
, ,. Q \, ,,~ , "n' " 8 ' ... I

'TQS -rrcpovuos £7Tl/JOI\(lS €L'T£ UI.CIVOUlS' EU7 OTOV "11707"£ 'TWV I<pLTlJP&WV (here
=sense-organs, a.lu8TJ'"1plwv, see my note ad loc.) of"olwS' 8€ Ka~ KaTe 'To.
• I 'A...""'. , " .~'\" 1tnJapxovra -rrav,," 07TWS av ICaL TO 1Tpoafl- VOV KCt(. TO (lu'I"OV "XWJUv 0 ~
VTJp.€cwuoJu8o..
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seen'. It is in fact) when we fully understand its terms,

~nsingularl}' ters~ and c?mple~e s~mming up of the whole
rinciples of EpIcurean InvestigatIOn. .

P So far the rules of the Canonice have been concerned ":lth
the processes of observation ~nd thought. But the philo
sopher must not merely think and obserye: he mu~t,

especially if he is to be a teacher, express his though~s. I~
language. And so in the same short Introductory sectIon,
which represents the Canonice in the lett~r to Hero~otus,
there is a discussion of language and termInology which at
first sight appears almost disproportionate. But the reas.o~s

for this emphasis are not far to seek. In the first place It .15

no doubt part of Epicurus' protest on behalf of t!te ·plal.n
man' against the ·professionalism' of other phtl~sophlc

schools. As he distrusts their dialectic,~ so also he distrusts
their dialect:3 the obscure and technical are to have no place
in his system. Since it is to be addressed to the ·com~on

sense- man it shall be couched in clear and ordInary
:, phraseolo~. But apart from this polemical. motive! the~e .is

a deeper reason underlying hi.s p:ecepts, whIch h~s Its ortgm
directly in the theory of the cnterIa of truth. The Impo~tance

-. of the 'name' attached to concepts has already ~een noticed: 4

the ·anticipation', owing its validity to the senes o! percep
tions of which it is composed, is of no value for p.h!los?phy,
or even for practical reflection and the act of cognlt1on Itself,
unless it be labelled with a name: we cannot convey our
jdeas to others or even formulate them to ourselves, unless
we can put the~ into words. When in a later section of the
letterS Epicurus discusses the origin of language, he throws
much light on the psychology of naming. It was, he holds,
at first a natural process (q,vaEI.): men impelled by a desire to
express their feelings and impressions, 'emitted air formed
into shape' to express them in different ways, as it came

I ~§ 37, ~8. ~ DJ...:I:. 31: see p. 235.
3 Ep. i, §72 I(a~ OVT£ a"u>'ll<TovS' ('dialectical expressions') ws fJE>'7'lolJr

_, , ~\\., ~ ., , '1' 4"ll I
P.«Tru\'1]7T'tEOII. W\I\ 4V'TCUS T41.S' V1f'C1PXOVCTCltS' Ko:r a.vrov XfJ7JUT€OV.

4 See p. 248.
5 §§ 75- 76.
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f.1 Epicurus is prepared to meet this difficulty: 'It is
~ssential that the first mental image (bv&'1p.a) associated with
each word should be regarded and that there should be no

. " need of cxplana.tion (ci:7T08EteEW~), if we are :eally .to ~ave a
r ., . ", standard to which to. refer a p;oblem of 1.nveStlga~lOn or
l .. reflection or a mental Inference : % for as Eplcurus saId eIse-
'1 . where 3 'the first signification of every name is immediate

and cl~ar evidence'. v..,re come back again to simplicity and
common sense: the 'first' or most obvious meaning of words
is to be taken and preserved. Not merely is philosophy itself
to be within the reach of the ordinary man's observation)
but its exposition must be in language within his immediate
comprehension.

The rule of the Canonice then with regard to the use of
words is the direct outcome and counterpart of his principles
of investigation,and there is no need to attempt a formulation
of it, for it could not be more clearly or tersely expressed than
in Epicurus' own words. Unfortunately it is an ideal which

1) in practice it is very difficult-almost impossible-to carry
" out, nor could there be a more convincing illustration of its

difficulty than Epicurus' own writings. Although Diogenes 4

tells us that 'he uses current diction (Al'Ef, Kvplq.) to expound
his theory' and the Epicurean in Cicero's 5 dialogue main
tains that'Epicurus expresses in words what he wishes to say
and states clearly what I can understand', critics both ancient
and modern have alike complained of the obscurity of his
style, and it would certainly be hard to find any piece of
philosophic writing more crabbed than the letter to Hero
dotus. It abounds in highly specialized terms-the 'clear
vision' (o,ttpyEta.), the 'image awaiting confirmation' (1TpoU
,Jvov), the 'apprehension of the mind' (l,rrtfloA~ 'T'ij~ 8to.vo{o.S')
are some whose difficulty has already been noticed-and in

';, spite of his professions, he is by no means free from the
" " .crime of employing words in more than one meaning,

'Sensation' 6 (o.r(18YJut~) and 'anticipation' (7TPO>"YJifJts) are used

I D.L. x. 33. ~ Ep. i, § 38.
3 D.L. x. 33 1T<lVTt o~v OVOP.Q.'TL TO 'fTPWTW~ InrOTETo.yp.lvov lvap"ll~ (un.
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naturally to them, each in his own tribe. Later on, I when the
~onventlOn. of language was consciously understood, men
In each natlOn by common agreement (fUu€t) invented names
for things, to prevent the confusion which would result if
every man 'spoke in his own tongue'. Finally, as new things
were .brought from. foreign tribes either their foreign name
was Introduced With them or one chosen by reasoning
(Aoytupip) .was assigned to them. Concepts then must be
reflected In names: and, as the necessary converse, names
must reflect concepts. What philosophy requires in excess of
the demand~of ordinary life is that, just as its concepts must
be clear, so Its terms must clearly reflect them. 'First of all
~e must grasp the ideas attached to words (Tois- ~9Oyyot~),
In order that we may be able to refer to them and so to judge
(l1Tl.lCptV~UI! the ~nfe:ences of opinion (Tel 8oga'&fL61a.) or pro
blems of Investlga~lon('1JTOUJLfVa.) or reflection (a1TopovJ.UVa), so
that 'Ye. may ~ot e~ther leave everything uncertain and go on
eXJ:llalnln& to Infinity or use words devoid of meaning.'~ The
phIlosophIC vocabulary is to be the immediate and certain
record of accumulated perceptions, and therefore as it were
the coi.nage for the interch~ngeof philosophic th~ught; only
the cOInage must not behe its face value. As such it will
facil~tate, and indeed render possible, the process of testing
the. ln~erences of the mind by the evidence of sensation,
w~lch. IS the. keysto~e of all true thought and investigation
ah.ke .In ordinary. life a~d.in t~e various departments of
SCIe?tlfic and phtlosophlc Inquiry. But how can this be
earned out? For one of our most common experiences in
ordinary life is that names by no means always represent
clear conce~ts= words are apt to have a most confusing
number of dIfferent meanings, and it is by no means always
the case that '~he :n?me.nt ~, word is spoken, immediately by
means of the anticIpatIon the form of the thing is thought

( Giussani, ~tud. Lucr. 26?-84, called attention to the importance of this
la~er stage: EpJcurus ~ea1t with the old controversy whether language arose
fJIJUf.' or fJf.U£' by argumg that both processes had their place but jn ditrerent
stages of the growth of speech.

J Ep. i, § 37.
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270 EPIC DR US
both for the act and for its result, 'feeling' J (7Ta.8os) has both
a wider and a narrower sense. The fact is that Epicurus was
attempting to combine two almost incompatible ideals, the
use of common words in their ordinarily accepted sense, and
great precision in meaning and expression. The ordinary
words of common language are not precise and exact, any
more than the general concepts which they represent, nor
is the language of everyday life adapted for the accuracy of
philosophic expression. In effect Epicurus paid more atten
tion to accuracy than to lucidity, and in many cases where
he found ordinary words ambiguous or had already used
them in their 'first meaning', he was driven to invent new
terms. The consequence is that he practically created a new
and highly specialized vocabulary, intelligible indeed to him
self and conveying definite notions, but travelling very far
flam common language-all the farther, indeed, the more
clear-cut and circumscribed the significance of his terms
became to himself. Nor, on the other hand, has he altogether
avoided the pitfall ofambiguity; words must necessarily take
so much of their meaning from their context that to establish
for a single word a single definite meaning and never to
depart from it or modify it is an ideal that even the most
accurate thinker would find it well-nigh impossible to satisfy.
As a natural result, though Epicurus' exposition of his
system would be understood by the trained Epicurean"
drilled in the exact sense of the Epicurean terminology and
the shades of its variations, it appeared obscure to those who
stood outside the tradition, and is peculiarly difficult to US

who have lost the clue to many of the technicalities and can
only recover it very tentatively by the careful comparison of
passage with passage. Nevertheless not only was his ideal
In harmony w1th the general trend of his philosophy and the
rule he laid down a consistent completion of the Canonice,
but his avowed purpose deserves much greater attention in
the interpretation of his writings than many modern critics
have given it. To know that Epicurus intended always to
use the same word in the same sense, and that sense the

J See pp. 248-5°.
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'first' and most natural, is an extremely valuable guide to the
derstanding of many dark places, and those who neglect

~~s principle are most likely to. go astray. Though h!s
·1nology was not always conslstent, any more than hlS

term .. b dhilosophy, both alIke were Intended to e so, an to create
; rigidly consistent ~hole.. .

The detailed consIderation of the Canonlce shows then
that alike the crite~i~ of truth and the rules ?f procedure
depend for their valtd.tty on the fundamen~a~ pnnclpl~ of ~he
infallibility of sens.atlon. Althou~h a ~ntlcal exarnt.nat1?n
has from time to arne revealed dIfficultIes and deficlencI~s
.. the theory these have not been found due to faults 1n
In' . h .
logical sequence or connexion, but.ar~ rather In erent In
the main principle itself. ~he Ca!10nlce, lS a connecte~ whole
and in more than one pOlnt Eplcurus fearless consIstency
in carrying out his principles and ~i~ !nferences from them
has given occa~ion for :emar~. CrItICism must then fall~ as
it always has WIth both In ancient and mode~n co~melntarle.s,
on the bare principle itself. S~me of the d1flicu1t1~s, and In
particular those connected WIth the sense of SIght, have
already been discussed, and it has been seen how the attempts
made by Epicurus and his fonow~rs to escape from. the
admission of the falsity of any sensatIon or class of sensation,
only cut more deeply at the root of the m~in position.
Criticism of a similar kind were early made WIth regard to
his treatment of other forms of sensation, and no account
of his system can fairly pass them over. Take, for example,
the senses of taste and touch:
'if,' argues Plutarch,: ~when one man saJ:S that .a wi~e i~ rough ~nd
another that it is sweet, neither of them IS decel\'ed In hiS sensation,
how can the wine be in itself rough any more than sweet? Again, one
often sees the same bath regarded by some people as hot, by others
as cold: for these order more cold water to be added and those more
hot.... If then, neither sensation is truer than the other, it see~~ t~

.follow that the water is in itself not hot any more than cold. For If It IS
argued that it appears different to different people, that is equivalent (if
all sensations are true) to saying that it is both hot and cold.'

1 See pp. 253-7. ~ adfl. Colot. 4, 1109; U. 25°·
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_'t is not only true, but the sole instrument of certain know
.;._,:' ~. iedge. However near his system scepticism may be hovering,
:_: _,.; ifits prit;cip}es be I?gica~lycarriedout, Epicurus :viII have no
t : ;~;; truck wIth !t: he .IS satisfie~ that he. has sufficle~t]y dealt
. __ - .;.: _with such dIfficultIes as are Involved In the doctrine of the

,c:.::·: ~ _.- infallibility of sensation. Yet even if we shut our eyes to the
;:'::-' .-,_ incidental difficulties of the theory there remains the one
; .. - . weakness which haunts the system of Epicurus, as it must

necessarily any sensationalist philosophy-the supreme diffi
culty both in the field of knowledge and in the field of ethics

, of obtaining objective truth and an objective standard.
I' Truth and goodness must be universal, yet the sensations by
. which they are to be known are the sensations of the indi

'·vidual. What guarantee is there that his sensations are
- . identical with his neighbour's or even with his own on some

previous or .future occ~sion? That Epicurus ~nd his fol1owe~s
.. . were conSCIOUS of thIs weak spot we may Infer from theIr

j' '-. ;_. eagerness, when occasion offered, to appeal to the univer
sality of sensations and beliefs, as, for instance, in support of
the existence of matter 1 or the existence ofdivine beings.: But
in reality the Gospel of sensation, for all its attractive sim
plicity and apparent certainty must lead to an individualism,

-';. such as that of Protagoras: the individual man must
become lthe measure of all things'. He is left isolated with
his own sensations and his own criteria, and it is a mere
chance whether his neighbour will be given similar data and

,'- . therefore reach similar conclusions. The Epicurean con-
sciously shut himself off from public life and took no part

, in the common activities of the state; but he did not realize
. that the very foundation of his system in reality cut him off
: in thought and conduct from his fellow-men and left him
~ philosopher stranded to all intents and purposes on a desert

, . lsland.
But it is not the object of the present work to criticize

Epicureanism from the outside or to estimate its value in
comparison with other philosophies. It is indeed necessary
at the outset to point out the difficulties involved in its

I Ep. i, § 39. : Lucr. v. n69 fr.

L.
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~picurus J a~tempted to e.xplain these differences by diversitv
I':l ~he atomIC conformatIOn of the sense-organs of the pe;
c~pIent: the palate of the man who thinks the wine rough .
dIfferently formed from that of his friend, and according)l.S
~hough the ato~ic structure of the wine remains the sarJ~
In both cases, It may produce a difference of effect. But
t~ough .no doubt such a theory may help to explain the
dIverse Judgements of taste, yet, as Plutarch points out th
theory t.hat all sensations are .true, does, when sensation~ar;
contradIcto.ry, annul the re~ho/of quality in the object and
leave u: wIth a pu~e1y sUbjectIve standard of judgement: 1

contradIctory sensatIons cannot both give us true information
ab~ut t~e external reality: The same difficulty appears more
~erIOus In the fi:ld of ethIcs. There the one standard for the
Ju~g;ment of.rIgh~ conduct is the lfeeling of pleasure and
paIn: th.at whIch gIves us ple~sure is 90od, ~hat which gives
us pa!n IS bad. But once agaln, men s feehngs may differ:
what IS pleasant to me may be painful to another. There is
then no objective ~tandard of good and bad, and every man
must be a law to h!mself.. ~re seem once again to be brought
back to the seml-sceptlcIsm of Democritus. Atoms and
space ar.e the only full realities and thought concerning them
an~ their conduct alone true: qualities and the phenomena
whl~h are known. by t~em ~ave but a secondary kind of
reahty, and sensatIOn which gives us that knowledge is liable'
to be fallacious.

But though Epicurus had no doubt mOre of Democritus'
philosophy in his bones than he was aware of, certainly more
than,hewou.Jd ever have cons~nted to acknowledge, so that he
admIts, for ~nstance, tha~ the secondary qualities' are merely
the posse.sslOn of atomIC compounds (m.ryl(pla~r.s) and have
no place In the ,:"orl~ of u!t~mate realities, yet he will have
none of pemocntus sceptIcIsm. The compound is no less
a real eXIstence than the atoms and the void which fornl it
its qualities are no less real than the primal properties of th~
atoms, and the sensation which gives us Our knowledge of

I See Chap. VllI, p. 404.
2 Pluto l. c. JJ.7JOEV f'aMov €tvat Toiov 7} TOi'oV.
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fundamental position, but a more correct, because more
sympathetic, estimate of its worth will be obtained, if we
attempt to regard it rather from within, to trace its genesis
and to see how it coheres in a consistent unity, which make~
it worthy of attention as a serious philosophy. Volith this
view I have endeavoured to show in this chapter how the
axioms and rules of the Canonice are one and all built up
on the single fundamental principle. The following chapters
which deal with the physical and ethical sides of the system'
will be treated from the same point of view. The Canonic~
is the necessary starting-point of Epicureanism however
much it may involve what can only be clear' after the
examination of other departments, because on it depends the
whole of the rest of the system. It may indeed be said with
out exaggeration that Epicurean physics and ethics are but
the elaboration in many different fields of the supreme
principle of the infallibility of sensation. 1

I It may be interesting to compare with the principles of the Canonice
a recent and strangely similar statement of the attitude and method of
mode~n sci~nce written by Dr. ': S, Rus~ell in his chapter on The Dynamic
of Sczence 10 AJfle1l1ure, p. 6: The reahty of the SCientist embraces two
broad classes of concepts, First, those things, such as ourselves, the stars,
the table, and so on, which ar~ ordinari}y d.escribed as being directly
observed by the senses, the reality of which IS accepted uncritically by
common sense, Secondly, hypothetical entities like atoms electrons wire
less waves, and ether, which cannot be directly observed. These' hypo
thetical entities arc regarded as real, firstly, if an analogy can be found to
make them correspond with things which are judged to be real, and,
secondly, if they give a satisfactory account of the experimental facts for the
explanation of which they have been invoked.'

l

'. ~,

'".'

'::.': ,

III
ATOMS AND SPACE

I N passing from J.eucippus . to De.mocrit\ls the atom~~

theory has been seen to g~ow In consistency and har!non) .
'th Epicurus the change IS even more marked. It I~ now

fult to be a system of interrelated parts: the connexlOn of
one proposition with another ha~ been th?ught out and the
various conceptions involved In Atomls~ ,ordere~ an,d
organized on fundamental principles. ThiS ~mpre~slOn IS
due in some degree, no doubt, to the f?rm In which o.ur
information has reach~d us; the theones of the earlIer
Atomists have to be pieced together from scattered frag
ments, the accounts of the doxographer~ and the detached

'.< criticisms of later philosophers; for Eplcurus we have the
. compressed and rather confused, though far better or.dered,

".,' account in his own letter to Herodotus, and the co~tmuous

commentary of the poem of Lucretius. B~t 'ther~ IS much
more than this: Epicurus had the,maste! ~md) which w?ul~

- not rest content with a mere adoption of Democntus
Atomism, as hasty critics have bee~ too. ready to .suppose,
but insisted on development, modificatIOn, and Improve
ment and above all on the correlation of the whole system

.' unde; the central principle of ~he .infallibility of s~nse-p~r-
i _ , '. ception. No account can do Ju~tlce to Eplcurus phys!cs
I ",';" which does not attempt to grasp It as a whole, to emphaSize

the interdependence of its l?arts an.d the con~tant.contro~ of
the principles of the Canomce. It IS from thiS pom.t o~ view
that I shall attempt in the folIow.ing pages to. descnbe It.

Epicurus makes his start, Itke Democn~us, ,from the
. principle of causality ~nd perm~nen~e: 'nothing I~ created
out of the non-existent, but unhke hIS predecessor. he does

'c not leave the principle as an ex catlledra ass.umptl?n, but
. supports it by argument. Here we are de~lmg. With per

ceptible and imperceptible alike; the probl<.~m IS universal and
l"": I Ep. i, \ 38
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being run into one: Lucretius puts the principle more
, clearly: 'nature breaks up each thing again into its own
first~bodies, nor does she destroy ought into nothing',1

" nothing, in other words, ceases entirely to exist: as nothing
is added to the sum of things, so nothing is entirely taken

" " from it. The proof again is from phenomena: if things were
, , utterly destroyed, and by the first principle nothing new

could be added, the sum total of the universe must gradually
be diminished, and ultimately would pass out of existence
altogether. But this is not the evidence of the senses: we
do indeed see things perish, cease, that is, to be what they
were before, but this perishing means only the assumption
of another form. Change we see all around us, but not the
absolute cessation of existence. Lucretius is fond of using
this principle as an axiom in the converse form, 'whatever
changes and departs from its own limits is straightway the
death of that which was before'.:& Once again there is a
double implication in the principle: (J) the sum of matter is

" never decreased by absolute loss-this is the modern idea
of the 'permanence of matter', (2) no individual thing is
utterly destroyed, but only resolved into its component
atoms.

There follows a third principle: 'the sum of things always
,;.. .: was such as it is now and always will be the same'. This is

in part a direct deduction from the other two: if nothing is
added, the universe cannot increase; if nothing perishes, it
cannot decrease. But Epicurus adds other arguments:
ethere is nothing into which it changes: for outside the
universe there is nothing which could come into it and bring

.'. about the change'. This is the reference to sense-experience.
Among phenomena two conditions are always required for
change, (I) something for the original 'thing' to change into,

.. ~ . something which it may become, (2) some external agent to
.. '. effect the change-by means, as Epicurus held, of a blow.

But by 'mental apprehension', by 'looking at' the concept
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cannot be so!ved directly by the senses: we must ask wheth
the se '" d' . , ernses gIVe u.s any In Icatlon to support the princi Ie
o.r whether they In any way contradict it. Such an 'I' d'P
t 'E' fi d . n ]Ca~Ion plcurus n s In the ordered generation of thing -
the perceptible world: 'nothing is created out of the s In

. t:'f . nOn-
eXistent.; ror,.1 It were, everything would be created out of
everythlllg with no need of seeds'. Lucretius I follows th
s~me argument and brings it out with a wealth of iJlust .C

tlOn. The proof is tersely put, but is clearly on the ii~:~
de~landed by the Canon. Critics have proclaimed it Un
satisfactory o~ the g~ound that Epicurus, to put it in modern
phra~eolo,gy, IS a.rgutng ~ga~nst 'spontaneous generation' by
denYing sporadIc. creation. The truth is surd}' that he
proves more than he need: aU it was necessary for him to
show was that ~very created thing was sprung from an ante
ce~ent som~thlng, was created of substance which already
eXisted. Epl~urus has gone beyond this and pointed out that
not merely IS there. always pre-existing substance, but in
each case substance In a partIcular form a 'seed' wh·-hI d . " K can
on y pro uce one partIcular thing and nothing else. Sup-
pose for a moment th~t the opposite were true, that things
could sudde,?l>: come Into eXIstence without being formed
from pre-existing substance? What is the evidence of
phen?mena? Tha~ things require definite 'seeds' for their
c:eatlon'

l
The eVidence of sensation interposes its. veto

(aVTtj.LapTtJf",C7tS)! an~ the supposition is untenable: it must he
~rue that no.thJn.g IS created out of the non-existent'. There
IS no conf~s]on In the argument: it is, if anything gratuit
ous1r s~eclfic.~ It may be noticed that it has ; dou hIe
appltcatl?~: (I) the sum total of things is never increased by
new addItions, (2). ev~ry material thing has a material cause.

The second princIple-the complement of the first-is
next stated. and proved. 'If that which disappears were
des~ro)'cd . Into th~ non-<:xistent, all things would have
PC!"IS?C?, Since that Into whIch they were dj~solvedwould not
eXIst. [he statement here is less lucid, principle and proof

I Lucr. i. '4-<}-2T 4.

: cr. also WoltjcrJ de Epi(uri PAi/oJop/zia tum fOll/ilJus (()"'paraJd, p. 13'
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; ,:;·,{:x, 'says, "place").' I That body exists .is testified by universal
.,·,:"~:f~> 'sensation: Z all men through al! th:lr senses are ma~e con

",' :;:;':·.(,'scious of matter. That space eXIsts 15 shown by the eXIstence
; ·.:.;;~{"r,,:,\'ai1d motion of matt~r: 'if ~here ,:ere not that which we tex:m
: ,?':o{~'void and place and Intangl?le eXlstenc~ (avacpr; 4JVCTts), ~odies
" :~. ',~'i.would have nowhere to eXist and nothing through which to

'/.:>.:'.,: move, as they are seen to move.'
. '<·':i'~"· At this point certain difficulties arise, though rather from
",:~,,~;:"a.modern than an ancient point of view. In the first place
··':'..J"'it is true that the sensation of matter is universal, but that
,/.;::.} has not hindered philosophers from calling in question the
~")~: ,objective reality of the external world, or asking what mean-

: :':':;~:,::':'ing, if any, can be .at.tach~d to ~he statement.of its exis~en~e as
~ .,::,;' apart.from !1 per~lpl~nt Intelhgence. Bu~, If w.e are Incl~ne~

';',to raIse thiS obJectIon, we must bear In mind that It IS

,~>.:::essentiany a modern difficulty, unknown to the ancient
, ... ::':.' world, and secondly that Epicurus spoke here, as always,
: ~:.. ::.,:as the average man of common sense. To him, as to the
,.~:?~:~l;modern man of science, the existence of matter is sufficiently
>i:<~::ttestified and its properties sufficiently made known by the
1\>;,:',: senses. Once again he is content to take as his starting-
"·,~}::pointwhat 'common sense' would say, without any attempt
: :<;...~: '. to·get behind it.
~'>:': ' The difficulty connected with the syllogistic argument by
,>,;~: which Epicurus inferred space from the fact of motion is

',',. ,. more serious, for it was a problem which antiquity had very
fully discussed. Parmenides and the Eleatics had, as has

'.... :<been seen,3 in order to preserve the unity of the world, denied
:'both space and motion: the world was a single corporeal

:.r,.;,plenum, compact 'body' without space, and the appearance
1, ••••. of motion was merely a delusion of the senses. As against
. <::,,' this theory Epicurus was justified, indeed impelled, by his
~·(,:;:,.':,own first principles to reassert the evidence of the senses:
:,~-o:~,::.' We perceive motion, therefore motion is a reality. But is it
;.;";1,: : 1 ., \ "..., , " • •
"{!',;':"'. § 39 MAa IL'1/V Kat. 7'0 7Ta.V ~CTn <uwp.o:ra Ka, 707TO». The mlssmg
,;:;/:> wor~s can be supplied with certainty from other passages. See especially
,,' ':.'-''''.' Trf:pt fPrJ"f:WS, i; C.B.fr. 14.

,: <~.\:' ':l cr. Lucr. i. 422 ' communis sensus~. 3 Part I~ Chap. I, p. z6.

,,!Ir
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we. have already formed of the universe, we can see that
nel.ther of these conditions can in its case be fulfilled: the
unlv~rse cannot. ch~nge into something else, for there is
nothing els~ WhI~h It could become, nor is there anything.
~xterna} to It, whIch could effect the change. The argument i

IS put In a more elaborate form by Lucretius in a passage
probably based on the Greater Epitome.1 He seems to imply
three possibilitie; by wh~ch ~h~ unive~semight change, (I) if
there were ~nythlng outside It mto which any part of it might
es~ape, (2) If there were anywhere from which a new force
mIght come i!1to the universe and alter it, (3) if change could
be caused by Internal rearrangement. Epicurus in the letter to
Herodotus 2 seems to have the first two of these caus~s most
prominently i~ his min~. The.third 3 might at first sight seem
to be at work In the unIverse In the constant dissolution and
recomposition of the atomic cUlupounds, but Epicurus'
answer would lie in his conception of equilibrium (lCTovop.la):
t~e atoms have long ago entered into all possible combina
tions and cannot create anything new which could alter the
sum .total. !he univer~e then cannot change for there is
nothing for It to change Into and no external or internal force
to change it. It is birthless, deathless, and immutable.

In. these three primary principles themselves there is
nothing new; they were practically implied in the Parmeni
dean conception, they were enunciated by Empedocles and
Anaxagoras and explicitly stated by Democritus. But Epi
curus has done more than 'adopt' them: he has adduced
proof for them, and in doing so has linked them directly to
the base principles of his whole system. The proofs from
phenomena and the trust in sensation which they involve
are the new and characteristic addition.

In what form then does this eternal universe exist? 'In
the form of body (or matter) and space (or, as Epicurus here

1 L~cr. ii. 30~fr.. z § 39.
3. Blg!10ne~ Epuuro, AppendIX III, p. 253~ sees a reference to this third

notIon. lD the words ov9tv 'Yap JCFTl.V ds Ii 1J.~'TafJill£, (or as he reads,
followmg Usener, JL£7'o.!1a).f'i). I think it more probable that this clause refers
to the first possibility and that the third is passed over here by Epicurus.
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"elasticity' of the prinlary substance, its power to condense
and rarify, must itself in1ply the existence of void. The Stoic
view, Epicurus would have maintained, is not that imme
diately suggested by sensation: it is an 'addition of the mind'
which the 'clear facts' of sensation refute. Once again
'common sense' is good enough. Matter then and space are
the sole independent existences: 'and besides these two
nothing can be thought of ... such as could be grasped as
whole existences and not spoken of as the accidents or pro
perties of such existences'. 1

, We must ask then next how are we to conceive these two
existences, 'body' and space? 'Among bodies', Epicurus

,proceeds) 'some are compounds (cwyKplaE')) and others those
of which compounds are formed'.~ This is little more than
a verbal explanation: the term 'body' is in itself ambiguous,

';Jor it may be applied alike to the 'bodies' or 'things' which
.,we perceive by sensation or to the ultimate bodies of which

they are composed. But the confusion is only momentary
"' ,and does not produce any serious difficulty either in Epicurus

'. or in Lucretius,3 who follows him in making the distinction:
for as soon as the character of these ultimate bodies has been

. .,,' determined, there will be other descriptive names to apply
i"., to them in order to distinguish them from the bodies of

,-- sensation. What then are they? 'These latter',4says Epicurus,
care indivisible (U'TO/Ul) and unalterable (aiLETafJA7J-ra.) (if, that
is, all things are not to be destroyed into the non-existent,
but something permanent (luxBov 'TL) is to remain behind at

.. ;J the dissolution of compounds): they are completely solid
(7rA~PYJ) in nature and can by no means be dissolved in any
par~.. ~o it must needs be that the first-beginnings are
mdlvlslble corporeal existences (a.-ro/-Wvs- awp4'Twv ~vaElr;).'

~ ,', Here then is the first statement of the atomic position. The
. argument by which it is supported is put very briefly in the

.::_ ;~':' parenthesis and requires examination. 1t rests on the Atomic
~_:, Contention that there must be a limit to the divisibility of

~: ~:~ '~;-t .' c~;)0: § 4°· For the Epicurean view of 'accidents and properties' see

'~I~,.~ ·Ep. i, ho.

jl~~
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necessary ~o i~fer from. this the existence of void? Some
modern. SCientists, ~oldlng the hypothesis of ether, would
answer In the n~gahv~, and a very s~milar solution was pUt
forward by Eplcurus . cont~mporarles, the ~t~ics. They,
under the stress of theIr desire to assert the divIne unity of
th~ world, maintained. that the whole world was but one
pnm~~ su~stan~e, whIch however was elastic and capable
of e~ls~lng In vanous degrees of tension; l under the greatest
stra.ln It appeared as .fire, with less tension as air, with less
a~aln as wa.ter, and 'Y1th least of all as earth. Motion, on this
VIew, then IS but an .lntercha~ge of part:, much as one might
mov~ about the vanous portions of a piece of putty without
caus.lng a break, or as one sees changes of position in a
kaleld~scope. With t~is possibility Epicurus does not con
cern himself, though It must have been current at the time
of the writing of his letter, but that it did become a real
question to .the later Epicureans, we may infer from the fact
that LucretIus ~ consents to deal with it. His main answer
i~, in effect, simply the restatement of the common-sense
VIew: th<:re !Dust be ef!lpty space in order that there may
be a begmnIng of motIon; a thing cannot begin to move
unless t.here ~s 'room: for it to move into. His second argu
ment 3 IS a~ illustratIOn from experience-if you clash two
broad bodies, e.g. boards, together and then quickly draw
them apart, the air rushes round to fill up the space between
them: but there must be an interval of time in which that
space is empty or 'void'. That Epicurus' own answer would
have bee? on these lines .may safely be inferred from the
f~ct that In the controversial passages 4 about the Epicurean
VIew of space the examples are drawn from such illustrations
as the interior of a cask or a vessel-not of course that
Epicurus would have denied that they were filled with air;
~ut ~ould have argued rather that they afforded an 'indica
tIon of that real empty space which lay between atom and
atom. More cogent is Lucretius's third argument that the

I See ~icks, pp. 2.4~' :I Lucr. i. 370-97. 3 384 fr.
4 ~speclalI)' Themlstlus paraphr. Arist. Phys. A. 4, 214; U.273.
5 1. 396, 7.
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matter, but this is put both negatively and positively. In the
first place Epicurus appears to maintain that, unless there
were such a limit, things would pass out of existence alto
?,ethe:, w~ich would b~ a contradiction of the principle that
nothing IS destroyed Into the non-existent'. The idea is

that if it were possible to go on dividing and dividing you
would ultimately find that matter had disappeared and you
?ad reach~d 'nothin~'. Strictly this is of course a fallacy: it
IS the?retlcally possIble, apart from such a physical harrier
~s Eplcurus supposes, to go on dividing and subdividing to
mfimty and yet to reach only smaller and smaller particles of
matter. And it is improbable that Epicurus would seriously
hav~ maintained the point: it is rather a popular way of
puttIng what he meant. For the stress of the argument lies
on the other, the positive, side: 'something permanent (or
"strong") must remain'.! Here the argument is independent
of the fallacy of ultimate resolution into nothing. For if
infinite division were possible, all particles of matter however
small would be compound bodies, for they could always be
separated into smaller particles. But the compound body
on Epicurus' view is always a mixture of matter and void,
and the presence ofvoid is a source of weakness: for it means
the possibility of destruction by external blows. If, then,
~owever IC?w o~e may go in the scale of minuteness, nothing
Indestructl~le IS ever reached, matter as we know it .in
external thmgs could not exist; for there could be no solid
and permanent substratum-'nothing strong'-to hold it
together and to resist the shocks of collision.

The argument recurs in two other contexts in the letter,
~hich ,,:ill throw some light upon it. In the first Epicurus %

IS argumg that the atoms have none of the 'secondary
qualities', which we associate with things: 'for every quality
changes; but the atoms do not change at all, since there must

• t The words l~" '7"' are an emendation of my own, which was made
~nd~pendently by BI~one (Epicllro, p. 76, n. r) for the manuscript reading
,oxvolITa. But the pomt does not rest on the emendation, for it is confirmed
by other passages, especially Ep.i, § 54 and § 56 and Lucr. i.628 fr.: see below.

• § 5+.
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" , " " needs b~ som~thing which remains. solid and indissoluble
,,. . at the dissolution of compounds, whIch can cause changes'.

"'Just then as there must be indestructible particles to explain
":', ". ,', the creation and the destruction of phenomena, so to explain
; ':' "., 'their changes, ~here must be something unchanging: and
",'this can be nothIng else than the atom, the hard bodywithout
:.:"." 'the admixture of void, which alone can resist the attacks
,',' ,","of external blows. The second passage 1 is more directly
.: ?, connected with our argument, for Epicurus is there proving
),- ,', that the atoms must have a definite size, they cannot be
, ...,', 'infinitely small'. 'We must', he says, 'do away with division

into smaller and smaller parts to infinity in order that we
,,',' " may not make .all things weak and so in the composition of
," aggregate bodIes be compelled to crush and squander the

", things that exist into the non-existent.' Again the idea is
the same: if there is no limit to the smallness of particles,
there is no permanent strength in the substratum; things
become weak and can be whittled away past the limits of

'. . material existence. A more striking and interesting form
of the same proof occurs in a difficult passage of Lucretius,:
which has been clearly explained by Giussani.3 If there
were no minimum, the poet maintains, but the infinite
division of matter were possible, then, because the process

'.',: of disso!ution .is quicker than that of creation, all things, i.e.
perceptible thmgs, must long ago have ceased to exist. Let
us suppose, for instance, that the process of dissolution is
twice as qui~~ as that of creation,. an~ that. it takes ten years
~o create a hVIng creature and brIng It to Its maturity: then

~',' In five years it can be dissolved into particles of the size
from which it started, and in ten, if there is no limit to

'-c division, the .particle~ w:ill be as mu,:h smaller again. If out
- o~ these partIcles a SImIlar creature IS now to be formed, it

w1l1 require twenty years, and on the next occasion forty
· and ~o on. In all the ages which have passed since the
· creatIOn of the world, the powers of destruction would have

, '. so got the upper hand that by now no perceptible things
would be left. Again, division cannot go on to infinity:

· I § 56. 2 i. 551-6+. 3 Stud. Lucr. +8-5 2•
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·thout magnitude, Le. without mat~rial. existence, had
,WI • d this and gone so far as to maintain that s?me of
;~;: were even 'very larg~'. Epic~rus I ~ea1t With the
~question in a more systematic and philosophic manner.

, 'We must not suppose', he says, 'that every size exists among ;he atoms,
'. d that the evidence of phenomena may not contradIct us, ~ut

r - In or er .. f ' Th '1St
' ;_1;,,; .we must suppose that there are some va~latdlons 0 sll~e, ·h" • d'ffe ex -

',:-' f atoms of every size is not require to exp am tel erences
,:-. ~" i· '~fc:~iries in things, and at the s~~e time som.e ~toms would be bound
;.' ':-;'"1 - q me wl'th'ln our ken and be vIsible: but thls IS never seen to be the

' fI'I': to co , , ".bl '
· 'I:," 1, '~;,:','. case, nor is it possible to Imagme how an atom could become VISI .e.

~ ~~..~j ,', ;Here then is the answer to Democritus: sense-per~eI?tl0n
j ..': ~ , is against his theory: there must be an upward hmlt of
· ,. i:'~' magnitude, otherwise atoms could be seen. What of t~e
·..,:.>. downward limit? It fo~lo~s of ~o~~se from ~he very deflm

, ',: :': tion of an atom, as a lImIt of diVISion, that It cannot be of
- infinite smallness, but Epicurus proc~e~s to treat the que~-

cion in a subtle and very characterIstic argument. ThiS
:':' '~gument must be studi.ed in the original ~nd com.pared
.. -with the rather more lUCId, but less far-reachl~g ve~sl?n of

Lucretius.% I shall here attempt to give the gist of It In as
;'simple a form as possible. 3 Epicuru~ appeals as usual to !he
'facts of sensation: and the appeal Involves the expression
of strong controversial views with re~a:d t~ area. a.n? exten
sion. 'Not merely can we not admIt Infinite dIVISion, but
we cannot suppose an 'infinite progre~sion from. less to le:s
(p.era.f3auts EZS o.1TElpoV ~1Tl TOVA<l'TTOV): HIs. cont~ntl0n here IS
directed primarily against the geometncal view of ;urface
or area, which held that surface was perf~ctly contln,UQUS,

. and that it was possible, in considering for I~stance ~ Itn~ to
, -pass continually to smaller and smaller sectIOns to Infinity:
'the idea is clearly expressed in the well-known st~ry of
Achilles and the tortoise. As against this theory Eplcur~s
upholds the view of common sense based upon the exp~n
ence of sensation. If we take any object and try by looking

1 §; 55-9. :. i. S99-6~4'
3 See Giussani, Stud. Lucr. 64-7 2 ; Hicks, op. Cit., pp. 242-5°, C.B.

:notes ad loc.
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there must be some permanent minimum \vith strength' to
resist the influences of destruction. The passage is unusually
interesting and throws considerable light on the general
Epicurean argument.

This, as I understand it, is the contention of Epicurus for
the existence of indivisible particles as the permanent sub~
stratum of matter = not that, without them, matter would
cease altogether to exist-for however minutely divided, it
must still continue to be matter-but that without a limit
to division, it is impossible to arrive at anything completely
solid, and so sufficiently strong to resist the attacks of
destruction, in other words, the blows of other particles.
The result would be continuous destruction and no fo~ma
tion: in this sense 'all things would be dissolved into the
non-existent', for there would be no power to keep existing
things as they were, or to create similar new ones.

The atom then is a necessary postulate for the existence
of the world as we know it. How is it to be conceived?
Certain characteristics follow immediately from its definition
as an 'indivisible existence'. It must be completely solid,l
completely compact,:Z and entirely without void: 3 it is, that
is to say, pure body without any intervals. From this it
immediately follows that it is 'unchangeable': 4 for change
is due to the alteration of the position of parts and that can
only be brought about in compound bodies, in which the~e
is an admixture of void. What then are the properties of thIS
indissoluble, unalterable body? They are according to
Epicurus,S three in number, size, shape, and weight.

The question of the size of the atom was already, as we
have seen, a problem with a history in the Atomic theory.
Leucippus 6 wishing to insist on their extreme minuteness
had stated that they were 'without parts' (a.f1~pq): Demo
critus,7 seeing that it might then also be said that they were

I C1T£P~Ov. § 54. ~ 1l'),'J]fJ1] n]v q,rJUlV OVTa., § 4-I.
3 ap.lTOXa. I(f!VOV. Aet. i. 3. 18; U. 267.
• ap.£T&fJ),TJTa. § 41.
S § 54 'Tar a:rop.ovs VOJl-lC1Tlov 1l'l8(Jl.lav 1TOt0'M'}'Ta 'TWV q,o.lvop.bwv

'1Tpour/>lp£u8ut m\~11 UX~I'Q'TOS Kat fUpovs Kai fL£i'/8ovs,
6 See p. 78• 7 See pp. 115, u6.
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at it to analyse its surface, we find that we may indeed pro
ceed from smaller to smaller parts for a long distance: but
ultimately we come to a point-not a geometrical but a
material point (ciKpov)-which is the smallest visible thing.l
If we attempted to see any smaller part, we should pass OUt

of the range of the perceptible altogether. Indeed, this point
itself is only visible as a part of a larger whole: it is 'dis
tinguishable, but not perceptible by itself' (8t.aA1]1T'Toll El /L~

Ka8't EQVTO 8£wprrr(11), and if we try to look at its 'right-hand
or left-hand part', we shall find that our eye has in reality
wandered to the next similar point. We have then in this
point reached something from which further progression to
anything smaller is impossible (cip.erdfJa:roll): in other words,
surface is not continuous and does not permit of infinite
progression, but is a series of discrete minima. Further, these
'least parts' (minimae partes) afford a standard of measure; as
we pass from one of them to another, we can--or could,
if we had patience-go on till we reached the last point,
then count them up and so from their number reckon the
size of the object. This, Epicurus holds, is the only view
of surface which is warranted by the 'clear vision of per
ception', and the opposite view is due to the contamination
of the sense-perception by the false addition of opinion.
Yet, if we pass from the world of sensation to the worl~ of
thought, we know that even these 'points', the 'least parts'
for perception, are themselves aggregates (o"KOt) of infinitely
smaller particles; in thought division may still be carried
on. But in the world of thought the analogy still holds:
ultimately we come to the 'least possible' (€.\<£XW'TCt), the minima
of extension. They similarly are not separable: they can
only exist as parts of the atom. They never come together
to form it, they are not parted in it by void, they could
themselves have no 'powers',2 but they may in thought be
distinguished. They too are 'boundary marks' (l1Epa.Ta) and
by their number the size of the atom which they compose

I We can perhaps illustrate the idea best to ourselves by the example of
the extreme point of a needle.

2 Lucr. i. 628-34..

. ',", ~- .....
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. in thought be calculated. The world of thought ~orre-
'._ way ds exactly (avaAoyU[. KEXfY11TW.) to the world of sense: In t~e

spo~d of sense we have the visible body composed of 'dls
~or I'shablet points in the world of thought the atom
ongu , Th···· 1composed of 'inseparable' parts. IS .Imaglnatlve. ana .o~y

h then given us the answer to LeUClppUS and hiS CritiCS. as •. h t
and to Dernocritus: the atoms are not. Wit out parts
(' EpfJ) in the sense that they have magnltude and parts
'd\tinguishable' by thought; they are on the other hand
wIthout parts in the sense that they are not formed of parts
which could be separated. In other wOf.ds the,. at~~ .has
. e '1 e measurable extension, but it remaIns an IndiVISibleSIZ , . '. . . h ' ,
xistence'. The SIze of the atom then 15 nelt er yery great

-.~or infinitely small: it is extremely minute but With a lower
as well as an upper limit. ... .

Furthermore there are some variations In the sizes ofatoms:
'for if this be the case, we can g~ve ~ better ~ccount of wha;
occurs in our feelings and sensatIOns. 1 As wI!1 be seen later,

;. ;/, difference in the size of the component atoms IS a large factor
,. in roducing difference ofqualities in things. That the at~ms

'~ wih have shape is manifest from the fact that they have Size,
'- :but now that we have the theory of the least parts, we c.an

go farther: for it is obvious that. the ~h.ape ofthe.atom vane,s
according to the number and dISposItIon of the least p~rts .
An ingenious critic 3 has worked out so~e. of these dtffer-

',' ,ences. If, for instance, we suppose the mtntmae par'~s to be
,." cubes of exactly the same size, then, if ~n ~tom co~talns two

only, it can have but one shape 1jJ; If It contains three,
. ,'-', two shapes § and 8J; if four, five shapes on one plane,

(, .~ Ib IF It 83, and two more in two planes, ac

:' --..cording as one of the parts in the last figure be placed on t?P
~.,' either of one of its neighbours, or of tha.t ~! .the OpposIte

.' :',' corner: with five or six parts the posslblhtles are very

J Ep.. i, § 55. : Sec p. 354;' .
_, '" 3 Brieger, Jallr6uch Fltel., 1875, p. 630, quoted by Glussam on Lucr.

-'::;:,_:, 11. 483.
::.... ~~.-: :.J~
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J Ep.. i, § 55. : Sec p. 354;' .
_, '" 3 Brieger, Jallr6uch Fltel., 1875, p. 630, quoted by Glussam on Lucr.

-'::;:,_:, 11. 483.
::.... ~~.-: :.J~
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case. The ideas connected with the shape of the atoms are
not so penetrating as those relating to their si2e, but are
particularly well thought out and form an interesting

. ,:". '. _ example of the application of the principles of the Canon.
r' .' . Thirdly, the atoms have weight.1 The question whether

weight is a property of the atoms has, as has already been
seen, a very perplexing history in the Atomic theory.
Leucippus makes no mention of weight and it may be taken
for certain that he did not assign weight to the atoms. Over
the attitude of Democritus controversy still rages, but we
have seen reason to think that he did not regard it as an
absolute property of the atoms,1 but only as a derivative from
their si2e which comes into action in the cosmic 'whirl'. We
might therefore naturally suppose that the idea was intro-
duced into the system by Epicurus himself in order to
account for the 'downward' motion of the atoms in space.
This conclusion is however made improbable by a passage
in Lucretius 3 in which, evidently following Epicurus, he
argues against the idea that variation in weight was the
cause which enabled the atoms to meet in the downward fall,
on the ground that in the void, which offers no resistance,
all bodies, whatever their weight, must fall at an equal
'atomic' pace. It is true that Lucretius puts this idea as
a supposition,4 but it is hard to believe that he is not arguing
against some definite suggestion on these lines, and if so,
the idea of weight as the absolute property of the atoms and
the cause of downward motion must have been introduced
by some one into the atomic theory before Epicurus
possibly by Nausiphanes. In view of the history of the dis
cussion it is certainly strange that we find no argument on
the question in Epicurus. He is content with the mere
mention ofweight 5 together with si2e and shape as one of the
properties of the atoms. Lucretius assumes it all through,
and it is only in a passage of the Placita 6 that we find any kind

I Ep. i, § 54. : See Part I, Chap. III, § 3, pp. 128 fr. 3 ii. 225 fr.
4 ii. 225, 'quod si forte aliquis credit'. 5 Ep. i, § 54.

,6 [Plut.] Plac. Phi/OJ. 1. 3.26; U. 275 0 8£ 'E7r{/COVPO~TOVTOL~ /Cal Tp{TOV
{Japo. 7rpoerl.0TJKEv· dvaYI<71 yap, "'TJerl, Kw£.laf)at TO. awp.aTa. Tfj TOV {Jdpov.
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largely increased. Are we to suppose then that this proc
f " b . fi . I esso vanatlon may e In mte y continued or is there a Ii .

t th 'bI ";l E . , mito e pOSSI e varIetIes. pIcurus' answer is again carefull
~hough.t out: the number of different atomic shapes I .Y
~~defimt~ly great (a,:,€p~~OV~, but not infinite. It must b~
InconceIvably great: for It IS not possible that such gr

" f h' eatvarIeties 0 t Ings should arise from the same (atom' )
shapes, if they are limited in number'. Phenomena IC

I . h ,. d' . , h ' asusua , give t e In Icatlon : t e varieties ofcompound bodi
are very largely du~ to the difference of shape in the co~~
ponent a~0r:ts, ~nd It woul~ not be possible to account for
these VarietIes, If we conceIved of any comparatively small
number of atomIC shapes. Why then is there a limit to th

b ;l E . d h' enum e:. ~ plcurus oes not Imself give us any reason, but
LucretIus - suggests two proofs, so characteristically Epi
curean that they must represent the regular tradition f
the school: ~he fi~st is an argument suggested by 'ment~1
apprehensIon : variety of shape, as we have seen can onl
be obtained by. supposing an increase in the ;umber J
least parts: or~ In <;>ther wor~s, an increase of si2e. If this
process were Infimtely contInued, we should again arrive
at ato~s so large as to be perceptible to the senses: we should
be gutltr. of.the.fall~cy of Democritus.3 The second is based
o~ the IndIcations of phenomena: varieties of quality in
thIl?g~ are ca~sed by varieties of atomic shape: yet even the
vanetIe~ of thI?gs are limite.d; there is an extreme of beauty
and uglIness, Just as there IS of hot and cold. But if there
were i.n~nit~ varieties ?~ atomic shape, there could be no
such hmitatlOn of qualities: all that we find most beautiful
and most hideous would long ago have been surpassed. We
mus~ concl"?de then that these varieties of shape in the atoms
are Indefimtely great, yet not infinite. On the other hand
!h~ number of atoms of each particular shape is infinite,4 for
If It were not so (the reaso~ is again .gi~en by Lucretius 5), the
sum total of atoms would Itself be hmlted-which is not the

I Ep',i,.§ 42. 2 ii.48J-52I. 3 Seep. 285.
4 /Caf) E/Cdtr'T"Ylv S' , • \ ~" ,. • ..

•• -.", E aXWJ.aTLaw (UTAWS' a7rEtpOt (taw aL 0p,otat § 42.
5 11. 522-68. '
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I Ep',i,.§ 42. 2 ii.48J-52I. 3 Seep. 285.
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•• -.", E aXWJ.aTLaw (UTAWS' a7rEtpOt (taw aL 0p,otat § 42.
5 11. 522-68. '
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might reasonably conclude that the atoms too were similarly
endowed, I that white things were made of white atoms, black

,-,: ,- - of black, and so forth. But this would be a false assumption.
. For all qualities are susceptible of change:: the wave which
;:- was green one moment becomes white the next; 3 the colours

'. [-k,~ _on the peacock's tail arc always shifting, as the light strikes
'- ,- it: 4 but the atoms cannot change. They a~e, as has been
~ '.: _proved, unalterable and we must not attrIbute to them
:',-_ qualities wh~ch imply alteration. H?w then .c~n we ac~ount
;1:<'. on an atomiC baSIS for the changmg quahtlcs of things?
':j<:~_'The unchangeable atoms are themselves the cause ofchange:

;_:>~,,<,- 'there must be something which remains solid and indis
soluble ..• which can cause changes: not changes into the

,- non-existent or from the non-existent, but changes effected
., .by the shifting of position of some particles, and by the
._ addition or departure of others'.s All the qualities of things

'.--, are thus due to their atomic conformation: their original
",' qualities are given them by the size and shape and arrange

ment of the atoms which compose them, the change in their
.. qualities is caused by the mutual change of position and

., _- order among the atoms, and in some cases because some of
the original atoms break off or new ones are added. Nor

." ,.
.'. '-- is this difficult to conceive, when we remember that the

atoms inside compound bodies are continually in motion,6
ever clashing against one another and starting off in new

~ directions, so that in every perceptible moment of time their
position and arrangement is altered: the marvel is rather on
Epicurus' view that the qualities of things should remain as
constant as they do. Here we are once more on the lines of
atomic tradition: the differences of quality are due to the
three 'differences' of the atoms originally postulated by
Leucippus, the differences of shape, position, and arrange
~ent. Epicurus of course is not contented with mere tradi
tIon, but as usual appeals to phenomena: even in things

I Lucr. ii. 73 1 If.
• Ep. i. 54 7TOL&TTJ~

;': :' Il£Ta.{JeDt>.OVC1LV.
4 806 If.
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of proof re~orde~, a proof, as might be expected, from the
fact. of ~otlOn: It must needs be, says Epicurus, that the
bodIes (I.e.. the atoms) are moved by the blow of their weight.
for otherwIse t~ey wIll not move'. That this was Epicurus:
own argument IS clear, apart from the testimony of Pluta h
from the passages in which he speaks of the 'natural d rc ,

d . f h OWn_
war motIOn 0 t e atoms owing to their weight' I Th. . e~

are ~e~sons too which may be suggested for the absence of
exehclt argument on. the .subjec~. On the one hand the
,;elght of the atoms IS an ImmedIate deduction from their
SIze: solId. m~tter, having size, must also have weight:
demonstratIOn IS hardly needed as soon as the idea of 'we' h'
h d b l' . Ig ta . eco~e exp IClt. On the other hand-a more subtle
conslderatlOn-thou~h diff~rences of size and shape in the
ato.ms ',Vere produ~tlve of Important results, difference of
welgh~ IS not effective. F~r to the atoms, always moving in
the VOI~ at an equal rate, dIfference of weight 1 does not pro
d~ce dIfference ?f motion, and in compound bodies where
dl~ere!l~e of weIght first begins to tell, it is not the weight
of indIvIdual atoms that matters, but the weight of the
~gregate of matter co~pared with the aggregate of void.3

.he atoms t~en have we!ght, a!ld si~ce they are solid matter
W1t~ n~ admlx.ture ~f vOId, theIr weIght varies directly with
theIr sIze: theIr weIght is moreover the cause of their natural
'downward' motion, but difference of weight has no effect so
far as rate of motion is concerned

Size, shape, and weight are th~s proved to be properties
of the. ato~s, but beyond these they have no other qualities.4

Here It mIght ~eem that ~he evidence ofsensation was against
such. ~ conclusIon: all things that we can perceive have other
quahtles, colour, smell, sound, cold, heat, and so On: we

7T)."1'Yii.' I have no doubt that the manuscript reading 7T).7JYij is here right
~s ag~mst U~ener:s emendation o)./Cfl. That Epicurus could speak of the
blo": of weight IS proved by the similar quotation in Act. 1.3. 18· D. (De

mocrltus) A. 47 avd", AD" A -, • f
C· 1 fry .KlvnC1val 'TQ C1wfLa'TQ TTl 'TOV fJapovs 7T).'lYfj: c •

IC. at' Fa/o, 20.46; D.lbld. •
I l. 61' , ~, - .~,

'J TJ.Ka'TW OLa 'TWV LOLWV fJapwv: 7j ;~w9f.1' 7j €K TOU l8lov fJc1.povs: cf.
th~ more direct statements in Lucr. ii. 84 and 21 5-16.

See p. 3[3· 3 cr. Lucr. i. 358-69. 4 Ep. i, § H.
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collection of atoms, as it were, arbitrarily separated off from
h hosts ofsurrounding atoms (much as the old as~ronomers

t earated off a ·constellation' from the surrounding stars),
:~~n these criticisms would hold true: the atoms could a~

Ore no new powers in the compound body and must remain
,qUI EO' 0

as they ever were. But this was by no means plcurus view:
the compound body to him was not a mere aggregate, ~ut
a new entity, an 'organism' almost (cnJC1T'1}p.a), or, as.Lucretlus
calls it again and again, a conci/ium. I.n the orgamsffi. of the

hole the atoms did collectively acquire new properties and
:ltaracteristics which as detached individuals they could
n~ever possess: no numb~r of independ~ntatoms could have
colour, but unite them 1~ the .ne~ entlty of the w~ole, and
it acquired colour..T~e Idea IS. lmporta?t a?d frUitful and
we shall meet it agaIn In the Eplcure~n ktnetlcs and l?sych.o
logy Moreover this whole is a reahty, not a delUSIOn: Its

. \. reality for sense is as great as the reality of the. atoms for

.,. u thought: it is directly grasped ~Y ,sense-perc~ptlOn? as ~he
.. ' atoms are by •mental apprehension. And thiS carrte~ With

it the reality of its qual!tie~: in~eed, it i~ by the perceptIon of
its qualities that a thing s eXIstence IS known•.To. a.rgue
then that no quality which is not possess~d by the IndivIdual
atoms is 'real' in the compound, IS to misunderstand funda
mentally the Epicurean position. There are two worlds, or
rather two departments of the same world, ~he tone known
by sense, the other by 4mental apprehension; both are
equally real, and in passing from ~he ?n~ to th~ other, matter
acquires new qualities. The notIOn IS In rea~ity, as :V~ have
seen, underlying the Canonice, I and to. lose SIght of It In the
physical theory is to misconstrue Eplcurus all through.

We must turn now to Epicurust conception of space, for,
although from the nature of the case it i~ no! so co~plica~ed
as that of the atoms it involves certain dtfficultles whlch
.~annotbe disguised. 'The syllogistic argument by w?ich he
lnferred the existence of space from the fact of motion has

I An interesting illustration of this idea is shown in Epicurus' argument
in Ep. i, § 62, that the motion of a compound body is more than the aggregate
motions of its compound atoms.

292 EPICUR US
perceptible which change their shape by a mutual rearrange~

ment of their parts, we see that other qualities are altered
but the shape of the parts remains the same. So then in all
changes; the atoms with their unchangeable shapes cause
the differences and alterations in the qualities of things. The
idea is greatly elaborated by Lucretius, I who adduces a
series of proofs to show that the atoms are without colour
and then conscientiously applies the same notion to the
qualities perceptible by the other senses. We need not con
sider his arguments in detail, but we must here notice a
very important addition, which is not suggested in Epicurus'
more summary treatment. Not merely are the atoms without
qualities, but they are also without sensation: : here again
analogy might lead us astray and we might suppose that
those atoms which compose our 'soul' are themselves en
dowed with sensation. But this is not the case: all atoms are
completely without sensation and sensatic~m and conscious
ness in us are due merely to particular movements on the
part of a particular combination of atoms: as arrangement
results in qualities, so movement may produce sensation.
It is manifest that this position will prove of great impor
tance, when we come to consider the Epicurean psychology.

This denial of qualities to the atoms by Epicurus was
the subject of considerable criticism in antiquity.3 In the
first place the critics asked how could atoms without qualities
merely by 'coming together' create -things with qualities.
In the second they argued that Epicurust theory was in
effect a denial of the reality of quality ~ if quality did not
belong to the atoms-the only real material existences-it
was in things a delusion: Democritus was right when he
said that qualities existed only in appearance (vop.<p): the
senses were mistaken in attributing them to things, and
were not therefore infallible. Both criticisms are discerning
and important, but both rest on a failure to appreciate
Epicurus' true view of the nature of a compound body. If
a compound body were a mere aggregate of atoms-a

Iii. 730-864. ~ ii. 865-99°.
3 See Pluto ad':). Co/(}t. 8, p. II II a,and other authorities quoted in U. 288.
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perceptible which change their shape by a mutual rearrange~

ment of their parts, we see that other qualities are altered
but the shape of the parts remains the same. So then in all
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Iii. 730-864. ~ ii. 865-99°.
3 See Pluto ad':). Co/(}t. 8, p. II II a,and other authorities quoted in U. 288.
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reted in this sense) the contention that space is infinite in

~xtent: for ifthere is no space, where bodies are, then there is a
, limit to space. On the other side, we have the fourth synonym,
'the empty' (K€VOV),I which clearly suggests only unoccupied
space, and the frequent reference to the void in compound

,"-> bodies as 'intervals' (ola.o-TJ]JLClTa) between the component
< atoms. Most of the ancient commentators too seem to inter

pret Epicurus in this sense,: and among their comments is
the express statement 3 of Simplicius that the Epicureans
regarded space as 'the interval between the boundaries of
that which surrounds it'. A consideration of the main
passages in Epicurus and Lucretius, where space is men
tioned, seems to show that they both oscillate between the
two conceptions. Are we then to leave this difficulty-so
fundamental in the system-as a point which Epicurus

, .. never really thought out? I believe that it arises largely from
;:' .' the fact that we are not easily able to approach Epicurus with

a sufficiently concrete conception. Giussani,4 in one of the
". '''. most interesting of his Essays, has very largely cleared the

.. matter up. He points out that we must think of Epicurus'
.. ;-. notion primarily in relation to the ideas which he was com

batting. The Parmenideans, for instance, would readily
;'. admit the conception of space in the sense of Cextension',
:' ~ , but theywould maintain that there is matter everywhere, there

: is no such thing as empty space. In strong opposition to this
' .. ' view Epicurus wished to maintain not merely that there was

.. empty space between portions of matter, but that empty
.. space was a necessary presupposition to that of matter: there

must be empty space in order that things may exist at all;
. :::. otherwise there would be cnowhere for them to be and

:~:;: nothing through which they might move'. 'Void' then is
:'.': t~e fundamental notion always in the mind of Epicurus and

'. hiS disciple, and therefore he is most often apt to think of it
,as completely empty space, or the intervals between matter.
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been discussed already: I we must now inquire more closely
what it was that he meant by space. The mathematical can..
ception of space as extension may be put out of court: it is
impossible th~t Epicurus should have meant that for several
reasons; (I) it would have been inconsistent with his whole
attitude to the mathematical point of view, (2) it would have
clashed with his theory of area as a succession of discrete
minima, ~ (3) it is sufficiently contradicted by the many
synonyms which he employs to describe it, and particularly
with its definition as 'mtangible existence') Space is an
'existence' just as much as body, it is not mere measure
ment or extension: it is a 'thing', but a thing whose
sole property is that it cannot touch or be touched, it can
offer no sort of resistance to body. Here then is his
answer to the difficulties of the earlier Atomists: he does
not trouble himself with their subtle discussions as to
whether space is cnothing'" (auK ov), or cnon-existent' (JLTt ov);
he simply affirms, with the same meaning but much closer
precision, that it is an Cintangible existence'. The conception
is not abstract but concrete: it is derived from that of body
by a negation of its properties. .

Yet considerable difficulty remains. Are we to conceive
space as absolutely continuous and universal, coextensive
with the universe itself, or as discrete and consisting only
of the intervals between bodies? In other words, is there
space in a place which is occupied by body, or is there not?
does he mean cplace' or 'empty space'? The question is a
very difficult one to decide and there seem many indications
on either side. Ifwe consider the synonyms swhich Epicurus
uses, we see that two of them, 'place' ('TOn-or) and I room',
(xwpa.) are in favour of the former view, that by space he
means occupied as well as empty space-a continuous whole:
the same conclusion may be drawn from the definition of
space as that 'in which things exist and through which they
move',6 and possibly (though I think it need not be inter-

« See p. 260. : See p. 285. 3 avatfn/s q,vucs, Ep. i, § 40.
4 See p. 279. 5 §§ 39, 40.
6 § 40: d. Lucr. i. 442 cerit ut possint in eo res esse gerjque'.
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Yet even where matter is present, he can still speak of
'place' or 'roo~" and think not of something which has
ceased to be vOId, but rather of potential void: it is indeed
empty space which happens temporarily to be occupied.
Space t~en doe.s mea~ t~ Epicurus pr.imarily '~mpty space')
but he IS not Inconsistent when at times he Includes in it
the 'place' which matter is for the moment filling. The two
i~eas .a:e significantly combined in another passage of
Slmpltclus, I where he says that the Atomists say that 'empty
space is infinite, and exceeds bodies in infinity (i.e. of exten
sl~n), and for ,this reason can admit different things in its
different parts. Here the conception works outwards as
it were, from the notion of 'interval' to that of omniprese~ce.
~ut t?e. unity of the two conceptions is made very much more
~ntelhglble, If we ~emember that in Epicurus' idea:1 matter is
In perpetua~ motton: the atoms even in compound bodies
are never ~tlll. Consequently.the occupation of empty space
by matter IS never more than Instantaneous: for no two con
secut.ive instants isthe same space occupied by the same atom.
,:!,he I?e~ then of occupied space becomes almost an abstrac
tl~n: .It IS an att~mpt to take a static view of what is always
kinetiC. Our dlffict:tlty thus ari~es in. great part from the
fact of our approachIng the questIon With the presupposition
of a world of (mostly) stationary objects: if we can put our
selves back In tho~g:ht to Epicurus' world of ever-moving
atoms, th.e contradictIOn between the two views ofspace very
lar~ely disappears. S~ace thus means 'void', any portion of
whIch may momentarily, but not more, be occupied by an
atom.

":le come back the~ to. the original conception of the
Universe a; ato~s movln~ In space and we must ask finally
whether this unIverse and Its two constituents are or are not
infinite. Epicurus gives the t~aditional answer of the atomic
sc~ool, b~t once again supports it with argument) 'The
universe IS boundless. For that which is bounded has an
extreme point: and the extreme point is seen against some-

I In Arist. PAys. A. 5, 213 a; U.273.
:a Ep. i, § 62: see p. 3I I.
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external blows ofother countless atoms. That this may OCCUr

in an infinite universe, it is necessary that there should be an
infinite supply of matter: otherwise the. compara~ive.l~ few
collisions which would take place would Just send mdIvldual
atoms wandering far out into space, where they would have
no chance of meeting their fellows. Lucretius I elaborates
the idea with a fine imaginative description of the chaos
which must ensue.

Similarly, space is infinite in extent: for 'if the void ~ere

limited, the infinite bodies would have no room wherem to
take their place'.~ Lucret~us' 3 arg~~ent here is. ra.ther
different and perhaps less satisfactory: If space were hmlted,
the atoms through the downward motion due to weight
would all have sunk to the bottom and there remained in an
inert mass: it is because there is no bottom that they are
still kept in eternal restlessness'. The limitation of space
would 1n fact preclude the ceaselc:ss motion of the atoms
which is an essential part of the atomic conception. The
argument is more esoteric and less likely than Epicurus'
own to convince a non-Epicurean. It is simpler and more
cogent to maintain that unless space were infinite, there
would not be room for infinite atoms.

The idea of the infinity of space raises again the question
of the conception of space and present~ the same di~cul~.

One is inclined to ask: does not the eXistence of the Infinite
number of atoms really preclude the infinity of space: for
each atom, inasmuch as it is not itself empty space, is really
a limitation to it? This question requires a careful answer.
It is tempting to argue that the instantane~us occupa~ion of
any 'piece' of space by an atom does not Interfere with t~e

conception of space as c~ntinuous and infi?ite 'place', In

which the atoms have their momentary station. But there
is a good reason against this: if this were th~ Epi7urean
conception, then spa~e would Itself be coextensive ;-Vlth the
universe, whereas Ep1curus always speaks of the unIverse ~s

'body plus void': 4 the sum total of matter, divided though It

I i. 1014-51. 1 § 42. 3 i. 988-1007.
4 § 39: 'TO wall Jtnl. aWJlo:ra. KaL 'T01rOS: d. Lucr. i. 1008-113-
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is into infini~e particles ihn ceaseless lmoftihon .h~s ~o be .added
" to infinite .v~ld ~o ~ake t e sut? tot:" 0 t. e mnmte .unlverse.

--~-"_ Similarly It IS signtficant that 1n th1s section space 1S spoken
': :{-<"of throughout as 'the void' (K€VOV) and not 'place' ('T07rOS)
:' '--as before. It would probabl'y ~e a mo~e .co~re~t solutIOn of
· - _:. the difficulty to say that this tnternal hmltatlon of space,

if it may be so described, was not here present to Epicurus'
': mind. He was thinking rather, as he clearly was when
~. speaking of the infinity of the universe, of an 'external' limit
-.: (IT/pas). In e:rtension o~tw~rd space is unlimited. (o.;rEr.pOV),
-, .even though lnternally It mIght be thought. of as hml~ed by
J .. the presence of atomic matter. Once again the notion. of
< 'empty space' seems to ~e uppe~most and that from whIch

Epicurus started: the kinetic view of matter helps to an
understanding of his point of view, but the particular diffi-
culty would not have troubled him. . . .
- We have then at last reached the tradItional atomIC con-J :.

',,: ... ~,' ception of an infinite universe, consisting of atoms infinite
in number moving in space infinite in extent. The concep

'-.-- bon has not varied since Democritus, but in its gradual un
;:: folding in Epicurus it seems almost to have changed its

_!.- nature. Each step in the argument has now been thought
. ~ - out under the definite rules of the Canonice: the detached
··{notions about the character of the atoms have been corre-

~:~_ Jated into a self-dependent whole: a universe seems not to
: "have ~een assumed but created ~n thought. The~e ha~ been
:- occaSIon here and there to pOInt out weak pOlnts In the
: argument or possibly hazy and ill-defined conceptions. But

the result is one worthy of a great thinker: it is no mere
- . wholesale adoption of the theory of Democritus-in certain
.. . places it has been seen to differ conspicuously from it: nor is

,I -it the work of a preacher, who hastily patched together some
;:'.kind of physical theory to act as a basis for his moral

'~-teaching. With all its limitations, it is the construction of
-.a master-mind, working on definite lines and with a deep

:;.-~_a~d penetrating interest in his subject for its own sake. Nor
<,:? .\Vtll these characteristics be missed, as the further develop

-_'f:-:~T:ment of the system is traced in detail.

'ji~lf"
.~ zJ~-~~:-'
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rt~::f ~ lished: they are n~t independe~t existen~es, either corporeal
;' t{f. like the atoms, or Incorporeal hk~ the vOld-.-for they cann~t
.. 1.<: ;.'" be thought of apart from the things to which they are attn-
r', L\J' buted; nor agai.n are they independe!lt c?rporeal comp~unds
:,-i.i.'.- ofatoms and vOid. How then can thelrexlstencebedescnbed?
i' ;","i,:i' They are,. says. Ep~curus) 1 eith~r 'something which. al",:~ys
:; \;',/': accompanies thln~s •~ (~p,f3~fl-'1l(o:a.) or r~:)llghly sp.eakIng .m
:: !";~ separable prop~rtle~ ) or so~ethlng w~lch from time .to tlm~
~. happens to thmgs (crop:rrrwp..aTa.), or separable accIdents.
~.. ' These two notions must be examined more closely.
::' .. '. In introducing his conception of the laccompaniments·

1 ~:T';.·· (Ul!p.-PEPTJK~a.) Epicurus 3 .in his usual manner ~riefly ?is
t;·.:..: mIsses wIthout .any mentIon of. names th~ the?nes of ~l~al
\:. schools. Plato In the theory of Ideas had ImagIned quahtles

" as independent existences, and supposed the reality of pheno
. mena to depend on their 'participation' in such 'ideas': this
. conception Epicurus dismisses by th.e test of 'visual~zation':
'-"we must not suppose that they are Independent eXistences,
'.' for it is impossible to imagine that', we cannot, that is, form
, any nlental picture of a quality apart from the thing which

possesses it. Aristotle had conceived qualities as 'incor
poreal existences accompanying body': Epicurus meets him
with a mere negative, but his reason would doubtless be that
they cannot be incorporeal, for they are perceptible by the

.senses. Similarly he rejects the notion of his predecessor
Democritus that 'they absolutely do not exist'-for im
mediate experience contradicts it-and that of the Stoics 4

that they are material parts (p.OP14) of things. None of these
theories are consistent with the Epicurean canons, or, as he

I Ep. i, § 68.
• I We must notice that Epicurus uses the word in a different .sense to that
In which it had been employed by Aristotle: to him it meant 'an occasional
accident', to Epicurus 'a permanent property', a meaning more naturally
associated with the perfect participle: 'that which has corne to be permanently
with' a thing. 3 See Hicks, op. cit., p. 272.

i The Stoics spoke of properties, accidents, qualities and emotions, and
even of time itself as 'bodies' (to/a or awp.aTa): see Giussani, Stud. Lllcr.
p. 28; Zeller. Gnch. tl~r Phil. dtr Gritchtl1, iii. J (3rd ed.), pp. I 18 If. and
passages there quoted, esp. Pluto COfllfll. NOl. 45, 2 and 5, and Sen. Ep. 106, 5·

IV

PROPERTIES AND ACCIDENTS

THE title of this section might seem to suggest that
Epicurus' profession of disbelief in the value of Logic

was something of a pretence and that he was after all driven
back on the current terminology of the schools. But, as
will be seen, nothing could be farther from the truth: if
Epicurus was led to make a distinction corresponding
roughly to that between properties and accidents) he was not
influenced by any considerations of Logic, nor does the
distinction take a Logical form. His problem is essentially
material and his answer is on strictly material lines and per..
fecdy consistent with the rest of his theory-indeed he is
at pains to refute more intellectual and idealistic views.

To recall the position hitherto reached, the only absolute,
i.e. independent, existences are the atoms and the void: the
atoms corporeal, body or matter and nothing else, the void
incorporeal, simply that which separates the atoms or that in
which the atoms 'move and have their being'. Now, if we
turn to the language and experience of ordinary life, it is
clear that this dualism does not exhaust the whole of existence.
It does indeed account for the whole material world, since
things as we know them, things perceptible to the senses, are
but aggregates of atoms with greater or smaller interstices
of void. But there is a residue: we attribute to things pro
perties and qualities: even to the atoms are assigned size,
shape, and weight, and to compound bodies qualities ex
pressive of their relation to the senses, colour, scent, taste,
and sound, or of their character, goodness and badness,
virtue and vice: we speak also of their doings and sufferings
and of events which concern one or many things and per
sons: we have further the conception of time, in which suc.h
events occur. What is to be said of all these from the atomiC
point of view? It is clear that they cannot be classed under
either of the heads of being which have hitherto been estab-
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'Lucretius I in his definition lays emphasis on this aspect of
'the conception: ca property is that which in no case can be
-,sundered or separated without the fatal dissolution of the
- thing': if we trIed to remove a property from a compound

~ :"",\ :thing there would follow an atomic or material dissolution
,,: ,- ·:Jt,:,".(discidi~m ):% The 'accompani~ent' is then inse~arablefro~
, ,:' ,':;j "'the thIng 1n the sense that Its removal, possIble only in

, '''', thought, would at once destroy both its own nature and that
,,':' of the thing. Epicurus nowhere gives us a concise definition,

but we may extract it from his discussion: 'properties (or
/ "accompaniments") are existences perceptible by the senses,

but inseparably associated with things, whose permanent
:nature in their aggregate they constitute'.
, It may serve to bring out the idea and to prepare the way

:~ , ' for further criticism, if we attempt in a few instances, as
, ,Lucretius 3 has done, to apply this notion. What are the

] ,,;::;,,;:' 'properties of the two primary existences, atoms, and the
l~;"~t:'~"void? The void has but the one negative property of
~ .' ~,~:(r '; ;intangibility: 4 it is, by definition, an 'intangible existence'
; :, ":,:':,::" (d.vatPTJs fVaI.5). If it lost this property, if it could at any point
'i ; ':;:,'::'" "or under any circumstances be touched, it would cease to
, ',(::':::,> be void and become matter. The properties of the atoms

',(;~ _~re, as has been seen,s size, shape, and weight: to remove
'i'~-' 'm thought anyone of these is to destroy the conception of

.;;':: the atom as a material existence-it would pass out of the
I." ra~ge of ~atter altogether.6• Whe.n we pass to comp~und

,::' ~'- thmgs, It IS clear that they stIll retain the three properties of
,(',::</ -, I i. .105 I. Note that Lucretius, following the principle of the Canonice,
i ~'",::-::>.. ~oes not attempt to translate rrop.fJ.:fJ1JICOS' but uses the normal Latin COll

e! ~:,:::?:'",~ ,IIlIlCIU11I, which will convey the clearest idea to his countrymen.
',: ~,:,~>t ~~, ) Jiscidium in Lucretius is the opposite of cOllci/ium, the union of atoms in
: :'.::(,::, a 'th!ng', which is more than a mere aggregate.
~ ;~>'f ; 3 J. 4S3, 4.
" "', ' 4 Luer. i. 454, illlac/us iIl411;: Munro in excising this line removes an
': ; <i':: ' ,absolute!y essential point from the argument: cf. Sext. Emp. 4do. Math.

.:; ,~/:<, ~. 221 Q'VTLnnrlo. JL(11 'TOU aWJLo:ros, d~..s 8~ 'TOU ICWOV.

:,~ t)':::C<:' • 5 p. 290: to these might be added hardness or solidity or, as Sextus has it,
> ~'~'::;::::;;'::;':' ClllTLTtmla.•• the 'power of returning a blow', i.e. ofcolliding with other atoms
! (,::i:t:,: an~ knockmg them away as it rebounds itself.
. -. ~: .: ... : cr. the discussion of the 7TEpaTa on p. 286.

302 EPIC UR US

w0l;lld have said hi.mself, correspond with the ordinary ex..
perlence of perception.

Epicurus' ?wn ~xplanation ~ of the 'accompaniments' is
careful and, In spIte of certaIn textual difficulties in th
passage, easily intelligible. e

We must suppose that the whole body in its totality owes its own
permanent exist~n~e (-n)v EaVTOV ~v(nv dt8,ov) to all these, yet not
!n the sense that.Jt IS composed of properties brought together to form
It (as wh.en, for Insta~ce, a larger structure is put together out of the
pa~ts which compose It •..), but only.that it owes its own permanent
eXistence to.all of th~m. All t~es.e properties hav~ their own peculiar
means of bemg perceived and dlstmguished (l1T'fJo>..a~ ... iolas ... IC«i
8r,a).~Vs~'.s), provided a!ways that the aggregate body (-ro a8poov) goes
along with ~hem and IS never wrested from them, but in virtue of its
comprehenSion as an aggregate of qualities acquires the predicate of
body.

~he pr~perty, that is, is perceytible by the senses: shape,
sl~e, weight, colour, &c., are al known to us by sensational
ev~dence and therefore are real, are in that sense material
eXIstences. Further they are distinguishable one from an
other and make each their own peculiar appeal to the senses:
we cannot tell weig:ht br the sense of smell, nor colour by
touch, &c. But this eXistence is not an independent one·
it i; wholly depen~ent upon the presence of the body t~
w~lch they a~e attr.lb?ted: we cannot perceive or even con
ceive propertIes eXIstIng apart from body. Conversely, the
matter may be considered from the point of view of the body
as a whole. The body is in the purely material sense an
~g~regate of particles, which came together to form it: but
It IS also an aggregate of qualities existing in it always and
together ~~king up i.ts 'per~anent' existence.2 It is just
the sum of Its shape, Size, weight, colour, smell, &c. which
make a thing what it is: and no one ofthem could be r;moved
without destroying the existence of the thing as such.

I § 69-
, By 'permanent' (dt8tov) Epicurus does not of course intend to imply

the eternity of compound bodies, which is contrary to all his teaching, but
only that the aggregate ofqualities makes the thing what it is as long as it lasts.
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the.atoms: an aggregate of atoms must have all the properties
which the ~omponent parts possess and we can conceive
of no matenal body apart from size shape and weight B
h· . ". ut

t 15 IS !1ot ~owc all,: for the compounds acquire also new
prop~rtles.= ure lor Instance must ha~e heat and water wet
ness

I
·, . If ~ltherof them was to be deprIved of these respective

9u; ltles, It whoudld cheas~ t,o be wIhat it is: if water, for instance,
IS r?zen so ar t at 1t IS no onger wet, it is not now wat
b t d h' , . er
• U Ice, ~n as su~ a~qu~res new accompanIments', because
Its p~yslcal consht~tlon IS changed. There is then no differ
enc: In the conceptIon of the lacc?mpaniments' of compound
bodIes ,and the at~ms: b~t whe~ It comes to the enumeration
?f the accompanIments there IS a difference. Of the atoms
It ~ay be ~aid fi~ally that their permanent and only 'accom
panlm;nts are SIze, shape,. and .weight.: but the 'accompani
rn~nts of. compound b~dles differ with. all the variety of
things whIch they constttute: each one of them is the sum
of those 'accompaniments', those properties and qualities
the removal of anyone of which would alter the physicai
constitution of the thing.

The notion of the 'things which happen t (atJp:rrrwp-a-ra.)
v.:h1ch we may roughly translate 'accidents',2 follows almos~
dI~ectly~rom thato!the 'accompaniments'. Theyaresimilarly
neIther Imp~rcept1ble, nor incorporeal, nor independent
corporeal eXlsten~es like ~he ,":hole body: 3 nor yet are they>
as a:e the properties, the InvarIable and 'permanene accom
pan~ments of t~e whole. Rather they are occasional accom
panIments, whIch may come and go, and are perceptible not
In all acts of app~ehensionof the senses, but only in some.
W: cannot, for tnstance, have any perception of a man
whIch do~s not tell us of his size and shape, but we may have
many which do not tell us whether he is rich or poor, free
or slave, asleep o~ awake. Lucretius 4 again puts it well for
us from the atomIc point of view. Accidents are such things

I Lucr. i. 453.
;1 So Lucr. i. 458, explaining his usc of the current term renders:

. lhaec soliti sumus, ut par est, eventa vocare':
j Ep. I, § 70. 4 i. 456,7.
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.'by whose going and coming the nature of things abides
. "untouched', that is, their presence or absence involves no

<~'"% ::" atomic dissolution (though it may involve atomic rearrange
. ~'-,-~.: ment), and does not alter the nature of things as such. The
.':'. ;:'.' main difficulty in the idea is that the term is extremely wide:

: Epicurus wishes it to cover not merely what we might call
':;econdary qualities', but also states of action and suffering,
and the whole field of occurrences. It may be well again to
illustrate from the three kinds of existing things: it is an

. '.' 'accident' of the void that a certain atom is moving in it in
:: ,a certain direction, it is an 'accident' of an atom to have a

i _;\]~. certain, 'position' I (8f(n~) or 'placet (Tclec.s) or to enter in~o the
, :.,J '~!,". "formation of a certaIn compound body. These are Simple

. cases, but when we come to compound things the idea is
more far-reaching. All kinds of qualities, colour, heat, cold,
poodness, badness, hardness, softness, and so on, may be the
accidents' of bodies, and so is everything that they do and

.' everything that happens to them: 'slavery and liberty,
,poverty and wealth, war and peace' are Lucretius' examples,
. and later on ~ he explains that all the events of history are the

,_ accidents of the persons concerned in them or of the places
where they occur.3

Under the head of 'accidents' Epicurus deals with Time.4

: ~i." To us who are accustomed to class Time, whether as a
j~' :' ... condition of perception or in any other category, always with

space, this treatment may seem strange. But it must be
. r~membered that Epicurus' ~onception of spac~ was essen
'.. tl~lly concrete, and so conceived It had taken ItS place for
: . hIm as one of the two ultimate realities. To it Time offered

, ~o apparent analogy: it did not, like space, enter into the
, , physical composition of things, nor could it, he held, be at

. all conceived, as space could, as existing apart from things
I See p. 80. ~ i. +64- if.

.: l It is not necessary here to discuss the curious problem relating to past
.. ,~.<, ev~nts. which is treated by Lucretius in j. 464--82: it arises from a Stoic

:; :'~, .. :-'; ..: Objection to the conception of events as the 'accidents' of persons or things
, ~>1,·:·' themselves no longer existing, and Lucretius rightly replies that the events
. :.,C·· ·h;re their accidents, for without the persons or things the events could not

Ve occurred. 4 ;§ 77., 73.
. _.':,. .

. " :~ ..".
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j~' :' ... condition of perception or in any other category, always with

space, this treatment may seem strange. But it must be
. r~membered that Epicurus' ~onception of spac~ was essen
'.. tl~lly concrete, and so conceived It had taken ItS place for
: . hIm as one of the two ultimate realities. To it Time offered

, ~o apparent analogy: it did not, like space, enter into the
, , physical composition of things, nor could it, he held, be at

. all conceived, as space could, as existing apart from things
I See p. 80. ~ i. +64- if.

.: l It is not necessary here to discuss the curious problem relating to past
.. ,~.<, ev~nts. which is treated by Lucretius in j. 464--82: it arises from a Stoic

:; :'~, .. :-'; ..: Objection to the conception of events as the 'accidents' of persons or things
, ~>1,·:·' themselves no longer existing, and Lucretius rightly replies that the events
. :.,C·· ·h;re their accidents, for without the persons or things the events could not

Ve occurred. 4 ;§ 77., 73.
. _.':,. .
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happening in it. He must then search for an explanation of
time in accordance with ordinary experience and in strict
conformity with atomic principles. Now all other things
concrete existences and their attributes, are recognized by
means of reference to a general concept or 'anticipatiOn'l
(1TpO'A7]ifJ fS): we know a horse because of the general image of
'horse' which is stored in our mind, we know hardness or
wetness by similar reference to a concept built up out of a
number of individual experiences. But this is not so with
time: we do not recognize a 'time' by reference to a general
notion of 'times' resulting from many experiences. On the
contrary it is a continuous experience, incapable of general
conception, but always with us, and always an immediate
'clear perception' (EvQ.pyrJfLCL). Moreover it cannot be ex
plained by means of any description, ~ or by any reference to
anything analogous to it: 3 it is in our experience sui gcncris.
Is it then impossible to analyse further this perception?
Epicurus thinks not except in relation to the ordinary
associations of everyday life. Time is something that we
connect with other things~ yet not directly, as attributes and
qualities are associated with things: time is not thought of
as immediately dependent on things or persons. Rather it is
associated with the actions of persons and things,4 with what
happens to them, with their movements or cessations from
movement, with the succession of light and darkness which
we call day and night. Now all these things are themselves
the accidents of things, and time stands to them in the same
relation as they themselves occupy to things: it is then, in
other words, as Sextus Empiricus 5 tells us that Epicurus
himself defined it, 'an accident of accidents, accompanying
days and nights and seasons, and states of suffering and
quiescence and movement and rest.' Lucretius 6 again assists
us with a clear statement free from technicalities: 'Time

I See pp. 245 fr. : oVr€ OU1AlKTOVS W~ p£ll:r{ovs P.£TO,AYJ1J'T/OV.
3 OVrE ciAAo 1't Ko:r) av.rov K4TTJYOPYJ1'lov. 4 § 73.
5 ad'll. MatA. x. 219; U. 294 Clvp.7T1'wp.a C1vp:rTTwp.&'TwV . • •TTapnr6J.L£vo~

TJp-/pats 1'£ Ka, lJvfi. Ka, wpats Kat 7Ta.8EC1t. Kai. o'TTa8dats Kat K~zn7C1(C1t Kal

p.ova'is. 6 i. 45<;-61.
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~ ~ -,'~ ~- . t5 not by itself, but from actual things comes a feeling,
;: '. '~~ :e"hlSat was brought to a close in time past, then what is present
> -" 'w . h f • Th· .
: I~ 3,j ,; wand further what is gomg to be erea ter. IS IS ~ot

; . ;:; "n~rhaps a profound .investi~ation into the problems which
. ' .. : l • P rround the conception of time-problems more apparent to
,su h· ld b .. I

~ , the modern than t e anCient wor -. ut It, IS at. east a more
. :" ' satisfactory acc~unt than .that of Eplcurus StOIC oppone...nts,
, ',f : who regarded time as an mdependent concrete enhty (?wp.a.)
. ~': 'uperadded to things, and it is reached by the consIstent

., ~' .:nalysis of the 'clear intuition' of everyday experience.
" The main notions then which Epicurus attaches to the

.

. c.: . words avp.f3!{J1Jl<cYr4 and avp:rrr.wp,41'a .are cle~r e~ough, but ~h.ey
.are not without difficulty In their applIcatIon, and cntlcs

,. ,,: who have been perhaps too ready to assume the identity of
: '. 'Epicurus' ideas with those expressed by the accepted transla
l . tions 'properties· and 'accidents' have accused him of ~n

•definiteness and inconsistency. Thus Munro I complains
" :. \.:that the two notions are not clearly distinguished and in

.! ~::J:~.particular that Epicurus ~ speaks of 'd~ing' and 'sufferi~g'
);.:':~: :-as 'accidents' of the soul, whereas, seeIng that they are In
;~"':T; variable experiences they. m~st . be '~ccomp~nimcn.ts'.
~ ~ :; l:- ~ Brieger 3 similarly charges him wIth Inconsistency In putting
: .,~::. colour among 'accompani.ments".whereas the me.refact that

. " the atoms are colourless IS suffiCient proof that It 15 not an
~. invariable accompaniment of body. The only answer to such
. criticism is as Giussani 4 has admirably pointed out, that the
: critics the:nselves have not accurately grasped Epicurus)
\ conception. Two points in. it ~ust be ez:nphasized.. In the
: first place, the whole notlOn IS essentially materIal and
:,.pirectly related to the main ideas of the atomic theory: the
..,'~accon:paniment' . is not me!ely inva.ria~ly pres~nt, but. an
:' essentIal element In the phYSIcal constitution of thIngs. TIme

. ,,: is inseparably conne.cted with ~11 m~terial exis~ence? b?t so
. :, '. :'3: : far from being an accompanIment of anythIng, It IS, as

< ,.,::~::. ·has been seen! an 'acci~ent of accidents': weigh~on t~e other
",; ~:)~: 'ihand, a phYSIcal constituent of body as such, IS an accom-
<-?-~~~' I On Lucr. i. 449. 2 § 67.
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e any·thing except it has colour: things can only be
to se , fh' l" • h. 'ble when the atomic formation 0 t elr surrace IS suc as
":,SI roduce colour: alter it, so that they couid have ~o}our
t 0 fonger, and they would pass out of the range ~f the VISible.
Colour is the 'acco.mpaniment' not. of all thmgs, ~ut of
. 'ble things. And It IS clearly for thiS reason that Eplcurus

VISI h ' ., h
" having included colour am?ngst t e a~comp~n!ment~ ~s

, . dded in direct reference to It the words or ofVISible thmgs •
.:. .' S'milarIY amplifying the idea in reference to the other sen~es

h~ adds: 'or o~ things. recC?gn~zable throu~h the sensa~lOn
, .," of these qualittes': thiS Will Include! for Instance,. thmgs

capable of being tasted and smelt: t.heu t~ste a~d t~elr smell
. 'In these categories 'an accompamment , but It Will not be
IS ., d b d' ,if they are thought of SImply as compoun 0 les o~ a~

" 'visible things'. Simi.larly :s!avery', to take.one of ~ucretlus
" xamples is an 'aCCident If thought of In relatIOn say to
e, . , 'f' I' '1',, ': Epictetus, but an 'accompaniment, I m re atlo~ to a save.
If the essentially atomic character of the who~e Id~a and the
consequent relativity of the terms be borne I~ mmd! there

, is no ground for charging Epicurus either with mdefimteness
or inconsistency. . ,

. ... Having thus enunciated his doctrine of 'a~compamme?ts
;' ,;and 'accidents' Epicurus has froIJ.1 the A~omlc pomt of~lew
, covered the whole field of pOSSible eXistence. All thmgs

which can be the objects of perception or of thought must
be either one of the two ultimate realities, atoms and space,
or concrete bodies, formed by their combin~tion, o~ the
'accompaniments' or 'accidents' of these, or, m the smgle
instance of Time an 'accident' of 'accidents'. It may be

, that his theory is l~cking in phiIo~ophic .penet:ati~n .and that
he had not fully considered the dIffi~ulttes which It.I?Volves,
but it is entirely consistent wit~ hiS general PO~ltlo.n and
arises directly from his conception of the constitutIOn of
things and the nature of perception and thought: The bas~-

!" " conception of the universe has thus be.en estabh~hed and It
'",". remains to consider next the more stnctly phYSical p.art of

•. 'the theory, to see what are the motions. of the atoms m the
., •••.•. void and how they combine to form things.
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paniment'. ~ere is the ans~er to Munro: though the soul
is always actmg and suffermg, yet these states are not a
direct characteristic of the atomic constitution of the soul:
they are therefore 'accidents'.. . ,

In the second place the terms m Eplcurus usage are not
absolute but relative. It is not Epicurus' intention to divide
all qualities rigidly and permanently into the two categories
nor would he have said absolutely of any quality 'this i~
always an 'accompaniment', or 'this is always an accident'.
Rather any quality ~ight stand in the relation of 'accom~

paniment' to one thing and 'accident' to another. It is
because they have not grasped this relativity in Epicurus'
idea and the consequent interchangeability of the two terms
in their application to individual qualities and have looked
rather for a rigid division such as that of 'primary' and
'secondary qualities', that critics have complained of Epi
curus' vagueness or inconsistency. But a closer ex
amination of his words makes the point quite clear. The
section opens thus: J 'as regards shape and colour and size
and weight and all other things which are predicated of bod)'
as though they were "accompaniments" either of all things
or of things visible or recognizable through the sensation of
these qualities'.:: Brieger accuses Epicurus of inconsistency
in having here included colour in the list of'accompaniments',
though it is not always an 'accompaniment' of body. In
relation to the atoms colour is clearly neither 'accom
paniment' nor 'accident', for under no circumstances what
ever can the atoms have colour. In the case of compound
bodies in general, colour is an 'accident', for in the dark
they have no colour and it requires the blo~s of lig~t

falling upon them so to arrange the configuration of their
surface that they have colour. Of what then is it an 'accom
paniment'? Clearly of visible things: it is impossible for US

, § 68 ~O'av€l O'VP.fJ€fJTJKoTa ~ 1TfiaLV if Toi, opaToi, Kal /(aTG. -r1}v
a'lC18TJaul aUTwv yVWO'TOL,. The text at the end of the clause is uncertain.
aVTwv, the reading of P3, is preferable to aVToi, of the manuscripts; but
there is no need for more drastic emendation, such as was proposed by Usener:
see my note on the passage. • See Lucr. ii. 795 fT.
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V

MOTION OF THE ATOMS

N o part of Epicurus' physical theory was worked OUt

with greater elaboration than his conception of atomic
motion. Nor merely does he devote a quite disproportionate
part of his Letter to Herodotus to this subject,! but he there
deals with it with a minuteness which shows the importance
he attached to its right understanding. His pupil Lucretius
too, though he does not enter into some of the refinements of
his master, gives a large section of the Second Book .to its
special consideration and alludes to the topic again in other
places.: Nor indeed is this surprising: for it is in this portion
of his work that Epicurus most conspicuously broke away
from Democritus and produced in the doctrine of the atomic
'swerve' the most characteristic notion in his system: more
over his treatment of the motion of the atoms in compounds
reveals the subtlety of his thought at its best and throws
considerable light on his whole conception of matter and
space. Though the subject is not free from difficulty-the
sections on motion in the first Letter are among the most
obscure-it is possible to put together a fairly clear account
of his views.

§ I. The 'freet a/oms

The first matter to be considered is the motion of the
'free' atoms, that is to say, those not as yet entangled in
compound bodies or atomic nuclei. Though, as will appear
later, this is for the most part but a theoretical condition,
yet some atoms are always in this state,3 and their unim
peded motion is always a necessary logical antecedent to the

I § 43, parts of §§ 46 and 47, §§ 61 and 62, all of which (except the one
sentence in § 43) should probably, as was suggested by Giussani (Stud. Lucr.
14), be rearranged so as to be consecutive. They form about one-tenth. of
the whole letter and it is probable that at least one section has been lost whIch
belonged to the same topic ~ see p. 316.

z ii. 6Z-293. 3 Luer. ii. I0!TI I.
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i.-'~~,: . ments of atoms in compounds and of compound bodies
, .~ < move d . . ·t t

,::t,'{, whole. The atom is situate In empty. space: IS. I a
);t:;::s~ or in moti~n? and if in.motion, what IS the ultll~at~
: ,~, ,:' of its motion and what IS the character of the motion.,xL: T~::e were th~ question~ which the Atomis~h~d to answer.

~:: <':~":: Some uncertainty prevaIls, as has been seen, Wlt~ r~gard to
,'~::~t'>:"(Democritus' solutiOn of the~e proble~s) but It IS most
>\~? robable that he. held !hat. In th~ vo~d the atorn~ wer~

.:-; : Pnaturally' always In motIon In all directIOns. ,?f Eplcuru~
;_: ~. wer there can be no doubt-whether the Idea. was hIS

~ ': a~n or had already been introduced into the AtomiC theory
,. ,,~. Nausiphanes or some one else: 2 'the atoms move con-

ti~uously for all timet
,3 their motion is 'downward~', 4 and

: the primary cause of motion is th:ir weight.S .Eplcurus 6

'having insisted as against Democrltus that weight was a
" 'Primary and absolute property of the atoms was free to use

':it as a cause of motion, and he argued dou.btless on the
direct analogy of phenomena. Every matenal bo~y per
teptible to the senses is caused to fall d~wnwax:ds by Its ~wn
weight: therefore it must be the same wIth the ImperceptIble
material bodies) the atoms.
" But here a difficulty immediately arises: what can be

I I See Part I, Chap. III, § 3, pp. 128 ff. J Sec. p. 129.
':~ , 3 Ep. i, ~ 43 ICLvoiiJrTa[ 'TE avVEXWS' at a:rop-o.. 'TOV alWva. It IS unfort~-

> 'nate that there is a lacuna after these words, but statements elsewhere make It
, ,possible to fill in the sense with some certainty ~ see C.B. notes ad loco

" Lucr. ii. 2 17 :
corpora cum deorsum rectum per inane feruntur

!:: ponderibus propriis. .
;: ."iSimplicius (in Arist. Jt Codo, A. 8, p. IZI a 18, ,and agam p. J21 b 25;<'.~ ·U. 276) attributes to Epicu~u.s ~he th~ory th~t weight ~uscd ~e at?ms t~
;' :; :' ·move towards the centre. This IS Inconsistent with everythmg else In Eplcurus
',~, ;~_:' ,theof)· of motion and is expressly refuted as a Stoic doctrine ~Y Lucr. i. ~ 0 52~.
:1:;H:i::~Jt must ~e du~ to confusion with the account of the motion of particles m
'l"j '; - :the CosmlC 'whlrl'.
: ;":'~'~."~ S § 61 7j lCa7'w (q,op?J.) S,?J. 'TWV l8{wv fJapwv, ibid. (K 'TaU lSlov fJcipovs~

, ,(,cr. Lucr. ii. 83:
eu ncta necessest: . 7 .• ~'. :.

; :, :',-" aut gravitate sua ferri primordia rerum

i1!~fJ' 'See § 2, 1'. 28~~' itlU forle allerius.
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he attached to its right understanding. His pupil Lucretius
too, though he does not enter into some of the refinements of
his master, gives a large section of the Second Book .to its
special consideration and alludes to the topic again in other
places.: Nor indeed is this surprising: for it is in this portion
of his work that Epicurus most conspicuously broke away
from Democritus and produced in the doctrine of the atomic
'swerve' the most characteristic notion in his system: more
over his treatment of the motion of the atoms in compounds
reveals the subtlety of his thought at its best and throws
considerable light on his whole conception of matter and
space. Though the subject is not free from difficulty-the
sections on motion in the first Letter are among the most
obscure-it is possible to put together a fairly clear account
of his views.

§ I. The 'freet a/oms

The first matter to be considered is the motion of the
'free' atoms, that is to say, those not as yet entangled in
compound bodies or atomic nuclei. Though, as will appear
later, this is for the most part but a theoretical condition,
yet some atoms are always in this state,3 and their unim
peded motion is always a necessary logical antecedent to the

I § 43, parts of §§ 46 and 47, §§ 61 and 62, all of which (except the one
sentence in § 43) should probably, as was suggested by Giussani (Stud. Lucr.
14), be rearranged so as to be consecutive. They form about one-tenth. of
the whole letter and it is probable that at least one section has been lost whIch
belonged to the same topic ~ see p. 316.

z ii. 6Z-293. 3 Luer. ii. I0!TI I.
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i.-'~~,: . ments of atoms in compounds and of compound bodies
, .~ < move d . . ·t t

,::t,'{, whole. The atom is situate In empty. space: IS. I a
);t:;::s~ or in moti~n? and if in.motion, what IS the ultll~at~
: ,~, ,:' of its motion and what IS the character of the motion.,xL: T~::e were th~ question~ which the Atomis~h~d to answer.

~:: <':~":: Some uncertainty prevaIls, as has been seen, Wlt~ r~gard to
,'~::~t'>:"(Democritus' solutiOn of the~e proble~s) but It IS most
>\~? robable that he. held !hat. In th~ vo~d the atorn~ wer~

.:-; : Pnaturally' always In motIon In all directIOns. ,?f Eplcuru~
;_: ~. wer there can be no doubt-whether the Idea. was hIS

~ ': a~n or had already been introduced into the AtomiC theory
,. ,,~. Nausiphanes or some one else: 2 'the atoms move con-

ti~uously for all timet
,3 their motion is 'downward~', 4 and

: the primary cause of motion is th:ir weight.S .Eplcurus 6

'having insisted as against Democrltus that weight was a
" 'Primary and absolute property of the atoms was free to use

':it as a cause of motion, and he argued dou.btless on the
direct analogy of phenomena. Every matenal bo~y per
teptible to the senses is caused to fall d~wnwax:ds by Its ~wn
weight: therefore it must be the same wIth the ImperceptIble
material bodies) the atoms.
" But here a difficulty immediately arises: what can be

I I See Part I, Chap. III, § 3, pp. 128 ff. J Sec. p. 129.
':~ , 3 Ep. i, ~ 43 ICLvoiiJrTa[ 'TE avVEXWS' at a:rop-o.. 'TOV alWva. It IS unfort~-

> 'nate that there is a lacuna after these words, but statements elsewhere make It
, ,possible to fill in the sense with some certainty ~ see C.B. notes ad loco

" Lucr. ii. 2 17 :
corpora cum deorsum rectum per inane feruntur

!:: ponderibus propriis. .
;: ."iSimplicius (in Arist. Jt Codo, A. 8, p. IZI a 18, ,and agam p. J21 b 25;<'.~ ·U. 276) attributes to Epicu~u.s ~he th~ory th~t weight ~uscd ~e at?ms t~
;' :; :' ·move towards the centre. This IS Inconsistent with everythmg else In Eplcurus
',~, ;~_:' ,theof)· of motion and is expressly refuted as a Stoic doctrine ~Y Lucr. i. ~ 0 52~.
:1:;H:i::~Jt must ~e du~ to confusion with the account of the motion of particles m
'l"j '; - :the CosmlC 'whlrl'.
: ;":'~'~."~ S § 61 7j lCa7'w (q,op?J.) S,?J. 'TWV l8{wv fJapwv, ibid. (K 'TaU lSlov fJcipovs~

, ,(,cr. Lucr. ii. 83:
eu ncta necessest: . 7 .• ~'. :.

; :, :',-" aut gravitate sua ferri primordia rerum

i1!~fJ' 'See § 2, 1'. 28~~' itlU forle allerius.
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meant by motion 'downwards' in reference to infinite spac ~
Plato I had already argued that to speak of 'up' and 'dowe~
in reI.ation t.o infinite space.is an absur?ity, and it is possible
that If the 1dea had been Introduced 1nto Atomism befoi'
Epicurus, s~me dire~t criticism had been made on it. A~
any rate Ep1curus himself seems acutely conscious of th
difficulty and argues about it at some length in a misplace~
and obscure paragraph in the Letter to Herodotus.:l It is
true, he says in effect, that in infinite space we cannot speak
of an 'up' and 'down' with reference to a highest or lowest
point in space itself, for such there cannot be. But we can
say that motion is in a certain direction, 'up' or 'down' in
reference to objects situated in space: for instance we may
call motion in the direction from our own head td Our feet
~otion 'down' and tha~ in the reverse direc~ion motion 'up',
even though that whIch passes from us Into the regions

above our heads arrives countless times at the feet of beings
above and that which passes downwards from us at the heads
of beings below; for none the less the whole motions are
thoug~t of as opposed, the one to the other, to infinity.'3

This reply has provoked the scorn of modern critics 4 as a
puerile evasion of a serious difficulty, and indeed such
criticism would be justified if Epicurus' conception of space
were that of the modern mathematician. To him motion in
a certain direction in infinite space is unthinkable because
t~e relati~e positi<:>n of.tw.o po.ints-even the absoiute posi
tion of a single pOlnt-tn mfinlte space is itself unthinkable:
if infinite space is infinite extension in the abstract no terms
involving relation can be used with regard to it:s But it

I Tima/us, 62 d. 2 § 60.
3 The argument se~ms lame, for ifmotion upwards from us went on arriving

at the feet ofpersons In the worlds above us, it would sti]] be motion upwards
to them and our idea would be confirmed. I suspect that the words 'at the
feet' (l1ft 'rovs 1To8as) and 'at the heads' (J1Tl T7}v K€cPaA~V) ought to be
interchanged: see C.B. notes ad loco

4 e.g. Brieger, dt alomorum motu principlll; (Philosoph. A6lJand. zu Martin
Htrz),.p. 2~7 'quae quam inepte excogitata sint nemo est quin videat'. .

5 GlUssam, Stu~. Lucr. I 33,n. I, replied to Brieger's objection by a r,dutflO4' absurdum on his own assumption. If relative position and determinate
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.: >";'~"·'cannot to? often be re~eated that Epicurus' notion of space
•:... ;':;.~as physlcall:-one might alm<?st say concrete-a~d geo

.'~ ':,.! :)::'."rcentric. To ~Im space was a VOId, every .part of which w.as
': "·",·r,\ :capable of being filled or a~tually filled ~Ith matter: and. Its
. . f;' i', infinity ~ ~e would ~ave. pictured to himself as ex~e~dmg

r :.outwards In every dIrectIOn from the earth to the lImIts of
Your world and then on beyond to other worlds and beyond

: :' them again without limit: space extends in all directions
!, ' awa] from us. In such a conception there is a possibility
,. : '. :.:.,' ,of the determination of relative position, relative direction,
", .'>;lod relative motion: we can, as he says, take a point in our

'.' world and speak of motion as 'up' and 'down' in relation to
, it. The weight of the atoms, as he conceived it, must always

';:produce motion in .one determinate di~e~tion and that direc
:, .... ::,tion may be descr1bed as 'downward tn reference to our
~ ;·:.·i.:·::;"selves. The reply no doubt to some extent shirks the diffi

}SF~culty, but Epicurus never felt himself bound to think out
':::;:;;~his views in reference to other systems, but only to make

j .' ···them consistent with his own. His idea may perhaps be
;:: r~/':Jregarded as a first essay in Relativity.
. {:::(~:' The atoms in the void are thus carried 'downwards' by

)::::)'..~~~eir own weigh~, falling in perpendicular straight lines 3
.:::'~: :~hke drops of ra1n'. 4 How can they ever meet and form
L'·:; .things? Lucretius 5 is here our sole authority for a view
... ,\which, one may reasonably suppose, had been put forward
··.'·r (at some stage in the Atomic theory, after weight had been

: ·'·.·:.";recognized as the cause of motion. It might be inferred on
.: :.,:' ~!he analogy of the sensible world, that differences of weight
~ ;"::;.~:,In the atoms are the cause of their meeting; that the heavier
,~ <•• \'.:atoms in their downward course catch up the lighter and so

. .. (':'. "come into collision and form atomic nuclei which afterwards
; '.;. :moti~n in infinite space are unthinkable, the phenomenal world becomes a

.:i.,~elusl0n. Butsuchan argument would not have been present to Epicurus, and
~ : ;:~~}}. :;It seems possible and more satisfactory to discover a positive reply in Epicurus'

I~ ;'.(,':0\\11 main conceptions. I See § 2, pp. 293 If.
:.c,;,:.§l ~ Compare the ar~ument with regard to the infinity of the universe in
:':'( -'4-1, 42, and Luer.I. 958 fr.
:,.;(., ... 3 ICClTQ tn'o.8f£1Jv is the Epicurean description of this straight fall: Aet. t.
::.F·i 12

• 5; U. 280, &c. 4 Lucr. ii. 222. S ii. 225 fr.
:·:-:-7·...f.. ~

~. :r·::·:/::·:··::
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'atOIll, that is, ca.n. tra~erse any dista?ce of which we are
" able of conceiving in a space of time so small that we
.,ca~not visualize it: the speed of the atoms may.there~ore

~" caell be described in the expressive phrase of Gl\~SSanl as
.' ~bsolute motion'.l Lucretius' illustration is peculIarly apt•,:nd gives occasion for one of his finest pieces of brief

" description.: At sunrise we see the whole world suddenly
,bathed in light: the sun's light travels with .incredible
velocity: yet it is impeded both externally and m~ernalIy;

hoW much greater must be the speed of the unImpeded
atom? Once again modern science gives confirmatory

, evidence in statistics of velocit~.3 Th; later c?mmentato~s

",give us more pr~cise i.deas of Eplcurus conceptIOn o~ atomiC
motion. Pursuing hiS usual hne of argument agamst the
Eleatics and their successors,4 Epicurus 5 apparently held
that there was not merely a minimum ofextenslOn (the7r€pas or
minima pars) and a minimum of physical existence (t~e atom),
:but also a minimum of movement (KlV1JC7t~) and a minimum of
time (xpovo~). He held tha~ the uni~}?ededato~ accomplishes
a minimum of movement In the mInimum of time, and there
would thus be a basis for the calculation of speed, just as the
'least part' gives the basis of ~alcul~tion of size. Thi~ con
ception seems to be borne out In an Important passage In the
Letter to Herodotus, which must subsequently be con
sidered in which he speaks of the atoms in the compound, f .
body moving in different direction~ :in momen~s 0 ~lme

perceptible only by thought',6.the m~nlmum tha~ IS ?f. time.
The whole notion of the incredIble SWIftness of thIS minimum

"of atomic movement was apparently expressed by Epicurus

I Siud. Lucr. 1 0 7. 2 ii. 142-64.
3 We are told, for instance, that the molecule ofhydrogen moves at the rate

.• of 18;9 metres per second: see Masson, Lu{r~tiu!, p. 124. .

, 4 On this point, see von Arnim, Epikurs ulzr~ 0011 Mil1imum, and BJgnone,
, Epicllro, Appendix V, pp. 2z8 fr. •

5 Simp!. in Arist. Phys. Z. 1. 232 a 1-17; U. 278 Ef clpepwv 'Yap '"1v
". k[lI7'Jatv lCa.l T6 p.-')'£80s Ka.l 'TbV xpovov € tVa.L~ idem in Arist. Ph]s. Z. 2.

.' :~32 a 23 ; U. 277 'ToiS' 7T~P~ 'E7TlKOVpO" aplCTI<Et laOTClXwS 7Tavra au1TWV
Q.p.£pwv IC'VftUOa.L.

6 § 62 lCa.ora TOUS AO)'qJ 8EWP'fJ'TO~S xpOVOVS.

l
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unite to produce sensible things. But here the subtlety of
Epicurus' mind came into play and he saw that the analogy
would not hold: in the sensible world the cause of the
diminution of speed was a check given to the moving body
either by the opposition of some external body or in the
case of a compound by the internal vibration of its Com
ponent atoms. I Thus ~hen bodies are falling throu~h air
or water)~ the comparatIvely loose texture of the medIum is
not able to stop them altogether, but it does oppose a check,
and the lighter the falling body, the more effective is the
check and the slower its progress. Or again the motion of
a compound body started by an externaf blow may be im
peded and ultimately stopped by the internal movements of
its constituent atoms in all directions. But in the case of
atoms falling through space neither of these conditions can
come into play. The void can offer no resistance and the
constitution of the atom itself is perfectly solid; the 'least
parts' have no separate existence and cannot move internally
apart from the atom as a whole. Difference of weight then
cannot be the cause of atomic collision, for all the atoms,3
heavier and lighter alike, will move downwards through the
void at an equal rate. Epicurus has thus arrived by a 'mental
apprehension' at the result which modern science has con
firmed by experiment that in a vacuum all bodies irrespec
tive of their weight will fall at an equal speed.

This motion of the atoms through the void, being abso
lutely unimpeded, will be of incomprehensible velocity: 'their
passage through thevoid, when it takes place without meeting
any bodies which might collide, accomplishes every com
prehensible distance in an inconceivably short time'. 4 The

• , \ \ I , ,\" •
I Ep. J, § 46 Ppa.8ovs; 'Yap Kat 'TClXOVS ClVT'K01T1J Kaf. OVK aV'''l(om'l

JP.OlWp,Cl ).apfJ&.v~,. For the fuller treatment of the characteristic idea of
aVT"KomJ see pp. 329 f[ J Lucr. ii. 230-4.

3 § 61 laO'Ta.x~is aVCl)'KQ.i'O., 'Tar o:rolloVS £lva,: cf. Luer. ii. 238-9 f.
omnia quapropter debent per inane quietum
aequc ponderibus non aequis concha ferri. ..

4 § 46 b '7j 8..a TaU Kevov ~opa Kami J1.1J8fp.la.v d1TQJ.'T'J]Uf.V 'T~V
QVTI.K0tP0VTWV (U. aVTU(o!/JaVTwv MSS.) 'Y,vop./V7J miv pf}ICOS 1r(ptAYJ1T'TOV

ill ri7T~PLVO~'T'FxpovqJ O'W'TE".\E"t
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280: Lucretius' translation is dinamtn. Iii. 2I~3.

j . ;; . , : dt Sol/mia Anim. 7, p. 964 e; U. (Spic.) 281 c!TOP.OV napEYK'\tvaq.tla"
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arguing against an imaginary supporter of Democritus: 'do
you not know, whoever you are, that there is also a free
Illotion in the atoms, which Democritus did not discover,
but Epicurus brought to light, a "swerving" motion, as he

, .proves from phenomena'. Lucretius I too has dealt fully with
~~>::~.; •. the subject and the ironical criticisms of Plutarch Z and

Cicero 3 help further to an understanding of the nature of
the 'swerve' and the manner in which it suggested itself to
Epicurus' mind. The root-notion is clear enough: as the
atoms are falling in the void, 'at times quite undetermined
and at undetermined spots they push a little from their
path; yet only just so much as you could call a change of
trend'.4 This swerving causes collision with other atoms:
as the result of such collisions direction is changed again,
and there results at once the ferment of atoms moving in
every direction, which gives rise to their union in compounds
and causes the world of sensible things.

The most scathing criticism has been directed against this
, '" notion of the 'tiny swerve' 5 both by ancient and by modernFE': writers. Thus Cicero speaks of it as a 'puerile invention' 6

i . ,.. and with more penetration complains elsewhere that such
' ..' a notion is really a disgraceful abandonment by Epicurus of

j .'" his main position.? This is indeed the line of attack which
l ' has been most usually adopted: this 'swerve' of the atoms is

... a contradiction of the 'laws of nature' (Joedera naturai) on
. ; > which Epicurus' system is based: it is a breach of his own

.> ~r:t principle that 'noth.ing is created out of nothing', for
It IS a force absolutely Without a cause. The laws of atomic

, .

L
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by saying not that the atom 'moves' (KLV€t'TW) over th
minimum of distance in the minimum of time, but that i~
'has been moved' (K€K'VY'J'TCU): I the action is instantaneous and
complete as soon as begun. This idea exposed him to much
criticism ~>n the grou.nd that it was impossible to conceive
of a continuous motIOn composed of these instantaneous
'jer~s', but on a ~ore sympathetic view it is easy to see what
Eplcur~s was trying. to express by ~t. The i~ea is important
as showing once again the penetration of Eplcurus' kinetics
and because it becomes of value in explaining his conceptio~
of the relation of the movements of the atoms to that of the
whole body in a compound.

§ 2. The 'swerve'
~he atoms then, if this were a complete account of their

motion, would fall for ever in the void at 'atomic speed' in
parallel straight lines, 'nor could collision come to be, nor
a blow be brought to pass for the first-beginnings; so nature
would never h~ve. brought aught to being'. ~ By his stern
refusal to. avail himself of a false analogy in the sensible
world ~plcurus seems to have brought his system to a
standstill. But he had his own characteristic solution, which
though it has brought a storm of criticism on his head as a
childish blunder, was yet not only meant in all seriousness,
but designed as one of the crucial points in his system. It is
curious that there is no mention of the 'swerve' of the
atoms in the Letter to Herodotus: it must have been there
either at the beginning of § 43, where some words have
been lost, o.r in another sectio~ which has perished. But
we have eVIdence e~o~gh for I~ elsewhere. Diogenes ~f
Oenoanda 3 refers to It In a rhetOrical passage in which he IS

I Them. paraphr. Arist. PlzyJ.Z. I. 232a;U.278lc/>,ilCaUTOUS€TWV
a.P.CipW" 19 eLv avylCEtTat (u. the whole distance travelled) ou KL,,€iTaL Q,Ua
ICElCl"'1Tal: cf. Simp]' ad eundem locum; U. 278 (1TaY£L SE Ka~ ca\o I1.T07TOv
Ii ,\ () ~ I ~. ()' , ~ ()' " ,KO ou oU~.'Tavrv 771 V7T0 Cia€l. TO K£lCl"'1a a, Tl p.TJ 1TpOTCipO" KLVOVP.€"OV.

• Lucr. 11.223,4,

3 fro xxxiii, William. col. ii,fin., William [OVKOUV] o18as, OaT'S nOTE Cit.
, ." 8' "~, , , ~ .. [ ,Kal Ci CiV Cipav TUfa f!V TalS aTop.ms ICl"'1aLV E",al. "1 ,,] LJTJP.OKpLTOS P.CiV

O~X EJpCiV •EnlKoupos SE Els ¢w[S] 7jya.yEV. na.p€YIC'\lTL,qV inraPXOUUllV•
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·...'destiny' is master, if every action is the direct and inevitable

,; .... utcome of all preceding conditions and man's belief in his
, .. :.0wn freedom of choice is a mere delusion) then a moral
('; ~ystem is useless:. it is ~utile to t~ll a man wh~t he ought or

:: ..•• " ought not t~ d~, If he IS not ~t .hberty to d? It. Here at all
. vents 'destiny must be ehmmated. It IS a more fatal

:nemy than superstition, for it means comple~e p.aralysis:
spontaneity-voluntas-must be at ~1l costs mamtalned:

But why) in order to secure thIS very remote object,
should a protest against 'inexorable necessity' be made at

.. this point in t.he physical syst~m? It ~ould ~ave been easy,
one might thmk,. to accomphsh t~e Im?1edlate purpose of
securing the meetmg of the atoms m theIr fall through space

..... , by some device, s~ch as the Stoic notion that all things tend
............ to the centre)I whIch should not be a breach of the funda

mental law of causality, instead of this sporadic spontaneous
deviation. And in what sense can this 'swerve' be said to be
vital for the freedom of the will, with which Lucretius % so

'emphatically con.nects !t? The a?swer ,must be looked for
in the very material notIons of Eplcurus 3 psychology, which
may be briefly anticipated here. The mind (VOV5) is a con
centration in the breast of an aggregate of very fine atoms,
the same in character as those which, distributed all over the
body and intermingling with the body atoms) form the vit311
principle (ifroXT1). This aggregation of atoms may be set In

motion by images, whether coming directly from external
things or stored up as an 'anticipation' (7Tp6ATJI/JtS) in the
mind itself. Suppose, for instance, that in this way there
comes before my mind the image of myself walking:
ultimately the atoms of the mind being themselves stirred,

:' .. .... will set in motion the atoms of the vital principle: they in
..... turn will stir the atoms of body, the limbs will be moved and
•.. I shall walk. But before this can happen another process
:' must take place, the process of voli tional choice. Vlhen the
i image is presented to the mind it does not of itself imme
, ~iately and inevitably start the chain ofmotions which results
.. In the physical movement; I can at will either accept or reject

r See Lucr. i. 1°52 If. • ii. 251-93. 3 See Chap. VIII.
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being require that the atoms should fall eternally without
meeting: her; i~ an occasional causeless in~erruption of that
universal principle-almost a self-assertion of t.he atom
against the whole realm. ~f.nat,!r~. ~rom an outSide point
of view no doubt such CrItICIsm IS Justifiable. But the matter
did not so present itself to Epicurus: it is clear frorn
Lucretius' treatment that he did not regard the 'swerve' as
a weakness which must be glossed over and disguised) but
as a strong point of cardinal importance in the system, which
must be brought out into the prominence which it deserved.
Criticism will be more effective, if an attempt is first made
to discover how Epicurus arrived at the idea and what was
its importance for him.

It is a commonplace to state that Epicurus) like his
follower Lucretius) intended primarily to combat the 'myths'
of the orthodox religion, to show by his demonstration of the
unfailing laws of nature the falseness of the old notions of the
arbitrary action of the gods and so to relieve humanity from
the terrors of superstition. But it is sometimes forgotten
that Epicurus viewed with almost greater horror the con
ception of irresistible 'destiny' or 'necessity', which is the
logical outcome of the notion of natural law pressed to its
conclusion. This conclusion had been accepted in its fulness
by Democritus, but Epicurus conspicuously broke away
from him: 'it were better to follow the myths about the gods
than to become a slave to the "destiny" of the natural philo
sophers: for the former suggests a hope of placating the
gods by worship, wh;re~s th~ latter involves a nece~sity
which knows no placatIOn. I Dlogenes of Oenoanda % brIngs
out the close connexion with moral teaching: 'if destiny be
believed in, then all advice and rebuke is annihilated'. If
any ethical system is to be effective it must postulate the
freedom of the will. If in the sphere of human action tOO

rEp. iii, § 134- I<pr'iTTov 7}v Tip 1TEP~ BdiJv fLVOlp l<o,Tal<oAov9riv ~ '1
TWV qWU(/CWV rlfLapfLtV[l SovAEVElV·. 8 fL£V yap iA1TlSa 7Tapo,ln1urw5 irrroypo.
,prl BEwv SUI TlfLfj5. 7] S£ ci.1TapaiTTJTov EXEI T~V ci.vaYl<7Jv.

• fro xxxiii, col. iii (William) 1TIUTW9dU7J5 yap ElfLapfLWr,5 aipfTal -rrQua.
VOv9fu[t]a Ka~ l.1TlTlfLTJUI~.
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the idea which it suggests, I can decide either to walk or not
to walk. This is a matter of universal experience and it mUst
not be denied or rejected. But how is this process of choice
to be explained on purely material lines? It is due, said
Epicurus, to the spontaneous swerving of the atoms: the
act of volition is neither more nor less than the 'swerve' of
the fine atoms which compose the mind. The fortuitous
indeterminate movement of the individual atoms I in the void
is in the conscious complex (concilium) of the mind trans
formed into an act of deliberate will. The vital connexion
indeed the identity of the two processes is clearly brough~
out by Lucretius at the close of his exposition of the theory:
'but that the very mind feels not some necessity within in
doing all things, and is not constrained like a conquered
thing to bear and suffer, this is brought about by the tiny
swerve of the first-beginnings in no determined direction of
place and at no determined time'.z It is not merely, as has
been suggested, that Epicurus decided to get over two
difficult problems in his system economically by adopting a
single solution, but that he perceived an essential connexion
between them: if freedom is to be preserved, it must be
asserted at the very basis of the physical world.

The 'swerve' of the atoms is, no doubt, as the critics have
always pointed out, a breach of the fundamental laws of
cause and effect, for it is the assertion of a force for which no
cause can be given and no explanation offered. For if it be
said that the atom swerves because it is its nature to do so,
that is merely to put 'nature' as a deus ex machina on a level

I For a further discussion of this point see Chap. VIII, p. 435.
: ii. 289-293.

sed ne mens ipsa necessum
intestinum habeat cunctis in rebus agendis
et devicta quasi cogatur ferre patique,
id facit exiguum c1inamen principiorum
nee regione loci certa nec tempore certo.

Brieger, dt motu atIJmorum principali, regards the two processes as parallel
but not causally connected exhibitions of the same spontaneity. His view has
been successfully combatted by Giussani (Stud. Lucr. i. 125 fF.; CliltlJf1U11 t
Poluntas).
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! __ ,,:'with.'~ecessity' as it. was con~eived by some of the early
:,;.::,:!":'p~YSICISts, a f~rce which ~ame m to ~o what could not other
! >~i.-' WIse be explall'~ed. But It was no slIp .or oversight on Epi
.'.:, 'I;:~:. curus' p~rt whIch a m?re careful consIderation of his prin
.,'t ~::~eip!es might have. rectified. On the Co~trary it was a very
',\,>:'{d,ehberate breach !n the creed of 'necesSity' and is in a sense

.. l ,,:~:.:';."~th.e hinge on w?Ich the, whole of ~is system turns. He
. :". wIshed to s~~u.re f~eedom as an occaSIonal breach of 'natural

). '-Jaw'. If Cr1tlClS~ IS to be brou~ht aga}nst him, it must not
. ',.,.'be on the techmcal ground of I?COz:tslstency in this detail,

,'(i?<'but on the b:oader g~ound t.hat In hIS system as a whole he
\~,~::',;-wa~ attemptm~ .the I~posslble. To escape from the old

:"Y'.<notlon of the dIYIz:te gUl?anCe of the world, the Atomists had
;.' :~-'~set up a materIalIst philosophy d~rected solely by uniform

'. ,'.laws of ~ause 3:nd effect. ~emocntus saw that this, if pur
, >':;",sued t~ I~S loglca~ con~luslOn, mus~ le~d to an unflinching
,.:'.y:determlnlsm, wh~ch ~Ith more sCientific insight perhaps,
i ~,,~\-'but.less care for. h.IS et~Ical ,precepts, h~ had wholly accepted.
,::,~?:-Epicurus, unwIlhng In this. way to fl;k his moral sy.stem,
; :;:,·t:'~:JrIed .to. escap~ . from the Impasse without abandomng a
: ;:::lg,-::·mat~nahst positIOn. Su~h. a c~mpromise is in reality im
:y~;;,~.posslble: a wholly mater~a}Ist view of the world, which ex
:.+tt:-::dudes altogeth~r. the spmtual a~d the supernatural, must
· "~~:': -lead to. determlmsm, and there IS no real path of escape,
,,'E;/e;ccept In the acknowledgement?f other than material condi
:'\i'.': 't~ons and causes. From the POint of view of ultimate con

· :~,:'.sIstency, the 'swerve' is a flaw in Epicureanism but it is not
.>J;_.-t~ be treated as a p~tty e,xpedien~ to get o~er'a temporary
':,.:'t:: dlfficultr, or. an umntelhgent mistake which betrays the

,! ",:co-.: ,superficial thmker.
j:~~~::l It max not be uninterest~ng to notice that a parallel diffi
; ~~...~,(~:~~ll~ anses for ~odern. thm~ers I and that a solution not
":"~\:' e that of Epicurus atomic swerve has sometimes been
;~jt'..,p~opounded. ~he modern scientist is not indeed concerned

",:~:",.~Ith. the ~uestlO~ of free will~ which he usually regards as
•. ~':--' 9utslde hiS province, but he IS concerned with the origin

· :}~.thp~~ a very interesting account in Masson, Lucrnius. Epicurtan Imd Pott,
.-::::<;...::.:..:
, ~, ,~::,-:,:: : 'I •i_C
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I For a further discussion of this point see Chap. VIII, p. 435.
: ii. 289-293.

sed ne mens ipsa necessum
intestinum habeat cunctis in rebus agendis
et devicta quasi cogatur ferre patique,
id facit exiguum c1inamen principiorum
nee regione loci certa nec tempore certo.

Brieger, dt motu atIJmorum principali, regards the two processes as parallel
but not causally connected exhibitions of the same spontaneity. His view has
been successfully combatted by Giussani (Stud. Lucr. i. 125 fF.; CliltlJf1U11 t
Poluntas).
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! __ ,,:'with.'~ecessity' as it. was con~eived by some of the early
:,;.::,:!":'p~YSICISts, a f~rce which ~ame m to ~o what could not other
! >~i.-' WIse be explall'~ed. But It was no slIp .or oversight on Epi
.'.:, 'I;:~:. curus' p~rt whIch a m?re careful consIderation of his prin
.,'t ~::~eip!es might have. rectified. On the Co~trary it was a very
',\,>:'{d,ehberate breach !n the creed of 'necesSity' and is in a sense

.. l ,,:~:.:';."~th.e hinge on w?Ich the, whole of ~is system turns. He
. :". wIshed to s~~u.re f~eedom as an occaSIonal breach of 'natural

). '-Jaw'. If Cr1tlClS~ IS to be brou~ht aga}nst him, it must not
. ',.,.'be on the techmcal ground of I?COz:tslstency in this detail,

,'(i?<'but on the b:oader g~ound t.hat In hIS system as a whole he
\~,~::',;-wa~ attemptm~ .the I~posslble. To escape from the old

:"Y'.<notlon of the dIYIz:te gUl?anCe of the world, the Atomists had
;.' :~-'~set up a materIalIst philosophy d~rected solely by uniform

'. ,'.laws of ~ause 3:nd effect. ~emocntus saw that this, if pur
, >':;",sued t~ I~S loglca~ con~luslOn, mus~ le~d to an unflinching
,.:'.y:determlnlsm, wh~ch ~Ith more sCientific insight perhaps,
i ~,,~\-'but.less care for. h.IS et~Ical ,precepts, h~ had wholly accepted.
,::,~?:-Epicurus, unwIlhng In this. way to fl;k his moral sy.stem,
; :;:,·t:'~:JrIed .to. escap~ . from the Impasse without abandomng a
: ;:::lg,-::·mat~nahst positIOn. Su~h. a c~mpromise is in reality im
:y~;;,~.posslble: a wholly mater~a}Ist view of the world, which ex
:.+tt:-::dudes altogeth~r. the spmtual a~d the supernatural, must
· "~~:': -lead to. determlmsm, and there IS no real path of escape,
,,'E;/e;ccept In the acknowledgement?f other than material condi
:'\i'.': 't~ons and causes. From the POint of view of ultimate con

· :~,:'.sIstency, the 'swerve' is a flaw in Epicureanism but it is not
.>J;_.-t~ be treated as a p~tty e,xpedien~ to get o~er'a temporary
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,! ",:co-.: ,superficial thmker.
j:~~~::l It max not be uninterest~ng to notice that a parallel diffi
; ~~...~,(~:~~ll~ anses for ~odern. thm~ers I and that a solution not
":"~\:' e that of Epicurus atomic swerve has sometimes been
;~jt'..,p~opounded. ~he modern scientist is not indeed concerned

",:~:",.~Ith. the ~uestlO~ of free will~ which he usually regards as
•. ~':--' 9utslde hiS province, but he IS concerned with the origin

· :}~.thp~~ a very interesting account in Masson, Lucrnius. Epicurtan Imd Pott,
.-::::<;...::.:..:
, ~, ,~::,-:,:: : 'I •i_C
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:.:LJ·:~:rtcccessity) the little elemc~lt of stiff-neckedness, bo~h of which cle
'. (;f~ tp.ents we find ev~rywhe.re m nature,. these are the thl.ngs that prevent
}\:.:<,: n the most reliable thmgs from bemg absolutely reliable.... Atoms

:;.ftJi,..::·~:~e a mind as much smaller and less complex than ours as their bodies
:1;\}'.. ·r'a·re smaller or less complex. l

." '~"'i""'i

:'), i::\f~&fthese theories are no ?oubt still unorthodox and d~ not
:~: '" .r~:"';.:: represent the norm~l view of the modern man of sClen.ce,
~; :,:.~ "but they show unmIstakably. a tendency towards a solutIon
". :":~I : closely parallel to that of EpICUruS, and may serve to make
'; :.:.:rrj,·: his problem i~tel1igible to ~s in mod~rn p~raseolo~.
'/'.;, Before leaVIng the doctrIne of the atomiC swerve, whose

:j ~)j{rpsychological i~plications .will have to be dealt with ~ater?:&
..: ': i'L> there are certain other pOInts and problems concernIng It
,; ~. ;,:.;J : which must be noticed. The first is of the nature of a
j ";'J · caution. Though in the aggregate of the soul-atoms the
:: :::'·t • 'swerve' is productive of conscious volition, it D?ust not be

.' ~ : ::-:::t: ; supposed that Ep!curus represente~ the swe~lng of any
, ;c !.<:;:. • individual atom as In any sense conSCIOUS or vohtIonaI. Such
;~~/t,an idea would be contrary to the very root-principles of his
;·:E~t., 'materialism, for it would be introducing a supra-natural
,:;,;:m;< 'element into the action of the lowest and most rudimentary
~:·:J.::~i:··' forms of matter, or, as he would have put it in his own terms
·t:::j;,:.: -assigning to the individual atoms a power that could only
: x.. :r.:belong to the subtlest aggregate of the very finest and
~:·::t,: ,minutest among them under very special conditions. The

.: U:::;};, atom, so far from having conscious volition, has not even
':" . ',</' .sensation: 3 the 'swerve' of the individual atoms is in no
:;::. t?:f:; sense conscious; it could at most be described as a mechanical

:i '."::~;:. freedom corresponding to the psychical freedom of the will.
:"Lt ' A second point is of less importance. It has been main
; :,~i,:·, tained by one modern critic 4 that Epicurus meant that any
) r.8;t>~ individual atom could only swerve once and no more. Such
,':::i\',~ ,

(:~;:.\\,;:"; I It may be noticed that Butler here attacks not only the problem of con-
, '-~)~r':, sciousness, but that of free will which was raised by Epicurus and Lucretius,

,,"-"' .. '; and incidentally touches the question of spontaneity in nature, which Guyau
'~~-I::;t, ~ aSsociates with Epicurus' 7Tap'YK~'U'S.
;,' :;;,';, a See Chap. VIII, p. 435. J Lucr. ii. 886 fr.

.. Brieger, dt atom. mot. pril1c., p. 22+ : see Giussani, SIII4. Lllcr. p. 138, n. I.
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of consciousness, and as he pursues it lower and lower i
!he scale of.being he ask.s whether th.ere is a point at which
It can be saId that conscIousness begms or whether it mUst
be traced back into inorganic matter. There has recently
been a series of thinkers who have been prepared to st~t
that consciousness must be pushed back right to the ver;
atoms themselves.. T~us .W. K. Cl~fford r argues that lin
order to save contInuIty In our bebef, we are obliged to
assume that along with every motion of matter, whether
organic or inorganic, there is some fact which corresponds
to the mental fact in ourselves', 'a moving molecule of in
?rganic matter does not possess mind or consciousness, but
It possesses a small piece of mind-stuff. Similarly Haecke]%
was led to postulate that in the most elementary form of
matter there is what he calls a 'psycho-plasm', and even to
speak of 'atoms with souls'. In a recent work one of the
younger English biologists states 3 in the same spirit that
'we mus.t ... ~elieve ~hat not only living matter, but aU
matter, IS assocIated WIth something of the same general
description as mind in higher animals' and argues that a new
word is wanted to describe the iworld-stuft" which is both
matter and mind. But the most striking parallel not only
~o the ideas but even to the phraseology ofLucretius is found
In the Note-Books 4 of Samuel Butler: the passage is worth
quoting almost in full.
When people talk ofatoms obeying fixed Jaws, they are either ascribing
some kind of inteIligence and free will to atoms or they are talking
nonsense. There is no obedience unless there is at any rate a potentia
lity of disobeying. No objection can lie to our supposing potential or
elementary volition or consciousness to exist in atoms, on the score that
their action would be less regular or uniform if they had free will than
if they had not. By giving them free will we do no more than those
who make them bound to obey fixed laws. They will be as certain to
use their freedom of will only in particular ways as to be driven into
these ways by obedience to fixed laws. The little element of individual
caprice (supposing we start with free will), or (supposing we start with

I EIIays and Rtmai11J, vol. ii, pp. 6J, 85.
2 Tht Ridd/! of tb! Unit'!rJt.
3 J. S. Hurler, ESlays of a Bi%gisl, 1923, p. 243. 4 pp. 72, 73.
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.JJlent is unnecess.ary, for '~iracle' impli7s the action of some
"external power Interrupting and alterIng natural law. A
. contingency due to the 'swerve' would be an internal force,
. itself the direct outcome of the one element of spontaneity
. which Epicurus admitted into his system. As Guyau has

.. ; -':.: himself summed up the conception of the 'swerve' and its
J(\~{~;~'action, 'spontaneity precedes, follows, and completes nature,
';: ';;!'; and prevents it from being a mere mechanism incapable of
.~,.'.' ' improvement and subject to an inexorable fatalism: it is for
. : .' " this reason that Epicurus maintains it'.1
; ',.'~:_ The idea is very attractive and would give a completeness
:)~i .. and consistency to Epicurus' whole system, but it is very

'}};:i:"":doubtful whether it can safely be ascribed to him. It is true
:".:~ that Epicurus' ~onception of 'chance' is less scientific tha!1
.~.'.. that of Democrltus ~ and that he does appear to regard 1t

. . not as an unpredictable result of the working of natural law,
but as the intervention of an unaccountable force which to
some extent thwarts natural law. It appears in this sense

.:.several times in connexion with the moral theory: simple
diet 'fits us to be fearless of fortune',3 'in but few things

.. chance hinders a wise man',4 the prudent man recognizes

.: that 'some things happen by necessity, some by chance',s
and 'sees that chance is inconstant',6 'nature teaches us to
pay little heed to what fortune brings·.7 A more explicit

.: :.:'. passage 8 in the third letter states that the prudent man 'does
::;:.;::'" n?t regard chance as a god (for in a god's acts there is no
,;;. \'.:: :disorder), nor as an uncertain cause of all things': chance is

.: ~'-'·:::):.an uncertain cause, but it only controls certain things in the
I:;

.. ~ ..... lOp. cit., p. 91. 2 See Part I, Chap_ III, § 3, p. 142.
3 Ep. iii. 131 npar T7]JI -rVxrJJI Q,pofJov~ '1I'apaaKEva'n.
• K..1. xvi ppa.x'a a~~ -rom 1Tap~p.1Tl'1TTn.
S Ep. iii, § 133 <0. I-£(JI Ka.Tt

ci~d"ln1v ylvETa'>J 0. 8E a1TC~ TJxr1r.
6 Ibid. -n,v at TVX'1J1 aaTaTOJl Opo.V.
'1 C.B. fro 77; .,.a 1Tapa. -rijr -nJX'1r I-£U<p&rEpa (~ ePJalr) 8L8daKE' Jlo,...t'Ety.
I to 134 ' ~ \ I .. 8' · \ ..R' (to' , .,. . .. 'J , '"IV aE 'TV)(11V OVTE" E"OV... V1TOl\al'¥"avwv ov Elf -yap aTa.KTWS

.'. ~(~ fTparrETar.) OWE <1TaVTWJI> OfJl{1ar.ov m.la.". The manuscript text o;n.~
.. ~'~.:;' .. 'df~Pa.,OV alTlav ca.nnot .be right, ~s that is exactly w~at Epicurus did think

.~:·:\;i~.> clauance to be: the InSertion of 1TaVTWV seems the caslest way to mend the
:: :' };.;;~",c Use: see my note, ad loco
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an idea would be so arbitrary as to be very unlike Epicurus.
usual modes of thought, there is no evidence for it in th
authorities and it would immensely complicate the psycho~
logical explanation of free-will. Moreover the main argu~

ment on which this contention rests, that the atom having
once swerved from the line of the perpendicular fall could
not return to it again and so be in a position to swerve onCe
more is valueless; for on the one hand, there is nothing to
show that Epicurus did not conceive ofa 'swerve' from some
other line of motion, on the other it will be seen later that it
is highly probable that he did conceive of the return of the
swerving atom to its perpendicular line.

A far more interesting problem is raised by the notion of
~he. worki~g of the 'sw~rve' as a principle ~f contingency
In Inorganic nature, whIch was put forward In the brilliant
essay of M. Guyau. J His contention is briefly this. At the
lowest point of material existence-in the individual atoms
th:re is that power ?f spontaneous movement; at the highest
pOint of the scale-In the subtle complex of fine atoms which
~onstitutes the n;i.nd of men-the same power !1ppears again
In ~he act of vohtlon. What has happened to It meanwhile?
Is It to be supposed that in the whole realm of inorganic
nature this power lies dormant? It cannot be that the atoms
cease to swerve: is it possible that their 'swerve' is without
perceptible or appreciable effect? Epicurus, answers Guyau,
cannot so have conceived it: the chain must be continuous
from the individual atoms up to their finest complex. The
'swerve' then will show itself in inorganic nature as a certain
element of chance or contingency, which contravenes the
iron despotism of the law of necessity in the inanimate just
as much as in the animate world. Occasionally things happen
'by chance·, apart from the working of the laws of nature,
and these chance events are just a fresh manifestation of the
atomic 'swerve'. Guyau is himself at some pains to show
th~t such a~ id~a would not be, as it might be thought, ~
re-Introductlon Into the scheme of the element of 'miracle,
which it was Epicurus' main object to exclude. The argu~

I La Mora/~ J'tpi(u~t, chap. ii, § ii, pp. 85-91.
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I La Mora/~ J'tpi(u~t, chap. ii, § ii, pp. 85-91.



§ 3. The'blow'
The results of the 'swerve' must now be considered as it

.affects the motion of the Jfree' atoms and their behaviour in
compound bodies. It was said earlier3 that the perpendicular
fall of the atoms in paralle1lines was a 'theoretical condition'
and the reason is now clear; for the moment that a single
atom had swerved and thus came into collision with another
atom, the result of the blow must be that the two start off
again in new directions. They then impinge upon others,

. which in their turn are deflected at an angle from their
straight course, and thus is started the infinite series of
motions in all directions which leads directly to the attach
ment of atoms to one another and then by the gradual

I Pluto J~ Sol/trtifl Anim. 7, p. 964-e; U. Spic. 28 I, quoted on p. 317, n. 2.
l See especially ii. 256, and again 28+-6. 3 p. 310.
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t~· t necessity. So far Guy.au !s just~fied, ~ut is it possible to t~ke
;.'~ ~ . the further step ofaSSIgnIng thIs contingency to the workmg
:.~, of the atomic swerve? The one passage which seems to give

::;t~ support to this idea is the brief and strange statement of
;~J}~.. ~plutarch already quoted: lAn atom swerves the very least
·>l\ so that heavenly bodies and living beings and chance may

come into existence and our free will may not be lost: I

This certainly seems to suggest chance as an effect of the
~:, ;.;.':~.' ,:.1.. swerve intermediate between the formation of compound
• 0 bodies, animate and inanimate, and the establishment of
:~ 'i";.1' free will in man. But it stands absolutely alone. It is not

. of course remarkable that no notion of the kind emerges in
·,-" the Letter to Herodotus, for the section dealing with the

:': .,;.[ 'swerve', if there was one, has been lost. But it is remarkable
:: : .' . that there should be no hint of the idea in Lucretius' full
:~"h and careful treatment of the subject: his transition :& is direct

" from the 'swerve' of the atoms to the act of volition in the
.i: X{ soul. On the whole it seems safest to conclude that Epicurus

,.' ( .'.. •.~. :did admit the element of contingency in the world, and may
, ,,:;.' possibly have attributed it to the atomic 'swerve'; most
i {:~:"~ probably the brilliant idea devised by Guyau did not occur
" ~., to him, but he would gladly have adopted it if it had.

L

I Ep. ii, § 897TP0C10JCU:tS T€ Iea.L lJLapOpWUfts KaL fL€TaUTaU£tS 7TOtOVV1'WV

E1r' IDov T&1rOV~ Ed-v oVrw TVxn.
:t ii. 1°5<]-62:

sponte sua forte offensando semina rerum
multimodis temere incassum frustraque coacta
tandem coluerunt ea quae coniecta repcnte
magnarum rerum fierent exordia semper.

3 v. 107.

4 Lucr. vi. 29 fr. :
quidve mali foret in rebus mortalibu' passim,
quod fieret naturali varieque voJaret
seu C(J!U itU vi, quod sic natura parasset.
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world and those sporadically. It might perhaps be held that
the language in these passages on the moral theory is loose
and untechnical and that 'chance' is used in a popular sense.
But it is possible to find parallels in the physical theory too.
In a careful description of the formation of worlds in the
second Letter 1 Epicurus says that 'seeds of the right kind
make junctions and articulations and cause changes of
position to another place, as it may happen', and in the same
context Lucretius tells us that 'the seeds of things themselves
of their own accord, jostling from time to time by chance, were
driven together in many ways, rashly, idly, and in vain, and at
last those united which could produce a world·.:: Similarly
in speaking of the end of the world Lucretius prays; 'may
fortune at the helm (fortuna gubernans) steer this far- away
from us'.3 Equally significant is a later passage 4 in which
speaking of the services of Epicurus to mankind Lucretius
says 'he showed what there is of ill in the' affairs of mortals
everywhere, coming to being and flying abroad in diverse
forms, be it by the chance or by the force of nature, because
nature had so brought it to pass'. Here 'chance' and 4force'
are as definitely opposed as were chance and necessity in the
Letter to Menoeceus and both are described as 'natural'.

There can then hardly be any doubt that Epicurus ad
mitted the existence of a real contingency in nature, an
element of 'chance' which at times worked in contravention
ofnecessity. This is what might be expected from his general
attitude in desiring to circumscribe the working ofa universal
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~ccretion round nuclei to the creation of &things'. A d
!t come~ about that in what is logically the second stagn bSo
In f~ct I.S the" eternal condition of things) the directi~n Ut
motion IS maInly determined by the blow (11Am') of of
on atom. Thus Lucretius J can speak of the prima atorn
secondary causes of motion as practically on an e ry l~nd
COt d b h 0 • qua tty.I must nee set at alJ the first-begInnings of things .

·th b h· . . mOVeon el er y t eu own welght or sometImes by the bl
another'. What Democritus conceived as the originalO~of
0.£ thi!1~s due to. a Cnatural' movement of atoms in all d~ ate
tlons IS Indeed historically original but it is due to th Ir~c-
£th ' 'd"f.' e actiono e swerve mo 1 ylng the cdownward' fall due to w . h

W . h ·11·' elg telg t stl remains the ultimate cause of motion and' h'
absence of a blow determines its direction but the bl In t e

fi h" , ows are
so requent t at ~ractIcaIIy they are the determinants of th
character of atomiC movement. e

Thus conceived the motion of the atoms is infinitely
PIe d L"· Com-x an ) as ucretlus says,~ It would not be possible It
follow up such of the first-beginnings severally to see b

0

what means each one is carried on' But certain pr' . I Y
b ~ I bl· . •. Inclp escan e sale y esta Ished. FIrst of all It is at this ·

last that difference of weight ~egins to tell: when tw~O~~~:t
atoms clash together and a hght. one at the same mome;;
falls between them) the result IS that the light t "
, d' d d . . a om ISsqueeze out an nven In an upward directl'on 3 L
f 4 h h h . ucre-
IUS, t oug. e does not explain the process clearly, is

careful t? pOInt out that upward motion is not the natural
motIon eIther of atoms or of things. I t is in fact a second
?utcome of the 'sw~rve') but it is clear that upward motro~
IS henceforth estabhshed as surely as the original do d

° d h ·d· wnwarmotion an t e 51 eways motions due to blows Th °d .
f h D .. . e I ea IS

o course t e emocntean notion of the 'rush' (aotis) S in the
new and. more elaborate form in which the more scientific
and detal1ed treatment of Epicurus is able to present it.

Iii: 83-:-5" q~oted.above, p, 311, n. 5. ~ iL 16 -6
3 SlmphcJUs In Anst. dt CiltlfJ r I. 299 a' U 276 't Ll , ~.

.I. ' .., - ••..s.,., '." •. EsWI70Vjl&a. 'TCI leOV·
"j#OTifea. V1T 4trrwv U'f"h:Ja...ovrwv E1T' 'TO ci...w ¢>'pt:.uOaL.

.. 11. 1841f· S See Part I, Chap. III l., ., 3, p. 94, n. 4·
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A more important principle is that, though a blow means

the change of direction in the atom's motion, it never causes
. any diminution in its speed: as it meets another atom, its

course is instantaneously deflected, but the original 'abso
lute' velocity is always maintained, This principle is stated
dearly enough by Epicurus J himself: no atomic motion, he
says, is quicker or slower than another, 'neither the motion
upwards or sideways owing to blows, nor again that down-

.., .. : wards owing to their own weight'. The blow is instantaneous
~ i. ,:,,~; . and as soon as the change of direction has occurred) the

" i' .:.. atom starts off again through the void: and since it is still
in the void, there is no check or opposition and it therefore
moves at 'atomic' speed, 'quick as thought'. This notion 2

becomes of supreme importance for the understanding of
the behaviour of atoms in compounds.

It is now possible to form a clearer idea of the external
'check' (dVTUC01T7}) resulting from the collision of one atom
with another and its subsequent affectso Such collision is the
only thing which can aff'ect the movement of a 'free' atom
indeed of any atoms-and it affects it only by changing its
direction. There is an instant in which the two colliding
atoms are in contact and then each flies off' at 'atomic' speed
in a direction determined by the angle of their original
incidence. An ingenious modern critic 3 has indeed main
tained that the duration of the instant of contact is just that
of the 'minimum of time',4 so that, if it were desired to

, compare the time in which a given distance could be travelled
, by an unimpeded atom A, and another atom B which met

with many collisions, it would be possible to answer that
the time occupied by B will be that taken by A + I 'minimum

I Ep. i, § 61 ov8',; allw ouO' ~ €l~ 'TO 17'\ay,ov 8,a 'TWV ICPOVUf.WV ~opa.

avO" ,; lCa'TW 8ul 'TWV l8twv {Japw'll: see on this point Bignone, Appendix I,
pp. :n6 fr.
. ~ It is curious that this principle is never clearly stated by Lucretius; but

his treatment of kinetics is altogether slight and allusive. Perhaps the whole
sU.bjecl was too abstruse for him; more probably it was only slightly dealt
~th in the Mf;YaATJ 'E7n'To#-,1j and this may be the reason for the dispropor
bonate length of its treatment in the Letter to Herodotus.

J Bignone, I.e., p. 230. .. See above, p. 31 S.
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of time' for every collision suffered. But there seems to
be no authority for the equation of the duration of the
collision with the 'minimum of time' and the idea must be
regarded as an ingenious but uncertain inference. Anyhow
the atom after its collision proceeds at once at 'atomic' speed in
the direction given it by its last blow until it is deflected again
or-and this is a new idea of importance-in a long transit
through the void the original downward tendency will assert
itself. This must be the meaning of Epicurus when he
says in continuation of the passage last quoted: I 'for as long
as either of the two motions (that due to weight and that
due to a blow) prevails) so long will it (the atom) have a
course as quick as thought) until something checks it either
from outside or from its own weight counteracting the force
of that which dealt the blow'. The downward tendency then
still survives even in the atom bu1feted by collisions and
may come into play in a sufficiently long unimpeded course)
but it may be noted that whereas the change of direction due
to collision is immediate) the downward m~tion would only
reassert itself gradually. The idea was probably suggested
to Epicurus by the trajectory of a missile, in which the force
of the throw gradually expends itself and the weapon falls
to earth. He does not himself make much use of the con
ception in the working out of his kinetics, but it must be
borne carefully in mind.

§ 4. MOlion in compound bodies
So far inquiry has been limited to the motion of the 'free'

atoms, which continue to move independently in the void
and have not been brought by their collisions and c1ashings
into the closer and more permanent connexion with other
atoms, which forms the compound body. But this 'implica
tion' of atoms with atoms is ofcourse the all-important result

I § 61 (,p" 07TOCTOV rap av I<Q,Tlcrxn £KaTlp(a. aVT)wv~ (7Tt. ToaoUTovap.a.
vcn1p.a.7'c. 'T7)v ,pOPd.V Uxr1C1EI.~ (wr (av Tt) alJTc.lcor/rn~.q £~W(JEV 7j lK TOV lS{ov
pa.pov~ ~v TOV 7TA~faJJTos 8vVaILtv. There is no reason to follow Usener i~
e.Iduding the words 7TpOr 'T'7}at TOU 7T~~,aVTos8Vva.~was a gloss: see GiussanJ,
Stud. LtI~r. i. 104, and C.B. note ad loc. The influence of the downward
tendency is rather loosely spoken of as an civrtl<0m1.
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of the swerve and is the ultimate fate of by far the greater
art of the atoms. I It may be explained briefly thus. ~ When

fhe atoms meet one another, some become locked in a close
and strong bond of union; these form bodies of great mass
and density) such as stone, iron, &c.; others 'leap back') but
nevertheless remain in a loose union; these form thin and
fine substances) such as liquids or air. Between these ex-
tremes there is every possible varie"ty of looseness and close

'. ness of texture, producing substances of corresponding
degrees of density.

What then becomes of the motions of the atoms thus
imprisoned in compounds? Is it checked, slackened, or lost?
does the atom come to rest and only regain its motion, if
ever, when it is once again liberated by the dissolution of
the compound? It is one of the most striking of Epicurus'
acts of 'mental apprehension' that he saw that this was not
the case. The motion of the atom through the void at
'atomic' speed is not in any way diminished or altered by
its entry into the compound body. In no compound-even
that of the hardest rock-is the density so great, the texture
so close, that the atoms in any sense coalesce: there is always
between them a greater or lesser 'interval' ofvoid. The only
result of density of formation is that the atom, as it moves at
absolute speed, more immediately comes into conflict with
,other atoms and is again changed in direction: its 'trajects'
-if this term may be applied to its infinitely minute
journeyings to and fro-are made shorter and its collisions
more frequent: 'the atoms move continuously for all time
.•. some are borne on separating to a long distance from
one another, while others again recoil and recoil, whenever
they chance to be checked by the interlacing with others, or
else shut in by atoms interlaced around them'.3 An atom

I The com bination ofatoms in compounds is more fully treated in Chap" V.
J Ep. i, § +3 : cr. the much more detailed description in Lucr. ii. 95-1 II,

and its subsequent elaboration in 381-4-77, and see Chap. VI, pp. 33<;-4-1.
3 Ep. i, § 4-3 ICwoiWTal TE ut1J'~xwr at a:ropoc. ,.Jv alWva Ka~ a.t P.fat •••

Els •• , ~ \ \ '\ ~, • ... \ .. , _\ \ II.. p.al(paat Q.7T W\I\'1Il(cW OUaTQ~Eata~, at o~ a.v -rov 7TQIl~OV I.OXOVCTW,
OTav WXWUt 'rfi 1TEpt7TAOKfj IC£K~tp.latat ~ CT'TEjla{op.EVat 7Tapa. TWV 1TJ\E-

~ In'tl(wv.
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one another, while others again recoil and recoil, whenever
they chance to be checked by the interlacing with others, or
else shut in by atoms interlaced around them'.3 An atom

I The com bination ofatoms in compounds is more fully treated in Chap" V.
J Ep. i, § +3 : cr. the much more detailed description in Lucr. ii. 95-1 II,

and its subsequent elaboration in 381-4-77, and see Chap. VI, pp. 33<;-4-1.
3 Ep. i, § 4-3 ICwoiWTal TE ut1J'~xwr at a:ropoc. ,.Jv alWva Ka~ a.t P.fat •••
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I ii. I 32-41. • .
t It is also possible that the condition of rest is produced when the maJonty

of the atoms have returned to the original 'downward' tendency.
: .3 Ep. i, § 62. The passage is obscure, the text not certain, and critics have
:, differed considerably as to interpretation. I have therefore contented myself
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.::<\. In the first place it is clear that this inte~nal ~ov~me~t of
'-: •. ,; the atoms, vast numbers of them hastening In directIOns
/.; '.:." . different to-and even dire.cdy contrary ~o-that of the
3: ~'.' ;i;r.-- whole, must act as a retardation on the motl?~ of th,e whole
:L',~<.'/body, In ~ther words the e~ect of the COll1~IO~S (a~"~K01nJ)
4~·;::(:··of atom w~th atom a~~ thel\ s~bse9.uent, traJects In all
.J .-:··.'.-directions IS that of a check.. Antlc~pe t~us ~ome~ to

'.~ '. have the secondary sense ,of an In~ern~l ch,e~k. or drag on
~~ i., .... the whole body, but the Internal acntlc.ope ~s In no sense a
; :<.:_ . different thing from the external ant1co~e o~ the atoms;
.. ,'it is only its inevitable outcome. Lucr~tlus I In ~ famous

· passage tra~es the upward growth of thIS :etardatl~n. Th~
Individual Independent atom moves at absolute spee~.
when two or three atoms join in a nucleus, that nucleus IS

: retarded by their contrary motions.wit~in it: it j~ins with
.' other nuclei in a body whose pace IS still slower. tIll at last
. there is formed a body sufficiently large and suffiCiently slow
.' in movement to be perceptible to th.e senses-su~h as the
mote in the sunbeam by whose behaViour the poet Illustrates

· the movement of th; atoms. The notion is one of the most
·penetrating and-from the point ofview of modern science
one of the most interesting in the whole Epicurean system.

With this conception of the internal motion of the.com
pound body it might then be said roug~ly tha~ the motion of

. the whole body is the aggregate motIon of Its con:ponent
.. atoms. When it is at rest, that must mean that the Internal
_movements of the atoms counteract one another and produce
·an equilibrium;:: when it is in motion, the direction and
pace of that motion is determined by the resultant of the

..' . sum of the movements of the atoms. This account is in
,-. the main true but Epicurus raises certain points about it,
· a consideratio~ of which will serve to make the idea clearer.
.: In the first place 3 it must not be forgotten that the body as
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then must never be supposed to be more than instan_
taneously at rest at the moment ofcollision: in the compound
no less than in its free state, it is for ever in motion: 'if yo~
think that the first-beginnings can stay still, and by staying
still beget new movements in things, you stray very far
from the true reasoning'.1 Thus the compound body) the
aggregate of atoms ever in ceaseless movement, is always in
a condition of feverish vibration (1TMp.OS'), even when the
whole is at rest. Lucretius a in a striking passage brings out
the notion clearly:
herein we need not wonder why it is that when all the first-beginnings
of things are in motion, yet the whole seems to stand wholly at rest,
except when anything starts moving with its entire body. For, all the
nature of the first-bodies lies far away from our senses, below their
purview: wherefore, since you cannot reach to look upon them, they
must needs steal away their motions from you too; above all) since such
things as we can look upon, yet often hide their motions, when with
drawn from us on some distant spot.

Lucretius clinches his argument with two beautiful illustra
tions from experience, the distant flock of sheep, which looks
like 'a white mass on a green hilI', and the distant army
manreuvring which appears 'to be at rest and to lie like a
glimmering mass upon the plains'.

It is not difficult thus to conceive of the internal but wholly
imperceptible atomic vibration in a thing at rest-modern
science teaches the same idea-but what of a compound
body in motion? what is the effect of this vibration on its
motion, and what is in general the relation of the motion
of the individual atoms to the motion of the whole body
which they compose? These are much more difficult que~

tions to which Epicurus 3 has devoted an obscure section In

the Letter to Herodotus, which has however been consider
ably elucidated by modern scholars.4

I Lucr. ii. 80-2. :z ii. 3°8-32.
3 § 61 to which, in my opinion, must be added a portion of § +7, which

occurs in the text in the section devoted to the d8w~a of vision, but must
refer to atomic motion in compounds generally: see my notes, ad Ioc.

4 Especially by Giussani, Ci1ttlit(J Epi(ur~(J; Slud. Lu(r. pp. 97-12+; and
Bignone, Epifuro, Appendix, § I,
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a. whole may move at different speeds and in various direc_
tions, whether as the result of a blow or of its natural ten
dency to fall. Suppose two bodies A and B are so moved i~
the same.direction, but that A is ~ravel1i~g twice as fast as
B: even If we take the least possible perIod of continuous
perceptible time (I<QT<I TOV £Aax,crrov avV€xij xPOJ'ov), A still COvers
twice the distance covered by B. We are inclined to infer
that the atoms which compose A are moving twice as fast
as those of B. But if we try to pass beyond the region of
sense-P7rcep~ion to 'atomic

t

~im~) I t? an instan~ of time only
perceptible In tho~~ht (K47Q TOV Aoycp 8£WPTJTOV xp6vov), we
perceive that at this Instant the atoms are not, like the com
pound bodies, all moving in the same direction, those of A
twice as fast as those of B, but on the contrary the individual
atoms are all moving at an equal 'absolute t rate, colliding
and clashing momentarily and striking off on their 'trajects t

in all directions. 'Mental apprehension t has here corrected
a false inference from sensation: 'for the addition of opinion
with regard to the unseen, that the moments perceptible only
by thought will also contain continuity of motion, is not
true in such cases; for we must remembel that it is what we
observe with the senses or grasp with the mind by an appre
hension that is true'.~ The 'opinion' then that the atoms
of A are moving twice as fast as those of B in the same
direction is false: what is true is (0) 'what is observed' by
the senses that the whole body A is travelling twice as fast
as B, and (b) 'what is apprehended by the mind t that the
atoms inside both A and B are still moving at atomic speed
in all directions. The motion of the whole is to be reckoned
in continuous time as observed by the senses) that of the

with paraphrasing what I believe to be its meaning. Bignone agrees almost
entirely with met Giussani and Usener both postulate what I believe to be
unnecessary corrections of the text.

I Notice that the ideas here are based on the conceptions of the 'minimum'
of movement and ~he ~minimumt of time: see p. 3J 5.

:t TO yap 7I'pocrooea'0l-t€VOV 1T£pi TOU aopaTovt c.Us a.pa Kat 0: Otci AOYOV
OEwprrroi XpOJ'o, 7"0 GVV€XfS rijs 4>opas ;eOVGtV~ OUI< OA7JO'S faTW itT' ....WI'

, t" e ' -" tt R\\ \ fJ' -TotOVTWV· (17'(' TO y€ (Wp0tJ/l€VOV 1Tal' "., l<aT (7ttfJOI\7JV "ap. avo/,t(VOV-r!J

8,avo{q. J.A'I().:) EUT'''.

l

":.: I

.t:.-•.
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~<.:~" atoms by the discrete minima of movement in the minima
~ ~'~." ~~ "of time as apprehended by the mind.
~ :::,j. ," So .far Epicu.ru: ha~ a caution agai!1st possible mi~under
.: :::.:< :. standmg, but It IS dl~cult to refraln from pursulng the
.>.:~~.:(·'>'JI1atter farther and asking what then is the relation between
: >,.--<;'~: the motion of the whole and the motion of the atoms, which

.:~.' /:,:'.~ enables the one body to move twice as fast as the other,
:* ~">~;;:a1though the rate of the internal atomic motion is always the
.: :::,}~. '~'sarne? The answer which Epicurus would surely have given

.;:j !...<:.:,',,·is that in the body A twice as many atoms are moving in the
"~) ,<";'~~', direction of the who.le as in the body B, whose pace is
·'\~:,i:.:.slackened by greater Internal 'anticope'. Imagine that each

i ..::?;'.> body consists of 24 atoms: if in A 16 are moving from east
i:~;;~~:' to west ~nd 8 in other dire~tions more or less impedin~,

,~.:'~': whereas. In I! 8 only are moving from east to west and 16 In
. i '. . other dIrections, A travels from east to west twice as fast

. as B. In other words, 'anticope' is the inverse determinant
"of speed. For this conclusion at least there is the authority
of Epicurus himself: I it is true of the motion of compounds

just as much as of 'free t atoms that 'it is "anticopeU and its
ab:ence wthich take the outward appearance of slowness and
qUIckness .~

Vle must not then interpret the motions of the component
, ~toms by the motion of the whole body, even though it is

Itself the resultant of the sum of their motions. Epicurus' 3

. second caution is the converse of this: we must not suppose
'<. the motion of the whole body to be that of each or any of the

~ :"·~i>~·

{:'~'.,r~" >..a~Ja.~~.f3pa8ovr yd.p Kal 'TdxotJS dVTtKO~ Ka~ ov/< dV'T'KOni op.olwp..a.

': ,:{ :a .Giussani (I:c.) has attc.mpted to follow up the question farther And inquire
,''':~':': precl~ely :vha.t IS th.e at.ornle cffe~t on a body propelled by an external blow.

':;; 0', The. mqulry IS fascmatmg, especially as ] think Giussani is mistaken in some
:"~:..,ofhis. c?nclusions, but as ther~ is no warrant for a decision in any Epicurean
'~:'._' !ett, .I~ 15 better left alone. GlUssani's main weakness is a desire to pursue his

>' .. InqUIrIes too far .an.d to read his own ideas into Epicurus' mind.
{ .. .j: .0 3 § 47.. b. T~s I.S the pas~ge at~ached in the manuscri.pts to the acc~u~t
; "':~" f the £&.8w~(1. It IS almost ImpOSSIble to make sense of It there: here It IS
~ ' ..'~~~~ e~~tly in point. Again I am using the text and interpretation adopted in my

.,~ ~:':i.~' edition.

~~I
:~

I,"
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component atoms. This 'first principle' (OTO£X£WV, as Epi
curus calls it) is again couched in rather obscure language
due no doubt to criticisms levelled at Epicurus' theory:

nor must it eith~r be supposed that in moments perceptible only by
thought the movmg body too passes to the several places to which its
component atoms move (for this too is unthinkable, and in that case
when it arrives all together in a sensible period of time from any poin;
in the infinite void, it would not be taking its departure from the place
from which we apprehend its motion): for the motion of ·the Whole
body, will be the outward expression of its internal collisions, even
though I up to the limits of perception we suppose the speed of the
motion not to be retarded by collision.

If the component atoms are in the atomic minima of time
performing tiny trajects in all directions,it might be supposed
that in the same imperceptible minima of time the whole
body performs this series of motions and reaches the end
of its Journey after having followed a devious course in all
directions. Such an idea, says Epicurus, is unthinkable, as
can be seen from its implications: for if it were true, a body
which we see to be moving from east to west may in reality
in an imperceptible minimum of time have been moving
along the course of some of its component atoms from north
to south.: The problem and its solution, as here stated by
Epicurus, seem crude and almost puerile. It is hard to
suppose that anyone could have the idea which he is at pains
to refute. But behind it lies an important question. If the
movement of the whole body is the sum of the motion of
its component atoms, and these motions are the tiny trajects
in all directions in imperceptible moments of time, are not
those motions alone real and is not the motion of the com
pound body a delusion? To this question Epicurus would

I There is no reason to suppose, with Giussani, that EpicUfUS' reference
is to the points from which the individual atoms started in the void before
they entered the compound body. The idea is very far-fetched and, as
Bignone points out, there could be no possible reason for identifying the
motion of the whole body with the prtrJ;oul motions of its atoms.

: This is my interpretation of the vague expression fLlXpt ToaoVTov: see
notes, ad loco
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" ly unhesitatingly, No. The motion of the whole body
~e~he outward expression in continuous time perceptible to

~ "~he senses of the invisible motions of the atoms. Both are
, ealities the one for thought and the other for the senses,
::nd the' latt~r is the sensi.ble exhibition .of the f?rme~. As

,:" 'be remarks In the conclUSIon of the prevIous sectlon, I what
,Vie observe with the senses or grasp with the mind by an
apr,rehension is true'. . .

fhis paradox rests In fact ~n one of the .most Import~nt
-:of Epicurus' physical conceptIons, whIch wtlI be dealt WIth

, ,~ more fully in the next chapter, that of the compound ~o~Y

'i ',' as a new unity (a.(JpOUTp.a., concil!u~). Th~ comF!0und lS~ In
i .' "'his view, not a mere aggregate, It 15 an entity whIch acqUIres
" new powers and faculties. This becomes clear in his theory

of the secondary qualities: the atoms themselves are, for
instance, colourless, but by their differences of shape and
,arrangement they.produce colour in ~he compoun~, and that
colour is no delUSIon, but a new reahty. So here In the case
of movement: as separate identities the atoms perform ti~y

trajects at imperceptible speed, but as parts of the new unIty
they combine to make up a n~w mO!lon. !his under~ying

idea lies at the very root of Eplcurus phYSIcal conceptions:
both the world of phenomena, perceived by the senses and
the imperceptible world conceived by thought are real and
the former is the outward manifestation of the latter. The
notion of the compound body is then the aggregate resultant
of the motions of its atoms, but it is also a new reality of
itself. In the light of this conception of the 'organism' of
the compound body, both the main theory becomes more
intelligible and also the questions raised by Epicurus and

, his answers to them. At the same time the theory of motion
in the compound body aids considerably the understanding
of the conception of the 'organism'.

If there were no other part of Epicurus' system which
could be adduced to refute the charge that he was a loose
and superficial thinker, the atomic kinetics would in itself

I § 6I,fin.
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I § 6I,fin.
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suffice. It was a department of Atomism which had hardl.
been touched by Leucippus and Democritus and EpicuruI,
development of it was all his own. The nlinuteness of detail
with which he followed out the movements of the atoms in
the compound body is almost worthy of the careful investiga~

tion of a modern physicist, and indeed in its notion of in
ternal vibration comes very near to his conclusions. And if the
idea of the 'swerve' is in a strict material sense a weakness it
was at least a daring attempt to meet on material grounds ;he
supreme difficulty of the issue of materialism in determinism.
EI;icurus' kinetics are indeed as profound a.n attempt to
think below the surface of phenomena as any In the ancient
world-even in Aristotle.

L

VI

: ¢OMPOUND BODIES AND THEIR QUALITIESiA_CURIOUS chance has brought it about that there is
-,; comparatively little first-hand information extant about
_the process by which Epicurus supposed that the atoms
i, were formed Into compounds and about the nature of the
; 'resultant bodies. In the chapter of the Letter to Herodotus I

: .in which this immediate result of the motion of the atoms
" is most likely to have been discussed there is almost certainly
'a lacuna, which besides treating of the 'swerve' may very

likely have given more detailed information on the process
. of combination: similarly in the second Book of Lucretius :J

,a long passage must have been lost in which he dealt at
:greater length with the subject than in the brief summary
-which still exists.3 The loss is the less serious in that it is
clear from the information available and from the references

later critics that Epicurus in the main followed the lea~

',ofDemocritus in this part of his theory: but there are several
questions of great interest-raised in part by the criticism
of antiquity-on which more authoritative statement than

;can now be given would have been welcome.
. The general notion is simple and straightforward and may

be summed up in Epicurus' words in the chapter cited. He
is dealing with the motion of the atoms and (in the lacuna)
has spoken of the motions of the 'free' atoms and their
collisions: he now goes on to speak of the formation of com-

.pounds as the result of collisions: 'some of them separate
to a long distance from one another, while others again keep
up vibration ('TTaAp.O), the traditional atomic word), whenever
they chance to be checked by the interlacing with others
(1T€PL1f~OJnj) or else shut in (crr(yatop€V<u) by atoms interlaced

. around them (1Tapa TWV '1TAEK'TLKWV)'. \Vith this brief account
-may be compared the rather more explicit statement of Lucre

I § 4- 3: see above, Chap. V, p. 316.
: Before line 165: 165 and 166 appear to be the conclusion of such a

section. 3 ii. 85-I JI.
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tius: 1 'some when they have dashed together, leap back at great
space apart others too are thrust but a short way from the
blow. And 'all those which are driven together in more close_
packed union and leap back but a little space apart, entangled
by their own close-locking shapes, these make the strong
roots of rock and the brute bulk of iron and all other things
of their kind. Of the rest ~ which wander through the great
void, a few leap far apart, and recoil afar with great spaces
between: these supply for us thin air and the bright light of
the sun'. In both these descriptions there is an obvious
distinction between 'rare' and 'dense' compounds 3 and
Lucretius gives us the help of examples. In the former the
atoms leap apart at great distances, though they sti!l remain
united in a compound: these produce what we might now
call 'gaseous' bodies, s~ch as the air and su~lig.ht ~which the
Atomists always conceived as a corporeal thmg). In the
latter the atoms remain in a much closer and more definite
union and produce, as Lucretius says taking the extreme
examples, hard solids like rock and iron. But a closer
examination of Epicurus' statement reveals a further sub
division among these denser formations. Some of them are
'checked by the interlacing with others': all the component
atoms that is, are in close connexion with one another:
these ~re the solids. Others are shut in by atoms interlaced
around them: their own combination, that is, is compara
tively loose, and they could not be kept together unless they
were enclosed in an outer case, composed of interlaced atoms,
to which Epicurus 4 else~here gives the name of ~he '~h.el1' or
'covering' (OTErd{OV). ThiS rather strange concel?tlOn IS. In fact
Epicurus' notion of the structure of such bodies as hqUlds,
and it becomes of great importance when he subsequently
applies itto the constitution of the 'soul'. It would seem then

I ii. 98- 108•• • • •
• The text is here uncertaIn, but I have followed Mernll In transposmg

paucula and uttra at the beginning of ll. 105, 106. •

3 Brieger, dt .Atom. mot. Pr;'J(., has suggested the convement names
ftx/ural and miX/IJrllt to distinguish the dense and rare compounds.

t. 6 A 't' \ 01 -0' "\ .. ., , § 664 ~ 5 TOV aTEya"oIlTOS' IIV "IITOS' El OIlOV £tTE lCa, p.t:povs 'nIlOS'.

Tel aTEyetColITa lCa~ TTEp,lxolITa,

:ff" COMPOUND BODIES 34'
:~ :::;> that Epicurus i,n fact dist~ng~ished between three kinds of

:J: 1;<:i-.,cornpound l;odles, each with Its ow~ form of ~tructure, (I)
~? rY,/, those in WhICh the atoms ar~ at conSiderable dIstance~ fro~

.t ,,:':~":one another and the text~r; IS v~ry l?ose, roughlx the. gases
~ ~~r,'~covering the elements '~Ir and fire ;, (2) those In WhICh the
:~~' ';':~ atoms are in a closer unlO.n, ?ut ~eqUlr~ to be kept ~oget~er
~ " ,< by a 'shell', roughly, the ltqUlds (,,:ater ); (3) th?se 10 w~Ich

~ , '", .the atoms are held together by theIr own close Interlock1Og,
, : roughly, the solids ('earth'). The new theory is thus brought

,'into relation with the old division of the 'elements'.
<:. As regards at a~y rate. the second and third classes ~f

,< :compound, two pOInts of Importance may be noted at thIS
:"stage. Firstly, th~ essential cOJ.1d.ition for their formation .is

:,the 'entanglement ('7TEPL7TI\01C1J): It IS not eno~gh that a. cer.taI~
.; X", number of atoms should be congregated In a certam ltmIt
'1 ..... of space; there must be such interlacement either among all
, ... the atoms or among those which compose the outer 'shell',

:as will serve at once to imprison the enclosed atoms and to
. mark off the resultant compound body as an entity inde

... : pendent of other compounds and of the surrounding atoms
>i: moving in space. Secondly, in all such compounds, even in
';' the most compact, there must always be empty space, form
:;',,:t::ing intervals (S'a.o-n1ll4'Ta) between the component atoms, or
"<;;;'rather, since they are in eternal motion and the intervals
.,~::between them are consequently ever changing, a field in

.'~ ·::¥:;:,.which they can perform their 'trajects' from collision to colli
'i ;~::·ision. Of these two conditions the former is the essential for
:·the production of things (rEVEaLS. WyXPUM), the latter for
; .'~'~eir destruction (q,9opaj, or, more strictly speaking, for their
'.' dIssolution (SL&AvaLS, SL<£xpWLS).
; I • It has been seen that Epicurus regards the formation of

,a perceptible 'thing' as a gradual process; He does not
. "suppose that on any occasion a sufficient aggregate of atoms

~>L~gathers together suddenly to form a complex large enough
.• ,::}.)o be perceptible to our senses; rather they form at first small
.~ ,~_;'",'nuclei or clusters, which move about in union, growing
'j !::,;'.~.jgraduallyby the accretion of fresh independent atoms or of
..·7 I Chap, V, p. 327.

.~.; (:l~,~·.·.·'
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other nuclei like themselves, until at last they are large
enough for our sense to become aware of them. Is there an
stage in this process of greater significance than the rest an~
poi~t at whic.h the aggregate acquires. propertie~ or po'wers
whIch mark It off from smaller nucleI and quahfy it parti
cularly fo.r the fu:ther union which constitut~s 'things'? A
recent WrIter I claIms to detect such a conceptIOn-which he
compares to that of the molecule of modern chemistrY-and
believes that it was expressed by Epicurus in the technical
t~rm 'mass' or 'p~r~icle' (OyKOS"), which is translated by Lucre
tIUS cacumen: this IS the term used to express the minimum
'Uisibile in the concrete 'thing'.Z 'These cacumina,' he says
'which when regarded as extension are the least points in th;
field of the sensible, when regarded as substance are the
molecules of a body, that is to say, the partes minimae which
have the character of that body or substance.' The least
visible part, that is, of a piece of iron is also the smallest
part which has the character and properties of iron: any
thing smaller than that is either individual atoms or atomic
nuclei which have not yet attained to the properties of sub
stance. For this notion there is no evidence either in Epi
curus or in Lucretius; nor is there any reason to suppose
that Epicurus would not have imagined that far below the
range of perception a particle might still retain the character
of the substance which it helps to compose. If he at all
consciously approached the question at what point an atomic
nucleus becomes one of the substances of perception, he
certainly did not express his view in the word 'mass' (OYKOS)
which apart from its technical use 3 to denote the minimum
'Uisibile, means simply a chance nucleus of atoms, or from
the other point of view, a particle of matter, which is indeed
a stage in the formation of things, but is in no wise marked

I Giussani, Stud. Lucr., p. 58. The idea is rightly rejected by Masson,
op. cit., p. 129. .

• Ep. i, § 56: see Chap. III, p. 286. In his note on ii. 4-54, Giussanl

further suggests that glomtramina is used by Lucretius to mean 'the molecule
of liquids'; it means nothing more there than 'drops'.

3 See Appendix IV for a fuller discussion of the meaning ofOyKOS". CI1(UfCtl1

and glomtramtn.

.1. '. ~

,.:; J.. :f.-~
"',>, COMPOUND BODIES 343

:OO! '~F+.,t .
',}; j< out by peculiar characteristics from .other stages ea~lier o~

j,ililter. The whole attempt at ~ para.lle!lsm betw~en EpIcuruS
,'; +>atomism and modern chemistry IS m fact mlsl~adm.g and
'f'L,~has done mischief both here and at other pomts m the

, ,ti!:lexposition ?f the theory. '"
,; '1,;:1 If there IS any trace of a techmcalldea m the early stages
; r~ of the creation of things, before the formation of the com-
!~;f: pound body, it wiII be f?und rather in th~ notion ~f th~
'~;;, 'seed' (cnrEPP.a., semen). EpIcurus seems to thmk of the seed,,~r: as a nucleus of atoms of such shapes and relative arrange

,:;.:flment that it. is specially adapted for the creati~n of some
i i.;nt, tparticular thIn.g. T!1US ~t ~e outset ,of th~ p~yslcal theory J

'r:;;: he supports hiS maIn prIncIple that nothmg 15 created out
':.,; 'of the non-existent' by the argument that 'if it were, every
;,; '. thing would be created out of everything with no need ?f

',j: :seeds', and the elaborate development of the theme m
:,[i1;.}Lucretius 2 shows that the idea is not that of minute particles,
'. i}:+'such as the atoms or 'molecules', but rather of complexes of
,:j}'i.atoms which are fit to become the germs of living things.
"I'j:;Again in a curious passage,3 where he is arguing that there
j/r:are other worlds than ours with similar plants and living
lEW-creatures, Epicur~s says that. 'no one ~ould prove that in
,:;;,:J:: ,a world of one kInd there might or might not have been
:g:.:'I:,jncluded the kinds of seeds, of which living things and
>r 'plants and all the rest of the things we see are composed,

'l::::!H~~h:~: ~~~lds~:dn~t~~ek~;~r~~y;ri~~rfJ~t ~fv~:;:~~
A<existence. In the parallel passage 4 of the second letter he
::: :states that a new world is created 'when seeds of the right
't ~- 'kind have rushed in from a single world or interworld
l-~' .(p~Tal(&ap.wv) or from several'. Here by 'seeds' he might
;',conceivably mean individual atoms, but it seems more
i.:': .natural in view of the earlier passage to suppose that the
+.Tword again denotes the already formed nuclei, specially

,t·:.',',~dapted for the making of 'things'. Lucr~tius' use of semen
"t',l~:ls far more frequent and he seems to OSCIllate between two
f.:: :1l1eanings for it. At the beginning of the poem 5 he mentions
\l'§38. :i.159-214. 3§74. 4§89· si.59.
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,:;;,:J:: ,a world of one kInd there might or might not have been
:g:.:'I:,jncluded the kinds of seeds, of which living things and
>r 'plants and all the rest of the things we see are composed,

'l::::!H~~h:~: ~~~lds~:dn~t~~ek~;~r~~y;ri~~rfJ~t ~fv~:;:~~
A<existence. In the parallel passage 4 of the second letter he
::: :states that a new world is created 'when seeds of the right
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l-~' .(p~Tal(&ap.wv) or from several'. Here by 'seeds' he might
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;:,; ;·::f":...j:~'l The internal construction of the compound body must
::;~iJ?:-L nOW be considered more closely. Rou.g~ly, a~ has been se~n,

:':~ ::j{;f:' three c1ass~s of co~pound ~ay be distIngUIshed .ac~or~lOg
~:::~ •. :~:~:f:;:to the d~n~lty or r~rttyof theIr texture, but th~se dlst~nC!lOnS
";r';/',a,re not rIgId, and In fact there may be all pOSSIble varietIes of

".l~:t:\lnion from the very loose mesh of atoms, which produces air
··.f~:f~r light, to the .tightlr packed formations wit~ very little

;.:",~:. admixture of vOid, which produces the hard sohds. But the
',: .(:.t one essential is that there must be cohesion, the atoms must
;:r!i;:<b~ in some way 'entangled- (1TEpt1T~EKOJLElIO', impedita). Now
,:::'",;:',:l~"if the compound were a static body, this would be easy
.'} :lJbl0ugh to understand: the excrescences of one atom might
. t:::: be pictured as catching in the cavities of another, so that
<I j':·{-their motions were checked and a solid body formed by the
,( j j.. ·L juxtaposition of atoms at rest. And indeed some of the
"'::: ;:'{:i.;:tlanguage employed to describe the atomic compounds does
: ,I:?":;" suggest a static structure rather than internal motion. The

::: ;-~:{ word 'entanglemene I (1TEp'7T~OK7J') itself is really more appro
;;i.;:~ priate to such a conception, and a late Latin writer % renders
..l{~:.r~t by the verb to 'cohere' (cohaerere) which is certainly a

;.l;:·'i:~~tatic word. Simplicius 3 too in describing the theory of
}\.¥ Democritus says that he 'assigns as the reason that the com

. ·i::::.;: pounds remain together for a time the interconnexions and
k:;'? graspings of the atoms'. Many of the expressions too used
";:;::",:.::·:by Lucretius in describing the differences between the shape

.' . ;;::.':~ and combination of the atoms composing different classes
',r:~ ':of things seem more appropriate to atoms at rest. Thus
.::G:'":. ,'hard things',4 he says, 'are made of particles more hooked
.~ ,';>:.:.·.one to another, and are held together close-fastened at their

'.",

;::.:) ..~. - I Ep. i, § 43.
: ~ ~<'~. 1 Lactantius, Jjivin. InS/it. iii. 17. 22; U. z 87 'si levia sunt et hamis

':: :':~~i;:: fndigent, cohaerere non possunt'.
. r'·:'·.'· ,3 In Ar. J~ CIZ~lo, A. 10.279 TOU 8~ avp.p,lv£&v 'T~S o~(]ta~ P,€T' lli~Awv
·)·~f IUxpt TWOS a.iTmTa.L Tar €7TaMay«s leaL Tar &VT&A~tP€&S' TWV aWfla.Twv D.

>::: .. ;" (Democritus) A. 37
t·;,,: 4 ii. 444-6 :

.<·t· ~
'. : j))/.,:, denique quae nobis durata ac spissa videntur,
, : t::',~ haec magis hamatis inter sese esse necessest
"T: et quasi ramosis alte compacta teneri. ef.468.

3++ EPICUR US
the word among the synonyms which he intends to ernplo
for the atoms or first particles and in a certain number J
places he does undoubtedly so use it. In the passage I in th
Second Book for instance, where he is arguing that the atOtn~
themselves are colourless, he constantly speaks of them as
Jemina,~ as he does later in the similar proof that the atoms
are without sensation.3 So again of the 'smooth and round'
atoms which constitute the light of the heavenly bodies 4 and
the texture of the human sou1.s But in the vast majority of
instances he too seems to have in mind rather the complex
germ, which is the source of the creation of things. Often
it is used in reference to living organisms: so in the argu
ment already referred to at the beginning of the First Book
and again throughout the longFassage 6 at the end ofBook IV'
where it is used consistently 0 the germ of the living huma~
being. But almost more striking are the instances where he
employs it to denote the 'germ' of inanimate things: so in
the refutation of Anaxagoras,7 change is caused because
there are mingled in things 'the seeds of many things', and
again and again in the explanations of curious phenomena in
Book VI we have such phrases as 'the seeds of :fire',8 'the
seeds of heat',9 'the seeds oflight',10 ~the seeds ofwater'.nIt
is true that in these last cases it would be possible to take
semina in its other sense and to suppose that he means 'the
atoms which when they enter into combinations are capable
of forming fire, water, &c!, but both grammatically and
philosophically the more natural meaning is better. It may
then be maintained that Epicurus denoted by the 'seed' or
'germ' a definite conception of a stage in the process of
creation, a complex of atoms of such shape and placed i~

such arrangements that they are now ready to create partI
cular living or inorganic things.

t ii. 730-84r. 2 e.g. 760, 773, 8H.
3 988. 4 v. 456. s iii. 1 87.
6 iv. 1°36-1277, where the word occurs some fifteen times.
7 i. 895: cf. 9°2: here Lucretius is no doubt intentionally using Anau

goras' own word (u-rrlpp.a.).
B vi. 160,200,206,213,217,863,867,876.
9 271, 275, 883. 10 316. n +97, 507, 520•
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'~'~{. entanglement of th~ atoms and yet to retain their ceasel~ss
',-,::; otion. There can In any case be no doubt that the doctnne

.. ~ ::0';' f 'vibration' is true Epicureanism and therefore we may
,:'f .:::>i.J»~egard some of the :static' expressions of Lu~r~tiusand o.t~er
:; ;".-::;:.-.... cornmentatOJ;s a~ slightly l?ose ways of descnbl~ga condition
'l .'. of things whlch it w~s cunouslJ: dlfficult to de~lct a~curately.

i :'- - How then are union and unity to be conceived In a body
;.',? -of which each single atom is in constant motion. at 'absolute'
i,l: atomic speed? This is the difficulty expressed In one of the
l," .many acute criticisms of the atomic theory made by Plutarch: I

~ ;'~.t,:. 'this interlacing,' he says, 'which prevents dis501~tion only increa:ses
;;::.~ the occasions of collision, 50 that this process which they call creation
:;,\:f: (ylVlCTIS) is n~t even a mixture (p,'tgl.,s) o~ a ,cohesion (KoM1JO'I.S'), hut
;. '~. only a confUSIOn and a bat~le (rapaX'l 1((11. JUlX!J): and If.t?e atoms at
: ":,~:~ one moment move apart Instantaneously owmg to colllsl~n, ~nd .at
::i>:-~. another approach each other when the blow is spent (hls cmetIcs

~-~:f,: are not quite right at this point), they spend the greater part, p~rhaps
I")~~; even double their time apart from each other, never touchmg or
::;;~~i~:-comingnear, so that nothing could be created out of them, not even

; :~~:~:'::;an inanimate body.'

~~:'~r~~Thedifficulty is a serious one and in reality involves a double
~;,-~\problem: externally, what line of demarcation can there be
,;:1:, between a compou~d 'thingt and ?ther 'thi~g~' or th~ m~ss
";:5~of free atoms moving all round it and strIkmg on It? ..n-

.~~~1-:'. ternally, what unity can there be between thes~ ev~r-movlng

,':)~\~',,:,_and colliding particles? Formally the answer lies In the fact
; ">t,:~that the compound body is more than an ag~regate of atoms
~. :~":l,' -it is an 'organism' (u6aTTJJ.'a.) or, as Lucretius so c0!lstantly
'~~~,~~,: ,and e:cpressiv~ly c~lls it! a conc~lium: ~here is about It a re~l
}.~ :i~, .. ,coheslOn, which gives It a unity of Its own and marks it
;:;-~L_off from other atoms and atomic compounds. But of what
:; >1~,: nature is this cohesion? what really constitutes a concilium.?
.; :'~.'-~~:~'" ~nce again a modern theorist ~ has attempted to answe: thiS

::L:~~~:- ddl1cult problem by int~o?ucing t?e an~logy of c~e~lst~y:
i,':~:"'- a concilium, he suggests, 15 In fact a chemical comblnatlOn ,.a
:~}: 'complex, that is, in which the component atoms so lose theu

z 4d'O. Colo!. 10, p. 1112 b; U. 286.
~ Masson, op. cit., p. 129.'
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roots, as it were by branching particles'; olive oil I as COn_
trasted with wine 'is composed of particles either larger or
more hooked and entangled one with the other"" It is
tempting to suppose that the earlier Atomists did in fact
hold that in compounds the atoms come to rest, and that
son:e of th~ language that they u~ed.was. ta~en over by
Eplcurus without the full sense of Its Irnphcatlons. But it
has been seen ~ that the doctrine of the movement of atoms
in compounds was held by Leucippus and Democritus. One
or two passages seem to give evidence of a subtler doctrine,
which would explain this apparently static phraseology, if
allowance be made for a certain inexactness of expression.
Simplicius 3 in the same account ofDemocritus' theories uses
a careful phrase: 'they are entangled in such a way that they
touch and are near one another, yet never make in truth any
single existence': the entanglement that is to say produces
contact but never leaves the atoms absolutely fixed to one
another. A passage in Lucretius 4 seems to go a step farther:
'all those which are driven together in more close-packed
union and leap back but a little space apart, entangled by
their own close-locking shapes'. They 'leap back' but are
yet 'entangled'. This seems to suggest that in very closely
packed compounds of 'hookedt atoms, the atoms while they
retain their movement yet for a time at least are literally
entangled with one another, so that instead of actually per
forming 'trajects', they would oscillate until the chance blow
set them free from one another. This is perhaps over-subtle,
but there seems no other way to account for the close

Iii. 393-4:
aut quia nimirum maioribus est elementis
aut magis hamatis inter se perque plicatis.

2 Part It Chap. II, ~ 3, p. 88; Chap. III, § 3, p. 137.
3 I.e.
• ii. 101-2 :

exiguis intervallis convecta resultant
indupedita suis perplexis ipsa figuris. , .

With this may be compared the phrase in 1. 98 'confulta resultane: thlS IS
the manuscript text and if it is right the participle rna}' be predicative and the
meaning 'they leap back still in contact'.

___L .JE...:;:. (-~~]
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it were, lost again in space till a new collision gives it a new
chance of union. Two illustrations from different parts of
,the system will serve to bring out the idea.
. Consider first a reason given for the tremendous velocity
of the thunderbolt. Lucretius assigns for it several causes

"} 'and among them one which is not at first sight easy to
,. understand: I 'once again, because it comes with a long-
, lasting impulse, it is bound to gather speed ever more and

more, which grows as it moves, and increases its strong
might and strengthens its blow. For it brings it about that

, all the seeds of the thunderbolt are one and all carried in
, ,'~ a straight line, as it were towards one spot, driving them all

as they fly into the same course). How does this happen,
for of course there is no idea of gravity or the attraction of

'the earth to increase the speed of the thunderbolt as it
apprpaches the ground?

, The idea must be analysed on the strict lines of Epicurean
cinetics. The thunderbolt is a concilium of very loose texture

: and, as Lucretius says,: formed of small and smooth atoms:
,but the peculiarity of this loncilium is that it can only admit

atoms all moving in practically the same direction: others
will either be driven back from it or, it may be supposed,
pass transversely through its loose meshes. Now since it is
a concilium and its atoms are, however slightly, linked, and

, since there must be minute differences of direction, there
;. will be 'anticope t

; the velocity of the bolt therefore will be
something less than cabsolute'. And now a new atom moving
at 'absolute' speed in the same direction, catches up the

,bolt: it joins it, 'links its motion' and at the same time
: delivers a blow to the whole which increases its speed. This
. operation is repeated again and again: the thunderbolt is
augmented by new atoms and at the same time its speed

, grows ever faster and faster. Here then is a case where
, 'c~hesion of motion' is of the very essence of the 'thing': to
, thIS it owes its chief characteristic, a speed, which contrary
~o .the conditions which hold with most compound bodies,
IS Increased as it acquires new atoms.

J vi. 34-lr-S. • vi. 330.
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identity that they are merged in a new substance d.·a er. k· d f h f ' ITI entIn I~ . reI? t at o. any of t~em, as hydrogen and oxy en
con:blnl~g In certal~ proportions make water. This c~m_
parIson IS surely misleading: for a chemical combinati
must m~an that the at0I1!s cha~ge the~r natu.re, and SU~h
change 15 fundamentally Inc~nslstent With their eternity: if
they so change, they must perIsh. 1 Whatever Epicurus' co
ce~tion .of co~bination may be, it is of a purely mechanic:i
union, In which each atom throughout retains its ow
individu.ality and may at any moment, by means of th:
approprIate blow, be set free from the compound.

A perusal of Epicurus' own writings might suggest that
he h~d le~t unanswered t~is all-important question or-unity
and Identity. But LucretIus, as so often, seems to give the
c!ue, doubtless preserving as usual the true Epicurean tradi
tion. After explaining the different kinds of texture formed
by ~he atoms in union he continues: 2 'and many (atoms)
besIdes wander on through the great void, which have been
cast back from the. unions (conciliis).of things, nor have they
anywhere else availed to be taken Into them and to link on
their movements (consociare mOlus).3 This 'linking of move
me~ts' seems to supply the required answer. All the atoms
are In constant movement, even inside the concilium but the
essential of the concilium is that its internal movem~nts are
~o to say, 'sympathetic'. The individual atoms are moving
In ~ll directIons, but there is a harmony in their diversity,
w~lch enables. them in ~11. th.eir differences to form one body
Wlt~ one m~tlon; and It 15 Just this harmony of movement
:whIch constitutes .the unity of the 'thing' and distinguishes
It fr?~ exte.rnal things and independent atoms. A new atom
colhdlng With a formed 'thing' may join with it if its move
ments will ·fit': if not, it is driven off at a tangent and, as

t nam quodcumque suis mutatum nnibis exit
continuo hoc mors est illius quod {uit ante.

Lucr. i. 670-1, &c.
~ ii. 109-11.
3 There seems to be a hint of this idea in Epicurus in the expression which

occur: twice in the Letter to Herodotus (§§ 47 and 61) '7TaVi(1 '7TOpova6fLP,(·
-rpov £X0V7'(1: see my notes ad loco
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; the velocity of the bolt therefore will be
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J vi. 34-lr-S. • vi. 330.
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identity that they are merged in a new substance d.·a er. k· d f h f ' ITI entIn I~ . reI? t at o. any of t~em, as hydrogen and oxy en
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Turn from the loose texture of the thunderbolt to the

closer and much closer formation of the 'soul'. Why is it
that the soul cannot remain in union after it has left the
body? Not merely because the body is its proper shell
(<7'T€"a.{ov) but because I 'in close mingling throughout veins
and flesh, throughout sinews and bones, the first-beginnings
of mind and soul are held close by all the body, nor can they
freely leap asunder with great spaces between: and so shut
in they make those sense-giving motions, which outside the
body, cast out into the breezes of air after death, they cannot
make, because they are not in the same way held together.
For indeed air will be body, yea a living thing, if the soul
can hold itself together and confine itself to those motions
which before it made in the sinews and rightwithin the body'.
Once again the cause of identity is not merely local con
tiguity or imprisonment in a 'shell', but harmony of motion.
Harmony then, though not necessarily identity of motion
seems to be the condition of individuality in 'things': the
concilium is kept together by it and atoms which cannot
effect this cohesion of motion cannot become part of the
particular compound. It is at once the cause of internal unity
and external identity. It is not surprising to find that
Lucretius J striking list:l of the' necessary properties and
capacities which must be possessed by 'matter which can
be creative' (genitalis maleries) ends with 'meetings and
motions'.

It must not however be supposed that the identity of the
compound body implies absolute permanent identity in the
component atoms, or that the atoms which originally u~ite

to compose it remain in union until the final blow which
once again dissolves it and sets them free. On the contrary
there is a constant process of gain and 105s-a kind of 'give
and take' with the surrounding universe. On the one ~and
there is a continual accretion of new atoms and partIcles,
which as they collide with the 'thing' are able to be taken
into it and 'link on their motions'; on the other, as the result
of the internal canticope', atoms previously caught in the

J Lucr. iii. 566-75. J j. 632.
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mpound are nOW deflected at new tangents and driven
co t from it into the surrounding void. In particular there
~Uthe constant-though very slight-loss to t~ings due. to

. the efflux of the films which are .the cause of theIr perceptlOn
. by sight, and of the particles which produce soun~ and smell.

The whole notion has been clearly summed up In a passage
. ., I

of severe CrItiCism:
ncompound bodies are liable to flux and change, they are always in

a ocess of being created or destroyed, since countless 'idols' are for ever
prming off' from them and flowing away, and countless others, we
:ust suppose, flowing into them fro~ ~heir su~roundin~and filling
up the compound which is for ever Demg vaned by thJS process of

.. >. exchange and mixed afresh.
We must indeed imagine a continual renewal of substance
in the compound by means of the counte~play of l~ss and
gain, and it would almost be true to say that In the EpIcurean
complex form is the element of permane?ce rather. th~n
matter. There is a supreme example of thIS conception In
Epicurus' explanation of the physical structure of the gods,%

but those who scoff at the absurdity of the notion there, will
do well to remember that the same principle is true on
EpicurusJ view, though in a less degree, of every compound
body. .

It is this interaction of the 'thing' and its surroundIngs
which gave Epicurus his explanation of the phenomena of
growth and decay. In a notable passage at the end of the
Second Book 3 Lucretius has described the whole process,
arguing from the history of the living.organism to ,th~t of
the world itself. At first, while a body IS young and clImb
ing the steps to its full growth, it takes in ~ore bodic:s than
it gives off from itself, 'while the food easIly ma~es Its way
into all the veins and while the limbs are not so Wide spread
that they give o~t much and cause more waste than the life
takes in as food. For in truth we must confess that many
bodies flow off and depart from things; but it must needs be
that more come to join them, until they have touched the

I Plutarch, adr;. Colo/. 16, p. 1II6 c; U. 282.
:l 5 CL - IX P A..49 if 3 Lucr. ii. IIOt-7 A •ee 1141p. , P . T-r • J T
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top.most point of growth. Then little by little age brea
theIr powers and their full-grown strength and life ts

~way on ~he downw.ard path. For indeed the vaster a ~~ ts
IS, when ItS growth IS once lost and the wider it is th Ing
b d

· . , , e more
o Ies It scatters abroad now and casts off from itself' A
h I'k' h . ndt us, ale In t e small bodies of 'things' and in th

b d f Id . e Vasto y 0 our wor Itself, the process of decay continues b
reason of the excess of matter given off over that tak ,y

h
. en In'

eac part IS thus gradually weakened and more exposed .
the effect of the external blows which 'cease not to ~o

• , I A d rainupon It . n so comes the final dissolution due I'n m
I

. ' , ost
cas.es, not mere y to the gradual wastIng of decay but to the
ultimate advent of t.he appropriate external blow. The void
be~ween th~ atoms IS now more extensive than it was when
gaIn o~twelghed loss, and when a blow of the right strength
comes It can break up the 'interlacings' and at last dissolv
the compound and set the individual atoms free. e

The conc~ption of ~issolution is thus no less exact than
that of creat~on. Dunng the whole existence of the com
pou~d there IS a constant raining of atoms upon it from the
outsld~: some of these may be taken in to increase it and
cause ItS gr?wth: some flyaway after dealing it blows, which,
~t any rate In the stag~ of gr<;>wth, may act as a strengthening
Influen~e, for they WIll, as It were, keep the shell in shape
and ~nve back the ~toms, which threaten to escape.~ But
occ~sIonally there WIll come a blow so strong that it causes
the Inter~al str~cture of the body to reel and sway and come
near to dIssolutIon, as when, for instance, a sudden shock 3
~o the h~man body wounds it and causes the soul within
It t? I~s.e Its senses in a swoon. But in such a case the 'inter
!aclng IS not shattered and after a time of weakness the body
IS able to recover and continue its existence. At last, when
the loss from decay has for some time gone on comes the
bl?w :found ~.trong enough to overcome the tex~ure of each
thIng : 4 the Interlacings' are undone, the 'shell' breaks up,

I 1142 .

; See th~..remarkable idea expressed only, I think, in Lucr. i. 1042-5.

Lucr. Ill. 170. 4 Lucr. i, 247.
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~'_: :,~£,: 'and the imprison~d atoms are freed. The thing is destroyed,
;~_ ":r not because one Jot of matter has perished, but because the
'..; ,', structure is dissolved, the form is lost, and the eternal atoms
:;~ , ;wander again in independence to re-form themselves once
i;.~ more in a new compound.

One other point of great importance with regard to the
character of compound bodies must be considered here, even
though it involves to some extent the anticipation of the
theory of perception, which will be discussed later,1 namely,
the nature of the qualities of things and the phenomena of
qualitative change. Here the fundamental ideas of Epicurus

.. are in strong opposition to Democritus, but his working out

. of the details is largely followed. For Democritus, it will
be remembered,2 the only absolute properties of things, as
of the ultimate atoms in the cosmos, are size, shape, and
weight: all other qualities, sound, colour, smell, taste, &c.,
are 'experiences of sensation' caused in us by differences of
atomic arrangement. For Epicurus, whose root-principle is
the infallibility of sensation from which follows immediately
the insistence on the reality of the phenomenal world, such
a view was impossible. We perceive qualities in things,
therefore they are their qualities and not merely subjective
cha~ges in our sensations.. Colou:, taste, &c.,3 may b~ either

-- the permanent accompamments (uvp.{JE{J7JK6Ta.) of thIngs or
their 'accidents' (UVP.1TTWP.a.-ra.), according as they are regarded
as an essential part of their physical character or a quality

.. which they may acquire and lose without essential change.
. Thus colour is a 'permanent accompaniment' of visible

things, but an 'accident' of every solid body-for it has not
colour in the dark, but in both cases it is the real quality of
the 'things'.

In spite of this fundamental difference of conception
Epicurus was free to adopt Democritus' elaborate working
out of the differences of shape and arrangement of the atoms
to produce not now differences of sensation in us, but differ
ences of quality in things which we perceive by sensation.

I Chap, VIII. 2 See Part I, Chap. III, § 6, p. 168.
3 See above, Chap. IV.

l
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.~ Lr-~ secondary 9ualiti~s undergoes alteration, lea~s i~mediat~ly
}! t\l:.:; ~ to the conSIderatIon of change: the peacock 5 tall, I for tn-

.j~ f:-.1~;:-l·: sta~ce, assu~es di~erent co!ouring accor?ing as the light
.E ".J'~i· strIkes upon It. ThIS change IS due to nothmg but the move-
;~ Lrci ment and consequent alteration in position of the atoms. For
~~ L(\ the constant internal movement of the component atoms
:.q\j must always be remembered. At times, especially in dense
t~ 1 ·L< bodies, this may be more like oscillation, and lead to little
:~ lJ.J alteration of order and relative position. But when, especially
~~' :i< owing to an external blow, such as the impact of light, the
t J ;. reciprocal change of position is great, the object colourless

before in the dark may receive colour, or change it, when it
receives the light at a different angle, as is the case with the
breaking wave:Z or the 'iris on the burnished dove'.3 The
same is true of heat and cold and all other changes of quality:
they are due to rearrangement in the atoms. All the qualities
of things then are due to the shape and position of the atoms
which go to form them, and all change of quality is due to
change in that position {p.fTd8eats).4

The difficulties involved in this position 5 have already to
some extent been dealt with in discussing the properties of
the atom, but they must be considered now from the point
of view of the compound body. The atoms themselves are
without qualities: how can they by mere juxtaposition or by
mere 'harmony of motion' produce things which possess
qualities? how is it conceivable that a number of colourless
particles can create not merely a coloured object, but an
object whose colour may change with the motion and re
arrangement of those particles? Plutarch 6 once again put
the criticism acutely and with point: 'it is incumbent on you
to show how bodies without quality can produce qualities
of all kinds by merely coming together. For instance whence
comes what we call heat? how does it supervene on the
atoms? For they neither possess heat before they meet nor
do they become hot after they have met: the former would
be the mark of something which had quality, the latter of

Iii. 806-7. ~ 766-71. 3 801-5. " Cf. Ep. i~ § 54.
S Chap. Ill, p. 291. 6 aJv. Colo!. 8, p. 1111; U. 288.
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Once again it is not dealt with in the extant writin
Ep' btL . h d·1 gs oflcurus, u ucretlus as a etal ed exposition in h
Second Book,l which may be summarized. Differenc t e

ft t . d b d' . es 0as e In compoun 0 les are due to dIfferences of sha .
the component atoms: 2 things which taste sweet are ~e In!
posed of smooth and round atoms things which taste b~m-

d h 'h ld '. Itteran s arp are e bound together with particles m
hooked and for this cause they are wont to tear a way.Ore
ou d h . .. Into

r senses an at t elr entenng In to break through th
b?dyt. Dif!erence of atomic shape accounts likewise fo;
differences In sound 3 and. smell: 4 in each case pleasantness
results from smoothness In the atom, unpleasantness fi
rough?ess.s All this is .traditional and comes with but Ir~k
~lteratl0n from Democntus,6 In regard to colour the notion
IS more elaborate. Lucretius 7 argues at Ie~gth that the atoms
~hem.selve.s are colourless and that the dIfference of colour
In things IS due not merely, as in the case of other qualities
to the shatJe of the component atoms but to their arrange~
ment relattvely to one another: 'it is of great matter with
what others alt th.e seeds are bound up, and in what position'.8
He argue~ that l.f the atoms had colour, changes of colour
would be ImpossIble to account for, whereas with colourless
atoms, they can be easily explained:

the.sea, when mig~tr waves have stirred irs level waters, is turned into
white waves of shmmg marble. For you might say that when the sub
stance o~ that whic~ w.e often see black has been mingled up, and the
order of It~ first-be~mmngschanged and certain things added and taken
~way, straightway It comes to pass that it is seen shiningand white. But
~f the le~e1 waters of~he ocean. were made ofsky-blue seeds, they could
In no wise grow. white. For In whatever way you were to jostle to
gether seeds which are sky-blue, never can they pass into a marble
colour.9

The appeal to sense-experience is characteristic and shows
an a~vanc~ on the ex cathedra decisions of Democritus. The
consideratIOn of colour, which most conspicuously among

Iii. 38I-+77. % ii. 388-4°7. 3 ,po-I 3.
4 ~I4-I7. 5 4-22-5. 6 See Part It Chap. III, § 6 (b).
1 11. 730-841. 8 76o-r. 9 ii. 766-75.
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Iii. 806-7. ~ 766-71. 3 801-5. " Cf. Ep. i~ § 54.
S Chap. Ill, p. 291. 6 aJv. Colo!. 8, p. 1111; U. 288.
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Iii. 38I-+77. % ii. 388-4°7. 3 ,po-I 3.
4 ~I4-I7. 5 4-22-5. 6 See Part It Chap. III, § 6 (b).
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something which could suffer change: but you argue that
neither of these two can be assigned to the atom oWing to
its indestructibility'. The example of heat brings out the
difficulty clearly: the whole body is hot, yet none of its
component atoms are hot: ex hypothesi they can neither be So
nor become so. It might be answered that the position which
Epicurus takes up is in fact the only position consistent with
his general theory of the nature of the atom: for, as Lucretius
points out,I to endow the atoms with qualities is to suppose
them susceptible to change, in other words to destruction.
But this only puts the difficulty a stage farther back. The
true reply must be found in the conception of the concilium.
As has already been noticed more than once, the com
plex body is more than an aggregate of atoms: the close
relation between them, which is established by the 'inter
lacing' and the Charmony of motion' constitutes it a new
entity. And as such it acquires new characteristics and
faculties: the motion of the whole body is different from the
sum ofthe motions of its atoms, the spontaneous unconscious
·swerve' of the individual atom becomes in the complex of the
soul the conscious act ofvolition. And so it is with qualities;
the new entity of the compound has in fact the colour, taste,
sound, smell, and heat, no one of which can belong to the
atoms as individual particles. Nor are these qualities a
delusion, or in any sense unreal or less real than the pro
perties of the atoms. For the complex body perceived by
sense is as rea] as the atom. Indeed the whole form of the
argument as presented by Plutarch is to the Epicurean per
verse. Epicurus starts, as has been pointed out often, from
the reality of sense-perceptions: the most certain thing in
the world is their reality and truth. They tell us of bodies
with these qualities: the qualities therefore are real and tru:,
This is the starting-point and it is only from this that It
is possible to go on and ask about the realities for thought
(the atoms): are they like the bodies of sense-perception or
does the capprehension of the mind' cause us to deny them
the attributes which we know are true of the bodies of sense?

I ii. 74-~56,

COMPOUND BODIES 357
This is the form in which the questi?n is put t?foughout by
L etius and the only form in whIch an EpIcurean could

ucr d it There might be doubt about the absence of
~~~fi~~in th~ atoms, but could .be none a~out its. pr~sence as

fi 11 reality in compound thIngs. Eplcurus In act con
a .ues as it were of two interrelated worlds, the world of
celV , '. d' 1· t' d thesense-objects known Imme late y In percep IOn an
world of atoms, known by tho.ught, inferred from th~ world

". of sense, but not always on dlrec~ analogy. There IS, truth
d reality in both worlds, and the world of sense IS the

~:utward expression' (oJLoUJJJLa.) of the unsee~world ~f ato~s.
The transition from the atoms w!thout qu.ahty to thmgs With

.. uality, so far from being unthlnkabl~, 15 a neces~ary con-
dlusion from the data of sens~-p~rceptlonand the l~ference

.'. . f the mind acting on the prInciples of the ~anonlce.
o There is one more 'accident' (rrop.TTTwp-a) wh!ch may attach
to the compound body and is of very great Importance, for
the Epicurean system in general. If the atoms- of the nght
shape are in the right arrangement and perform the a~pro

prjate motions, the conc!lium of i.n~ensible atoms may !t:elf
obtain sensation: this IS the ongln of. the. soul of hvmg
creatures and the mind of man. SensatIOn IS after all only
another quality, like colour or heat, depe.ndent no doub~ on
infinitely subtler dispositions and motIons, bl;lt yet Just
another caccident', which supervenes on th~ partIcular com
plex body under particular circumstances~ Just as ~o colour
and smell and taste. Again there i~ no l~format1on to be
gained from the Letters, but LucretlusJ: dIscusses the ques
tion at considerable length at the end of.the Seco~d Book
with a full sense of the importance of hiS conclUSIOns for
the account of the soul which is to be given i~ Book III.
The argument is in the main parallel to that In .reference
to the qualities. There is .no questi?n ?f the rea~lty of .the
existence of sentient bodIes: that IS Itself an Immediate
sensation and cannot be other than true. The only problem
raised is with regard to the world of thought: are .the atoms
which conlpose this sentient whole themselves sentIent? The

I ii. 865 990.
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main portion of the discussion is occupied in negative argu~

ment 31gains~ the opposite vic:w that the soul-atoms,have
sensatIOn or In refutIng other Views, such as that sensation is
produced by a change in the component atoms which takes
place at the moment of birth. 1 The positive arguments
adduced seem rather puerile, first that we often see living
worms created out of insensate mud,= and secondly that we
see water and grass turning into the bodies of domestic
animals: 3 these in their turn we feed on and so sensation is
produced in our bodies out of our food! 'do you not then see
now that it is of great matter in what order all the first
beginnings of things are placed and with what others
mingled they give and receive motions?' ..

Lucretius' arguments may seem weak and the position
reached that sensation is nothing but the motions of certain
atoms in certain positions, arrangements, and motions is not
one which would commend itself to most modern minds.
A fuller discussion of this paradox must be reserved till
Epicurus' psychologyS has been examined, but it may be
said here that Epicurus was at this point face to face with
the fundamental difficulty of any purely material system. If
there is no form of existence save particles of matter moving
in space, then everything of which we are conscious, sensa
tion, thought, will, all that is mental and spiritual, must be
expressed in terms of the motion of material bodies, for there
is no other plane or sphere of reality to which it can be
referred. And if the resulting explanation appears unsatis
factory, the weakness is fundamental and inherent in the
whole system. Epicurus is at least consistent: he reached
a conclusion which was inevitable from his premises and
which was of immense value to him when he came to give
an account of the soul and its fate.

Iii. 931-.1-3.
4 883-5.

• 81 1-3,
s Chap. VIII.

;: ;>:- \.

;r':l
'. :) ..: VII
>
:: '<~;;, "\\TORLDS AND OUR WORLD
i: t:L\
l·. ;l4'THE cosmogony of Epicurus does not show any very
Ii \:Ki great origi.nality. He is ~ontent ~or. the most part. to
',; f:-,., adopt the theOrIes of the At~mIsts, m~dIfyIngan~ expan~Ing
: •. v: . here and there, and protestIng occaSIOnally against an Idea
":: i ' ~ which he regards as arbitrary or in conflict with the evidence
?f ; of the senses. An exception must be made in the department

'. of astronomy, where the rigid application of the principles of
the Canonice leads either to surprising conclusions or t.o

· a curious suspensio~ of judge~ent, which does ,more credit
c to Epicurus' capacity for consI:>tency than to hiS faculty of

criticism. For the rest there IS not much that IS new to
chronicle, but certainly a greater unity of conception than
can be extracted from the scattered testimonies to the theories
of Leucippus and ~emocritus.. '" I

: Epicurus starts wIt,h the concept.lon ofan I~fih1t~ uh1vers~,

c' that is, space ,stretching fo~ ever In ev:ry directIOn, ~nd In
: every part of It atom~ mOVIng a~d colhdIng. ~ro~ time to
, time, after many frUitless meetIngs and cOmbInatIOns, the

atoms will in some part. of sJ?ace form a w~rld. (ICOOp.oS):. 'for
in very truth not by deSIgn dId the first-begInnIngs of thIngs

: place themselves each in its order with foreseeing mind, nor
..' indeed did they make compact what motions each should
· start, but because many of them shifting in many ways
'. t~roughout the world ~re harried and buffeted ~y blows from

lImitless time, by tryIng movements and UnIons of every
, kind, at last they fall into such dispositions as those whereby
· ?urworld of things is created and.holds to~ether'.= T~leology

. ,IS from the first excluded: there IS no deSIgn, no assignment
'.' of parts and functions, no conscious organization: merely
the long sequence of events, due to motions an~ blows,
· which inevitably results on occasions in the formatIon of a

World like that we know.
I See Chap, III, pp. z96 if. • Lucr. i. IOZ 1-8.
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I Ep. ii, § 88. I am inclined to regard the definition as a ,conflation. from
several Epicurean sources, but there seems no reason to bdleve that It was
put together by anyone other than t~e co~pi~er of th~ Secon~ Letter an~
therefore no cause to follow Usener In rejectIng portIons of It as glosses.
see my notes on the passage. • See p. 3+1 •

360 EPIC UR US
What then in this sense is a world? Roughly, We know

that for Epicurus, as for all the older cosmo~ogis~s it means
a system containing earth, and heavenly bodIes WIth definite
boundaries and definite shape. But fortunately there is pre~

served a definition of! Epicurus' own which contains seVeral
points of interest:

A world is a circumscribed portion ofsky, containing heavenly bodies
and an earth and all the heavenly phenomena, whose dissolution will
cause all within it to fall into confusion; it is a piece cut off from the
infinite and ends in a boundary either rare or dense, either revolving or
stationary: its outline may be spherical or three-cornered or any kind
of shape.

Notice first the general resemblance of this definition to the
description ofany ordinary atomic complex.Z A world is not
any more than any smaller 'thing' a mere aggregation of
atoms: it is an 'enclosure (1J£pwXl1) of sky' 'Yith a definite
boundary or 'shell', which may be of very vaned shapes and
of varying density of texture-in other words, t~ere must,
as always be the 'interlacing' of atoms on the outSIde, which
can hold ilie complex together and imprison the myriad atoms
within, which by their various shapes, arrangements, and
motions constitute the component parts of the world. Further,
it must be a concilium, an organism of interdependent parts:
'its dissolution will cause' the atomic dislocation of every part
of it: when through the process ofdec~yand the blow 'str~:>ng

enough' it has ~roken up, i~ must, !Ike .ev.ery other thmg,
resolve its constituent parts mto theIr or~gmal ato~s. ~he

conc~p~io~ is gigantic, but it is ~ade eaSIer to the !magma
tion If It IS remembered that Eplcurus had no notIon at all
of the vast expanse of the heavens and the distance between
one heavenly body and another, and conceived of 'our world'
as a comparatively small thing. .

The latter half of the definition makes it clear that EpI-

WORLDS AND 0 UR WORLD 361
ruS did not conceive of 'our world' as unique, but merely

>~ one of a species, which n:ight show ~any varie~ies of
. hape and arrangement. And mdeed there IS ample eVIdence
~at he held the traditional atomic view that. worl~s. a~e
infinite in number. The Letter to Herodotus I IS explICIt m

,its statement and reasons:
'There are infinite worlds both like and unlike this world of ours. !or

" :,,' the atoms being infinite in. number .•. are borne on far out mto
,:' :;+space. For those atoms which are of such nature that a world ~ould

<:L«be created out of them or made by them, have not been used up either
,:', t'~;on one world or a limited number of worlds, nor again on worlds
:i ,-r'i:which are alike, or on those which are different from these. So that
,:. tithere nowhere exists an obstacle to the infinite number of the worlds.

,:' ':"Thus the infinity of worlds is practically a direct deduction
;, ~::: from the infinity of the universe•. There is a countles~ nur;t
'; :~-'~ber ofatoms suited for the formatIon ofworlds and an mfimte
:.: J'e' extent of space for them to gather together in:: i.t is. un
F';)' reasonable then to suppose that they do not at certaIn tImes
:' i~·ti}and in certain places gather together and form other worlds
: ",,'" as they have formed ours. The argument is characteris.tically
1,>~~:>.Epicurean: there is nothing in phenomena to contradIct the
{t:~< 'hypothesis, it may then be assumed to be true. These proofs
'r ;,l:Lucretius repe~ts and eIaborate~ and. adds the strange argu
:':":~:':' ·ment that nothmg we know of IS umque, but a!ways one of
'i :'T) a species; 3 there is about an equal number of thmgs of every
j, }> kind: it is therefore probable that there are countless other
!::f worlds in infinite space, and not only our own.. ~mong these
_},' infinite worlds there may be considerable vanetles of struc
::;~--: ture. Their outer 'shell' may differ in density and may be
.' 'L.- either rare, like the j1ammantia moenia 4 of our own world,
'·r or of denser and more solid formation. They may revolve,·r ,as that of our world was imagined as doing, or remain

J i,l'r I § 45· .
, ~' • This point is added by Lucr. ii. 1°53-5: it is a necessary step In the

,~ ,~'%' '. argument and may have fallen out accidentally in the Letter to Herodotus.
:,:~> 3 ii. 1077-89. For this curious idea of the equal distribution of things

','~:.;::\:< (lC1ovojJ.la) which appears from time to time in Lucretius see Chap. IX,
,'-",1:;; PP'461-7, and Giussani, Stud. Lucr. pp. 2+5 ff.
- <.:!:' 4 Lucr. i. 73.
_ ;:~.z:.. ;-.
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'There are infinite worlds both like and unlike this world of ours. !or

" :,,' the atoms being infinite in. number .•. are borne on far out mto
,:' :;+space. For those atoms which are of such nature that a world ~ould

<:L«be created out of them or made by them, have not been used up either
,:', t'~;on one world or a limited number of worlds, nor again on worlds
:i ,-r'i:which are alike, or on those which are different from these. So that
,:. tithere nowhere exists an obstacle to the infinite number of the worlds.

,:' ':"Thus the infinity of worlds is practically a direct deduction
;, ~::: from the infinity of the universe•. There is a countles~ nur;t
'; :~-'~ber ofatoms suited for the formatIon ofworlds and an mfimte
:.: J'e' extent of space for them to gather together in:: i.t is. un
F';)' reasonable then to suppose that they do not at certaIn tImes
:' i~·ti}and in certain places gather together and form other worlds
: ",,'" as they have formed ours. The argument is characteris.tically
1,>~~:>.Epicurean: there is nothing in phenomena to contradIct the
{t:~< 'hypothesis, it may then be assumed to be true. These proofs
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:':":~:':' ·ment that nothmg we know of IS umque, but a!ways one of
'i :'T) a species; 3 there is about an equal number of thmgs of every
j, }> kind: it is therefore probable that there are countless other
!::f worlds in infinite space, and not only our own.. ~mong these
_},' infinite worlds there may be considerable vanetles of struc
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.' 'L.- either rare, like the j1ammantia moenia 4 of our own world,
'·r or of denser and more solid formation. They may revolve,·r ,as that of our world was imagined as doing, or remain

J i,l'r I § 45· .
, ~' • This point is added by Lucr. ii. 1°53-5: it is a necessary step In the

,~ ,~'%' '. argument and may have fallen out accidentally in the Letter to Herodotus.
:,:~> 3 ii. 1077-89. For this curious idea of the equal distribution of things

','~:.;::\:< (lC1ovojJ.la) which appears from time to time in Lucretius see Chap. IX,
,'-",1:;; PP'461-7, and Giussani, Stud. Lucr. pp. 2+5 ff.
- <.:!:' 4 Lucr. i. 73.
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stationary. There may too be great varieties of shape amon
worlds. l They may be ·round' (OTponVAOL),2 or rather 'spher~
cal (ac/>a.LpoE..8ecs),3 or elliptical-'egg-shaped '-(r,/JolLOF:tS) 4~
even 'triangular' (Tplywvot),S by which Epicurus presum~blr
means 'pyramidal'. Whether any shape whatever was co!
sidered possibl~ is do~~tful: the .text of the second letter
seems to assert It,6 but it IS contradicted by the scholium on
the first,7 which is probably of almost equal value. The
question is not important, for in any case it is only the
:laboration of an i~ea inherited f~om the ato~ists. Finally
~n b~tween the va~~ou$ worlds ,whIch have theIr position in
Infinite space, are 1nterworlds (p.€T4K&OP.UJ.) of greater or less
size, which are of importance partly because they afford
fields for the creatio? of new worlds,8 partly because they
were selected by Eplcurus as the seat of the undisturbed
abodes of the gods.9

More interesting problems are connected with the actual
process of the creation of a world, for here Epicurus seems
definitely to break with his predecessors. Leucippus,10 it will
be remembered, had the idea of a solid plenum of matter
placed in an infinite void, the creation of a world being
brought about when from time to time a mass of atoms of
all kinds fell off from the plenum into ·a great void') where it
was caught up in a whirl and gradually evolved itself into
a world. This notion Epicurus II scornfully dismisses: a
world will be created ·in a place with much void (EV TTOA1JKtvcp
'T6rr~) and not in a large empty space quite void, as some say'.
The diiference in the two accounts arises naturally from the
fundamental discrepancy in the two conceptions of the uni·

1 See Ep. i, § 74 E7r. BE Ka~ 'TovS' KOUp,OVS' oVr~ if avdyK'7]S' 8Ei' VOP.l'€LV
EVa. ClX!JP.a.TLUp,OV lxoVTaS'.

s Ep. ii, § 88. 3 SchoJ. on Ep. i, § 74. 4 Ibid.
s Ep. ii, § 88. 6 § 88 ~ Olav 8~ 1TOT~ <lxotJua> 1T'fPL"yPa.¢'~V.
7 ou P.lVTOL 1TCiv CT](ijp.a lX~LV, Schol. on i, § 74.
s E .. £. 8' , .. \ , /:"~'

~. 11" 9 «(I.'> J.LETo,KOUJl.t.cp, 0 Il(Y0P.£V, p.£Tar:.U KOUP.WV at.o.C1TT/lla •
9 Hlpp. Philosoph. 22. 3; U. 359 Ka.8ij08a.r. 'Yep TOV 8EOV (V Toi~ P.f-ra~

Koup.lolS' Otrrw KaAou",lvoLS {nr' aUTOV: cf. Cic. d~ Nat. D~()r. i. 8. J 8 el

Epicuri intermundiis, and see Chap. IX, p. 467.
10 See Part I, Chap_ II, § 3, p. 92.
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;l··:r~<::ve~s~: for Leucippus all th~t .was not occupied either ~y
'j, /£~.·e~Cl~tmg ~~rlds or by the .orIgmal plenum was o~ ne~~ssIty
};:.\fi;>~~ ~qulte VOId ~ whereas to E':PICU:US, who thought of individual

..~ >:.~;;;.:;_ atoms moving all over InfinIte space, there was no such
-T: ~~'/~:;.~~ thing: but a world would naturally form itself in a place

,. ;.../:,.Vlhere there was not already a great conglomeration ofatoms
;:'{;.. in a place of 'much vo~d'. His scorn !s perhaps more justifi~
~.t~.·. able .than usual, for hiS own theory 15 Indeed less arbitrary
.:.:..< and Improbable. Soon afterwards he turns to Democritus I

. i&;eJ-who.believed like Epicurus himself in scattered atoms i~
" j(~b infimte $~ace, but held that they were gathered in a whirl
ri f:{:~j~y necessity and so formed into a world, which, as it con

:e ~;.:£:'::; tl~ued to rev?l~e, was constantly growing by accretions from
:1,:::;\·: wIthout, until It got so large that it collided with another
'::' .,~; .. ' world and then was destroyed. Against these notions Epi
:: ::'_'~:. curus once more rebels; 2 they are at once fantastic and un
J'~-/.._warranted by the evidence of phenomena:

:':: :;~:;~~ !t is ndot merely. necessary ~or a gathering of atoms to take place, nor
r.t: mdee fo~ a ~hlrl and nothmg more to be set in motion, as is supposed,
); ;.:.; by n~ess1ty, !n an empty space in which it is possible for a world to
:.·:!E:~me mto being, nor can the world go on increasing until it collides
~,.)):-. With a~o~her world, ~ ~:)fle of the so-called physical philosophers says.

., ,",-c:i.\. For thIS JS a contradiction of phenomena.

·t :;::)~:~he po~nt~ are clear: the mere conglomeration of atoms
\ ..)(~ <o.o.potop.o)) IS not en?ug~, they mu~t be atoms of the appro
• ';.,\ .pnate shapes,.meeting In approprIate ways and able to fall
· ....i~· ~nto th; ;~quIsite motions.3 . The whi.rl set in motion by
•. :;.:.j; necess~ty 15 a n:ere ~ubterfuge: unless 1t arose naturally out
::IT.?f prev!o~s. motions It w~s not created by 'necessity', or else

;. ,;/.:" ~ecesslty 15 a very arbitrary power.4 Lastly, phenomena
, ;~.:~::::. -. gIVe no support at all to the notion of the gradual 'inflation'
: )H" of worlds ~nd their collisions with other worlds: the process
;' /} ofd.estruchon, as "!e see it in other things, is indeed evidence

'.::;.:. against such a behef.s

1 Sec Part I~ Chap. II~, § 4. 1 § 90.
3 Lucr. v. 442 rnotus mter sese dare convenientis.
4 See Part I, Chap. III, § 4, pp. 138 fr.
s cr. Luer. ii. 11°5-74, and see p. 352.
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. Epicurus: o~n account,1 whi~h he opposes to these re~
~ected theones, IS set out very ~nefly, and would be obscure
If we '!ere n?t able to exp]au~ l~ by the much amplified and
splendidly pIcturesque descnptlon of Lucretius." 'A world
may come into being both inside another world 3 and in a
in~erworld) by which we mean a space between worlds .. ~ I

this occ'!rs when seeds. of the right kind have rushed in
f:om a Single worl~ or Interworld or from several: little by
little they make Junctures (7Tpoa8/aE1S) and articulations
(Sr.a.p8pwans), and c.ause changes of position (p.€Tacrra.aEI.)) to
a?othe~ place, as It may h~ppen, and pro?uce irrigations
(E7TapaEvuELS) of the appropnate matter untIl the period of
co.mpletion an.d stability, which lasts as long as the under
lying foundatIOns are capable of receiving additions: The
idea then is of the gathering not of a mere chance collection
of atoms, but, what must happen much more rarely of the
~ppropriate 'se~ds' 4 either in the space occupied by; decay
Ing world or In s.ome space hitherto. unoccupied by any
world. At first all IS chaos 5 and confUSIon, and then a triple
process takes place represented in Epicurus' account by the
three rather obscure words 'junctures, articulations, and
changes of [osition', but fully explained by the parallel
pa5sa~e in ucretius: 'from this mass 6 parts began to fly
off hither and thither and like things to unite with like
(7Tpoa8'CTEL~) and 50 to unfold a world and to sunder its mem..
bers (membraque dividere, clearly a translation of 8r.ap(JpWGftS)
and dispose its great parts, that is, to mark off the high
heaven from the earth, and the sea by itself, so that it might
spread out with its moisture kept apart, and likewise the
~res of the sky by themselves) unmixed and kept apart.' It
IS the old cosmological idea of the 'separation out of op
posites' and the union of like with like) which in its atomic
setting produces the transition of the atomic nuclei into the
compound formation of the 'elements'. And then follows

• Ep. ii, ~ 89. 2 v. 416-508: cf. also ii. J 105-7+'
3 A very curious notion ~ see my note on the passage.
4 See p. 363, and cr. Ep. i, ~ 73 ~K uvrrrpmpwv l8lwv.
s Lucr. v. 432-+2. 6 443-8.

H-f
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::.r's:~the third stage (p.e'T'ucrra.ut:I.)): the heavier matter of earth
,,~ :~:l.:jrneets together in the middle and takes up the lowest
'~1 ~::'T'·~ places': I the light seed.s" are squeezed out and rise to form
.i 'y.};~, sky and ,heaven.ly bodies; and benyeen them the seeds of
~ ';,:f'~ intermediate,weight form the sea which rests upon the earth.3
~ :; ..t .More and more the elements become distinct from one
~:l1 another; sun, moon, and stars are created in the heavens,4
j ::~ " the land sinks in valleys or rises in mountains,S and the sea
~ Jf· shapes itself over the low-lying parts of earth. At last the
; :" .~ world has assumed the appearance that we know.6 The
, . general idea follows the traditional lines, but it has been

~ more carefully thought out and is expressed with magnificent
~ dramatic force by the great Roman poet.

One difficulty seems to have been felt by Epicurus in
· adapting this traditional account to his own conceptions.
, The heavy matter of earth is said to 'meet together in the
, middle and take up the lowest place'. This is the traditional

;~ language of 'the whirl' 7 in which the larger and denser bodies
: meet in the centre, where there is more resistance to the
: rotation : from the point of view of the rotating sphere the

centre can naturally be referred to as the 410west place'.
; Epicurus had in general accepted the conception of 'the
:: whirl') and might well have been contented to follow it in
this point. And in his own writings there is no trace of
h:sitation, but a strange passage in Lucretius suggests a

· dlfficulty.s It may reasonably be supposed that Epicurus,
': having adopted weight as one of the essential properties both

.. of ~he atoms and of things, now felt some hesitation in
· statIng that the heavier bodies gathered together in the
· c.ent:e of the world and re.mained there. At any rate Lucre
hus IS concerned to explaIn how this can be. If, he argues,

_the earth were directly imposed upon air underneath, the

J 4+9-5 J.

J 453-70. ~xpr~Jsa in Lucretius represents the ;K8)\(.tPc~ of the Atomists.
3 4~O-91. 4 471-<). S +92-4.

·E 6. 1 he whole description may be compared with Virgil's intentionally
-. plcurean account of the creation of the world in Eclogue VI.

7 See Part I, Chap. Ill, ~ 4. 8 v. 534-63.
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:-~ ',"':'" tions'l of the 'appropriate matter' which feed the world in
:, !~:)~:'~its var~ous mem?ers 'until its full completion', that is, as
": i:\:}:~~'. ~ucretlus 2 explal!1s, for all the. time that the w~rld is tak!ng
'; ):,:l,Jn more. than It gIves out ~nd IS therefore growIng. Durmg
)~,};~ : this period e:ven ato:ns whl~h cannot enter the concilium, may

': :i~' f1~.,. yet play their part In holdIng the world together; for they
,: may batter on Its outer shell,3 checking the atoms which tend
" 'to be driven. off from it and holding the whole in shaIJe.

But meanwhtle even from the first there is a tendency for
,atoms to. escape from the (oncilium and pass out into the
.void, driven off at a tangent by their collisions. And
gra9ually .the propor~ion of atoms entering lessens in com
panson With those driven out, until at last loss begins to get

. the u~per hand ov.er gain, and decay sets in. Then the atoms
, battertng from wuhout can no longer check the flow and

f'-'>-, ,their blows 4 f~t?m bei~g at source of strength, bec~~e an
.~ ,<-; attack on the InterlacIngs of the world. And so httle by
.~ ;~~~. little the world begins toreris~:.its 'und~:lying foundations'
, •~'~.~ are no longer capable 0 receiving addItIons, loss becomes
~;{:~ greater and greater, external blows have a more and more;.1:~ destructive effect. At last the great organism is broken up

L,:}:.:c::_~_:,"- ~:~ld~:tLot~:~e~~:r5h~~:i:\~ :\h~~li;:~rrti~n:f~~:ei~r~~~
c _' wor.. ucretlus inSists at great ength on the ultimate
~ ;~" destructlOn of worlds, and, holding as he does 6 that our
"::,~': world is already on the path of dec~y, prays th~t the final

end may not .come .in his time.? This tremendous thought
__ of the fin.a] dlss?l~tlon of the world was already present in

_, the atomiC tradItIon,S but here it may be regarded as a
,further pr~of of Epicurust consistent conception of even a
world as In every. respect a perfect, however gigantic,
example of an atomIc concilium.

>," •With the ~etai]ed mechanism of our world, thus created,
ito:: With the motIons and phases of the heavenly bodies) with the
" phenomena of the sky (p.€7'EWpa.), clouds, rain, lighting, &c.,

,. :1~ : ff.p~ ~~~ tap8<tIcK... ; ~: ~~~:~;,o~35-f" 5.Lucr. i. 'Of2-f

',-"' 11. 1150-74. 'J v. 107. 8 See p. 148.

evanescere paulatim et decrcscere pondus
convenit, atque aIiam naturam subt'er habere
ex ineunte aevo coniunctam atque uniter aptam
partibus aeriis mundi quibus insita vivit.

3 54-0-5. 4 556-63. 5 5S0-3'
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air would undoubtedly be unable to support its weight and
it would sink: but the fact is that the earth gradually 'thin
out' 1 underneath into a 'second nature', which acts as a link
between earth and air and forms, as it were, a kind of sprin
which supports the earth: 'so then the earth is not suddenl

g

brought in as some alien body, nor cast from elsewhere o~
alien air, but it has been begotten with it from the first
beginning of the world, a determined part of it, as our limbs
are seen to be of US'.2 The idea at first sight seems to be
fantastic, another weak subterfuge from a difficulty. But
if it is looked at more carefully in the light of Lucretius'
phraseology and illustrations, there is nothing inconsistent
wit~ the main .princip~es of the ~ystem. It is wrong from the
EpIcurean pOInt of vIew to thInk of earth and air and the
'second nature' as wholly independent existences (aliena):
they are all in reality parts of the great concilium of the world
interrelated as parts of the same body and growing up to:
gether. In the same way, Lucretius argues,3 head and limbs
are not felt to be a weight by the individual man, though in
themselves they are weighty things, and 'the force of the
sou~, tho~gh exceeding fin~',4 can, owing to this intimate con
neXlon, hft the whole weight of our body when we jump.
Just as above 5 the earth is gradually connected with the sky
by the intermediate link of the atmosphere) so it is with the
air beneath by means of this intermediate matter. Epicurus
had to some extent created his own difficulty) but he solved
it ingeniously on his own lines.

A world once created, its history as a whole is not far
different from that of any other condlillm. It is surrounded
from the first by space in which countless atoms are always
moving towards it from all directions. Many of these will
enter the world and become merged in it. This happens
specially in the early stages of its growth: there are lirriga-
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nor employ a method of inquiry like our reasoning either a~ut

the modes of life or with respect to the solution of other physical
" problems: witness such propositions as that 'the universe consists of

bodies and the intangible', or that 'the elements are indivisible', and
all such statements in circumstances where there is only one explana
tion which harmonizes with phenomena. For this is not so. with ~he

things above us: they admit of more than one ~use of their. commg
into being and more than one account of their nature whIch har
monizes with our sensations.

This passage is of the greatest importance for th~ under
standing of Epicurus' treatment of astronomIcal and
meteorological phenomena, for it not merely shows the
attitude of mind in which he approached them, but the con
nexion between this part of his inquiry and the rest of.his
system. He was primarily an ethical teacher: his first object
was to secure for mant s life pleasure, which he interpreted
to be freedom from disturbance (&:Tap~la.); for this purpose
it was essential that a man should have an exact compre
hension with regard to his mode of life, and with regard to
the fundamental nature of the universe. He must know that
the world is ultimately of purely material constitution, and
that its workings are governed in general by the operation
of natural law. And in detail too these principles must be
maintained: the great enemy to be faced here, as always, is
religion: enough must be known about the nature and move
ments of the heavenly bodies, &c., to be sure that the beliefs
of theology are baseless. 'Such phenomena I must not be
thought to be due to any being who controls and ordains
or has ordained them:l ... nor again must we believe that the
heavenly bodies, which are but fire agglomerated in a mass,
possess blessedness and voluntarily take upon themselves
these movements.' We must reject, that is, both of the

'Current theological explanations, the more popular view that
":~ ,,' the heavenly bodies are themselves divine, and the mo.re
,, philosophic belief that they are indeed themselves material

bodies, but are fashioned and controlled by a divine being

~: '.
, '--

':. .. :':.".-'
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and with certain curiosities among earthly phenomena Epi
curean tradition dealt in great detail. The Second Letter"
that to Pythocles, attributed to Epicurus himself, but mor~
probably an authoritative compilation, is entirely devoted to
these topics, and Lucretius in his fifth and sixth books has'
resumed the greater number of them with a wealth of poetic
amplification. The great majority of the explanations ad..
vanced are derived from the hypotheses of previous philo
sophers, I not only from the Atomists, but from the Ionians
Pythagoras, Empedocles, and Anaxagoras, and there is 1ittl~
which is characteristically Epicurean, except the occasional
working out of an idea such as that of the genesis oflightning
or the atomic mechanism of the action of the magnet. It
is not therefore profitable to review this part of the Epicurean
system in detail-though its study contains much that is in
itself of interest-but it must be briefly considered in so far
as it suggests or illustrates principles, which are very closely
concerned with Epicurus' theory of knowledge and his con
ception of philosophic procedure. For it is in this portion
of his work more than any other that the practical weakness
of the absolute trust in sense-perception is revealed. When
a 'sensational' theory has to deal with facts, which are in
themselves obvious but depend on remote and imperceptible
causes, it is apt to be at its worst; for it is not permissible
to fall back wholly on reason, yet sensation itself is apt to
be but a poor guide. It does Epicurus great credit that even
here he remained true to his principles and resisted the
temptation to dogmatize.

In the first place what is Epicurus' attitude towards this
whole department of inquiry? Had he a real interest in it
for its own sake and does he demand in it such accuracy as he
required in the fundamental propositions of the atomic
theory? These questions are answered clearly enough in the
exordium of the Letter to Pythocles: 2

we must not suppose that any other object is to be gained from the
knowledge of the phenomena of the sky than peace ofmind and a :ure
con fidence. We must not try to force an impossible explanation,

J See notes on Ep. ii. a §§ 85, 86.
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or obey laws once ordained by a Creator. But for this pu
pose it is enough that we can establish in each case th
general truth that the actions of the heavenly bodies a e
regulated ?y purely natural causes: it is not necessary to ~:
~ble to p.OInt to some one cause and say t~at. it and it alone
IS operative. Indeed to attempt to do so, IS In itself almo t
theological dogmatism: I for it is pretending to a certain~
of knowledge about uncertain material, which is like thO
theologian's postulate of a supernatural revelation. In case:
then where several explanations may be suggested 1 all of
which are equally consistent with phenomena, we ~ust not
attempt to ~hoose between them, but rest content with th
knowledge that in any case the operation is purely natural
and due to nothing but material causes. All the way through
the Second Letter and the corresponding Books of Lucretius
these. two not:s a.re str~ck ag~in and again: on the one hand
t~e vlOle!lt reJectlOn of myth or of any teleological explana
tion, which may ~pproach a theological view, on the other
~he constant w~rmng that. a .given phenomenon 'may happen
m several ways and that It IS not for us to state which is the
true cause in the particular case.

Before proceeding to illustrate this attitude of mind, it is
necess~ry to return for a moment to the principles of the
Canomc,e an~ se~ what.they: demand with regard to pro
cedure m th~s kInd of mqulry. Are the workings of the
heavenly bodies matters of immediate perception or are they
rather to be classed with the 'unseen'? What rules must be
formulated to regulate our investigations? The circumstances
are peculi~r: the facts with regard to such phenomena are
matters of Immediate sense-perception, and concerning them
there can be no dispute; they are as we see them. But with
the causes it is different: they are unseen and we must pursue
the methods of investigation which in such cases the Canonice

I See a very remarkable passage in Ep. ii, § 87 o-rav 8/ TI~ TO /-IEII a.110ltt1r!J,
TO 8J • ,Q1 \ ., , ..L .. ~ ..L ' 8 \ .. \ , '• ,.. EKI-'UI\rJ O/-lOt~~ 17l1P.'J'~v~v ~v ~f!J 'J'atVO/LEVf!J, fjl\OV OTt Kat EI( 1TIJ:V'TO;
£K11L1T7'(I t/>vuLoll0'YTJp.aTo~, £1Tt 8£ TOil J.LuBov KaTappEL.

• For the connexion of this principle with the Epicurean theory of knoW'
ledge see Chap. I, pp. 26o-z.
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demands. In the first place we must use the analogy of
, phe~o~en~ 0!l earth whose causes we can trace: 'we can
obtam mdlcatlOns (07JJ.L£ta) of what happens above from some
of the phenomena on earth: for we can observe how they
come to pass, though we cannot observe the phenomena

· in the sky'.1 Secondly,1 we can work by the 'apprehension
of the mind' (bnf30A~ Tijs Smvotas), combining concepts. In
these ways many explanations may be reached, and to them
the test of phenomena must at once be applied: any explana
tions 3 may be accepted which are not contradicted (aVTtp.aPTV-

· PlitTQ.l.) by phenomena. Of such explanations there may in
many cases be several: if none of them are contradicted by
phenomena, then none can be rejected, and all must be

i accepted as possible. Thus by the rules of the Canonice, no
less than by the requirements of the ethical theory we are

·driven back into acquiescence in the 'plurality of causes':
for the primary moral purposes of our life we do not require
knowledge so accurate as to enable us to decide between
several possible explanations, and our accepted rules of
procedure show us that such decision is in these cases
impossible.

These two considerations, of the ultimate purpose of the
inquiry and of the application of the rules of the Canonice,
explain much in Epicurus' astronomical theories which has
seemed to commentators foolish and almost childish: it will
be worth while to consider one or two instances in order to
see the principles at work. Take first of all the famous
statement that the size of the sun and moon is just what we
see it to be, and examine carefully Epicurus' argument.4

'The size of sun <and moon) and the other stars is for us what
it appears to be; and in reality it is either <slightly> greater
than what we see or slightly less or the same size: for so too
fires on earth when looked at from a distance seem to the
s~nses. And every objection at this point will easily be
dissipated, if we pay attention to the clear vision ('Tot~

wamp.aaL).' The conclusion seems merely puerile, but it is
I Ep. ii. 87: cf. Ep. i. 80. : See Chap. I, p. 265.
J See Ep. ii. 88. 4 Ep. ii, § 91.
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due to a rigid and accurate application of the Canons. The
size of the sun and moon is a matter of immediate sense_
perception: we see it immediately and therefore we must
accept the truth of our perception without question. But
this is a case of a distant vision: therefore what we see is the
truth 'for us', i.e. this is the size that sun and moon look at
a distance, just as the square tower looks round. Is it then
their real size? This must be regarded as a 'problem
awaiting solution' (1Tpoap.Evov), and above all our perception
must not be contaminated with any inference of opinion
(1Tpo~oga~op.Evov) as to probabilities. In the case of a terres
trial object, we can solve our problem by going near to the
object and obtaining the 'clear vision' of the close view: we
learn, for instance, that the tower was in reality square. It
is not possible to do this with the heavenly bodies and We

must therefore have recourse to the use of analogy. The
very brief statement of the letter at this point would be
unintelligible, if we were not assisted by a reference of the
scholiast to the eleventh book 'On Nature'I and the fuller
treatment of Lucretius.~ The latter treats the sun and moon
separately, but in both cases uses the analogy of earthly
fires, which the author of the Letter clearly had in mind.
'Earthly fires, he argues, at a distance lose their heat before
they appear to diminish in size, but the sun's heat is as great
as it can be: therefore he is not far enough away for his size to
have diminished. Again earthly fires become blurred in out
line by distance before they diminish in size; but the moon's
outline is clear-cut: therefore it is not diminished in size.' The
analogy is complete and there is nothing in the 'clear vision'
of sun and moon, which tells against it. Therefore the con
clusion must be accepted, and, if to us it seems ridiculous,
we must again remember that Epicurus' whole conception
of the world was of something very much smaller th.an
modern science has taught us to have in mind. Finally notice
the conclusion: the size of sun and moon is either what we
see or 'a little greater or smaller': analogy, unsupported by

I ' \ \ , 0 ~ \ \ (' , , ,Q fJ" ' \ \ ~ ~ '\ \ ::y
\ fit rap TO IJ-fi'Yfi OS ata TO otaO'TTJlJ-a a1rEI"E IITlKE£. 1rOllllqJ IJ-aN\OY ~
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,: "the near vision, does not permit us to reac~ absolute cer
, tainty or accuracy, but the knowledge whIch we can. so

, 'obtain is sufficient at least to enable us to put any theological
explanation out of court.

, An example of a somewhat different method of procedure
may be found in the discussio~ of the phases of ~he mo?n.

I

'The wanings of the moon and Its subsequent waxmgs mIght
be due to the revolution of its own body, or equallr well to
successive conformations of the atmosphere, or agam to t~e
. terposition of other bodies' they may be accounted for m
In 'h" h, all the ways in which phenomena o~ eart mVlte us to suc
explanations of these phases; prOVIded only one does not
become enamoured of the method of the sin~le cause ~nd

, groundlessly put the others out of court, WIthout haVIng
considered what it is possible for a man to obs~r:e and :-vha~

, is not, and desiring therefore to observe what IS Impossible.
, This problem clearly belongs to the .second. class: the fact
:\9f the moon's. phases is a ~atter of ImmedIate perceptlo.n,
but its cause IS not: accordmgly the analogy of terrestrIal

"phenomena must be use~ and a~y explana~ions may be put
forward as probable agamst which the eVI~en~e of phe~o
mena is not contradictory: but there is no crltenon by ~hlch
anyone of them may be selected as true to the exc1uslo~ of
others. The compiler of the Letter then states the conJec
tures of the earlier philosophers and ranks them all as of
equal authority-the view of Heraclitus that the ~oon was
a body light on one side and dark on the other, wh.lch gradu-
ally turned round, the notion of Xenophanes that It travel~ed

,: through tracts of air which were no~ equally w~ll supplIed
. with the necessary fuel, and the belIef of.AnaxlIr:ene~ that

there was another opaque body-or bO~les-whlch Inter
vened and screened the moon from us. It IS perhaps re~ar~

" able that the true explanation. of th~ phenomenon, which IS
placed first by Lucretius,~ IS omItted altogether by the
author of the letter: Lucretius seems at times to have had

~ a rather un-Epicurean eye for probabilities in the matter
of astronomy. Here then is a good instance of the suspense

I Ep. ii, § 9+. ~ v·7°5-1+.
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due to a rigid and accurate application of the Canons. The
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of judgement: analogy does not warrant any decision b
tween rival theories, for with earthly bodies, any of the~
might pro.duce ,the re~uired effec~. We must therefore be
c?ntent with a plurahty of causes, but they are again suffi_
Cient to show that the phenomenon has natural causes and
to exclude the explanations of 'myth'.

In these two instances, and indeed, throughout the as
troJ.1omica.1 se~ti~:m, there is n~thin& distin~tively atomic, and
Eplcurus IS willing to look wIth an Impartial eye on the views
of any previous philosopher provided they are not Contra
dicted by phenomena. But it must not be thought that in the
details of his cosmology he in any sense abandoned atomism
~r was not at pains to think out his explanations on,atomic
hnes. An instance or two to show this may be taken from his
treatment of celestial phenomena and terrestrial CUriosities.
T~e discussion of the causes of lightning is a good case in
pOlnt. l

Lightnings are produced in several ways: for both owing to the friction
and collision of clouds a conformation of atoms which produces fire
(note the notion of the 'seed' again) slips out and gives birth to the
lightning, and owing to wind bodies which give rise to this flash are
dashed from the clouds: or compression may be the cause when clouds
are squeeze~ either by one another or by the wind. 0; again it may
be that the hght scattered abroad from the heavenly bodies is taken in
by the douds, and then is driven together by the movement of the
clouds and wind, and falls out through the douds; or else light com
posed of most subtle particles may filter through the clouds, whereby
the clouds may be set on fire by the flame and thunder produced by th~
move~ent of t~e ~re. Or th~ wind may be fired owing to the strain
of motion and ItS. Violent rotatIon: or clouds may be rent by wind :md
atoms fall out which produce fire and cause the appearance oflightmng.
And several other methods may easily be observed, if one clings always
to phenomena and can compare what is akin to these things,

The method is here the same: sense-perception gives no
imme~iate ~nowledge of causes, and the analogy of pheno
men:a In :which the cause can be traced, suggests this almost
bewlldenng array of alternative possibilities, between which

I Ep. ii, §§ 101, 102.
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~ k; there is no ground for choosing. But it is not here a mere
'~';:.'recapitulation of the views of other thinkers with very
,~ :i'different fundamental principles, but a careful thinking out

, < (~rrof possibilities on strictly atomic lines: the 'formation of
, r;;:'~~ atomS which produces fire', 'bodies which give rise to the

,)::.; Bash', the taking in of light from the heavenly bodies into
'; ": the clouds, the 'light composed of most subtle particles', the
;.' falling out of 'atoms which produce fire'-all these are
:" essentially atomic notions, which would be meaningless on

. i" . any other view of physical phenomena. Lucretius'l elaborate
, /.: treatment of the same topic reveals almost clearer evidence
"if- of the same consistent habit of thought, and his discussion
...,:j- :, of the cause of the pace of the thunderbolt ~ is a notable
" ,!:. addition to our understanding of the nature of the atomic
::,', concilium. Lucretius 3 concludes characteristically with an
,~- emphatic protest against the theological view that the light
, nings and thunders are the weapons of divine beings.
: ~ T~e curiosities of t~rrestrialpheno~e~a.are not fully dealt

'<:; With In any extant portion of Eplcurus wntlngs, buttheywere
,<~~-, .part of the atomic tradition handed down by Democritus,4
~:J,', and Lucretius has dealt very fuHy with some of them in
, ,:~.,~~the latter half of the Sixth Book. A simple case may be

'selected to illustrate the careful investigation on strictly
t '. atomic lines, the problem of the well of Jupiter Ammon,S

,<: which was cold by day and hot by night. The popular ex
-:' planation of the phenomena, in so far as it was not regarded
" ' merely as a miracle, was, as Lucretius explains, that the sun
: in his nightly journey under the earth warmed the fountain

":~ from below. To this view he very naturally objects that if
,~':·the sun could not warm the water in the day-time, when it
1:,' Was fully exposed to its heat) it is not likely that it could do

, >: so at night when it would have to act through 'the dense
" ", body of earth'. The true cause is to be sought in an atomic

;' view. The earth round the well is naturally of loose texture
',_ . and contains many 'seeds of fire': at night the cold contracts

r vi. 160-378. 2 See Chap. V, p. 349.
l 379-422 . 4 See Part I, Chap. III, § 5, pp. 152-+.
s vi. 848-7 8.
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Epicurean I were not 'living things' (eJ4vxa), ~nd their growth
and movement was mechanical and not VItal). And t~en
'the races of living thin~s'~ (nzor/alia saecla) began to sprIng
up from the earth, theIr mother, even as now ~nder the
influence of rain and sun, worms and other vermm may be
CleatedJ Finally from 'wombs rooted in the ground' 4 came
forth the race of men, whom the earth, like a human mother,
fed with milk through her pores, until they were strong
enough to seek food for themselves. These curious notions,
which have of course been much ridiculed, are not a mere
.extravagance of fancy, but are undoubtedly intend~d to sh~w
. the perfect continuity of creation, from the morgamc,

I , :" through the vegetable to the animal kingdom and so to the
,~, race of men. Nor need Lucretius' account present any ~eal

difficulty in a system for which sensation is a.mere mechamc~l
accid~nt of atomic arrangements a!ld ~ot1ons: once ~gam

.: " the dIfficulty of transition from the mammate to t~e ammate
and conscious is glossed over, or rather totally Ignore~.
- A striking passage S follows in which Lucretius deSCrIbes
the early de,:,elopment of the animal kingdo~: nature made
many experIments producing creatures WIthout arms or
legs, or blind or ey~less, or sexless or with limbs indistinctly
formed. But all such, since they could not help themselves
or propagate their species, gradually perished. Indeed, he
says, in a passage 6 which to many readers has recalled t.he

.,. modern hypothesis of natural selection, only those speCIes
,. suryived which by strength or craft or swi~tness co~ld prove
c. theIr worth, or by their usefulness to man Insure hIS protec-

I ,i· rion: Those who had none of these resources, 'fell a prey
,: ' an~ spoil to others, all entangled in the f~tef~l trammels of

t~el~ own being, until nature brought theIr kmd to d.estruc
, . tIon.7 On the other hand Lucretius 8 stoutly denIes the

'. , creation of such monsters as are told of in myth and legend,

L
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the earth and the seeds of fire are naturally 'squeezed Out'
into the well: in the day-time the earth is again rarefied by
the sun's heat and the 'seeds of fire' return to it from the
well. The modern man of science would probably apply the
brutal test of the thermometer and discover that the well
remained always at much the same temperature, hut that
it seems cold in the heat of day and hot in the frosty night.
Nevertheless the Epicurean thinkers may once again be
allowed credit for an ingenious explanation thought out in
accordance with the principles of their general physical
theory. A still more distinctively 'atomic' explanation is that
given immediately after of a well, J over which sticks of wood
would ignite-but for the best example of this treatment,
both in its great elaboration and the extreme subtlety of its
realization of atomic conditions is Lucretius' ~ singular ex
planation of the action of the magnet.

To Lucretius 3 again we are indebted for the only full
account of the Epicurean view of the early history of the
earth and the gradual development of plant, animal, and
human life: at one crucial stage the Letter to Herodotus
comes in to help and critics and commentators have pre
served some details of interest. But there is no doubt that
here again, though the marvellous vigour and picturesque
ness of description is his own, Lucretius has strictly pre
served Epicurean tradition. Though there is nothing which
affects our view of fundamental principles, there are ma~y

points of considerable interest in themselves, and a brIef
account must be given of the main notions which he em
bodies in the poem. When the elements had finally sepa
rated themselves, and the earth was formed in hill and valley
with the waters here and there 'covering its face', it first
began to be covered with vegetable life. Trees and plants
and grass grew out from it 'as do feathers and hair and
bristIes'4 from the bodies of birds and animals (plants to the

I vi. 87<)-90S.
• vi. 9°6-1089: cf. Galen. it Fllculllll. Nalur., i. 14, t. ii, p. Hit; U. 293:

we know that Democritus wrote on this subject.
J V.772-1,4-57. 4 783-i)'
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for themselves huts to dwell in and skin-clothes to wearS and
above all learned the use of fire.2 Family life began to be
recognized 3 and even the union of families in communities
under a compact 'not to harm or be harmed'4. This idea of
the 'Social Contract' plays a large part in Epicurus' early
history of man and is very closely connected with his ethical
theory: a considerable series of his Principal Doctrines are
concerned with it.5 Justice in itself is not a virtue, it is
neither good nor bad. The only moral ideal of man is
pleasure: but in order to secure his own pleasure it is neces
sary for a man to make himself safe from the attacks of
other men. The best way to secure this result is to make a

:: compact with them 'neither to harm nor to be harmed', to
surrender something of one's own pleasure in hurting others
in order to secure immunity as its reward. 'The justice

. which arises from nature is a pledge of mutual advantage to
restrain men from harming one another and save them from

,J being harmed':6 'justice never is anything in itself, but in the
dealings of men with one another in any place wbatever and
at any time it is a kind ofcompact not to harm or be harmed'.?
The ethical aspect of this theory must be considered later: 8

here it may be noticed that Epicurus would regard the first
beginnings of common life and the recognition of the rights
of others as a gradual and somewhat cynical realization of
the selfish advantages which it procured.

When the start was once given to common life, matters,
as Lucretius conceived, moved fast. The strongest men in

: ,; communities became kings and settled the distribution of
property.9 Then the discovery of gold brought a new and
sinister motive into life: 10 wealth, not strength and prowess,
became the touchstone of power, and political ambition
brought social catastrophe. Kings were driven out, popular
rule ensued, and magistrates were created: 11 the poet's account
is obviously influenced by the traditional history of Rome.

. , r
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Centaurs and Scyllas and Chimaeras, composed of elements
from different races: for the period of growth of the various
tribes of animals is so different that they could not possibly
combine in such a complex formation, 'when three years
have come round the horse is in the prime of vigour, but
the child by no means so..•. Later when the stout strength
and limbs of horses fail through old age and droop, as his
life Rees from them, then at last youth sets in in the prime of
boyish years and clothes the cheeks with soft down'.l The
observation is acute and serves as yet another weapon of
attack on the 'myths' of religion.

Not less acute from the point of view of the modern study
of anthropology is Lucretius' ~ account of the life of primitive
man and the beginnings of civilization. Here again he runs
counter to the accepted traditions. Greeks and Romans alike
looked back to an imaginary Golden Age, in which man
was greater and stronger and happier and better than at
present, when through a long series of degeneration he had
reached the Age of Iron. Lucretius will have none of this:
man's life was then far harder.3 He lived like the beast of
the field,4 feeding on acorns and wild fruits and drinking
from mountain-torrents.s He hid in caves or groves or
thickets for shelter and every man fought for his own hand;6
at night he lay down to rest, but had no special fear for its
terrors: 7 rather his supreme care was to protect himself from
the attacks of wild animals. Not more men perished then
than now: 8 they were killed by wild beasts or accidental
poisoning, but warfare and navigation were unknown. All
this is largely confirmed by modern investigations into the
life of savage tribes, and the anthropologist would find little
with which to quarrel: but it shows a singular penetrat~on
for one who had but very few recorded data on whIch
to work and the whole force of popular tradition against
him"

Then began the slow process of civilization. Men devised
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: ,; communities became kings and settled the distribution of
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Centaurs and Scyllas and Chimaeras, composed of elements
from different races: for the period of growth of the various
tribes of animals is so different that they could not possibly
combine in such a complex formation, 'when three years
have come round the horse is in the prime of vigour, but
the child by no means so..•. Later when the stout strength
and limbs of horses fail through old age and droop, as his
life Rees from them, then at last youth sets in in the prime of
boyish years and clothes the cheeks with soft down'.l The
observation is acute and serves as yet another weapon of
attack on the 'myths' of religion.

Not less acute from the point of view of the modern study
of anthropology is Lucretius' ~ account of the life of primitive
man and the beginnings of civilization. Here again he runs
counter to the accepted traditions. Greeks and Romans alike
looked back to an imaginary Golden Age, in which man
was greater and stronger and happier and better than at
present, when through a long series of degeneration he had
reached the Age of Iron. Lucretius will have none of this:
man's life was then far harder.3 He lived like the beast of
the field,4 feeding on acorns and wild fruits and drinking
from mountain-torrents.s He hid in caves or groves or
thickets for shelter and every man fought for his own hand;6
at night he lay down to rest, but had no special fear for its
terrors: 7 rather his supreme care was to protect himself from
the attacks of wild animals. Not more men perished then
than now: 8 they were killed by wild beasts or accidental
poisoning, but warfare and navigation were unknown. All
this is largely confirmed by modern investigations into the
life of savage tribes, and the anthropologist would find little
with which to quarrel: but it shows a singular penetrat~on
for one who had but very few recorded data on whIch
to work and the whole force of popular tradition against
him"

Then began the slow process of civilization. Men devised
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Later on Lucretius returns to a more primitive period and
shows how the use of metals I was learnt from the processes
of nature, of bronz~ first an~ then of iron,~ whic~ drove Out
bronze because of Its superIor usefulness, especIally in the
processes of war. Then, after a digression on the use of
animals in warfare,3 he shows how natUJ:e again taught men
the operations of agriculture,4 and the songs of birds sug
gested imitation, which was the origin of music..s Then
came the knowledge ofastronomy,6 and private property7 and
the science of navigation,8 and lastly the finer arts of poetry
and painting and sculpture: 9 tfor they saw one thing after
another grow clear in their mind, until by their arts they
reached the topmost pinnacle' .10 All this is of great interest
an.d is .described with a brilliancy and iro~y as great as any
thmg In the poem; but there are two pOInts of greater im
portance than the rest, the discussions of the origin of
religion and the origin of language. With the former it will
be more convenient to deal in speaking of the Epicurean
theology, but the latter question must be briefly discussed
here, as it has considerable prominence in the Letter to
Herodotus II and Epicurus' position is slightly obscured in
Lucretius and has not always been rightly understood. His
theory of the origin and development of language throws
considerable light on his general ideas of the development
of the arts.

Epicurus plunges rather abruptly, after discussing the
creation of worlds, into the general problems of civilization,
and he appears to recognize, far more clearly than Lucretius,
two stages in the development of the arts, the first in which
nature constrained men to do things by sheer force of cir
cumstances, the second in which reason deliberately de
veloped and elaborated what had been introduced by nature
and made further inventions for itself. He then proceeds
to apply this general theory to the particular case of language.It
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.'j ~:'{r .And so names too w~re not at. fi~t deliberat:ly gi.v~n to thin~ but
"J :·;:'r' n'5 natures accordang to their dlfi'erent nattonahtaes had their own
': :r;t,p1~uliar feelings and re~eived .their peculiar impressions, and so ea~h

.~ ;~<$:",rn their own way emitted air formed mto sh~pe (note !he pec~har
-F;"::~(atomic form of s~eech) I by eac~ of the~e feehngs .and ImpreSSions,
;,':"(, according to the differences made In the different nations by th~ places

,,:;:; f their abode as well. And then later on by common consent In eac.h
,'~ '~,~;( :~ationality special names were deliberately given in ~rder to make theIr

,'f{J' ·l1leanings less ambiguous to one another a~d more.bnefly demonstrate~.
.. And sometimes those who were acquamted With them brought Jl1

. things hitherto unknown and introduced sounds for them, on some
occasions being naturally constrained to u~ter them, a~~ on others
choosing them by reasoni~g in a~cordan~e With the prevallmg mode of
formation, and thus makmg their meanmg clear.
h has been usual to compare this discussion with that of

. Plato in the Crall/US, but Giussani,1 who was the first to
realize the full import of this pass~ge in th~ Letter ~o
Herodotus, has pointed out the ~onslderable dlffer~nce In

the point of view of the two phIlosophers. Plato IS con
sidering the relation of langua~e t? thought. and ~sks
whether there is a natural and IneVitable relatIon (q,Vu€I.)
between words and their objects, or whether the. re~ation is
deliberate and conventional (Ka.Tcf. uvvO.qlnlv): he IS In other
words discussing the psychology offully developed la.nguage.
Epicurus on the other hand app~oa~~es the questIon. as a
problem of the actual history of primItive man. He belIeves
then that there were two stages in the development of
language. In the first it was made wholly tby nature': men's
internal emotions (Trd.fh]) or impressions received from pheno
mena (q,aVTdup.a-ra.) constra!ne.d them t~ utter cert.ain sou!1ds,
which then reproduced slmtla.r emotIons and Impr~sslons

in other men and so conveyed Ideas. These sounds differed
according to the racial conforma.tion of ~~ffere?t tri?es ,(KoiJ,t
(1(C1C1Ta. 19VTJ) and even geographical posltton (1] ?Tapa. TOVS' 'TO

7J'OVs '8ta,pop&.) had its influence. In th~ ~e.c?nd stage man,
._ having now become aware of the posslb.l1l~les.of language,

. proceeded deliberatel)" (O'Clfit) to make dIstinctIons accurate
and invent new expressions for new things. These new

I See Chap. VIII, P.405. 2 8tltd. Luer. 267-84.
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expressions again sometimes occurred as the natural result f
a new impression, sometimes arose from reasoned choi~
acting on the lines of natural cause. The account of the
~~ole p~ocess is care~ulIy and minutely. thought out, an~
It IS possible to recognize clearly, though In a complex form
the two stages of 'nature' and 'deliberation' which Epicuru'
~a? postulate? f~r the development of the arts in general~
It IS once again Singularly near to what would now be said
of ~he historical origin of la~guage. Two rather remarkable
pomts may how~ver be notlce~. In the first place Epicurus
seems to conceive of the entIre process as comparatively
rapid and shows little understanding of the gradual growth
of language or of the survival of the first 'natural' stage eVen
~fter .the second has.been reached. Secondly, he seems to
Imagine that each. n~t~on evo~ved its languag~ independently.
Both these peculIarItIes are In fact due to hiS conception of
o~r world as a comparatively shortlived thing: just as to
~Im i~ was com~aratIvely small in size, so was the length of
Its eXistence brIef: there had been no time for the slow
development of ages.

In the Epicurean tradition, the polemical desire to main
tain the origin of language as 'natural' seems to have ob
scured the r~collection of Epicurus' second stage, in which
words were Invented delIberately. Thus Diogenes of Gena
~ndaI ~n his famous inscription expressly denies deliberate
inVention, and in Lucretius'~ long and vivid description of
the first stage, which he admirably illustrates by the efforts
of children and animals to make themselves understood, the
second stage is represented by a single verbal hint.3 The
master was here greater than his pupils and the penetration
and subtleness of the theory forms an admirable example
of his care in the outlying parts of his system, where
fundamental ideas were not immediately concerned.

I fro x, col. iii (William) /L~T£ TWV *"tAouO¢Jwv 1TI.C1'TWwJL£V Tois >tlyOVUl
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The subjects of this section have lain perhaps off the
beaten track of Atomism and Epicureamsm, which are

......... as a rule concerned r.at~e: with the infinit~ly small tha~ the
.~. ::: . infinitely great. ~ut It IS Importan~ to reahze t?e capacity of
.,' the School for WIde and far-r:achIng speculatIOn as well ~s
", .... tor minute and subtle reasomng. The cosmology of Epl-

curuS, though weakened perhaps by the logical insistence
on the principles of the Canonice, was the stronger and more
vigorous for being based on an atomic foundation.
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THE SOUL 385
a rational part (.\6yov ~xov), the mind, ~hich was t.he seat of
the active movements of thought and wIll. Most philosophers
made a distinction between these two parts of the soul a~d
treated of them, if not separately, at least as separable In

thought. Of such a distinction there is no trace in the Letter
to Herodotus; there is little .doub~ that Epicurus himself
made it, as his followe~s certaml~ dId, but ~he la~k of fuller
explanation has given nse to conslderab.le dIfficultIes and has
led to some highly improbable expl~natlOns. For the present
however 'the soul' must be thought of in a wide general
sense covering both these elements.

Epicurus, after a preliminary caution that in forming a
.. theory everything must be ~eferred to Ithe test of our.sensa

tions and feelings, opens hIS account of the soul WIth the
startling but unmistakable statement 'the soul is a body'
(uwf'a.). This is to the 'plain man' perhaps the most para
doxical utterance in the whole letter, .bu~ the paradox is at
once explained if the fundamental prmclples of the sy:te~
are borne in mind. The whole umverse and all that IS In

it consists solely of the two constituents, atoms and the
';1 void: all otner existing things are ~ compound of the two.
., It is impossible to doubt the real eXistence of the soul, when
",' we are constantly aware of its workings in ourselves and
',,' others and therefore it must be, like all other existences, an

atomi~ compound, in other ~ords a b~dy. So obvious does
this conclusion seem to Eplcurus hImself that he makes
little attempt at the moment to defend his position except
by the usual appeal to e~p~rienc~. '~ll thi~,' he say: after
adding a descrIption. o~ thIS body, ~hlch WIll be co.n:I?ered
immediately, 'all thIS IS made mamfest by the actIVities of
the soul and its feelings . . . and by what we lose at the
moment of death.' This rather obscure contention is made

;', clearer by Lucretius:~ t~e soul can set the limbs in ~otio.n:
i this cannot be done WIthout contact, and contact Imphes

body. Again the soul suffers with the body:. it must then
have a bodily nature. Once more, whole limbs may be
removed from the body and it will still live,3 but if a few

I Ep. i, § 63. • iii. 161-76. 3 119-2 9.
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VIII

THE SOUL, SENSATION, THOUGHT,
AND WILL

I T has several times been necessary, and especially in
treating of the Canonice,1 to anticipate Epicurus' theory

of the soul of man and its action; an attempt must now be
made to examine it in fuller detail. It is an interesting de
partment of his system not merely because his conclusion
that the soul perishes at the dissolution of the body was of
such vast importance for his ethical theory, but also because
in the purely materialistic account which he gives of its
nature he was pushing his fundamental assumptions to their
utmost limit and from time to time seems almost conscious of
failure-eertainly of difficulty. This is no doubt also in a
great measure the reason why this portion of the Epicurean
theory has seemed so obscure to modern commentators and
given rise in certain parts of it to such a strange divergence
of opinion: it is almost impossible for us to approach the
whole question in a sufficiently materialistic mood, and we
are inclined to apply our own psychological notions to the
explanation o~ difficulties w~thout ?earing i~ mind ~hrough_
out the consIstently matenal basIs on whIch EpIcurus is
working: to do so is always to court failure. It is true that
Epicurus had probably not thought out--eertainly he has
not recorded in extant documents-a complete psychology
of sensation and thought, but all that he has left us is on
strictly and consistently materialist lines which we must,
never desert in our attempts to understand him.

For Greek thinkers in general the conception of the soul
(ifroxfJ) was wide and comprehensive, and included on the one
hand an irrational element (ciAoyov), the spirit or 'vital
principle', as it might be called, which gave life to the body
and was the seat of the passive and irrational feelings which
are classed together as sensation (a.raO'1a~s), and on the other

I Chap. II.
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particl~s of breath a.nd heat desert the b~dy, it dies.•
Experience then, as Interpreted on a materIalistic bas'
demands th~ conc1~sion.that t~: soul is corporeal. Epicur~~
returns again to hIS maIn positIon~ at the end of his sectio
on the soul, and with his eye on rival theories, he gives n
f~ner and more sati~factory argument in favour of his ow~
view. The two notIons of the soul which would be mOst
like.ly to co~e int~ competit~on with i~ we.re firstly, that of
ordmary beltef, 'YhiCh found Its expresSIon In the philosophy
of.~lato an~ ArIstotle, that the sou] was a non-material Or

spIrItual eXIstence, and secondly that of certain members of
the s~hool.of Aristotle, and in particular3 of the musical
theorIst Anstoxenus, that the soul was a condition or 'har
mony' of the whole body. I t is against the first of these
~h~ories that Epicurus' argument is primarily directed and
~t IS founded ?n the .base-no~ions of his system. The only
!ncorporeal thIng whIch has Independent existence, that is
!s not a 'property' or 'accident' of some corporeal existence:
15 the vOid: the soul then cannot be incorporeal unless it is
~oid. ~ut ",,:oid ~an neither act or be acted up~n, for such
Interaction ImplIes ~~uch, whi~h i~ its turn implies body.
y ~t these two capacl.tles for a~tlng (In thought and will) and
beIng acted upon (In sensatIon) are just those which are
most closely associated with the soul. The soul then cannot
!'e v?id: it must be corporeal or material and popular belief
~s mIstaken. Here we are on familiar atomic ground: touch
IS the pre-re9uisit.e of i,nteraction and nothing can touch
~xcept body: If Epicurus theory of the soul is to be attacked,
It must be here, at the ultimate basis of materialism.

But the second notion, that the soul is a 'harmony' of the
body, would not be open to the same a priori objection, for
the soul would then be, not indeed an independent im-

t 'Heat' (ctllor, rJtzpor) is of course to Lucretius, as to Epicurus, a corporeal
substance. J § 67.

3 I~ seems probable that the idea of the soul as a 'harmony' was originaJly
a medIcal, not a musical, notion, and Burnet (E. G. P.3, p. 29S) is inclined
to connect it with the Pythagorean Philo]aus. This does not of course affect
Lucretius' main contention, but makes his irony less effective.

t!
:'H THE SOU L 387
:H' ntaterial existence, but an 'accident' (utiP:lrTWp.a.)l of the body,
"'" an occurrence, not inseparable-for the body can exist

::/! without it-but occasional under certain conditions. With
'I <"i::~,:""!,~' "this theory Epicurus does not deal in the Letter, but that

he assailed it elsewhere is clear from Lucretius'2. explicit
; :f::- atta:k on it. He argues that it cannot be true either of the

':00 mind (animus) or of the spirit (anima): not of the mind,
t' because it often feels pleasure, even when the body is in
~} pain and vice versa, and moreover it is active, when the body

X:'t is at rest in sleep; nor again of the spirit, for it often remains
"':' intact when whole limbs of the body are removed, and on
,(' ~ the other hand, if a few particles of heat and air are lost, the
.i:' body loses its life. So far then from being an 'accident' of

i ' : the body, the soul, though conjoined with body, is seen to be
independent in action: sensation and consciousness are
'accidents' of the soul, but it is not itself an 'accident' of the
body: 'let these Greek musicians confine their theories of
harmony to their own subjects'. The soul then is a wholly
corporeal and concrete being. This relentlessly material
conception may be more profitably examined when the
deductions which follow from it have been reviewed. At
this point it is more important to notice its perfect consis-
tency with the main ideas of the system. Here, if ever, the
apostle of common sense found popular opinion against
him: but with a courage, which was almost desperate, he was

J ready to fly in the teeth of prejudice and in maintaining his
materialism at all costs, to forge another weapon against the
terrors of superstition.

The soul being thus, like any other body, an atomic com
pound, it is possible to inquire into its composition and
analyse its constituents, and this Epicurus proceeds to do.
Democritus3 had been content to say that the soul-atoms
Were 'fiery' (nvpwS£ts), for the reason that the atoms compos
ing fire were spherical and therefore most mobile. Epicurus
preserves this idea, but it is not by itself sufficiently subtle

, for him. Rather the soul is 'a body of fine particles ... most
resembling breath with a certain admixture of heat and in

I See Chap. IV. J iii. 98-135. 3 See Part I, Chap. III, § 7.
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~ •~,.' scrupulous in following his master's lead in every detail, has
o ~•. bere gratuitously amplified him, and indeed there is other
. :';. evidence that the element of 'air' was included by Epicurus
.~:: !'.> himself. Aetius1 states that Epicurus held the soul to be
'; a compound of four constituents, an element like fire, one

:; ,) .' like air, one like breath or wind (7rVWJUL1'I.KOii), and a fourth
;' ,<. nameless element (which will have to be considered im

, mediately), and his testimony is confirmed by Plutarch.~ It
is therefore safe to assume that Lucretius was here following

. a funer Epicurean source than the Letter (probably, as usual,
. the Greater Epitome), and that Epicurus himself, writing

to a disciple already initiated in the system, gives merely a
, rough summary: possibly, the mention of the element of
. 'air' has accidentally dropped out in our text of the Letter.

The second question is more important and requires
closer consideration: how does the element of 'air' differ
from that of 'wind' and what is the significance of its pre
sence as an element in the soul? Giussani3 has offered a most
ingenious answer. He reminds us that to Epicurus 'heat',

. 'wind', and 'air' are all substances: 'heat', or 'vapour', as
Lucretius4 often calls it, is composed ofspecific heat-forming
particles,s 'wind'6 of particles which similarly produce cold,
and 'air' or 'atmosphere', as we might call it, of particles
of various kinds, which are squeezed out from the earth and
sea7 or enter from the outer sky and in combination form a
substance of middle or tepid temperature.8 'Wind' is thus
distinct in substance from 'air' and is composed of colder

, :. particles, just as 'vapour' is of particles warmer than 'air'.
The three elements in the soul then represent, as Giussani
thinks, three distinct temperatures, 'air', the normal tempera
ture of the atmosphere, 'heat' a temperature above normal,

'" !.~ . and 'windt below normal. The soul has thus, according to
.' I·,
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some parts like to one of these and in some to the oth '
H . h . d· ereat IS t us retalne as a constituent element, but to it i~

now added the elementof breathor wind (7TVdip.a). Therea
~ h' dd'" f: · . SOnlor t. ~s a ItlOn I~ no~ ar. to seek: It IS once again due to
emplT1calobservatIon. This is made manifest ... by what We

lose at the moment ofdeath. 'I The dead body appears to co
tain all that it had in life except breath and heat: 'the seeds nf
'Yin~ and b~rning ~eat', says Lucretius,:: 'are the cause th~t
h~e It~gers In the hmbs: there is then heat and a life-giving
wInd In the .very body, w~jch abandons our dying frame'.
!he assumptl~nof Democritus was made on apriori grounds
In order ~o aSSign to the soul the kind of atoms which would
~e mos~ lIkely to account for its quick movements: his con
Jecture IS confirmed and amplified by Epicurus' observation.

. Breath and heat then, or rather, as Epicurus states it
~lth. a scrupulou~ accuracy not imitated by his follower:
partl~les resembhng those of breath and heat', are the first
~onshtue~t~ of the soul; here it may be noticed that heat
IS an addition to the 'breath' of Democritus-an addition
due to o.bservation-and that the scrupulous description of
~he partlc~es suggests already a consciousness that the sou]
IS s?methlng finer than the bodies we know in experience.
BeSIdes these two other elements are mentioned which
require .consideration. In the first place Lucretius,' who in
the earher passages quoted above contents himself with the
mention of particles of heat and wind and may be following
the Letter or a corresponding source,3 yet when he comes
later to a funer account of the structure of the soul 4 adds to
these two e!ements a .thir~ constituent 'air', giving the
rather cryptIc explanatIon, nor indeed is there any heat,
that has not ~ir to? mixed with it'. Two questions suggest
themselves: IS thIS a. sponta~eous addition to Epicurus'
th~o1Jmade by Lucretius on hIS own authority and, whether
thIs 15 so or n?t, ,:"hat is the significance of the addition?
!he first questIon IS the more easily answered. It is highly
Improbable that Lucretius, who in an parts of the poem is so

• § 63· a iii. 128-<): cr. 214-15, and 23 2-3'
3 See Brieger, EpikurI Ltnrt tJon tier Stele, p. 10. 4 :2 31- 6,
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the prominence of one or other element, r the capacity f4
ch~nge.of.temp~rature. !here ~s nothing in this explanati~~
which IS Inconsistent with Epicurean notions and it is t
s?me extent borne out by Lucretius'1 subsequent demonstra~
tlOn of the effect on character of the predominance of a
or other of the elements in the soul, 'heat' causing a tendenne
to anger, 'wind' to fear, while 'air', if it prevails, produc~Y
a ge~erally equable temperament. But it is doubtful whethe:
th~ Idea of temperature was the primary notion in Epicuru '
mInd and the consideration of the historical development ~f
the theo~ from the Atomist~ points rather to the simpler
explan~tion suggested by AetlUs,3 that of the three elements
'wInd' I.S the cause of motion,4 'air' of rest, and 'heat' of the
per~ept1bl~ war:nth of the body. It is more likely that
Eplcurus In this way took the traditional notion of the
At~mists an,d amplifie~ it to account for other elements
which expenence led him to think Were present in the soul
than tJ1at he was led to his conclusion by a psychologicai
analysIs of character, The theory once formed however
h ' d ' ,t e~e IS no oubt that the three elements were used by

Epicureans, as by Lucretius, to explain differences ofcharacter
and moods of f~eling b~t~ in hu~an bei.ngs and in animals.

But for all hiS matenahsm Eplcurus IS not satisfied with
an analysis of th~ soul into el~ments 'like that of' recogniz
a~le concret~ thIngs, even thIngs as fine in nature as fire,
w~nd, and air, To account for sensation and thought and
Will ther,e must .be something else in its composition more
subt,le stdl, ~nd I~deed a.s near as possible to the borders of
the Immatenal. There IS also', he says, 'the part which is
many degrees more advanced than these in fineness of com-

I Cf, Lucr. iii, 282-4
consimili ratione necessest ventus et aer
et calor inter se vigeant commixta per artus

.. , atque aliis aliud subsit magis emineatque.
2 111.288-313:. 3 iv. 3. 1I; U. 31 ,.

4 We may n~tlce too that Eplcurus himself (§ 63) in adducing the psychical
phenomena which prove the truth of his theory includes 'the mobility (at
EVKwT1C1tal) of the soul'-probably with similar reference to the presence of
the element of 'wind',
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position, and for this reason is more capable of feeling in
harmony with the rest of the structure as well. 'I Much turns
upon the understanding of. this 'fourth .nature':: in th~. soul

., - and it will be well to begIn by collecttng such additional
'I: '-f~ evidence as can be gathered. Plutarch3 gives his testimony:

'that with which the soul judges and remembers and loves
and hates and generally speaking the practical and rational
intelligence arises, as Epicurus says, out of a nameless ele
ment (lK TWOS cJ.KaTovop.O.aTOV 1T0WnrrOS)', and Aetius4adds 'the
nameless element produces sensation in us: for sensation
does not lie in any of the named elements', Lucretius5 has
two considerable passages of description of the 'fourt.h
nature', the main points of which may be resumed: it IS
entirely nameless: it is subtler and more mobile than any
thin~ else in the world, and composed ofsmaller an? sm?other
particles: it starts all the movements of sensation In the
limbs: if severe pain penetrates to it, the result is likely to
be fatal to the whole body, And again in the second passage
he states that all the four elements combine to form a single
nature, but that the 'fourth nature' starts the movements of
sensation and passes them on to the other elements: that it
lies deep hidden and is farther from the surface than any
thing in our bodies, and is moreover to the rest of the soul
as the soul itself is to the body: it is indeed the soul of the
soul and is supreme (dominalur) in the whole body.

These accounts sound at first mysterious and rather far
removed from the normal terminology of materialism. In
deed there can be little doubt that, as Giussani6 has pointed
out, the idea of the 'fourth nature' is derived from Ari.stotle's
'fifth element' in the soul (1Tlp.1T'T'TJ olJaw., Jv8~EXEta), whIch was

J § 63' I retain the manuscript ten £C1Tl S( TO pipos • , • C1V1£1Ta8E~ S(
TOWC[J ,.w).Aov Ka, TijJ AOl1TijJ o.8potUI£Q.Tl as against Usener's corrections
and interpret it as suggested by Giussani : see my text and notes. .

2 'quarta natura', Lucr. iii. 24 J, &c.: to him it is a fourth element o~ng
to the inclusion of 'air', but in Epicurus' own account it is of course the third.

3 tJdo. Co/at. 20; U. 314,
4 iv. 3. II; U. 315. 5 iii. 241-57, and again 262-81.
6 Stud. LTI(r., p. J 87: see especially Cic. TTls(. Dis/,. i. 10. 22, where,

speaking of Aristotle, he says ,/uin/um genU! tJdhioti rJtJ(tJnJ nomine.
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J § 63' I retain the manuscript ten £C1Tl S( TO pipos • , • C1V1£1Ta8E~ S(
TOWC[J ,.w).Aov Ka, TijJ AOl1TijJ o.8potUI£Q.Tl as against Usener's corrections
and interpret it as suggested by Giussani : see my text and notes. .

2 'quarta natura', Lucr. iii. 24 J, &c.: to him it is a fourth element o~ng
to the inclusion of 'air', but in Epicurus' own account it is of course the third.

3 tJdo. Co/at. 20; U. 314,
4 iv. 3. II; U. 315. 5 iii. 241-57, and again 262-81.
6 Stud. LTI(r., p. J 87: see especially Cic. TTls(. Dis/,. i. 10. 22, where,

speaking of Aristotle, he says ,/uin/um genU! tJdhioti rJtJ(tJnJ nomine.
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of course wholly spiritual and non-material. One is tempted
to suppose that these extravagant phrases, the 'nameless'
element, the 'soul of the soul', are but a thin disguise for the
abandonment of the materialist position and conceal the
confession that it is impossible to account for sensation and
thought except by the admission of some force which is not
material. It is indeed abundantly clear that Epicurus is
pushing his materialism to the utmost limit, as he did at
the other crucial point in his system, the 'swerve' of the
atoms. But here, as there, a closer examination reveals that
the limit is not passed and that each of these extravagant
expressions has a very clear and definite material sense. The
'fourth nature' is to be the subtlest existence in creation: it
must therefore be composed of very small and very smooth
particles: for largeness of size means coarseness of structure
and roughness means a possibility of cohesion, which again
makes for a coarser structure than one in which all the atoms
are perfectly free. It is for this reason that the 'fourth
nature' is 'nameless' or rather 'unpredicable' (ciKa.TovoJ.«W'Tov),
so absolutely unique, that is, that it is impossible to predicate
of it any quality: for to do so would be to imply its likeness
to something else, as in the case of the other elements of the
soul, which are coarse enough to be said to be 'like' familiar
concrete existences. The fourth elementl is present in all
parts of the soul with the other three elements, but whereas
anyone of the other elements; may come to the surface or
retire beneath the others, the 'fourth nature' is always hidden
deep beneath them: the other three form, as it were, a case
to contain it. It is in this sense primarily that it is the 'soul
of the soul'; as the soul is contained in the body, so the
'fourth nature' is contained in the other three. But much
more is it so, because it communicates to the other three

, My account of the 'luar/tz 11tz/urtz and its functions agrees throughout with
that of Giussani : there is however a prevailing opinion among German critics
that the tjUfJ"/tz 11fJ/urtz is confined to the mind (1111;111111). This very important
divergence involves considerablediiferences in the understanding of~e process
of sensation and I have thought it best to deal with the whole question in
Appendix V.

2 Lucr. iii. 282-7.
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elements the capacity of sensation, just as the soul as ~ v:hole
does to the body. For the 'fourth nature' .alone ~as In Itself
the power of sensation and is the cause of It first m the other
elements and then through them in the body. B~ what steps
thi:; comes to be will be considered more convemently when
the process of sensation is examined: at the present ~oment
the previous question must b~ put, how does the fO';lrt~
nature' itself possess or acqUl:e the pow~r of sensa~lO~.
Here, if anywhere, a difficulty ~Ill be found m the matenaltst
account. The 'fourth nature' IS, as has been seen, .an ~~gre

gate of exceedingly fine and smooth atoms: the .mdlvldual
atoms have not of course themselves sensation, either apart
or when combined in the aggregate, but. the compound
which they form has sensation. How can thiS come to pass?
It has already been observed' th~t Epi~urus believed that
under certain circumstances the msenslble could produce
sensation: 2 worms are produced, as he thought, 0';lt of th.e
dead body, inanimate food could be transformed Into an!
mate flesh: all depended on the kind of at?ms p~esent, their
positions and arrangement. So here the msenslble smo?th
atoms, combining in particular w~ys, may pro~uce s~nsatlon
in the bulk: the creation of sensatIOn from th~ l~senslble was
to him no miracle. But a nearer parallel to .hls I.dea of sensa
tion in the 'quarta natura' may be found In hiS account of
the genesis of colour in things) Atoms themselves colour
less may by the appropriate position, arrangement, ~nd
movements create a body which has colour: the orgamsm
(concilium) acquires a new quality, not .possessed by any of
the individuals which compose It. ThiS analogy glv~s two
important clues to the understanding of the creatl~n of
sensation in the 'fourth nature': in the first place t~ere IS the
idea of the concilium: sensation is an 'accident' which super
venes on the concilium of the insensible atoms of the 'fourth
nature') just as colour does on the co?cilium of ~he colourless
atoms. And secondly there is the.all-~m~ortant Idea of~ov~
ment. Again and again Lucretius InSiStS that sensation IS

I Chap. VII, p. 377. • Lucr. ii. 86; if.
3 See Chap. VI, p. 356. Lucr. ii. 730 if.
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3 See Chap. VI, p. 356. Lucr. ii. 730 if.
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pr?duced when t~e soul-atoms are forced into the 'appro.
pr~ate movements : the b?dy enclosing the soul constrains
It Into the movements which create sense; J it is the 'fourth
nature':l which disseminates the 'sense-bearing' movements
throu~h the ~th~r ~leme~ts of soul ~nd so through the bOdy.
~~d Indeed I: IS Ju~t thiS approprIate movement in a COJ/

allum of the ngh~ kInd of atoms in the right positions and
arrangements whIch for Epicurus is sensation. This may
not t~ a cr~tic wh? approaches the theory from the Supra
material POInt ofvle~ seem a satisfactory answer: the mOve
ment whether of EpIcurean atoms or of the modern scien
~is.ts'. 'b:ain-~atter' is not f~r him itself sensation, although
It I~ Its Invanable acc0l!l~anlm:nt. But it is the only answer
whIch. a. pur~ly mate.rIalist thInker can give: the modern
materIalist. wIJ! state In much the same terms as Epicurus
~hat. sens~~lOn IS a .movement, which is 'superinduced' as an
accident In certain forms of corporeal formation. At least

the theory is consistent with itself and with the materialism
of the rest of the Epicurean system.

Certain other statements with regard to the 'fourth
na~ure' can ~~w ~e explained. It is through the subtlety
of Its composItion more capable of feeling in harmony with
the ~e~t 0.£ the stru~ture as well',3 because owing to its intense
mobdl~ It can, as It we~e, b~th adapt its movements to those
around It and communlc.ate Its Own movements to its neigh
bours; whereas the partIcles of the other three coarser ele
ments might remain unmoved. Secondly,4 if a severe pain
(acre malum) were to penetrate to the 'fourth nature' hidden
not only below the atoms of body, but also beneath the other
elements of soul, it would mean the destruction of life
because it wo~ld cause the disruption of that which is th:
very.seat of hfe and the source of every vital sensation,
emotIon, and thought.5 Finally, to go back to Epicurus'6

J Hi. 5.70, 574: cf. 335- :I 24" 27 1-2.

] EP: I, ~ 63· . 4 Lucr. iii. 25 2 -7.
5 This passage J5 of considerable importance in the discussion of Brieger's

~eory o~ the 'fourth nature' and I think Giussani has not fully understood
Its meanmg: see Appendix V. ~ Ep. i, § 63.
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roof from experience that the nature of the soul is as he has

~escribed it, it is now clear that it is 'the powers of the so.uI
and its feelings and its readiness of move~ent I and Its
processes of thought' which prove the eXIstence of the
'fourth nature· as the seat of conscious life, while 'wha~ w~

lose at the moment of death' is the other elements of \vlnd ,
, d ' . •'heat, an air.

In order to keep the material notion firmly before our
eyes, it will be well at this point to attempt t~ vlsu~hze more
clearly Epicurus· conception of th~ soul:~. In this way too
a better notion can be formed of Its relatlon to the body.
The soul is composed of the four elements: ofwhat character

, . ·3thtwill its component atoms be? They are very mlnu~e, a
is to say, they consist of very f~w Il~ast.parts'? and WIll there
fore only combine into nuclei which In theIr turn are very
small and thus very mobile. A scholium 4 on the Letter to
Herodotus adds that Epicurus said elsewhere that the c~m

ponent atoms are 'very smooth a~d very ro~nd, far surpassIng
the atoms which compose fire. Lucr~tlus confirms ~hese

additions stating that the soul-atoms In general are very
round' 5 ~nd that those of the 'fourth nature'6 are very
smooth. Of the smoothness ofall the component atoms there
can be no doubt but that they are all round may be regarded

, . I f' . '7as a rough generalization. For SInce the e emen~ 0 a.lr was
composed of an effluence from ~ll manner of thIngs In earth
and sea it would naturally consIst of atoms of many shapes,
but all'of them such as were unable to join in the more
stable structures of solid and liquid bodies, that is to say,

I The 'readiness of movement' may also be in part referred to the element
of wind: see above, p. 390. ...

:a Brieger has some very suggestive remarks at this pomt: op- CIt., pp. 10, (I.

3 Lucr. iii. 179, J 87. " '\'
4 § 67 t.f aTOll-WI' atJ.n}v ovyKda8ar. i\€LOTa,1'WV KaL O"TPOYYVI\WTC11'WV.

?ToMep 'TtVL fJta¢epovuwJI 'TWV 'ToO '1rvp6~. 6 •••

s iii. 186. 1I!. 244:
7 V. 273. Brieger is, I think, mistaken (p. 10) In stan~g that the atoms of

air were all very small and round, nor do the passages whic~ he ad~uc~s fr~m
Lucretius seem to prove more than that they were m.oblle, which lrnphes
the presence of round atoms, but does not preclude a mixture of others.

l_
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smooth atoms without 'hooks'. Of the shape of the t
of w· d th . . r • b . a oms1n ere 1S no In!ormatlon, ut It may be supposed th
they resembled those of air: those of heat were accord' at
to the regular tradition of the Atomists round ~ The In

g
lh . . ,. sou

t en IS ~n ~ggregatl0n of atoms,. all small and smooth, the
vast. majorIty also round, that IS to say) spherical. It·
ObVIOUS that there is no possibility in them of close coh IS
ence: they cannot unite in the fibrous structure which fo er
~h~ body of a solid: in other words, they can only for~rns
mlx~ure' and not a 'texture'." Now it is the characteristic f

a 'mixture', of which liquids are the main example in natura
that t~ey c.annot hold together of themselves, but only whe~
contamed In some other structure, which is itself solid. Just
then as a ~ase ho~ds together water 3 and prevents it straying
and breakm~up l~to sma!} drops, so the body holds together
t~e soul, whIch w!thout Its protection would break up and
dissolve : t~e body 1S to the soul, in the first place, a protecting
and enclosmg vesse1.4

~his connexion of soul a.nd bod~ m~st be more clearly
reahzed. The soul, says Epicurus,S IS 'distributed through
out the whole structure (of the body)' not as Democritus 6

had crudely conceived it 'alternately',' first' an atom of soul
and then ~n atom of body and so on, but in far finer and
rarer partIcles than those of body, preserving intervals be
tween them 'as great as are the smallest bodies which when
cast ~pon us! can first start the motions of sensation'in the
body: That IS to say, as Lucretius explains)? that some things

J BrIeger (J.c) on the authority of Lucr. ii. 4S6-63, argues that the heat
atoms were 'P?lnted ?ut not hooked', but a careful reading of the passage
shows that he .!s speaking not of mere heat, but of pungent things like Bame,
sm~ke, and IIUst (1/~61114J, perhaps 'steam'): these even if they are not made
entIrely. of sD,J~th and rou?d parti~es, yet are not 'hampered by particles
closely link~ , I.e. the heat In them JS due to round particles, their pungency
to others which even so are smooth.

:l The te.ch~ical terms are Brieger's: see Chap. VI, p. 34-°.
3 LucretIUs frequent comparison (Hi. 434 If., 440, SSS) is thus more than

a metaphor.
; 4 'T~ C7'TEya'OJl, § 6; : cf. § 64 €l p'T] Vn-O .,.oU Aonrou Q9polqlla'To~ Efn'€-

ya.{€'TO '1TW~. r

S § 63, init. 6 Lucr. iii. 37CHJS' 7 381 E.
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which fall upon us, such as spider's web,. down) and ,,:,ery
small animals, do not arouse .any sensatIon: such thIngs
cannot have been in contact WIth any soul-atoms at all: or
.n other words the intervals between the soul-atoms must
be greater tha~ objects not felt, and their distance may be
measured by the size of the smallest things which ~ve.do
actually feel. The picture may be completed by thinkIng
also of the nature of the body, as Epicurus conceived it.
Our body is a structure of different parts of varying degrees
ofatomic compactness: in some parts, such as the bones, the
component atoms are closely inter~aced, hoo~ing into .one
another and grasping each other WIth ~any dIfferent ~In~s
of entanglement, so that the structure IS firm and solt~; 1!1
others such as the flesh, sinews, and nerves, the formation 15

much'looser and the component atoms smoother. But in all
parts hard and soft, compact and loose alike, there are
inte~als of space pores x in between portions of even the
most closely hooked atoms and in all parts the atoms are in
everlasting motion at atomic speed.~ In these pores between
the atoms of body are enclosed the fine and subtle ato~~ of
soul, penetrating in~o eve:y part, yet constantly shIftIng
with their own atomic motion 3 and the changes of the sur
rounding structure caused by the movement of the body
atoms.4 The general ide~ may. be .illustrated by the parallel
of a rising tide penetratIng ahke Int~ the hollows of rocky
caverns, into the interspaces of th.e shIngle on the beach and
the tiny crevices between the grains of sand upon the shore,
only the rocks, stones, and sand must be conceived of as

I 'caulae corporis', Lucr. iii. 255, 702.
:l For the grounds of this description see the discussion of compound

bodies in Chap. VI.
3 Lucr. iii. 262 ~

inter enim cursant primordia principiorum
motibus inter se.

4 Brieger (op. cit., p. 9) rightly point~.~ut tha; Lucretius misconceives the
relation of body and soul when he says,.ltl. 557, (on,tXt~ corpus ad~er:t, and
again, 69

1
, 'i.ta (ontX~ est pe~ ven~s VIscera nervos , fo.r con~xu~ lmphes t~e

close interlacmg of a texture, whIch the soul has nenher m Itself, nor m

relation to the body.
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:l The te.ch~ical terms are Brieger's: see Chap. VI, p. 34-°.
3 LucretIUs frequent comparison (Hi. 434 If., 440, SSS) is thus more than

a metaphor.
; 4 'T~ C7'TEya'OJl, § 6; : cf. § 64 €l p'T] Vn-O .,.oU Aonrou Q9polqlla'To~ Efn'€-
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which fall upon us, such as spider's web,. down) and ,,:,ery
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much'looser and the component atoms smoother. But in all
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I 'caulae corporis', Lucr. iii. 255, 702.
:l For the grounds of this description see the discussion of compound

bodies in Chap. VI.
3 Lucr. iii. 262 ~

inter enim cursant primordia principiorum
motibus inter se.

4 Brieger (op. cit., p. 9) rightly point~.~ut tha; Lucretius misconceives the
relation of body and soul when he says,.ltl. 557, (on,tXt~ corpus ad~er:t, and
again, 69

1
, 'i.ta (ontX~ est pe~ ven~s VIscera nervos , fo.r con~xu~ lmphes t~e

close interlacmg of a texture, whIch the soul has nenher m Itself, nor m

relation to the body.
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themselves also in constant and changeful notion, varying at
each instant the shape and position of their hollows, cracks
and crevices. If we cannot but feel dissatisfied at th~
materialism of Epicurus' idea, we must yet admire the in
genuity which has produced so subtle and fascinating a con
ception of the possible differences of corporeal structure and
the variety of their relations to one another.

The insistence both of Epicurus himself and of Lucretius
on the close relation of soul and body is now more intel
ligible, for their collocation, at any rate, is by now more
fully grasped. The soul owes its own coherence, its very
existence as an aggregate 'body', to its confinement within
the pores of the body-atoms, and in its turn it penetrates the
body even to its inmost recesses. Yet this connexion is not
in itself enough to account for our experience, and Epicurus
conceived the relation as something closer and more im
portant than a mere juxtaposition even of this intricate
nature. The enclosure of the soul in the body has all
important results: for as its atoms, confined in the narrow
pores of the body-structure, are ever moving at incredible
speed, they are forced by the very minuteness of their field
of movement, into the 'appropriate motions' of sensation.
This occurs primarily only to the 'fourth nature'; when an
external body comes into contact with soul-atoms, the
'fourth nature' is moved and by its movement awakes into
feeling and becomes 'sensible' (alCT/hrrucoV); but it then com
municates the 'sense-bearing' movements to the other ele
ments in the sou) and first to the fiery particles, for they are
most subtle. These pass it on to the particles of 'wind', and
those in their turn to the less easily moved particles of 'air' .1

The whole soul is now in motion with the movement of
sensation and jostling constantly against the surrounding
particles of body stirs them too with the same movement
until the body itself, thanks to the presence of soul, can feel.
In the body too there is a fixed succession in the spread of
sensation from the looser to the more compact structures:

I For this succession of sensation in the three other soul-elements see
Lucr. iii. 24-6-7.
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first 'the blood receives the shock, then all the flesh feels
the thrill: last of all it fasses to the bones and marrow, be
it pleasure or the heat 0 opposite kind'.1 Here then is a n.ew
mutual relation between soul and body. ~rom. the protectto?
of the body the soul has acquired sensation:. In return, a~ It
were, for this gift it communicates the capacIty for sensation
to the body. .

Epicurus explains this point at length In the first Letter,
as a matter of great importance: ~

the soul possesses the chief cause of sensation: yet it could not have
acquired sensation, unless it were in some way enclosed by the. rest of
the structure. And this in its turn, having afforded th~ soul this ca~se
of sensation, acquires itself too a share in this contmgent capa~l.ty
(urJp:rrrwp.a) from the soul. Yet it does not acquire al~ the capacttles
which the soul possesses~ and therefore, when the soul IS released fro~
the body, the body no longer has sensation..For it ~ever possessed ~hls
power in itself, but used to afford opportun.lty for. It t? another eXIs~
ence,3 brought into being at the same time With l~e!f: .and thiS
existence, owing to the power now consummated ~lthm Itself ~ a
result of motion, used spontaneously to,produce for Itself the .caP~Clty
of sensation and then to communicate It to the body as well, lfi virtue
of its contact and correspondence of movement.

The passage is clearer and more emphatic than n:anr i~ t~e
Letter and its importance is borne out by Lucretius " 1OSIS

tence on the same ideas in a more poetical mood:
with first-beginnings so closely interlaced from their very birth are
they (sc. body and soul) begotten, endowed with a life s~ared in com
mon, nor, as is clear to see, can the power of body or mmd feel apart,
either for itself without the force of the other, but by the common
motions of the two on this side and on that is sensation kindled and
fanned throughout our flesh.•.. So from the .beginning .of e:,istence
body and soul, in mutual union, learn the motions that give hfe, y.ea,
even when hidden in the mother's limbs and womb, so that separation
cannot come to pass without hurt and ruin.

The connexion of body and soul is thus vital: it is owi~~ to
their close local relation that they are able to form a hvmg

t Lucr. iii. 24<)-5 I. 2 § 64·
) For the text here see my notes ad loc, 4 iii. 33 1-47.
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question of its survival after. deat~, not s? much because
being like the body a materlal eXlstence, It must come to
an end, but because in no other circumstances could it find
the requisite conditions for sensation. Even if it could find
so:nething else to hold it together and enclose it, it could
not be so constrained as to be forced into the movements
required t? produce sensation or consciollsnes.s: there :an
be no life eIther for body or soul after death. ThIS conclUSIon

"' Lucretius reinforces with a series of twenty-eight arguments
"". occupying the greater part ?f the Third Book 1 and drawn in
;, the main from the general1deas of the structure of the soul
"~.. and its relation to the body:" he then bursts out into that

great paea~ on th~ mortality of .the soul, which is.from t~e
poetical pOInt of VIew the most Justly famous portIon of hIS
poem. The certainty that the soul perishes with the body
is indeed, together with the assurance that the gods are not
concerned with the affairs of the world, the ultimate condi-
tion of Epicure~.n happiness and is so put forward in the
second of the Principal Dottrines: 'Death is nothing to us;
for that which is dissolved, is without sensation, and that
which lacks sensation is nothing to us.' The moral import
of the conclusion cannot here be examined, but it is well to
emphasize at this point. that the c~nclu~io~ itself i~ ~nce
again the fearless deductIon from maln prinCiples. If It IS to
be disputed, the attack must turn ufon the fundamental
materialism of Epicurus t conception 0 the soul: if sensation
can be atomic movement and nothing more, it is impossible
to refuse to accept the conclusion that the soul perishes.

Hitherto mere passive sensations have been considered
resulting from contact with external objects, sensations
which may be felt at and, as Epicurus strongly holds, by any
portion of our bodies. It is time to pass to the more complex
form of sensation, which is known as sense-perception,
which takes place only through the medium of the sense
organs and gives us not mere passive feeling, but information
concerning the external world. But before this can be
examined, it is essential to return to the distinction between

• iii. +16-829. ~ iii. 830 :fT.
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being. Neither can be itself without the other: the body
without the soul could not live or grow or move: the soul
without the protection of the body could not hold together
or make the movements requisite for that sensation, which is
the essential characteristic of the living being, the (forma_
tion',1 as Epicurus calls it, 'which has life'.

But in this partnership the sharers are by no means equal
in their contribution: the soul has by far the greater function
in the creation and sustinence of life, for in the 'fourth
nature' it possesses that which alone can initiate sensation:
whereas the body does but provide the requisite conditions
and receive, as it were, a reflected capacity for sensation
when once it has come into existence. 'Therefore,' con:
tinues Epicurus,% eso long as the soul remains in the body
even though some other part of the body be lost, it will neve;
los~ sensation: nay more, ~hatever port!o~s of the soul may
perlsh too, when that which enclosed It 15 removed either
In whole or in part, if the soul continues to exist at all it
will retain sensation. On the other hand, the rest of ~he
structure, though it continues to exist either as a whole or
in part, does not retain sensation, if it has once lost that
sum of atoms, however small it be, which together goes to
produce the nature of the soul.' This is a clear deduction
from the main position and is elaborated by Lucretius 3 with
copious illustrations from the loss of arms and legs in battle
and other cases where limbs and even a portion of the vital
spirit enclosed in them are removed, but life still persists.
A much more important conclusion follows: (moreover, if
the whole structure is dissolved, the soul is dispersed and no
longer has the same powers nor performs its movements, so
that it does not possess sensation either. For it is impossible
to imagine it with sensation, if it is not in this organism and
cannot effect these movements, when what encloses and sur
rounds it is no longer the same as the surroundings in which
it now exists and performs these motions'.4 The soul that is,
is dispersed when the body perishes and there can be nO

J p.&p¢>wp.a P.£T- lpt/JVxlar, Sext. Emp. adv. MIl/h. vii. 267; U. 310.

3 § 65. 3 iii. 403-16: cf. 634-69. 4 § 65, adfin.
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·spirit' an.d '~i.nd'. (on.ima an~ tZnim.tis).1 Oddly enou h
though this distInCtion 15 so umversalln Greek philosoph~r'
and was made by Democritus,2 it is not explicitly stated is
the Letter to Herodotus, which speaks throughout simpl;
of 'the soul'. That the distinction was made by Epieurus
there can be no doubt: it is implied in the passages3 which
speaks of the act of apprehension by the mind (~1Ttf3OA'
Ti~ 8,aJlo~aS'), and the scholias~4 ~n t~e Letter sars in. so man;
words: part of the soul 15 Irrational and 15 distributed
through t~e rest of the body, but the rational part is in the
breast, as I~ clear from the feelings of fear and joy'. This
state~ent IS confir~ed by Aetius,s and is strongly em
phaSized by Lucretlus,6 who makes use of the distinction
throughout the T~ird Book. It may be again that some
words d~opped ou~ In the text ?fthe Le~te.r, it.is less probable
that Eplcurus omItted to notice the dIstinctIOn by inadver
tence, and most probable that he left it out because for a
reason that. will b: seen, it was not ~f sufficient imp~rtance
to be ~entlon~d In a su.mm~ry, which dealt only with very
essentIal or d1fficult pOInts In the theory. However this
may be, the division between the irrational and rational parts
of th~ soul mar confidently be accepted as part of the true
doctrIne of Eplcurus. What then does it come to? In spite
of the view of certain German critics 7 that the 'fourth nature'
~va~ ~?n~ne? to the mind and was not present at an in the
SpirIt dlstnbut~d through the body, the very explicit testi
mony ~f Lucr~tlus, apart from many other considerations,
makes It certaIn that such was not Epicurus' doctrine. In
material composition there is no difference at all between
spirit and mind; both are alike composed of the same four
elements and each of them contains them all. The diffen~nce
lies in the surrounding conditions of the two and a conse-

J The English words are not satisfactory, for the irrational element is
hardly as much as 'spirit' and the rational includes more than we generally
understand by 'mind': but they are perhaps the nearest equivalents.

2 See Part I, Chap. III, § 6, p. 160. 3 §§ 38, S0, 51,62.
; t 67. s iV.4. 6,P.390D ;U.,I2.

JU. 94-8, 117-18, J 36-60. 7 See Appendix V.
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quent divergence of powers and functions. The spirit is, as
has been shown, distributed throughout the whole body and
intermingled at all points. with the body-ato~s:. it is the
cause of the passive sensations of contact, and It IS also, as
will be seen Immediately, the cause in the sense-organs of
the act of sense-perception. The mind o~ the o~her hand is
an aggregation of pure soul-atoms, unmixed With those of
body, in a far larger cluster than ca.n gather at any other
point in the body. In consequence ItS movements are far
less impeded and it is therefore able to deyelop more subtle
motions and so a fuller power of sensation and a greater
degree of consciousness. Its functions are thus higher and
more complex: it takes its part in sense-perception, not in
the act of sensation, but in the subsequent process of cogni
tion· it is the seat of emotion as distinct from feeling and it
alon~ has the powers of recollection, of generalization, of
thought, and of will. It is, therefore, as Lucretius I says,
'more the keeper of the fastness~s .of life, m~re the mona~ch

of life than the power of the spirit. For Without the mInd
and understanding no part of the soul can hold out in the
frame for a tiny moment of time, but follows in its train
without demur, and scatters into air, and deserts the chin
frame in the frost of death. Yet one, whose mind and under
standing have abode firm, abides in life.... In such a com
pact arc spirit and mind ever bound togethcr t

• In other
words the spirit is, roughly speaking, the passive element,
the mind the active element in the soul: the one means life
and feeling, the other consciousness and will; the mind is,
in fact, the governing or ruling part (TO 7}y~P.OJltKOJl).~ Though
most philosophers agreed in this distinction, they were
divided as to the place of the mind in the body, some locating
it in the brain, others in the breast. Epicurus decided for
the breast on the characteristic ground of experience: for
it is in the breast that we experience the feelings of fear
and joy) The distinction then of mind from spirit is of

I iii. 396-416.
:I Lucretius translates by 'consilium regimenque t

, iii. 95.
3 Schol. on § 67: Lucr. iii. 14.0-2.
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• In other
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I iii. 396-416.
:I Lucretius translates by 'consilium regimenque t

, iii. 95.
3 Schol. on § 67: Lucr. iii. 14.0-2.
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importance in the consideration of psychological funct"
but not in dealing with physical structure. This is problows,
th~ cause of its omission in the Letter to Herodotus \\~. y
th f: " 'b ' lthIS pr~ ace It IS pOSSI Ie to proceed to consider s
perceptIon : th~ powers and functions of the minde~li
beco~e clearer In the process. I I

In I~S essence sense-percep~ion does not differ, accordin
to Eplcurus, from the passIve sensation of touch' . .g
b ht d h . I ' . It ISroug un er t e same Inc uSlve term (aW87]eTLs) and rest '
all. cases on the primary condition of contact between ~~:
object. and. the org~n of sense. This idea is of COUrse
essen~lally Inherent In a material system: without c ta
a k d f' , . h ' on ctny In 0 interaction, elt er actIve or passive is impossl'bl .
'fo t h h ' L ,,' e.r ouc ,.ye~ touc ,says ucretius In an unusual outburst
of emph~s~s, by the holy I?owers of the gods, is the sense of
the body. B~t ~hen thIs general idea is applied to the
several senses, It IS attended with varying degrees of diffi
culty. In the ca~e of taste the function of touch is clear
enough: 3 as we bite our food, the juice is squeezed out into
the mouth and so passes into the pores of tongue and
palate and affec~s them eithe! pleasantly Or otherwise accord
I!'lg to the atomIC conformation of the thing eaten and some
tImes a!so of the recip~ent's palate. Smell and hearing are
mor~ difficult to explaIn, for in their case there is no per
ceptIble contact ~et~een the object and percipient, Epicurus,
h?wever, follOWIng In the steps of Democritus, solves the
difficulty by the assumption of an effluence or emanation
from .thIng~. In t~e se~sation.of smell the process is com
pa~atlvely sl,mple: certaIn partIcles 4 are carried off from the
?bJect of sUlta~le size to stir t~is sens~-organ, some of them'
In a manner dl?or.derly and ahen to It, others in a regular
manner and akIn In nature', this difference in the particles

I In th £4 II' " will
e 0 owmg sectIons It be necessary to some extent to traverse the

same ground as ~as considered in the chapter on the Canonice: but whereas
th~reLthe e~.phasls was on principles, here it is rather on psychological processes.

ucr, II. 434-5.
3 Epic~rus d~e: not hi~self deal with taste, but Lucretius, iv. 61,-72,

Etr~ts of It exphcltly and IS no doubt, as usual, following closely a good
plcurean source. E '&.

4 p. I, , 53.
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causing the distinction between pleasant and unpleas~nt

smells. Lucretius I in his elaboration adds cer~ain interestl~g

details: the effluence of smell comes from, deep down In
things' as can be seen from the fact that thIngs smell more
when broken open: consequently it is liable to fail in its
struggle to issue, or to perish after it ha~ won its way out,

, , and in any case comes slowly from the object and cannot be
carried very far. Moreover 1 it is composed of rather large

, elements, as is seen from its inability to penetrate through
I,' solid obstacles, such as walls, in the way that sound can.

Finally he notices that different smells are better adapted
to the perception of different animals, the smell of honey
to bees of beasts of the chase to dogs, &c. The case of
hearing'is rather more complicated. There is no difficulty
here about emanati~n: 'par~icle~ of soun~'!3 con~eived of ~s
entirely corporeal,4 are emItted by the hvmg thmg whe~ It
utters or by the inanimate object when it makes a nOise,

'( but how can we explain the fact that many persons 5 at o?ce,
situated in very different positions with regard to the object,
can all hear equally well? This difficulty Epicurus over
comes by supposing that the current (PEVeT~<;)6 of sound
emitted by the object 'is split up into particles (OyKO~) each
like the whole, which at the same time preserve a correspon
dence of qualities (crop,'m£(JELav) with ,one another a~d a unity
of character (Ev6nrra l8t6rp<nTov) which stretches. rIght back
to the object which emitted the sound'. ThIS of course

.'" was not the theory of Democritus,7 which Epicurus 8 ex
plicitly denounces: 'we must not s~ppos~ th~t th~ actual
air is moulded into shape by the vOice which IS emitted. or
by other similar sounds-for it will be very far from beIng
so acted upon'. As in other cases,9 he rejects what he con-

" siders the over-subtlety of Democritus in favour of a more
, iv. 673-7°5, : 698 fr,
3 EICOAtYm. OyKWV TLVWV ~p. ad Hdt., § 53, , .
4 Lucretius argues for thIS at some length (IV. 526-48), addUCIng the

physical effect of speaking on the throat of the speaker.
s Lucr. iv, 563-4, 6 § 52•
7 See Part I, Chap. III, § 6, p. 17I. S § 53.
9 Especially that of sight, as will be seen immediately,
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direct~y materialisti~ explanation, but it. must be confessed
that hIs Own theory IS ~ very crude solutl0!l of the difficulty
and supposes a very Improbable and artificial contrivanc~
on the part of nature. However by the theory of effluenc
Epi~urus has esta.b!ished both in the case of smell a:ci
hearlng the requIsIte c0!ltact, no~ now immediate, but
secondary, between .the ~bJect percelv~d a?d the percipient.

The problem of sIght IS much more intrIcate and difficult
and since sight is also of far more importance for our know~
!e~ge of the external world than any of the other senses
It IS necessary to consider it in detail and to examine no~

only the preliminary means by which contact is established
betwe~n object and sense-organ, but the subsequent act of
sensation, with regard to which sight will act as a tYl'e of all
the other senses. Epicurus J c~nsents to mention, though
only to condemn off-hand, two rival theories as to the means
of contact, firstly that of Democritus: which was also
ado.pted in .a subtler form by Aristotle,3 that the object made
an l~preSSlon (~1TcmmwatS)of itself in the air, just as a seal
does In wax, which then travelled to the eye and entered it
secondly that of Plato,4 which in a cruder form may hav~
been used by Empedocles,S that sight was due to the meeting
of rays (ciJc.riv€s) both from the object and from the eye. Of
these two views Epicurus says no more than that the effect
could not be produced nearly so well by either of them, as
by the process which he himself describes, but the fact of
his mentioning rival theories at all shows that he was con
side~ably impressed by them. His own view he apparently
con.sldered, as usual, the only possible interpretation of ex
penence, and he started, it seems,6 from the observation of

I § 49. • See Part I, Chap. III, § 6, p. 17 f •
3 dt Stnlll, 2. 438 b 3. and 3. 439 a 21.
4 Timatlll, 45 c, 46 a, 67 c.
5 According to Pluto Epit. iv. 13. but there is some doubt whether he is

not attributing a Platonic doctrine to Empedocles: see Beare, Grtd tlztoria
of Eltmtntary Cognition, p. 17.

6 Alex. Aphrod. in Arist. dt SenIu, B. 438 a; U. 319T€KP.-J)pLov1TapaTl8ETCL
", - r, _ .... , ,. , .. , II"L ,

TO a€l TWV OpWVTWV EV 771 KOPT} € ,va.t 7"1JV TOV OPWP.€VOv €p.'f'aUlV Ka'
d8w.\ov,8 8-r} Ka~ Td Jpiiv Elva.t.
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the image in the pupil of the eye: this was clearly ~he means
by which sight was effected~ and. the o?ly question ~o be
asked is how did it get therer Eplcurus J reply was Simple
and direct: that all objects ~ere constantly giv~ng off fro~
their surface fine films z whIch were exact rephcas of their
shape and colour: that these passed through the interv.ening
air and fell into the eye, where they awoke the sensatlon of
sight. The general idea of this theory of 'idols' (EraW>.a,

simulacra) has already ~een discu~sed, b~t the. deta.iled
working out of the notion by Eplcurus 1S so mgemous
as to justify a full restatement.

In the first place the giving off of the films from the sur
face of the body must be considered: the idea is of c~)U!se

closely akin to that of the efflu.ence of smell and the ~n:I~slon
of sound-particles, but LucretlUs 3 supports the posslblhty ~f
such an occurrence with more homely examples from ordi
nary life i the giving off of smoke by wood, of ?eat ~y flames,
the shedding of its slough by the snake and ItS skm by the
grasshopper, &c.: such examples show that there is nothing
repugnant to nature in the idea of the emis~ion of films. ~ut
that Epicurus' notion w~ not a merely arblt:ary a~sumptlon

will be more clearly reahzed from a reconSideration of the
structure of the compound body. However firm and com
pact such a body might be, its component atoms 4 were
nevertheless always moving and the whole body ali~e ~ith

internal vibration (1fMO'tS): the atoms were always Josthng
one another and starting each other off in new directions, so
that the whole body is only kept together because the atoms
driven outwards meet others nearer the surface of the body
and are driven back again. But on the surface itself there is
nothing to drive back the atoms in the same way: there are,
it is true, the atoms of the surrounding atmosphere (1'0
'trEptEXOV),S but this is much rarer in texture t~an the loosest
solid or liquid body, and offers much less resIstance. Every
object is in this way constantly losing individual atoms, and

I §§ 46-5°.. . . •
• So Lucr. iv. So 'quae quasI membranae vel cortex nomlmtandast .
3 iv. 53 fr. 4 See Chap. V, pp. 330 fr. 5 § 46.
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5 196-8.4 iv. 183-98.
7 See Chap. V, p. 333·

t § 47 7c1.}('1 aVlJ1T€p{J),7JTa EXEI.
1 The text here is uncertain: see critical and explanatory notes on the

passage.
3 See Chap. V, p. 333·
6 193-5,

THE SOUL 4°9

'idols' travel with 'an unsurpassable speed of motion,' since
they have a capacity for movement in any direction propor
tionate to the fact that 'nothing or at least very few thmgs
hinder (clV'TIK01rTEW) their emission by collisions';: owi~g,
that is to the extreme fineness of their structure, they collide
but r;rely with other objects, and, what is more important,
there is extremely little internal atomic vi~ration to de~ay
them) Lucretius, in a passage of unusua~ 1Oter~st and m
sight,4 has elaborated and supported th1s notlo~ of th.e
incredible speed of transit of the 'idols

t
• He attr1butes 1t

not merely to the rarity of their texture,S which enables the!?
easily to pass through opposing objects, but also to. the~r
original impulsions by a 'tiny cause';6 the force .wh1ch 1S
impelling them from within the compound body 1S that of
the movement of individual atoms, and as they themselves
are in motion at 'absolute' speed, they ~an.c~m.municate to
the light texture of the films a speed which 1S 1~ 1ts turn ?n~y
just short of 'absolute'. The idea is penetrat10g and IS m
complete accordance with Epicurean kinetics.'. .

How then can these 'idols' cause the sensation of sight?
The answer for Epicurus is simple enough. From t.he s~r
face of every object the 'idols' are flying off in every ~Irectlon
in everlasting quick succession, and when the eye 1S. turned
towards an object, a succession of 'idols' beats ~pon 1t. !he
process is then exactly similar to that of the passlve,s~nsatlO~:
the soul-atoms are touched, the 'fourth nature IS set In

'sense-bearing' motion, it communicates with the three other
soul-elements, and they in their turn with the b~dy-atoms
and then the eyes see: the sole difference .her~ IS that by
a special peculiarity of their structure, sensatiOn 10 the sen~e
organs is not, as it is in the rest of the body, a mere passive
feeling of contact, but a 'perception'; the eyes do not merely
feel, but see. Two points of importance should be noted.
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in the same way complete films I may be loosed from'
surface, ~nd the films coming simultaneously from t~S
various Side surfaces of the object form the 'idol' wh' h .e'f' Ie IS
an e~act representation, 0 the thmg. It might be objected
that m that case the object would be gradually lessened b
the. loss of successive films and so dwindle away. B Y
Eplcurus ~ has for~stalled this objection by observing that th:
contrary .process IS also always at work: atoms from th
surroundmg air are constantly joining the compound bode
and filling up the gaps.: 't~e flow from the surface cannot b~
detect~d by any lessenl?g m ~he size of the object because of
the fillmg up of what IS lost. These films are being give
?ff fro~ the surface ?f every object in a constant successio~
,~s qUick as thought.3. They fa~ surpass perceptible things
In the subtlety of their texture,4 for however delicate the

structure they leave, they are merelv its surface atoms
:~kim~ed', as it. were, from the whole~ further, though th;
Idols are c~mbmed from the films of different surfaces (e.g,
fron~ and s.ldes)~ they are hollow inside,s and thus in every
wax Incredibly lIght and fine. Further, when they leave the
obJ;ct they 'preserve the respective position and order
whl~h they had befo,re in the solid bodies'; they are, that is:
a faithful reproduction of the surface of the body simply
because the atoms composing them were in fact th~mselves
that surf~ce. This 'pos~ti~n and o:der' they wiil retain 'for
a long time, though It IS occasionally confused', which
~cco~~ts for the blurred appearance of a distant object: the
Idol In such cases has been a little knocked out of shape and

frayed round the edges in transit. Having left the body the

I Neither Epicurus nor any of his followers deals with the problem how
a ~lm coul~ come.off a body of three dimensions without a break at some
pomt: possibly their answer would have been that we never see all the sides
O! a body at once, and the image is only that of the surfaces exposed to our
Vlew•. But there are many such mil1utiat in which the theory was not satis
factonly worked out.

2 t. A 8 p·£iJ~t.. •• ~ \ ~ , (' \ •• ,~ T , .., ~ • • • aUI( E1TtQ7]1I0S 771 P.£IWUf.' ala '"1V aV'Tavarr.\7JpwulV.
3 ap.a vOTJflaTI. § 48.
4 § 4-6,
5 TWII ICOtAwp.aTwv, ibid: see my notes ad loco
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2 t. A 8 p·£iJ~t.. •• ~ \ ~ , (' \ •• ,~ T , .., ~ • • • aUI( E1TtQ7]1I0S 771 P.£IWUf.' ala '"1V aV'Tavarr.\7JpwulV.
3 ap.a vOTJflaTI. § 48.
4 § 4-6,
5 TWII ICOtAwp.aTwv, ibid: see my notes ad loco
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The first is hinted at by Epicurus I and stated explicitly b .
Lucreti~s::: no single 'idol' can) owing to the extreme sligh~
ness of Its structure) awake sensation and be perceived b
the ey~s) but only the incredibly quick succession of image~
crowding one upon the other: yet, although the 'image' 3 thus
seen (epavraata.) is in r~alitr 'cinematog~aphic', if we may Use
a mo~ern term, so qUick IS the suc~esslOn that the eye is not
conscIous 0'£ any ~~eak" ~ut perceives only a single object:
the ~uccesslO~ of Idols reproduces the Image of a single
contIn~o.us thmg and preserves the corresponding sequence
?f qualIties and movements from the original object'.4 This
IS again a subtle observation and it becomes of great im
po~~nce, for the understanding of the 'mental apprehension'
of Idols. Secondly, the process of sensation may be not
~erely passive but active: the 'idols' may not merely im
pinge upon the eye and automatically start the movement of
sensation, but the eye may, as it were, make an effort to
grasp or apprehend the image (l1Ttf1o>'~). This is always the
case when we 'look' (8f.wpf.w) as opposed to mere 'seeing'
(&pG.v). At any moment there are crowding round the eye
'idc::>ls' from any. number of objects lying in the direction to
~hlch the eye IS turned) and in order to apprehend the
~mage produc~d by anyone series of them) the eye must, as
It were) defimtely attend to it. It makes a kind of choice
amon~ the images presented to it and fixes its attention
upon It.. One case of such attention is particularly note
worthy: It sometimes happens) especially in the case of dis
!an! ~bJects, that the 'idols' reach the eye in a blurred or
indistInct form: we can be certain that the image Cepavraala.)
seen ?y the eye corresponds to the 'idols', but we have not
suffiCiently certain information as to the nature of the object
from which the 'idols' proceeded. In that case the eye must
look ~gain, and it is only when it has grasped by an act of
attention the 'clear view' (lvdPY'lfLa) of the object that we

I § 50 TOG ellos KCll avVf.xoGs ~II epaVTautall il1T08~8&vrwv.
• iv. 89 'nee singillatim possunt secreta videri'.
3 I think it is clear from Epicurus' use that epaVTClu{a is the technical term

for the 'image' resulting from a succession ofindividual 'idols'. 4 § S0.
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can be certain of the complete corresponde~ce of obj~ct~
'idols') and image. This is the process .of confirma~lo~I
(E1T£JLapnJfYTJa~s) which plays so l~rge, ~ part I.n the Canomce,
the 'clear vision' of the near view IS obtained by an act of
attention or apprehension on the part of the sense-organs
(E1T£f30>'~ TOOI' alu8rrn1p~v). T? this. act E.picurus alludes several
times in the Letter in conJunctlO~ With th~ para.1lel act .on
the part of the mind,2 and Lucretius ~ has In an tnter~s~Ing
passage underlined his master's meamng and brought It I~to
relief. Finally) it should be n~ticed that the th~o:y raIses
once again the fundamental difficulty of materIalIsm, but
this time in an even more acute form; the mere movement of
atoms is now not only a passive sensation ~f contact or
feeling but an active perception of external things.

Tha~ the theory of the 'idols' is open to a l~rge ~umbe~ of
obvious objections and involves many mechamcal dlffic~ltles,
which the opponents of the atomic system were qUIck to
raise, may be seen from the criticism of Theop~rastus on
Democritus,4 which has already ?ee~ noticed. Eplc.uru~,h.as
escaped several of them by substituting for DemocrItus arr
impressions' the theory of 'idols' with a texture so fin~ that
they could collide and pass through one. another Without
causing any effective damage. There IS). however! one
mechanical difficulty which must be take~ mto conSidera
tion. The 'idol', as it left the concrete object, would ?e of
course of the same size as the object itself: ~ow the~, If the
object were a large one, cou)~ i~ enter the tInY'pupll of the
eye or if it could not"how dId It produce the Image of the
wh~le thing and not.merely of ~uch a .small part as wo~ld
come into contact With the pupil? Eplcurus may have m
tended to deal with this difficulty when he stated that the
'idol' enters the eye 'in the appropriate size',s but he never

I See Chap. II, pp. 25+-7. :: §§ 38,5°,51 : see Appendix III.

3 iv. 802 ff'. I eha III to 6
4 tit 8tl1Stl, §§ 52, 53; D. (Democritus) 13): see Part, p. ,."

p. 166. Ii h hat thi eans
S § +9 KaTa. TO Evapp.OTToII ,urf.Bos. I be eve, owever, t s m

merely that the 'idols' gross enough to be seen stay in the eye, others pass on
inward to the mind: see notes, ad loco
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sp.eaks ~f i~ explicitly, nor does Lucretius. So far as I know
~Iussanl • IS the only critic who has attempted to tackle thi~
dlffic~lt question. He believes that an actual diminutio .
the. size of the 'idols' in transit is wholly inconsistent ~i:~
~pIc~rean theory, and that Epicurus must mean that the
Idols are so 'adapted' to the eye as to be able to giv

image o~ the whole object while iet indicating- its real :i an
C?mparIng a fragment in the Herculanean rolls 2 where .~7·
sal? that the 'idols' in transit preserve 'extensiod (r&o'LV) 3 ~n~
unity and fineness ?f structure and smaJIness of parts b,
means of concentratIOn (SLd TWV avJlC'~G~wv)',he has invente~
~~e s~btIe theory th~t, as the eye confronts a large object,
Idols ~ow ~o~ards. I~ from all parts of the opposite surface
p~eserv.Jng theIr onglnal size: a fragment of each of these
wIll stn~e the eye and the eye piecing together these frag
~~nts will grasp. an image of the whole, yet of the right size.

t, even grantIng. t~at the eye has, as Giussani suggests,
a power of determInmg the 'provenance' of each of these
fz:a~ments, the :esult would surely be a hopelessly confused
VISion, from whIch the eye could not obtain an orderly image
of th: whole. A si~pler solution would be that the image in
trans.It from the object to the eye is actually reduced in size, so
that It can :nter the .eye as a whole: this is not merely per
fectly conSIstent With Epi~urean !heory generally, but
~~ fa~t. suppo.rted by such Information as is extant. The
Idols In passing through the air, slight as they are, would

yet be beaten upon on all sides by a large number of atoms
and loose compound bodies. This constant succession of
blows the solid compound can resist because of its internal
structure: 4 but the effect upon the 'hollow' 'idol' 5 would
surely be to ca~s~ i~ to co.lIap~e,6 or be squashed inwards and
so gradually dImInished In Size. The longer the transit, the

: vol. iii. Excursus I to Book Iy, p. 285, and especially note (I).
Fr~m Book II o~ the 1T€pl 4>tJU€W!;.

3 ThIS should possIbly be T&,W or {J&ULJ': cf. Ep. i., § 46.
: See. ~hap. VI, p. 35 Z•• 5 § 4-6.

ThJS IS the exact meanmg of avvl{l'lalS': it is so used of the collapse ofthe earth' , A\ A' J 111 .,
£5' T4 KOtl\a., nst. a~ J.""ulIdo, 4. 39 S, and of the collapse of houses,Pluto CrI1JJ. 2.
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further would the process of diminution be carried: hence
it results that we do actually 'see' a distant tower. th.e sa~e

size as a small stone close at hand: the rate of dIminutIOn
would be uniform, and the amount proportionate to the
distance. Giussani objects that in that case the eye can have
nO perception of the real size of objects. It surely ha~ !10t,

;. either on Epicuru7' t~eory o~ aJ.1Y. mod~rn theory of VISIon:
what it does perceive IS the dimInIshed Image caused by the
succession of diminished 'idols' together with a sen~e of
distance derived, as Lucretius I has most carefully explained,
from the length of the current of air which enters the eye
before the arrival of the 'idols'. It is the function of the mind
to combine these two pieces of i~formationand .to inf~r fi:0t?
them the original size of the object, a process tn whIch It IS

very frequently liable to error, which must he corrected by
subsequent 'confirmation' (E1TLp,apn$p-r]GLs). This seems at
least a consistent theory, and will explain incidentally several
of the difficulties connected with the vision of the distant
object, but it must be admitted that the ev~dence f~r it is
slight. It is strange that there should be no Information on
so cardinal a point. . . . .

But the discussion of such mechanical difficulties ~ IS not
perhaps profitable, as Epicurus' theory of visi?n could not
in any case be now supported as ~ven a plauSIble explan~

tion. It is more worthy ofobservatlOn that he has once again
secured indirect contact between the object and the eye and
that the general id~a! though ~rude, is not after all s.o very far
removed from the Sight-wave theory of modern SCience: the
same difficulty of contact has to be su:~ou.nted by a mo!e
subtle and scientific, but not wholly disSimilar, hypotheSIS.
I t is necessary now to proceed to the consideration of the
function of the mind (volis) in sense-perception and thought.

J iv. 244-55. "
:: Giussani t for instance (I.e., p. 283), has raised the question ho~ .the

~jdols', being ofalmost 'atomic' texture, can preserve the e~lour of t~c. ongmal
object, which is due to the ~n~ernaI m?vement of atoms m a (o!tctltu.lIt, and
asks again (285 n. fin.), how It IS that WIth two eyes we do not sec two Images.
As he says himself salis harjo/at; sumUf.
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In the first place there is a series of instances in which th
mind plays, as it were, the part of a sense-organ, and itsel~
directly apprehends 'idols',1 which are imperceptible to th
normal sense-organs. The eye can never perceive sin Ie
'idols', but only the image (ePaVTaula.) created by a success~ e
of 'idols': but it may be sometimes that the single 'idol' ~ 'Will
penetrate through the pores of the body to the mind itself
and there be perceived by an act of 'apprehension'. This
occurs in several different instances. The first is that of the
curious class of 'idols' known as 'compounds' (OVC1Tc1a~,s)3
which, since 'it is not necessary for their substance to h'e
filled in deep inside', since, that is, the 'idol' is a mere skin
without any solid substance, may easily be formed in the air
either by a chance union ofatoms 4 or by a casual conjunction
of 'idols' thrown off by two or more real objects.s In the
latter case we may receive the mental impression of strange
compound animals like Centaurs, and Scylla and the
Chimaera, parts of the 'idols' of existing things being
accidentally united, in the former the image presented to the
mind may be merely grotesque and assume any fantastic
form. But in each instance6 the single 'idol' is so slight that
it requires an act of attention on the part of the mind to
grasp it.

The second instance ofmind-perception 7 is that of images
seen in sleep. Here a succession of lidols' is perceived, but

I By €1TcfJoA-r, rfis SU1Vo{as. For a discussion of this most disputed phrase
see Appendix III. I have assumed in the text the conclusion there formed.

~ See Lucr. iv. 746-8:
facile uno commovet ictu

quaelibet una animum nobis subtilis imago;
tcnvis enim mens est et mire mobilis ipsa.

3 Ep. i, § 48.
4 Luer. iv. 131:

sunt etiam quae sponte sua gignuntur et ipsa
constituuntur in hoc caelo qui dicitur aero

s Lucr. iv. 738 : et quae confiunt ex horum facta figuris.
6 See LUCT. iv. 802:

ct quia tenvia sunt, nisi quae contendit acute
eernere non potis est animus.

7 lCa8' U1rJ'OVS' "Ywop.'rJWV~ Ep. i, § 5I: d. Luer. iv. 7,7-776•
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they do not, as in the case of sense-perception, unite to form
a single image, but a~e grou~ed separ~tely so as t? for~ a
series, often representIng bodIes I movmg and gestlc':Ilatln~

(the tcinematograph' here help~ us to understa~~ E~Icur~s
meaning). Such images may either be due to Idols which
penetrate,~ now that the sense-organs are dor~ant, to. the
mind or are called up from the memory-store I? the m~nd,

or again they may be ~ccident~l and fant~~t1c creations
corresponding to no reahty. AkIn to the vlslOn.s o~ sleep
are the visions of the madman: these must anse In the
majority of cases from a combination of the 'idols' of real
things. In both these cases 3 the vision is 'true', because it
corresponds to. real 'idols': the delusion !s not due to the
mind's perceptIon, but to Its subsequent Infere~ce that the
image seen is directly derived from a real object. So, as
Sextus 4 explains, 'in the case of Orest;s, when ?e thought
he saw the Erinyes, the perception which was stIrred up by
'idols' was true for the 'idols' were really there, but the
mind when it ;hought that these were solid realities (OT€
plJl-vw:), was forming a false opinion (lrfs€l/8"'€L). Very .li~e to
these two is the vision of dead persons,s but that the orIgInat
ing cause is slightly different. Here the 'ido~s' did indeed
spring from the living body, but have continued to flo~t
about in the air 'unused', so to speak, even after theIr
original is dead: these also ~re us~al!y p~rceive~ by the
mind in sleep. Once more the I.mag~ IS true, now In a f~~ler

sense, for it corresponds to 'Idols pro?uc.e~ bJ: realItIes,
but the inference that the persons are still hVlng IS false.

But by far the most important i~stance of'mind-percep
tion' is the vision of the gods. ThIS must be treated more

I Lucr. iv. 768 fr., and especially 771-2:
quippe ubi prima perit alioque est altera nata
inde statu, prior hie gestum mutasse videtur.

a Ibid. 758-9.
simulacra lacessunt

haec eadem nostros animos quae cum vigilamus.
, , .L' ,\ ~ "

3 D.L. X. 32 'Ta'T€ 'TWV p.cuvop.£vwv 'fIa.VTCUll-'a'Ta. lCat (Ta> Ka.'T Ova.p

&J.7J(Jij. KWEt yap:..
4 4dv. M4tlJ. VUJ. 63; U. 253.
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ct quia tenvia sunt, nisi quae contendit acute
eernere non potis est animus.

7 lCa8' U1rJ'OVS' "Ywop.'rJWV~ Ep. i, § 5I: d. Luer. iv. 7,7-776•
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full~ in the next chapter, but here it may be noticed that th
bodIes of the gods s.end oft a succession of idols, just as d~
all other concrete eXistences, but owing to the great subtlet '
of the structure of their bodies, I their 'idols' are so fine th }t
they cannot be perceived by the sense-organs at all, but on~
by the finer and purer soul-compound of the mind. Her
'tl . ,. I' 'b emen a perceptIon IS not mere y true ecause it Corre-
sp~>nds to 'idols', but .true in.the fullest sense because it is
eVIdence-the only direct eVldence~f the existence of a
corresponding reality.
,. In ,all the~e instances alike the 'idols' and successions of
Idols are directly conveyed to the mind, but just as the
~enses, sur;ounded ~y cro~ding 'idols', need actively to
apprehend the particular .Image, so these single 'idols',

much finer ~nd more fleeting than the normal images of
sense-perceptlon, must be grasped by the act of attention on
the part o~the ~~cipientmind.:l All such 'images', as has been
see?, are t.rue In the sense of corresponding to 'idols', and
Eplcurus 3 In several passages asserts their truth. He himself,
however, remem~enn~ probably that some such images
grasped by the mind did not correspond to external objects,

I Cf. Lucr. v. 154.
o l1Ttf30~~ Tijs 8tavo[as: R. Philippson, Zur Epilurtirdlnl Gotttrltlzrt

(HtmttJ,li, 1916, pp. 568-608), who is anxious to establish a strict termino
logy in the Epicurean psychology, states that 8~o,a is Epicurus' word for
~h~ special facultJ: of the mind which apprehends single images. It is true that
It. IS so used (Ep.l. 38,49, 50, 5I; K.LJ. niv), but it is also used by Epicurus
himself

w
(I) of an ~1Ttf307l.~ Tijs 8,aJlo{as as part of the process of reasoning

about. a87J7I.a (Ep.I, § 6z), (2) of mental grasp of reasoning or of a principle
(~p. I, § .7~; K.LJ. xx), (3) as the seat of fear and pleasure (K.LJ. x, xviii).
8tl11 less IS It the case, as he states, that Lucretius' translation of 8,cfJlota in
this sense is always mtl1S. MillS and 1111imus in Lucretius are interchangeable
terms ~or 'the mind' in general, and in the passages in the Fourth Book which
deal With the mental apprehension of simulacra, mt11S is used seven times as
t?e .equiv~lentof 8,cfJlOla (iv. 748,75°,754,767,780,976, 101 I), animus
SI.X tl!Des (~v. 731,747,787,8°.3: 812, 814), and mt11J animi once (75 8). In
his diSCUSSion of psychology Philippson appears to me not to have sufficiently
before his.mi~d the ~entially material character of Epicurus' idea of thought,
aU of WhICh IS occaSIOned by a mental visualization: its different processes
were not .therefore for him so rigidly distinguished.

3 Ep. I, §§ 50, 62: cf. K.LJ. xxiv.
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was content to leave the matter here: his followers, anxious
perhaps to establish their orthodoxy by asserting their certain
knowledge of the existence of ~he.~ods, too~ th~ further ste~
of exalting 'mental apprehenSIOn Into a cntenon of truth.

But besides this special function of'mind-perception'" the
mind has its necessary share in all normal sense-perception:
it must distinguish and interpret the data of the se~se

organs. It is necessary to ret~rn once mor.e to the examIna
tion of normal sense-perception and conSider ~h.at follows
on the original sensation in the ~ye. ~ur aut~ont.les are not
very explicit at this point, but With a httle filhn~ In o~ gaps,
it is possible to put together an account which Will not
greatly misrepresent Epicurean o.rthodoxy. ~he 'idols'% are
'like in colour and form' to the object from whIch they come;
but though their shifting succession may represent 'acci
dents' 3 happening to the object, change of posture, move
ment, &c., they cannot in themselves convey to us any other
of its qualities. What is it then that the eye actually sees,
what is the image (r/>avra.ala.) which the eye grasps as the
result of the incidence of successive 'idols'? Nothing, clearly,
but a certain mass of colour or colours of a certain size and
shape: the interpretation of this .image, the r~cogniti?n ~f
the general nature or individuality of the. object ~h~ch It
represents, is not a matter of ~ere perceptIOn, nor IS It the
function of the sense-organ: It must be performed by the
mind. How then can this be? how in the first place does the
mind receive the image and how in .th~ se~ond has it the
capacity for distinguis!ting and cl~ss!fy!ng Images, ,so that
it can pronounce the Judgem~nt thiS IS so a~d so? T~e
answer to the first question IS not easy to give. CertaIn
passages in Lucretius 4 might lead us to suppose that the
'idols' themselves actually passed on through the pores of

I D.L. x. 3r. This question is discussed in Appendix III:. there were
probably other reasons as well which actuated both Eplcurus and his followers:
see also Chap. II, pp. 250-2.

8.. C' , , r , "L
1 ,,49 op.oXPOWJI Ka, op.otop.0P'l'WV.
3 Cf. Lucr. iv. 788-801. . .
4 Especially iv. 749 ff. Zeller (iii. r. 389) has gone astray on thIS pOint,

as Tohte notes (Epikurs Krittritn dtr Walzrlztit, p. 4 fin.).
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of exalting 'mental apprehenSIOn Into a cntenon of truth.
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what is the image (r/>avra.ala.) which the eye grasps as the
result of the incidence of successive 'idols'? Nothing, clearly,
but a certain mass of colour or colours of a certain size and
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the general nature or individuality of the. object ~h~ch It
represents, is not a matter of ~ere perceptIOn, nor IS It the
function of the sense-organ: It must be performed by the
mind. How then can this be? how in the first place does the
mind receive the image and how in .th~ se~ond has it the
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the body into the mind, but a closer examination of his
illustrations shows clearly that he is thinking not of normal
sensation, but of the images directly apprehended by the
mind: further the very careful distinction of such subtle
images from those of normal sense-perception in itself makes
it clear that the latter do not come into direct contact with
the mind. It has been supposed 1 that Epicurus meant that
'the atomic images only penetrate to the sense-organs or
the pores' (in the passive sensation of contact), 'but that the
image of the object reaches the mind in an immaterial form'.
This is a contradiction of the most elementary principles
of Epicurus' system: even if an 'immaterial image' could
ever exist, which it could not, it could have no effect on the
mind, fOf contact would be impossible. I t will be much
nearer Epicurus' mode of thought, even though he may
never himself have elaborated this part of his theory, to
suppose that the movement of sensation in the eye:: causes
a movement to pass along the chain of soul-atoms to the
mind, and so by sympathetic movement (qvp:7Ta.8ELa) there
is reproduced in the mind the image of sense-perception.
It is strange and perhaps significant that modern scientific
inventions should help us so much to understand Epicurus'
physical theories: here it is clear that the analogy we want
is that of the sympathetic movement of the needle in the
receiver of the telegraph.

The image being thus apprehended by the mind, how
does it perform its function of interpretation? Epicufus'
answer is characteristic and its main outlines have already
been sketched in discussing the Canonice. The individual
image, being created in the mind, does not perish, but is
stored up and may at any moment be 'called up' by the mind,
or more correctly, be apprehended by an act of attention,
which selects it out of the infinite number of similar images
always present in the mind) This is the act of memory.

I Tohte, EpikrJrJ Kri/tritJr dtr Wahrhtil, p. 5,
• See Giussani, Stud. Lucr., p. 190.
3 Lucr. iv. 777-87, 802-17, really a consecutive argument, the intervening

lines being an interruption and apparently an alternative version of 768-76,
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I d' 'd I 'mages of the same class of

But this is not all. n IV~ ua c~llect and accumulate in the
objects (e.g. hor~e, cow

f
' c.) 't' form the 'general con-

'd d by a kmd 0 superposl Ion .. . •nun an . fi to call it the 'anticipation, Eplcurus pre ers , . h
cep~, or, as .1 here the analogy to help us IS t at
(rrpo,\7'J!J1Ls) of th~ clas~. t graph' This 'recollection of that
of the 'composite p 0 0 'm~ ed from without', as Epi
which has freq~ently b~el?l~rl te called up or attended to
curus:: defin;\~h~~nt~I:1 th! mind has received the ne~
on dem.and. . look at various 'general concepts
. ge It can as It were,Ima, , th .th the new vision and so pronounce
and.compare ,en; ~l a horse or a cow'.~ The 'anticipation'
the Judgement thISt .tself an infallible criterion of truth 5

i~ like sense-per~ep~~~e~ by its images), becaus~ it is itself
(I.e. we cannot e t" which are immedIately true.
built up of se~se-perc~pJo~s'enabled not only to interpret
By means of It ~he mm Iso when it wishes to create,6 to
individual sensatlo~s) b~: w~rk because it has a vision of
know how t~ se~ a ?ut ). . is in this latter sense
the thing whIch It wls,hes ~~ prid~~fs' ~~st easily intelligible.
that Epicuru~' ntme ant;~I~f l~is process of comparison?
What then ISh t e reb fore a mere irrational sensation has
ClearlJ: that w at w

t
aS d ~ransformed into a piece of informa-

been gIven conten an . .
It is not worth while discussing mIstaken I,deas ~f

I See Chap. II,p. 245· _ , hat't 'IS an 'innate idea'. or Stemharts'\ .p h as Schomann s t I Ii' bo tthe ~POi\"" tS. SUC U· D L x 33 is very exp CIt a u-, h' d' 'd a1 reco ection. ", I
that it includes t e I~ Ivt U 8) h s xplained the whole notion clear y
it. and Tohte (op. ot., Pt 15-1 ,a e V '7ToMaletS ;ew9€V ,po.VEVTOS.
enough, : D..: x. 33lJ.V't]lJ.'1 ~oU 255' quotes a striking passage

3 Clemens A.lex. S!rom. 1I},.F." I.5~ 14 ' d ~s (.1I'tpo'\~v ('7Tt Tt (Vo.prEs ICOJ
from Epicurus m whIch '7TPOATJ't'lS, IS, e ne

" ~ ~ &vlLaToS' E7Tlvota.V. , ,E1Ft 77Jv EVO-PY7J T~V ~p ,,... ,,, Ecrr~V .;; {Jovs' 8E' yap ICO-To. '7Tpo·
4 D.L. x. 33 TO 1FOpPW Ecrrw~ t'7T';oS' 'V-'

'\TJifitV EyvWICEVo.t 1FOTE %7T1TOV lCeL' ~OOS IWPtPTJ •

s D.L, X. 31. "I assages uses notitits, his render
6 It is in this sense that Luc:e~~sm sevf~atJfe gods have created man. when

ing of '7Tpo'\'1ifits ,: ~.g•.v. ~8f ., i~~h~i~ minds? v. 1046, no man could haye
they had no 'anticIpation ~ ~ed h d other men speaking before: cf. IV.
created language, unless

h
ea. ear rer to the ordinary notion of 'general

475-7; v. 124 (where t e sense IS nca
concept').
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that it includes t e I~ Ivt U 8) h s xplained the whole notion clear y
it. and Tohte (op. ot., Pt 15-1 ,a e V '7ToMaletS ;ew9€V ,po.VEVTOS.
enough, : D..: x. 33lJ.V't]lJ.'1 ~oU 255' quotes a striking passage

3 Clemens A.lex. S!rom. 1I},.F." I.5~ 14 ' d ~s (.1I'tpo'\~v ('7Tt Tt (Vo.prEs ICOJ
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tion with regard to the external world. The mind has inferr d
frC?~ what ~as p~evi~us~y an image ofshape and colour, th:t
thIs .I~age IS an Indication of the presence within the ran e
?f ~lsIC?n of e.~. a ma~: more than this, by means of t~e
IndIcatIOn of distance, I It will have decided how far the m. ~ d· an
I~ ro.m us, a~cor .mg to the sameness or alteration of succes_
SIve Images It wIll know whether he is at rest or movin
~owards or away from us, or engaged in any particular action~
~t m.a}:' ev~n br c0:rtparison with ~ertain special and particula;
an~lclpatlO~s. (stIli of cours.e bUilt of many separate images)

be In a pOSItion to determIne who the man is. It has i
fact,. performe? an act of 'comprehension' (J1ralaO

TJULs) 1 ~nd
so glv~n meamn~ to the simple 'perception' (aW£J.rjUts).' The
sens~t1on of.hearIng aff~rds perhaps an even clearer notion
of t~IS f~nctI0!1 of the mmd than that of sight. The 'sound
partIcles 3 emitted from the throat of our friend reach the
ears, and ~here awake the sensation of mere noise: the act
of perceptl0!1 take~ pla~e in the ear, but it is the perception
of a succession of IrratIOnal sounds. The sensation is 'tele
~I?h.ed' .to t~e ~ind, and !he mind by comparison with the
.antIc.IpatlOns b~tlt of prevIous sounds, is able, very literally
In this case, to Interpret. the sounds: for it can assign to
them ~he content of mean.mg and translate them into speech.
Thus In all sense-perceptIon there are two parts: 4 the receipt
of. the sensatio~, a~ mere irrational shape and colour, or
s~:>und, &c., .whIch IS performed by the sense-organ and is,
lIke t~e passive contact-sensation, purely local, and its inter
~retatIo~ an? understanding, by comparison and classifica
tIon~ w~l~h I~ p~rformed by the mind, acting by means of
the antlc~patlOn. The n?tlon is perhaps complicated, but·
perfectly I~ accordance With Epicurus' general psychology,
and, allowmg for the materialistic form in which it is put,

I See above, p. 413. 1 Ep. i, § 52: cf. D.L. x. 32.
3 Cf. p. 405.
4 Cf. an interesting passage in Act. iv. 8. 2 p. 39A D· U. 2A9 TO (T£>
I~, t 'It ~ " II", , .,. t .,.

~OP.tOV ,EU;l~ 7J aLUv'J~lS, 7J ns fUTW 7J 8Vva/llS, Ka, TO bra{u8v/la, (; 11'(P
EUTL TO EVfPY'1/la. (J)UTE 8LXWS '!Tap' aVTw M."EI7(JaL arl7(J"'ULV '';v ~vc. , w "- C. • ,., • "' ,-_. 0'
ovvapLv. aLl7v'/I7LV OE TO EVt£P'YT!p.a.
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not very divergent from the account which would be given
by other philosophers, ancient or modern.. .

During the whole of the above explanation an .actIve
capacity of the mind to attend, compare, and form Judge
ments has been assumed, and it may well be th?u~~t that
we have moved some way from the purely mate.nahstlc and
atomic conception from which we .start~d. It IS ne~essary

then to return to it and ask what IS thIS power w?Ich the
mind possesses, and how, speaking in atomic ter~s, It. comes
to possess it. Happily Epicurus ha~ not at this POInt .left
us in the lurch: there is he tells us In a passage of curious
interest I in the Letter to'Herodotus, 'another kind of move
ment produced inside ourselves closely l~nked t~ t~e appre
hension of images, but differing fr?m 1t'. T~I~ IS an un
mistakable return on the underlYIng materIalIsm ?f the
whole theory. The capacity of the mind to ap}?rehend I~ages
(~aVTaGT~ E1rLP0>'~ Tijs 8wvolas), which was bemg considered
just now, 1S, lIke the perceptIon of the sense-?rgans and the
passive sensation of the rest of the body, ne1ther more nor
less in ultimate analysis than a mo,,:,ement of atoms: but
as the atoms in question are now und11uted sou~-ato~s, the.r
are capable of finer apprehensions. ~ide ~y slde Wlt~ th1s
movement there is another, closely ak~n to It, bec~use It too
deals with images,:Z but to be distinguI.shed fr~m It, becat;se
it does not now 'apprehend' the speCIal fine Images wh~ch
visit the mind from without but by a process of s~lectlon
chooses out a 'general conc~pt' to which it will a~sl~n the
newly received image. This secondary move~e~t IS m ~act
that of 'opinion' (8oga), which is the ch~ractertstlc functIon
of the mind not only in the interpretatIon .of sense~percep

tion, but in all forms of thought. I~s .prt.m~ry d1.fference
then from the 'apprehension of imag~s lIes m ItS obJe.ct, but
there is a second distinction which IS of far greater 1mpor
tance. The former activity is always '!rue' in the sens~.tha~
it must apprehend an image which corresponds to an Idol

I § 5I. . f • .R \. - 8 '
• I am here assuming the results of the discussIon 0 E11'.,..,OI\'7/ '"IS &avotas

in Appendix III.
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or ~ successi?n. of 'idols', even though these do not always in
theIr turn orlgmate from a concrete reality. But opinion ha
no such guarantee of truth: it seIects, as it will, the 'generai
concept' to which it will assign the new image. In most
ca~es, no ?oubt, wh~re the .ima~e is clear (&ams-) and the
?bJect eas!ly recognIzable, It wIll make no mistake; but it
IS al~ays hab~e to error, especially in dealing with the images
of dIstant objects. This then is the origin of the apparent
errors of the senses: there is no error in the sense-perception
fo.r it is the immediate outcome of the contact of the 'idol~
wl~h. th; sense-org~n; the error I lies in the 'addition of
o~lnlon , the selectIon by this secondary movement of the
:nlnd of the gener~I concept with which it will ideQtify the
11?~ge. Hence arIses the rule of the Canonice,a that any
VISIon other than the 'clear sight' (~vaPY1Jlla)of the near view
must b~ regarded as .a cprobI~m.awaiting solution' (1Tpouf'ivov).
:r~e ~m.d should wIthhold ItS Judgement until the inference
It IS InclIned to ~a~e is eit~er confirmed (E1TLf'apropErTat) or
not by th~ clear VISIon.3 It IS unnecessary to refer again to
the stock. Instances of the square tower at a distance or the
approacll1n~ man: what must be emphasized here is that
~he uncertalOty of the results of cognition are due to the
Indepe?dent charac~er of the mental movement of opinion.
There IS no uncertaInty about the individual image there is
no u~certai?ty a~ou.t the 'general concept', but th'e 'move
ment of opInIon IS !table to error in connecting the two: the
apparently almost arbitrary rule of the Canonice turns out
to be the .necessary deduction from the atomic analysis of
the operation of sen~e-perception.in its various parts.

So far the operations of the mInd have been considered
only in rc:lation to sense-per.ception. But besides being called
upon to Int~rpret and claSSIfy the reports of sensation about
the perceptIble external w?rld (,pawop.Eva, 1TpoS7]Aa), the mind
has ~nother ~n~ almost more important function to perform.
For It has sImIlarly to form conclusions about matters lim-

• t. 50 ,~, .1. -~ " ~ " _ ,. ,
, ., TO O( 't'E'VoOS Kat TO atYJp.afJTTJp.nov (I' Tlp 1rpocr8ofaCop.€l'o/ aft

~OT&V. : See Chap. II, p. 25+, and Ep. i, \§ So, 51.
3 See Chap. II, p. 255.
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perceptible' (a01]Aa). These, as the Canon~ce has shown,~ m~y
be of various kinds. First of all there IS a class, which IS

almost on the borderline, of things perceptible indeed to the
., senses, but so remote that their inner wor~ings ~an~ot be

directly perceived and are a matter f?r the InvestIgatlOn of
the mind: these are the heavenly bodIes and generally what
Epicurus following the Ato?lists sums up as the 'thing:s of
the sky' (ra J.L€Tlwpa.). More tmportant than these ~re .thIngs
which from their very nature must always remam Imper
ceptible and of this class the principal example is of course
the ato~s themselves and their movements in space. ~ere
nO direct assistance can be obtained from sense-perceptIOn,
but sense-perception can gi?e u.s a start in 2our. inyest.iga
tions, for it can provide us WIth SIgns (U7JJ.L€'ia.) or 1?dlcatl0ns
(TfKp..~p"a.) in the visible world which may suggest Inferences
to the invisible. The work then must be done by thoug~t

(Aoj'wpO))3 alone and hypothesis must be framed on the baSIS
of phenomena. . .

What then is the process of Its work? It IS not easy ~o

conceive how a purely materialistic system can represent In
a concrete form the processes of thought, and there are not
many indications left in the authorities, but an accou?t can
be given which will at least ~o~ go far from what Eplcurus
imagined. In the first place It IS clear that all thought must

J See Chap. II, pp. 257, 26:z. :l See Ep. ii, § 87:
3 AoytO'p.OS" is the most general word in Epicurus for the process ofreasonmg

about the unseen (Ep. i. 39 TO ci0llAov TtP AoytO'JJ4) T(KP.a.lpEcr(}a.t, see also
Ep. i, §§ 75, 76; Ep. iii. 132; K.~. xvi, xix,Jr. 7+ (C.B.); D.L.~. ~.2, 117,
120) : he also uses £1rc.AoytUfLOS (i, § 73, and K.tJ. xx), O£aAO)'tCJ~s (11, § 84:;
Bent. Pllt. x), and 8£aAoytup.a. (i, § 68; ii, § 85). The result of thIS p;ocess 19

a 'thought-image' (J1rlvota, i, § 45; D.L. x. 32), and l1r,vo~'ia9a.. (I, § +o)~

8ta.vo€ia9at (i, § 49), V01}CJtS' (Aet. i.v. 8. I~), and. 8tav6r]at~ (I~ §~3) a:c us~d
in a corresponding sense. The cqulvalent In latIn of >..oytup.o~ ]s ratIo (Cle.
de Fin. i. 9.3°, and Lucretius, p~!Sim). ~oea in Epicurus.is mainly concerned
with the interpretation of sense-ImpreSSions, Aoywp.Os WIth the more wh~lIy

mental processes of thought and reasoning, but there is some over.1appmg.
R. Philippson (I.e., p. 57 I) statcs that A6yoS' is the faculty ofyour whi~h deals
with a~Aa, but in Epicurus' usage it is a quite vague word foun~ In s?ch
expressions as A6ytp (}~(JJPT1T05': Philippson has pressed a theoretIcal vIew
beyond the facts.
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existence of the 111inimae parIes in the atom. In other
instances again we may form our new image by the inten
tional juxtaposition of previously existing image.s, however
derived: as, for example, when we reach the notlon 1 of the
infinity of the void by the mental combination of manx
images of 'empty spacet. In aU these cases then th~ught 1S

working, just as in sense-interpretation, by comparing and
combining images: the whole process is purely vISU~l. But,
it might be objected, Epicurus 1 is reported as saYing that
'reason' makes some contribution to the process of thought.
The phrase is vague and without support in the Letter to
Herodotus, but there is no question even here ofany process
of non-visual thought, and certainly nothing non-material
is implied. Reasoning to Epicurus is nothing more tha~,

as we might say, 'putting two and two together": an~ thiS
for him must necessarily be a process of the combInatIon of

"~ images: in other words 'reasoning' is itself an 'intentional
I.' combination' (<nJv8~ur.s) and the phrase of Diogenes is loose.

Thought then proves to be a movement in the mind,
which by the combination and comparison of previously
existing imag~s creates new i.mages by a kind of ';is~a~iz~
tion t. Its subject-matter is different from that of OpInIOn,
for it is no longer concerned with the interpretation of the
data of sense, but has to create," as it were, its own data.
Does it differ from opinion in its results? Is it similarly
liable to error or has it, in its scientific use at any rate, any
guarantee of greater certainty? The Canonice 5 gives us the
principles by which it can be controlled: just as the infer
ences of 'opinion' must be referred back to the 'clear vision'
of the 'nearer view', and only accepted if they are confirmed,
so the hypothesesof thought must be tested bybeing referred
back to sensation. Confirmation (f:rrr.p.apnJpTJGl,s) is no longer

I See Giussani, Stud. Lucr., p. 176. 3 D.L. X. 31, cited above.
3 So C1V»"oyl'€o8al. is used in the Second Letter about inferences to

p.n·'wpa. from perceptible phenomena: § I I 2 JdJl 7"1.5" ~MV7JT(U TO crop.t/Jwvov
TOrr ,pa",op.&o,r avlloyt'f!a8cu. .

4 This is true even with regard to celestial phenomena: for thought IS

engaged in investigating the imperceptible causes of phenomena.
5 See Chap. 11, pp. 263. 264.
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~e a process o.f the combination of images: nothing but
Images I can stIr the sensory movements in the mind nor
~an the mind apprehend anything but images: all tho~ght
IS to Epicurus, as we might say in modern phraseology
'visualization

t
, Further,just as in the interpretation of sense~

perceptions, the faculty of opinion has the capacity to pUt

together images already existing and compare them for
identifi~ation, so here the faculty of thought about the im
perceptible world can combine previdusly existing images
or .concept~ and ~Y such combinations create new images
~hlCh are In fact Its hypotheses (8oEa'6p.Eva). This account
~s borne out ~yDioge~e~t:zresume of th: pro~e~se~of thought:
all thought-Images (e13wmar.) have their ongln In sensations
~Ymeans of coincidence (1T€p[1rTWU,r;) and analogy and simila
n~y a'!d combina~io~ (uVv8Ea,~), reasoning (Aoywp.6s) too con
trIbutIng somethIng. The account is condensed and not
~holly ~Iear, but its meaning must be something like this:
If we wish to reach any conclusion about the imperceptible
world, we must start from sense-perceptions which seem
to. us akin to the object of our pursuit, either because we
thInk th~y are produced by the underlying causes which we
are seekIng or because they seem to resemble the workings
o.f such causes. From this basis we must try to 'work by
sI~ns~ (aTJILEWGCT8a.r.).3 Occasionally a merely accidental com
bInatIon of concepts, made, as it were, by chance without
any definit.e effort of s~arch Of.inqu!ry on our part, will lead
us to a frUitful conclUSIon, or, In stnctly Epicurean phraseo
I?gy, create a new image. Sometimes again an apparent
lIkeness or even similarity between perceptible phenomena
and the unseen will set us on the track of our conclusion:
such a case would be Epicurust own argument4 for the

I Cf. Act. iv. 8. 10; U. 317 A£1JK'1MTOr iJ"'P.OKP'TOS ~E1TIKolJpos -n]v
alf-A..,. I \, , 9 I~ '\ .,~ (J , ~ , ,

'uVIICTLII Ka, 'T"11" V0'1C7W yLVEU (U ft.aWI\WV (~W E"V 7tPOUUJIITW,,' P-'1oeJlL yap

lm{3a,>J..EUI ILTJ8f!T'paV xwpiS' TOV 1Tpocnrl1rTOVTOS (l8w~ov. l,w9EJI is not of
co.u~se strictly true of images or concepts already in the mind, but it is of (heir
orlgm.

2. D:L. x. 32. So~e useful comment on this passage is made by Tohte,
Krtttrt~l1 dtr WlJhrlmt, p. 12. 3 Cf. Ep. i, § 38: cf. Ep. ii, § IO~.

4 §§ 55--<): sec Chap. III, pp. z8 5-7.
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existence of the 111inimae parIes in the atom. In other
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possible, because the 'clear view' of sensation is no Ion
possible, but phenomena may contradict (aVTLfLap7"lJpffLV) ;eJ
If so the ~ypothesis must b~ rejected as untrue. At)ea~h
stage then In the process ofSCIentIfic reasoning thought mu
be ch~cked by sensation. In the chapter on the Canoni~t
attentIon was also drawn to the singular difference in result

e

bet~een t~ought as r~gards ceI~stial phenomena and though~
dealmg wI~h the ultImate realIties of existence-the atoms
and the vOId. In the former case, all explanations which ar
not contradicted by sensation are to be accepted as equalle
true, ~or they correspo~d to a real diversity of occurrence i~
celestIal phenomena: In the latter there is a one and only
truth.

What are the psychological grounds of this conclusion
an,d what pr~cess of thought can there be which will justify
thl~ assumptl~? of the one and only truth in the realm of
ultll~ate realItIes-the realm most remote from the im
m~dIa~e and c,ertain data of sense? No explicit solution of
t~IS dIfficulty I~ to be found in the works either of Epicurus
hImself or of hIS followers, and it has been too lightly passed
over by h!s cr~tics, who, ha;e been content to group both
classes of t,he.IJ?perceptIble together and to apply the idea
of the m~ltIph~Ityof causes to both alike, without perceiving
the startlIng dIvergence in the results. Yet nothing could
be more marked than the difference in this respect between
the Letters to Herodotus and to Pythocles: the reader seems
to be almost in a different atmosphere of argumentation.
It would of ~ourse be easy to accept this difference and to
condemn EpIcurus as a loose or dishonest thinker: to point
out that whereas he had no intrinsic interest in astronomy
and meteoro!ogy, he could admit diversity of explanation'
and ~f truth In ~hat fiel~, but that the ultimate principles of
atomIsm were vItal to hIm and in defiance of logic he would
stoutly resist ,anY.incursion c;>f ,multiplicity. But before such
a condemnatIOn IS passed, It IS well to see if some defence
cannot be made.

Historically it i~ n~t very difficult to see how Epicurus
was led to claIm thIS hIgher certainty, or singleness of truth,

THE SOUL 4~

;~ for his ultimate physical speculations. Desp~te all his pro-
." testations of originality, it is obvious that hIS syste":l as a

whole is based on that of Democritus, and though In t~e
Canonice in particular h«: seems t~ break away from hIS
predecessor in his emphatIC reassertion of the supremacy ~f
sensation and of the reality of the phen~me~al world, he IS
et even here more influenced than he Im~gmed by DeI?o-

rritus' metaphys~cs.l.He con.sequently stIll felt somethmg
of a superior reahtyZ In the eXIstence of th~ too fundamental
constituents, and was led .therefore ~o claIm almost unco~
sciously a dogmatic certamty for hIS thought about theu
nature and conduct. . ' . .,

Yet such an explanation of hIS pOSItIOn, If It stood alc;>ne,
would still leave Epicurus open to the charg~of u.nconscious
intellectual dishonesty, and it is necessary to mqUIre,wh~ther
even on his own assumptions his attitude cannot be JustIfied.
For this purpose the analysis 3 of.the prc;>cess of thought about
the imperceptible must be carrIed a lIttle farther: h~w a~e
these hypotheses framed for which this unique certamtY,Is
claimed. Consider first the data: in the case of terrestrt~l
problems sensation can supply alike the problems a~d theIr
solution, in the case of celestial phenomena sensatIon ,can
supply the problems, but thought must sugg~st the SolutIon,
but in the case of the ultimate truths of sCIence both pro-
blems and their solution must come from thought. Sensa
tion though it can give us indications and must be used as
the 'test of reference, cannot directly supply the data, f~r
the ultimate realities, the atoms and space, cannot fro~ the~r
very nature throw off 'idols'. In other words the ;rund 1S

dealing no longer with the images of sense-perceptIon, but
wholly with mental concepts. By what process then must
the work be done? Clearly by 'combination' (aVv8EGLS).4 The
mind by putting together previously existing concepts) each

I This point was insisted on by Natorp, ForSCRul1gtn, chap, v,
, A trace of the same feeling may be seen in his denial of th~ second~ry

qualities to the atoms, which carries with it a faint sense of thetr unreality
in compound things: see Chaps, III and VI.

3 See Chap. II, pp, 26,,266. 4 D.L. X. 32, see above, p. 424,
( '
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tested as they were formed by the reference to the senses
forms a new concept. But so far this is equally the proces~
in the case of the celestial phenomena and may lead to a
plurality of conclusions: what is the difference in the caSe
of the ultimate realities? There are, I conceive, two differ~
ences, one in the nature of the concept, and the other in
the nature of the process. The concept of science is not
only tested by reference to the senses, but it is 'clear' in the
very special sense of being 'self-evidenf: it is not formed
arbitrarily by the loose and erratic operation of 'opinion~
but is immediately grasped by the kindred 'act of mentai
apprehension' (E7T'tf30)..~Tijs 8tavo[as). I In other words the opera
tlOn of the formation of a new scientific concept 'is for
fpicur~s, ~hat. '."e might call ~n modern phraseology, the
ImmedJate IntUItIOn ofa self-eVident proposition': the mind

'looks' and sees a new picture that is perfectly 'clear' and
cou~d not be otherwise than it is. An illustration may make
the Idea clearer. Suppose, for instance, that we are inquiring
into the nature of the motion of the atoms. We have as our
~ata, first the conc~pt of the ato~, reached by the combina
tlon: of the se-nsatlOnal concept (If we may use the term to
mean a concept built immediately of sensations) of the
minimum visibile, together with that of further division and
that ofa similar limit. All these concepts are 'clear' and their
combination must for~ one new concept and one only, that
of the atom as conceIved by thought. Secondly, we have
the concept of bodies moving downwards owing to their
own weight, and thirdly that of bodies moving sideways in
a slight 'swerve'. These concepts are put in juxtaposition in
the mind. The mind 'looks' and by an immediate 'act of
apprehension' or intuition it sees the new picture or image
of the infinite infinitesimal movements of the atoms in all
directi?ns,~ colliding at every ~oment and leaping apart i.n
new dIrections only to meet WIth new collisions. There IS

no question of alternative solutions here: the previous con
cepts are placed together and the mind has only to 'look'

I Ep. i, § 5r. :l See Giussani, Lucr~JiIlJ, i. 176.
3 See Chap. V, pp. 327 fr.
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and see the new concept, which is the self-evident image
resulting from those just before it in the series. The whole
of scientific thought I is then to Epicurus a chain of such self
evident or 'clear' concepts, grasped by the act of 'mental
apprehension' each in their due order: its 'uniqueness' of
truth is as inevitable as is that of the science of mathematics.
At each step we dir~ctJy apprehe.nd an imag~ that is it.self
a precise and certain reproductIOn of the ImperceptIble
realities.

Such, I believe, is Epicurus' notion of the process of
thought about the 'imperceptible' things of ultimate reality,
and the justification of his claim for it that it leads in each
case to a 'one and onlyl (p.ovaxov) truth. But it would of
course be rash to assume this, if it were wholly unsupported.
Happily it is not, for not only does it fully accord, as has
been seen, with Epicurus' account of thought as report~d

by Diogenes, but in a curious and very valuable passage 1 In
the Letter to Herodotus we have an unexpected confirma
tion. Epicurus there warns us that we must not always
argue directly from the analogy of the senses to the conduct
of the atoms, for sometimes such an analogy is entirely mis
leading. We have, he argues in effect, two parallel modes of
obtaining certainty: in the region of sensation we obtain
truth from observation (TO 8£WPOVP.010V aA'YI0€))' that is, from
the 'clear vision' obtained in the near view by an apprehen
sion of the senses (~7Tl.fJoA~ ,Twv a.laO'YIT7Jplwv): but in the region
of the imperceptible truth must beobtained by 'mental appre
hension' (J7T'tPOA-Y] rijs 8«tvola)). Now in the passage in ques
tion, which deals with the atomic motion which takes place
in a moving compound body, the conclusion which Epicurus

I A quotation from Professor Clement Webb's Problems in fht Rtlations
of God ami Man (p. 79) will express exactly what I conceive to have been
Epicurus' idea of his own scientific system: 'The highest conceiva~le ~o~m

of religious knowledge. as of all knowledge, would, I suppose, he tntU!tlve
throughout, in the sense that the whole result would be present to conscIous
ness in the parts or moments, and all the parts or moments explicit in th.: whole
or result.'

: Ep. i, § 6:z ; for the fuller discussion of this passage and its consequences
see Appendix III.
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The mind has however, functions in other fields than that
of thought. It is firstly the seat of the emotions: joy and
fear love and hatred, &c., all originate from the mind
situ~ted in the breast. The authorities2 do little more than
tell US that this is so but a closer analysis may be attempted.
To begin with it is important to dis~inguis~ these, more
complex emotions from the more passive feehng~ (If'a8TJ~ of
pleasure and pain. Th~ latter are mat~ers o~ Imm~dlate
sensation, they are perceived locally and ImmedIately In ~he
parts of the body where the contact or movement whIch
causes them occurs, and take their origin in the movement
of the 'fourth nature' in the 'spirit', which is then com
municated to the other soul-elements and so to the ato.ms
of body. But though they are distinct, there is a conneXlon
between these simple sensatio~s of the ~odJ: and the complex
emotions of the mind, and thiS conneXl0n 15 e~actl¥ parallel
to that between the sense-organs and the mInd In sense
perception. The body has a simple sensation of .pleasure or
pain (1Ta8o~): this is 'telegraphed' to the soul? whIch then .by
its own peculiar movement translates the SImple sensat~on
into an emotion, by an inference as to the external body which

I Ep. i, § 38.
:t Schol. on Ep. i, § 67; Lucr. iii. 136-60; ~lut. (Jdv. Colot. 2.0, p. 1I I~ d;

U. 314. The last is an important passage. Eplcurus, as quo;ed there~ ascnbes
the emotions of love and hatred to the 'nameless clemen;, and B~le~er ~as
used this as an argument for its identificatio~ ~;th the (JntmUf; ThiS IS qUlt~
unnecessary: these emotions do of cour~e ~rlgmate from .t~e. fourth nat\~re
in the mind and Epicurus was ~ere thmking of. the actlVltles of the nund
only and not those of pure sensation: see AppendIX V.
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The mind then has the function of interpretation and
~.. judgement in all fields, in se?se-per~eption, in the eXl?lana
i: tion of physical phenomena, In the dIsco~eryof the ultImate
1,', realities of the world. Yet thought unaided can only form
r,; opinion and is always liable to error. In. any department
I· truth may be reached, but only by ~eep~ng thought con-

stantly checked by reference to sensatIon: we must keep all
under the control of the senses'!

L'..\ ....
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reaches is made precisely in the manner which we hay
described: the previously formed concepts of the behavioue
of the atoms are examined in a new situation, and it is found
that the picture thus formed and grasped by 'mental appre
hension' is different from that which a mere analogy of
phenomena would suggest. The analogy of phenomena then
mus~ in ~is instance be abandoned and the intuitive appre
henSIon IS the one and only truth. Here is the practical
confirmation of the view advanced above.

The process of scientific reasoning then, conducted by
t~e 'me~taI apprehensio~' of clear concepts, is at once the
highest Intellectual functIon of the mind and also that most
rem?te from ~mmediate sens~tion. Yet E~icurus can claim
for !t a ~ertalnty .unknow~ In the operatIons of 'opinion'
d.eahng dIrectly WIth sensatIons, an~ a capacity to reach the
SIngle truth unknown to thought Itself when dealing with
~he r~~oter sens~tions o~ cel:stial pheno~ena. The paradox
IS strIkmg, yet ItS solution IS clear. It IS that this 'act of
apprehension' of the 'clear view' of the scientific concept is
a process exactly parallel to the 'act of apprehension by
the senses' of the 'clear view' of the near object, which is
the guarantee of full and absolute truth in sensation.
Nor is it indeed merely a parallel: for thanks to the whole
hearted materialism of the Epicurean psychology, there is
no essential difference between the structure of the sense
organs and that of the mind, between the atomic composition
of the image of sensation and the mental image of the con
cept, between the movement of the two 'acts of apprehen
sion'. The simplest process of the acquisition of truth and
the most complex meet in an identity which is not fully
shared by the intermediate processes of opinion and thought
about celestial phenomena. The mind at the moment of its
greatest remoteness from sensation shares the certainty of
sensation, for its nature and the circumstances of its action
are.identical. Such I believe to have been the conception of
Eplc~rus, even tho~gh the evidence for it may be slight,
and It forms a fittIng crown to his carefully worked-out
account of psychological processes.
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caused the. sensation, an~ a. mental attitude towards that
bo~y. At. tl~es the emotion IS so s~rong, as L~c~etius tell:;
us, that It IS transferred back agaIn to the spIrIt-particles
and through them to the body, so that all the frame seems
to take its part in the emotion which started in the breast.
'when the understanding is stirred by some stronger fear'
we see that the whole soul feels with it throughout the limbs'
and then sweat and pallor break out over all the body and
th~ tongue is crippled and the voice is choked, the eyes grow
~Isty, the ears ring, the limbs give way beneath us, and
Indeed we often see men fall down through the terror in
their mind'. Nor need the original stimulus always come
from the bodily sensations: the cause of fear or joy, hatred or
lov~, may equally well lie in a sense-perception, or even in
~n Inference .of .thought based on sense-perception. The
Important pOInt IS that these emotions of the mind are not
merely arbitrary or spontaneous; but, just as in all its other
activities, the origir.al motive cause is derived in one form
or another from sensation: we do not rejoice or grieve Or
fear or love or hate without an ultimate external cause.1

O.nce again the mental activity is dependent on the sensory
stimulus.
. Closely analogous to the genesis of emotion is a still more
Important function of the mind, the act of will: here again
the ~ovementof t~e mind is the determining factor and the
motl"~e pow~r, but It act~ on the sensory stimulus. The pro
cess IS admirably deSCribed by Lucretius,3 who takes the
example of a determination on our part to walk:
First of all idols of walking. fall upon our mind, and strike the mind.
T~en comes the will; for indeed no one begins to do anything, ere the
mind has seen beforehand what it will do, and inasmuch as it sees this
beforehand, an image of the thing is formed. And so, when the mind

I iii. 152-8.

2 There is, I admit, no authority for this account of the stimulation of the
emoti.ons, but it is surely demanded both, as Epicurus would argue, by our
experIence, and by the analogy of the other mental functions of which we
have an explicit account. 3 iv. 877-906.

4 ~8 ~ 'si~ulacra mea~di': he should more strictly have said 'images of us
walkmg or of one walking', mt41l1is.
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stirs itself so that it wishes to star~ and step forw~rd, it straightway
strikes the force of the soul which IS spread abroad In the who.le body
throughout limbs. and ~rame.... Then the ~oul goes on and strikes t~e

body, and so little by httle the whole mass IS thrust forward and set In

movement.

The parallelism is clear: the sensory. stimulus is ~ol1owed .by
the movement of the mind; the mInd communlca.tes With
the spirit, and the spirit with. the body: the only d,~erence

is that in this case the result IS not thought or emotIOn ~ut

action. But one caution is necessary: the act of the. mIn~
must not be thought of as a purely mec~anical reactIOn.: It
is not inevitably and iI?mediately set movu~g by ~he senSible
image. For when the ~ma~e has been .percelved, the~ comes
the act of will': the mind IS free and It may choose either to
act or not to act in answer to the stimulus of sense. How
then can this be? It has been already seen I that the free.do~

of the will is due ultimately to the 'slight sw~rve' of In~I

vidual atoms, but the process must be conSidered ag3:1n
in the light of the analysis now made of the sou:l and Its
workings: for it leads at once to the central questIOn of all
E picurus' psychology.

In an earlier chapter1 it was seen tha~ the nature of ~he

atomic 'swerve', as the physical cause which led to the l.ln~on

of atoms to form things, must be regarded as an exception
to the physical law of necessity (foedera natur~I), a spon
taneous but purely mechanical move~ent, which, may be
made by any atom 'at any moment and In any place. It was
there also concluded that not only did Epicurus believe that
this atomic 'swerve' was the cause of free-will in man, but
that it was largely his strong desire t~ saye the freedom of
the will in a world governed b,Y the Inevltabl~ sequence of
cause and effect, which led him to place thiS element of
spontaneity at ~he bas~s of his physical. system. Our pres~nt
business then IS to discover on the hnes of the preceding
analysis of the mind and its workings what.is the effect of
the 'swerve' in the act of will. The act of wIll, no less t~an

the acts of sense-interpretation or of thought or of emotion,
I Chap. V, p. 319' 2 Chap. V, P.320.
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is an atomic motion, initiated, as always, in the particles f
the 'fourth nature' and communicated to the other eIeme ~
of the mind. N?w, setting aside the cswerve', there are o~] s
two causes whIch can start movement, weight, and a~
~xternal blow due to the contact with another body. This
IS as t.rue of the mind ~s of any other body, except that from
th~ clrc~mstances of I~S nature and position in the bod.
weIght IS not a~ effective cause of motion. It is the bIo})
frolll t~e ato~lc movements communicating the sens:
perception.Whl~h .start in the mind the movements of sense
Inte~pret~tlo~, ~t. IS the blow of the image or 'general con
cept which Initiates the movements of thought and th
blow of the movement communicating the passive'sensatio~
?f the body which sets going the movements of emotion:
In every.case the mental movement is the inevitable reaction
to the stImulus of .an external blow.1 But what is it in the
case ?f an act of WIll? Is th~ act of will a purely t:Jlechanical
reactIon to the blow of the Image of an action? No, for in
that case there would be no question of choice, the mind
would ~Iways react .and we could never refuse to accept the
prOmptIng of the Image. Lucretius'~ account makes this
clear.. T~~ image is presented to th.e mind and c~eats upon
the mInd. but then follows a break In the mechanical chain:
Ct~en comes the act of will'; the mind chooses whether it
WIll act or no, and cmoves itself'.3 Its movement which
results in action (or the refusal of action) is not the result
of ~he e~ternal blow, but of this internal power ofmovement,
whIch IS ~ue to. the 'swerve': so LucretiUS4 unmistakably
sums up hIS .earh~r ~rg~men~: cthat th.e very mind feels not
son:e nec~ssIty WIthIn In dOIng all things, and is not con
strained hke a conquered thing to bear and suffer this is
brought ab.out by. the .tiny swerve of the first-begin~ings in
~o ~etermlned direction of place and at no determined
tI~e. The movement of will is wholly initiated within the
mInd and the mind in starting it is wholly self-determined.

~ Except possibly that of the E1TifJO>"~ 'riis SLavo{a$' but though that is an
actlv~ movement, it is not initiated without stimulus. ~

, JV. 881 fr. 3 'sese commovet,' 886. .. ii. 28<)-93'
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Of what nature then is this self-initiated movement? In

the individual atom it is automatic, spontaneous, and wholly
undetermined in occasion or direction. Is the movement ?f
the mind in will merely,the result of such a movement In
one of its component atoms, or even the sum of many such
movements? If so it too must be automatic and undeter
mined. When the image of action is presented to the min?,
it is impossible to foretell in what way the movement w111
occur or even whether it will occur at aIL In other words
the ~ind is not really self-determined, but is at the mercy
of wholly undetermined movem~nts inside itself, and fr.ee
will after all its careful preservation turns out to be nothIng
better than chance. This is indeed the conclusion reached
by one m~d7rn critic, I. and it is not. to be ~ondered at that
he is unwtlhng to beheve that Eplcurus hImself can have
rested the claim for freewill on the atomic 'swerve'. But the
solution of this difficulty~ lies once again to the Epicurean
conception of a compound body (conci/ium) co1tci~ialus). The
compound is more than a mere aggregate of Independent
atoms: it is their union in a complex, which has a new
individuality of its own in which it may acquir~ q~a.lities

and even powers which are not possessed by the IndIVIdual
component atoms. T~e ~oul.or mind3 is a co.mpound body
of such peculiar constitutIon In the nature of Its c~mpon.ent

atoms and their motions among themselves, that It acquires
the power of sensation or consciousness. The. automatic
swerve of the individual atoms then is translated In the com
plex of the mind into a consciously spontaneous movement,
In other words into a movement of volition. "fhe complete
conception of the will according to. Epi~~rus'~ Gius~ani

argues in an admirable summary of hiS pOSItion, compnses
two elements, a complex atomic movement which has the
characteristic of spontaneity, that is, is withdrawn from the
necessity of mechanical causation =. and then. th~ Jen~us, or
self-consciousness in virtue of which the WIll, Illuminated
by previous movements of sensation, thought, and emotion,

I Brieger, op. cit., p. 21.

t See Giussani, Stud. Lucr. p. 140. 3 See p. 398.
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profits by the peculiar liberty or spontaneity of the atom.
motions, to direct or not to direct these in a direction Se Ie
or selected.' In other words the blind primitive 'Swerve' e~
the at0t;1 has become the conscioll.S psychic act. It may be
that thiS account presses the Epicurean doctrine slighti.
beyond the point to which the master had thought it ou~
for himself, bu~ it is a di~ect de?uction from undoubted Epi
cur~an conceptIons and IS a satisfactory explanation of what
Eplcurus meant: that he should have thought that the
~reedom of the will was chance, and fought hard to maintain
It as chance and no more, is inconceivable.

And if the further question is asked how can a complex
of. blind sponta~e?us movements of atoms become the con
SCIOUS act of volItIon ?f the ~ind, we ar~ only thrown back
once more on the ultimate dIfficulty, whIch has made itself
felt all through this account of the soul. For indeed if we
look back over it, we find that here and there crudi~ies of
thought or incoherences in the connexion of ideas have been
noted,l yet as a whole the general theory is self-consistent
and complete; but at the back of it always lies the difficulty
which. l!1ust beset Epicureanism or any other form of
matenahsm: can the movement of insensible particles pro
duce or account for consciousness? That all forms of con
sciousness ?ave their physical counterpart, that sensation,
thought, Will a~e accompanied by material movements of
parts of the phYSical organism is credible, and indeed scientific
investigation seems to be revealing this parallelism more
and more clearly to us. The more material thinkers of our
own ti.m~ are content t)o say that consciousness 'supervenes'
as an epiphenomenon on the movements of matter: Epi
curu~.went the step .farther and was prepared to say that
conSCIousness, sensatIOn, thought, and will are the move
ments of the soul-atoms. Such an idea is to most modern
minds, as it was to the majority of philosophers in Epicurus'
day, unthinkable: between the one set of facts and the other
there ,is a great gulf fixed: nothing can bridge the gulf
that IJes between the most elementary sensation and the
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atomic vibrations which accompany and condition i~. If we
accept a purely materialistic system in any form" Its con
clusions will have to be mutatis mutandis something hke those
of Epicurus: but he has done nothing to bridge over the
abyss or to make the gulf seem less wide. ConsefJuilur sensus,
inde vo/un/as fit, his pupil says glibly, but each time rouses
in us the same feeling that this is just what can never be
understood.

And if it is impossibl~ to accept h.is account of t~e nature
of the soul and its workIngs, so the Inference from It cannot
be admitted. If the soul is a mere atomic complex, a 'bodi,
then no doubt like the body it perishes and cannot have a?y
sort of existence after death. But if that account be unsatIs
factory, then the problem of survival remains open: the soul
mayor may not survive bodily death) but the questio~cannot
be decided on the basis of a purely material analysts.

It is impossible in dealing with a material system !o
refrain from pointing out its. fundamental ~eakne~s, ~ut In
an attempt to estimate Eplcurus as a thInker) It IS ~ess

profitable to quarrel with his base-principles than to think
of the superstructure he has built upon them. ~nd once
again in examining the account of the. sou], for all Its w~ak

nesses we are conscious of the warkIngs of a great mInd,
capabl'e of grasping alike ~road ideas and. minute ~etails of
elaboration . We are certaInly not left With the pIcture of
a moral teacher, who merely patched together any kin? of
physics and metaphysics to back up his ethical preachIng.

l l
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IX

THE GODS-THEOLOGY AND RELIGION

ONE: of the e~rliest and most constant accusations
against the Epicureans was that of atheism. Plutarch I

though he ~nows the Epicurean doctrine, yet charges i;s
foll?wers With overthrowing religion 'which is the fi
ordinance of any civilized state': Ci~ero,: though to h:

st

we owe the most explicit exposition we possess of the E~~
curean theology, takes up a similar position, and his EpL
curea~ contemporary Philodemus had to devote a treatise 30: which we possess val~~ble fragments, to the refutatio~
M.~he charge. The tradition was continuous through the
G I dIe .Ages and .even af~er the Renaissance it brought
d.assendI, who reVived Eplcurus' physical doctrines into
lsre~ute and d~nger;.it is glibly repeated again;t the

tomlsts at;d ~plcurus In a well-known passage of Bacon.4

Its f~~ndatlOn IS of cours~ obvious enough: as the very first
conditIOn of the moral ltfe Epicurus insists on the belief
~hat the gods hav~ no part in the government of the woad:
the blessed and Immortal nature knows no trouble itself
~or causes trouble to any other, so that it is never constrained
r anger or .f~vour'.S For him, as for Democritus before

hIm, the.traditIonal theology was but 'myth',6 and the whole
ceremomal .of prayer and. worship valueless,7 in so far as it
was a defimte attempt to mfluence divine beings to alter the
cour~e of l?undane events. Yet Epicurus was very far from
det;Y.lng eIther. the existence of the gods or the value of
:-eltgion as he himself conceived it: 'for gods there are since
the knowledge of them is by clear vision (EVapyr]~).8 B~t they
are not such as the many believe them to be. And the

J odf'. Colot. 31•

• de Not. De()f". i, especially cc. +3 A,'.
3 "p' fi h ,~~"!.£p' £V(T£ £U1S. or t e fragments see Gomperz, Herculol1isdu Studiel1,

part 11. 4 EI1Oyl, xvi. s K Lf .
6 "7T£pl 8£wl1 p.v8o~. Ep. iii, § IH, and elsewhere. ., I.
7 Lucr. v. 1198 fT.
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impious man is not he who denies the gods of the many, but
he who attaches to the gods the beliefs of the many'. It is
probable that Epicurus was at pains to think out with great
care his conception of the nature of the divine beings and
the mode of their existence, and both practised himself and
urged upon his followers a reasoned 'piety' which he believed
to have the highest value in human life. But it unfortunately
happens that at this most important point in the system our
normal sources of information fail: none of the Letters give
any real help towards the reconstruction of the Epicurean
theology, and Lucretius after promising to deal fully with
the whole subject has failed to do so except in very brief
references. J We are thrown back on less trustworthy authori
ties, whose statements are obscure and in some cases corrupt,
so that it is very difficult to put together anything like a
certain account of the nature of the gods. Modern critics
have in consequence supported very different hypotheses,
and it will therefore be necessary later on to discuss the
evidence at some length. Meanwhile in the earlier stages
there is comparatively safe ground.

Epicurus started from the universal belief of mankind in
the existence of gods: 'for he saw in the first place that gods
exist, because nature herself had implanted a conception of
them in the minds of all men ... and that on which all men
are by nature agreed, must of necessity be true. \Ve must
therefore acknowledge that there are gods'.: To what then
is this universal consensus due? It is due to two causes, one
of which is a valid proof of the truth of the belief, the other
a false and valueless inference. In the first place; men's
minds are constantly visited, especially when they are undis-

I v. 155.
• Cic. de Nat. Dear. i. 16.43,44; U. 352; cf. Lucr. v. 1161 If.
l Lucr. v. 116<)-82: cf. Sext:Emp. adt'. Math. ix. 25; U. 353 'E1rtKOVpO'

~K TWV KQTcl. tml1ov. ~QI1'TQ(TLWV Oi'£TQL TOV. dvOpuJ1Tov. EWOLQV ~(T7TaK€l1a,

O£ov, and similarly, ix. 42. So also Cic. de Nat. Dear. i. 19· 49 'earn
esse vim et naturam deorum ut ... non sensu sed mente cernatur', with which
We may compare Act. i. 7. 34; U. 355 'E7TlKOVPO' dVOPW7TO£LS£i~ fL€V TOV.
8£o~!>. >'01'0/ S£ 7Tc1I1'TQ' o.£WfYTITO~' SUI T7]v >'f.7TTofL€p£LaV Tij~ TWI1 d8d1>.wv
~VC1£w>.
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tracted in sleep, by images of beautiful and powerful beings
and these images the mind grasps by an 'act of apprehen~
sion' (E1T'PO),.~ '"is ~U1vOlaS). Now such images, though neces
sarily true to the 'idols' which produce them, are not always
a guarantee of the existence of a corresponding external
object: for the 'idols' themselves may be produced by the
mere chance combination of other single 'idols' or even of
independent atoms ~<TV<1Taa(l.5'). And so in Cic:r?'s dialogue,
Cotta the AcademIC, who appears as the crItIc of Epicu
reanism, asks pertinently enough:1 'what difference is there
whether we have a vision of a god or of a hippocentaur?'
Epicurus' answer would have been that the frequency and
universality of the visions of the gods was cogent proof of an
objective reality corresponding to them: the sporadic vision
of an individual may be due to a spontaneously formed 'idol'
but a vision that comes constantly to all men cannot b~
produced by chance on separate occasions, but must be
caused by 'idols' flowing from a concrete reality.~ The images
in fact constituted, as Epicurus 3 himself says, 'knowledge
by dear vision' (;vaPr1l~ YVWO'LS"), or as Cicero 4 puts the case
even more strongly, the 'idols' came so frequently to the
minds of all men that they had formed an 'anticipationJ or
'general concept' (1TpO>'7Jt/JLS) of divine beings. For a double
reason then, in accordance with the Epicurean principles,
these images of the gods are true, firstly because they are
grasped by an 'apprehension of the mind', and secondly
because they constitute an 'anticipation', which is itself a
criterion of truth: or to put it in untechnical language, the

I i. 38. r05.
1 Cf. D L ' , ".-II.!. ~t ••ul.. I .., ..• • • X. 32 Kal 'TO Ta €TTa-.uv'/lla1'Q 0 ""t'£O'7'avcu 1Tu7Tovral 'T7]v TWV

a1aih1a~wvcU~8EtQv,and see Chap. II, p. 240, n. 6.
3 Ep. iii. § 123.
• d~ Nat. Deur. i. 16. 43 'quae est enim gens aut quod genus hominum,

quod non habeatsinedoctrina anticipationem quandam deoruml quam appellat
trpOA1]rfsw Epicurus-and similarly later, 17. 44 'intcllegi necesse est esse
deos, quoniam insitas corum vel potius innatas cognitiones habemus', where
he does not mean what we should call an 'innate' conception, but one which
nature by successive visions has implanted in us: see Giussani, StUd. LUff.
p. 229, and Mayorts note on the passage.
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learness and the universality of the visions attest a rea~ity
~ which they correspond. It is certain then that gods eXIst.
a But besides these direct visions) there is another ~eason
which leads the majority of mankind to a belief In the
existence of the gods, which so far from being accepted, must
at all costs be fought against, for it is the greatest en.emy of
that peace of mind (a:rapa,ela) which is at once the aIm and
the condition of the moral life. Men when they see the
marvels of earth and ~ky and come to know the majesty of
the heavenly bodies and the orderliness of their movements,
are apt either to suppose that sun, moon, and stars are the~
selves divine beings,1 or that the world.was created an~ IS

governed by the will of the gods.~ For neIther ~f these .belIefs
is there any foundation: the heavenly bodIes are In fact
'so far sundered from divine power ... that they are thought
rather to be able to afford us the concept of what is far re
moved from vital motion and sense',3 and the world, as the
whole of Epicurus' physical theory proves, is governed .by
the laws of nature, the natural processes of change whIch
arise directly from the atomic motions of its comp?nent
parts. These popular ideas are ind.eed.merely the ~alse.mfer
ences of opinion, making the unJustIfiable. co~blnation. of
the true images of the gods which we receive In our mind
with the workings of the external world. They are 'not
conceptions derived from sensation (7J'po>..~+€,r;), but false sup
positions (imo>..~t/J€ts if/£fJ8£Lr;)',4 and it is the business of the
philosopher to root them out of life altogether .S We do
indeed know with certainty of the existence of the gods,
but not through this false inference from phenomena.

Thus far all accounts of the Epic~lfea!1 theology ~gre~,
but the difficulties begin when the Inevlta~le questlo~ IS
asked, whence come these subtle images mto the mm~,
and of what nature are the bodies which throw them off, If
such there be? Singularly divergent answers have been
given to this question, the difference turning for the most

I Luer. v. 114 fr.: cf. Plut. ad", Colot. 27. 1123 a.
1 Luer. v. 1183 if. 3 Lucr. v. 122-5. 4 Ep. iii. § 114:
5 Epicurus is here opposing Stoic doctrine quite as much as popular bebef.
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part oz: the i.nter~retati?n of the famous passage in Cicero'
taken In conjUnctIon WIth a statement of a scholiast1 on the
Tenth Book of Diogenes Laertius, and illustrated by certain
fr~gm~nts of ~hilodemus.3. It will be necessary to examine
t~IS eVIdence In some detail, but first it will be well to con
sld.er what. was Epicurus' starting-point and what was re
qUired ofhis theolo~y by the general principles of his system.

. The first ques~lOn o~e na~urally as.ks in examining a
difficult problem In Eplcurus system IS what was his in
heritance from Democritus. Though many places4-often
fun~amentalplaces-in his system have been noticed where
~PICUruS broke away from Democritus, yet it is clear that
I~ general the A~omists supplied his starting-point. The
views of Democrltus about the gods are unfortunately, as
has been seen? not easy to recover,s but it may safely be
stated that besIdes a general vague theism which caused him
to recognize 'elements of mind' in the universe he held that
thewhole.ai.r was full of 'images' or 'idols', deriv~d apparently
n:o~ a 'dIVine essen~e' or 'existence'. These images, which
VIsited man and ammals, Democritus appears to have re
g~rded as themselves living beings-gods or daemons
WIth human form, but very large and capable of doing men
good or harm: further, though they were not immortal they
were 'hard to destroy' and therefore lived long. '

Some features i!l this account we should expect to find
reproduced by Eplcurus, and if he made deviations from it
there sho~ld be reaso~s in o~her parts of his system. And
~here ~re In?eed certain undisputed points of resemblance
In. Eplcurus acc0';lnt, enough at least to give us reason to
~h~nk th~t Democntus' theory was, as usual, his basis. Thus,
It IS ObVIOUS both from Cicero and from Lucretius that the
'ima~es' played ~ large part in Epicurus' conception.

I ClC. de Nat. Dear. l. 19.49, 50. • Schol. to K.il. i.
3 See Gomperz, Herculal1iJc/ze Studien, pp. 93-1 5I.

4 Such, for instance, as the introduction of the 'swerve' to account for the
~eeting of the ~t~ms, or the simplification of the processes of hearing and
Sight by the omiSSion of the a7ToTVn-wa,S' in the air.

s See Part I, Chap. III, § 7, where the authority for the views here stated
is given in the foot-notes.
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Further there can be no doubt that he conceived of the gods
.n hum~n form, for this is expressly stated by the scholiast 1

~n Diogenes and repeated by Aetius : 1 Lucretius 3adds that
they were, as Democritus had conceived .the~, 'of wond~ou~
bulk of body'. Bu~ there were also pOints In peJ?ocntus
account which Eplcurus could not accept. HIS Vlew4 that
the gods were wholly unconcerned with the affairs of. this
world made it impossible for him to admit that they ~xlsted
within the limits of the world or that they could dIrectly
affect men for good or evil: for the same reason the pan
theistic notion of the 'elements of mind' in the universe must
be excluded. Similarly his desireS that the gods should
be the perfect example of happiness-the et~ical ideal for
men-made it necessary that they should be Immorta}: for
perfect happiness is precluded by a fear or expectatIon of
death. Lastly, the idea of 'images' or 'idols' which were
themselves living beings would be inconsistent with the
conceptions of the theory of vision.6 In these respects
changes would be expected in Epicurus' view. He must
place his gods somewhere outside the world and let them
have no communication with it, except that they must be
cognizable by men: they must be immortal ~Z:d t~ey mu~t
have an existence more real than that of mere ldols. It Will
be seen that Epicurus' account satisfied ~hese condit.io.ns,
but the crux of his problem lay in the necessity for conceiVIng
of the gods as a concrete reality of atomic construction,
capable of sending off perceptible 'idols', and yet not subject
to dissolution.

The passage in Cicero must now be considered in detail.'
It is very obscure and there is good reason to suppose, as
most commentators agree, that though he is clearly following

I lc., see p. +46, n. I.
• i. 7. 34; U. 355 •E7Tl/(ovpo~ aviJpw7To€,8€iS' '"'€v 7Tc1VTaS' TOUS iJ€ou~.

3 V. II71. ... .
4 See W. Scott, Journal of Philology, Xll. 230; and GIUSsaru, Stud. Lucr.,

p. 229. . S. See below, p. 469'
6 Hirzel does not apparently think so: see Appendl~ VI:
7 A long technical discussion seems inevitable at this pOlDt, but a reader

who wishes only to know its upshot may pass to p. 466.
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I ClC. de Nat. Dear. l. 19.49, 50. • Schol. to K.il. i.
3 See Gomperz, Herculal1iJc/ze Studien, pp. 93-1 5I.

4 Such, for instance, as the introduction of the 'swerve' to account for the
~eeting of the ~t~ms, or the simplification of the processes of hearing and
Sight by the omiSSion of the a7ToTVn-wa,S' in the air.

s See Part I, Chap. III, § 7, where the authority for the views here stated
is given in the foot-notes.
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an Epicurean text, he did not fully understand it and ha
content~d himself with a rather unintelligent word-for-Word
translatIon. It must be worked out by comparison first with
some very v~lua~]e r;pe!itions in the scornful criticisms
made later on I~ CIcero 5 dla~ogu~ by the Academic opponent
Cotta, ~hen ~lth the schohum I~ Diogenes Laertius, and
lastly WIth varIOUS fragments ofPhllodemus which have been
recovered from t~e Herculanean rolls, and especially with
those of the ThIrd Book lOn the Gods'.I It is however

b . "ne~essary to e cautlOUS, for there is reason to believe that
Phtlod~mus-from whom Cicero probably derived his in
formatIon-had gone beyond the tradition of Epicurus him
self and worked out the notion of the constitution of the
gods on his o~n lin~s. It wo~ld indeed be possible to regard
th~ whole CIceronIan do~trlne as due to later Epicurean
~rIters, b~t that the schohast appears to attribute a similar
Idea to EpIcurus himself.

Aft.er the general statements 1 already noticed of the uni
versalIty of the 'anticipation' of the gods in the minds of men
and of their .eternal happiness and their anthropomorphic
form the EpIcu~ean Ve~leius in ~icero's dialogue proceeds
to expoun? the~r physIcal c,onstttution (forma). His first
~tatement IS qUIte. general: the form (species) of the gods
IS not b~dy, but a kIn? ofbody (quasi corpus), it has not blood,
?ut a kmd o~ blood. This rather mysterious utterance is
Jmpo.ftant as It prel?ares. us fOf the description of some form
of eXIstence which 15 akIn to that of the normal atomic com-

J These have been edited by H. Die1s in A6IuJlItllullg~lI tI~r KOll. Prtuss•.
Alu/d" I 9 I 6, Parts 4 and 6.

2 The jnterpretatio~here given follows in the main the solution originally
put forward by Lachelier (Rtflut tit Plzil()l()git~ 1877, pp. 264 ff.), and inde
pe.nden~y elaborated by W. Scott (Journal of PIJilology, xii. 212 fr.) and
GlUssam (S/ud. Lucr., p. 229), but with some modifications due to the theory
of Schomann (OpuSlu/a, iv. 336-S9) and of R. Philippson (Bemus, li, 1916,
pp. 568-608). I have also derived much assistance from Diels's edition of
the: :rEp' ~S' TWV (JEWV Q."wy11S' fragments mentioned in the previous note.
PhIhppson's ~heory stand.s apart f~om the others in his whole conception ~f
the passages In :he. S~holiast and In, Cicero, and I have therefore thought It
better to deal With It Independently In Appendix VI.
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pound, yet different from it, something which may apparently
be more easily described as 'formt than as 'body'. Then
follows the detailed description· which must provisionally
be translated as literally as may be: 'Epicurus teaches that
the power and nature of the gods is of such a kind that in
the first place it is perceived not by the senses but by ~he

mind: it has not solidity,1 SO to speak, or numerical identity,
like those things which on account of their compactness he
calls "solids";3 it is perceived rather by images apprehended
by similar.ity a?d up,~ssi~g",4. since. i~finite form.s .(or
possibly WIth Brieger, an Infinite serIes ) of most SImIlar
images arise from innumerable atoms and stream to the
gods: our mind and intelligen~e straining fixedly with the
highest pleasure towards those Images ~ome~ to u?derstand
what is the blessed and eternal nature. With thiS may be
set in comparison at once the statement of the scholiast on
the first of the Principal Doctrines, which purports to record
a saying of Epicurus himself and therefore, if correct, would
represent an older tradition than Cicero's account: 'Epicurus
says elsewhere that the gods are perceptible by thought, some

I Cic. N. D. i. 19. 49'Epicurus .•• docet cam esse vim et naturam dcorum
ut primum non sensu sed mente cernatur (eernantur Schofl/a1t1l), nee soliditate
quadam nec ad numerum, ut ea quae ille propter firmitate~ UT~P'P.~&o. ~p

pellat, sed imaginibus similitudin~ et transitio~e percept!s~ cuI? l?~m~
simillimarum imaginum species (senes Bri~gtr) ex mnumerablhbus mdlVlduJs
exsistat et ad deos (cos codd. 1I01l1lulli: nos Lamoillus). adftuat7 .cum (tum
codd. duo) maximis voluptatibus in cas imagines mentem Intentam mfixamque
nostram inte1ligentiam capcre quae sit et beata natura. et aeter~a'. The
punctuation is uncertain and is varied by the editors accordmg to their general
view of the meaning.

l That solidi/all '1uadam is not to be construed with (tnrolur, but regarded
as a descriptive ablative with ~am tsst flim it na/uram is proved by the parallel
passage, i. 37, 105 'sic cniro dicebas speciem dei percipi cogitatione non sensu,
nee esse in ea ullam solidi tatem, nequc eandem ad numerum permanere,
eamque esse eius visionem ut similitudine et transitione cernatur, neque
deficiat unquam ex infinitis corporibus similium accessio'.

3 Again the parallel passage quoted in the previo?s note shows that the
ablative imoginious ••• ptretplis is to be construed WIth (trna/ur, and n<'t as
a substantive description of the form of the gods: .'.

4 The word transitiont must be translated literally If uruntelhgend)' for
the moment: sec below, p. 447.
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of them existing in numerical identity, some in likeness of
form owing to the constant streaming up of similar "idols"
which are perfectedatthesamespot: they are ofhuman form '1

The preliminary statement that the nature of the god:-; 'is
perceived not by the senses but by the mind accords with
what has already been seen;~ the gods are never seen by the
eyes as the result of an 'image' formed by a succession of
'idols', but by the mind which is visited by a series of single
'idols' which owing to its own subtlety it is able to apprehend.
The same idea is conveyed by the scholiast's statement that
the ~?ds ar~ 'percept.ible by thought': it is a vague phrase,
traditional In the phIlosophers, and used by Epicurus3 in
reference to the minima of time in which the atoms perform
their tiny trajects: its implication is that the gods are to be
ranked among the 'unseen things' (a8T]Aa). The same idea
is brought out by Lucretius" in one of the few passages where
he has dealt with the nature of the gods: 'the fine nature of
the gods, far sundered from our senses, is scarcely seen by
the understanding of the mind'. The gods then cannot be
known by sense, but only by 'mental apprehension' (~7T~O).~
~s 8U1vo{a~), and it is worth noticing how strongly this idea
1S emphaSized by the phrase at the end, 'our mind and
intelligence straining fixedly': this is exactly the notion of
the 'attention of the mind', and it will be remembered that

J Ad K.iJ. it D.L. x, § 139 €v aA).ms8'~'1JatToVs 8EOVSJt&yw (JCWp1JTOVS.
..., t , 8 I , .I. ~ .. t! , " It' "

OVS P.EV KaT apL ,",OV V'Pf!.C17'WTa~. OVS' oE KdTa OP,O€tOELdV EK Tfjs CTVVEXOVS
JmppUUEWS TWV &/Lolwv ElowAwv ''TT' 'TO aliTo a.'TT07'ETEAf;Up.lvWV. a.v8pw
1TOE&OEis.

.., II ~ 'J " t ~'G Jo , • , ~ ,
OVS P.EV ••• OVS OE OU P.EV • •• WS Off. tJSUnllz: OU P.VI ••• YVWC1TOVS oE

SCn01fta1l11: o~ p.iP ••• orOUS' oe Bi'gnont a1TOTETEAEUJ.t£vWV] 41TOTETEAE-.
UP.EVOUS' Kuhno

~ See Chap. VIII, pp. 414-1 7.
3 Ep. i, § ~~ KaT<t TO.}S Aoycp 8EWf»1TOVS Xpovovs, cf. § 47 b: see Chap. V,

p. 32 9. R. Phllippson(}]t'rnrt's, J 91 6), who Jays great stress on the inferences of
fe.lSon as to the gods, and holds the view that A&yoS in Epicu rus means 'reason'
in the strict sense (see Chap. VIII, p. 423, n. 3), takes the phrase to mean 'cog
nizable by reason'. But (JEWPT/TOVS would be strange in this sense ~ see Appen.
dix VI.

4 v. r+8-9 tenvis enim natura dcum 10ngeque remota
sensibus ab nostris animi vix mente videtur.
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. was largely to secure the reality of this d~rect cognizance
~f the gods that Epicurus' followers I ;als.ed the act of
, ental apprehension' to the level of a CrIterIOn of truth.
InIt will be convenient for the moment to pass .over the

t clause and come to that in which Cicero conttnues the
nexlanation of the means by which the 'power and na~ur.e
ef~he gods' is perceived by 'images apprehended ~y.strnt1.ty and by passing'.z This is clearly a further descrlpt1?n of
t~~ process of cognition. The 'images' will be the stngle
'idols' which enter the mind: these .are appre~ended acco!d
ing to Cicero 'by similarity an~ passt?g' : what IS the.meanlJ.1g
f this strange phrase? The IntentIon, no doubt, IS to diS

tinguish the mode by which direct knowledge of the ~ods
. obtained on the one hand from normal sense-perceptIOn,IS , . d ., I
on the other from other cases of mtn ,:perc,eptl~n. n sense-

erception there is a succession of Idols ~hlch .fo~m~ an
~maget, no one 'idol' being. perceive.d. by Itself, In mmd
perception'3 sometimes, as I~ the VISion ?f a centaur or
Scylla, a single 'idol' is perceIved and no.thlng I?ore, ~.ome:

times as in the visions of sleep, a succeSSIon of stngle Id?ls
sepa~tely perceived gives a shifting picture of a .mO':ln~
body. In the ~pprehe~sion ~f th~ go~s b.r the ~-lnd It IS
again a succeSSIon of SIngle Ido~s whlc~ IS perceived, ~ut

by their 'similarity' they give the Impression not ~fa mov1ng
and changing object, but of a perm~nen~ 'f~rn: : as Lucre
tius4 puts it with accuracy and breVIty, t}1elr Images cam;
in constant stream and the form remaIned unchanged.
What of the other word (transitione) which for the ~o.l'J'.l~nt
has been translated 'by passing'? There are two posslblhtles

I D.L. x. 31 : sec Chap. 11, p. 251 ; Chap. VlII, p. 4-17:
:l Philippson (I.e.) has shown the importance of trymg to retransla~e

Cicero's phrases into the Greek from which he borrowed them. I take It
that this phrase ran ilia El8wAo&S' op,otOT'I}TL I<o.i • • • KaT£rA1Jp.p1vOts. t?e
missing word being either IJ.ETo.fJa.UEl or {nupfU.uEI.: see the subse~uent dIS;
cussion. For Philippson's own view that the phrase was p.ETaf3auEL Ko.8

oP.OI.077]7'G. see Appendix VI.
3 See Chap. VIII, p. 414.
4 V. I 175-6 semper eorum

suppeditabatur facies et forma rnanebat.

l
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~f the gods that Epicurus' followers I ;als.ed the act of
, ental apprehension' to the level of a CrIterIOn of truth.
InIt will be convenient for the moment to pass .over the

t clause and come to that in which Cicero conttnues the
nexlanation of the means by which the 'power and na~ur.e
ef~he gods' is perceived by 'images apprehended ~y.strnt1.ty and by passing'.z This is clearly a further descrlpt1?n of
t~~ process of cognition. The 'images' will be the stngle
'idols' which enter the mind: these .are appre~ended acco!d
ing to Cicero 'by similarity an~ passt?g' : what IS the.meanlJ.1g
f this strange phrase? The IntentIon, no doubt, IS to diS

tinguish the mode by which direct knowledge of the ~ods
. obtained on the one hand from normal sense-perceptIOn,IS , . d ., I
on the other from other cases of mtn ,:perc,eptl~n. n sense-

erception there is a succession of Idols ~hlch .fo~m~ an
~maget, no one 'idol' being. perceive.d. by Itself, In mmd
perception'3 sometimes, as I~ the VISion ?f a centaur or
Scylla, a single 'idol' is perceIved and no.thlng I?ore, ~.ome:

times as in the visions of sleep, a succeSSIon of stngle Id?ls
sepa~tely perceived gives a shifting picture of a .mO':ln~
body. In the ~pprehe~sion ~f th~ go~s b.r the ~-lnd It IS
again a succeSSIon of SIngle Ido~s whlc~ IS perceived, ~ut

by their 'similarity' they give the Impression not ~fa mov1ng
and changing object, but of a perm~nen~ 'f~rn: : as Lucre
tius4 puts it with accuracy and breVIty, t}1elr Images cam;
in constant stream and the form remaIned unchanged.
What of the other word (transitione) which for the ~o.l'J'.l~nt
has been translated 'by passing'? There are two posslblhtles

I D.L. x. 31 : sec Chap. 11, p. 251 ; Chap. VlII, p. 4-17:
:l Philippson (I.e.) has shown the importance of trymg to retransla~e

Cicero's phrases into the Greek from which he borrowed them. I take It
that this phrase ran ilia El8wAo&S' op,otOT'I}TL I<o.i • • • KaT£rA1Jp.p1vOts. t?e
missing word being either IJ.ETo.fJa.UEl or {nupfU.uEI.: see the subse~uent dIS;
cussion. For Philippson's own view that the phrase was p.ETaf3auEL Ko.8

oP.OI.077]7'G. see Appendix VI.
3 See Chap. VIII, p. 414.
4 V. I 175-6 semper eorum

suppeditabatur facies et forma rnanebat.
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as to its meaning. It may, as ScoW and Giussani2 interpret
It, represent the 'flux' or 'succession' in which the single
'idols' come to the mind: the Greek word in Cicero's original
would then probably be p.Ero.paat~,3 which is used by Epi
curus4 in the section concerning the minimae partes of the·
atom for the process of 'passing' or 'progression' from one
part of a thing to another, a sense quite consonant with that
required here. In that case the whole phrase may be trans
Jated 'by images apprehended by their similarity and suc
cession', or if we may suppose a hendiadys, 'apprehended by
the succession of similars'.5 The meaning then will be that
~he nature of the gods is percei~e~ b>: means of 'images',
I.e. forms apj'rehended by the simIlarIty of the successive
single 'idols'. The process is not unlike both that of normal
sense-per~eption, except that t?e 'idols'. perceived separately
are consciously put together Into an 'Image' by the mind
and that of the formation of a 'concept' (TJ'pOA"1tPtS), excep~
that there the 'images' combined are not all exactly alike,
here the 'idols' are, so that they naturally fall into a single
image. But it is also possible that tral1silio has a quite dif
ferent sense. In Philodemus'7 treatise 'On the gods' there is
a passage in which he is apparently discussing the means by

lOp. cit., p. 219. a l.c., p. 232.
J Scott suggests -rrap£ta, which is less probable.
4 Ep. i, § 56 77}v p.ucf.{3aatv .•• £ls a7T£tpov: cf. § 58 TO Tas p.£Taf3aa£ts

;xov: and see Chap: III, pp. 285-7.
5 Scott and Giussani, following Mayor, would like to take the meaning to

he 'by the perception of a train of similar images'. Philippson rightly objects
that this is not grammatically possible; Scott himself perceives this and sup
poses that Cicero not understanding his original purposely used a vague phrase.
But it is surely possible to construe the words as they stand. Philippson agrees
that transitiont stands for p.£TafJaa£&, but interprets it quite differently.

6 This is exactly expressed in Cic. N. D. i. 39. 109 'ftuentium frequenter
transitio fit visionum, ut e multis una videatur'.

7 col. 9. 20: see Diels, I.e., Part 6, p. 28 Kai KaTa ['T'7J)v w[lp)fJa(utv
o0.l8E Tjj P.£TagiJ <8taa>Taa£~ [7Tp <oa>a7T08oTEOV Tas a[v)p.7Ti\oKQs, which
Dlels translates 'und bei dem Uberspringen (der gottliehen Bilder von den
Intermundien zu uns) darf man nicht auch noch dem Zwischenraum die
Verfiechtung (der Bilder) zusehreiben', Cf. also, f. J 18 (Gomperz, p. IH;
Diels, I.e., p. 30 ig Urr£pp&(a£ws] TWV p.£Ta~t1.
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which the 'idols' of the gods can pass fr?m t~eir remote
abodesI in the intermundia to the human mmd: If they have
to pass first through great tracts of empty space and then
through the clash and turmoil of th~ atomi~ wor!d) they
would be particularly liable to destruction or d~stort.lon. H~
therefore supposes that they have the power ~f passmg ov~~
((nrlp{3ams) intervening space. It is just pOSSIble that transtlto
here may represent this idea, but ,less ~r~~abl~ because the
notion combines far less well With stmtlttudme and there
being no trace of it elsewhere, it looks as if both the p~oblem
and the solution were not traditional but ha~ been.rals~dby
Philodemus himself; it would involve a certam arbltrarmess,
which is not likely to be due to Epicurus.

Having thus completed. provisionally the acco~nt of the
way in ~h~ch the. mind's cognition of t.he gods. IS accom:
plished It IS pOSSible to go back to the Intervemng clause.
the na;ure of the gods 'has not solidity, so to speak) or
numerical identity, like those. things which on account ~f
their compactness he calls "solids" '.: .The gener~l sense IS

,. clear: the constitution of the bodies ot the god~ IS not th~t
of the ordinary objects of sense-perception, which are solId
and have each of them a permane!1~ m~teri~l individuality.
Just as the method of their cogmtIon IS ~Ifferent, so a~so
is their physical constituti?n. ~ut the detaIl of the de~crlp
tion requires further conSIderatIon. In the first I!l~ce .the~e
is not in it any solidity',3 as Cotta says more e~plIcltly m hl~
reply; the body of the gods has not the. compactness
(firmilas) of the solid bodies of sense-perceptIon. So Lucre
tius4 in speaking of the abodes of the god~ says ~h~t they
are 'fine in texture (tcnues) even as ar~ their ~odles. But
a more definite conception of the Epicurean Idea m~y be
obtained from Cicero's sarcastic comments: 'the gods ,5 he

I See below, p. +67. .• "
a This clause might tentatively be reconstructed m Greek ov aT£pfoT7]'TO,

Tu.'a lxovaav ouaE KaT' aptSp.OI' lx!>faTWUaV, Ka8&.7T£p fKf'iva c! Stci,..qv
, ,.,y

7TvlCVOT7JTa aT£p£p.vta ol'0JL?'~n. ,. •
3 'nec esse in ea ullam solidltatem , C1c. N. D. 1. 37· 1°5·
4 v. 154. . .
s N. D. ii. 23. 59 'Epicurus monogrammos deos et mhil agentes commen'
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says !n ridicule, are 'mere outlines', they are 'like men at
le~st m their outer lines'.1 This appears to mean that the god
eXI~t as an outline or form without the depth or solidi~
which characterizes solid objects: the nearest parallel would
perhaps be that of t~e 'hollo~forms' % of the 'idols', the mere
exter~al films of things, which possess no interior structure
?r sO!I~n~ss. Secondly, the gods do not exist as 'numerical
!de.ntltIes. What is the meaning of this phrase and to what
IS It opposed? It may safely be assumed that the words
nee ad numerum are a translation of oliSE KaT' apdJp.ov (the
recurrence o~ ~he ~xpression in the Diogenes scholiast
guarante.es this In spite of the difficulties which it raises), and
th~t Eplcurus was her.e following Aristotle who distin
gUlshe? b~twee.n things3 which have a unity by way of
numerI~al Id~ntlty (KaT' c1pt8,.,.ov) and those which are one 'by
way o~ Identity of form' (KaT' E~OS). On the one hand there
are. thmgs whose matter is permanent, e.g. a rock or any
solId body (GTEP€P.VtoV), and on the other things whose com
ponent matter is always changing, but whose form remains
constan~, e.g. a flame, or a river, or a waterfall. The water
composing the fall is shifting from instant to instant but
~he ~hole ret~ins an identity of form and by virtue of that
Identity remaInS the same fall. This seems exactly the idea

tus ;st:' which,is borne out by Dionysius Eus. Praep. EtJ. xiv. 27, p. 783
KEvas ~?'l'"0OTaTwv 8diJP TEpaTEvur1.p.EVOS f{WYPWPTJUE UKtaS.U., p. 23+ n.;
~. Phihppson p:c., p. 596, n. I) would take m0l1ogrammo1 in the sense which
It bears In LUClhus (Nom. 37. II) orca thin man' a 'skeleton' as we might
say But th allel . N. D ' ,• ~ par passages In • • quoted below seem to show unmistak-
ably t~t C!cer~ was using the literal meaning.

• I. CIC. N.D. I. 44. I~3. 'neq~e enim tam desipiens fuisset ut homunculi
slmJlem,deum fi?~e!et, limamcntls dumtaxat extremis, non habitu solido'; cE.
27, 75 cedo, mlhl Istorum adumbrato~u?1 deorum liniamenta atque {ormas';
and 35, 98 deum tamen nosse te dlCIS, modo liniamenta maneant'. D.,
p. 2 H n. 2 Cf. Chap. VIII, p. 408.

l MetaphY1. .:J. 6. IOI6b 32 TaP.o, KaT' apt8p.OvJOTtV EV TO. Sf KaT' £toosa e - , .. . "\ , "(> (>'" .,. '... pt P-ftJ P.EV wv 71 VI\7j p.ta, EtO€' 0 WV 0 '\oyos £ts": cE. ibid. 1. 2. 1054 a 34,
and other pa5sa~es collected. by Scott, p. 216. It is true that this distinction is
!10t so. marked In th~ at~mlc physicst for there even the hardest OT£ptPVtOV

IS co~tmually ~hangmg ItS matter by accretion and loss, but comparatively
speaking the ddJ"erence still holds good.
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which the scholiast expresses when he says that (some of)
the gods exist 'in likeness of form' (KaTo. op.oEWEtav). The
gods are not like the solids of sense-perception which
have a more or less permanent material identity, but their
identity is secured, like that of the waterfall, by permanence
of form though with a shifting material. This idea corre
sponds very well with that of the absence of solidity in the
body of the gods: the permanent element in them is their
form.

'Vhy, if this account be true, did Epicurus adopt so
singular a conception of the nature of the gods? It is obvious
that his purpose was to find a solution of the main difficulty
ofcombining atomic structure with immortality. No normal
atomic compound can be imperishable, for sooner or later
either a blow will cause its disruption or it will gradually
cease to take in as much atomic material as it gives off and
so decay. But it is possible to conceive of an imperishable
form, provided that there is an everlasting supply of matter
constantly flowing in to take the place of that which passes
away. This appears to be exactly the conception which has
now been reached: the gods, says Scott, I 'have not numerical
or material but only formal identity; in other words, the
matter of which they are composed, instead of remaining
fixed and identically the same through a finite space of time,
as is the case with visible and tangible objects, is perpetually
passing away to be replaced by fresh matter, the form or
arrangement of the matter alone remaining unchanged'.
Now this description might be applied to the waterfall: but
the waterfall, though its identity is 'formal', yet ultimately
comes to an end, when the supply of water gives out. How
then does Epicurus secure his gods from a similar failure
of material? This can only be done if it can be made certain
that the supply ofappropriate material is inexhaustible. This
Epicurus believed that he had assured by placing the abode
of the gods in the intermundia,2 the interspaces between the

I I.c., p. 2 I 4.
• Hipp. Philos. 22. 3, p. 572; U. 359; Cic. dt DirJ. ii. 17.4°: see below,

p. 467.
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~o~ld~. Within a?y one of the worlds the amount ofmaterial
IS. hmlt~d: there IS only a certai.n n~mber of a.toms of any
given kInd able to form and maIntaIn any particular object
~r ~las~ of objects. But in the 'interspaces' there is no such
IImltatlo~, bu~ atoms ?fal! shapes are everlastingly streaming
and movIng In all directIOns throughout the universe and
t~e matter requisite for the constitution of the divine form
Will for ever be at hand, corning from 'innumerable atoms'l
(ex innumerabilibus i1rdividuis). This contention Epicurus
supp~rts,1 as will be seen later by the application of his
prInCiple of 'equilibriumt

(laollop.la): if within the worlds
the forces of destruction prevail, then in the inlermulldia the
forces of crea.tion and preservation must prevail. In short,
t~e gods are u~mortal because they are 'identities in formt
WIth .the certaInty of an everlasting supply of matter to
constItute that form.

Lucr~tius in an interesting passage which is twice re
neated In the poem,3 enumerates various conditions which
may secure eternity. Though he is not thinking of the gods
but is testing the ~laims fir~t of ~h~ human soul and secondly
of our ~orld to ImmortalIty, It IS a useful experiment to
app~y his test to the pre.sent conception of the gods. Things
are. Immortal, he says, either because their body is absolutely
solId and can repel all blowst like the atoms, or because it
cannot suffer at all from blows, like the void or because
h . ,

t ere IS no space outside it into which matter can recede
from it, as is the case with the universe the sum total of
atoms and void. If the immortality of ~he gods is to be
accounted for under a.ny of these heads, it is clear that it
must be the second: It resembles the void in not feeling
blows, not because blows do not corne to it but because the
continual arrival of external atoms which c~use the blows is
itself the very condition of the permanence of existence: the
atoms of the right kind ar.e taken up to form the momen
ta;y image, those of ot~~r kinds pass through the fine texture
WIthout hurt. The dIVIne being would thus be immortal

J !:~., Cic. N. D. i. 19· 49. a pp. 46 1 if.
3 111. 806-I8;v. 35 1- 63.
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~ the very reasons for which Lucretius' denies immortality
orthe soul 'because things harmful to its life come not at
t~l or bec~use such as come in some way depart defeated
~efore it can feel what harm they do'. .

But this is not a very satisfactory result and there IS some
evidence to show that Epicurus conceived of a ,f~u~th ~l.as~
of immortal beings, which he described. as slmIlant~es

(OJ-LOWrrrrES). In a remarkable passage of AetlUs,1 after stat.Ing
Epicurust view that the gods were immortal and p~rceptlble

by the mind, the writer continues: 'the same .phtlosoph~r

says elsewhere that there are four exi.stences m~rnortal In

their kinds, namely, the atoms, the VOId, the umyerse, the
"similarities" t. Now, if, as seems clear, the ~odIes of the
gods are indicated under the last head, there IS here ~ ne~

reason for supposing their in?estructibility: The notion IS

su ported by a passage in Phllodemus,3 which un~oubtedly

refers to the gods: 'It is possible for beings con.stltuted ?y
a "similarity" to have perfect happiness for ever, SInce bodies
with permanent identity (lIlOnrrES) may be produced by

I iii. 8z 1-3· .. '1:"_, ,
a Aet. i. 7. 34 (=Pluto P/oc. i. 7. IS; Stab. Ed. 11; Z9) s:mtKOVP~S a.v;

9PW1TOEt8Ei~ p.fv lI'c1vTa.S TOVS BEous. A&y~ Sf lI'C1VTCl~ 8EWPTlTOVS 8la
n}v Anrrop.l.pna.v rljS' TWV E18W,\wV .puaEws•• 0 S' ~UTOS ciM~s (ciMcuS':
Gassendi Scott Giussani, after some manuscnpts) TEaaa.paS' ,van,> Ka.Ta.

, , , # ,. ,.,

r"'05' r1p9aPTov~ Taa8E. TO. aTOP.a. TO KEIIOII. TO Clll'EtpOV. TClS 0p;0I.OTTJTa~·
C1~C1t Sf MyoVTat OP.owp1pEtat Ka.1 CTTOtXE'ia.. Bignone. (BO/ltltITlO 41 ~II.
Closs. xvii 19I 0- I I pp. 135 if.) argues for the retention of the re~dmg

, , ., •. , hih ' IiciMC1S' and maintains that the Op.oI.CYTT1TE~ are spec!es, weare .uguag anze
formali degli atomi delle diverse forme'. under which the gods mIght be sub
sumed. But this contention seems to me forced and I prefer to follo~ most
recent critics in reading ciMwS'. In either case th~ general ar~ment Wlll not
be affected, as the gods will be an example of OP.Ot0T1}TES. If not the only
enmple. , "

3 lI'Epl EVUEP, col. 83 (Gomperz, Htre. Stud., p. I 10) ~VIIClTa~ rap ~/(

rijs OP.OtOT1]TOS tnro.Pxovat (tnro.Pxovaa., G~mpe~z) S~v~ov AEXE: V ;'1v
TEAEla.V ~8a.tp.ovla.v, brEt&7prEp 0Vx ~T'TOV EK TWV ~VTWV "1 TWV,Op.otWV
CT'TO&XE{WV £VOT1}TE~ all'O'TEAEiaBat (Gom.p~rz tnroTEAEl.a8at pap.) S,vvaVTat.
Bignone (I.e., p. 136, n.z) has shown that]t ]s unnecessary to read V1I'ClPXOVUa..
It is unnecessary to transpose av.rwv and op.olwv (Scott, p. 232) or to .read
p.ci>..\ov for ~TTOV (R. Philippson, Ope cit., p. 592, n. I): the emphas]s of
a comparison often falls on the second member.
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~o~ld~. Within a?y one of the worlds the amount ofmaterial
IS. hmlt~d: there IS only a certai.n n~mber of a.toms of any
given kInd able to form and maIntaIn any particular object
~r ~las~ of objects. But in the 'interspaces' there is no such
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h . ,
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J !:~., Cic. N. D. i. 19· 49. a pp. 46 1 if.
3 111. 806-I8;v. 35 1- 63.
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elements which are alike just as much as by those which ar
th~ s.ame.: Endeavours l have been made to find support fo~
this Idea m o~h~r passages of Philodemus, but the text is so
co~rupt that It .IS hardly safe to rely on possible restorations.
St~1I less, as wII} be seen,% can. support be derived from the
DIOgenes scho!la~t or the mam passage in the de Natura
D,eor~m. B';lt .It IS, clear that Epicurus had the notion of
a Unity of slmdars and that he almost certainly so regarded
the gods. -': 'unity. of similars' is set in opposition to a 'unity
of~he same, of which the sole example is the atom, composed
of mseparable :parts which can never be removed or altered,
and th~refore Im"?~rtal. AI! ~he normal objects of sense
perc~pt.IO~ are UnIt1~S of shlftmg material of many kinds,
and It IS Just the eXistence of alien matter in them which
cause~ decay and. ul.timate destruction. The gods too are
~~ns.tlt~ted of shlftmg matter, ?ut the matter is always
s~mdar and there never e~ters mto their composition the
ahe~ ~n? fa,tal. el~ments. If I.t be aske~ what exactly is meant
by similar, It IS not possible to give a definite answer.
Scho~ann3 boldly st~tes that the meaning is 'round atoms',
of which the god~, lIke fi~e and the soul, are entirely com
posed: bu.t there IS no eVidence for this, and it is better to
leave the Idea va~ue: the bod~es of the gods are composed
wholl! of one kmd of ~aterIal and th~t entirely akin to
~hem. they are therefore exempt from mternal disruption,
Just as t~ey are secured externally by the infinite supply of
appropnate matter. The argument is not perhaps a very
str~ng one, ~ut there seems little doubt that it was used by
Epicureans, If not by Epicurus himself.

The conception so far reached of the constitution of the
bod~es of the gods is that they are permanent in form, but
not In ~atter: the matter which from time to time makes the
~orm IS .always 'similar' in character and therefore not
lIable to mternal decay or disruption, and the supply of this

I By R. Philippson (I.e., pp. 589 ff.), e.g. 7Tepl E?JaefJ, col. 83 (Gomperz,
p. 113), col. II 8.

o See below, p. 456.
3 Opusc. iv, p. 357, but see Appendix VI.
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matter in the intermundia, where there is no lir:nit to th~
mber ofatoms ofall sorts and the forces of creation pre~all

n~er those of destruction, is unlimited. Can this conceptIOn
~e brought into relation with the notion already formed of
the means of cognition of the gods? vVe have our' I?ental

prehension' of the gods by means of a succeSSIOn of
armilar 'idols' entering our mind and there building up .an
~.mage' much as the 'images' of normal sense-perception
I , . Jr h '·d I ,~
build up a concept. But what I~ e~ect,are t ese lOS..
A normal solid body sends off as ItS .Idol the out~r atom~c
'film' or 'skin': but the body of a god IS ex hypothest.not sohd
but mere 'form'. The successive 'i~ols' the~ which. come
to our minds are in effect the succeSSive atomic constituents
of the 'form': the 'like' atoms rush in from all parts of the
universe constitute for a moment the body of the god, and
then pa;s away as the 'idol ': their place is instantaneously
taken by a fresh supply of atoms fr?~ t~e intermundia and
the process continues for eve~. ThiS IS In effect t~~ Scott:
Giussani theory, I and though It has ?een gr~atly rldl~uled,
it is hard to find any other view consl~tent With the eVidence
-certainly no satisfactory explanation has yet been pro-
pounded. .

But before this theory can be accepted there rem~m two
serious difficulties which must be carefully conSidered.
Firstly there is the follo~!ng ~Iaus~ in the Cicero p~ss~ge
provisionally translated: Since mfimte forms of most SimIlar
images arise from innumerable a~oms and stream to ~he
gods',3 which must be compared With the parallel express~on
in the Diogenes' scholiast 'owing to the constant streaml~g
up of similar "idols", which are perfected at the same spot .4

• I have purposely endeavoured to use a different line ?finvestigation from
theirs, but find myself forced to the same general conclUSIon. .

• e.g. by Masson (op. cit.), pp. 279 ff.; and C!'aJJ. Rt~. XVI, p. 277·
R. Philippson also rejects it in certain details and Dlels (op. CIt., p. 29, n. 3)
in one particular: see below, p. 458, n. I.. • . .

3 'cum infinita simillorum imaginum specIes (senes Brttgtr) ex mnumera-
bilibus individuis exsistat et ad deos (eos (odd. nonnulli: nos LamIJinuJ) adfluat.

f I 't~ 1\ ."",

4 €Ie Tijs UVVEX0i)s EmppuaEWS TWIl 0f'0IWII £\OWI\WII Em TO al11'O a7ToTE-

TEAEUpEIIWII.
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T!tese clauses raise a problem of which three main solutions
might be offered. l

Firstly it might be supposed that the clauses are intended
to descr!be not the formation of the body of the gods, but
the passIng of the 'idols' from their bodies into our minds
This at first sight seems the most natural interpretation o~
~ccount of the occurrence .of t?e words 'idols' and 'images'
~n both ~he passa~es, and It might be supposed that Cicero
IS referrIng to this clause when later on he says 'a passing
of a flux of images frequently takes place'.:J A good general
sense can thus be obtained: 'there is a constant flow of
~imilarimages from the bodies of the gods to our minds'. But
In order to get this sense the Cicero passage3 must be emended
and an unnatural interpretation given to the scholium.4

Secon~ly, .the Cicero clause might be taken to refer to
the constitution of the gods 'out of similars'.s This might
seem to be supported by the later statement 6 which does
~ndoubtedly refer to this clause: 'there never fails an acces
Sion ofsimilars from an infinite number of bodies (se. atoms)'.

• 1 The weakness ofScott's exposition--and in some respects of Giussani's
IS that he ~oes not percei~e the difficulties and is apt to confuse the process of
the form~tlon of the bodies of the gods with that of the progress of the 'idols'
to the nund. Thus here, though he takes the Cicero clause to refer to the
form~, he q.u?tes as parallel t~ it N.l? i. 39. J':9 'fluentium frequenter
tranSltJO fit VlSlonum, ut e multls una vldeatur' whIch clearly describes the
creation of.the image in the mind; and 'finds n~ difficulty in it'. Philippson
takes the Dlogenes clause to refer to the process ofcognition the Cicero passage
to ~e for~tion ofthe gods : b~t they cannot be separated. '

N. D.I. 39. 109, quoted In the previous note.
• ~ fld nor must be rea~ for ad dtor and probably uriu for rpttiu: the latter
15 In any case to my mmd almost necessary.

4 U nIess with Philippson oJU'(~(tav is taken to refer not to the constitution
of the gods, but to the similarity of the 'idols', it would be necessary to bracket
oj;s p.a, t,o ~p.o(l8Etav and take lK rijs avV(XOVS l7TtppfJUEws with 8EWfY'lTlov.
But (a) EK IS not then the natural preposition, and (6) it is almost impossible
to make sense ~f E1T1. TO a!h-o, ~7TOTET('\EUP.'VWV. Nei~er of Philippso~'s
proposed rendenngs (p. 581), die zu demselben Ergebms fiihren' and 'dIe
In derselben Weise gestalten sind', seem to me possible.

S See p. 453, above.
6 i•. 37. 105 'Neque deficiat unquam ex infinitis corporibus siInilium

accesslo'.
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But it involves still greater tampering with the t~.xt of C~cero 1

. order to get rid of the idea of the flux of Images, and
In . fi '·d I 'b hagainst it is the correspondIng re erence to lOS Y t e
scholiast. .

Thirdly, the plain meaning .of the Cicero passage as It
stands is this: 'infinite forms (or Ifwe may accept the.emenda
tion series, which though not absol~teIr, neces~arr, IS ~ great
improvement, "an infinite successIOn ) of Similar I~ages

arise from innumerable atoms:J and stream to the gods ,3 and
the scholiast says correspondingly 'owing to the constant
streaming up of similar "idols" wh.ich are perfected.at !he
same spot'. Now if the account glve~ of t~e con~tltu~lOn
of the body of the gods is correct, the form of which It at
any moment c<;>n~ists is .in fact ~hat will subsequen~ly beco~e
an 'idol', and It IS not ImpOSSible that the successive atomic
formations which constitute the 'form' from moment to
moment should be spoken of proleptically as 'imag~s' or
'idols'. But the Cicero clause seems to go beyond thIS and
to suggest that the 'images' come to the gods, so to speak,
·ready-made', that they are form~d in space before they enter
the divine form. This conclUSion was accepted by Scott 4

who says: 'they (the gods) ar~ formed by perp~tual s,!c~es
sions of "images" or material films, of pr~clsely Similar
form, which having arisen (in some unexplamed way) out
of the infinite atoms dispersed througho~t the ~mverse,

stream to a sort of focus, and there, by their meetIng, con
stitute for a moment the being of the gods'. The words in
brackets suggest a sense of difficulty and the extreme

I Philippson (p. 604-) supposes that imaginum is.a gloss an~ would sub
stitute rmlm; Diels (p. 29, n. 3) applauds the suggestion a?d.~lOg no reason
for the superlative rimillimarum would prefer ~o read rzmz/zum rtrum. In
any case rtrum is a very strange wo~d a~d CIcero woul~ ~a~urally have
expressed what Philippson and Diels Wish him to mean by 111m/tum corporum
or rimilir mattriat.

a inJirJiduir is Cicero's regula~ wor~ for 'atoms';.~e~'s ~~nsla~o?
(810i,s flltd Epicurtans, p. +66 n.) from mnumerable (dlVlne) mdlYJ.duals IS

an amusing mistake, which has been corrected by all subs~quent cntlcs.
3 The manuscripts vary between oJ dtor and ad tor which would have the

same sense: there is no authority for Lambinus' ad 1I0r. 4 I.e., p. 21+.
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oj;s p.a, t,o ~p.o(l8Etav and take lK rijs avV(XOVS l7TtppfJUEws with 8EWfY'lTlov.
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S See p. 453, above.
6 i•. 37. 105 'Neque deficiat unquam ex infinitis corporibus siInilium

accesslo'.
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But it involves still greater tampering with the t~.xt of C~cero 1

. order to get rid of the idea of the flux of Images, and
In . fi '·d I 'b hagainst it is the correspondIng re erence to lOS Y t e
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+58 EPICURUS
arbitrariness of this notion has been seized on as an absurdity
by the critics of his theory.· Dr. Masson asks pertinently
'if the divine images arise in some "unexplained way" fro~
the atoms, why should they not flow directly into our minds?
why assume at all that they first meet toge~her and form
divine bodies? On this theory the images cease to be a proof
that gods exist'. And indeed if this 'pre-formation' of the
images must be accepted as a necessary part of the theory,
it would certainly constitute a serious weakness in the whole
conception.

One is loth to suggest, as is done so recklessly by those
who support other views,% that Cicero has reported Epicurus
wrongly, and the suggestion should not be made unless
there is good authority by which to correct him. This
authority seems to be supplied here by the scholiast, if his
words are rightly interpreted: the gods, he says, have like
ness of form 'owing to the constant streaming up of similar
idols which are perfected at the same spol'.3 The images, that
is to say, are not images until they are perfecte:i as such, as
the atoms converge on one place. Infinite atoms of the right
kind (OIM',o.) are always streaming together from all quarters
of the universe to the spot in which the gods have their
'formal' existence. At every moment a sufficient number of
them to constitute a material film unites within the 'form'
and for that moment constitutes it: they instantaneously
leave it, not now in the independence in which they arrived,
but united as an 'idol'; and the 'idol', not now living but
inanimate, flies off to become in the mind of men an 'image'
of the divine form. The instant that one image has fled,
another is formed to take its place out of the confluent atoms.
This is the natural interpretation of the scholiast's text and
it gives an exact parallel to terrestrial things which have an

I Masson, Lucrtt;uJ, p. 279; Philippson,l.c., p. 604; Diels, l.e., p. 29, n. 3.
• See Appendix VI.
3 This seems to me the natural meaning of the words E1T~ TO aUTo a1TOT€

T€).£ap.lllwII. Scott (p. Z J9) translates 'the continual streaming up oflike images
wrought into one and the same object', and explains 'streams or trains of like
images directed to a common point', viz. the point where the gods are.

T'
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identity of form: the innumerable atoms are as the innumer
able drops of water fl~wing to~ether from many sources
to constitute momentarIly the bemg of the waterfall. More
over this interpretation is strongly confirmed by. ~ later

assage I in C~cero's dialogue,.where Cotta asks. cr1t1c~ly:
~vhY is an EpIcurean god not 10 fear of de~tructlOn? seeIng
that he is beaten upon without a moment s ces~~~Ion a~?
harried by the everlasting inrush. of ,atoms? a~d Images,
re for ever streaming from hIm? ThIS IS exactly the
~hought: it is the atoms which rush in to the form of the go~,
but they leave unified as an im~ge: on .the oth~r hand thI~
passage is quite inconsistent WIth the Idea of pre-formed
images. On the strength the~ of his o~n later sta~ement
and that of the scholiast on Dlogenes ~Icero may f~Irly be
convicted of an inaccuracy due to breVIty of e:rpressI~n:.he
ought rather to have said: 'an infinite successIo~ of SImIlar
images is formed out of innumerable atoms, whIch flow t~
gether to make in successive instants the forms of the gods.
If this assumption may be made-.-and there seems good
reason for making it-the most sertOUS obst~c1e to the whole
theory disappears. It remains, no doubt,. Impr~bable and
fantastic, but it is, as with many of Epicurus . s~range~t
notions, the result of a logical followmg. out of hIS I~eas m
the pursuit of an end-here t~e explanatI~nof the eXIstence
of gods, immortal but of atomIC constructIOn. . .

The second problem arises out of a notable contradIction
in our two main authorities, which cannot be ~assed c;>ve~.
Cicero states in effect that the gods have not numencal,
but only 'formal' ident~ty; the s.choliast on Diogenes asserts
more definitely that EPICUruS saId that t~ere,were t~? clas.ses
of gods, some with 'numerical', others WIth formal Ide~tIty.
How can these statements be reconciled? Two emInent
critics,~ taking the scholiast at his word, ha~e supposed that
Epicurus' had two doctrines, one esoterIC, one popular

1 N. D. i. 4J. II4; U., p. 235 n. 'nee ,video 9,u.o modo non ver~atur iste
deus beatus ne intereat eum sine una lOtermlSSlone pulsetur aglteturque
atomorum incursione se~piterna, cumque ex ipso imagines semper afluant'.

a Hirzel and Mayor: see Appendix VI.
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460 EPICUR US

(i~cidentally they disagree as to which was which), and that
CI<:er,? has become confused between the two. But the
m~orlty ofrecent writers agree in thinking it impossible that
~plc,!rus can have admitted a class of gods with 'numerical'
Identity, or tha.t h.e ever taught that doctrine either popularly
or to his .own disciples. Some have in consequence attempted
to. get r!d of the contradiction by emendation, I Scott:! and
GlUssam suppose that th~ statement of the compiler was due
to so~e mls~nders~a!ldIng of the passage which he was
r~portIng, whIle Phlhpp~on 3 working the passage out on
his own theory would assign a strange and unusual meaning
to the contrast. It is however doubtful whether the statement
can ~e so easi!y explained away: it is singularly explicit and
the Intro~uctlon of ~he words with the formula 'he says
elsewhere l~oks as If the commentator were making an
actual quotation from Epicurus. Diels 4 too has pointed out
that there are passages in Philodemus which seem to lend
SUpport to the view that Epicurus did in fact conceive of a
clas~ ofgods ~ho existed 'by numerical identity'. A passage S
for Instance In the treatise 'On Piety' would run, if it has
been correctly emended: 'he says that the constitution of the
gods, at least of those who have numerical identity, is not
only deathless but everlasting'. Diels himself is inclined to

• D~ fW KaT' apt9Jt?v V¢£rrrWTa~. W~ BE KaTa &po£~£taJ1was the original
suggcstl~n o~ Gassen~: Schomann (I.e., p. 356) accepting o~ pW proposed
"VWC1'T?V~ 8£, a most Improbable correction, which would change the second
clause Into an account of the perception of the 'idols', Bignone (p. H, n. 2)
would prefer the more modest change orov~ 8/. But o~ pw is very unusual
Greek an.d the opposition ov~ p.~v ••• o{J~ 8' does not look like the result of
a corruptlon. In a.note on K. A. I, in my edition of Epicurus, I was inclined
to accept emendatlon, but now regard it as unsatisfactory.

• Scott, p. 221; Giussani, p. 234.

3 'partl~ ... partly', p. 580: see ~ppendix VI.
• Op. Cit., pp. 29 if.
S See Korte, M~/rodori Epkur~i Fragl1ul1la, p. 543, where he reads 4nJu:v

9£wv aVyKptUtV TWV ,,£ KaT' aptOp.ov o~ p.OVOII IitpOapov d..Uci Ka: at8tav,
but the te~t as given by Gomperz (H~r(. Stud. 132 , p. 138) runs 4nJu:v
[..•. UVY]KptUtll TWV [. KaT' u]pt9poll o~ p.OV[OV c:it/>]OapTov d..Uci
[...]a~ sho~s t~t ,the r~storation is at best doubtful. Scott (p. 237) would
read TCdV P71 KaT aptOp.oll.

T
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believe that the gods whic,h exist.ed in 'numeric.al identity'
were in fact the 'star-gods (GestungOtter), Hehos, Selene,
&c., of popular belief, which were admitted by the Epicurea.n
alongside the more philosophically conceived go~s o~ their
own system. This may have been good doctrme m the
Her01lanean villa of Philodemus, but it certainly was not
in Epicurus' garden. On the whole the question must be
left in doubt, but if Epicurus did in fact admit gods with
'numerical identity', we have no informatio~ at all h?w .h~
conceived them nor how he reconcIled the Idea of a solId
god with the requirement ~f immortality. ~)J th~t our
information enables us to do IS to reconstruct With pam and
difficulty, as has been seen, the conception of the gods who
existed 'by likeness of form'.

To complete this account of the Epicurean view of the
nature of the gods one more argument adduced .by Cicero
for their existence and immortality must be conSidered.

To the a posteriori evidence of the universal concept in
the mind of man, Cicero's Epicurean Velleius adds with
regrettable brevity an a priori argument. 'Mighty I is the
power of infinity and most worthy of long and earnest con
sideration, for we must realize that its nature is such that all
things are equal in number and correspond among them
selves. This principle Epicurus calls "isonomiau

, that is t~

say, "equal distribution". From it fo)Jo~ the results thllt If
there is so great a number of mortal thmgs, there mUl>t be
no less a number of immortal, and if the forces which destroy
are innumerable, the forces which preserve ought also to
be infinite.' The critics ~ who all through think lightly of the

• Cic. N. D. i. 19. 50 'Summa vero vis infinitatis et magna ac diligenti
contemplatione dignissima est, in qua intellegi necesse est eam esse natu~am, ut
?mnia omnibus paribus paria respondea~t: H~nc luoll0J!'tav ~ppcllat ~plcurus,
ld est aequabilem tributionem. Ex hac Igltur 111ud efficltur, Sl mortallum tanta
multitudo sit, esse immortalium non minorem, et si quae interimant innumera
bilia sint, etiam ea quae conservent infinita esse dcbcre'.

• So Mayor (ad loc.) speaks ofluov0J'r4 as 'the card-castle of the Epicurean
philosophy', and Masson (op. cit" p. 277) exclaims contemptuously, 'An
infinite number of Gods is, no doubt, a doctrine repellent to reason, but what
is reason compared with logic, or even with the semblance of logic?'

l
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of shapes will occur an equal number of times: for there is
nothing to cause the more frequent product~on of one c?m
bination rather than another. But any particular combina
tion of atomic shapes produces a particular species of thing.
Two results follow: firstly, there will at any given time be
equal numbers of things of each different species. This is
Lucretius' argument in the passage J in the Second Book,
where he maintains that there is this 'equal distribution' of
animals of different species: though the elephant, for
example, is rare with us, he is plentiful in India. Secondly,
it also follows that any given species of things will be pro
duced in equal numbers at all times: so Lucretius argues
earlier in the same Book 1 that 'such things as have been
wont to come to being will be brought to birth under the
same law, will exist and grow and be strong and lusty, inas
much as is granted to each by the ordinances of nature'. It
is moreover this same idea, as Giussani 3 points out, which is
really at the bottom of Epicurus· principle 4 with regard
to celestial phenomena that any cause which can produce
the phenomenon must be a real cause and be at work some
where,5 even though it is not active in our world. But there
is further an 'equal distribution· not only of atomic shapes
but also of atomic movements: from this follows that the
movements which tend to atomic combination, the move
ments of creation, will be equally balanced by those which
lead to atomic dissolution, the movements of destruction.
On this principle again Lucretius 6 insists in a short, but
impressive passage: lAnd so, neither can the motions of
destruction prevail for ever, and bury life in an eternal tomb,
nor yet can the motions of creation and increase for ever
bring things to birth and preserve them. So war waged
from time everlasting is carried on by the balanced strife of
the first-beginnings. Now here, now there, the vital forces
of things conquer and are conquered alike.'

These principles must now be applied to the problem of
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vaI~e of this passage of Cicero and are content to regard
Ep~curus as a shallow thinker, take this to be a m I
a b t '1" ere Yr .1 rary puerllty Intended to back up the previous u
satisfactory explanation .of the nature of the gods. On t~
other. h~nd Scott I and Gmssani,1 who are prepared to regard
VelIems argument as a serious, if somewhat confused
acc~unt o~ a subtle pie~e of reasoning on the part of a pene~
tratIng thinker, have, In attempting to work out the E i
~urean .argument at length, ascribed to it a profundity a~d
ingenuIty greater than there is any warrant for assuming
~n attempt may be made with such help as can be obtained
o~ other sources to see at least how Cicero-o h'E h" r ISpicurean aut ority-intended the argument to han t

gether without yielding to the temptation of introd!cinO~
over~r~fined speculations. Unfortunately, there is no other
exphcIt.reference to the doctrine in connexion with the god
except In Cotta's 3 criticism later on in the dialogue whic~
only repeats the argument, but there are at least three-and
p'robablr ,!f!0re-p.assag~s in Lucretius,4 where the idea of
Isono~la IS promIn~n~ In ~ther contexts, and these throw

Much lIght on the missing lInks in Velleius' summary.
_ The ~exus of the argument is clear enough: 'isonomia'
IS the direct result of infinity: from 'isonomia' follow two
results, the equality of the numbers of things in 0 osite
classes a~d the equality of the forces of disintegrati~~and
conserva~lon; and ~oth these dc:ductions point in their turn
to the eXIstence of Immortal beings. Can this argument be
reduced to terms of. Epicurean atomism? Infinity for Epi
curu; means t~e ex!stence of a boundless universe, which
~ons~sts. of an infinIte number of atoms moving in space
In~m.te In extent. Now in the first place, these atoms 5are of
a lImited number of different shapes, but there is an infinite
number ofatoms ofeach shape. Thus any given combination

; PP: 222:-5· ..' pp. 2;4-5-58, 262-3. 3 i. 39. 109.
L G.IUSsa)nI ~p. 246) IS nght In excluding from Reisacker's list (Qlla(stioneJ

tlcrtttana( , II. I I 12 fF., and v. 392 ff. He would himself add ii 108 _
wherSe theCahrgument, though in a different context, resembles that oeiL 53~ k:
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of shapes will occur an equal number of times: for there is
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the existence ?f immortal gods. From the equality of the
numbers of things of different species, it is an easy-indeed
for th.c mind of antiquity, I almost an inevitable-step to th~
equality .of numbe~s in opposite species. It may then be
~rgued dIrectly that If there IS created a vast num berof beings
ha?Ie to death, there must be an equally large number of
bemgs exempt from death. In other words the number of
mo.rtal beings in the world must be balanced by the number
of Im~ortal gods outside it. VeJleius t second argument is
less satisfactory. It.wil.1 be notice~ that his principle differs
from that of Lucretius In that, whIle Lucretius speaks of the
forces of creation, which is the natural contrast to the forces
of ~es.truction, V~I~eius speaks of the forces of preservation.
~hlS 1~ not a legitimate opposition and seems like a slight
dlsto:tton of the natural de.duction from the infinity of
atomic movements made to SUIt the purposes of the particular
~ase.2 There is a further difficulty in the argument in that
In. fact both t~e forces of increase and the forces of decay are
ahke at work 111 th~ mortal world, for things are produced and
br?ught to maturity before the work of destruction begins)
I t IS therefore false to oppose the two forces as Velleius does,
as though the movements of destruction alone worked in
our world and therefore it must be supposed that elsewhere
t~ere are movements of preservation. But, though this
dIfficulty" may be got over by a more subtle analysis of

I See Giussani, I.e., p. 25 I.

s. l~ may be o~served however that Lucretius in ii. 571-2 seems to make
a sJ.mdar con!us~on between increase and preservation: 'nee porro rerum
genrtales .auc~ficlque motus perpetuo passunt stfT)ar~ creala', and indeed
preservatIon JS of course a continued increase compensating loss.

:; Cf. Lucr. ii. II05 fT.
• T~js di~culty i.s perceived by Mayor (notes on Cic. N. D. '9. 50), who,

as. ~ ~hJnk, rlg~tIr J~terprets the argument of Ve)Jeius, but in his sarcastic
cr~tlclsm does mJus~Jce to the Epicurean system as a whole, and greatly
:nJsunderstands the: Jdea.of the il1ttrm,ulldia, which are certainly not places
sacred from the mtrUSJon of atoms. Scott and Giussani are naturally
~r~ubled by the insufficiency of the contention as it stands and attempt to fill
~t m more su.btIy. ~cott's arg~m~nt (p. ,223) is very ingenious and completely
m accor~ ",:nh Epicurean pnnclples: The processes of growth and deea}',
ofcombmatlon and dissolution,mayeither prevail Ill/frnalelyin each individual

L
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Epicurean possibilities, there. is surely littl~ do?bt that
Cicero-and probably his EpIcurean authorIty-intended

b· ct so that the result on the whole will be a perpetual decay of existing
o ~e , f fi h h' . h' 1 .hings accompanied by a perpetual grovvth 0 res t mgs 10 t eIr pace. or
:he na:o processes may go on simultalltously in a given object, so as to produce

equilibrium the result of which will be ~it"'ltZ' duration. Consequentlyan, .. fi . b
(to apply the principle of laovop.la once more) Jf we take an In rote num er
of cases (that iSt if we consider the whole universe) the tllttrntZtt and the
Ji111uJtalllQUS action of the two processes must go on to tin t?utZl tXt~lIt . . Now
in our world (and, by ~nalogy, .in all the.worlds) thefirst alternanve IS that
which universally prevculs ; that IS, the monons ofgrowth and ofdecay operate
aJ/t1"1Iaitly, both on the world as a whole,. and (at shorter inter~als) on ~ch

.nclividual within it, thus producing unJversal death and uruversal birth.
kence, outside the worlds, or in the illtertlfu".1itlt room ~ust be f~~nd ~or the
other alternative; that is, the 'motus auctlficI and the motu.s eXJnal~ must
there work si111ultallfously, and in~tead of prod~cing su~c~slons of dHfer~nt

beings must result in the immortalIty of such bemgs as.enst. The contennon
is admirable and might well have been used by an Epl.curean who bad lc:amt
'TatS" (1nfJo~a~~ o,lwS" 8wa.a(Jac. xpfju,6ac., bu.t there I! no trace that ~lther
Epicurus or his followers employed It, certamly not In the text of CIcero,
where the argument is clearly cruder and less complete.

Giussani's explanation (pp. 252-8) is still more subtle, and (if I appreh.end
it rightly) runs as follows: 'Epicurus regards luoJlopla; as a balanc~?fOpposites.
It was not invented to support his. theo~ogy, ~ut If the ~ond1tlons for the
creation of immortal beings are possible, It apphes automatically. Ho,",: then
did Epicurus come to think out the physical exis~en~e. of gods ~ descnbed?
(a) By laovop.la all species are eternal, but not a~ mdiVlduals! owmg to lack of
the persistence of matter. But there are gra~es m s~ch persistence: for there
is also the substitution of new matter. Rcmtegranon thus occ~rs to so~e

extent in all bodies, but especially in organic and particularly in aDimal bodies.
Why then must animals die? Because aft~r thei~ period of gro~.they cannot
assimilate enough new matter to repau theIT losses (Lucr. 1]. '1?5 if.).
Epicurus then conceived the gods as beings in whom there was a contmuous
change of matter and always assimilation of exactly ~ much as was lost. (6)
Moreover animals, &c., apart from natural dc.cay, are liable to deathfrom ext,er..
nal causes such as disease or blows,and even If the balance ofloss and accretIOn
were perfect, must in time so perish. This liability is due to the temporary
persistence of matter in their bodies. The gods then must have a~oIute non
persistence of matter, which incidentally also secures them aga~nst the first
danger from overgrowth. Again we have the analogy of flames, rivers, water"
falls, and the sun: yet even the sun must one day be extin&uished from loss
of matter. There are thus innumerable grades In the persl~tence of matter
between the two extremes which are the two forms of eternity, (I) absolute
persistence of matter-the atoms, (1) absolute ~on-p~rsistence of m~tt~~, but
only persistence of form-the gods. Granted m thiS way the posslbihty of

m
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the argument to run as it stands: in our world the forces of
destruction prevail and being~ are mortal, therefore else
where t~e forces ofTconservatIon must prevail and beings
must be Immortal. No greater subtlety than this is warranted
by. th.e text ~?d the .s~n:e noi',?cte in the application of the
prI?Clp!e of Isono.fila IS again seen in Cotta's I criticism
which IS t!trown Into the form of an imaginary dialogu'
between hl~self ~nd Ve1~eius: '. "How do you prove tha~
the successIon of Images IS contInuous? or if it is how ar
th t I ~" "Th . ,eey e ,~r?ca . , ere IS, you answer, an infinite supply of
atoms: ~1l1 not that same ca~se make all things eternal?"
At thIs pOInt you take refuge In your "equilibrium"-fo
S II IJ u· • n r? we WI c~ your Isonomla, if you like-and you say,
sInce there IS a mortal nature, there must also be an im
mor.ta1.' .The thought here is simple: one might expect from
the Infin~tyof atoms .and therefore from the limitless supply
of materIal that all thIngs would be immortal, but this cannot
be the case ~ecause there must be this balance between things
mortal an.d Immortal, between the forces of destruction and
conservation. The principle of 'isonomia' then, acting in

conditions in which the forces ofconservation prevail over those ofdestructl'on
then b' ,. h ·J·b . ,y. "CTOV01-!'La~, I.e. t e equi I num of the forces of conservation and
destructlOn, whl~h IS secured by the infinity ofatomic movements, the number
of m~rtals and Immortals must be equaL' This argument, in spite of its
excessIVe subtlety, seems to me !O have more warrant in Epicurean theory
than that of Scott: but~ thoug~ It may be accepted as representing more or
less the, process, ~y wh,lch Epl~urus reached-or might have reached-his
~onceptlono,f dJvme bemgs, all It proves is that, granted the existence of such
Im.mortal bel~gs, then ~y 10'ovop~a. they wiJl be equal in number to mortal
beIngs. VdIelUs surely mtended I.CTovopla to prove also the ~xistellce of the
gods.

.Mass?n, in a review (Class, R~'iJ. xvi. +53-<;) of the essays of Scott and
GJUssam, rebukes them for over-refinement and ridicules their theories but
makes no attempt to explain the idea of Laovop{a and its application here
except as an arbitrary assumption (see also Lu{rt/iIlJ Epkur(41l 4nd POt/
p. 277)· I hope I hue shown in the text that a middle course is possible:
that, t?o~gh therte are g~ps.and ~aws in VelJeius' exposition of the argument~
the prl~cIple ~f ,a~vop.,a. IS a direct outcome, as he maintains, of Epicurus'
c~ncepuon of mfimt)', ~nd ~ar be used in the two distinct ways he suggests
"lthout unreasonable distortion, to prove the existence and countless number
of the gods. lArD . '

~v, • 1. 39. 109.
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tWO ways, through the infinite numb~r of atoms and th~ir

'nfinite movements, forces the conclUSion that there do eXist
immortal beings, or in other words, gods.

The result of this long discussion may be summed up
as follows: There do exist divine beings or gods: they are
innumerable as are the created things which perish and im
mortal even as created things are mortal. They are, as is
proved by their 'idols' which visit us, like in figure to men.
In constitution they are eternal in form but composed of
transient matter: this matter, which is all 'alike' and contains
no alien elements, comes from the innumerable atoms moving
in the void between the worlds: in everlasting succession
the atoms stream into the 'forms' of the divine beings and
unite there for the moment to constitute their body. Then
they fly off again in th~ union in whi~h they ~av~ no,,: join~d,
thus forming the continuous succeSSIon of hke Idols, which
are perceived by the mind and are our direct source of know
ledge of the existence of the gods.

It remains to inquire how the life of the gods may be
conceived and what is its place in the Epicurean system.
The inquiry is not w~thout its ~wn d~fficul~ies, but the
ground is firmer than In the preVIOUS diSCUSSion as to the
nature of the gods. Epicurus placed the abode of t~e gods
in the 'interspaces between the words'.1 The worlds, It must
be remembered, were to Epicurus portions, as it were, of
infinite space in which atoms gathering together had f~lIen

'into such dispositions as those whereby our world of thmgs
is created and holds together'.1. Although such worlds are
innumerable,3 yet space is infinite and between the worlds
are left large tracts where the atoms have not developed
those motions which cause mundane phenomena, 'peaceful
abodes which neither the winds shake nor clouds soak with
showe:s, nor does the snow congealed with biting frost
besmirch them with its white fall, but an ever cloudless sky

J Hipp, Phi/os. 22, 3; U- 359 KaO'ijaOar. yap 'TOV 8E"O~ lv 'ToiS' I!'£TaKO·

CTp.lots oVrw Ka.AOVJL'vo,~ {ni aVTou; for ;nUrmllflaia see CIC. N. D. 1. 8. 18;
tit Fin, ii. 23.75; at DirJ. ii. 17.40; and Lucr. iii. 18-2+_ .

% Lucr. i. 1027, 8. 3 Ep. I, § +5.
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J Hipp, Phi/os. 22, 3; U- 359 KaO'ijaOar. yap 'TOV 8E"O~ lv 'ToiS' I!'£TaKO·

CTp.lots oVrw Ka.AOVJL'vo,~ {ni aVTou; for ;nUrmllflaia see CIC. N. D. 1. 8. 18;
tit Fin, ii. 23.75; at DirJ. ii. 17.40; and Lucr. iii. 18-2+_ .

% Lucr. i. 1027, 8. 3 Ep. I, § +5.
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vaults them over, and smiles with light bounteously spread
abroad'.I There the gods dwelt in peace in 'abodes fin
even as are. their bodies'.a The reasons for this appa;entJ;
~nge ?ehef were numerous.. The moral theory was not
wIth?ut Influence: for ~he gods In the iNtermulIdia could live
t~e life of ~erfect happiness, which was to be man's example,
wl~hout ~el~g troubled by mundane affairs, and man might
strive to ~n~utate them. on earth with the security that there
was no ~Ivlne power In terrestrial phenomena which might
wr~ck hIs pJan~. But there was also a strong reason for the
~ehef~n the ~Ide of th~ p,hysical theory as well. The gods
11'~7ed In the .tll/e~ul1dta through fear of destruction', as
Cicero 3 says IronIcally, and this may be interpreted seriously
to mean not merely that they were there safe from the shocks
of mundane occurrences 4 and above all from the occasional
catastrophe of the breaking up of a world, but also that they
~ou)d have no.fear ofde~ayfor lack of the supply ofmaterial:
In a world thIS supply IS limited, but 'between the worlds'
the flow of the infinite atoms is ceaseless.s

That the gods were of human form was directly guaran
~eed ~y the images 6 which so presented them to man, but
{ellelus also advances reasons for the belief: since the gods
are happy and eternal, they must also have the most beautiful
forn:, and it is impossib.1e that there should be 'a disposition
of hmbs,7 a configuratIon of outlines a general shape or
appear~n~emore.beautiful than that of:nan'. The anthropo
morphiC .~.dea beIng once accepted, it was impossible, even

I Lucr. 111. ,8-22. a Lucr. v. 1,+-
3 tlr Div. ii. 17. 40.

, ~ For this primary idea. see Seneca, tit. Btn¢ciiJ, iv. 4. J 9; U. 364
rumas m~ndoru!U sup!a se cJrcaque ~e cadentJUm evitat' (se. deus).

s A senous mIstake IS ~ade sometImes about the inltrmu"tli4 in supposing
that they .were pla~es entirely free from the incursion of atoms (see Mayor's
note on C?lC. N. I!.l. '9· 50). Such a place it is who]]y impossible for Epicurus
to conceIve and It would be fatal to the existence of the gods, which depends
on the countless stream of atoms towards them.

~ Cic. N. D. i. ~ 8. +6 'quae enim forma alia occurrit unquam aut vigilanti
cUlquam aut dormJenul '

7 Ibid. +7 'quae cOJJ.1positio membrorum, quae conformatio lineamentorum,
quae figura, quae speclcs humana potest esse pulcrior r '
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though the cruder notions of the popular mythology w~re

ternly excluded, that it should not to some extent be carned
~ut in detail, but we are hardly prepared for what we find.
Philodemus in his work on the modeof life ofthe go~sappears
to have discussed in full how far the ordinary habits of men
could be attributed to them. He decid~s that they need both
food and drink, t that even if they do not sleep ':I-for sleep,
being akin to death, is the attribute of mortality-they yet
have periods of repose resembling sleep, that they hold
converse with each other and employ speech; 3 for 'we ~hall

not be considering them any ~appier or less ~estr~ctlble,
if we think of them as not speaking nor conversing With one
another, but resembling dumb men'.4 Indeed. it ~ppears

that the language they use is Greek S or sO?1ethlng not far
from it'. On the other hand he seems to decide that the gods
probably do not use furniture! 6 All this seems rather remote
from the 'transient matter in the permanent form' and the
ever-constant succession of images, and it must surely be
supposed that though there was no definite distinction be
tween esoteric and popular doctrines in the theology.of
Epicurus, Philodemus was in conce~sio.n to p<?pular preJu
dice working out the anthropomorphic Idea With a great:r
elaboration than his master would have approved: for, In
spite of the argumentative and philosophical appearance of
Philodemus' exposition, the result is n~t very far from !he
anthropomorphis~of Homer ?r the ?rd!nary.popular behef.
It is at least notIceable that In EpIcurus hImself and the
earlier authorities we have no hint of this popular aspect of
theology. . . .

But there is one attribute of the gods which IS of supreme
importance in the th~ory, ~nd for which ~here is the fulle~t
authority-and that IS their eternal happiness. Here again

• 1'01. Hue. j. vi. 13-17. ~ Fr4g. H~r(. (W. Scott), pp. 167-73.
3 1'01. Here. I. vi. 13; U. 356. •
4 Philodem. Je Yiel. Deor.; 1701. Hue. I. vi. 13; C.B.fr. 56; U. 356.
5 Ibid. 14 leal V7) ~hC£ y€ 'T1}v 'EM:'1vl8a. vop.urrloJl lX£1.V aVTovS' 8,&

AEI('TOJI 7j p.~ 1TOppW.
6 See Scott, Fr4g. Here., p. 198.
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47° EPIC UR US
it is stated that the images which we perceive give us im..
mediate ~ertain~y that t.his i~ so. Vell~i~s I puts it directly
enough: our mind and Intelhgence straInIng fixedly toward·s
these images comes to understand what is the blessed and
~ternal nature', and Cotta:l in his criticism twice repeats the
Idea. That the everlasting succession of images should give
us the idea of the eternity of the gods can well be under
stoO?: the ?rdinary success~o? of the 'idoI~' of sense-per
ceptIon, ~hlch ~r~duce one .cInematographIc' image, could
not do thIS, but It IS the special property of the 'idols' of the
gods that they.do not prC?duce th~ effect .of a single image,
but of a contInuous serles.3 ThiS contInuous series then
gives us directly the conception of an eternal existence.
But how does it also inform us of the happiness or 'blessed
ness' of the gods' life? Lucretius'4 account is here valuable:
Men assigned them everlastinglife because their images came in constant
stream and their forms remained unchanged, and indeed above all
because they thought that those endowed with such great strength s
could not readily be vanquished by any force. They thought that they
far excelled in happiness, because the fear of death never harassed any
o~ them, and at the same time because in sleep they saw them accom
phsh many marvels, yet themselves not undergo any toil.

I N. D. i. 19. 49, quoted above, p. 445, n. r.
:& Ibid. 37. 10; 'ex eoque fieri ut in haec intenta mens nastra beatam ilIam

naturam et sempiternam putet'i 38. 106 'hoc idem fieri in deo, cuius crebra
facie pel1antur animi, ex quo esse beati atque actemi intellegantur'.

• 3 Of ~ourse they do give ~he effect ?f a single image in the sense that an}'
plven senes conveys to us the Idea ofa smgle continuous personality: cf. N. D.
1. 39. 109; U., p. 234 n. 'fluentium frequenter transitio fit visionum, ut e
multis una videatur'.

4 v. II75-82.
• S ~iussani explains (p. 238) that the 'great strength' of the gods 'consists
Just m the umptr facitm lupptditari, guaranteed by the infinite provision of
atomic material and guaranteeing the !ormtZH1 1II1J1Itrt, or the eternity of
personal existence'. I doubt wheth~r Lucretius, even if he completely under
stood the Epicurean theology, had such an elaborate idea in his mind: it \\'as
s~m;ly rather the direct impression of strength conveyed by the visions, just
hke the accomplishment of the 'many marvels' below. Giussani is so intent
on the theoretical significance of the existence of the images of the gods that
he sometimes seems to forget that the visions must have had content: the gods
must have had a definite appearance and seemed to be acting.

l.

THEOLOGY AND RELIGION 4-71

If the last sentence be compared with Epicurus' conception
of human life, Lucretius' meaning is seen at once. The two
great causes in human life which rroduced sorrow and pre
vented happiness were the fear 0 • the. gods and the f7ar of
death: I in a less degree too the IneVItable accompanIment
of all activity with a sense of weariness. That the gods were
free from the first fear is obvious: they were also free owing
to their constitution from the fear of death, either by process
ofnatural decay or through external blows: thirdly the visions
showed them performing mighty feats without sense of toil;
for the sense of toil or weariness comes to men from the loss
of tissue in the course of labour, and such loss the eternal body
of the gods cannot suffer. The happiness of the gods then is
the immediate deduction from their eternity: indeed so im
possible is it to separate happiness from eternity that the
two ideas are said by Velleius to be immediately conveyed
together. And so 'the blessed and immortal' ~ becomes the
regular Epicurean periphrasis for the divine existence. In
deed the blessedness of the gods might well be called the
central point of the Epicurean theology, for it at once makes
their life the moral ideal towards which man must strive
and to which he may assimilate himself by contemplation
of the divine being, and also secures to him one of the two
primary conditions of 'pleasure', since it is the guarantee that
the gods do not interfere in the affairs of the world, for 'the
blessed and immortal nature knows no trouble itself nor
causes trouble to any other'.3

Is it possible to analyse at all the content of the divine
happiness? In the moral theory of Epicurus the conception
of pleasure tends to resolve itself into an absence of pain in
the body (<<woIIEa) and trouble in the mind (ci'TCLpaela): in the
same way the blessed life of the gods is almost always

1 Note especially the striking passage (iii. 5<)-86), where Lucretius
attributes all human crime to the fear of death.

~ TO P.QKo.P(OIl Kat ciep8apTOV K.LJ. i. 7'0118£011 '~OJl ci4>8Qp7'OY Kat p.QKapIOII

Ep. iii. 123: cf. Lactantius, tit Ira Dd, 17. I; u. 360 'incorruptus est ac
beatus" and many other Epicurean passages.

3 K.LJ. i.
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expressed by Epicureans in negative terms and ideas, and
the prominent note in its descriptions is supreme peace and
tranquillity. The famous description in Lucretius I may be
taken as a typical summary: 'it must needs be that all the
nature of the gods enjoys life everlasting in perfect peace
sundered and separated far away from our world. For fre~
from all grief, free from danger, mighty in its own resources
never lacking aught of us, it is not won by virtuous servic~
nor touc~ed by w;ath t

• Almost the only positive note, apart
fro~ Phllodemus very concret~ly anthropomorphic notions,
whIch can hardly be taken serIously, is the statement of an
~picurean writer,2 apparently quoting in part from Epicurus
hl~self= 'th.e b]ess~d and deathl~ss ?eing, filled with all good
thIngs and ImpervIous to every Ill, IS wholly concerned with
t~e.conti~uance of its own happiness and immortality'. The
dIvine beIng cannot be concerned with the 'continuance of
its own happiness and immortality' in the sense that it felt
any anxiety about them or that it could itself or need do
~nything to .secure them, so that it must be supposed that
Its concern IS rather that of contemplation and enjoyment.
The g~d~, that is, not mer~ly live ~he life o~ perfect peace and
tranqudhty but are conscIOus of It and thIs consciousness is
their ha~pin~s~. The idea does not ~eem at first sight pro
foundly Inspiring, but when taken In connexion with the
Epicurean Ethics its significance is clear enough: for man
too has pleasure in so far as he attains the consciousness of
tranquiI.lity. Mean~hile t~e examination of the negative
conceptIon of happIness IS of real value for Epicurean
theology because it establishes at once the relation-or rather
the abse.nc~ of relation-between the gods and the world.
The .mam Ideas are sum11?ed u.p in Lucretius' description,
and Indeed even more brIeRy In the first aphorism of the
Principal DocJr;nes: 'The blessed and immortal nature knows
no trouble itself nor causes trouble to any other, so that it

Iii. 646-5 I.

~ [Plut.] Plac. Pili/OJ. 1.7.7; U. 361: Usener takes the last words JAov
.. '\ • - It' I ,~ , , '.J..f) t
011 1f'fp' TrJV awO)(T]V 'T7J~ LOUIS fvoa',uov,a~Tf Kat a.". apcnas to be a quo-
tation from Epicuru5 himself.

L.
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is never constrained by anger or favour. For all such things
exist only in the weak.' I These are in fact just the two new
ideas which Lucretius' description adds to the notion of
freedom from danger and pain, which is the immediate out
come of eternity of existence. They might almost be said
to be the inward and outward aspects of the same fact. The
gods know no anger or favour, no hatred or love: for these
are signs of dependence upon others and influence by others,
signs of weakness which can have no place in the perfect
power of divine beings. The gods 'give not nor take any
share in any good thing-::I therefore the offerings of men are
doubly vain, for neither will the gods receive them nor will
they give blessings in return. Nor yet on the other hand is
it possible to rouse their wrath by neglect or crime: the old
superstitions of the avenging thunderbolt of heaven 3 and
even more philosophical notions of divine indignation are
false, and man may lead his life without fear of divine
punishment. And indeed the gods are wholly devoid of all
emotion: 'if there is in God an emotion of joy which leads
to gratitude, or an emotion of hate which leads to anger, it
must be that he has also fear and lust and covetousness and
all other emotions, which belong to human weakness'.4
Internally then the peace of the gods is perfect: and this is
due to external tranquillity. He has no trouble himself and
causes it not to others: neither can the affairs of the world
reach the gods nor do they for a moment influence them.
Here we must pause for a moment, for it was at this point
that the Epicurean theology came most markedly into con
Bict with other philosophies as well as with popular religion,
and much assistance may be obtained from considering the
lines on which it opposed them.

Velleius at the outset of his statement 5 of the case for the

I T6 p,al(Q.ptOIl Kat wp9aP'Tol' oVr€ aUTo wpayp.aTa EXEt oun aMtp
Traplx'!.., WaTE OWf Opyo.LS OVTE X«PlClt cnwlXfTac.· EV duIJWEi ytip wa.v TO
TOIOUTOV.

S Euseb. Prarp. Eo. xiv. 27, 8; U. 364 8EOt1f'Q.VTWII dya8wv a.8WprJTOl T£
Ka, a.,ulTOXOL. 3 See Lucr. vi. 379-422•

• LactantiuSJ tie Ira Dei, 15. 5; U. 366. s Cic. N. D. i. 8. 18.
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Velleius at the outset of his statement 5 of the case for the

I T6 p,al(Q.ptOIl Kat wp9aP'Tol' oVr€ aUTo wpayp.aTa EXEt oun aMtp
Traplx'!.., WaTE OWf Opyo.LS OVTE X«PlClt cnwlXfTac.· EV duIJWEi ytip wa.v TO
TOIOUTOV.

S Euseb. Prarp. Eo. xiv. 27, 8; U. 364 8EOt1f'Q.VTWII dya8wv a.8WprJTOl T£
Ka, a.,ulTOXOL. 3 See Lucr. vi. 379-422•

• LactantiuSJ tie Ira Dei, 15. 5; U. 366. s Cic. N. D. i. 8. 18.
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474 EPIC UR US
Epicurean theology strikes the note of opposition: 'Listen'
he says, 'to no baseless or imaginary opinions about ~
fa~hioner and builder of the world, a god according to Plato's
TImaeus, nor again about a prophetic witch, the "fore
thought" (1TpOVOta) of the Stoics.' And if the Epicurean
polemics are examined, it appears that it is these two ideas
whi.ch they were almost always combatting, the Platonic
notIon of the creator of the world (ATjp-tovpyos), and the Stoic
conception of the continued divine care for the progress of
events in the world. The divine creation of the world and
in particular of man is refuted on two main grounds, both of
which are prominent in Lucretius. In the first place the
~o~ld I c~nnot have bee!l ~reated by perfect and all-powerful
dIVIne beIngs, because It IS made so badly: 'so great are the
flaws with which it stands beset'. Great tracts of earth are
useless, occupied by mountains and forests and rocks and
huge lakes and the sea: two-thirds of it are either too hot
or t?O ~old to support li~e, and even in the better parts the
cultIvatI(:~n of the earth IS a constant struggle against the
depre~atlons of nature. Man's life again is at the mercy of
the wIld beasts and the human infant is a miserable helpless
cr~ature as compared with the young of animals. In all
thIS there are no signs of divine creation or care for man:
'there is no ordering of things, for many things are made
otherwise than they should have been'.2 Secondly,3 why
should the gods in their perfect happiness have wished to
creat~ a world. and human beings?' Our worship can add
not!tIng to their blessedness,4 nor can it be that weary of
theIr own blessedness S they craved some new excitement.
But, adds Lucretius,6 with a characteristically Epicurean
conclusion, even if they had wished to create a world, they
could not have don~ so, unless nature had previously made
a world and so gIven them an 'anticipation' (nolifies =

r v. 195-234:cf.ii. 167-8r.
: Lactantius (quoting Epicurus), D;rJ;lI.!l1S/;/. iii. 17. 16; U. 370.
3 Lucr. v. 165-86.
4 Compare also Lactantius, op. cit., vii. 5. 3 and 7; U. 37 I.
5 So too VeIleius in Cic. N. D. i. 9.22. 6 v. 181-6.
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1TpOAT}'/J'S) to act as an example for their ~ork. The world
. nO divine creation, but only the fortUItous result of the
~ovements of the in~ni~e atoms in ~nfinite spac~. The ar~u:
ment is crude and It IS not fancIful to see In Lucretius

ersonifications l of 'nature the creatress' and 'nature ~he
~erfecter' the germs o~ a higher relig.io.us no~ion in which
creation is not the arbitrary act of dIVIne be~ngs, but the
natural expression of a divine power present In the world:
if he answered Plato crudely, it was because, as the apostle
of common sense, he apprehended him crudely. So e~ger
was he to establish the princi~le of nat~~al law. as a~aInst
the idea of the arbitrary workIngs of dlvIn~ beIngs I~ the
world that he did not stop to ask whe~her It ~a~ ~ot Itself
reconcilable with a less naiye conceptlo.n of diVInity. .

More eager still were EpICurUS and hiS followers In theIr
opposition to the Stoic view of the.continued presence of
the divine will in the world and the Idea of the government
of its affairs by 'forethought' (1TpOVOta, pro'lJidenria, prudenria);
for even supposing the divine being ~ad c:reated the w?rld,
if he had then stepped aside and left It .to ItS own workIngs,
like Plato's Demiurgus, man would still have s~me chance
of exercising his free will, but if the go~s may mte:fere at
any moment, then man's moral freedo~ IS go~e. EpI~urea!l
authorities ~ are full of this combat agaInst the Idea of prOVI
dence', and the schoolapparentlywe~t the length ofa~tributing
'non-providence' (ci1TpoVOTJC1la) 3 to theIr gods as ll:speclal charac
teristic. No special argumen~ on the ~u~Ject ar~ found
apart from those directed agaInst the d!vIne c:eatlon, for
indeed the whole physical theory of Eplc~us IS one long
indictment of the Stoic and popular belIef. The great
sequence of events, in which each is th~ inevitable outcome
of its predecessors) and every gr~datlon ~f growth and
preservation and decay-even the ImmortalIty of the gods
themselves-is determined by the blind movement ofatoms,
is in itself an all-sufficient answer to religions or philosophies

I Natura crtatrix, i. 629; ptrfica l1a/urlZ, ii. 1I 16.
: See quotations in Usener, pp. 246 ff.
3 Alex. Aphrod. dtfalO, c. 31, p. 100; U. 368 .
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476 EPICURUS
which believe the world and its government to be divine.
The hand of God is not in the world, for God himself was
never and never will be within the limits of a world. Of
peculiar interest to modern readers is the closely allied attack
on the teleological view of physiology which crops up from
time to time in Epicureanism. Lucretius'l exposition has
so modern a ring that it is worth quoting in full:

Herein you must eagerly desire to shun this fault, and with fore·
sighted fear to avoid this error; do not think that the bright light of the
eyes was created in order that we may be able to look before us, or
that, in order that we may have power to plant long paces, therefore
the tops ofshanks and thighs, based upon the feet, are able to bend; or
again, that the forearms are jointed to the strong upper .arms and
hands given us to serve us on either side, in order that we might be
able to do what was needful for life. All other ideas of this sort, which
men proclaim, by distorted reasoning set effect for cause, since nothing
at all was born in the body that we might be able to use it, but what is
born creates its own use. Nor did sight exist before the light of the
eyes was born, nor pleading in words before the tongue was created, but
rather the birth of the tongue came long before discourse, and the
ears were created much before sound was heard, and in short all the
limbs; I trow, existed before their use came about: they cannot then
have grown for the purpose ofusing them.

Epicurus wished not merely to exclude the gods from the
world, but even any notion of the unconscious forethought
of nature itself, which might seem to give colour to a theo
logical view of phenomena. If this argument is a striking
instance of his anticipation of the attitude of modern science,
it is also a conclusive proof of the thoroughness of his desire
to leave the world a wholly mechanical structure and to
exclude even the faintest suspicion of divine working. The
gods exist indeed, but the popular notions of their powers
and functions are wholly erroneous.

The question naturally arises whether there is any con
ceivable relation possible between men and such gods as
Epicurus imagines, whether in fact there is room left for

I iv. 823-42. The same argument may be found in Lactantius, loco cit.;
u. 370: cE. also the quotation from Galen in U. 381, 382.
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anything appro~ching t? .religion: Certainly there is no
lace for the ordInary rehglOus notIon of prayer as an appeal

fo divine beings who can .hear the. appeal and grar;t the
blessings which are asked: If the Ep~curean had n?thmg t?
fear from his gods,. he ~Iso had nothing to ho~e. And so.'
says SenecaI in an Ironl:al summa~y of the Epicurean POSI

tion, 'God gives no bleSSIngs, but Without care or ~houghtfor
US turning away from the world H~ does other thln~s or else
-for this seems the greatest happIness of all to Eplcurus
He does nothing at all, and is touched.no more by.service
than He is by injury. O~e who says thls~ doe~ not listen to
the voice of prayer.' Eplcurus2 hlmse~f IS said to have re
marked with bitter contempt, 'If God ltstened to the prayers
of men all men would quickly have perished: for they are
for eve; praying for evil against one another.' I? a quieter
mood Lucretius3 reaches the same general conclusIOn, though
we seem to see in his words an almost pathetic affection for
the ceremonies of the religion he has abandoned: 'nor is it
piety at all to be seen often with veiled head turning towards
a stone and to draw near to every altar, no, nor to lie
prostrate on the ground with outstretched palms before the
shrines of the gods, nor to spr.inkle the altar,S with the
streaming blood of beasts, nor to lInk vow to vow. In short,
prayer and vow and sacrifice can ~~ve no me~ning. at all
for the believer in the gods of the Interworlds. Stili less
had Epicurus any belief in the popular practice of divination
or the validity of oracl~s: :pro~hecy',.he says himself, 'does
not exist and even if It did eXist, things that come to pass
must be'counted nothing to us'.4 Ciceros bears this out:
'there is nothing which Epicurus derides so much as t~e

prediction of future events'. If the gods had no part I.n
the ordering of events, much less would they foretell their
course to men.

1 tit Bmtficiis, iv. 4. 1 ; U. 364.
: Gnomolog. cod. Par. 1168, f.1I S; U. 388 ; C.B·fr. 58.
3 v. J J98-1 202.
4 D.L. x. J 35; C.B. Jr. 3. The remark is obscure: see my notes, ad loco
s Cic. N. D. ij. 65. 162; U. 395·
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1 tit Bmtficiis, iv. 4. 1 ; U. 364.
: Gnomolog. cod. Par. 1168, f.1I S; U. 388 ; C.B·fr. 58.
3 v. J J98-1 202.
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And yet it is stated more than once that Epicurus Was
a ~e.vout attendant at religious ceremonies and in his OWn
WrIt1n~S recommended a similar conformity to his disciples.
:~f hIs reve~ence t~wards the gods',I says his biographer,
It would be ImpossIble to speak adequately', and Philode_

mus insi.sts on this point again and again: 'it will be found
that Eplcurus both observed them all (sc. religious cere
monies) and recommended others to do the same':" 'not
~nly did he teach this doctrine,3 but he is found in his prac
tIce to have observed all the fasts and sacrifices of his Own
land': 'he took part in the festival of "the Pitchers" and the
Attic mysteries and other rites'.4 'Let us at least sacrifice
pious.ly a?d righ~y,:s Epicurus wrote in a passage of the
~hyslcs, whe~e It IS customary, and let us do all things
rIghtly acco~d1n~ to the laws, not troubling ourselves with
common beltefs In what concerns the noblest and holiest of
beings.' ~e ~ven carried his piety into ordinary life and
wrote to hIS frIends, as any orthodox Athenian might, that
he would come and stay with them 'if the gods were pro
pitious'.6 Moreover, just as Philodemus wrote his work
On Piety, so Epicurus himself had before him written 0;
Holincss.7 It can ~ardly be supposed that Lucretius similarly
observed the festIvals at Rome, but that the Epicurean tradi
tion of conformity was alive in his time is clear from Philo
demus' t~eatise. How then can this apparent inconsistency
be explaIned? The Opponents of Epicureanism were not
slo~ to make a charge of hypocrisy: it is brought against
~plcurus by CottaS at the end of his speech in Cicero's
~:halogue and, as he q~otes Posidonius as his authority, it
IS clear that the accusatIon was no new one: 'the truth is no
doubt that Epicurus thought that there were no gods and
what he said about immortal gods was only put forwa~d to

I D ..t. x. 10. ~ Gomperz, H~rc. Stud. 110, p. 128.
3 IbId. 109, p. 127. 4 Ibid.
s Philodem. 7T£pl (~CT.; P. H.I ii. 108; C.B.Jr. ,7; U.3 87:
6 8diw £U\£wv ovrwv, Philodem. 7T£pt £~CT. P. H.~ ii. 1°7; U. 99; C.B.

fr.19·

7 II£pl 'OCTufn]TO$, D.t. x. 27. 8 N. D. i. H.
12

3.
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d recate unpopularity'. But if there is one point th~t se~ms

c;;far in the character of Epicurus it is his absolute ~mcerlty,
nor indeed at the time when he lived would a phl1osopher

ho refused to conform to the outward observances of
~ligion have found himself in invidious iso.lati?n. He must
have believed that his own observance was JustIfied.and th~t

it had for him a real meaning, and though th~ eVIdence ~s

nty there is enough to make clear what thiS was. Epl
sca us 'himself used apparently to claim that 'though he
d~~troyed providehce, he left a place for l?iety'.1 If one could
not ask the gods for benefits or feel a gratlt~d~ toward~ them,
it was yet possible to experience true rehglOu~ feeh!lg to-

ards them which might properly express Itself In thew, h'
orthodox ceremonies of wors Ip.. . .

If one looks in the Epicurean WI'lters ~o~ sIgns of thIS
, iety' it is possible to find at least th,ree dIstinct aspects of
if. In'the first place it is a right attItude .of man towards
the gods: the knowledge that he ha~ not~mg to fear from
them should enable him to look on lIfe WIth an untroubl~d

mind and this peace of mind is itself an act of worshIp
towa;ds the gods: 'the summing up of his whole argument
about the gods was this, says Plutarch? not to fear g?d ~ut

to cease from being troubled', and Lucretius3 puts It ~Ith

a strangely strong feeling of peacefulness: the true pIety
is not to pray and sacrifice, 'but rather to be able to contem
plate all things with a mind at rest'. Secondly, as has already
been hinted, the tranquil being of the .god~ was to the ~PI

curean the realized ideal of his moral hfe: In contemplatIng
their happiness and peace he might hope to come near.er
himself to perfect pleasure and complete freedom from diS
turbance. Just as the old anthropomorphic deities of mytho
logy represented human life glorified-an~ oddly en~ugh

glorified at times-so were. the gods ~f the mterworlds ~he

pattern to which the EpIcurean mIght look and aspIre.
, \ \ I , ..", Pluto ad':). Colot. 8. 1111 b; U. 368 Kat yap '"IV 7TpOVOtav avatpwv £v-

al!3£tav a.7TO>'t1TEiv My£t.
I Contra Epic. Etat. 8. 1°92 b; U. 38+ TO p.~ rpo!3£iCT()at ()EOV a>.>.a.

7TavCTaa()at TapaTTop.f:VOV$. 3 v. 1203.
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I D ..t. x. 10. ~ Gomperz, H~rc. Stud. 110, p. 128.
3 IbId. 109, p. 127. 4 Ibid.
s Philodem. 7T£pl (~CT.; P. H.I ii. 108; C.B.Jr. ,7; U.3 87:
6 8diw £U\£wv ovrwv, Philodem. 7T£pt £~CT. P. H.~ ii. 1°7; U. 99; C.B.

fr.19·

7 II£pl 'OCTufn]TO$, D.t. x. 27. 8 N. D. i. H.
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d recate unpopularity'. But if there is one point th~t se~ms
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, \ \ I , ..", Pluto ad':). Colot. 8. 1111 b; U. 368 Kat yap '"IV 7TpOVOtav avatpwv £v-

al!3£tav a.7TO>'t1TEiv My£t.
I Contra Epic. Etat. 8. 1°92 b; U. 38+ TO p.~ rpo!3£iCT()at ()EOV a>.>.a.

7TavCTaa()at TapaTTop.f:VOV$. 3 v. 1203.
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'Those who believe in the oracles we have given about th
go~s'~ says P~ilode~us, I '~ill wish, as far as mortals may:
to ImItate theIr happIness. The life of the gods become
~oral ideal in th~ life of man: And lastly, strange thou~~
It may seeIJ1, Eplcurus and hIS followers seem to have felt
that an ;ven c1os:r and ~ore valuable relation was possible
than ~hlS, a rel~tlOn whIch approached singularly near to
the. higher feehngs ?f a true religion. It is said that the
EpIcurean was conscIous even of 'a blessing coming to rna
from. the gods'.: .The !dea seems almost that of a kind o~
mystlca~ comn;unlon wIth the gods: 'he admires their nature
~nd theIr state ,3 says Philodemus presumably of the Master,
and e~deavours t~ dr~w near to it and as it were yearns to

touch It and be WIth It, and he caJls the wise the friends of
the gods and the gods the friends of the wise'. Lucretius in
a str~nge passage4 makes the idea clearer to us: you must
get rtd,. he ~rgues, of the old superstitions about the gods, for
otherWIse ~he holy powers of the gods, degraded by your
thought, Will often do you harm; not that the high majesty
of the gods can be polluted by you, so that in wrath they
should yea:n .to s~ek sharp retribution, but because you
yourself WIll ImagIne that those tranquil beings in their
pI~cid peace s~t tossing the great billows of wrath, nor with
qUiet breast Will yo~ approa~h the shrines of the gods, nor
?ave stren~th to dnnk In With tranquil peace of mind the
u~1~ges which are bor.ne from the~r holy body to herald their
dIvll~e fo~m to the mtnds of men. The contemplation with
plaCId ~l1nd ?f t?e perfect peace of the gods becomes in this
war ~ bles~lng to the worshipper, for it enables him to
~sslmllate ?Imself ~ore closely to them and to allow the
lI~ag~s which tel.I him of their form to bring with them into
hIS mtnd somethtng of the tranquillity which they represent.

: Ph~odem. 1Tff.' (vu. 28, Gomperz, Htrc. Stud. p. 148.
... A~lCUS Eusebn, Pratp. ErJ. xv. 5; U. 385 ollTJutS Tois d.v8pWwots awo

6fWV ,,'VETaL.
3 P.hilodem. tit Dtor. Yiu.; Y. H.I vi, col. I; U. 386.
4 V.I. 68-78. ~h~ thought is echoed in an unfortunately broken fragment

of Phllodem. 1T~Pt (VU. 110, Gomperz, p. uS.
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It is a fine and really living conception and is certainly very
far removed from the abnegation of religion: there were

robably few of those who stood at Epicurus' side in the
~thenian festivals who had so high an ideal of what their
religion meant to them and what rea] benefit might come
to them in their lives from the worship of the gods.

The theology of Epicurus then is not lightly to be put
aside as though it were either trivial in itself or unimportant
in its place in his system. Once again it shows the subtle
mind, which could think out the intricacies of the atomic
movements and express in material terms the workings of
the soul, occupying itself in a problem which his whole
system had made to him intensely difficult. His theology
is correlated alike with his physical theories and his moral
system: it is indeed in .some sort the lin~ betwee~ them..If
its main ideas seem at first to be fantastIc subtleties, and Its
deductions arbitrary) a closer examination reveals their
intimate connexion both among themselves and with the
whole body of Epicurean doctrine.
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X

ETHICS

THE primary interest of this work is in the p~ysical
theory of Epicurus regarded as the last stage In the

development of Greek Atomism: his ethical teaching from
the atomic point ofview is ofcomparatively little importance.
Moreover, since Epicurus has usually been regarded as a .
moral teacher, and his moral doctrine, largely through mis
conception of its true character, has become notorious, atten
tion has most often been focussed on this side of his system,
and it has in consequence been more fully described and
discussed than his physics. I But it is clear that any account
of Epicurus which should omit the moral theory would be
lamentably one-sided, and the very fact that it has frequently
been dealt with in detachment from the physical theory,
makes it worth while to attempt a restatement: for the con
nexion between the two sides of his system is far closer than
is usually realized, certainly by those who believe that Epi
curus was a poor thinker who laid hands at random on the
first physical theory that presented itself to act as a basis
for his morals. For in fact his ethical doctrine arose directly
by a parallel growth with the physical system out of the
primary belief in sensation, and it is only by keeping the
physical system in mind that its drift and intention can be
fuHy understood: at all the critical points of its development
the underlying physical ideas are the key to the moral
doctrine. A certain difficulty attaches to the inquiry in that
our authorities for the moral theory, although far mQre
numerous than those for the physical theory, are also less
profound: Epicurus' own IetterZ on the subject is more of

) The most brilliant modern account of the moral theory is that of M. Guyau
(La Morale J'Epicure). He did for the Ethics of Epicurus something of the
work which Giussani has done for the Physics: unfortunately he was even
more liable to read into Epicutus modern modes of thought and his own
ingenious su btleties. A good briefaccount of the moral theory, which perhaps
lays too much stress on the social aspect, will be found in R. D. Hicks, Stoic
411d Epi(urlan. 2 Ep. iii to l\1'enoeceus. Diog. Laen. x. 122-35.
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ETH Ie S 483
a popular expos!tion tha~ the letter: to I!ero~otus, and his

itics in antiquity were In the habIt of Isolatmg ~he mo~al

~~eory and attacking it .in re!atio~ to rival philosophies
rather than in its connexlon wIth hIS own general system.

The traditional method of Greek moral theory demanded
the selection ofsome general :end' to w~ichall conduc~ should
be subordinated, and by which .all .actlt?n s~ould be Judged.
Epicurus is decisive and unh~sltatlng In. hIS statement that
pleasure is the end: 'pleasure) I he say~ In a. passage whose
full meaning cannot be compl:tely realtzed tIll after a closer
investigation, 'we call the begInnIng and end of the .bl~ssed

life'. The choice of pleasure as the moral end has In Jtself
been sufficient to bring upon him in all age~ the .oblo.q~y
which has attached to the name 'Epicurean. HIS CrItiCS
seizing upon the word, and not tr?ubling to ,investigate the
idea underlying it, have accused hIm of openmg th~ door to
every kind of luxury, debauchery, and sensual ~nJoy~ent.

The deductions which Epicurus made from thiS prtm~ry

conception must be closely investigated b:f~re passing
judgement on the theory as ~ whole..But first It is ~ecess:ary

to inquire into the causes whlc~ led hIm.to mak~ thJS choIce.
Epicureans were in the habIt of restIng theIr defence ~f

the selection of pleasure as the end on the grounds of experi
ence: 'as proof that pleasure is the end he points out ~hat ~1l

living creatures as soon as they are b?rn take dehght In
pleasure, but resist pain by a natural !~pulse. apa~t fro!?
reason'.% There are several characterIstiC pOints In thiS
argument. In the first place it must be observ~d that
Epicurus' moral theory is not based on any abstract Ideal of
human nature, or any conception of obligation, bu~ merely
on the fact of experience. He is not concerne~ wIth w~at

'ought' to be or what is 'fitting', but. simpl~ wIth what. IS:
pleasure is the end. In other words, Just as In the phYSical

I Ep. iii, § J 28 -rY]~ ~oo~V april' Kat -rE"OS AlyoJLEV E-ll'a' TOU p.aKaplwr

'ijv. , t: 'f~' ~
1 D.L. x. J 37 atro8€le€1. S£ xpi}:QI. ;ou Ti~oS' Elva~ '"'.v 'fl,OOV1Jv T<p

Ta. 'w~ ap.a Tep y€vV1J8ijval Tjj P.EV EvapEUTHu(}al.. T<p gE TTOVcp TTpoa-
, .L ~ , • \'

IepOVEUI ,;,UUI.IeWS' lea., XWP'S' I\OYOV.
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the0rJ: it ~s impossi~le to go behind sense-perception, for
sensatIon IS true, so In the field of morals the universal fact
abou~ conduct ;onveyed by sense-perception is final: 'plea_
sure :s the end. When sensation can give an answer it is
unnecessa:y and futile to apply to any other court of inq~iry,I

and even .If.an appeal were made to reason, it could not,~
b~sed as .It IS ~n sense-perceptions, suggest any other end
WIthout involVIng the fallacIous aid of opinion: for the
gen~ral ~once~t produced in the mind by experience will
be Id~ntlcal wI~h thos.e o~ the repeated sense-perceptions.
And In fact EpicurUS In hIS argument is at pains to exclude
reason: the experience on which he bases his conclusion is
not that of the grown man, but that of children and animals
at the fi~st moment .of. their bi~th.. He wishes to get back
to exp~rten~e w~e? It IS most IrratIOnal, for it is then that
the a~Imal soul IS most completely under the control of
~ensa.tlon an~ free from the false inferences of thought. And
In thIS condItIon. we se.e, ~e argues, that it always chooses
pleasu~e and .avOl.ds paIn by a natural impulse apart from
reas~n ,~r as IS saId elsewher~, 'untau~ht'.3 Ethics then, like
phYSICS, IS t<;> be concerne~ WIth w~at IS? not with what ought
to .be, and ItS. source of InformatIon IS precisely the same
~s In th~ phySIcal. field, the experience which consists of the
Impress.lons receIved from the continued series of sense
perceptIons.

But, although he rejected the aid of reason Epicurus was
not content to rest his choice of pleasure as'the moral end
merely on the obs~rvation of the behaviour of others: for he
regarded the relatIon of pleasure and good as an immediate

. ' Torquatus, the E;picurean in Cicero's dialogue, de Finioul, admits
(I. 9· .3 r) that Some EpJcureans are not content with this demonstration from
experience of the fact of the pursuit of pleasure and would argue that reason
too tells us that pleasure OtlfJ'h/ /0 6e the end and that h ,.
conce t' ( '). 6' , we ave an mnate

. p ."po TJr/JLS) to ~at eifect. ~ut he rightly rejects this line of support
~s allen to the true doctnne: there IS, I believe, no trace of it in Epicurean

terature. Guyau (pp. 22 if.) has btlilttoo much on this unorthodoxargument
s See Chaps. II and VIII. .

.L 3, Sext., Emp. ~~'Q'1!~/h. xi. 96 ; U. 398 r/JvrnlCws lCa~ ci8,8cf.lCTws 'TO tWOIi
'f'£vyn p.£v TTJV W\YTJoova 8LWIC£L 8£ n}v 1j80V7]v. •
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subjective experience. 'There is no need of reasoning and
argument to show that pleasure is to be sought and pain
avoided: this we perceive at once, just as we do that fire is
hot, that snow is white, that honey is sweet: there is no
necessity to establish any of these things by abstruse reason
ing, it is enough merely to call attention to them ("tantum
esse satis admonere"):1 The conclusion is immediate, it is
indeed itself a part of the direct sensation: "it is enough to
have sensation and to be a creature of flesh, and pleasure
will be seen to be a good'.~ To understand this it is necessary
to go back for a moment to the Epicurean psychology) In
the simplest bodily sensations the contact of an external
body large enough to touch the atoms of soul distributed
among the body-atoms, stirs the 'fourth nature' at once to
the movements of sensation, which are then communicated
to the other soul-atoms and so to the atoms of body, with the
result that the body then feels. The same process occurs not
merely in other bodily sensations caused by internal move
ments, such as those of nerves or stomach, but also in the
sense-organs, with the difference that there the result is not
a mere passive sensation, but the more active sensation of
perception. In one and all of these sensations, there is a
certain atomic dislocation and readjustment due to move
ment. In the vast majority of instances this dislocation
causes not only the sensation of contact or perception, but
also an added feeling (1I'ci8os) of pleasure or pain, and this,
not as a consequence, but as an inherent part of the sensation.
Just as by the sense of touch we know that fire is not only
fire but hot, by the sense of sight that snow is not only snow
but white, and by taste that honey is sweet, so also by all
the senses we know equally directly that the touch, taste,
smell, sound, or sight is pleasant or painful. And in Epi
curus' analysis just as the atomic movement is perception,
so also the atomic dislocation or readjustment is pain or

t Cic. de Firr. i. 9. 30; U. 397.
s Pluto adfJ. Colo/. 27. II22 d; U. p. 279 n. ata8"1rnv lX€LV &r Ka~

a ' l '.I..'~" (J'apKLVOV ( vaL. Kat .,.aVELTaL "1aoVTJ aya OV.

3 See Chap. VIII, pp. 398 if.
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ing, it is enough merely to call attention to them ("tantum
esse satis admonere"):1 The conclusion is immediate, it is
indeed itself a part of the direct sensation: "it is enough to
have sensation and to be a creature of flesh, and pleasure
will be seen to be a good'.~ To understand this it is necessary
to go back for a moment to the Epicurean psychology) In
the simplest bodily sensations the contact of an external
body large enough to touch the atoms of soul distributed
among the body-atoms, stirs the 'fourth nature' at once to
the movements of sensation, which are then communicated
to the other soul-atoms and so to the atoms of body, with the
result that the body then feels. The same process occurs not
merely in other bodily sensations caused by internal move
ments, such as those of nerves or stomach, but also in the
sense-organs, with the difference that there the result is not
a mere passive sensation, but the more active sensation of
perception. In one and all of these sensations, there is a
certain atomic dislocation and readjustment due to move
ment. In the vast majority of instances this dislocation
causes not only the sensation of contact or perception, but
also an added feeling (1I'ci8os) of pleasure or pain, and this,
not as a consequence, but as an inherent part of the sensation.
Just as by the sense of touch we know that fire is not only
fire but hot, by the sense of sight that snow is not only snow
but white, and by taste that honey is sweet, so also by all
the senses we know equally directly that the touch, taste,
smell, sound, or sight is pleasant or painful. And in Epi
curus' analysis just as the atomic movement is perception,
so also the atomic dislocation or readjustment is pain or

t Cic. de Firr. i. 9. 30; U. 397.
s Pluto adfJ. Colo/. 27. II22 d; U. p. 279 n. ata8"1rnv lX€LV &r Ka~

a ' l '.I..'~" (J'apKLVOV ( vaL. Kat .,.aVELTaL "1aoVTJ aya OV.

3 See Chap. VIII, pp. 398 if.
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ple~su~e.1 By pleasure or pain then is meant simply that
whIch IS good o.r bad .to the senses: 'the~e are two feelings,
pleasure and paIn,. which oc.cur to ~very lIving creature, and
o~ these pleasure IS the feelIng akIn to us (OlK~iov) and pain
ahe~ (~6rpwvr.2 ~hi~ fe~ling superadded to the mere per
ce{Jtlon IS a dIrect IndIcation, a test in its pleasantness or
palnfuln~ss of t~e good and. the bad. It is for this reason
th,:t feeltng3 (7Ta(JoS") takes Its place along with sensation
(aw"ul.S"). and .the co~cept (7TpOATJr#LS") as a criterion of truth.
Feehn.g IS. as Immediate a test of goodness and badness as
sensatIon 15 of truth: to the senses pain is always bad and
p!easure always good. The criterion is direct and is the
dIrect experience of all living creatures.

The ~eak.poin~ in the Epicurean position might seem to
b~ the IdentIficatIon of that which is good for the senses
~Ith. the moraHy good, and many cogent arguments against
It ~Ight ~e and were adduced by the upholders of other
pht1o~op~Ies. Two .answers might at once be given to such
an obJectIon. T?at In the nrst place it is perhaps a misnomer
to speak. of .Epl~urus' 'moral theory': for a 'moral theory'
nec.essarlJy ImplIes a conception of obligation, whereas
Eplcur.us had no such conception and only wished to base
a practIcal me!h?d .of life on. the universal fact of experience,
that pleasure IS In Itself deSIrable or good and pain undesir
able or bad. Secondly, what is more important and more to
the present purp.ose, a system which rests on the infallibility
of sense-perception and on that alone, could give no other
~nswer= for the only good and bad which the senses know
IS ple~sure a~d P!lin. The supreme interest to the student
o.f EpIcureanIsm IS the perfect correlation of this idea which
bes at the root of the ethical theory with the whole of the
~est of the s~stem. The choice of pleasure as the end of life
IS not to Eplcurus an arbitrary selection detached from his

1 F.or pain as atomic dislocation see Lucr. ii. 963-6: in such cases readjust~
ment IS pleasure. For pleasure as atomic movement (~8oJll1 KtVl]p.aruC7]) see
Pluto odv, Colo!. 27· 1121 e A£i'a l(aZ 7TpOO7Jvij KWrJ/-Lara Tfjr uapKos and
other passages In U..,p 1-14. :z D L

D L .. x. 34·
3 •• l:. 31 : cf. Ep. iii, § 129 Wi KaVOJl' rep mf.8f:1. 1TfZV a'Ya8ov KptvOVT€S.
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h rsical explanation of the world, but the ~mmedia~e and
p ~essary outcome of the fundamental trust In sensatl?n on
~~ich the physical theory was 1.ikewise built; Just as In t~e
h rsical world we trust sensatIOn because It IS true, so in

Ph }world of action we must trust the feelings of pleasure and
t ain: for they are the sole and infallible criterion of good ~nd
bad. The 'loose patch.work' o~ two independent theories,
with which Epicurus IS sometImes reproached, turns out
after all to be a very closely woven texture.. .

That aU pleasure then is good and all paIn bad IS the
rimary pri!lciple which .m~st lie at the base of all conduc~,;nd the ethical problem IS sImply to tell men how the n;axI

mum of pleasure can best be attained. Now .since ther~ IS no
other standard of judgement beyond the sl~ple. feel~n~ of
pleasure and pain, it is obvious that any qualItative dlstm~
tion of pleasures is impossible: one pleasure can only be said
to be better or worse than another, if there lies b:hind
pleasure some more fundamental criterion, such as VIrtue,
self-development, and so on, which may be applied as. a
test. Pleasure itself being the final court of.appeal, n? dIS
tinction can be made except that of quantIty = the aIm of
conduct must be to secure the maximum amountof pleasure.1

We must ask then in the first place what kind of,pleasures
produce the most evident feeling, and the answer I.S clear
the pleasures of the body (C1dp~), its sense-perceptions, and
sensations of movement. These then must have the first
place in the life of pleasure, and Epicurus and his followers
never hesitate to assert their claim: 'I know not how I can
conceive the good, if I withdraw the pleasures of taste .and
sexual passion and hearing, and the pleasurable emotIons
caused to sight by beautiful form.' 1 But among. th~se
pleasures of the flesh3 it is possible by purely quantitatIve

U A (J , .,
I Aristodes Eusebii, Pra~p. E':J. xiv. 21. 3 i . 4+2 p.E'pnu aL yap aVTa

'cp '1foucp K4' ou ,q,7TOLij). ,.
a Epicurus 1rEPt. .,.IAOVS quoted by Athenae~s, Xll. 546 e; U, 67; D.L.

l:. 6; C.B.fr. 10; Cic. TuJC. Hi. 18. +1 i dt Fin. it. 3.7; U. 67·
3 Epicurus in these contexts alwa}'s uses the word 'flesh' (uapE), the u,?p,a

being for him the whole atomic body. The word forms one of several signs

k.
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measurement to distinguish grades: 1 the pleasures of the
eye and ear, which are partly aesthetic and even intellectual
even the pleasures of taste, which have a certain refinement:
are less strong, because less truly corporeal, tht-n the sensual
pleasures of the body. The greatest quantitative pleasure
the most completely bodily, is the pleasure of the stomach'
and Epicurus with relentless pursuit of his principles to thei:
logical conclusion assigns to it the first place: 'the beginning
and the root of all good is the pleasure of the stomach: even
wisdom and culture must be referred to this'.~ The primary
application then of the 'hedonistic calculus t leads to the
ranging of pleasures in precisely the opposite order to that
in which they would be placed in an idealist system such
as that of Plato, which ranks pleasures according to an
extraneous standard of better and worse. The weakest
pleasures are those of the mind, then stronger the pleasures
of sense-perception, sight and hearing at the bottom of the
scale, then smell and taste, and finally the strongest of all
are the gross sensual pleasures of the stomach. In the
graphic phrase of Plutarch3 'the Epicureans measure the
amount of pleasures as with compasses from the stomach as
centre'. It is of course this audacious reliance on the cardinal
test of the amount of sensation and the conclusion to which
it leads, which brought Epicureanism into disrepute: the
life which had its 'roots' in the pleasure of the stomach
seemed little better than the life of pigs.4 And indeed if the
philosophy of Epicurus stopped here and recommended, as
its opponents pretended to believe it did, the momentary
enjoyment of the maximum of sensual pleasure, not merely

in his Letters of the approximation of the language to the Hellenistic Greek
of the New Testament.

I See Guyau, p. 3J.

2 Quoted by Athenaeus, ibid.; U. 4°9; C.B.fr. 59 dpxTJ ICdl pled 7TanOs-
' (J'" f - , ft', '\ .1..' " , ., ,
aj'a OU 7J 'T'fJS yturrpos "'10oJlt]· lCac. 'Ta uoopa KaL 7'a 7T£pI.TTa £1TC. 7'dV'T7]V€xf:1. 'M}v o.vo.cPopdv.

3 conll'lI Ep. Otal. 17, p. I098d.; U. 409 ot avOpW1Tor. 7'ijs ~aoJis 7'0
p,lYf(JOS K4fJd ,"Ep IClVTPCfJ leal 8Laa-rqpaTI. 7'fi )'ao-rpl '1T£pt)'p&"oval..

4 Horace, Ep. I. 4· 16 'Epicuri de grege porcum'; Cic. in Pis. 16. 37
'Epicure noster, ex hara producte, non ex schola t.
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uld it have deserved all the censure and ridicule ":,,hich has

\V~r been heaped upon it, but it could n~t poss.lbly h~ve
e . ed the position it held among the practIcal phIlosophIes
a~t~neece and Rome. But it was a total misconception of the
Mas~er's meaning to take this as his final ju~gem~nt on the
life ofman. He had reached here by unswerving falthfuh.les~

to his principle the lowest ebb, as it w~re, of hls .doctr1~e.

it is necessary to inquire now how the tIde could ~Ise a~am,

and to suspend judgement until it has been seen at ~ts heIg~t.
The philosophy of Aristippus and the Cyrenal~s, which

superficial critics have sometimes accused E plCUrus of
borrowing wholesale, did indeed recommend thiS momen
tary pursuit of the highest pleasure: eac~ moment, I ~egarde1
as a detached instant, was to be filled With the maxImum 0

pleasure and the happiness of life 'Yas th: a~gregate ,of su~
individual experiences. But to EPICuru~ mind .the blesse
life' as he called it, was not a successIOn of Independ:nt
inst~nts, but a continuous whole, no one moment ?f which
could properly be regarded as detached from the ~Ime pre
ceding or following: life must be .re&ard~d.as a unity. ~o~
the moment this notion of contInUIty IS Introd~ced, It IS

obvious that the most important effects follow WIth regar:d
to the doctrine of pleasure. For it is seen that certain
pleasures are followed by attendant pains, which may be so
great as to counterbalance the original pleasure: conversely,
certain pains may produce as a consequence so much pl.eas.ure
that it is worth while to endure them. The first pnn~lple

then that the maximum amount of pleasure must be attaln.ed
may lead, if this continuous view of life be taken, to a cho!ce
which will be the exact reverse of that which the Cyrenalcs
would recommend. Epicurus has put this strongly an.d
clearly in the Letter to Menoeceus:~ 'And since ple~sure IS
the first good and natural to us (utJP4VTOV), for t~lS very
reason we do not choose every pleasure, but sometImes we
pass over many pleasures, when greater dis~o~fort (aVax£~E))
accrues to us as the result of them: and slmtlarly we thInk

I Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. +17: see Guyau, pp. 37 if.
, § 129: cf.K.LJ. viii t andfr. 62 C.B.; U. 442.
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many pains better than pleasures, since a greater pleasure
comes to us when we have endured pains for a long time.
E,:er~ p,Ieas;tre t~en I be~ause of its natural kinship to us
(8La 'TO epVUl.V £XEl.V OLK€tQV) IS good, yet not every pleasure is to
be chosen (atpET7J): even as every pain also is evil, yet not all
a~e ah~7ays of a nature to be avoided (c/JfVKTrJ').' This con
stderatl~n of consequences once established, the 'hedonistic
calculus assume~ ano.ther form. It becomes a balancing of
pleasures a~d patns ahke, not now regarded merely in them
selves. but In company wrth their consequences. Pleasures
must t~deed b~ estimated by quantity, as before, but after
~ed~ctlng, .as It ~er~, the quantity of attendant pain; and
similarly wIth p~ln: ~Y a scale of comparison (avpp.lTfY'1uLr)
and by the co~slderatlon of advantages and disadvantages
we must form Judgement On all these matters'.1 It is mani
fest that the con~lusi~ns.will no:w be very different. Is there
a?y, test 2 by which It IS possIble to recognize the pure
(aKEpauJf.) pleasures, unatte!lded by pain, or by which
pleasur~s may b~ gz:tduated In a scale? Is there again any
rule ofhfe ?y W.hlCh In the long run, when all the calculation
and .balanclng IS done, we may hope to have attained the
maximum of pleasure?
..Epicurus gives several answers to these questions, which
tt IS ea~y to state? but it is less easy to follow out the process
by whIch he arrived at them or the connexion that he saw
be~een several ~Iightly different avenues of approach to his
ultimate conceptIon of the 'blessed life'. One critic thinks
that Epicurus' doctrines can only be understood in the light
of the theories to which t~ey were opposed,3 another regards
the process as on~ of .contInual m~dification of his system in
answer to the objectIOns or possible objections of critics:4

others have been content to leave the various notions inde
pende~t! as ~hey are found scattered up and down in our
authorItIes without atternpting to discover any close nexus
between .them. The ~l~e is almost certainly to be found in
the ph!.~Ical theory, If It can be applied rightly. A rather

; Ep.tu, § I 3~· . :: K.A. xii.
Wallace, EpICUr~alllJm, p. 134. 4 Guyau, Livre I, cap. iv.
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closer analysis then must be attempted of the psychology of
pleasure, as Epicurus understood it. Pleasure is the ful?l
rnent of desire (E1TI1JvfLla): what does this mean? DeSire
may arise in two ways: it may in the first place have a purely
corporeal origin: the waste caused by bodily effort or merely
by the natural processes of life results in a loss of material:1

consequent upon this comes a movement of pain due to
want ('TO &Ayow Ka:r' Ev8EU1V):~ this pain calls up the image of
its satisfaction and that in turn produces the painful move
ment of desire) Then, if the means of satisfying the desire
is within our attainment, there follows another movement
accompanying the process of satisfaction: this movement
(KtV11(1l.~) is a kindof pleasure.4 As the result of the completion
of the process there ensues a second kind of pleasure
(~8ovq KaTaC1MJpa.TU01'),s the static pleasure of the equilibrium
(dxrr&8na)6 or freedom from pain (tl1TOVla) which the body
now enjoys. But the image of desire may also be presented
to the mind without the antecedent process of loss and pain
due to want, as in the case of gluttony or the social desires
ofambition and so on; the desire is in this case also in itself
painful and satisfaction is attended with the pleasure of
movement, but, as it was not originally caused by the pain
of want due to loss, it was a gratuitous upsetting of the
pleasure of equilibrium. What then is to be our attitude to
these different kinds of pleasures and desires? It is clear
that of the two kinds of pleasure that of equilibrium is
superior, for it is pure and in itself entirely free from pain,
antecedent, accompanying, or resultant. Indeed if the body

I Lucr. ii. 11 28-9.
~ Ep. iii. § 130; KA. xviii, xxi.
3 Lucr. iv. 858-76, gives the outline of the process which may be filled

in from the parallel account of the act of will in the following paragraph.
4 Pluto An S~lli sit gertnJa r~s pUblicQ 5: compare other quotations in

U·4JI.
s Olympiodorus in Plat. Phil/D. 274; u. 416 Kat 0 t E1TlKOVPO~ >'ly£4.rqv

l(aTa. t/JrJUl.V 'i8oVl]v, KQTQcrT7JI-'a.TUc7}V aVn}... Alywv.
6 Pluto contr. Ep. Deal. 4, p. J089d uv-rol p.oc. 80KOVU" ••• Elr -n}v a:7Tovla.v

Ie \ , l'l) '.J.' .. I d b I \. 8\ \a., '"1V EVOTa. E'tQV V1TO'f'EV')'E'tV '"1S" uapICor: an e ow TO EVGTa. ES' utJPlCor

I<QT&.C1TTJf"a/r. II C.B.; U. 68.
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; Ep.tu, § I 3~· . :: K.A. xii.
Wallace, EpICUr~alllJm, p. 134. 4 Guyau, Livre I, cap. iv.
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closer analysis then must be attempted of the psychology of
pleasure, as Epicurus understood it. Pleasure is the ful?l
rnent of desire (E1TI1JvfLla): what does this mean? DeSire
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consequent upon this comes a movement of pain due to
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its satisfaction and that in turn produces the painful move
ment of desire) Then, if the means of satisfying the desire
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of the process there ensues a second kind of pleasure
(~8ovq KaTaC1MJpa.TU01'),s the static pleasure of the equilibrium
(dxrr&8na)6 or freedom from pain (tl1TOVla) which the body
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I Lucr. ii. 11 28-9.
~ Ep. iii. § 130; KA. xviii, xxi.
3 Lucr. iv. 858-76, gives the outline of the process which may be filled

in from the parallel account of the act of will in the following paragraph.
4 Pluto An S~lli sit gertnJa r~s pUblicQ 5: compare other quotations in

U·4JI.
s Olympiodorus in Plat. Phil/D. 274; u. 416 Kat 0 t E1TlKOVPO~ >'ly£4.rqv

l(aTa. t/JrJUl.V 'i8oVl]v, KQTQcrT7JI-'a.TUc7}V aVn}... Alywv.
6 Pluto contr. Ep. Deal. 4, p. J089d uv-rol p.oc. 80KOVU" ••• Elr -n}v a:7Tovla.v
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could be kept in this perfect equilibrium, it would, apart
from the incursion of pain from without in the shape of
disease or accident (which must be considered later), be
wholly free from pain: and it is because of the perfect and
instantaneous adjustment of supply and loss that the bodies
of the gods are wholly without pain and their life continu
ously and perfectly happy. But with the human body the
adjustment can never be either perfect or instantaneous:
there must always be the pain due to want and the pleasure
of the movement of satisfaction. Now this kinetic pleasure,
merely because it is pleasure, is good, but it is always
counterbalanced by the antecedent pain. It is therefore
~nferior as an object of choice to the pleasure of rest: it is
Indeed a necessary element in human life owing to the
inevitable process of physical loss and repair, but it is not in
itself a pure pleasure. Hence we find that on the one hand
Epic1;1rus

1

a~mits ~he pleasure of movement as a necessary
constItuent In bodIly pleasure, but on the other speaks of it
contemptuously: the 'ticklings' of the flesh a is a favourite
name and elsewhere he speaks of the 'smooth and gentle
movements in the flesh'.3 Can any practical conclusion be
formed? It must be that in order to secure the maximum
amount of pleasure and the least amount of pain, we must
aim a~ much as possible at the pleasure of equilibrium, and,
what IS the converse of this proposition, as little as may be
at the pleasures of movement. Or in other words, the satis
faction of the bodily wants, hunger, thirst, &c., is in itself
a necessity and conduces to the true pleasure of equilibrium:
the satisfaction of other wants is unnecessary and, even if it
add~d to the total of pleasure, would counteract itself by
addIng also to the aggregate of pain. And here is exactly
the differen.ce between Epicurus and the Cyrenaics: 'they
do ~ot admit static pleasure, but only that which consists in
motion. But Epicurus admits both kinds in the soul and

I Athenaeus, xii. H6e; U. 4 13.

• yo.pyMw/Lol, Athenaeus, ibid.: cf. Pluto Je Occult( Pi'lJel1Jo, 4, II 29 ;
Seneca, Ep. 92 • 6 'beatum facit titillatio corporis'; U. 4 1 2.

3 Plut. tlJrJ. Colot. 27, JIZ2; U. 4 1 r.
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. the body.' I And of the two kinds the static is the pur~r,

In use it does not involve antecedent or conseque.nt pal~.
be~¥ith this problem of the different kinds of deSire Epl-

rus has dealt himself and his attitude can now be better
c~derstood. Of desires, he holds,2 some are natural. and
u cessary some natural but not necessary, and others nel~~~r
netural ~or necessary but 'idle' (KEval) or 'due to I e
~aa inings' (ll'apa. KEvTJV SOgav ywOJLEVat). And of the necessary
~~m~ are necessary for happiness (nJ8atJLovla), others for ~he

( 'A ') of the body and others for very Me.repose aoX 7Jerta '.. . , h'll . ,3
A holium further explains the distInctIOn Wit I ustra~lons.

't~~desire for food and clothing is necessary: the des.Ire ~or
sexual pleasures is natural but no~ ne~-essary, the deSire or
articular food or particular clothIng IS neither natur~l ,nor

p I Thl's account may be completed by the dIstmc-necessary . h h
tion which can be fairly certainly made, between t ~ t r~e

kinds of necessary desires: those necessary for very l~fe w~l1
be the desire of breath, food, &c., those necessary or. t e

of the body will be those of warmth, shelter, clothIng,
~~~s:nd those necessary for happiness ~ill be freed?m from
fi &c . the last class will be consIdered agam whe.n
~:~sures'~f the mind come to be discussed. What th~n I~

fhe right attitude towards these various kinds of deSIres.
The natural and necessary desir7s m~st of course and can
easily be fulfilled:4 without the sat1Sfactl~~o~some we cannot
live at all others if satisfied produce equthbnum of body and
others equilibrium of mind. At the other e~d ~f the.s~ale the
'idle' desires, which result merely from vaIn ImagIn!ngs of
pleasures greater than we at present possess, and "':111 c~n

tribute nothing to the equilibrium of body and mind ~t

may well destroy it, must be got rid of at all costs. T e

I D.L. x. 136. ... t d by
• See Ep. iii. § 127, and K.tJ. xxix: the general Idea was antlclpa e

the division of 'goods'.in.~lat. Rtp. 357b. Th h Ii K.tJ xxix makes
3 On Arist. EtA. NIC. 111. 13; U. 456. esc 0 u~ o~ . ad &c)

the mistake of classing the desire for 1TOtKl>.,...o.'Ta. (speCIal km~s of ~o h ' hi d
among the natural but not necessary desires, but enlarges the Idea 0 t e t r
class by the example of the desire for 'crowns and statues'.

4 Cic. TUJ(. Dilp. v. 33.93; U. 456.
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~iddle class of the natural but not necessary desires cause
slIghtly more difficulty: 'it is not difficult either to obtai S

them or ~o forego them'. 1 On the whole the wise man will
m.ake a Just and moderate use of them and his practical
wIsdom (t/JpOV'f}Ul.s) mu~t be his guide in every case. Going
back now to the psychical account of desire, it is not hard to
s:e th~t Epicurus' decision here is completely in accord with
hIS attItude t~ the two kinds o~ pleasure. The natural and
necessary desIres are those whIch spring from the pain of
'!ant (,-0 dAyovv Ka.T' Ev8ELav) and their satisfaction is produc..
tive no~ ?n]y of the pleasure ofmovement, but of the pleasure
of equIlIbrIum: they must then be gratified. The natural
but ?~t necessary d~sires. are typical.ly th.e 'ticklings of the
flesh . they cannot arise wIthout certatn paInful bodily move
ments and therefore their satisfaction does to some degree
produce the pleasure of equilibrium, but much more does
~t arouse the J?leasure of movement: they must therefore be
Indulged sparIngly. The desires which are neither necessary
nor natural produce pleasures which are wholly kinetic: so
far from contributing to static pleasure they are the cause
of those 'storms and gusts'~ which are most inimical to the
'cal~' of the body: they must be wholly suppressed. Once
agaIn we are brought back to the satisfaction of the primary
needs of the stomach.

~hese two avenues of thought lead then to the same con
cIus!on:. but the whole ide~ is brought ou~ mo~e clearly by
a thIr~ IIn~ ofapproach, which was a favourIte WIth Epicurus
and hIS dISCIples. The great mistake,3 they thought, which
men make about the pleasures of the body is that they
suppose the~ unlimited: it is always possible, men suppose,
to go on a.ddJ~g ~ew pleasures and so piling up the aggregate
amount: If thiS IS true we can never reach the maximum of

I Ibid. 'nee ad poticndum diffidJe esse censet nec vero ad carendum'.
~ Pluto (o~~r. Ep. Dfal. 5, 1°90 XftL/lcijJla!; .•• K'at KaTatYLUp.oVS: cr.

Athenaeus, xu. 4S6e; u. 413.
3 K LJ xx t , • i: • 1\_1:1 'I t., •• • ,1'J #L~V aaps a"lrf",""f'I£ Ta 1f'EpaTa rijs 'J]8ovqr o.1f'Etpa Kat

Q.1f'£tpOS aV?"1JtI XpollOS 1rQ.p~UK'fVaCTfV (the last word is uncertain, but the
sense clear, see my notes).
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pleasure, and for its full enjoyment infinite time is necessary.
Epicurus' analysis of the process of pleasure shows that this
is not so: there is a limit to the amount and the maximum
is easily attained at any moment. For the perfect pleasure,
that in which there is no pain, is reached as sOOn as the 'pain
due to want' is removed: we then enjoy the pleasure of
equilibrium, and any attempt to go beyond this may indeed
create the inferior pleasure of movement with its attendant
pain, but it cannot increase the true static pleasure, for that
knows no increase. 'The pleasure in the flesh is not in
creased, when once the pain due to want is removed, but
is only varied (1TOI.K{METaL) :'1 'the limitof quantity in pleasures
is the removal of all that is painful'." A later critic explains
this more clearly:3 'nature increases the pleasure up to the
point when pain is stopped, but beyond that point it does not
permit any increase in amount, but only admits of unneces
sary diversifications (1TOtlC~VS"), if pleasure occurs when
there is no pain; the advance to this point which is made with
the accompaniment of longing (opftfts) is the measure of
pleasure: it is short and brief'. The new conception of the
limit thus leads once again to the same practical conclusion,
that the satisfaction of the primary needs brings with it the
maximum pleasure, beyond which no real increase is possible.
And if so, this maximum pleasure is not a matter of infinite
time, but is accessible at any moment, and the pleasure of
the single moment is as great as could be obtained in any
length of time: 'infinite time contains no greater pleasure
than limited time, if one measures by reasoning the limits
of pleasure'.4 Agai!1, the existence of this natural limit
affords a basis for distfnguishing between pleasures: 'if every
pleasure could be intensified (lCaT€Tl'VKVOlJTo) so that it lasted
and influenced the whole organism or the most essential
parts (Tti KVpumaTa plprJ) ofour nature, pleasures would never
differ from one another':5 as it is the limit enables us to

I K.LJ. xviii. : K.LJ. iii.
3 Pluto tOhlr. Ep. b~al. 3, p. 1088 c; U•.p 7•
4 K.LJ. xix 0 o.1r€LPOS xpcwos L'mJv EXf&. rl]v '18o~v K'at 0 1r(1f'(paap.lvos~

Ea" TtS o.~s T4 1f'(paTa lCaTaf'fTp~crn TqJ AO"lLUJLcfJ. s K.l1. ix.

L. L
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separate the perfect pleasure of equilibrium from the less
perfect, because less pure, pleasure of movement or divers.i~
ficati~m. LastJy~ it is now possible t? make a very important
prac~lc~I deductIon, namely that thIs maximum of pleasure
IS wIthIn the reach of any man at any time: for 'the wealth
demanded by nature. is ?oth .Ii~ited and easily I?rocured,
but thatdem~ndedby Id)~ Imaginings s~etcheson to Infinity', 1

or, as Lucretlus~ h~s put It sagely and picturesquely, 'ifa man
would but steer hIS life by true reasoning, it is great riches
to a man to live thriftily with calm mind: for never can he
~ack for a Ji~tlet. Th~ highest pleasure then for Epicurus
IS no far-off .Ideal a~talnabJe only b.y the rich and powerful
or by the traIned phIlosopher, but Simple and easily reached
even by the poorest and humblest: 'thanks be to blessed
Nature, be~ause she has made what is necessaryeasy to supply
and what IS not easy unnecessary'.3
. So far, from the examination of bodily pleasure the posi

tIOn ha~ bee~ reached that the static pleasure resulting from
~he satIsfactIon of ne~essary wants is pure and complete:
In the human body It cannot be absolutely continuous,
~ecau~e there must al~ays ?e th~ process of loss and supply,
the paIn of wa~t and Its satIsfactIOn,. but the means required
for Its restoratIon, when momentarIly upset, are accessible
to all and the process is short and easy. The abjuration of
an unnecessary pleasures of movement in the variation of
enjoyments and the control of the unnecessary physical
pleasures by 'pr~ctical wi~dom prevents ~ny attempt to go
beyond the lImIt and so Introduce gratuItous disturbance.
!he life of perfect bodily rest (dox~']O'la) and health (v"tfta)
15 th~s the true pleasure and easily attainable by any man.
Bu~ It must not be.forgot~en that there are other pains
be~ldes those of phYSIcal desIre: for disease or accident may
brIng upon us greater sufferings, and sufferings too which
are not, or at any rate only to a small extent within our
control. Such pains will necessarily upset the 'balance and

I K· A XV ~ - .1' \ _ , .. , ., I. •

J.J. 0 T7JS ."lJaf;WS 1T1\OV'TOS Ka~ wpuna, leae £tmopl.O'TOS £C1Tev, 0~,... • ~ ~- • II • I

OE 'TWV IeO'wv OO~wv E'es a1T£epov EIC7T4.1T'TEe. 2 v. 1117-
1
9.

J Ioannes Stob. Flori/. xvii. 23; C.B.fr. 67; U.469.
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. lly interfere with the 'blessed' life of continuous

materIa . d h ~ Th'ness: what is to be our attItude towar stem. . ey
hapPIf course bad: 'all pain is bad', nor can the pain of
a~e 0 be placed among those which we 'think better thandIsease h h
1 sures since a greater pleasure comes to us w en we . avePea ) . , E" IS atendured pains for a long time .1 plcurus answe~ .

first sight1. unexpected in view of the fund~me~tal principle
of the moral system and has an almost StOIC rIng: w7must
acce t pain, he says in effect, and we shall fin~ th~t It doe~

not feally interfere with.the ple~s~re of our It:e~lm~) for
if it is severe, it is short: If long, It IS not sever~.. PaIn does
not last continuously in the flesh) but a~ute.paIn IS there for
a very short time) and even that. which Just exceeds the

leasure in the flesh does not contInue for many days. But
~hronic illnesses permit a predominanc~ of pl.easure o~er

. . the flesh'4 There is here no real InconsIstency Withpam In. Of' b
h's main position. Pain must be endured 1 It comes, ut
i~ the calculation of happiness, there will alw~ys be a bala~ce
on the side of pleasure: if pain la~ts long, Its comparatl'\~e

mildness will give pleasure a contln~ous adva~tage) and If
it is very severe so that it does for the tIme outweIgh pleasu~e,

then either it cannot last long a!ld ~he ~oments of Its
duration will be as nothing to the tIme In which we are free
from it, or else if it does last,S it will bring deat~, and ~ur

Ihedonistic calculus' is over. This balance of. pain agamst
pleasure in the confidence that the account Will end to the
advantage of pleasure may seem to those who have suffered
much bodily pain a hard saying, but it '!as J?ade by one
who, suffering agonies of bodily torment In ~lS last h~urs,

could yet speak of 'this blessed day'6 and ~rlte to a frIend
that though he was enduring Isuffering whIch could not be

I Ep. iii, § 129. . d 'd
~ See Cic. til 0fidiJ, iii. 33. I ~7 t. U. #6. 'non Jd spectan urn ~t qU!

dieat, sed quid consentaneum sit el dIcere, qUI bona voluptate termmavent,
mala dolore.'

3 Ep. iii, § I 33. . .
4 K.LJ. iv: compare other quotatIons m U. 4+6-8. ", ~

s Pluto (Ofllr. Ep. Deol. 23, 11°3; C.B. fro 65; U. ++8 0 yalJ 1TOV~S 0

{n,(pf3ci)J..wv C11JJIa..pn eava.'T~. 6 D.L. X. 22; C.B.fr.30; . 13 .
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more intense, yet against it all is set the joy in my heart at
the recollection of my conversations with you'. It is a noble
idea and certainly involves no departure from the principles
of the moral theory.

It has been inevitable now and then in speaking of the
pleas~res of ~he body to imply a participation of the mind,
but Its speCIal pleasures must now be considered more
carefully: what are they in themselves and what is their
relation to ~he pleasures of the body? To go back once again
to the EpIcurean psychology; the mind does not differ
materially from the rest of the body, but is an accumulation
0'£ atoms .of particular shapes a~d in particular combinations
sItuated 10 the breast. SensatIons (both aluO~O'ELS and 1T&'0"1)
are felt by the body in the places where the contact or move
ment .giving rise to them takes place: the mind itself does
!lot ~Irectly feel ,Pleasure ~nd pain, but these feelings are,
Just Itke,the .passlve sensatIons and sense-perceptions, 'tele
graphed to It by the movements of the soul-particles in the
body, and are repr?duced in the mind not exactly as feelings
of.pleasure and pam, but rather as the 'emotions' ofjoy and
grIef: 'all pleasurable movement through the flesh is sent
up to form a kind of pleasure or joy for the mind'.1 The
pleasure of the mind then is primarily at any rate a kind of
re~~~ofthepl.easureofthe bO,dy:'!hesoul' as a contemptuous
cntlc· puts It scornfully, receIves the memory of the
pleasure, and preserves it as a kind of fragrance (WU1TEp OCTJL~II)
an? no~hi~g ":lore'. Similarly the soul shares the body's
pains: think It not unnatural that when the flesh cries
aloud, the soul cries too. The flesh cries out to be saved
from hunger, thirst, and cold. It is hard for the soul to
repress these cries and dangerous for her to disregard
natu~e's appeal to her') The opponents indeed of Epicu
reanIsm were wont to attribute to him4 the doctrine that all

I Pluto conlr. Ep.oea/. 2 p. 1087b.; U. 433 7TQ.CTa Sill aapKos t7TLT£Prr1JS
I tJ..~ '"~, ,'\ ." l ,

ICLlI11O't~ £'f' l1QOV7]1I TLlla Kat xapav 'f'V~S aVQ7T£/L7TO/LEV1].

: 1~ld. 4· ... 3 Porph. ad Marc. 30, p. 209; C.B.fr. 44; U. 200.
4 CIC. de Fin. II. 30. 98 negas animi ulJum esse gaudium quod non

referatur ad corpus'; U. 430.
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the pleasures of the soul were simply the reflexion of pleasures
of the body, and though this is not really a fair account of
his teaching, it is yet true that he held that all the pleasures
of the soul were either derived thus directly from the
pleasures of the body or had reference to the body's welfare:
'the mind does not naturally take joy or find peace (YaA17V{{EtII)
in anything but the pleasures of the body, present or ex
pected'.1 This is of course again a relentless application of
the root-principle that all pleasure originates in the flesh;
but though at first sight it seems to allow but a limited field
of action for the mind, if the thought is followed out, it
develops very considerably.

In the first place the mind can rejoice not merely or even
principally in the individual movements of pleasure in the
flesh, but also in its more complete and permanent pleasure
of equilibrium.:: This in itself is no slight extension, for it
at o~ce gives. the min~ .a~ opportunity not merely for
tranSIent emotIons of reJoIcIng, but for a permanent con
dition of peaceful happiness (a:rap~la) corresponding to the
freedom from pain (<i1TOvla) in the body. But a far more
important ext~nsion of :~e mind's activity is ope~ed out ?y
its own peculIar capacIties. The body is conscIous of Its
pleasure-whether of movement or rest-only at the mo
ment of its occurrence) and though the whole purpose of the
attainment of equilibrium is the prolongation and constant
re-creation of these moments) yet the succession must be
interrupted, as well by natural processes as by the occasional
incursion of disease Q!' accident. But it is the peculiar pro
perty of the mind, thanks to its own special movements of
sensation, that it can 'look before and after': it has memory
and anticipation. It is not therefore confined to the con
templation ofsuch pleasures and pains as the flesh may 'send
up' to it at any given moment, but can return upon the
experience of the past: 'the recollection of good things in
the past is the greatest contribution to the pleasant life'.3

I Pluto (onlr. Ep. oeal. 4-. 1088 c; U. 429.
• Ibid. 5· lo89 d ; U'431.
3 Plut., op. cit., 18. I099d; U. 436.
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For even though the body may at any given moment be
sending news of pain, yet the mind by choosing to dwell On
the memory of past pleasures may overwhelm, or at any rate
Jessen, its present distress: 'by the recollection of past
blessings present evils are mitigated'. J Nor is this all, for
the mind may look into the future and, confident in the
result which will ensue from the carrying out of the moral
doctrine, may rejoice by anticipation in the pleasure of the
~o~Y ,!hic.h is to come. It is indee~ ~oticeable that EpicuruS1

In IndIcatmg the sources of the hIghest and most certain
joy' combines with the 'stable condition of rest in the flesh'
not the recollection of past pleasure, but 'the sure and certain
hope' of pleasure to come. No doubt it is conversely true
that the pains of the mind,3 embracing past, present, and
future, are also worse than those of the body, but the mind
thanks to this power of projection away from the present'
~as m~re control over i~s emotions than the body has ove:
Its feelIngs, and the phdosopher can train himself to con
~em~lat~ pleasures rather than pains. Diogenes notes that
In thIS vIew that both the pleasures and the pains of the soul
were greater than those of the body, Epicurus again differed
from the Cyrenaics.

The positive pleasure then of the mind is the joy of the
contemplation of the pleasures of the body in past, present,
and future, and its concentration upon this contemplation
leads to a condition of tranquillity (d:TQP~la) corresponding
to. the equilibrium of the body. But this tranquillity of the
nund may again be interrupted, like the tranquillity of the
body, by the invasion of pain, and the mind has special
pains of its own..The pains of the mind are primarily, like
Its pleasures, denved from the body: present pain in the
body may cause mental grief, and so also may the recollection

.1 Hieronymus! C011f11f. ~n !soil/11f, xi. 38; U. 4-37. A practical example of
this may be seen In the.~ymg of Epicurus on his deathbed, quoted on p. 497.

: Quoted by Plut., Jbld. 4- j C.B.fr. I I; U.68 'TO ya.p ~vcrra(J€s uaplCor
., ~ ,." ,"\ ,., "...aT....CT'T7jp.a lCa, TO 1r€P' TQU1'1]S' 1TtO"TO~ €n.17'CTp.a 77JV QKpOTaTrJV xapav KaL
fJrfja&OTa.'"}v lX£l TOtS' (1T~cry['~Ct(J~u8UVQplvots.

3 D.L. .I. 137.
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of past pain. But the mind ~as its ?wn 'unnecessary desires.',
whose indulgence may bnng pain. The first of the~e IS

varice, the desire for wealth, which only produces gratuitous
disturbance in the mind: 'many men when they. h~ve ac'"
quired riches have not found the escape from their Ills .but
only a change to greater illst,l 'by means of occupations
worthy of a beast abundance of r}ches i.s heaped up, bu.t a
miserable life results'.1, Far better IS the lIfe of poverty which
produces contentment~ •poverty, when mea~ur~d by the
natural purpose of life, is great wealth, b~t unl.1ID:1ted we~lth
is great poverty'.3 Another of the mind s unhmlted desires
is for honour and position, for 'crowns and statues',' .a~ the
scholiast puts it. A striking aphorism sums up the futility of
all these desires: 'the disturbance of the soul cannot be ended
nor true joy created either by the possession of the greatest
wealth or by honour 3:nd res~ect in ~he eyes of the n:o~ or
by anything else that IS associated WIth cause~ of unhml.ted
desire'.s It is however the capacity of the mind to pr~Je~t
itself into the future which gives it its most ch~racterlstlc
and peculiar pains: for mental pain for the future IS of course
fear.~ Fear is from the nature of the case ?nk~Oy-'n to the
body yet even this peculiar pain of the mind IS In a sense
deriv'ed from the body, for mental fear is pri~ari1y at least
concerned with the fate of the body. Now thIS fear may be
of many kinds, for it may be excited by many caus~s. ~t may
be a fear lest the body should be unable to matntaIn the
pleasure of equilibrium, but it should not. be, for of th.at we
have a 'sure hope': itJJlay be a fear of disease or aC~lde~t,
but again it should not be, for we know. that even .f pain
comes, pleasure will in the long run have the upper .hand.
It may again be fear of the interference7 of other men In our

z Porph. as More. %8, p. 208; C.B·fr. 72.; u. 479·
: Ibid., p. 209; C.B.fr.13; u. 4-80. 3 S~l1/. Pal. C.B·fr.%X~.
4 Schol. ad KA. xxx. s Sml. YI/I. C.B.; lxUI. ,

6 See e.g. Ep. iii, § 128 TOth-OU yap xaptV 7TflV'Ta 1Tpa,nofLO' On''''S' ""'fTT~

et\ywlt~~ ""~T~ 'Tap{3wp.£v. , , .. ,
7 D.L. x. I I 7 pA&.fJa~ E~ a.v8ptfmwv ~ 8tti fL'iC10~ 11 aLa ;8011011 TJ 8La

lCo:ra fpOY7la&v ylvE:u8al.: see also K.LJ. vi, xl, and pp. 51 (-13·
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life.of haRpiness, but it is possible in several ways to guard
~gatnst this. J. There are however two great and overwhelm,
l~g ,fears which may attack the mind, and if they are nOt
dI~slpated, may swallow up all pleasure in a continual and
abIdtng, dread. The fear of the interference of the gods in
the affal~s of the world,wrecks the tranquillity of the mind,
because It ~es.troys the sure hope' of the future, which rests
upon a behe,f tn ~he perfect regularity of the process of cause
and effect: If ml~acles may happen, there is no possibility
~f a sure calculatIOn of future happiness for the rest of this
!Ife. A~d th~ fear of death, if it is combined with a belief
In survival, IS a~ almost stronger provocative of constant
dread: for even If.w.e can so order this life as to secure the
~leasur~ of tranquIllIty, there may be awaiting us in an after
lIfe pUnIsh.ments and tortures so horrible that the anticipation
?f them.wIll ,absolutely destroy that tranquillity. So terrible
Indeed IS thIS. dread that Epicurus sometimes believed it
to. be the motIve of almost all crimes in life ,:I at times man
wIl! even commit suicide to escape from fear of death 13
It IS therefore a primary condition of mental tranquillity
that man should be freed from these fears. And so Epicurus
at .th~ out~etofhis Letter to Menoeceus4 sets out as the 'first
prInCiples (<rTotx€ta) of the good life the two beliefs that god
IS an Immortal and blessed being, who does not help the
good or harm .the bad, and that death is nothing to us. The
sa~e ,two prl~ciples stand.similarly at the head of the
P~l11clpa/ D~~lrtl1es,S and are tndeed the very foundation and
prIme conditIon of the blessed life. We must learn that the
gods ~o indeed exist, but know no trouble themselves, nor
cause It to others: we must learn that death means the com
plete e~tincti~n ?f consciousness,6 that is, the end ofall good
and eVil, for It. IS the end of pleasure and pain. It cannot
h~rt us. ~hen It co~es, ~or can its anticipation cause us
dlstreS!l. for that which gIvts no trouble when it comes, is

I Se~ p, 5I I. : See Lucr. iii. 59 H'.
3 IbId, 79-81; Seneca, Ep, 24. 23; U. 497, 498.
4 § 12 3, K A ...
6 E ..., 5 ,LI. I, 11.
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b t an empty pain in anticipation'.l The loss of conscious-
uss and personality in death is complete: 'the state after

ne b fi b' h'" . thdeath is the same as that e ore our Irt ;- even as tn e
time gone by we felt no ill ... so, when we shall be no more,
when there shall have come the parting of body and s~ul,
by whose union we are made one, you ma~ know that nothing
at all will be able to happen to us, who wIll then ~e no mo:e,
or stir our feeling; no, not if earth shall b~ mIngled wI~h

sea and sea with sky·.3 Even if, as LucretIUs sug&ests In
a c~rious speculation which seems to have good Epicurean
authority, 'time should gather tog~ther ?u: substance aft~r
our decease and bring it back agaIn as It IS now placed, If
once more the light of life should be vouchsafed to us, yet,
even were that done, it would not concern us at all, wh~n
once the remembrance of our former selves were snapped In
twain'. .

Now these 'first principles' may b~ accepted on authortty
as a matter of faith and as such Eplcurus commends them
to Menoeceus: 'be~ome accustomed,' he says, 'to the belief
that death is nothing to US'.4 But for the initiated t~is ,faith
is not sufficient: if he is to have a sure grasp of the prmciples,
he must be able to prove both the un~oncern of the gods
and the mortality of the soul. How Eplcurus effected th,ese
proofs has been seen in previous chapters, but a new l!nk
may be noticed here between the moral a~d t~e phySical
sides of Epicureanism. For just as the moral Idea IS an ess.en
tial part in and an immediate consequence of the physl~al

theory, so now the physical theory becomes a neceSSIty
for the full realization -of the moral ideal. 'If we were not
troubled by our suspicions of the phenomena of the sky
and about death, fearing that it con~erns us, a~d also
by our failure to grasp the limit~ of pams and, de;!~es, we
should have no need of natural SCience (q,vatoAoyta):) a man
cannot dispel his fear about the most important. matters if
he does not know what is the nature of the UnIverse, but

I Ibid., § 12 5.
1 Pseudo-Pluto Comol. ad Apollonium, 15. 109 e; U. 495. ,
1 Luer. iii. 832-+2. 4 Ep. iii, § 124. 5 K.LJ. Xl.
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504 EPICURUS
suspects the truth of some mythical story. So that withOUt
natural science it is not possible to attain our pleasures Un
alloyed'.1 In this sense indeed it is true that Epicurus'
physical theory, though his interest in it for its own sake led
him far beyond the immediate necessity of establishing the
'first principle', does exist for the sake of the moral life: it
is in a sense its handmaid: 'to discover accurately the cause
of the most essential facts is the function of the science of
nature, and a blessed life for us lies in this t

•
2 It is true that

the blessed life is in its practice open to the most humble
and least gifted, yet for its complete realization it requires
the co-operation of thought (SufVOla)3 penetrating into the
inmost workings of the imperceptible. And thought, which
is of course a special activity of the mind, in this research
finds in its turn its own peculiar pleasure, which is simul
taneous with its effort and unlike that of the body, is almost
unlimited: 'in all other occupations the fruit comes painfully
after completion, but in philosophy pleasure goes hand in
hand with knowledge'.4 In other words, the intellect has
practically the whole range of physical science as its pleasure
ground, and in the pursuit of its own pleasure is incidentally
securing the conditions of the pleasure of the mind as a
whole. It is with reason that Epicurus urges on Menoeceus
the practice of philosophy at all ages of life: 'both when
young and old a man must study philosophy, that as he grows
old he may be young in blessings through the grateful
recollection of what has been, and that in youth he may be
old as well, since he will know no fear of what is to come'.s
Nor does the study of his philosophy require any previous
education or training; indeed it is a positive disadvantage:
'I congratulate you, Apelles,' says Epicurus to a disciple,
'in that you have approached philosophy free from all
blemish',6 and to another he exclaims with vehemence:
'Blest youth, set sail in your bark and flee from every form

J K.J1. xii. ~ Ep. i, § 78.
3 Ep. i, § 78 Ka, TOih'O Ko:ra.>..aPf'iv 'Tfj 8cavolq. (aTW c:br'\ws €lllaL.
.. S~III. YoJ. C.B. fro xxvii. 5 Ep. iii, § 12 2.

6 Athen. xiii, p. 588 aj C.B.fr. 2+; U. Ill.
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f culture.'1 By the study of physical science alone can the
o nquillity of the mind be fully and permanently secured:
f~~d from the possibility of the great fears f~r t~e future,

d pleasurably occupied in the search for sCientIfic ~ruth,
anhich will confirm its freedom, it may peacefully rest In the
;ontemplation of the pleasures of the bo~)\ p~st) present,

d future and so attain its own characterIstic Imperturba-
~~lityJ (aT:po.flOo). There will then be ~ut lit~le r~om left,
yen as there is little inclination, for vain desires: throughfve of true philosophy every disturbing and troubles~me

desire is ended'.~ And the result is a happy and.useful lIfe:
.we must laugh and philosophize at the same time. and do
our household duties and employ our other fac~ltles, a?d
never cease proclaiming t~e sayings 0.£ the true ~h~loso~hy .3

Thus by a series of logical deductions the original s.lmple
notion of the pursuit of pleas~r~ has broa?ene~ out Into a
wide conception of the 'blessed hfe, whose end IS the he~lth
of the body and tranquillity of the mind',4 the l~tter being
the direct outcome of the former. Pleasure and pain, though
always the final tests of good and bad, are m~dified thro~gh
the application of the calculus 0.£ pleasure! Into a pr~ctlcaI
choice and avoidance, and as a gUide for chOIce and aVOldan~e
certain definite principles have be~n lai~ down. But In
practical life there must always remalO a reSIduum of borde~
line cases, where the Epicurean will have to ma~e up hiS
mind as to the right course./In suc~ ca~es there IS but ~ne
guiding principle: 'if on each occasion Instead of referrIng
your actions to the end ordained by nature, you turn to some
other nearer standard when you are makin.g a choi.ce or an
avoidance your actions will not be consistent With your
principles~.5 We must n~ver be co~ten~ to judge a problem
of action by any intermedIate or derIvative test, such as that
of anyone of the virtues, but always have before ~s t~e
ultimate standard, the 'end of nature', pleasure, whIch IS

I D.L. x. 6. 2 Porph. ad Mart. 31, p. 209; C.B·fr. 66; U. 457·
3 Snzt. Pal. C.B. fro xli. .... ,
4 Ep. iii, § 128 'M)v 'ToG ClWp.aTos Vy~tav lCa2 'T'1)v <~S' VroXTJS' > aTopa-

l:.' ,_... - 'r-' ,l\oS' 5 KA. xxv.
~t(lJl, ~1T(L TOVTO 'TOV 1l"00KapLwS' t;,TJv ~O"n T~A •
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th~ restful eq~ilibrium of body and mind: no other standard
ofJudgement IS safe. But the application of this principle i
by no means always easy, and for this reason Epicuru:
regards as the supreme possession of life the faculty of
practical l?rudence or. right judgement (cPp6VYJat~), which
pa~tlf re.!Y1ng on expenence and partly on a kind of intuition
-It 15 l~ke the faculo/ for the right use of 'apprehensions'
on the Intellectual slde-enables a man to make a right
ch~ice. 'The be~i~ningof all this and the greatest good of
all IS prudence: It IS a more precious thing even than philo
~ophy.'1 Philosophy. is not within the grasp of all, nor does
It so greatly matter If a man were to go astray in the intel
lectu~l appreh.ension of th: prin~i~lesof the system: but to
be mIstaken In the practIcal dIstInction of good and evil
and 5.0 to make a wrong choice might mean the wrecking
of a ~lfe. Such practical prudence is within the reach of all
an~ l~ alone can help a man to the right application of the
princIples he has learnt.

The wise ma~ th~s instructed and provided is well pre
pared to meet hfe, Its changes and chances and its end in
death. 'He neither seeks to escape life nor fears the cessation
of life: for neither does life offend him nor does the absence
of life see~ to be any evil. And just'as with food he does
not seek sImply the larger share and nothing else, but rather
the. most ~Ieasant, so he seeks to enjoy not the longest
perIod of tIme, but the most pleasant.'a His normal life,
thank~ to t~e tranquillity Y"hich he has attained both in body
and mInd, IS one of pure, 1f not uninterrupted pleasure and

h . , )
w en paIn comes he bears it in the certainty of the ultimate
preponderance of ple~sure: 'the wise man',3 cried Epicurus
In a moment ofenthusiasm which has given much merriment
to his critics, 'is happy, even if he be on the rack'. Chance,
th.at unpredietabl~ element of spontaneity in nature, he
WIll n?t r~gard as It~:lf a bestower of good and evil,4 but as
affordIng opportunItIes for great good and evil: and he will

I Ep. iii, § 13 2 • s § 126.
3 D.L:.~. 118 ICC&! aTp(fJ~w9v 8' &UO;O~j flvcu CLWOV (tJ8alf'ova.
4 Ep. JU, § 13+: cf.KA. xvi.
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. hink it better to be unfortunate in reasonable action .tha?
trosper in unreason:' he would rather let chance spOil his
:eh-chosen plans, than be successful in an il1:chosen course
b its aid. And so, indifferent as far as possible, to .eve?ts
Yd occurrences over which he has no control, he Will 1.lve

~~ peaceful life of happiness, and 'when circumstances.brmg
a~Sout his departure from life, he will not approach hiS.e~~
as though he were falling short in any way of the best hf~ ·
For the old age of the philosopher EpicUfUS had a pecuhar

mpathy:% 'it is not the young man who should be thought
ShY py but an old man who has lived a good life ..• the oldap , h . d
man has come to anchor in old age as thoug In port, an
the good things for which be.fore.he hardly hoped h~ hatS
brought into safe anchorage 1n hiS grateful recollections .
And to the last his effort must be prolonged: 'we. m'!st try
to make the end of the journey better than the beglnntng, as
long as we are journeying: but when we c?me to. t~e e.nd,
we must be happy and content') ~nd so when It 15 time
fOf us to go, spitting contempt.on lif~ and tho~e who ~ave
vainly dung to it, we willlea~ehfe cry:ng aloud In a glOriOUS
triumph-song that we have l~ved w~ll .4 •

It is a noble structure which Eplcurus has raised o~ the
foundation of pleasure, and it is not i? a mere enthuslasf!l
that he compares the life of the truly wise man to the hap.pl
ness of the gods: 'You shall live',s he tells .Menoe~eu~~ 'hke
a god among men': 'if you. t3:ke away hiS eternity, says
Cicero in scorn, but with a Singularly true statement of th.e
Epicurean position, 'Jupiter is no more blesse~ than Ep~
curus: for both alike enjoy the highest good, that IS pleasure ·
With greater exactness Epicur~s has himself expressed the
comparison in a brief phrase w~lch well sum~ up the blessed
life of the wise: 'there are two Ideas of happIness: complete

I K A 3 Senl. Pat. C.B. Jr. xvii..u. XI. C B fi I"
3 8ml. 1'111. C.B.fr. xlviii. 4 8ml. Yat. . . r. x VU.

s Ep. iii, § 135· •.• 'Th fl h .
6 d~ Fin. H. 27. 88 ; U. 602: ef. StilI. Yilt. C.B.f:. XXXI.II. e ~s cnes

out to be saved from hunger, thirst, and cold. ~or If a. man, keep this safety
and hope to keep it, he might rival even Zeus In happmess.
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I K A 3 Senl. Pat. C.B. Jr. xvii..u. XI. C B fi I"
3 8ml. 1'111. C.B.fr. xlviii. 4 8ml. Yat. . . r. x VU.

s Ep. iii, § 135· •.• 'Th fl h .
6 d~ Fin. H. 27. 88 ; U. 602: ef. StilI. Yilt. C.B.f:. XXXI.II. e ~s cnes

out to be saved from hunger, thirst, and cold. ~or If a. man, keep this safety
and hope to keep it, he might rival even Zeus In happmess.
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~appiness, such as belongs to a god, which admits of no
Incr.e~se, and the happiness which is concerned with the
addlt~on a~d subtraction of pleasures'.1 The wise man's
happiness IS no~ absolutely ~ont~nuous owing to the neces~
sary w~nts of life and the mevltable disturbances of pain
and grIef, but all the happiness he has is in itself as perfect
as that of the gods.

It wo~ld be natural to. pause at this point and attempt
some est~m~te of the Epicurean moral theory in general,
bu~ that It IS. necessary. first t~ deal with the philosopher's
~ttltude to vIrtue, and In particular to those virtues which
mvolve dealing~ with other men: 'egoistic hedonism' will not
then perhaps shme so brightly. Virtue isofcourse not in itself
~n. end to Epicurus, it is not even in itself desirable: indeed
It IS only. 'an empty name'.~ Pleasure is the only end and
the practIcal prudence of the wise man has to decide in each
case whether a given course ofaction will ultimately produce
grea~er pleasure.than its opposite. What is commonly known
as. vIrtue, and IS made itself the end of action by other
thinkers, can only ~e.c~os.en by the. Epicurean, if at all, as
a me~ns to an end: It IS m Itself nothmg, but it may usefully
cont:lbute to the real end of pleasure. The position is
succI~ctIy summed up by Diogenes: 'for the sake of pleasure
the vIrtues are preferred, but not for their own sake just as
the do~tor'sart is employed for the sake ofhealth'.3 We wish
to attain the true end, and the application of the 'hedonistic
calculus' shows us that the 'virtuous' course of action is on
the whole a u~eful means towards it, though in itself it may
~elI .be labOrIOUS and painful and therefore even hateful:
I Sp!t upo~ the honourable' (1TpoC1'7TTVW Tep KaAep), Epicurus .

exclaimed, and upon those who vainly admire it, when it
does not produce any pleasure.'4 It is not therefore possible

I D.L. x. 12la.
: See Cic. T,lJc. Disp. v. 26.73, and other quotations in U. 51 I.
3 X. 138.
4 Quot~d by Athenaeus, xii. 547 a; C.B.fr. 79; U.5 12. TO KaAovhere

probably lIlcludes both 'the beautiful', the aim of aesthetic culture and 'the
honourable' as a moral end, e.g. in Plato. '
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discuss virtue as such with an Epicurean: even to sp~ak
~f 'the virtues' is a kind of brachylogy, for th~ real q.uestl<~n
for him is the course of action on each occ~slOn whl~h Will

oduce the most pleasure: 'virtue, accordmg to Eplcurus,
pr h' , I Th'is concerned with t~e selection .of pleasant t mgs:. .IS

lection is the provmce of practical prudence exerc!smg ItS
~~oice unfettered as occasions aris7. ~et the experIen~e of
the wise man may make generahza~lOns, ~nd ~xpenence
shows that prudence does choos~ the virtues,· fo~ Its ~a1cul~
tions show that they are condUCIve to .pleasure: the. vI~tues ,
Diogenes of Oenoanda3 wrote on hiS great mscnptl?n to
the passer-by, 'are never an end, but they ar~ productive of
the end'. Indeed not only are they product~v7 of the en~,
they are actually inseparable from pleasure: VIrtue alone IS
inseparable from pleasure'.,4 for prudence. itself '~e~ches us
that it is not possible to hve pleasantly Wlt~OUt Ir':1ng pr.u
dently and honourably and justly, nor agam to hve a life
of prudence, honour, and justice without living pleasantly'.5
In practice th~n the pen.du.lum seems to have ~wung round
again: virtue IS nought m Itself, yet as a practical means to
pleasure it is indispensable. We. shoul~ expe~t then to ~nd
that the Epicurean, however Widely ~IS motives of action
might differ, lived a life not very dIfferent .from ~hat of
other men, and in practice follo:ved the ~rdm~ry lmes of
virtuous conduct. Yet even thIS conclUSIon .IS not fully
justified, for Epicurus' logic in th.e moral field IS relentless,
and his eye is always on the ":la!n en? of the ~leasure.of
tranquillity. There are then st~lkmg differences m pr~ctlce
as well as motive from the ordmary code, and these WIll be
seen most clearly by a consider~tio~ of his attit~de towards
some of the individual virtues: It WIll be convenient to take
the three cardinal moral virtues of temperance, courage,
and justice: wisdom has in effect been di~cussed already.

Temperance is 'not t~ be chosen for Itself, but because
it brings peace to our mmds and calms and assuages them

I Alexander Aphr. de A"ima, ii. 2 2~ p. 156 ; U. 51 5. ... ..
2 See Ep. iii, § 132. 3 DlOg:..Oen.!r. xxv, col.m (WIlham).
4 D.L. x. 138. 5 Ep. Ill, § 13 2 : cf. KA. v.
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in a kind of concord'.1 It has no value in itself, it is even
painful and therefore bad, but it is derivatively worthy of
choice, because it contributes to the highest pleasure of
body and mind. For temperance is just the rule of conduct
which avoids the mere kinetic pleasures, the unnecessary
desires, and the 'diversification' of pleasure, and chooses
rather the conduct which conduces to the perfect pleasure
of tranquillity. The conclusion is here straightforward: the
Epicurean will choose temperance and cling to it as strictly
as any philosopher who made it an end in itself. For the
practice of coura~e.the Epicurea~ has even. s.tronger argu
ments: for here It IS not a questIon of avoIdmg pleasures
which apart from their consequences are in themselves good'
but of choosing pains 'in order to avoid greater pains'.' Th~
man who cannot show courage submits himself to pains of
the body, to the tyranny of other men, and to the fears of
the mind, wh,ich are, one and ~ll far greater pains than the
effort whIch IS requIred to resIst them. Moreover the Epi
curean has a better equipment for coura~e than other philo
so:phers: for he 'despises death ••. and IS prepared to meet
paIns WIth the assurance that the greatest pains are ended
by death, and that lesser pains have many intervals of rest' J
He can estimate rightly what it is that he has to endure and
so can ~~ to meet pain and even deat.h with 'a strong and
lofty spmt free from all care and anguIsh' ,4 For courage he
has both a stronger motive and a greater capacity than
oth~rs: for the sake of his own peace it is infinitely worth
whIle, and he knows that the demand on it is not so great
as it might seem.
Th~ probl~m of ju~ti~e is at once more complicated and

more mterestIng, for It mvolves the whole question of rela
tions to other men. In other philosophies, such as those of
Plato and Aristotle, justice was represented as the natural
outcome of man's capacity and desire to live in society with
his fellow men: it exists by nature Ci'vrm) and not by con-

I Cic. de Fin. i. 14.47.
a Origenes, (ontrll Cel1um, v. 47; U. 516.
3 Cic. de Fin, i. IS. +9. 4 Ibid.
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"ention (vOJUP)• •Su~~ a po~ition was of co~rse i~possiblef~r
Epicurus: the mdIvldual IS concerned WIth hIS own maxI-

um pleasure and cannot consider other men, except as ~hey
mffect that pleasure: 'there is no such thing as human socIety:
:"ery man is concerned for himself'. 1 Bu~ this very concern
for himself makes it necessary for the phIlosopher to deter
mine his attitude to other men: for they may eIther be a very
serious hindrance to .his pleasu~e.or p'ossibly be made to
subserve it. The motive of fear IS In thiS case stronger than
the motive of hope. Indeed the fear of other men, though
not nearly so great or so serious as the. fea~ of t~e gods or
the fear of death, was yet one of the chIef dlsturbll'~g ca~ses

of the pea~e.of th~ mi~d .. It must the~ be the mam object
of the indIVIdual In hiS mtercourse With others to secure
freedom from the fear of men (Oa.ppEiv Eg rlvOpdJ1TWV).' There
were several possible means which might be employ~d for
this purpose, but the principal was undoub~edly the lm~ of
action known to the world as the ,:ir~ue.of Justice. )us.tlC~,
just like temperance and courage, IS m. Itself o.f no mtrmsI.c
value, but is useful as a means of securIng o.ne s own ~appI
ness. What then is its nature from the Epicurean pOlt,lt ~f
view~ It would clearly be most to the advantage of the mdl
vidu~l to have perfect freedom of action, which in life ~mong
other men means complete disregard for them, thel! pro
perty and their interests. But if this is t~ b~ ~he umve~sal
course of action, it is obvious that anyone mdlvldual, haVIng
every man's hand against him, is likely to suffer v~ry much
more than he can gain. It therefore becomes to hiS advan
tage to forego the pleasures of aggression! on. co~di~ion that
he is guaranteed freedom from attack: JustIce IS In ot~er
words a kind of compact between me~bers .of a com~umty
to refrain from harmIng one another. Justice never IS any
thing in itself, but in the dealing~ of J?~n wi~h one another
in any place whatever and at any time, It ~s a kmd o~ compa~t
not to ha.rm or be harme~'3~r a~ Epl,curus .aga.ln put~ It
with obViously controversIal Intention, The Justice which

I Quoted by Lactantius, Divin. Instit. iii. 17· .42 ; U:..523·
~ KA. vi, xl. 3 Ibid. XXX1ll.
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ca simple answer is not easy to find'. Lucretius has finely
brought out the magnitude of this dread in a curious passage1

·n which he states that the stories of punishment in the next
~orId are but allegories of ments mental sufferings here:
Tartarus and Cerberus and the Furies are only legends, but
the real terror is the 'fear of punishment for misdeeds in life
and the atonement for crime, the du~geon, and t~e terrible
hurling down from the rock, scourgIngs, executioners, the
rack, pitch, the metal p~ate, t~rches; ~or altho~gh t.hey are
not with us, yet the gutlty mInd, fearIng for Its mIsdeeds,
sets goads to itself, and scars itself with lashings, nor does
it see meanwhile what end there can be to its ills or what
limit at last to punishment, yea, and it fears that these same
things may grow worse after d;ath. Here a.fter all on eart.h
the life of fools becomes a hell. To save himself from thIS
hell the wise man accepts the triAing inconvenience of the
compact: for it is clear that 'the just ~an is m?st fre~ fr~m
trouble, the unjust ~ost full of troubl~.~ The. hfe of JustIce
so conceived is a dIsagreeable neceSSIty, but It saves a man
in every way from great pains and it helps !o the. sUl?re~e
end of true pleasure, for 'the greatest frUIt of J~stlce IS

freedom from trouble (aTapa.et.a)'.3 Therefore the wise n:an
is content that there should be laws on the understanding
that cthe laws exist for the sake of the wise, not that they may
not do wrong. but that they may !10t s~ff:r it'.4. . .

Epicurus is at pains to emphaSIze thIS ~dea. of)ustlce. In
several other ways, all tending to show that Justice IS n?thlng
in itself, hut has only a derivative !alue. Its very eXIstence
he holds is dependent on the eXIstence of the compact:
cfor all living things which have not been able to make com
pacts not to harm one anoth~r or. be harmed, no.thing e~er
IS either just or unjust: and hkewlse too for all tnbes whIch
have been unable or unwilling to make compacts not to harm
or be harmed'.5 Unless there is the deliberate understand
ing there is no obligation to refrain from acts of aggression

:I K~. xvii.
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arises from nature'l-as opposed, for instance to Plato's idea
of Cnatural' (¢>ua~L) justice-Cis a pledge of mutual advantage
(U-Up.f1o'Aov TOU avP.epJpoVTOS) to restrain men from harming one
another and save them from being harmed'. This is of course
practically the seventeenth-century idea of the cSocial Con
tract', and indeed ~ucretius.,~ like the modern philosophers,
represents the making of thIS contract as an actual historical
event in the. history of primitive man. More conspicuously
then than eIther of the two former virtues is justice a pis
aller, a painful thing in itself and only to be tolerated
because it contributes to tranquillity of the mind which it
relieves from fear of worse pains. The ideal fran: the indi
vidual:s .P?int. of vie~ is reaIl~ injustice: if only he could
commIt Injustice consIstently wIthout ever being discovered,
that would be best, but unfortunately not only is there the
danger of detection, but what is still worse, because it is
a permanent disturbance of mental peace, there is always the
dread of detection. This extreme position Epicurus takes
up unhesitatingly: 'injustice is not an evil in itself. but only
i? conseq~enceof the fear which attaches to the ~pprehen
SIan of ~elnp unable t? escape t~ose appointed to punish
such actlOns.3 And thIS dread wIll never leave one for 'it
is not possible for one who acts in secret contrave~tion of
the terms of the compact not to harm or be harmed, to be
confident that he will escape detection, even if at present
he escapes a thousand times. For up to the time of death
it cannot be certain if he will indeed escape'.4 In his
book of 'Problems's (LJI.a'7Topla,I.) Epicurus actually posed
the question: 'will the wise man do things that the laws for
bid, if he knows that he will not be found out?'; both his
consistency and his humanity are revealed in his reply that

I K.tJ. xxxi. Bignone following Philippson (Arch.f. G~Jch. d~r Phi/oloph.,
J9 10, J:p. 29 1 if.) would translate cn1l4Jo>'o'V 'symbol', 'expression', holding
that Eplcurus believed that there is a 'natural justice' of which just conduct
is the outward sign. But elsewhere the 'contract' idea is most prominent:
e.g. in avv8~~a.S' in K~. xxxH. ~ V. 10]9-20•

3 K.iJ. XXXIV: cf. Pluto cOl/Jr. Ep. 6~Q'. 6, p. 1090 c; C.B.fr. 82; U.53 2 •
4 K.LJ. xxxv.
s Pluto QJv. Colot. 3.h p. 1127 a; C.B.fr. i; U. 18.
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I K.tJ. xxxi. Bignone following Philippson (Arch.f. G~Jch. d~r Phi/oloph.,
J9 10, J:p. 29 1 if.) would translate cn1l4Jo>'o'V 'symbol', 'expression', holding
that Eplcurus believed that there is a 'natural justice' of which just conduct
is the outward sign. But elsewhere the 'contract' idea is most prominent:
e.g. in avv8~~a.S' in K~. xxxH. ~ V. 10]9-20•

3 K.iJ. XXXIV: cf. Pluto cOl/Jr. Ep. 6~Q'. 6, p. 1090 c; C.B.fr. 82; U.53 2 •
4 K.LJ. xxxv.
s Pluto QJv. Colot. 3.h p. 1127 a; C.B.fr. i; U. 18.
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and no s.ecurity against them: it is incidentally interestin
to see thIs doctrine applied to nations for the modern att~
tude to weaker and l~ss.civili.zed ra~es' has often been based
on much t~e sa.me prInciple: .1£ a natIon is not strong enou h
t? e~force JustIce, It has. no International rights. Still mo~e
slg~1fi~ant are the aphort.sms which deal with the variability
of JUStIC~: the same actIons a~e by n~ means always just
among .dltt:ere~t peoples or at dIfferent tImes. 'In its genera]
aspect JustIce IS the same for all, for it is a kind of mutu ]
advantage in the dealings of men with one another' but with
reference to the individual peculiarities of a count~y or an
?ther circumstances, the same thing does not turn out to bY
Just for .all. 'I The ~rgument is that ifjustice had an indepen~
?ent eXI~te~c~ of Its own, i~ as Epicurus would say, it were
something, Its content would not vary with varying circum
stan~es, b.ut would be the same all the world over: as it is
yarYlng CIrcumstances naturaHy make a difference to what
15 advantageous. The same conclusion may also be reached
from the p~int of vie~ of time: an enactment, which was
Just at the time when It was made, may cease to be just: 'if
a man makes a law, and it does not turn out to lead to
advantage in men's dealings with each other then it no
longer ~as .th~ ess~n~ial nature of justice'.~ Again the Con
tent ofJustice IS shIftIng, and has no existence or value other
than the advantage of ~he time being. In short, as Epicurus
su~med matters up WIth aI!J.1ost brutal directness, 'the laws
eXIst for the sake of the WIse, not that they may not do
wrong, b~t that they may not suffer it'.3

There IS no doubt then that justice is but of secondary
valu.e. Temperance an~ courage the wise Epicurean will
cultIvate aSSiduously WIth a strong belief in their value
?ecause they ~ontribute immediately and necessarily to th~
lncr~ase. of .hls pleasure and the diminution of his pains.
~ut JustIce I.S a makeshift: the 'wise man' accepts it with a
VIew of g~ttmg what he can out of it; but. he would gladly
evade It, If he could only be certain that he would not be

I K.A. xxxvi.
3 Stob.Flor.43. 139; C.B.fr. Sr; U. 530.
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detected in the breaking of his tacit compact. It is not a very
pleasant picture to contemplate and one does not like to
think of the possible decisions of an Epicurean casuist on
this basis: The weakness of the Epicurean morality begins
to show itself, as that of any form of egoistic hedonism
necessarily must, as soon as the individual is set in relation
with his fellow men. Nor does the picture become brighter
if the virtues are left and certain other means are considered
which the 'wise men' will pursue to secure 'immunity' from
his fellows.

Epicurus' general attitude is seen with special distinctness
in the precepts which he gives his disciples with regard to
public life, to friendship, and to the family: in each instance
he has his eye very firmly fixed on the supreme pleasure of
tranquillity of mind and is fearless in his deductions, however
much they differ from those of common custom or conven
tional morality. The injuries which one may receive from
one's fellow men arise, he holds, I 'from hatred, envy, or
contempt', that is, from the action of those who are respec
tivelyone's equals, inferiors or superiors in station: against
all these the 'wise man' must provide and it is possible for
him to 'overcome them by reasoning'. Now the habit of
the world, which in its own blind way does half-consciously
attempt to deal with these adverse circumstances, is to try
for personal power and authority. But there are considerable
dangers about this course. In the first place it is by no means
certain that it will secure the desired end: it may indeed
leave one without superiors to hurt one by contempt and
even free one from the hatred of equals; but it also increases
the number of inferiors who may be prompted by jealousy
to do one harm. 'Some men wished to become famous and
conspicuous, thinking that they would thus win for them
selves safety from other men. ~rherefore if the life of such
men is safe, they have obtained the good which nature
craves: but if it is not safe, they do not possess that for which
they strove at first by the instinct of nature.'2 Like the guilty
criminal such men may appear at times to have attained their

I D.L. x. II7. :a K.iJ. vii.
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·n peace than to long to rule the world with kingly. power
1 d to sway kingdoms'.r There is a marked churlishness
an h.' ". b tand a depressing ti~idity a~out t. e w~se man. s .actlon, u
if he is to be consistent With hiS behefs, thiS IS the only
course he can take.

In his attitude to friendship the 'wise man' seems at first
sight to present a more human and attracti~e side cof ~is
nature. 'Of all the things',~ says Epicurus hImself, whIch
wisdom acquires to produce the bles~ednessof the c?~plete

life, far the greatest is the possession of frtendship , ~nd

the Epicurean 3 in Cicer?'s di.alogue echoes ~nd am~h~es
this: ·of all the means whIch WIsdom has acqUired for ~Iving

the blessed life none is greater than friendship, non~ rlch~r,

none sweetee. He adds that Epicurus upheld thiS belIef
not merely in words but much more in his life and actions
and character. Similarly his biographer states that he w:as
renowned for his cunsurpassed kindn:ss to. all':4 Th~ PI~

ture of the life of the lhilosopher WIth hl~ frtends In ~lS
~Garden t is familiar an the fragments of hiS letters S whIch
have been preserv~d show clearly his deep aff~ction and
care for them: even in his death-bed agony he WrItes that he
is consoled by the thought of his pl~~sant dis~uss~ons with
Idomeneus 6 and his will makes prOVISion for hIS frIends and
his friends,'children.7 The tradition lasted in the School, and
Lucretius 8 can speak of 'the pleasure of sweet ti:iendship,
for which I hope' with the scarcely w~rth~ Memmlus as one
of his chief inducements in undertaking hiS great task.

Further information as to Epicurus' view of friendship
deepens this pleasant impression with the additional ;tote
of genuine trust and unselfishness and ~ven of sel~-sacnfice.
Epicurus did not wish, it is said,9 that hIS community should
throw their property into a common stock,. cfor. to do. s?
implied distrust, and distrust could not go.With f~~e~dshlp .
In the same spirit he is reported to have said that It IS more
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end and be free, but there is alway~ the danger that vengeance
may overtake them. Moreover, Just as to the criminal the
exte.rnal danger prov:d to. be a small thing compared with
the.Inter~al ?read WhI.ch dI~tl;1rbed his mind, so here too the
main ObjectIon to thIS strivIng for power is the internal
effect on the mind. The peace of mind of the man in high
places is constantly disturbed not only by the dread of an
attack of his inferiors-'a man who causes fear cannot be
free from fear' I-but also because power begets the craving
for .more power, and the mind becomes a prey to the 'idle
desIres' for 'crowns and statues'. cThe happy and blessed
s.tate belongs not to abundance of riches or dignity of posi
tion or ~ny c:>ffice ~r power, hut to freedom from pain and
moderation In feelIngs and an attitude of mind which im
poses the limits ordained by nature.' ~ In short, the life
o~ power how~ver successft.JI it may be is not. compatible
WIth the true Ideal of happIness. What then IS Epicurus'
rem~~y? The. only s.ure. way of securing 'immunity from
;nen IS t<? a~Old pub!IC: lIfe altogether: the 'wise man' must
Cflee pubhc hfe as an InjUry and disturb~!)("e to blessedness'.3
W~.must release ourselves from the prison of affairs and

polItICS.' 4 We must ~Jive unnoticed': 5 so alone can a man be
sure. that ~e will avoid the attack of enemies and prevent
th~ IntrusIOn of care and anxiety upon his own peace of
mln~. And whatever may be the pleasures of rule and office
and Its consequent honour and glory-for Epicurus does
not .deny the existence of such pleasures 6-they are as
nothIng compar~d. to .the glory of the tranquil mind: cThe
c.rown of tranqt.Jdlt,ty IS beyo~d compari~on with great posi
tions of authorIty. 1 The WIse man WIn make the choice
which prude~~e dictates and keep himself far from the
snares of ambItion: for he knows that Cit is far better to obey

t G~omol. Cod. Par. II68; C.B.fr. 84; U. 537.
1 Eplcurus quoted by Pluto t1~ Audi~ntliJ Potlis, 14. 37; C.B. fro 85;

U. 5~8. 3 Pluto vito PyrrlJi, 20; U. 55 24 U~1It. 1'41. C.B.fr.lviii. .
5 Aa.9E fJtwuas, C.B·fr. 86; U. 5'5 I: cf. Plutarch's dialogue on the subject.
6 Idem. (onlr. E/'. blal. 18; U. 5+9.
, Idem. "d". CqloJ. 31; U. 556.

• Lucr. v. I I2~30.
3 Cic. J~ Fin. i. 20.65; U. 539.
S C.B. frl. 18-52.
7 D.L. X. [6-21. 8 i. 140.

: K.LJ. xxvii.
4 D.L. x. 9.
6 D.L. x. 32; C.B.fr. 30.
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pleasant t? do good than to receive it', I and advancing to
g~eater ~e~ghts of unselfishness to have maintained that 'for
frIendshIp s sake we must even run risks' Z and that th
''Yise .man' will be prepared to 'endure the g:eatest pains fo;
his. frIends' 3 and even 'to. die for a friend'.4 It seems indeed
as If there w.ere he:e a hIg~er conception of the value and
beauty .of friendshIP. than IS .met ~ith elsewhere even in
Greek lIterature: the JOys of frJe.ndshlp last through life and
e.ve~ beyond, for though there IS of Course no kind of Con..
ttnultyafterde~th, yet 'sweet ~s the memory ofa dead friend',5
and we ~ust show our feel~ng, for our lost friends not by
lamentatIon, but by medItatIOn 6 on what their friendship
has ~een to ~s. AI.most equally striking perhaps is the ex
tens.lOn o.f frIendship even to slaves: 'the wise man will not
punIsh hIs slave.s, ~ut will rat~er pity them and forgive any
tha~ are deservIng ;? the posItion. of the slave Mys in the
E~lcurea!1 comm~nIty shows. thIS precept in practice.
FrIendship seems. In~eed th~ hIg?est blessing in life: 'the
noble soul oc~uples Itself with wisdom and friendship: of
these the one IS a mortal good, the other immortal' 8 and in
a n;oment of enthusi~sm, w~e~ thinking of its ma~y links,
Epicurus even ~xc.lalmed: frIendship goes dancing round
the wor~d 'proclalm~n~ to us all to awake to the praises of a
happy lIfe.9 T~e wIse .man' may almost be forgiven his
refusal to ta.ke .hIs s~are .In the burdens of politics when the
beauty of hIs lIfe with hIS friends is realized.

Bu~, tho.ugh frie?dship is.without d~ubt the brightest
spot In Ep~curean .1Ife, there IS ~nothe: s~de to the picture.
For wh.en ItS motives are examined) It IS found that this
suggestlO~ of self-forgetf~lness~nd. devotion is something
of a de~usI~n; and. t~at frle~d,sh..p ~Ike every other interest
and ~ctIon. In the WIse man s hfe IS based on the primary
consIderatIon of persona] p!easure: 'friendship has practical

I Pluto (Ol/Ir. Ep. 6~1l'. 15, 1°97 a; U. 544. : S~I/I. Yill. C.B. fro xxviii.
3 Pluto IldtJ. Colol. 8, p. l[ Ir b; U. 546. .. D.L. x. 12 I.
~ Pluto (Olllr. Ep. /;~Ilt. 28, p. 11°5 d; C.B.fr. 50; U. 21 3.

S~III. YtZl. C.B. fro Ixvi. 7 D L 8
8 " I I/' C B fi I ... . . x. I I •(Jell. rill. . • r. XJI:VlU. 9 Ib·d 1'.
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eeds as its motive' I 'Epicurus says that there is no one
n , . d 'a Awho cares for another except for hiS own ~ vantage:
more explicit aphorism brings out the two sIdes of thIS ad
vantage: J 'friendship cannot be divorced fro.m ple~sure. and
for that reason must be cultivated, because wIthout It nelthe,r
can we live in safety and without fear, nor even pleasa~t!y .
In the first place then friendship is part of the provIsion
made by the 'wise man' to secure freedom ~rom fear of other
men. For this purpose he attaches to ~lmse1f those .w~o
might otherwise be his enemies: as Epicurus 4 puts It In
a rather impersonal manner: 'the man who ha~ best ordered
the element of disquiet arising from external ctrcumstances,
has made those things (including perso~s) ,that he ~ould
akin to himself and the rest at least not allen. And frtends
once secured act as a kind of bodyguard against the aggres
sions of others: 'it is not so much our friends' help ~hat helps
us as the confidence of their help';s the man wIth many
friends feels himself hedged round with security. Secondly
friendship is valuable because it enha~ces t~e pleasure of
one's own life without introducing a dlsturbln.g e1em~nt of
desire and passion such as attaches to love, whIch Eplcurus
wholly condemned. Once more the root-motive eve~ of this
great blessing of friendship is self-interest and ~he Increase
of the aggregate of pleasure in the in~ividual hfe.

The contrast is strongly marked and It. does !10t seem easy
to reconcile the two pictures of friendshtp denve~ from. the
contemplation of its practice on the one hand and ItS n:ottves
on the other, nor to acquit Epicurus altoget~er. of In~on
sistency. A link of connexion might seem to he In the Idea
that 'it is more pleasant to give than to receive': 6 if this v.:ere
really Epicurus' belief) then it might follow that a~trulsm

is in reality the highest egoism and the great~s~ JOYs. of
friendshi p would be found to lie in the opportuOltles whIch

I D.L. x. 120.

: Lactantius, Divin. Il1s1it, Hi. ]7· 4-2 ; U. 54°· . A xl
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3 Pluto IldtJ. Colol. 8, p. l[ Ir b; U. 546. .. D.L. x. 12 I.
~ Pluto (Olllr. Ep. /;~Ilt. 28, p. 11°5 d; C.B.fr. 50; U. 21 3.
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it affords of giving happiness to others. But the statement
~s w~ have it, is n~t supporte~ ?y arg.urnent or parallel and
In view of the .dlrec~ly egolstlc attI~ude which prevails
throu~hout the dlsc~sslonof pleasure, It does not ring quite
true: It ought, for Instance, to carry with it a willingness
to perf~rm pub.lie service. It is probably safer to suppOse
that Eplcurus dId, as usual, found his advocacy offriendship
on the purely utilitarian motive of personal advantage in
protecti?n and the pleasures of intercourse, but that on that
foundation. grew.a true. sense of the more unselfish enjoy_
ment of friendshIp for ItS own sake. This view is not un
supp~rted:,:aU fr~endsh~p')~ the philosopher says in a brief
aphorIsm, IS desIrable In Itself, though it starts from the
~e~d of ~elp', and the. idea 1 is elaborated by his biographer:
.frIendshIp .has practIcal needs as its motive: one must
Indeed lay Its foundat~o~s (for we sow t~e ground too for
the sake of crops), but It 15 formed and maintained by means
of community of life among those who have reached the
funnes~ of pleasure'. If there is inconsistency, this single
~elaxatlOn of an austere and almost cynical devotion to se1f
Interest may well be pardoned: the true-hearted man emerges
fo.r onc~ over t!te stern philosopher, and the account of
fne.ndshlp remaIns as an oasis in the rather arid desert of
EpIcureanism on its social side.

Just ~s friendship is the hig~est blessing, so the passion
of love IS whoHy a curse. Eplcurus naturally regarded it
as a suprem~ ex~mp)e of an 5idle desire', which makes true
'peace. of mInd Impossible: 'it is',3 he said, -a vehement
yearning f~r sexua~ pleasure. a~companied by a goading
restl~ssness, a,nd hIs. denunCIatIOn of its physical side is
unmlst~kable: ~e~aIIntercourse has never done a man good
and he .IS I,ucky If It has not harmed him'.4 It is possible that
LucretIUS 5 fam~~s attack upon !ove may have been height
ened, as the tradItIonal story of hIS life suggests, by persona]

J $1111. Pal. C.B·fr. niii. ~ D L .I I

JI 3 Henni~s In PJat; P}/(uJr. 76; U. 483 aWrOJlOS op£E's rlt/>p~8~a&.'w"'-Z;;To.
ourrpov lea., a87J/.&.o.",as•
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erience and suffering • but there can be no doubt of its
e~pulence and deep since;ity; and even if the violenc.e of the
~~slaught is his oW~'. it is ,certai? that he ~as f01l0Wl~g cor-

t Epicurean tradItIon: the wise man WIll !lot fall.In lov~,

rec is it true that love is heaven-sent'." But If the dlse.ase.Is
nor . 1 . E' , t 0 d It·fatal, it is easily posslb e In plcurus eyes 0 aV.l .
'remove sight, association, and contact and the paSSIon of
love is at an end'.3 .. .

Apart from passionat.e lo~e E:Plcurus .dld not look kl~dly

on marriage or family hfe. Epicurus ~Iscourages marriage
d the begetting ofchildren because of ItS many unpleasant-

an ·'4 Thnesses and distractions from more serIOUS matters. e
chief 'unpleasantness and distraction' in his eyes .appea:s to
have been the presence of the children who might divert
the philosopher from his high thoughts. ~ut e~en here
Epicurus' humanity seems to peep throug:h hI: ~ynical mask
and he admits that 'if once one has a chIld, It IS no longer
in us to refrain from loving or caring for it',S and there are
certain fragments which suggest at least a personal under
standing and affection for children. In one ~trange extract
he advises them how to behave when t~elr l?arents. a~e
angry: 'if parents are justly. an&ry with theIr children, It I~

certainly useless to fight agaIn~t It ~nd no.t ~o as~ fo~ ~ardon.
but if their anger is unjust and Irrational, It IS q~llte rldI~ulous

to add fuel to their irrational passion by ~urslng.one s o~n
indignation, and not to attempt to tur~ aSide the~r wrath In
other ways by gentleness'.6 Another IS a charmIng ~xtract

from a letter to a child telling him of his safe arrIval at
Lampsacus and adding 'I hope you too are well and your
mamma and that you' are always obedient fo pappa and
Matro, ~s you used to be. Let me tell you that the reason
that I and all the rest of us love you is that you are always

1 It is said that be was poisoned by a love-philtre, wrote. his poe.~s in the
lucid intervals of the resultant madness, and finally committed sUIcide; see
Jerome's Fasli, CArol1. Euseb. ...

2 D.L. x. (18. 3 8mt. Yal. C.B. fro XVllJ.

4 Clem. Alex. Sirom. ii. 23; U. 526.
5 Arrian, Epiet. DisurJ. i. 23. 5; U. S2 S.
6 Bel1l. Ya/. C.B.fr.lxii.
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obedient to them.'1 And one more perhaps incautious out..
burst shows that he was at least not indifferent to the attrac..
tions ofa harmonious family life: 'most beautiful is the sight
of those near and dear to us, when our original kinship makes
us of one mind'.~ Once again it looks as if the philosopher
would not press very far the relentless requirements of
'imperturbability'.

In his attitude then to public affairs and to family life
the 'wise ~an' is. consistently egoistic, and though in the
matter of frIendshIp there seems to be a momentary wavering
~owards .altruism, it is not enough to distu.rb the general
Idea which has been formed. The underlyIng conception
oft~e natur: ofjustice is.well borne out in other departments
of hfe, and It may be saId generally that the contemplation
of the 'wise man' as a member of the community has done
nothing to modify the picture of his isolation. Epicurus at
least succeeded in all the ramifications of his theory in
keeping firmly in view the main principle of an egoistic
'pleasure' and in 'following wherever the argument led'.

The main points of Epicurus' moral theory have now
~een reviewed, an~ a brie~ attempt must be made to survey
It as a whole. It IS clear In the first place that his debt to
Democritus is here much less than in the physical theory.
Democritus' 'ethic' hardly amounts to a moral theory: there
is no effort to set the picture of the 'cheerful' man on a firm
philosophical basis or to link it up in any way with the
physical system: he is content in a discursive manner to
draw a portrait. Epicures' theory is much deeper and broader
than th~s. It is made one with the physical system by its
foundatIon on the base of sensation, Its security is provided
for by the insistence on free-will, guaranteed by the 'swerve'
of the atoms, and its main conception of 'pleasure' as the
end goes farther back than Democritus' root-idea and is
?a~ed on the empirical o~servation ofexperience. The theory
IS Indeed not now a pIcture but a structure. There is in
consequence a notable difference of tone between the two

1 Pap. Here. 176, col. 18; C.R. fro 35; U. t 76.
a $~1I/. ral. C.B.fr. lxi.
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philosophers: the apho~isms of Democritus I.eave one with
the impression of a senes of comments on 1Ife made from
nO very deep conviction of its.ultimate purpose, but rather
with an acceptance of conventIonal st~ndard~ and modes of
expression: the moral system of Eplcurus IS the work of
a preacher with a gospel to proclaIm, the work too of a
scientific thinker evolving a connected system. of fe~rless
deductions, flying often in the. face of conve~t1onal tdeas,
and all worked out with a conSIstent observatJon of funda
mental principles. The idea of 'pleasure' is. carefully
analysed through the distinction of static and kinetiC pleasure
and the division of desires, and it is only when a~ the re,~ult
of a series of inferences he has reached the nohon of Im
perturbability', that he is brought into relat!on with. Demo
critus. Then there are no doubt some p01nts of hkeness.
The conception of 'imperturbability' is not greatly different
from Democritus' 'cheerfulness'-indeed it was one of t~e
synonyms used by Democritus himself.... There are details
too in which similarity may be traced, such as t~e ~eneral
notions of temperance and bra~ery and the :eJectlon. of
family life. Yet in detail. too .EpIc.urus .takes hiS ow~ lu~e,
when his argument reqUIres It: hiS attl~ude to p~bhc hfe
is precisely the reverse of that of Democntus and fne~dshlp
plays a far more prominent part. It would perhaps be dIfficult
to assert with confidence that Epicurus' moral theory owes
nothing to his predecessor's work or th~t) if Democritus had
not existed, it would have t~ken preCIsely the same f?rm,
but there is no doubt that Eplcurus was here almost entJrely
independent and sh~wed him~elf at. once a more pr~found
thinker and a more SIncere behever In the value of hIS own
teaching.

The system which is thus built up can~ot but affect us
strangely, for it has such strongly marked ~elghts and depth~.
At times as for instance, in the general Idea of the tranqull
mind and especially in its endurance ?f pain, Epicureanism
seems a broad and even noble conceptIon: at other moments,
especially in the discussion of the 'wise man's' r~lation to other
men, it appears narrow and almost degradIng to human

l.
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nature., It mar help to clear the general idea of Epicurea '
to co~slder brieRy some of the criticisms which it sugge~~Srn

It IS p~rhaps hardly necessary to dissipate the 'vul .
error' ~hlch regards ~picureanism as a doctrine of ~:r
sensualism. Such an Idea could only arise from the P e
s fi . I 'd . f + lllOStuper CIa ~onSl eratlOn 0 Its teaching: though pleasure i
to the E~lcu~ean the only good, though the root of al~
ple~sur~ hes In the flesh and even in the stomachE " . , . , yet

plcurus ":Ise man IS very far removed indeed from th
common notIOn of an 'Epicure', picking and choosin h,e
pleasures so as to obtain the maXImum of bodily titin~t' IS

at the moment. The misconception is a very old one IO~
was l?ade ~v~n in Epicurus' own lifetime, for we find him
replYIn~ t? It In a passage 1 of the Letter to Menoeceus, which
should.In I~self finally dispose of the charge: 'when therefore
we maintaIn that. pleasure is the end, we do not mean the
ple.asures of profligates and those that consist in sensuality
as.lhs supposed by some who are either ignorant or disagre~
WIt us or do not underst~nd, but freedom from ain in
t~e body ~nd. from trouble In the mind. For it is n~t con
tInuous dn.nklngs and revellings, nor the satisfaction of lusts,
nor the e~Joymentof 6sh and other luxuries of the wealthy
table, ,which produce .a pleasant life, but sober reasonin ,
sear,ch~ng out the motIves for all choice and avoidance an~
banIshing mere opinions, to which are due the greatest dis
turba~ce ?f th.e spirit'. These vulgar charges might with
~ore JustIfication be brought against the doctrine of Aris
tippus ~nd t~e Cyrenaics, but Epicurus had made them
wholly Inapph~able to his system, first by the introduction
of the concept1(:~n of the 'blessed life' as a whole with its
consequent contmuous balance of pleasures and pains and
secondly by the distinction of the pleasure of movemen~and
~he pleasure of rest, and the selection of the latter as the true

e:ause the only pure, form. For all his belief in the rnor~
tahty of the soul Epicurus could never say 'Let us eat, drink,
and be me~ry, for to-morrow we die', for the simple reason
that he belIeved that by such a Course of conduct a man is

Z §§ 131, 2.
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c. ')'ng to secure the maximum pleasure of life. 'Your aim
.al 1 +d A" 'E". good' he might have sal to nstlppus or to an plcure,
IS' • h''but you are totally mistaken as to t e means.

Nor again is it justifiable, as ~ight b~ suggested ,by' a
nsideration of the practice of EpIcureanlsm-of the WIse

CO n's' withdrawal from the life of his fellows and the almost
~~nastic limitation ~f his pleasures-to .r~gard it. as an
. genious and attractive apology for ascetIcIsm. It 1S tr~e

~~at in practice Epicurus' teaching has a strong ascetIC
flavour = the complete suppression of all 'idle desires', the
rejection of all 'diversifications' o~ pleasure? and. the confine
ment of bodily enjoyment to the SImple satIsfactIon of neces
sary needs are indeed a surprising outcome ofa system ba~ed

upon the pleasures of the flesh. But hc:>wever mu:h prac!lce
may suggest an ~scetic ideal, .the ~otlves of EpIcureanIsm
are dead against It. The mortIfication ~f t~e flesh would ~e
in itself almost a crime to Epicur:us ml!1d, nor even. In
temperance as su~h is there any ~~rlt: and It may be carr1~d
to excess: 'frugalIty too has a lImIt, and the man who dl,s
regards it is in like case with him who errs through excess .1

The maximum of pleasure for the body ~n~ therefore for
the mind is always the aim of conduct, and It IS C?nly be~aus.e

as the result of the balancing of pleasures agatnst paIns It
is found that through temperance this pleasu!e is s~cu~ed

at its maximum height and with the least break In contmulty,
that a pract.ice anything li,ke ascetic can be recommended:
'we think hIghly of frugahty, not that we may always keep
to a cheap and simple diet, b~t that we may be free from
desire regarding ie.2 There IS .never for a ~ome~t an~

ulterior idea of virtue as regulating pleasure In Epicurus
mind and that he has succeeded in eliminating it more
succe~sfully than most advoc~tes of H~donis~, is shown in
the fearless originality of hIS conclUSIons Wlt~ regard to
social life, which were the very reverse of the ordtnary Greek
notion of virtue. .

There is then no disguise or reservation about EPICU-
I Stnl. raJ. C,B.fr.lxiii,
:I Stob. Floril. xvii. 14; C.B,fr, 29; U. I35a.
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526 EPICURUS
reanism: it is a system ofuncompromising egoistic hedon·
The supreme difficulty which always and necessarily atta~hll1·
to a hedonistic system is the establishment of a satisfact es
calculus of pleasure: if pleasure is to be the sole test of goo~
then the worth. of actions can only be judged by the amo~n;
of pleasure whIch they produce: there can be no qualitati
~u~ only.a quantitative distinction of pleasures. How th:~
IS l~ possl~Ie t? measu:e ~ne pleasure against another or to
decIde whl.ch 1.S quantIta~lvely the greater? Epicurus SUr

mounts this dIfficulty wIth greater ingenuity and succes
than manr o~ the mod~rn Utilitarians by the djstinctjo~
~etween kInetIc and statIc pleasure and the doctrine of th
hmit. Absenc~ofpain is the only pure pleasure: the pleasure
of move~e?t IS only a 'variation' and is impure because i~
necessarIly Involves accompanying pain. It is thus possible
not only.to establish a s~ale of pleasures, but, what is even
more ~atIsfactory, to pOInt to one kind of pleasure which
alone IS :,erfect, and which is within the reach of aU'men at
aU times•. But satisfactorily as he has thus overcome his
greatest dlf!iculty,. ~e. has in so doing laid himself open to
another serIOUs crItIcIsm: ~or many of the ancient philoso
phers, Plato for exam.pIe, dId not admit that absence of pain
w~s p~easure a~ all: It was, they held, an indifferent state
ly!ng ~ntermedI~te between the two and not to be classed
Wlt~ eIther. ThiS was, as might be expected the ground on
whIch the C;yrenaics criticized Epicurus· theory: 'the re
moval of pain produces merely the tranquillity of a corpse
(VI:JCpov Kan£o;aatS')'.: We do not unfortunately possess any
reply of Eplcurus In so many words to this criticism but
we can surely conjecture safely enough what it would be.
Guya~ :& endea~?urs to ~eet t~e ~i~cul~ by po.inting to the
essentIally POSitive and constitutive notIon whIch Epicurus
had of the pleasure of rest. It is not merely absence of pain
and ab~ence of tro~~Ie? but ~ positive harmony of body
an~ mInd? an eqUIlIbrIum (€Vcna.9EI4): 'the last word of
EpIcureanIsm ought not. to be a1Tovla, the absence of pain,
but rather the conservatIOn of pleasure': tranquillity has a

I Clem. Alex. Strom. H. 21; u. +51. s Pp.5 21F•
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·dve and not merely a negative value. This is no doubt
post of Epicurus' conception, but it does not go to the root
trUe • dE· I .of the difficulty. For what .flght ha plcurus to c aim as

ositive pleasure, that which others regarded as a merely
~ ~·fferent state? Epicurus' answer would surely be to
10t 1rn to the ultimate principle from which he started. We
re ~t take the evidence of sensation: there are only two
~:lings C'rraOrj), pleasure and pain: these are. mutually ~x-
I Sive and cover the whole ground of expenence. An In-

cu . ' hI hdifferent state between them IS not concelva .e: w~ ave n~

such feeling: if we have not pleasure, we are In pal~, and if
e have not pain, we have pleasure. In the experlen~e of

~fe the two, though distinct, are no doubt often combined:
we are conscious simultaneously of elements of pleas.ure and
of pain. These may be in di~er~nt fields, or sometimes, as
in the case of certain of the kinetIc pleasures, attendant on a
single action. The only pure pleasure, and ther~forethe most
completely positive pleasure, must be the entIre .absence of
pain: these are mere synonyms ~or the. same,feehng. Once
again then, if we are to .quarrel WIth Eplcu.rus mora] theory,
we must quarrel with hIs psychology, and Ifwe are!o guarreI
with his psychology, we m1!s~ .attack the ~oot-pnnclple of
the whole system, the infalhblhty 0.£ sensation. .

In the detailed working out of hIS system Epl~urus fr?m
time to time makes inferences which most other phtlosophles,
and indeed the normal outlook of the plain man, would find
it hard to accept. This is esp~ci~lly the .case wi~h regard to
man's social activities: the gUiding motives which rule the
'wise man t in his conduct to others frequently revolt \1S, and
sometimes the re~ultant course of action no .less. tha~ the
motives. Here of course is a difficulty which Inevitably
attaches to any system of egoistic hedonism: the ma~ who
professes it can have no care for oth~rs except for h.lS own
profit. He is thus at once brought Into conflIct wI.th the
social instincts of man and the normally accepted notIons of
justice and altruism in general. I t is po~sib~e t~ circumvent
this difficulty, and Epic';1rus ~hows ~n InclInation to make
the attempt in dealing WIth fnendshIp by the paradox that
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altruism is after all only a higher form of egoism, but mOSt
modern hedonistic systems' have preferred to abandon
egoism in favour of a social utilitarianism aiming at the
'greatest happiness of the greatest number'. Epicurus how~
ever is prepared to stand by his principles and take their
consequences. He does not flinch from the ugly sound and
evil reputation of certain forms of selfishness, which are the
natural outcome of his main position. The picture of the
'wise man' who would Count justice as nought, if only he
c~uId be ~ure of escapi~g detection i~ injustice, spurning
ahke the life of the famtly and all notton of service to the
State, ca~ have b~e~ no more pleasing to Epicurus' COn~
temporaries than It IS to the modern reader. But it is the
direct result of a fearless pursuit of the main principle of his
creed to whatever conclusion it may lead him.

These are some of the more obvious criticisms and pro
blems which the examination ofEpicurus' moral theory must
inevitably suggest. When tried by the standard of the best
moral systems, ancient or modern, it is no doubt found
inferior: even taking it, as its author would most have pre
ferred to represent it, as a practical method of conduct,
based on the observation of what is, it is insufficient, as it
does not account for some of the most natural impulses of
the normal human being. But for us, who are examining
Epicurus primarily as a thinker, the Supreme interest is in
its consistency, and in this respect at least it demands
admiration. Starting from a principle derived as immediately
from the fundamental trust in sensation as are the primary
principles of the Canonice, he has worked out a system
simple indeed, yet characterized by something of the same
ingenious subtlety which helps him over the difficult places
in the physical theory: he has pursued his system into detail,
each step following closely from the last, and all knit together
by an unwavering adherence to the ultimate standard of
judgement. Once again as a moral teacher Epicurus is at
least a serious and consistent thinker.

I For a very interesting account of the relation of modern Utilitarianism
to the theory of Epicurus see Guyau. Livre IV.

L

XI

CONCLUSION

IT is not easy to put Epicurus in ~is due place in t.he
. f the Atomists because m many ways he liessuccessIOn 0 . h f

far out of the direct line. That the. Atoml~ t eory 0

sOemocritus and Leucippus was his wo:-kmg basIs t~ere can
D no ossible doubt, and the foregomg essays .wlll ha,,:e
be 'sh~d abundant roof of his dependen~e on It both In

~:damenlalideas an~ in detail. B~ll~er wl!1 alsoHhave prod
vided am Ie evidence of Epicur~s orlgl~ahty. . e starte
from a b~e-principle, the trust m sensatton, which. Demr
ritus would have rejected, but which ~e him~e!f passionate y
~mbraced and applied in a far-reachmg ~Plrlt to all.p~J:s
f h' s stem In working out the detail he was ngi y

f: 'thful ro it ~nd used Democritus' ideas only in so far as
t~~y were consonant: he never hesitated to throw t~eml?ver
where the roved unsuited to his ow~ se~satlOna Ism.
Many of t6es~ divergencies have been nO~lcedJ£ith~ course
of the review of Epicurus' system. He reJ~cte 0\ I~stance
Democritus' conception of the 'very large atoms, eca~se

they would have been perceptible ~o the se~se~ and senhatIon
gives us no intimation of their eXistence: m It~ place e set
u the extremely subtle doctrine of the .~tntma~ partes,
P k' t the 'Idea in a polemical spmt agamst thewor mg ou . h' h

Eleatics with a minuteness and penetration w IC Herel;od
bably beyond the capacity of his predecessor. e a e
wei ht to the primary properties of the atom~,: be~ause

sen~tion showed it to be a property of all perceptible thmgs,
and havin done so thought out anew the pI~ture or the
'free' atom~ moving in space and the c~us,e of the~r meetm!~:
introducing here the idea of the atomic. s.werve , h~ u,se I~
to escape from the Democritean determl.n.Is~, He mSIstedd
on the reality of the 'secondary quahtles of compou.n
bodies against Democritus' belief that they were sUbjectIve

I See Chap, III, pp. z8+-7.
2 See Chaps. III. pp. z89-90' and IV, p. 30+.
3 See Chap. VI, p. 3S 3·
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'experiences of sensation" because sensation presented p
ceptible things as possessed of colour, taste, &c.; but h::;
he p!'eserved Democritus' account of the differences of
atomIC shape and arrangement as their cause, since it could
be adapted to his own view. He immensely elaborated and
refined the psychology ofDemocritus, I adding the idea of th
' I' I h· t' ename ess e ement to pus matena Ism to the utmost limit.
he worked.out the whole a.to.mi~ machinery of sensation and
thou.ght wIth complete orIgInalIty and introduced the con
ceptIOns of.the active 'apprehensions' of the senses and the
ml~d. H.e ~nv~nted th~ atomic psychology of the 'will' and
as Its baSIS InsIsted on Its freedom.% Most conspicuously he
sho~ed his originality in his moral theory, based like his
phySIC.S on the trust in sensation; the root-notion of 'pleasure
as the natural end was his own, and he cannot be said to have
done m?re than take from Democritus a few general notions
concernmg the life of the 'wise man' and even here in
details ~f th~ picture he was always prdpared to desert and
contradIct. hIm, wh~n.he felt that the requirements of the
true doctrIne of statIc pleasure' demanded it.

. ~hese are some of the ways in which Epicurus showed
hIS Independence of the Atomists and a careful study reveals
ma.ny more: they should at least suffice to justify Epicurus'
clal1~ to be a~.original thinker and to put an end to the
negltgent tradItIon that he 'adopted Democritus' Atomism
to. a.ct ~s ~ basis to his moral theory'. But after all his
origInahty IS show~ mostly in his conception of the system
as a ~hole and In the fundamental metaphysic of the
CanonJce. It may be that the semi-scepticism ofDemocritus
was a truer analysis o~ the co~ditio~s of man's knowledge'
?f the world around hIm and Its ultImate constituents, but
It produced an almost unworkable combination of rationalism
and se~sationalism, and was regarded by him rather as a
de~u~tIon from ~is analysis of things than as a guiding'
prInCIple of all hIS obse~vation and thought. Epicurus re
turn~d to a crud~ sensatIOnalism, believing it to be the only
pOSSIble foundatIon of scientific thought. Its weaknesses

I See Chap. VIII, pp. 388 if. 1 See Chap. VIII, pp. 43 2-7.
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. have been obvious. at many point.s in his syste?1' but ~e

never lost sight of It and p':lrsued ~t rel~ntless]>: Into.detaIl.
In result it binds together hI.S theortes wIth ~ uniformIty and

nsistency which DemocTltus never attaIned and leaves
. ~em as a far wider and more audacious attempt to correlate
thought and knowledge !han the e~cyc1<?paedic but dis
cursive views of Democrltus. AtomIsm IS a theory, but
Ericureanism is a system. .

In the ancient world it was the moral theory of Eplcurus
which had the greatest and most. lasting influence. ~is

atomic theory was hardly taken seTlo~~]y as an explana~Ion

of the world except by a few ardent SpIrIts such as Lucretius,
and by even so conscientious a thinker as Cicero it was
regarded almost as a joke. But Epicureanism as a theory.of
life made a deep impression and fo~ at lea~t four ce~tu~les
it remained one of the leading phIlosophIes of antIqUIty.
The school l as an organization endured through?ut that
time and could reckon its heads in unbroken succeSSIOn back
to Epicurus himself. In Rom~ in. the )a~t cent~rr of the
Republic and in the early EmpIre It .practIcallr dIVided the
allegiance of the 'i~tell~ctuals' WIth ~toteIsm;. among
Cicerots contemporarIes hIS own great f~Iend Att!cus and
Cassius Caesar's murderer, were prominent EpIcureans,
and in ; later generation Seneca, though h: profess~dhimself
a Stoic, was always ready to cull practical maxIms from
Epicurus. The fact is that. thoug~ they starte~ from v~ery

different bases the two phIlosophies were not In practIcal
teaching very far apart. Epicurus' austere development of
the theory of pleasur~ as the ?atural mo~al en~ was not f~r

from the ruling princIples W~I7h. the StOI: ~ertved from hiS
belief in the presence of the .dlvIne ~park In man. Indeed
in Epicurus' precepts from tIme to tIme we stumble on the
actual catchwords of the Stoics. 'Self-sufficiency' (atirapKE"ta),
the leading Stoic idea, takes i!s .place in, Epic~rus' ~yste~
as the means by which the WIse man deahng WIth hIS
desires reaches 'imperturbability'. 'Self-sufficiency (or rather
perhaps, as Epicurus conceived it, "independenceofdesires")

J D.L. x. 9.
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we think a great good-not that we may at all times enj
but a few things) but that, if we do not possess many ~y
may enjoy the few in the genuine persuasion that tho e
have the sweetest pleasure in luxury who least need it ~~
This is a position that the Stoic would have been prepared·t
accept and still nearer akin to his own beliefs would hav0

~een the two sayings: 'Self-sufficiency is the greatest of al~
rIches,':1 and 'the ~eatestf~uit o~self-suf?ciency is freedom')
In another aphorism the Idea IS combIned with the other
Stoic notion of living according to nature: 'The man who
follows nature and not vain opinions is self-sufficient in all
thi~gs.' .. , All these. sayings are perfectly consonant with
~pIcurus own teachmg, but he seems almost to be claiming
In them that he can satisfy the Stoic ideals too. At least he
shows that in practical precept there is no great gulf fixed
between the two creeds.

~f one asks t~e r~ason .of the great popularity of the
Ep~curean morality In antIquity) there are probably two
maIn answers. In the first place there is no doubt that it
found favollI" by its misinterpretation: a gospel of 'pleasure'
hastilygraspecfwithout any attempt to follow out the master'~
interpretation of it, might seem to supply a cloak for a life
of sensual pleasure and was no doubt so used by some un
worthy foHowers. Cicero's invectives against his contem
porary Piso, who professed himself an Epicurean may not
have been j~stified in .the parti~ular case, but they ~how that
a degraded tnterpretatlon ofEpicureanism was not unknown:
'as soon ~s he heard that pleasure was so highly praised
by the phIlosopher, he made no distinction .... but thought
~e ha~ fo~nd a pr:ceptor in vice'.s There were 'epicures'
In antiquIty to gIve a false currency to Epicureanism.
But. to its .~ore .serious fol.1o~ers it probably appealed as
agaInst StOICIsm In that, whIle It commended a mode of life
not less noble than that of its rival, it was based on common

I Ep. iii J § 130. : Clem. Alex. Strom. vi. 2; C.B.fr. 70; u. 476.
3 S~nJ. Pat. C.B.fr. !xxvii.
4 Porph. ad Marc. 27, p. 2°7; C.B.fr. 45; U. 202.
5 Cic. in Pis. 28. 69.
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sense. There is a type of mind, common at least among
the practical Romans) to which the semi-mystic pantheism
of the Stoic would have been revolting, and the matter-of
fact theory of Epicurus, based not on any high-flown con
ception of duty, but on the observation of what men do in
fact aim at in life, must have made a strong appeal. And it
is surely this foundation in experience which entitles Epi
cureanism to a high place among 'pleasure' systems: he does
not, as some modern types of Utilitarian have done, set up
'pleasure' as a moral end-the common sense of mankind
seems to turn instinctively away from that-but starting
from the root-fact that men naturally choose pleasure and
avoid pain by an immediate instinct, he asks what theory of
life can be built upon that fact, and pursuing his argument
fearlessly reaches a standard which at least, on theself-regard
ing side) is worthy of admiration and respect.

To the modern mind on the other hand it is probably the
physical side of Epicurus' speculations-the Atomism whose
history it has been the purpose of this book to trace-which
will make the strongest appeal. The moral theory, even in
the days of the Utilitarian school, would have seemed crude
and possibly narrow-it made no provision for that false but
popular offshoot of a 'pleasure-theory', Collective Hedonism
-and to-day, as one contemplates it, apart from gleams
of suggestive thought here and there, it appears 'stale and
unprofitable'. But the physical theory is very much alive:
its main idea is a shrewd guess which anticipated in its
general conception the accepted basis of modern scientific
inquiry, and if its details are reached by conjecture and
inference without the verification by experiment which is
the test of all scientific work to-day, yet they are worked out
with a real penetration and in some particulars have
startlingly anticipated modern problems and even modern
discoveries. The poem of Lucretius, where Epicurus' sys
tem is most connectedly and most lucidly set out for us, is
read not merely for the beauty of its poetry and the fire of
its evangelistic passion, but even to-day for the interest and
subtlety of the theories which it expounds.
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53+ EPICURUS
The weaknesses of the theory as an explanation of the

world and of life are obvious and spring in the main frorn
two great flaws. In the first place Epicurus has attempted
to extend what was a reasonable theory of the physical COn

stitution of things beyond its proper sphere. By attempting
to explain psychology on a material basis he exposed himself
to the difficulties which must beset any materialist theory
which attempts to grapple with the things of the mind and
the spirit: it can point to a material counterpart to thought
and sensation, but when it attempts to cross the gulf and to
say that physical movement is thought and consciousness
it is doomed to failure. Epicurus seems to have been con:
scious himself of this difficulty and to have known that in
the theories of the 'nameless' element in the soul and the
atomic 'swerve' he was pressing his materialism almost to
breaking point: but it did not break and just for this reason
it is inadequate. Secondly his basic trust in sensation creates
difficulties almost as great as his rigid materialism: he is
hard put to it to explain the apparent errors of sensation by
the intrusions of opinion, and, though he acknowledges it
less, to justify on a purely sensational foundation the con
clusions of the mind as to the 'ultimate realities' of the
physical universe. The active 'apprehension' of the senses
and still more the 'active apprehension' of the mind are
fra!l planks on which to build a far-reaching system of the
UnIverse.

But just because he was so rigid in the application of his
principles and refused ever to cross the bridge and to seek
the aid which might have been given him by rationalism or
a spiritual view of the world, his system attains a complete
ness and consistency which proves it to be the work ofa great
thinker. Taking his stand on a single fundamental idea he
has raised on it an edifice ?f thought which, for its penetra
tion sometimes, and always for its fearlessness and for its
coherence, is deserving of more study and consideration than
the modern histories of philosophy have often given to it.

l
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APPENDIX I

On the theory of Anaxagoras

I T has always been recognized that the central doctrine of the theory
of Anaxagoras is contained in the famous fragments 1 preserved by

Simplicius: lthere is a portion of everything in everything', and leach
thing is and was most manifestly those things of which it has most in
it'. This is alike his statement of the ultimate constitution of things
and his answer to the problem of the phenomena of change. But the
difficulties which beset his theory arise the moment an attempt is
made to interpret this statement. What are the 'things' ofwhich every
thing has a portion and how are they combined in a manner which
will account for change? Four main answersZ have been given to this
question and must be carefully considered.

I. The simplest view, which is that taken by Simplicius 3 and
Lucretius 4 and most modern historians ofphilosophy, is that by 'things'
Anaxagoras meant simply corporeal substances. A piece of bread, to
take Anaxagoras'S own illustration from nutrition, can become flesh,
blood, hair, nerves, tissues, &c., because, though by far the largest
portion of the particles which compose it are panicles of bread, it
also contains particles ofall other substances, and among them particles
of flesh, blood, &c. When we eat the bread, these latter particles come
away and join the flesh, blood, &c., in our bodies. To this straight
forward interpretation many objections may be brought. Lucretius
argues naively that in that case when we grind corn, we ought to
come across particles of flesh, blood, &c. Burnet,6 putting what is
really the same objection with more penetration, maintains that such
a view is inconsistent with Anaxagoras' own principle 7 that matter is

I In Arist. Phys. A. 2. ]84- (27. 2); D.A. 41.
z I have not referred at length to the view of P. Leon, published in

Class. Quart. xxi, pp. I jj fF., because it is founded mainly on one fragment,
whose treatment is much disputed, and leads in my opinion to a fantastic
theory which does not affect the main issues.

3 In Arist. Phys. r. 4. 203 a; D.A. 45.
4 i. 875 ff. s n.B. 10. 6 E. G. PJ, p. 263.
7 See D.B. 3, 6. Incidentally 1 cannot agree with Burnet that in 3

Zeller's 'TOp;fi is a convincing correction of 'TO 14~. The whole expression
'T0I4V OVK Elvat 4to cease to be by being cut' seems to me odd Greek, the
construction OVK lUTLJI ••• OUK Elvcu. (instead of14~ ElvaL) is surely-impossible,
and the general argument of the passage-4just as you cannot pass from the
greatest to the all, so you cannot pass from the least to nothing'-is spoilt by
the intrusion of the idea of cutting.
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538 ON THE THEOR Y OF ANAXAGORAS
infinitely divisible: 'if everything were made up of minute particle:
of everything else, we could certainly arrive at a point where every~
thing was "unmixed", if only we carried division far enough'. But
it is not necessary to go so far afield: if this were what Anaxagoras
me~nt, we could con~ict him at once by the general principle frornwhIch he starts. ConSIder more closely what would happen in the CaSe
of nutrition and suppose for the sake of simplicity that there are 100

ultimate substances. The piece of bread then contains particles of aU
these 100, the bread-particles prevailing and givil)g the character to
the whole. When we eat it, the particles of flesh and blood come away:
we need not go farther, for then we shall have three examples, the new
flesh, the new blood, and the remaining composition of 98 elements
in no one ofwhich are there now 'portions ofeverything'. The notio~
at the very outset defeats its own object and it is impossible that
Anaxagoras can have meant anything so simple.

2. Burnet,J following the lead ofTannery,% has propounded a more
subtle explanation of Anaxagoras' meaning. He holds that the 'things'
of which Anaxagoras says that everything has a portion are tlot cor
poreal substances, but 'qualities'-or rather, as he now states his view,
the 'opposites' of Anaximander and the Milesians. He further draws
attention to the fact that Anaxagoras speaks of the 'seeds' 3 (07T£pp.a:ra)
of things, i.e. minute particles ofwhich they are composed, to which the
commentators obviously refer under the famous title of0fLOwP.£P£w.t..4
He rightly argues then that the theory of structure must be re
(erred from whole objects to the 'seeds' which compose them, 'seeds'
homogeneous in substance with one another and with the whole
which they compose. Anaxagoras' position may then be stated thus:
he 5 'hel~ tha~ how~v~~ far you may divide any o( these things-and
they are infinItely diVISible-you never come to a part so small that it
does not contain portions of all the opposites. On the other hand,
everything can pass into everything else just because the "seeds", as
he ~l1ed them, ofeac~ form ofm~tte~ contain a portion ofeverything,
!hat IS, o~all the OppOSItes, tho~gh In dl~er~ntproportions'. The theory
IS attractive, but I cannot believe that It IS more than at best a partial
representation of what Anaxagoras meant.

I E. G. P.3, pp. 263 ff. The statement of his view has been somewhat
modified since the first edition, but the idea remains substantiaDy the same.

s Scitllc( lullellt, pp. 283 H:
:5 D.B.4.
4 e.g. Simpl.l.c., Aet. i. 3. S; D.A. 4-6.
.5 E. G. P.3, p. 264.
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Burnet supports his view mainly by three of the fragments, which

run in his own translation as follows: ..
I. Frog. 8. The things that are in one world are not diVIded nor

cut off from one another with a hatchet, neither the warm from the
cold nor the cold from the warm.

2. Frog. IS. The dense and the moist and the cold and the dark
me together where the earth is now, while the rare and the warm:d the dry (and the bright) went out towards the further part of the

aether, a h all h·
3. Frog. -1-, § 2. But before they were.s~para~ed On, W en ~ mgs
re together not even was any colour dIstingUishable; for the mIxture

:;all things p;evented it-of the moist and the dry, and the wa~ "!'~
the cold, and the light and the dark, and ~fmuch ear;h that was Irt It,
and of a multitude of innumerable seeds 10 no way l!ke ea~ other.

I t is clear enough that in these fragments there IS n:en~lon of the
'opposites' of the Milesians, but do they prove Burnet S view of the
constitution of ~all things' according to Anaxagoras? In the first place
it must be observed that no one of these three passages concerns th,e
constitution ofindividual things, still less, as th~y ou&ht to, on Burnet s
theory, the constitution ofthe cmlpp..a:ra,ofv.:hl~ ~hIngs are composed,
but the first two deal with the structure o~mdl.vldual ~o~lds an~ the
third with the state of things which prevailed In .the ongmal fLf!tyP.a.
before the separating out of the 41TOKplvop.€JIa.. It!S clear then that no
one of them can be quoted as, at any rate, any dlre~ support o( t?e
view that the 'things' of which everything has a portion are oppOSite
qualities. But this argument must not be pressed, for, as I hope to
show there is a very exact and indeed necessary parallel be~een the
struc:ure of the original fu:'tYfLa and that of the 'seeds' of things. It
is more important to observe that in the third of these fragme~ts there
is added to the list of Milesian 'opposites' 'earth and a multitude of
innumerable seeds in no way like each other'. Now 'earth' has no
natural 'opposite', rather it makes us think of the ot?er Empedoclea.n
elements· and the 'innumerable seeds' are not opposite to each other,
but diffe:ent: it is obvious that the idea of the 'opposites' will not cover
the contents of the p.£Lyp-a. • •• • •

But to test Burnet's view effeettvely, It IS nec~ry to l~quJre more
closely into the nature of the 'opposites' and to ask 10 practice how the
theory would work. In his first edition he boldl~ ~ollowed T~nnery

I The modification of Burnet's view sin~~ the fi~st :eIleon e~ab~es ~m now
to construe the very straightforward gemtlve Kat 'Y11S noU1JS £VEOV07JS, of

, k thi'which previously he could ma e no ng .
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infinitely divisible: 'if everything were made up of minute particle:
of everything else, we could certainly arrive at a point where every~
thing was "unmixed", if only we carried division far enough'. But
it is not necessary to go so far afield: if this were what Anaxagoras
me~nt, we could con~ict him at once by the general principle frornwhIch he starts. ConSIder more closely what would happen in the CaSe
of nutrition and suppose for the sake of simplicity that there are 100

ultimate substances. The piece of bread then contains particles of aU
these 100, the bread-particles prevailing and givil)g the character to
the whole. When we eat it, the particles of flesh and blood come away:
we need not go farther, for then we shall have three examples, the new
flesh, the new blood, and the remaining composition of 98 elements
in no one ofwhich are there now 'portions ofeverything'. The notio~
at the very outset defeats its own object and it is impossible that
Anaxagoras can have meant anything so simple.

2. Burnet,J following the lead ofTannery,% has propounded a more
subtle explanation of Anaxagoras' meaning. He holds that the 'things'
of which Anaxagoras says that everything has a portion are tlot cor
poreal substances, but 'qualities'-or rather, as he now states his view,
the 'opposites' of Anaximander and the Milesians. He further draws
attention to the fact that Anaxagoras speaks of the 'seeds' 3 (07T£pp.a:ra)
of things, i.e. minute particles ofwhich they are composed, to which the
commentators obviously refer under the famous title of0fLOwP.£P£w.t..4
He rightly argues then that the theory of structure must be re
(erred from whole objects to the 'seeds' which compose them, 'seeds'
homogeneous in substance with one another and with the whole
which they compose. Anaxagoras' position may then be stated thus:
he 5 'hel~ tha~ how~v~~ far you may divide any o( these things-and
they are infinItely diVISible-you never come to a part so small that it
does not contain portions of all the opposites. On the other hand,
everything can pass into everything else just because the "seeds", as
he ~l1ed them, ofeac~ form ofm~tte~ contain a portion ofeverything,
!hat IS, o~all the OppOSItes, tho~gh In dl~er~ntproportions'. The theory
IS attractive, but I cannot believe that It IS more than at best a partial
representation of what Anaxagoras meant.

I E. G. P.3, pp. 263 ff. The statement of his view has been somewhat
modified since the first edition, but the idea remains substantiaDy the same.

s Scitllc( lullellt, pp. 283 H:
:5 D.B.4.
4 e.g. Simpl.l.c., Aet. i. 3. S; D.A. 4-6.
.5 E. G. P.3, p. 264.
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Burnet supports his view mainly by three of the fragments, which

run in his own translation as follows: ..
I. Frog. 8. The things that are in one world are not diVIded nor

cut off from one another with a hatchet, neither the warm from the
cold nor the cold from the warm.

2. Frog. IS. The dense and the moist and the cold and the dark
me together where the earth is now, while the rare and the warm:d the dry (and the bright) went out towards the further part of the

aether, a h all h·
3. Frog. -1-, § 2. But before they were.s~para~ed On, W en ~ mgs
re together not even was any colour dIstingUishable; for the mIxture

:;all things p;evented it-of the moist and the dry, and the wa~ "!'~
the cold, and the light and the dark, and ~fmuch ear;h that was Irt It,
and of a multitude of innumerable seeds 10 no way l!ke ea~ other.

I t is clear enough that in these fragments there IS n:en~lon of the
'opposites' of the Milesians, but do they prove Burnet S view of the
constitution of ~all things' according to Anaxagoras? In the first place
it must be observed that no one of these three passages concerns th,e
constitution ofindividual things, still less, as th~y ou&ht to, on Burnet s
theory, the constitution ofthe cmlpp..a:ra,ofv.:hl~ ~hIngs are composed,
but the first two deal with the structure o~mdl.vldual ~o~lds an~ the
third with the state of things which prevailed In .the ongmal fLf!tyP.a.
before the separating out of the 41TOKplvop.€JIa.. It!S clear then that no
one of them can be quoted as, at any rate, any dlre~ support o( t?e
view that the 'things' of which everything has a portion are oppOSite
qualities. But this argument must not be pressed, for, as I hope to
show there is a very exact and indeed necessary parallel be~een the
struc:ure of the original fu:'tYfLa and that of the 'seeds' of things. It
is more important to observe that in the third of these fragme~ts there
is added to the list of Milesian 'opposites' 'earth and a multitude of
innumerable seeds in no way like each other'. Now 'earth' has no
natural 'opposite', rather it makes us think of the ot?er Empedoclea.n
elements· and the 'innumerable seeds' are not opposite to each other,
but diffe:ent: it is obvious that the idea of the 'opposites' will not cover
the contents of the p.£Lyp-a. • •• • •

But to test Burnet's view effeettvely, It IS nec~ry to l~quJre more
closely into the nature of the 'opposites' and to ask 10 practice how the
theory would work. In his first edition he boldl~ ~ollowed T~nnery

I The modification of Burnet's view sin~~ the fi~st :eIleon e~ab~es ~m now
to construe the very straightforward gemtlve Kat 'Y11S noU1JS £VEOV07JS, of

, k thi'which previously he could ma e no ng .
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in asserting that .they were 9ualities., He admits that Anaxagoras had
n~t the conceptlon of quahty, but had Anaxagoras possessed it all
this could have been made much clearer: it is only obscure becaus~ he
is obliged to call the primary opposites things'.' Now it seems a
sufficient answer to this view that ifAnaxagoras had not the conception
of.q~alities, he c?uld not have meant qualities, but he may have been
strlvmg after an Idea he could not reach, and it will be well to test the
idea in application. We may take a case which at first sight seems
strongly to favour the 'quality' theory, Sextus' % famous instance of the
way in which Anaxagoras contrasted the evidence of the senses with
the inference of thought: 'Anaxagoras opposed to the impression that
snow i~ white the consideration that snow is congealed water: now
water IS black: snow then must be black too'. Work this out on
~urnet's vie~: water is co~posed of a large number of aTr~pp.aTa,

m each of which all the OppOSites are combined, but blackness prevails:
however far you divided, you could not find a particle or a 'seed' which
was white. Now by no amount of rearrangement or recombination
could thcs~ 'seeds' produce anything but what not only 'is' but appears
black: for In each one of them and therefore in any whole which they
might compose blackness must prevail. To produce snow you would
nee~ another kind of seeds in which the proportions are different and
whiteness prevails and such substitution could not be accomplished by
rearrangem.ent. So far fro.m advancing matters, the 'quality' view
leads to an ImpoJu as great, Ifnot greater, than does the old view. The
'things' cannot in this sense be 'qualities'.

In the modification of his view which he has since propounded,
~urnet only once 3 speaks of 'opposite qualities', but elsewhere con
sl~tently of :the opposit~', .connecting Anaxagoras' theory directly
With the notIOns ofthe Mlleslan school. Now 'the opposites' ofAnaxi
mander are simply corporeal substances, moist substance and dry sub
stance, cold matter and hot matter, &c. I f then Anaxagoras meant
merely th~ Milesian .op~osites, w~en he spoke of things, his theory
c;f. the ultlmate constitution of things was even less satisfactory than
It I~ assumed to ~e on the '?Id vi.ew'. For in the first place, the 'seeds',
w~lch are no ultimate particles like the atoms ofLeucippus and Demo
cmus, are theJ:?selves infi~itely diyisible, and in the process of division
we should arnveat a POint where the hot substance and the cold
substance, the moist. substance and the dry substance were separate,
and should reach things which no longer contained everything. In

I E. G. P.I, p. 289. • Pyrrh. Hypot. i. 33; D.A. 97.
3 E. G. P.3, p. 264, I. 2.
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ther words, Burnet's modification is open to exactly the same objec-
o.on as he brings against the 'old view'; it will not stand the test of
tl ""b fid . h'infinite division. Moreover If thmgs .e con .ne to 0PPOSlt~, t elr
combinations even in different proport~ons Will not be su~clent !o
ccount for the infinite variety of things: Anaxagoras himself In

Frag. 4 shows clearly enough that in the original JL€LyJ.L~ there were
many 'things' besides the 'opposites'-'much earth and Innumerable

seeds in no way like each other'.. .
And indeed unless we are to reject all the eVidence of the com-

mentators and' historians of phil?so~h~, it, is abu~da~t1y ,clear .th~t
Anaxagoras, even if he included In things the Mlieslan OppOSites,
meant also much more-an endless series of ~ubstancescorres~onding
to each of the concrete things of normal eXistence. A few pieces of
evidence must be quoted. The context of Simplicius~ I fa~ous quota
tion is typical: 'all th~ oJLOtOf£pT] % are uncreated and I~penshable,.but
they appear to come IOto bemg and pass .away o~ly owmg to combl.na
tion and separation, since all things are I? a~1 t~lngs and each recel\'es
its character owing to that which prevails m It. ~or that appears as
gold in which there is much gold-substance (xptJawv), although as.a
matter of fact all things are in it. At any rate Anaxa~oras say~ "1!1
everything there is a portion of e~e~thing and .ea~~, ~lngle. t~lng IS
and was most manifestly that of which It has ~ost In.it ,. ~hls IS c.Ie~r
enough: 'gold-substance' is not one of th~ OppOSites, stili less IS It
a quality: it is concrete matter cor~esp~n?ln~exactly to th~ ~old.of
experience. In another passage 3 SlmphcluS IS equally explicit With
regard to the process of nutrition: 'seeing that all things are separated 4

out from each of the things which are now separated from one another,
as for instance, flesh and bone and so on from bread, as tho~gh these
were all formerly in it and mixed toget~er, as the result of thiS he sur
mised that all things were formerly mixed together before they were
separated apart'. Here we seem to have a perfectly dear statement of
exactly what Burnet denies: 'it once was .usual, he says,S to ~epresent

the theory of Anaxagoras as if he had said that wheat, fo.r l?stanCe,
contained small particles of flesh, blood, bones, and th~ like. The
'usual' view is certainly nearer to Simplicius' understanding of Anaxa
goras than Burnet's theory. Many more pieces of evidence might be

I In Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184 (27· 2); D.A. 41. .,
• I prefer to leave this word u.ntran~lated.ror the present, as It WIll be fully

discussed later. 3 SImp!. m Anst. PAys. r. 4· 2 °3; D.A·1S·
4 These compounds of KplllW and their importance in the theory wd! be

discussed later. 5 E. G. P.3, p. z63·
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in asserting that .they were 9ualities., He admits that Anaxagoras had
n~t the conceptlon of quahty, but had Anaxagoras possessed it all
this could have been made much clearer: it is only obscure becaus~ he
is obliged to call the primary opposites things'.' Now it seems a
sufficient answer to this view that ifAnaxagoras had not the conception
of.q~alities, he c?uld not have meant qualities, but he may have been
strlvmg after an Idea he could not reach, and it will be well to test the
idea in application. We may take a case which at first sight seems
strongly to favour the 'quality' theory, Sextus' % famous instance of the
way in which Anaxagoras contrasted the evidence of the senses with
the inference of thought: 'Anaxagoras opposed to the impression that
snow i~ white the consideration that snow is congealed water: now
water IS black: snow then must be black too'. Work this out on
~urnet's vie~: water is co~posed of a large number of aTr~pp.aTa,

m each of which all the OppOSites are combined, but blackness prevails:
however far you divided, you could not find a particle or a 'seed' which
was white. Now by no amount of rearrangement or recombination
could thcs~ 'seeds' produce anything but what not only 'is' but appears
black: for In each one of them and therefore in any whole which they
might compose blackness must prevail. To produce snow you would
nee~ another kind of seeds in which the proportions are different and
whiteness prevails and such substitution could not be accomplished by
rearrangem.ent. So far fro.m advancing matters, the 'quality' view
leads to an ImpoJu as great, Ifnot greater, than does the old view. The
'things' cannot in this sense be 'qualities'.

In the modification of his view which he has since propounded,
~urnet only once 3 speaks of 'opposite qualities', but elsewhere con
sl~tently of :the opposit~', .connecting Anaxagoras' theory directly
With the notIOns ofthe Mlleslan school. Now 'the opposites' ofAnaxi
mander are simply corporeal substances, moist substance and dry sub
stance, cold matter and hot matter, &c. I f then Anaxagoras meant
merely th~ Milesian .op~osites, w~en he spoke of things, his theory
c;f. the ultlmate constitution of things was even less satisfactory than
It I~ assumed to ~e on the '?Id vi.ew'. For in the first place, the 'seeds',
w~lch are no ultimate particles like the atoms ofLeucippus and Demo
cmus, are theJ:?selves infi~itely diyisible, and in the process of division
we should arnveat a POint where the hot substance and the cold
substance, the moist. substance and the dry substance were separate,
and should reach things which no longer contained everything. In

I E. G. P.I, p. 289. • Pyrrh. Hypot. i. 33; D.A. 97.
3 E. G. P.3, p. 264, I. 2.
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ther words, Burnet's modification is open to exactly the same objec-
o.on as he brings against the 'old view'; it will not stand the test of
tl ""b fid . h'infinite division. Moreover If thmgs .e con .ne to 0PPOSlt~, t elr
combinations even in different proport~ons Will not be su~clent !o
ccount for the infinite variety of things: Anaxagoras himself In

Frag. 4 shows clearly enough that in the original JL€LyJ.L~ there were
many 'things' besides the 'opposites'-'much earth and Innumerable

seeds in no way like each other'.. .
And indeed unless we are to reject all the eVidence of the com-

mentators and' historians of phil?so~h~, it, is abu~da~t1y ,clear .th~t
Anaxagoras, even if he included In things the Mlieslan OppOSites,
meant also much more-an endless series of ~ubstancescorres~onding
to each of the concrete things of normal eXistence. A few pieces of
evidence must be quoted. The context of Simplicius~ I fa~ous quota
tion is typical: 'all th~ oJLOtOf£pT] % are uncreated and I~penshable,.but
they appear to come IOto bemg and pass .away o~ly owmg to combl.na
tion and separation, since all things are I? a~1 t~lngs and each recel\'es
its character owing to that which prevails m It. ~or that appears as
gold in which there is much gold-substance (xptJawv), although as.a
matter of fact all things are in it. At any rate Anaxa~oras say~ "1!1
everything there is a portion of e~e~thing and .ea~~, ~lngle. t~lng IS
and was most manifestly that of which It has ~ost In.it ,. ~hls IS c.Ie~r
enough: 'gold-substance' is not one of th~ OppOSites, stili less IS It
a quality: it is concrete matter cor~esp~n?ln~exactly to th~ ~old.of
experience. In another passage 3 SlmphcluS IS equally explicit With
regard to the process of nutrition: 'seeing that all things are separated 4

out from each of the things which are now separated from one another,
as for instance, flesh and bone and so on from bread, as tho~gh these
were all formerly in it and mixed toget~er, as the result of thiS he sur
mised that all things were formerly mixed together before they were
separated apart'. Here we seem to have a perfectly dear statement of
exactly what Burnet denies: 'it once was .usual, he says,S to ~epresent

the theory of Anaxagoras as if he had said that wheat, fo.r l?stanCe,
contained small particles of flesh, blood, bones, and th~ like. The
'usual' view is certainly nearer to Simplicius' understanding of Anaxa
goras than Burnet's theory. Many more pieces of evidence might be

I In Arist. Phys. A. 2. 184 (27· 2); D.A. 41. .,
• I prefer to leave this word u.ntran~lated.ror the present, as It WIll be fully

discussed later. 3 SImp!. m Anst. PAys. r. 4· 2 °3; D.A·1S·
4 These compounds of KplllW and their importance in the theory wd! be

discussed later. 5 E. G. P.3, p. z63·
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quoted,1 but perhaps the most interesting is another fragment 1 of
Anaxagoras himself, because it is one of the few extracts which deal
with the 'seeds'-which is just what is required. He is talking about
the constitution of other worlds on the same lines as our own: 'this
being so, we are bound to suppose that there are many elements of
all kinds in all the worlds 3 and seeds of all things having all kinds of
shapes and colours and tastes'. Here then are qualities and so far from
all the 'seeds' having all of them, each 'seed' has its own peculiar
qualities distinct from others-a contradiction of Burnet's theory as
direct as is Simplidus' affirmation of what Burnet denies that Anaxa
goras meant.

Burnet's view then, in either of its forms, appears to be contradicted
by the evidence, and in neither form can it in practice lead to a working
hypothesis of the ultimate constitution of things: in trying to escape
from the difficulties which beset Tannery's theory, he has now done
no more than limit the range of the 'old view' and leave it exposed to
the same objections. The 'things' which are in everything must be
concrete substances, particles in fact corresponding to the things of
sensation: so far the 'old view' is right. But in two respects at least it
requires amendment and modification. In the first place, Burnet has
clearly shown that it is not so much the structure of whole things on
which attention must be concentrated, but rather that of the 'seeds'
of which they are composed. In the second place, if Anaxagoras'
theory is to be regarded as more than a very loose piece of thinking,
the 'old view' must in some way be reconciled with 'infinite division'.

3. An ingenious attempt to get over the difficulties of the theory
was made by Giussani.4 He explains that according to Anaxagoras
J}UJl.OfLlp£La is in the first place absolutely complete: division may be
carried to infinity, yet however small the particles into which we might
divide, for instance, a piece of gold, we should always find gold and
nothing else. On the other hand the piece of gold and all its particles
contain 'everything'. How can this be? Because the particles of
'things' are so infinitely small that they not merely are not perceptible
but never could be: just as, in the colour grey, it would be impossible
to separate the black and white of which it is composed. So far, though
it is still open to the objection that if things are really divisible, we
should in theory, at any rate, ultimately reach particles of pure gold,

I See especially Aet. i. 3. 5; D.A. 46; Arist. tit Cat/o, r. 3.3°2 a; D.A. 43·
:D.B·4,§I.
3 UVYICPLII6fL£IIa, 'compound bodies', but here used specially of the com-

pound worlds. 4 Lturttiul, Book I, Excursus III, pp. 147 If.
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bread, flesh, &c., Giussani's view is valuable: I think Anaxagoras
certainly meant his particles to be far below the ken of the senses.
But how then are we to explain the phenomena of change? Because,
says Giussani, a piece of bread, for exa~ple, appears to us as bre.ad not
because it contains more ultimate particles of bread than a piece of
Iksh: there are just the same number of particles of every kind in it.
It appears as bread because the bread-particl~are gathered toge~er
in it into perceptible lumps, whereas the particles of all other thmgs
are scattered all in amongst each other, never more than very few
of the same kind being together at a time. When we .eat th~ bread,
the effect of the blow of the teeth is to cause a separation (8LalCpLULS)
of the bread-particles and a gathering together (a6)'ICpWLS) of the flesh
and blood-particles, so that the whole now appears as flesh and ~lood.
The theory is immensely ing~nious,.but.it ~n~?t.~e rig~t. It IS not
really consistent with the notion of mfimte dlVlslblhty, atryICpLULS and
8U£ICpLULS are not used in this way by Anaxagoras, the two fragments I

on which Giussani relies are misinterpreted by him, we have to sup
pose too arbitrary an incident in th~ pr?cess of ~ting, and ~bo~e aU
Anaxagoras distinctly says, 'each thmg IS those things of whlc~ It has
most in it'. Giussani's brilliance, here as elsewhere, has led him too
far away from the evidence on which he is commenting.

4. A very original and penetrating explanation has recently been
given by A. L. Peck.~ His view is complicated and not easy to sum
marize but its essential argument may be represented thus. Anaxa
goras' ;pecific interest was in physiolog~ca1 ~ange, ~hi~h.the doctrine
of the ofWl.OfL£pT] was intended to explam: thiS doctrme IS I~ c1~e con
nexion with his view of the original p.£iyp.a. In the begmmng 3 all
things were so small that nothing was visible: everything was a.7T£LPO",
'that is it was as yet nothing in particular, there was no order about
it'. B~t there were in the original mixture (I) the 'opposites', (2)
the 'elements' earth, air, water, fire, which always remain a.7TELpa,
(3) the 'seeds' or 'parts'. p.oLpa is a technical term, 'a part or portion'
of organic things (p. 70) of which U1rtpp.a is ~ sy~onym. c1~l.OfL£pls
means not, as it has hitherto been translated, havmg parts hke to the
whole', but simply 'havi~g like parts': t~e OP.OI.OP.Epf] a~e 'the things
which have like parts', I.e. have a portion of everythmg. But the
f17TEpp.a or p.o'ipa is not merely static, but capable, under the direction of
volis, and nourished by the 'opposit~', of devel~pment ~nd growth,
just like the seed of a plant or an animal. Thus In the ptece of bread

I D.B. 3 and 6.
: Class. Quart. xx, no. 2, April 1926, pp. 57-11. 3 D.B. I.
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quoted,1 but perhaps the most interesting is another fragment 1 of
Anaxagoras himself, because it is one of the few extracts which deal
with the 'seeds'-which is just what is required. He is talking about
the constitution of other worlds on the same lines as our own: 'this
being so, we are bound to suppose that there are many elements of
all kinds in all the worlds 3 and seeds of all things having all kinds of
shapes and colours and tastes'. Here then are qualities and so far from
all the 'seeds' having all of them, each 'seed' has its own peculiar
qualities distinct from others-a contradiction of Burnet's theory as
direct as is Simplidus' affirmation of what Burnet denies that Anaxa
goras meant.

Burnet's view then, in either of its forms, appears to be contradicted
by the evidence, and in neither form can it in practice lead to a working
hypothesis of the ultimate constitution of things: in trying to escape
from the difficulties which beset Tannery's theory, he has now done
no more than limit the range of the 'old view' and leave it exposed to
the same objections. The 'things' which are in everything must be
concrete substances, particles in fact corresponding to the things of
sensation: so far the 'old view' is right. But in two respects at least it
requires amendment and modification. In the first place, Burnet has
clearly shown that it is not so much the structure of whole things on
which attention must be concentrated, but rather that of the 'seeds'
of which they are composed. In the second place, if Anaxagoras'
theory is to be regarded as more than a very loose piece of thinking,
the 'old view' must in some way be reconciled with 'infinite division'.

3. An ingenious attempt to get over the difficulties of the theory
was made by Giussani.4 He explains that according to Anaxagoras
J}UJl.OfLlp£La is in the first place absolutely complete: division may be
carried to infinity, yet however small the particles into which we might
divide, for instance, a piece of gold, we should always find gold and
nothing else. On the other hand the piece of gold and all its particles
contain 'everything'. How can this be? Because the particles of
'things' are so infinitely small that they not merely are not perceptible
but never could be: just as, in the colour grey, it would be impossible
to separate the black and white of which it is composed. So far, though
it is still open to the objection that if things are really divisible, we
should in theory, at any rate, ultimately reach particles of pure gold,

I See especially Aet. i. 3. 5; D.A. 46; Arist. tit Cat/o, r. 3.3°2 a; D.A. 43·
:D.B·4,§I.
3 UVYICPLII6fL£IIa, 'compound bodies', but here used specially of the com-

pound worlds. 4 Lturttiul, Book I, Excursus III, pp. 147 If.
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I D.B. 3 and 6.
: Class. Quart. xx, no. 2, April 1926, pp. 57-11. 3 D.B. I.
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there were seeds of all things, but 'mind decreed that the Seed or Part
of Bread should develop and actually produce the Bread which it was
capable of producing' (p. 62); bread is now in that thing TO ICpaTovv.
But when the bread is eaten and passes into the constituent parts of
the body, 'mind has decreed that here, in the body, at this particular
place, such Parts as Flesh, Blood, and Hair shall be in control', i.e.
their seeds develop and now overcome the bread-seeds.

With parts of this exposition, and especially with the attempt to
link the doctrine of the O"'OLO"'EP~with the description of the original
p.~iyp..a. I am in great sympathy, but I do not think its conclusions can
be accepted as a whole. (I) Like Giussani's theory it appears to me to
go considerably beyond the evidence. In particular the conception of
the growth and development of the U1Tlpp..a under the direction of
vou), which is the central point of Peck's explanation, has no warrant
in any of the fragments or notices. The notices of the 'domination'
(lCpa:T~tJ1) of one part or the other must be explained by the famous
dictum 'each thing is and was most manifestly those things of which
it has the most (1T'\etCTTa plural) in it'. This points dearly to the
numerical superiority of one or other of the 'things', and is surely an
impossible way of expressing the 'development' of one or other of the
seeds. (2) The sense given to the word OJUJI.OP.€PE), 'alike in parts', i.e.
having partsofall things, is very improbable: (0) it divorces the meaning
of Anaxagoras from the meaning which Aristotle J himself gave to the
word. I agree with Mr. Peck that in some ofhis comments Aristotle
passes from his own sense to Anaxagoras~sense, but I do not think he
could do so without a word of warning if the senses were so widely
divergent; (b) it surely makes the word almost meaningless: if 'all
things have a part ofall things', then all things will 'have similar parts"
and it is unnecessary to coin so strange a word to express a property
which is common to everything. On p. 70 Mr. Peck seems to try to
meet this difficulty by suggesting that it was only organic things of
which there were 'parts': if then he holds that Anaxagoras only meant
that 'all organic things contain parts of all organic things' he certainly
expressed it oddly by saying 'there is a portion of everything in every
thing'. The limitation would help to give a rational meaning to the
word 6fLOtoP.~P'S, but it wrecks the theory as a whole; (c) Mr. Peck
has really dealt the most fatal blow to his own theory on p. 66. 'An
op,oLop.lpna is not divisible. The whole doctrine falls to the ground
unless we maintain this.' But nothing is clearer than that Anaxagoras
did not regard the 6p.OtOp.Epna.r. as 'indivisibles' beyond which you

• See below, pp. 55 r fF.

ON THE THEORY OF ANAXAGORAS 5+5
cannot get. This was the view of the Atomists, but that Anaxagoras
held the theory of 'infinite divi.sibility' is clear nO,t mer~ly from the
evidence of Lucretius,· but of his own fragments: th~re IS not a. least
of the small, but always a less'.1 An~ on Mr. Peck 5 theory,. If we
divided up a piece ofbread, one would, Just as ~uch as on the tradlt10!1al
view, arrive ultimately at a 'seed' ofbread which was bre~d a.nd .no:h~ng

else. His explanation seems to me to do valuable sen'lce In ms:stmg
on the relation of the ILEtyP.a. and the.&p.or.op.€pij and t~e necessity of
concentrating on the problem of phYSical change, but It breaks down
on comparison with the evidence. . ,

Is it possible then to .give any ot,he~ exrl~natJOn of Anaxagoras
theory which will explam how all things In a concrete senSe are
present in all things, and yet allow for infinite divisi?n and. at t~e.same
time take due account of the idea of the U1Tlpp.aTa: I ,think It IS and
that such a view can best be arrived at by an examination of ~naxa

goras, idea of the macrocosm and the creation of worlds. .1 t IS th~re

possible to see the problem 'writ large~"and ~or~~\'er the View which
I wish to propound will be tested by It~ apphcablhty to the theory as
a whole and not merely to one part of Jt. .. .

In the beginning then 'all things were together, Infimte m nu"!ber
and smallness: for even the small was infinite',] there was, that IS to
say as Anaxagoras calls it elsewhere, a cn5P.P.LetS 4 or I.t€typ.a S of an
infinite number of substances, each ~~~ of which, even t~e s~allest,
consisted of an infinite number of diVISible ~arts. ':"as. thl~ p.€"yp.a a
mere j umble ofparticles of 'all things' placed Side by Side l~ CTV~~e"ts,.or,

as Anaxagoras says, aVyKpL"'S, yet each retaining its own l-:~Ivl~ualaty,

in the atomic theory or was there some closer coalition. Two
~agments throw light on' this q~estion: 'w~en all .things were ,t~g,e~her
no one of them was manifest (€V8'l'lAOV) owmg to Its smallness; smce
it is impossible for a least to exist, no, one thin~ could be separated, .or
exist by itself, but all things together.7 That IS to say, that how~v~r
small a particle of the /L~'iy",a you ~ight take, and there was no ~l~lt

to the possibility of division, all thmgs would always be present, 10 l~)

but they were not Ev87]Aa, which. means surely not merely se~n,

but 'capable of perception'. A, very Important com~enton the ,notIon
is furnished by Aetius,8 who In speakl.ng of the p..OpLa. or portions of
'things' in things, says using the expressIOn ofa later age that they were
\ , 8 ' . you know that is that they are there, but you couldI\OYW EWP'l'lTa.. "

t ai. 84-4. ~ D.B. 3: cf. 6. 3 D.B. J,

4 D.lt 4, § 2. 5 Simp], in Ar. Phys. A. 4. I ~7; D.B. J.

6 D.H. J. 7 D.B.6. 8 1.3. 5; D.A. 46.
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never perceive them. What then is the underlying notion? I believe
that in th~ terms ILdYJ:La. and cnJfLJ.LL~lS Anaxagoras ~as ~ea)]y striving
after the Idea of a union closer than mere mechamcal Juxtaposition
and more like our notion of chemical fusion, a union in which thing~
are not merely placed side by side, but are, as it were, compIetd"
merged in a new substance: it is in his own terminology a a0fJ.fJ.tE;s
and not a UVyKpLUL).1 In this p,ELyp.a individual things could not be
distinguished, for from the nature of their fusion they were not dis
tinguishable (xwpu:rra.),: but 'you know that they are there' and their
presence in greater or smaller quantities influences the character of the
whole. What then was the appearance and character of this original
f.'E'yp.a? In the first place 'no colour was perceptible: for the mixture of
all things prevented it'; 3 the fusion was so complete that the character
of no one thing could prevail to give a colour to the whole. Yet
even so the p.Eiyp.a. was not entirely homogeneous in an its parts: for
'each thing is and was most manifestly those things of which it has
most in it'. Though in every part of it all things were present, yet in
some parts one thing would dominate and give the prevaiHng character
to its neighbourhood, and in others another thing. If this is so, we
should expect the appearance of the whole fLf;Lyp.a to be that of the
elements of which in the whole universe there were most: and this
is precisely what Anaxagoras says: 'nothing was manifest owing to
its smallness: for mist and sky 4 prevailed, both being infinite: for these
are the greatest things in the sum total both in bulk and size'.

So far at least the description of the p.€Lyp.a seems to tally exactly
with the notion of a fusion of all things, each part of which and also
the whole take their character from the prevailing thing. And at
this point comes a curious confirmation of this idea. For there was
one element which did not enter this combination, but remained pure,
the corporeal substance vails-,S or, as we might say in the language of

•r believe that lowe the suggestion of this view originally to Professor
J. A. Smith.

2 Cf. D.B. 6. 3 D.B. ~ § 2.

4 a.7}p, the vaporous misty air which Anaximenes had selected as the one
ultimate constituent, and 4le~p, the bright clear air of the sky, which was one
of the 'elements' of Empedoc1es.

5 The famous passage (PIltutio 97 b) in which Plato expresses his dis·
appointment at finding that Anaxagoras' 110VS was after aU a physical existence,
and not, as he had hoped, a non-material motive cause makes it clear that
Burnet (E. G. P.3, p. 267) is right in regarding it as corporeal. Cornford too
(p. 153) from his own point of view arrives at the conclusion that it was a
'snul-substance'•
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a modern thinker, 'mind-stuff'. Anaxagoras' description of it and its
relation to other 'things' is of great importance ~or the pr~ent .pur
pose: 'all other things have a porti?n of e~er},thm~, b~t mm~ IS an
infinite thing and self-governed (atJTOKpaT€S') and IS mIxed WIth no
other thing, but exists alone by itself. For if it were not by itself~ but
were mixed with anything else, it must have had a share of all thmgs,
if it were mixed with anything~ for in everything. there .is a po.rtio~
of everything, as I have already said. And the ~hIngs mIxed ~lth It
would have prevented it from controlling anythmg as well as It does
alone by itself '.1 It is essential to work .out this not.i~n closely :nd ~ee
its jmplications: how are we to concel.ve the po~ltlon of ~ovS' w!th
regard to the ILE'iyp,a.? It cannot be that It was outSIde the p.Hyp.a, hke
Empedocles' Strife in the beginning of th~ngs, fo: firstly the p,ELrp.a and
vavs- were both infinite, and secondly, since beIng corporeal It could
only control things by contact, it must touch the~. ~ t must th~n ~ave
been spread throughout the p.~'i"(Jl~ ,:"ith~utent;rmg ant~ c?mbmat~on:
as Anaxagoras says himself, 'it IS In : ~hmgs (EVL) but It IS ~ot mlxed
(P./p.EtKTat) with them') Her: then IS ,a ~trong confirmation ?f the
view that the JlE"iyp.a was a fUSion: for If It ~ad. been ffi.erely a Juxta
position (aVyKptcllS), then vovs, sp,r~d a~out In. I~, was m fa~t Just as
much 'mixed' as were any other thIngs; but If It was a fusIon, then
and then only could voris be in juxtaposition with any part of it, .and
yet remain pure. This I believe to have been .A:naxagoras' me:mng:
in the fL€'iYfL4 individual substances were 'lost' ..n the dose mIxture,
voVS' was in the p.E"iY/La but never entered the mixture, however much
it was disseminated through it. .

I t is now possible to follow the process ~f t~e ~reatlon. of world~.
The p.ELyp.a in itself is static, but at any POInt In It at whIch ther~ IS
present a portion ofvaus, there results a 'mOl'ement' 4 (KlVTJULS), which
takes the form of a rotation (1T£ptXWP1}ULs),5 first of all, as Anaxagoras
carefully explains, 'of a small. part, and ~hen o~ more .and more': the
wh irl and the amount of rotating matter IS ever increasing. The resul t
ofchis is that bitsofthe J.Lf"iyJU1 are separated oft (a.1TOKp{VOV'T.a t),6 Th~e
bits which are separated off are in fact the 'seeds of all thlllgS, havmg
all kinds of forms and colours and savours (~govci)'.7 What then
will be their constitution? In the first place they are not of course
'ultimate molecules' like the atoms, incapable of further division:
they, just Hke aU other things in the universe, may be divided up into

I D.B. 12. ~ D.B. I I. 3 D.B. 12.

4 D.B.9. s D.B. 12. 6 D.B. 9, 12, 13·
7 D.B. 4, § r.
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smaller and smaller portions: I they are in fact just the bits of the J-L€tyJ.LQ.
as they happen to be broken off by the rotation. Like the whole
}L€typ.a too they each of them contain all things and so would an}'
portions, however small, into which they might be broken, but they
differ in an endless variety of 'forms and colours and savours" differ
that is, in quaHty. How does this happen? They differ in form no
doubt according as they happen to be broken off, and in colour and
savour and other qualities owing to the constitution of the original
p.€"i:yp.a. For just as it, though in all its parts it contained all things,
yet was not entirely homogeneous, for in different parts different things
prevailed, so it is with the bits broken off' from it. A bit which comes
from a part of the ,uiYfLa. in which 'the moist' prevails will become a
'seed' of water, if it come from where 'the hot' dominates a seed of
'fire', and so on not only with the opposites, but with all concrete
substances, gold, bone, Resh, blood, bread, &c.: the effect of the whirl
is to break up tracts of the p.Eiyp.a into the ~seeds ofall things'.

The next stage in the process is that these ~seeds' are 'separated
apart' ~ (8taKplvETat), that is to say that from the miscellaneous jumble
of the whirl, the unlike seeds, or to speak more stricti}', those unlike
in their prevailing ~thing', begin to move apart. Like then becomes
attached (7TpoUKptvETaL)3 to like, and the result is the formation of a
compound structure (uuyKpWOp-EVOV),4 in which the majority of the
seeds will be those in which the same substance prevails and so deter
mines the character of the compound, but each of these seeds still
contains all things, and there will be mixed with them, though not
'manifest', seeds in which other 'things' are dominant. But the com
pound made up of 'seeds' is not itself a fusion but a juxtaposition. The
detailed process of the formation of a world contains nothing which
throws further light on the main question and has been sufficiently
considered in the text.5

I t is not to the point here to enter into the details of Anaxagoras'
astronomical and biological speculations, nor of his interesting theory
of perception; there is nothing in them which at all prejudices the
account given of his general notion of creation, but they are not
essential for its understanding. I t is time to return to the phenomena

J Notc that a ~seed' is not a permanent entity: it is just a piece of the
original p.£tYJLo. in which one 'thing' prevails and might at any moment be
broken up into smaller particles, each of which then becomes a ~seed'.

s D.B. 13. j D.B. J4. 4 D.B.4r § I-

S I agree ""ith A. L. Peck (C. Q., Lc.) that Anaxagoras' cosmology was
traditional and stands apart from his main theory.
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of physical and physiological change which take place in a world after
its creation and to see whether any light is thrown on them by the larger
theory. There is unfortunately in none of the fragments or references
anything like a detailed account of the process~ if there were, it would
be possible to arrive at certainty on the main issue. There is however
enough material to start the inquiry and the analogy of the fuller
details of the larger process is ofgreat \·alue. It will have been observed
that in the description of the process of world-formation Anaxagoras
represented each stage by a carefully differentiated compound of
I<plV€LV (a.7TOKplv£uOat t SLal<ptV€aOaL t 7TpOaKplv€aOaL, crtryKp{V€C18o.t).
In Simplicius'! commentary on Aristotle's Ph),sics it appears that the
phenomenon. of birth .or production in t~e cr~ated world is also
described by Its appropriate compound of KptvW, dIfferent from any of
those yet used. ~He said that all things were mixed in everything and
that production (Y'V~C1lS) took place by separating out (EKKpLC1IS).' A
little later on he explains its meaning more fully: 'seein~ therefore ~hat
(rom each of the things now separated apart (8r.aKEKpLpEVWV) all thmgs
were separated out (£KKpwofL':Vo.), as for instance flesh and bone and
the rest from bread, as though all existed already in it and were m~xed
together from this he surmised that all existences were once mixed
together' before they were separated apart'. Is it possible on the
analogy of the other compounds of Kp[VW and from the idea already
formed of the d7TOKEKptp.Eva to form a notion of the nature of EKKpr.aLS?
It will be easiest to attempt it in a concrete instance and Simplicius'
example of food comes most readily to hand. What then is the con
stitution of the piece of bread before it is eaten? I t is made up ofa very
large number of min~te 's.eeds' .or particl~ in ~uxtap~sitio~,. ea~h of
which contains 'all things' In fUSion: these seeds were In orlgm bits of
the I-u''YJ-La separated off (d7TOKpwop.£va) and separated apart (SLaKptVO
p.oa) in the whirl, they subsequently came together (7TpoC1KptOivra) and
formed a compound body (avyKpwOfLEVOV). What is the character of
these 'seeds'? Must it be said that in every Oile of them bread 'pre
vails'? In spite of a serious difficulty,: I think, emphatically not.
Though in the majority bread 'pr:vails', there are yet i~ the constitu
tion of the bread 'seeds' of all thmgs, of gold, fire, onions, &c. But
not by any means in equal numbers: there are undoubtedly most
'bread-seeds', a large number, though not so many, of flesh, blood,

I In Arist. Phys. r. 4. 2°3; D.A. 45·
2 That of the use of the terms OP.OlOp.(~ and OP.OIOP.tPEtCu ~ I hope how

ever to show that the usual interpretation of these words is mistaken: see

pp. 55 1-55.
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of the whirl, the unlike seeds, or to speak more stricti}', those unlike
in their prevailing ~thing', begin to move apart. Like then becomes
attached (7TpoUKptvETaL)3 to like, and the result is the formation of a
compound structure (uuyKpWOp-EVOV),4 in which the majority of the
seeds will be those in which the same substance prevails and so deter
mines the character of the compound, but each of these seeds still
contains all things, and there will be mixed with them, though not
'manifest', seeds in which other 'things' are dominant. But the com
pound made up of 'seeds' is not itself a fusion but a juxtaposition. The
detailed process of the formation of a world contains nothing which
throws further light on the main question and has been sufficiently
considered in the text.5

I t is not to the point here to enter into the details of Anaxagoras'
astronomical and biological speculations, nor of his interesting theory
of perception; there is nothing in them which at all prejudices the
account given of his general notion of creation, but they are not
essential for its understanding. I t is time to return to the phenomena
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of physical and physiological change which take place in a world after
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anything like a detailed account of the process~ if there were, it would
be possible to arrive at certainty on the main issue. There is however
enough material to start the inquiry and the analogy of the fuller
details of the larger process is ofgreat \·alue. It will have been observed
that in the description of the process of world-formation Anaxagoras
represented each stage by a carefully differentiated compound of
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described by Its appropriate compound of KptvW, dIfferent from any of
those yet used. ~He said that all things were mixed in everything and
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little later on he explains its meaning more fully: 'seein~ therefore ~hat
(rom each of the things now separated apart (8r.aKEKpLpEVWV) all thmgs
were separated out (£KKpwofL':Vo.), as for instance flesh and bone and
the rest from bread, as though all existed already in it and were m~xed
together from this he surmised that all existences were once mixed
together' before they were separated apart'. Is it possible on the
analogy of the other compounds of Kp[VW and from the idea already
formed of the d7TOKEKptp.Eva to form a notion of the nature of EKKpr.aLS?
It will be easiest to attempt it in a concrete instance and Simplicius'
example of food comes most readily to hand. What then is the con
stitution of the piece of bread before it is eaten? I t is made up ofa very
large number of min~te 's.eeds' .or particl~ in ~uxtap~sitio~,. ea~h of
which contains 'all things' In fUSion: these seeds were In orlgm bits of
the I-u''YJ-La separated off (d7TOKpwop.£va) and separated apart (SLaKptVO
p.oa) in the whirl, they subsequently came together (7TpoC1KptOivra) and
formed a compound body (avyKpwOfLEVOV). What is the character of
these 'seeds'? Must it be said that in every Oile of them bread 'pre
vails'? In spite of a serious difficulty,: I think, emphatically not.
Though in the majority bread 'pr:vails', there are yet i~ the constitu
tion of the bread 'seeds' of all thmgs, of gold, fire, onions, &c. But
not by any means in equal numbers: there are undoubtedly most
'bread-seeds', a large number, though not so many, of flesh, blood,
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and bone-seeds, of the things, that is, into which bread normally
changes, ~nd. some examples at least of every kind of 'seed'. This is
the Constitution one would expect out of a compound formed in the
whirl, and it is surely the meaning of the famous sentence from which
the. wh.ole contro~'e~r starts, 'each thing is and was those things! of
whIch It has most In It • Not enough stress has hitherto been laid on the
plural 'those thin~ ..,. mos~' (7T>"~iCN'a),: it means surely that not only
has the bread a majority of ~rea~-seeds,but also many corresponding
to those parts of the body whIch It may form when eaten: bread 'is and
was' bread, but also potentially flesh, blood, and bones. But these
secondary seeds in which flesh and blood, &c., prevail are so minute,
and perhaps we may also say with Giussani so scattered, that they do
not affect the character of the whole and could never be perceived"
Indeed they cannot yet be described as pieces of bone, flesh, &c., but
they a~e only, as Aetius ~ accurately calls them, 'portions capc\ble of
producmg blood, &c.' (p.opI.a a'lp.aTo~ y~vvrrru<a.). And So it comes to
pass that when we eat the bread, the processes of biting and digestion
'separate ?ut' t~e latent ~seeds'.in which flesh and blood prevail from
the seeds In whIch bread prevads and then these join each other and
the pre-:existent fl,esh an~ blood in the body. But such separation does
not, as In the ordmary View, cause the production of things which no
longe.r contain all things, for in every 'seed', in whatever compound
body It may be, there are always 'portions ofeverything' fused together.

Here then there is a complete parallelism between the macrocosm
th~ normal.s~bstanc~of t~ings,"and the microcosm of the 'seed'. Jus~
as In the onganall.turJ.ta all thlnp ~ere together', but owing to their
great prevalence In sl~e and bulk mist and sky determined the appear
ance of the whole, so I~ the 'see~s' all things are present in fusion, but
the character of each IS determmed by that of which there is most
and in the compound body all the different kinds of 'seeds' are there:
but the.character of the whole is that of the majority of the 'seeds'.
Just as In the p.E"iyp.a the rotatory motion instituted by 'mind' caused
the 'separating off' of 'seeds' and like joined like, so now the extraneous
for~e of the process of c:ating .and digesting food causes the 'separating
out of the latent seeds an which flesh blood &c. prevail which J·oin
'h I"k'· b ""tel e an the ody. Nor of course is this a mere parallelism but is
all due to the fact that the ultimate constitution of the 'seeds" is just
that of the j.Ldyp,a, for they are nothing but portions of it. The view

I Sj~pl. in Ari,st."PlJys•• A. 2: 184; D.A.•p. The manuscripts have 07(1),
for ~hJch Usener s OTWJI J5 urnversally accepted as against a possible 070V.

J I. 3.5; D.A. 46.
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I have put forward satisfies, I bclie\·e, the requirements with which
we started. It preserves the concrete natur<: ~~ the 't~in~' of ~~~ch

'ervthing has a part; it preserves the pOSSibilIty of mfimte diVISIon
~ithout reaching 'things' unmixed, for every 'seed' and every particle,
howe\'er minute, into which it might be divided, will still contain

11 things fused togeth~r; it shows how the process of change may take
;Iace by a 'separating out' C?f 'seeds' already: existent and latent, in the
prc\'ious body, and finally It accords, I beheve, better both with the
extant fragments of Anaxagoras and. th~ account.s o~ his .system. .

But, it will be urged, the fatal objection to thIS vIew IS the apphca
tion by Aristotle and other l~ter c0r;tment~torsto t~e t~eo~y ofAn~
goras of the words 0JLOwp.fprJr; and OJLOWILfP€ta, which It .wIlI.be notlc~d
I have hitherto neglected. These words must mean, It wlll be said,
that according to Anaxagoras, each part of a whole compound body,
each 'seed', was exactly homogeneous. i~ ~harac~er both with all the
other partS and with the whole. 1fso, It 15 ImpOSSIble that there ~hould

be in bread, any 'seeds' in whi~h anyt~ing else than ?re~d prevads, for
they would not be op.o(.op.~pfj either With the vast. maJon~y of the o~her

'seeds' or with the whole piece of bread. The objection IS not, I thl~k,

by any means fatal, but it is serious, and it is necessary in .conclus~on

to attempt to trace the meaning of these words and the Idea v:h1ch
they imply: In the ~rst plac~ it .m,u9t be remarked that the ordlna~y

interpretation of thelT meaning IS m any ~e a ratal one, because It
mUll involve a deadlock and make change Impossible. If all the parts
ofa compound body are exactly homogeneous and. have the sa~e pre
vailing 'thing', then nothing could ever change mt.o so~ethl~g ~lse

without a dissolution which would produce some thmgs In which all
things' were not present. If bread prevails in every particle of a piece
of bread flesh and blood can only be 'separated out' from it pure, and
then as ~n the 'old view' of Anaxagoras' theory, things exist which
do n~t any longer contain all things. As Burnet argues, and the least
reAexion must cause agreement, such cannot have been Anaxagoras'
meaning.

In other words the traditional idea of the homoeomeria cannot be
right and a new inquiry into its meaning is dem~nded. At ~he outset
a distinction must be drawn between the substantive (ofl-Ol'OfLEPEI.a.) and
the adjective (6ILO'0P.fP~S). Only the adjective is used by Arist?t1e. in
his comments on Anaxagoras: the later commentators use the adjective
when they are reproducing Aristotle and. th~y also give us the sub
stantive as though, contrary to modern behef, It were a term,employed
by Anaxagoras himself. It will therefore be best to conSider them
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separately. Now the word op..Otop..£p1JS 1 had for Aristotle a veryp I'
f h· ecu la

sense apar~ rom IS comments on Anaxagoras in association with h,r
own physical theory. A substance that is in the Aristotelian IS
• , 'h I f -' sense0J.l.OLOp..£p7JS IS t e resu tant 0 a J-Lt~tS or fUSion of the four ele

~ d h I mentsor aTotX£ta as oppose to t e resu tant ofa mere uUvlhuL'" such h. I bs .. ~ . are t e
matena su tances of whIch things are composed. Thus as Bu

t th • -' A' I' b' , ,rnePno es, e 0J-LOLOp..£p7J, In nstot e s IOIOglcal theory, stand intermed'
between the elements and the developed organs: they are, to take I~~
example ?f the hU?1an body, b~n~, flesh, blood, &c., which are homo_
geneous In all their parts, as distinguished on the one hand from h

- h' fi d teaTOtXHa, eart ,air, re, an water, which themselves have no c
d th

~

ponent. parts,. an on e other from the formed opyava, such as the
hand, In which the parts are not olLoLa. Now there is an apr' .

b b'l' h h . ,.., ton
pro a I I~y t at w en ArIStotle apphed a word of such distinctive
connotation to the theory of Anaxagor"'~ he intended to use it I'f. I h . ...., , not
I~ exact.r t. e sam~ sens~, at least, In a sense not widely different from
hiS apphcatlon of It to hiS own theory. If the account given above of
Anaxagc;'ras' theory be at all correct, there was in fact a double reason
why Anstotle should have applied the epithet oJ-LowJ-L£P~s to the sub
stances and .the particles of substance which Anaxagoras conceived as
the underlymg. substratum of matter. In the first place the epithet
would denote JUs~ the class of reality which Anaxagoras wished to
express, the matenal su~tanc;of existing things and in particular the
~esh, bone,.blood, &c., m which, with his physical bias, he was mainly
mteres!ed: In the second it would connote that these were the produet5
o~ a J-LLgLs-not, of course, a p..LgtS of the elements, as Aristotle held
hlms~l[, but of a J-L£~YJ-La such ~ ~naxagoras conceived as the original
~o.ndJt,on of the. um~erse. ThiS IS what one would expect a priqri:
It I~ necessary t~ mqul,re how.far it is actually the case. There are three
malO passages 10 which Aristotle uses the word in connexion with
Anaxagoras.

I. In ~he ~e Caelo 3 Aristotle is contrasting Anaxagoras with Em
p~docles10 hiS accoun~ of t~e elements. 'Empedocles', he says, 'main
tams that fire and thmgs m the same category with them 4 are the
elements of bodies and that all things are compounded of them. But
Anaxagoras says the opposite; for he makes the OP.OWJ-LE~ elements,
I mean flesh and blood and each of tlle things in this class: but air and

I See a paper by H. H. Joachim, Journtll ofPhilology, XIix. 72 ff.
• E. G. P.3, p, 26 5. 3 r. 3. 302 a; D.A, 43 (b).
4 The plural (TOUTOLS) suggests that teai v8wp or something like it has

dropped out after 1TDp.
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6re are mixt~r~ .of t~cse and of all ot.her ~eeds" f?r all of these are

ITlposed of 1I1\'lslble op.owp..€pfj of all kinds. ThIS IS exactly w~at we
~ould expect. He is in the first instance using op..OWIJ.£pfj in hiS own
sense and describi~~ the class of things to which Anaxag~ras'elements
belonged in opposition to the elements of Empedocles: In the ~econd
he applies the term in the same sense to the Anaxagorean Imper-
ceptible 'seeds' in compound things.

2. So in the Physics1 in precisely the same way: 'Ofthose who make
the elements infinite, Anaxagoras said that they were made of the
o,.wwlJ.€pif-Aristotle's own sense o~ the term again. .

3. The passage fr~m the M_et~physI~:has caused much dlfficulty:3
'Practically all the op.otOP.EpTJ (Just hke fire and water), A~axagoras
says, come into being by combination .and pe~ish by se~aratlon only,
but in no other sense 4 do they come mto bemg or perish at all, but
remain everlasting.' The critics, who stumble chiefly over the
parenthesis, have got into difficulties because they take op.owp.€p71 to
refer here to the ultimate particles or else the 'seeds' in Anaxagoras'
theory. It surely does not, but as in the two previous p~ges means
'the substances I call Jp..owlJ.€pfj' ,i.e. the flesh, bones, &c., m the human
body. These, as I understand Anaxagoras' theory, come into being ~nd
perish owing to the combination and dissolution of 'seeds' : but su~hbirth
and death are only illusory, for the 'seeds' themselves do not perish, but
only enter into new combinations. Fire and water are, of course, on
Anaxagoras' theory, compounds and so too ar~ even the substances
Aristotle regards as Op.oWJ-LEpfj, for they are all. alrke co~stru~ed by the
juxtaposition (uVyKPWtS)of'seeds'. The meanmg then IS that In Anaxa
goras' theory both substances which Aristotle calls op.otOiLE~ and also
those which he regards as elements (fire and water) are compounds of
'seeds', created by combination and destroyed by separation. I do not
at all agree with Burnet that 'the general sense is that Anaxagoras
applies to the 01WWP.E~what is really true of the OTOLXELa'.S

I r. 4. 203 a; D.A. 45. a A. 3. 984 a; D.A. 43 (a).
3 See E. G. P.3, p. 265, n. 2.
4 I do not think that Zeller's 111T,\WS for rows, which is adopted by Burnet,

improves the sense.
s Cf. Simpl. in Arist. PhyJ. A. 2. 184 (27. 2); D.A.41 1TaVTa 'Yap TO.

0JtOL0IJ.€pfj, olol' v8wp ~ 1TDp ~ XPVUOI', ayll'11Ta. iLlV E fvaL teat ac/J8afYTa.,
rpa.{vEu8at BE ytVOIJ.61a Katci1To,uvJL£va uvyKp{U€t Kat BLaKp{a€t JLovov, which
is obviously an echo of this passage of Aristotle, makes its meaning quite c1~r.
and it is interesting to note that there water and fire are actually grouped WIth
gold as OJLOLOJLER: on Anaxagoras' theory there is no difference in their
constitution.
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f h· ecu la
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I See a paper by H. H. Joachim, Journtll ofPhilology, XIix. 72 ff.
• E. G. P.3, p, 26 5. 3 r. 3. 302 a; D.A, 43 (b).
4 The plural (TOUTOLS) suggests that teai v8wp or something like it has

dropped out after 1TDp.
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55+ O~ THE ~HEORY OF ANAXAGORAS
In pasSIng from Anstotle to the doxographers it is impossibl

to be struck at ?nce with the curious fact that what is now fi ~ nOt
the most part IS not the Aristotelian adjective 0fLOto/u P7J % for
substantive 0fLOtofLEpEtat. It is used clearly in a slightly diffes:e Ut the
from Aristotle's adjective and spoken ofas if it were a technl'cal

nt
senSe

A ' T term of. naxag?ras. . wo passages are of great interest and must be
sldered In detail. COh_

I. Simplicius I commenting on the passage in the Physics· 'S'
Anaxagoras postulates the ofLOLOfLEpnat, and Democritus the' at InCe
~oth. regarded.as infinite i? ?umber, as first-beginnings, he (Arist~~;
inqUires ~rst Into the Opinion of Anaxagoras and also explains the
reason whIch led Anaxagoras to such a supposition and shows hea h" • , ... t at

c OJLOl.OfLEpEta, J~st as.m~ch as the whole, has all things present in it
and t~atnot,merely infinite In number but infinite times infinite.' Her~
the 01-f'0tofLEpnat are clearly something different from the 0 Oto " ~
of Anst?tle: they are. not substances such as we know, but s:me:hi~71
u~derlYJng them whIch can be compared with the atoms of Dem;
cn~us.. In .s~ort they. are the 'seeds' of which things are compounded
an S!mphclus explainS clearly enough-what I have attempted to
show IS a necessalJ: postu~te for the explanation of change-that each
of them too containS P~rtl?ns of all things: the passage is in fact the
clearest and most convincing explanation of exactly what I believe
to have been Anaxagoras' theory Th ., .• ,. . . e name OfLOWfLEpEtat, as applied
to ~he s~~, IS appropnate enough as on the one hand the 'seeds" like
Ar~totle s 0fL?l.OfLEpfj, are the resultants offL~lr, on the other they are
eac of them parts lIke to whole substances" a thing that I'S • ,h ' d' h' h ., . OfLOI.OfLEprJS

as see s w I~ a.re OfLOWfLEpElaL, for they are like to material sub-
stances: the adjectIve and substantive are correlative

2. Ae~i~s.a afterexplai~ingthat since Anaxagoras co~ld not conceive
the pOSSibility of anything being created out of the non-existent
there.for~ supposed the existence in food of 'particles capable of
creatIng blood~ndnerves and bones, &c., which are onlyAoyw (JEwpYJTa,
goes on to say, from the fact then that the particles in the f~d are like .
~he sub~tances produced ~e called them 0fLOtofLEpEtat, and he took the
°fLo.tofLEpnat as the matenal cause'. Burnet 3 comments: 'Aetius, sup
P?SIn~ as he d?es that Anaxagoras himself used the term (OfLOLopipEtat)
glyes It an entlrely.wrong meaning.' As to Anaxagoras' use something
~J11 shortly be said, but the meaning is not 'entirely' wrong: the
°fLOtofLEpEtat are so called because they are like in substance to the

I In Arist. PAYI. r. 4· 203 a; D.A. 45b. a i. 3. 5; D.A. 46.
E. G. P.3, p. 26+, n. 3.

L
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aterial things of sense which they compose, and though Aetius goes
~ far he is right in referring the term not only to the 'bread-seeds'
~ the bread, but also to its 'flesh-' and 'blood-seeds'. In other words
·~is comment is an effe.ctive contradiction of ~he traditio~al vie~ th~t
all the 'seeds' in the piece of bread must be bread-seeds. AetJus m
another passage I says 'the 0fLOtofL€J>'ij are of every kind of shape': here
OJ'OtOP.Epij is loosely used in the sense of OfLOtOfLEp~tatan? the st~tement
is exactly parallel to Anaxagoras': own affirmation that the seeds of
ail things' in the original fL£'iYfLa. were of every form.

To these usages ofOfLOtOfLEPEI.O.I. by the doxographers in a way clearly
independent of, though not inconsistent with, Aristot~e's use of t~e
adjective ofLOtofLEfY77r;, we m~st add the no l~ startlIng, an~ qUite
unique application of the smgular homoeomeno by LucretlUs 3 to
Anaxagoras' theory as a whole for which he claims Anaxagoras'
authority. What then is to be said about the origin of these later uses?
Clearly the doxographers did not get them from Aristotle: for h: uses
only the adjective in a sense applicable enough to Anaxagoras' Ideas,
but connected with his own biological theory. Did they then develop
the substantive and its meaning from Aristotle's adjective? It is not
probable that in that case they would have diverged quite so far from his
usage: still less that they would have in~ented the rather strange
formation OfLOl.OfLEpELat to express the essentially concrete substance of
the 'seeds'. Where then did they get the word and its sense? There is
surely only one answer that Aetius and Lucretius are telling the trut~,
that Anaxagoras did call his apXa~ OfLOl.OfLEpEtat, that he did refer to hiS
theory as the homoeomeria, and that in all probability he spoke of
compound substances as ofLOtofLEJ>'ij. None of these terms of course
occurs in the extant fragments, but I cannot see how it is possible to
explain their later uses except on the supposition, which is confirmed
by the statements of the doxographers, that the terms were Anaxa
goras' own. Aristotle, I imagine, adopted from him the adjective
because it expressed exactly what he wanted to describe in his own
theory-a substance homogeneous· in its parts with the implication
that it was the resultant of a fLi~tr: in speaking of Anaxagoras' theory
he used it to denote those substances to which it was applicable both
on his own theory and Anaxagoras'-the substances of which the
organs of the body and so on are composed. The later commentators
returned to Anaxagoras' own use and spoke ofthe 'seeds' as Op.owp.EpEtat,
and the whole theory as oP.oLOfLEpEta.

I i. 14.4; D.A. 51. : D.H.4-> § I: see p. 547·
3 i. 830, 834 'rerum fJua11l dicit homoeomenan'.
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Whether this surmise be correct or not it is, I hope cl

h . h' . h" , , ea r tha
[ ere !s not rng en er In Anstotle's use of OfLOlOILEP~S" or th 1 t

sa f ~ , h' h' . ,- -/' eateru ge 0 OfLOtOfLEpEta w Ie IS In any way a bar to the ,·jew her k
of the general theory. op.otop.lpEtat denotes the 'seeds' Cont ~ ~ en
fi · f 11 h' d" aJn!ng auSlon 0 a t lOgs, an like In substance to the bodies whi h h
~ompose, ?P.Of.O/L£pij .denotes bodies so formed, but there is ~ot~i~Y
In the eVIdence WhlCh necessitates the conclusion that I' n JJ hg, , f' b all t e
°fLotop.€pEtaf..o a given ody, the same 'thing' prevailed: on the Con-
trary the eVidence tends to show that Anaxagoras concei,'ed th .
anyone body there were 'seeds' corresponding to e\'ery Substanc a~ln
they differed greatly in number, and the character of the body pC, Ut

d Ii d · , resent
an ~t~re, was etermmed by those 'seeds' 'of which there
most In It'. were

APPENDIX II

Other Piews of IIpo>"TJ.ptS

THE scantiness of the evidence as to the exact nature of Epicurus'
conception of 1TPO>"7]fjJls has caused a certain divergence of opinion.
Though I have no doubt that the interpretation given in the text,
which is that of the great majority of modern critics, is right) it is
worth while to chronicle some of the other views,

I. Cicero, de "!'-laturl1 Deorum, i. [7. 44, speaking of the l1po)..~'IJftfs

which all men have of divine beings, describes them as insitoe vel
po/ius inntltoe cognitiones. It might be thought at first sight that he
regarded them as 'innate ideas', concepts which are in the mind from
birth and are not due in any sense to experience. But the divergence
is more apparent than real: the Latin words do not necessarily imply
this, but only that the 'anticipations' 'were implanted in or grew up'
within the mind and were not-directly at least-given it from
without. Cicero is capable of a good deal of misinterpretation of
Epicurus, but the notion of 'innate ideas' would be wholly repugnant
to Epicureanism and it is not necessary to suppose that he held it. Sec
Mayor's note on the passage, and Tohte, Epikurs Kriterien der
IJI'ahrheit, p. 17.

2. Steinhart, in the article on Epicurus in Ersch and Griiber's
Encyclopaedia, understands the Trpo>"~.p~,~to be the images of individual
sense-perceptions, which remain in the mind and may be called up
at will for purposes of comparison. Tohte (op. cit.) p. 16) has shown
that this view is sufficiently contradicted by the evidence of Diogencs
(x. 33), and in particular by the phrases Ka8oAtld] vO'l]O'ts" and P-rn1P-YJ
'TOU TToAAaKtS' 19wO£v c/x:tVMOS, which must refer to a general concept
founded on the repeated image and not to an individual image. We
may add (I) that the operation which Steinhart conceives is simply
that of the memory of a particular sense-perception, p.~f'7J 'TOU Q.na.t
;eW8EV q,avlvros, (2) that, as such, it could have no validity in cognition
as a 'criterion', for 'one sensation cannot correct another'.

3. A more important divergence from the ordinary view has (1909)
been put forward by F. Merbach (op. cit., PI>- 45 if.), who, it must be
remembered (sec p. 232, n. 2), also denies that Epicurus' Canonice
Was thought out in terms of his physical theory:. he is thus not ham
pered by the necessity of explaining the atomic psychology of its
details. He holds (I) that the essence of the 7Tpo>"7JifIlS consists in the

l.
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Though I have no doubt that the interpretation given in the text,
which is that of the great majority of modern critics, is right) it is
worth while to chronicle some of the other views,

I. Cicero, de "!'-laturl1 Deorum, i. [7. 44, speaking of the l1po)..~'IJftfs
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sense-perceptions, which remain in the mind and may be called up
at will for purposes of comparison. Tohte (op. cit.) p. 16) has shown
that this view is sufficiently contradicted by the evidence of Diogencs
(x. 33), and in particular by the phrases Ka8oAtld] vO'l]O'ts" and P-rn1P-YJ
'TOU TToAAaKtS' 19wO£v c/x:tVMOS, which must refer to a general concept
founded on the repeated image and not to an individual image. We
may add (I) that the operation which Steinhart conceives is simply
that of the memory of a particular sense-perception, p.~f'7J 'TOU Q.na.t
;eW8EV q,avlvros, (2) that, as such, it could have no validity in cognition
as a 'criterion', for 'one sensation cannot correct another'.

3. A more important divergence from the ordinary view has (1909)
been put forward by F. Merbach (op. cit., PI>- 45 if.), who, it must be
remembered (sec p. 232, n. 2), also denies that Epicurus' Canonice
Was thought out in terms of his physical theory:. he is thus not ham
pered by the necessity of explaining the atomic psychology of its
details. He holds (I) that the essence of the 7Tpo>"7JifIlS consists in the

l.
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connexion of name and thing: it would be of no value to us to hal.
general concepts stored in our mind, unless we could also name thel1l:
(2) that we receive the 1Tpo).~t/Jf:rs not from repeated sensations, bu~
from the instructions of parents, &c., in our childhood who tell Us
the names of things; (3) that the 7TpoATJ~rs owes its validity as a test
of truth to the fact that cognition, in which we use it, is an essential
part ofsense-perception and is therefore itselfa department ofaw8"1CT'~.
Merbach seems to me to have done good service in emphasizing the
place of7TpDA'f'J.pts in cognition, and still more in showing its connexion
with the naming of things, and the assumption of the idea of 7f'po>"y]tP'~
in §§ 37, 38 of the Letter to Herodotus (see pp. 248, 267). But his
divorce of the Canonice from the physical theory is to my mind a root..
misconception of Epicurus and vitiates the details of his work, and he
entirely neglects the evidence ofDiogcnes' definition, which he regards
as a patchwork, unintelligible because we do not possess the context
of the various explanations given of 7f'p6A1J.ptS. Moreover, to come
to his three main contentions, (x) admitting the importance of the
name, as a label of the concept, and the dose connexion of the idea
of 7Tp6>"TJ,pts with Epicurus' theories both of the origin of language
and the requisites of scientific terminology, I yet think that the name
is not an essential part of Epicurus' notion of'TrpoATJrpts: even without
a name, it would be possible for the individual to refer a new sensation
to the general concept, and say 'this is that', which is the fundamental
element in cognition; (2) we receive names from the instruction of
others, but the concepts themselves, which are more important, must
be due to sense-experience: further, it is, I think, dear that Epicurus
regarded all the I<pt'TTjpta as closely connected in origin, aiu81}UfS being
the ultimate source of all; (3) cognition is indeed an essential part of
sense-perception, but not of mere sensation, and could not be included
by Epicurus, except very loosely, under aru8TJul.s: it is E1Talu81Jp.a. If
the 7f'poA~r/JEtshad validity as part ofsensation, they would be M1J(JEis as
well as lvapyf:'is; but such validity, which did not rest on origin, would.
be assumed, not inferred. The whole theory is interesting and has
called attention to important points, but it cannot, I think, be set up
against the ordinary view. Merbach approaches the question with tOO
great a desire to find in TTPOAYJrprs the explanation of Ep. i, §§ 37, 38,
where it is not actually mentioned, and too little respect for Diogenes'
definitions, which must after all come from Epicurean sources.

L

APPENDIX III

O,t the Meaning of E1TtfJO>"~ rijs bLo.vo{as I

Of all the technical terms of the Epicurean philosophy none is
earl so obscure and elusive as E'"tf30>"~ rij~ bLClvo{as. We are conr nt~d with it or its equivalent fivc~ times in the Letter to Herodotus

a~d once3 in the Kvptat LlDea.. ; Diogenes 4 .fur.ther tells us that the
'Epicureans' added it to Epicurus' three cntena of truth:. yet ea0
fresh context seems at first only to shed fur:~er obscu.Tlty.on ItS

. g Nor can l't be said that modern CritiCS and hIstorians of
meamn . d· 1 'd
hilosophy have for the most part assisted m~ch towar .S Its e UCI a-

~on: finding it in a prominent pl~ce in the E:Plcurean philosophy they
have felt bound to give some equlValen~ for It, b~t most of them have
been content to make wild guesses S Without, as It seems, any ca~eful
consideration of the contexts in which it occurs: yet the very dl.ver-
ence of these guesses shows how little the phrase conveys a direct

fndication of its meaning. Only two 6 scholars, so far as I.kno~, shave
made a really critical study of the subject, Tohte 7 and Glussam, and
they again differ widely in their conclusi~ns.. I should. be loth to ent~r
the discussion but that I feel bound to Justify the views 3SS.umed In

my account ~f the Canon;ce and also be~ieve that somethmg may
et be said, which may help towards a solutIon. ..

y It will be convenient, before entering the details of the. dlscussI~n,
to give in full the passages of Epicurus dealing with the subject, whIch

I I have for convenience of reference reprinted this Appendix from

Epi(ur~s, pp. 259-7+· ] xxiv.
z §§ 38, 50, 51 (twice), 62.
4 X. 31 (Yit.). . , 0 ,.. .
5 We may instance Zeller, 'sensible impressIon; berwc:g. ~ntU1.uve

a rehension of the understanding' (which is nearer to ~rt of the ng~t J~eatl!'n most conjectures); Ritter and Preller, 'a. form or 1TpoA1Jt/J..~ ~o~ differing
from images seen in delirium or sleep'; Stemhart, the free actiVIty of the. . . ,
Imagmatlon . J) • d

6 Brieger's contribution (ulzrt flOll Jtr SUit, .pp. 19, 20 IS so .vague an
uncritical that it does not really come into question, though, as will be ~en~
he has grasped one essential part of the full meaning. F. Me~bac~(de E,pullrt
C · 28-35) has some interesting pages on the subject, In which he

an01llca, pp. 'a! diffi Ity f
agrees in the main with Tohte, but does not touch the cruel cu 0

§ 61 of the Letter to Herodotus. .
7 EpiRllrs Krillritn dtr WaArAtl!, pp. 20-4-.

8 Stud. Lucr. pp. 171-82.
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will fre9uently be required for reference, and to state summarily th
conclusions at which this note will arrive. e

1. Letter to Herodotus:
A § 38 " I \ \ , 8' ~.,• ETt TE KClTa Ta~ aLa TJO'EL~ OH 1TaVTa """pEi'v Ka~ am\.<It \> \ ,. Q \, " " "/ w~
aTa Ta~ 1TapOlJO'a~ Em,..oIlClS ELTE SLavo{a~ E'tf)' OTOlJ STJ'1TOTE T.

Kp' ' ~, ~ , '" ~ , 'f)" WI!
, "'7P/.W~, ~~/.W~ OE" KaTa Ta V1TapXoVTa 1Ta TJ. 01TWS aVKat TO 1TpOO'-

fLEVOV KaL TO aS71'\ov ExwfLEV ors CTTJfLE/.Waop.E(}a.

B. § 50 KClt ~v av M.{3wfLEVepaVTClO'{av £m{3,\TJTtKwS.n; SLClvola TJ" TO.
'afJ ' " ,...l.." "" • L.aL TJT7JptOLS ELTE fLoJJ'f'TJS EtTE O'lJp-{3E{3TJKOTWV. lLOp.l.TJ' £O'Ttv av.,.." T ~

. , , "" ~ t. r 'Y - .", ou
a;E~Ep.VLOV. ')ILVOP.EYTJ KaTa TO E...'ij~ -rrVKvwp.a ~ £YKClTaAELfLp.a Toil
ELSW'\OV.

C § 51 TJ" '., -.I. - l' , ,,. .. TE,y,~p 0JLOt0"'7s -;wv v:.ClVTaO'P.WV OtOVEL I EV ElKOVL 'Aap.f3a-
vo,,:,£vw.,v '1_KaO v~OVS yW0I-l;EVWV,TJ K;:T'llias Twas £m{3o>.o.s T'ij~ ~ha
VOLas '1 TWV '\OL1TWV KPL"'7P/.WV OVK av 1TOTE ~P''VE TO'~ OJO'L TE K •&A ()' " \ - "" "I, I\, at

'1 Eat 1Tpo,!a')lop£~oP.EVOLS. £L ~TJ 'J}v Twa Kat TOtaiiTa 1Tpoa{3a>J.6fLeva.
D. § 51 (Immediately following the preceding) TO Sf SLYlUaD'7'"nIlEV'

t ... C' _ "'\ , "II r· ." ov
OV~ av V1T7]PXEV. EL fLTJ EllafLf3avofLEV Kat lliTJV TLva KlYTJO'w £V ~fL'v au-
TOLS O'VYTJP.~EY'[IV I/'fll <T'fi epa,VTaO'TLKfJ Emf3o'\fJ >. 8LaATJtPLV Sf EXOlJO'av.

_E. § 6~ E1[£L ~o ~E 8EWPOVfLEVOV 1Tav ~ KaT' £m{3o'\~v>'ap.{3avofLEVoV
TfI SLavOL~ &.ATJOE~ EO'TLV.

II. KVpLaL.16faL xxiv E't TLV' £K{3a>.EL~ a1TMis a'tO'OTjO'tv Kat lLTJ\ SLaLI>'>'I.
\ ~ i: r' \ I \, ,.. r'l

aELS TO OO...Cl!>0fLEVOV KaTa TO 1TpoafLEvoV Kat TO 1Tapo'v ';;STJ KaTa ...;,V
" ~ \ \ '9 \ - .I. "I" "j

atav'law NaL Ta 1Ta TJ NaL 1Taaav 'f'aVTaO'TL~V E1TL{30'\~V rijs SLavota~

UVVTapl1fELS Nat Tas AOL1Tl}S ala8~O'ELS .n; lLaTalw M~ WO'TE TO ICPL~~
., , ,Q_ \ ... ..' ,- .. ':,,1I' ..,

pWV a1Tav EIC,..a/lEt~.

. To these passages of Epicurus must be added two others of great
Importance:

Diog. Laen. x. 3 I £V Tolvvv Tip Kallovt Uywv EO'TtV 0 •E1TllCovpo~
, -2\f)' l \ '()' \ ,Kpt"'7pLa "'7~ W\TJ Eta~ E vaL Ta~ aLa TJaEL~ Kat 1TPOATjtPEtS /Cat Ta 1Taf)Tj'

• ~, 'E' " .I. \, \Ot 0 mICovpELOL KaL Tas 'f'aVTaO'TtI(a~Em{3oAas rijs SLavolas.
Clem. Alex. Strom. ii. 4, p. 157 (Usener,fr. 255)1Tp6>'TJtPwSf a.1TO-

~,~ • Q \\ " • \ \' \ \ ,
~W?,O'LV E1TL,..OIlTjV E1TL TL EVapyEs KaL E1TL "'7V Evapy'ij TOV 7TpO.yp.aTO!i
E1TLVOLav.

Briefly put, the line of argument which I propose to pursue is as
follows: (I) Th~ na~ural,me~nin.gof E7TLf30'\~ used of operations of the
se!1ses or the mmd .IS a projectIOn upon', and so 'attention to', and,
With t~e adde.d notion of the result, 'apprehension' and even 'view'.
(2) Eplcurus In several of the crucial passages implies an E1TL{30'\~ of

I For the text see my notes on the passages.
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the senses, an 'apprehension' by 'looking' as opposed to passive seeing.
(3) E7Tt{30A~ rijs Stavolas corresponds exactly to this and means firstly
(0) the immediate apprehension by an act ofmental attention ofcertain
subtle 'images', too fine to be apprehended by the senses, and, in
particular, of the 'images' of divine beings; secondly (b) the immediate,
or 'intuitive' apprehension of concepts, and in particular of the 'clear',
i.e. self-evident concepts of scientific thought. With this preface,
which may be of assistance in the course of a rather intricate and
necessarily controversial argument, we may proceed to full discussion.

I. It was one of the cardinal principles of the Canonice t (§ 38) that
words must be used in their first and obvious meaning, and though it
may well seem to us at times that Epicurus has hardly succeeded in
carrying out his principles, yet his intention suggests that the best start
ing-point for inquiry is to ask what is the natural meaning of the word
J1Ttpo>'~. Proceeding from such literal usages as €1TLf3a.>.>.nv 'Ta~ 'iLpas
it is natural to conclude that £m{3Q).,\Ew(TOvvovvor the like) will mean.
like the commoner E7TEXELV, 'to project the mind towards', 'to turn the
attention to' an object: so Diod. Sic. xx. 43 has 7TPOS OUSEv E7TEfJa>J.E
n)v 8LavoLav, 'he paid no attention to anything'. In an absolute sense
without the accusative we find TO'S KOWOLS 7TpO.yp.aaLV E'lTLfJillE11I in
Plut. Cic. 4 as an equivalent of rem puh/ieam eopessere, and in a
famous passage of St. Mark, xiv. 72 /Cat E7TL{3a>.WV EIC>'aLE. The verb
is used in this way in an Epicurean passage of some importance,
Aet. iv. 8. 10, p. 395 (Usener fro 317) AEVKL7T7TOS A7Jp.6/CpLTo~ 'Errt.
KOlJPOS ~v a'W8TJCTW Kat ~V v07]aLJI ylvEaf)at E18wAwv Eewf)EV 7TP0O'-

, ~ \ \ , Q-!\ \ 8' \ - ,LOVTWV' fLTJOEVL yap E7TL,..aIV\ELJI fLTJ ETEpav XWpLS TOV 1TP0O'7Tt7TTOVTOS
ElSw>'ov, and again in Iambl. Protr. 4. 56 Tj 0tPts TOL~ opaToLS
£7Tt{3Q).,\EL: for the moment we will suspend the question of the exact
sense in these rather technical places.

l1TL{3o'\~, the substantive, should then mean 'a projection towards',
'attention to', and so with the added notion of the result of such
attention, 'view' or 'apprehension': the substantive is thus used by
Clem. Alex. 644 E7TL{30'\~ rijs MTjf)Elas, a 'grasp' or 'apprehension' of
the truth. The simple E7Ttf30>'~ without further qualification occurs
six times in the Letter to Herodotus. (I) In § 35 Epicurus is speak
ing of the reason for writing an epitome, T'ijs yap a.9poas E7TL{3oMjs
1TVKVOV 8EdfLE8a.. T'ij~ Sf NaTa P.EpO~ OUX 0fL0tws, 'for we have frequent
need of the general view of the system, but not so often of the detailed
exposition'. (2) In § 83 again, summing up the uses of the Letter, he
says that even those who are working out the system in detail will be

I Ep. i, § 38.

l
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will fre9uently be required for reference, and to state summarily th
conclusions at which this note will arrive. e

1. Letter to Herodotus:
A § 38 " I \ \ , 8' ~.,• ETt TE KClTa Ta~ aLa TJO'EL~ OH 1TaVTa """pEi'v Ka~ am\.<It \> \ ,. Q \, " " "/ w~
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. , , "" ~ t. r 'Y - .", ou
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t ... C' _ "'\ , "II r· ." ov
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\ ~ i: r' \ I \, ,.. r'l
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" ~ \ \ '9 \ - .I. "I" "j
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I For the text see my notes on the passages.
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the senses, an 'apprehension' by 'looking' as opposed to passive seeing.
(3) E7Tt{30A~ rijs Stavolas corresponds exactly to this and means firstly
(0) the immediate apprehension by an act ofmental attention ofcertain
subtle 'images', too fine to be apprehended by the senses, and, in
particular, of the 'images' of divine beings; secondly (b) the immediate,
or 'intuitive' apprehension of concepts, and in particular of the 'clear',
i.e. self-evident concepts of scientific thought. With this preface,
which may be of assistance in the course of a rather intricate and
necessarily controversial argument, we may proceed to full discussion.
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, ~ \ \ , Q-!\ \ 8' \ - ,LOVTWV' fLTJOEVL yap E7TL,..aIV\ELJI fLTJ ETEpav XWpLS TOV 1TP0O'7Tt7TTOVTOS
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I Ep. i, § 38.
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EtS' 'TaS" 'TOLatrraS' ClVW\VOVTaS' E7Tt!",OI\ClS- TClS' 7fI\ELO"Tas TWV 1TEPLOt' r, _ .. \ ~ , ~ (J , OELWV
,,!7TEp :rJs ?I\'YJS' .'flVr7EW S" 7TOLELr7 aL, to carry out the greater parr of their
m~estlgatlons mto the nature of the whole by conducting their anal 'sis
wIth reference to such a survey as this'. (3) With these two passl
goes the earlier of two instances in § 36 f3al)f.(7TEov u~v OQK ETT' t ~es

, _ t _ , , r E'KELIIQ.

KaL avV€XWS' €V '7J P;'.1T1P-T/ TO 'ToO'oUrov TTOL'YJTlov, def? ou';; 'TE' KVpt.WTa.
E7T~f30~~ lTTL'Ta 7Tpa.YlLa'Ta.lO"To.t, :it is ne.cessary to go back on the ma~
prIncIples and constantly to fix In one s memory enough to give 0

the most essential comprehension of the truth'. The meaning ~e
these three passag~ is dir~ct and dear. Slightly more technical a~:
(4) § 69, ~here he IS speakmg of the properties (avprf3Ef3Y]IC<ha) of COm..

pound thmgs Kat E7Tt·fJOAds IJ-~V Exovra lolas wclvra 'TaVor&. EUTI. K \

8LaA~~El.S, 'all t~e:e pr?perties have their own peculiar means of bei;~
~ercelved and dlstmg~Is~ed', and (5) § 70 Ka'T' E11'Lflo>"aS" o· aV'TLVClS •••
EK~a:rpocrayopw8E~7J,as t~e result ofcertain acts ofapprehension ...
~hey mIght each b.e gIVen thIS nam~·. Here we are dearly approach
Ing a more esoterIC use, though stIll on the same lines, and the last
passage, (6); 361'0 'TarSE1TI.f30~arr J~EWSaVvaa(Jat x~a(Jal. mustwait for
the results O! the general discussion. Similarly the passage in Clement
of Alexandria quoted above, in which it is stated that 1TpcSA",·"I.S" is an
t R \ , d t ,"I'll
~1Tt!",OI\~ towar s an EVapy€S, must be kept over for the present.
E1TI.f30~7J then would appear to mean an 'act ofattention' and so 'view'
or 'apprehension'. Both Tohte and Giussani however 'believe thatit
hal· E' "as . so,In pI~urus the 'passive· or 'objective'· meaning of the 'im-
pressIon resultIng from such an act of apprehension. It is true that
the:e ~re clos~ parallels in" Epicur~s' tec~nical phraseology for this
denvat]v~ passIve sense.: aLu81Jul.S" IS certamly used both for the act
of s~nsauon.or perceptIon and also for the passive sensation or per
Cep;l?n r.ecc!v.cd, and 7TP&~TJ~LS) which should strictly mean the 'act of
anticIpatIon IS, never, I thmk, used in this sense by Epicurus,~ but
alv.:ays of the g~neral con~ept' ?r :compound image" which is the
basl~ of such an act. of anticIpation. But, although it is sometimes'
po.ssIble that the passive sense rather than the active may be intended
It 15 never 3 necessary, and its indiscriminate introduction has I believe'
done a good deal to confuse issues. "
• 2. We may get much ligh~ on the meaning of E1TLf30A.~ -rijS' SLavola)
1'£ we ~k ~rst whether Eplcurus contemplates any other kind of
E7TL/JoA,} besIdes that of the mind. The answer is not far to seek,

I Giussani, loco cit., p. 180.

:z It seems, however, to be so used in the Epicurean passage from Clem.
Alex. quoted above. 3 Except possibly in § 38 : see p. 568.
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though its importance seems not to have been sufficiently noticed: I

Epicurus clearly recognizes an (·1TLf3o).~ of the senses. They are not
(at any rate, not always) the merely passive recipients ofan impression,
but by an 'act of attention' they apprehend the images which are
flowing in upon them: they 'look' or 'listen' as opposed to merely
'seeing' or 'hearing'. In that case it is clear that l7TC.f3oA~ ~ will be
connected with the process of brtp.ap,vpYJatS', the close ,,·jew of the
£vQ.py71p.a, which is to check the rash inferences ofo6~a,and tell us with
certainty the true nature of the object. The passages in the Letter to
Herodotus which mention or imply this E1TI.f30>'~ of the senses are four
in number, and it will be convenient to consider them in the order of
their increasing difficulty.

B. § 50. The clearest and easiest of the passages is that in which
Epicurus most emphatically and directly sums up his doctrine as to
the value of l1Tt~O~~ in general. The idea here seems exactly to bear
out what has been said. 'The image which we obtain by an act of
attention or apprehension on the part of the senses (we must leave out
the mind for the moment) of the shape or property (e.g. the colour) <Sf
an object, is in fact its shape (or property).' This is exactly the idea
of WLp.apnlpYJO'LS which Epicurus has just been expounding in the
preceding context. Our first passive sensation of a distant object is
'true', for the image is a faithful representation of the successive
'idols., but it is not until we ha\'e 'looked at' the close, clear view
(ro 1TapOv, '7'0 €V«PY(S") that we can be sure that the image exacdy
reproduces the shape and colour of the object. E7TLPOA~ is required
for the confirmation (or non-confirmation) of the 8dEa. founded on the
original passive perception.

E. ; 62., though a very difficult passage from the point of view of
the £7TLf3oA.q rijs 8Lc:tVolas) ~tronglr co.nfirms this ~otion of the E1rtfio).7]
of the senses. Eplcurus IS consldermg the motion of the atoms in
a moving compound body: by 'looking' we perceive that the motion
of a whole body is the sum of the motions of all its perceptible parts
in the same direction as the whole (e.g. an army). 86~a applies this
analogy to the motion of the atomic parts of a moving body and infers

I Tohte remarks it (p. 2 I) and points out that it is in distinction from the
J1Ttf1o).~ of the senses that Epicurus speaks explicitly of E1TLfioA~ rijs 8tuflolClS.
So also does Merbach (pp. 31, 31). Giussani seems not to realize it at all,
and is consequently driven to a very unnatural interpretation of some of the
passages in which it is referred to.

~ This connexion, which seems to me both necessary and extremely im
portant, has escaped both Tobte and Giussani.
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t~at it will be the same, whereas JmfloA~ ~S' 8Lavo{Cl) shows that . .
different. Here 'TO ()(;WPOVfLf:VOV (what is seen by ~Iooking' as 0ppos d!t Is

, r; ). I I . I . e to'TO OPw,.UVOV IS C ear y eqUiva ent In sense to 'TO E-rrt{3Ay}'T(,KWS' "'all a ,
A t 8 ; . B d h I 'd . h rl-'a1Jo~JL(VO~ TO LS aLO' TJ'"}PLOIS In ,an t e genera 1 ea JS t e same as in h

prevIous passage. The €1TLf30Ar} of the senses gives us the cert
t
,e

. f' C' h' alnImage 0 a GVJ.L1rTWJ.La In t IS case movement) of a O'T~P'I-'VLOV.

We are now in a position to deal with the other two passages wh
the sense is slightly more obscure. ' ere

A. §.38. ~fte~ spe~king of the necessity for keeping the terminolo
of our investigatiOns In exact correspondence with the ideas whichgy

E . d' Jt
r~presents, plcur~s procce s to consJder the methods of investiga_
~Ion. ~or clearness sake we may extract the words which refer to the
€1TL/3oATJ of the senses: KClTd. 'TQs alCT(J~CT(LS 8eL 1raV'TCl -rnP€LV Kat ci,rA ...< " "Q \' ., , • "/ (.uS'

kaTCl> Ta) r.apovaas €17'LjJO"ClS ••• OTOV OTm'O'T€ 'TWV KpLT"nplwv
" III 1 I ttl ~,.. ~ -, j •••

01TWS' av •.. TO 1rPoC:p.~vo~ •• : £Xwp.£v oTS' U'TJ/-L£tl.tJCTop.€Oa: 'in order that
we may h~ve ~ertaln indicatIons by which to judge the image awaiting
~onfirm.atJon (J.e. the original image ofthe distant object), we must keep
everrthmg un~er the ~ontrol of the senses (Le. free from the additions
~f Soea), ~nd I~ partIcular of the close apprehension (TelS' 1rapovaa~
€"!"poAas IS equlvalen~ to 'Td.S' E1TL/3o>'as E1ri 'TO 1rapov ~B7J Ka'Ta 'T'ljv
o.w8~ul.v~ cf. K.tJ. XXIV) of anx 0.£ .the standards. of judgement'. The
Kpl.TTJpl.a here are clearly the IndIvIdual senses, Sight hearing, &c. the
alu8rrT71pLa of B, which are indeed Kpl.nJpLa because they are the in:tru
~ents of a'luOTJuLS: the expressi.on is a I.itde loose, but the meaning in
view of the par~lel passages qUIte unmIstakable. The general notion
of the.passage I~ t~en exact!y the same as that of the two preceding
quotatIons, but Jt IS much more dearly and elaborately stated. The
E-mfJo>'~of the s~nses, the 1TPOCTP.EV?V and the process of £1rLp.apTVPT]ULS'
ar~ al~ br?ught .lnt? d~e conne~lon. The aU-important mattcr for
~Iennfic I?vest!g~tlon In the regIon of perception is the pure sensa
tl~n, and. m ~artl~ular the observation of phenomena in the closc
vJew~ w~lch wtl! give us the certainty that the sense-image corresponds
to objective reahty.

C. ~ 5I. Epicurus ~s here arguing for the exact resemblance of the
sense-Images to the objects from which the ~idols' emanate. Extracting

I Giussa~ (P't J 77), n.ot realizi.ng the £7rtfJOA' of the senses, takes ICpLrtJpLa
here to be sIgns (tTrJJl.£La as Eplcurus ordmanly calls them) and since he
naturally feels that ~signs' could not be standards of reference 'does 'not insert
K0.70., bu~ leaves t~e l1Tl.fJoAal both of the mind and of the K;L-rI]pUJ, subordi
nate to aw87JuL~ m general: but apart from an other objections (see my notes
on the passage) the parallel of§ 51 makes this impossible.

L.
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again the portions rela.ting to the ;1rt.f30>"~ of tile senses, we get: ~ 'T€
r' ...,/. ... f'_ t, " '\ Q' ,rap 0l-"0'0'TTJS' 'TWV oyClVTauJ.LWV owv E'L £v (;'KOVI. l\ap.,..,aV0J.LEVWV ••• KaTa

'fa) E1T'fJOAOS 'TWV AOt7TWV Kpt'"1PtwV OVK av 1TOTE tnrrjpxE' 'TO tS oval 'TE Kat

dJe.1J(}lcn 7TpoO'ayop€Vop.€VOl.S', E'l p.~ ~v 'TWa Kat 'TOl.aVTa 1Tpoufia».6p.eva
lunless "idols" came to us, which are exact reproductions of the object,
we could not be certain of the exact resemblance of the images
obtained by the "apprehensions" of the senses', that is, the images seen
by observation in the nearer view. The expression, as far as concerns
the J·mfJoA1] of the senses, is exactly parallel to what we have already
met: the present passage adds no new ideas, but once more confirms
our conclusion.

There is now no difficulty in interpreting the phrase of Iamblichus,
which was noted on p. 26 I, 'J1 otjJ,s 'TOtS' &pa:rots E1TLfJa».~t expresses
clearly enough the act of €1r'fioA~ on the part of the sense of sight in
immediate relation to its own peculiar object, visible things. Before
leaving the t1T'fJO),.~ of the senses, we may notice that the whole notion
of the act of attention on the part of the senses and the resulting
apprehension is clearly brought out by Lucretius, iv. 8°7-10 (as an
illustration of similar 'attention' on the part of the mind):

nonne vides oculos etiam, cum tenvia. quae sunt
cernere coeperunt, contendere se atque parare,
nec sine eo fieri posse ut cernamus acute?

The ideas of the (1T'P0).?} and the ~clear view' could hardly be cx
pressed more accurately.

3 (0). It is now time to pass to the consideration of the E1Tl.fJoATJ
~S' 8L.avoLas, and it is clear that the first question to be asked is whether
there is any act performed by the mind in Epicurus' psychology which
is analogous to the apprehension ofan image by an act ofattention on
the part of the senses? We are at once reminded of course of the
very subtle 'idols' which, being too fine to be perceived by the senses,
pass on into the mind and are there immediately apprehended by it,
the images seen in sleep, the visions of dead persons, above all the
'images' of the gods. In these cases there seems to be a very close
parallel: the act of apprehension by the mind is, as it were, a kind of
fine sense-perception, and moreover we are informed by Lucretius I

that such images are so fine, that, even when they have penetrated to
the mind, they cannot be perceived by it except by a special act of
attention, so that we see them most often in sleep, when the senses
are dormant and the mind is undisturbed. This seems to be exactly

I Compare iv. 757-76 with 800-15.
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I Compare iv. 757-76 with 800-15.
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566 ON THE MEANING OF
what we should expect of the EmfJo>'TJ rijs Stavotas, the perception of
what is really a sense-image by an act of attention on the part of the
mind. It is necessary to see how this notion tallies with the passages
in Epicurus: it will again be convenient to take them in the order
which will most naturally develop the idea.

D. § 51, the passage in which Epicurus is arguing for the exact
correspondence of the sense-images to the object from which they
come. We are now concerned with the list of 'images' whose likeness
is guaranteed by that of the idols. They are 'the images perceived as a
kind of likeness (i.e. the normal images of sensation) or those OCcur
ring in sleep, or owing to any of the other apprehensions of the mind
.. .' It would be impossible to have dearer confirmation than this:
the images of sleep are perceived by one kind of bTL{3o'A~~~ atavolas,
and there are others (such as the images of the gods and the visions
of the dead) perceived by other similar Jm{3oAat. All of these, just
like the sense-images perceived by the E1Tt{3o'Aa~ TWV ala8TJTTJplwv,
require as the guarantee of their truth the correspondence of 'idols'
to object.

B. § 50. 'Any image which we obtain by an act of apprehension
on the part of the mind .. 'J whether it is of shape or quality, is (i.e.
exactly represents) the shape (or quality) of the object.' Is this true
of our present notion of the EmfJoATJ rijs S«wolas? It certainly is
true of the images of the gods, for they are formed by a succession of
'idols' which come directly from the divine beings to the mind: the
'idol' is that which was once the 'body' of the god. It is equally true of
visions of the dead, for again they are caused by 'idols' which came
from their bodies when alive. But there are certain other kinds of
images similarly perceived by the mind, which cannot here be passed
over, for example, the CTUO"TaaEtS, the strange, grotesque, compound
images which form themselves in the air, and the visions of delirium.
In neither of these cases does the 'image' correspond to an external
reality. Epicurus saved himself in such cases by arguing that the
image is 'true', because it corresponds to the 'idols', and I it is a mistaken
inference ofS6~a to assume that the 'idols' in their turn represent actual
realities. But it would perhaps be the truest account of the case to say
that Epicurus is in the present passage thinking primarily of the other
kinds of 'mental apprehensions', and in particular, as Tohte 2 believes

I Sext. Emp. ado. Ma/h~viii. 63 (Usener 253"'jJ.Uvaralh]ats~'€l8WAwv
"lvovp.IVTj Q.A718~s ~v (~I,,£tTO yap Til €rSw'\a), &8~ vovS' olop.£vos o.,t
O"T€P'p.vto{ £latv 'Ep{vv£s (he is taking the case of Orestes) #f:VS080~£l.

a Op. cit., p. 23.
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he usually is, of the images of the gods. At any rate this passage again
is a strong confirmation of the present view.

A. § 38 contains nothing which is inconsistent with this interpreta
tion. The objects known to us by this mode of cognition, the im
mediate apprehension by the mind, are necessarily &:S1]Aa, because they
are imperceptible by the sense-organs. Selecting then the portion of
the aphorism which concerns us, we get the principle: 'in order that
we may have standards by which to judge the imperceptible, we must
keep all under the control of the senses, and in particular of the close
apprehension of the mind'. This suits well enough with our present
idea, but seems to suggest that it is not yet complete: for there seems
nothing in the perception by the mind of the subtle images to corre
spond to 'a judgement on the imperceptible by means of the close
view', or at any rate to get it we should have to press facts a little. Here
then there is no contradiction of our present position, but a distinct
hint for the first time that the E7T£fJO),.~ T'ijs Stavolas covers something
more.

D. § 51 and E. § 62 must still be left aside for the present, but we
are now in a position to consider the reference in KVptat Ao~at xxiv,
and it will be seen to sum up admirably the account at present given
of the E7T£fJoAal both of the senses and of the mind. In xxiii, which is
closely connected with it, Epicurus has said: 'if you reject all sensa
tions, you will have no standard by which to judge even those which
you say are false'. In xxiv he pushes his argument still farther: 'if you
reject any single sensation and fail to distinguish between the con
clusion of opinion as to the appearance awaiting confirmation on the
one hand, and on the other the close view made by sense-perception
or feeling, or every kind of mental apprehension ofan image, you will
confound all other sensations as well by your groundless opinion, so
that you will lose all standard of judgement'. This agrees excellently
with what has been said: alike in cases of sense-perception and mental
apprehension we must respect the validity ofevery sensation and attend
to the close view, carefully distinguishing between the vague image of
the indistinct view and the clear vision obtained by an act ofapprehen
sion. But here once again there is a suggestion of something more in
the J7T£{30),.~ ~s Stavolas than we have yet discovered: how does it
obtain a clear vision in contrast to an image awaiting confirmation?
and what is meant by 'every E1TlfJO),.~ of the mind'? Surely something
more than the apprehension of the various kinds of subtle image.

So far we have concluded that the E7T£f30),.~T'ijs StaVOLas is a 'mental
apprehension of an image perceived directly by the mind without the
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568 ON THE MEANING OF
int~rventi?n.of the ,senses', and ~e ~ight naturally suppose that
EpIcurus Insisted on Its truth and, even If he did not quite class it

' I d' Ii 1 h' asa I(pt'TTJpl.OV, yet name It so requent yamong t c I(pL'TTJpta) mainlv .
order to support his t~eolo~ical content.ion ~hat our me?~l vision ~~
the f~rms of the gods IS eVIdence of their eXIstence. This IS in effect
the vIew of Tohte, except that he leans (unnecessarily, as I think) t
the passive interpretation) and would speak of the l'TTLQoA-ri -rYi""OtQ" ' 0,. . . d b h fJ ., ..,:> ...Olas
as .an ImpressIOn rec;lve y t e apprehension of the mind'. And if
thiS were all the eVidence we had, we might be content with h'
explanation. But it has already been noted that this view does n~:
seem to. Cover the full meaning required either in A. § 38 or in
K.L:J. XXIV: we have, moreover, been compelled at present to leave
?ver D. § 51, ~ th~re seems noth~n& in what has been said to explain
!t, and an exammatlon ofE. § 62 In ItS context will show at once that
It can. have nothing whatever to d~ with mental apprehension of
sub~e Images. .I f ~ complete explanation of E7TI.PO>"~ rijs- 8Lavo{as is to
be discovered, It Will be necessary to make further inquiry.

3 (h). We must ask then, can the E1TtfJOA~ rij~ Olavo{a~ grasp or
appreh~nd anything else besides these subtle images, exactly analogous
to the Images of normal sense-perception? At this point the passage
quoted above: from Clement of Alexandria becomes of crucial im
po~ce. 'Epicu~s', he says, 'explains uanticipation" as an appre
hension ofsomethmg clear or of the clear thought-image ofthe thing.'
Now from our knowledge of the nature of 'TTp(fATJr/sI.~ this is not difficult
: explatE·n:. the '~et ofJanticipati?n'-for 1Tp6A'T/yscs3 is here used, con-

ry to plCUrus usua custom, an an active sense-is the apprehension
?f the gene~l,or compo~nd image, made up ofmany individual sense
Images. ThiS apprehension' must be mental-must be an J1TLf3oA~ rijs
cLavolaS', for the general image can only be perceived by the mind
and not b~ the senses, and ~hat now is its object? Not a sense-image,
nor anythmg analogous to It, but a concept. An E1Tt.f30~~ 7"ij~ OLavotos
then ca.n grasp a concept, and with I this new notion in mind we may
turn to the e~mination of the difficult passage in the Letter to
Herodotus, which has been left over for consideration.

E. § 62. The particular question at issue in the context is: What is
the nat~re of ~he atom~c motions in a compound body? 'We know',
says Ep~cur~s In effect, t~at t~e perceptible parts ofa moving body are
all movIng m the same dIrection as the whole body: this is the truth
guaranteed to us by an E'mf3o>"~ TWV ala8YJ77Jplwv (1'0 8€wpovluvov is

I D.L. x. 31, quoted on p. 560.

s p. 560. 3 See p. 24-7, n. I.
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dearly that which is grasped by the senses when "looking" .at ~e
dose view, i.e. by an E1Tl.fjO>"~). By analogy we apply the same Idea 10

thought to the imperceptible atomic parts and suppose that they too
are all moving in the same direction as the whole: this is the work of
opinion (8o~a) combining images and forming what Epicurus would

.call technically an brlvo,a KaT' &.vaAoylav. But we ~now as the result
of scientific investigation that the atoms are really In a constant state
of vibratory motion (1TcL\a&.~) in all dire~~ions, and th~s ~ondu~ionmust
be true as against our prevIous SUpposition, because It IS ohtamed hy a?,
bTtf3o>"~ rijs 8Lavolas.' What does this mean? how do we ~now thIS
fact by an E1T&.poA~ ~S' ~I.avolasand why is it therefore certamly true?
Giussani, largely on the strength of this passage, b~t infl~enced also
by his general theories of the process of thought 10 Eplcuru~ has
argued for a far wider sense of E1TI.f30>"~ Tij) 8ta.volas- than that proposed
by Tohte. 'The E7TLftOATJ 'T'ijs 8tQvolas for Epicurus comprehends both
what Tohte supposes, but not that alone, and '1rpOATJiflts-, as Bri~er

wishes, but not it alone, and scientific concepts in general, including
the concepts ofthose a81]Aa-be they real or coniunda or e'Umt~-which
do not give off "idols". In fine the E1Ttf3oA~ -rijS' OUlVOlaS' IS mental
representation in general.' I The one fatal objection to this all-em
bracing view of the E'1TLf30A~ is to my mind just this passage (§ 62) on
which it is based. Seeing that all mental operations, including oo~a

itself, are carried on, according to Epicurus, by visualized images ?r
'mental representation', it is impossible that Epicurus could have said
that 'everything that is grasped by mental representation is true'.
Giussani went farther, I think, in this last clause than he really meant,
and wished to distinguish the 'concepts of science' from the images
formed by opinion, but that is just the crux of the whole matter.

Turn once more to the instance in § 62. We have a problem:
What is the motion of the atoms in a moving compound body? Two
SOlutions are offered, one that they are all moving in the same direc
tion as the whole, the other that they are moving in imperceptible
little traject5 in all directions. The former is the solution of opinion
based on the analogy of the perceptible, and it is false: the latter !s
the solution of €7TI.f3oA~ TijS' Stavola), and it is true. Why? What IS

the difference in process by which the two solutions are aimed at?
'Opinion" Epicurus himself tells us-for we may now make use of D.
§ 5 1-'is a movement of the mind closely connected with the J1TI.f30~~

'riiS' Stavolas, hut distinct from id' What is the distinction? Why is
one liable to produce false results, while the other can only give us what

I Loc. dt., p. I79}i11.
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is true? If we could answer that question with certainty, we should
have solved not merely the particular problem before us, but much
of the difficulty of the Epicurean theory of knowledge. With some
hesitation I venture to give an answer. So far what we know of
£7T4f30}t.~ rijs ~LO.llolas in the secondary sense is that it can apprehend
concepts, as in TTpO}t.TJVsLS (Clem. Alex.), and that its operation is in
some way parallel to that of the £TTLf30),~ TWII aia81JTTJptwll in the process
of E7T4p.apnJP1JCM (A. § 38 and K.i1. xxiv). Let us attempt to apply
these ideas to the problem of atomic motion. Ll6ga frames the theory
that the atoms in the moving compound all move in the direction
of the whole body, as do the perceptible parts of the body. How
is this theory to be tested? According to the ordinary rule of the
Ganonice in dealing with ci8TJ,\a by reference to the senses. But in
this case, either the senses would give us no criterion of judgement,
or, as in the case of celestial phenomena, several possible theories
might meet with no ¢VTLfLap-rVPTJuLS and be equally true. Scientific
theory requires a greater accuracy than this, and as a matter of fact
Epicurus does not tcst the 8oga'ofL€V01I by reference to the senses, but
by reference to an E7T4Po)..~ rijs 8Lavolas. Scientific thought then about
the ultimate realities is conducted on some different lines, and results
in a 'one and only' truth. I suggest that in Epicurus' view the con
cepts of science are built up step by step by the juxtaposition (uVII6EULS)
of previous concepts, each in their turn grasped as 'clear' or self
evident by the immediate apprehension of the mind (ETTLf30}t.~ riis
8LO.vOUts). What is important here is to show that this conclusion is
forced upon us by the passage in qucstion. Epicurus refers the
8ogatop€VOv not to the senses, but to 'that which is grasped by E7TLf30),~

-riis OLO.votas'. What is it that is thus apprehended? Clearly the 'vision'
or 'image' or 'concept' of the atoms still, even inside the moving com
pound body, themselves moving in every direction. And how is that
vision (EvapyEs) formed? Clearly by the juxtaposition of the previous
concept of the movement of free or uncompounded atoms (itself
similarly formed by the apprehensipn of other 'dear visions' in juxta
position) with the concept of atoms enclosed in a moving a6poLup.a;
such a juxtaposition can only make one new image or concept-only
form one picture and not several alternative pictures-and that con
cept, because it is 'clear' or, as we might say, 'self-evident', is imme
diately or, as we should say, 'intuitively' apprehended by the attentive
mind in an E'lTLf30)..~. And the moment that concept is apprehended,
is seen to be true, we know that the previous 8o~a~ol-'€voV, founded
on an arbitrary analogy, is false. Here then is an exact illustration of
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what I conceive to be Epicurus' idea of the process of scientific
thought. Moreover, we now see that this process is in realit~ exactly
parallel .to the E7TLILa~-nJPTJULS'. The So~a'OIL€volIo~ thoug~t IS tested,
just as IS the SoEa'oILEllolI with regard t~.a sense-Impress~on, by ~e
apprehension-now mental-of a 'clear Image, ~een, as It wer~,. 10

the nearer view: that apprehension declares a&amst the supposition
of opinion, and at the same time, as the ,near vIew should, ~I\'es the
one and only truth. Finally, it is now possI~le t~ say that the dlffere~ce
between opinion and mental apprehenSion I~ that whereas So.eo.

arbitrarily combines many kinds of concep~s with.each other or With
the images of sense, E'lTLf3oA~ rijs 8Lavo{as Immed!ate~y apprehends a
new concept as the necessary result of the combmatlon of co?cepts,
themselves similarlyapprehended. £'ITL~OA~ rijS' ~LaV?{aS' then, as It.plays
its part in the highest mental operation of SCIentific thought,. IS ~e
immediate 'apprehension by the min~ of the con~epts of sClentlfic
truth', which is conceived of as a cham of necessanly connected and
self-evident visualizations. .

It remains to test this idea by reference to the other passages 10

Epicurus. . . ,
B. § 50 deals solely with the form and qualities of UT€p€p.VLa. The

secondary sense of ETTLf30>'1} rijs- 8w.volas has no place her~, and we may
say confidently that Epicurus is thinking solely of the pnm~ry ~e~se of
the mental apprehension of 'subtle images'. C. § 51 IS slmll~rl~
concerned with the theory of 'idols'. Again the 'menr:u apprehenSIOn
involved there is solely the semi-sensation~ appreh~nslon of the subtle
images. But in A. § 38 the new c?nc~ptlon supplies exactly th~ lack
which was felt on the first exammatlon of the passage. In It the
parallel between the two kinds of hTLpo}t.~, that of ~he senses and tha~ of
the mind, is very prominent as also IS the conceptIOn of the TTPOUP.EVOII
and ETTLp.apnJpTJULS. Including the second me~ning ~f£".!:Lf30>'~ "!is ~La.
volas it is possible to complete the parallel: ETTtf30>'TJ TTJS 8Lo.voLas I~ a
test by which to judge the ci8TJ),a, not merely because some aSTJAa, give
us direct mental impressions, but because by th~ process ~f the near
view' ofscientific concepts, hypotheses about the Impc;rce.ptlble may be
tested and the truth 'clearly' perceived. The.passage IS glve~ a .fullness
of meaning which was before notably lackmg. Once agam. 10 K.i1.
xxiv the secondary sense is, though not perhaps so cl~rly, m~uded.
The Q.TTOPOVILEVOV of scient!fic i".quiry ~s, l}ke, the ?ISt;nt vle~, ,a
1TPOUIL&OV: as opposed to it IS the near View, TO .TT~pOV TJ87] lCaTa:'111

E'lTLf30),.ryv rijs 8Lavolas. I f these be not kept dlst1O~t,. SCience, like
everyday life, will be confounded with groundless opmlon.
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I do not of course wish to substitute this new conception of th

£7TLf3o>"~ rij~ ~L~vo{as for that of Tohte, but to add it to it: 'menta~
a~prehenslon IS of cours~ concerned with the subtle images, but also
with the concepts of sCience. If we now turn back to Giussan"
summary, and exclude the rash generalization of the final clause ~s
shall see that it precisely represents the conclusion we have reached

e

only that we now know the reason for the inclusion of all its parts'
'The ~7T&po),,~rys SLo,V?{o,S comprehe?ds both w~at Tohte Supposes (fo~
there It IS. the Immediate apprehensJOn of an Image perceptible only
by the mmd), bu~ not t~at al<;>ne, a~d 7Tp6~TJrPL~, as Brieger wishes
(f~r the act. of 7TPO)"TJrPL:; IS again an Immediate apprehension by the
mmd ofan Image that can exist only in the mind and is itself a criterion
of truth), an~ (~hat Giussani wishes, but does not clearly express
or explam) sCI.entlfic concept~ (for in their case ~7TLf30>"~ is the act of
apprehension m the nearer view of clear and self-evident concepts).'
But ~7T&fJo).,~.rijsStavo{o,s is not 'mental apprehension in general' for
that would mclude also the operations of So~a, which are 1iabl~ to
error. The result then of this long investigation is to confirm what
~ beli.eve. Giussani really meant, only I hope that the process of
investigation has put his theory.on a firmer basis: for parts of my
argum~~t I cannot, I fear, claim complete £7TL~PTJULS in the
authont'~ but ~ fully believe there is no aVTLp.apnJPTJULSi and as I
may certamly claim that the whole subject is a37J>..ov, that is as much
as can be demanded.

There remain over certain additional problems which are closely
connected with the main question.

I. It. is not difficult no~ to see ~at £7T&f3o>"al in § 36 is used in
a techmcal sense, but also 10 the Widest possible meaning including
all £7T~f3o>..a~ both of the alu9rrrr/pLa and of the SufvoLa. ~The most
essential thmg', for a scientific inquirer 'is to be able to conduct
acutely his acts of observation or appreh:nsion both with the senses
and, in the mind.' Similarly we can now say ~hat the passage from
Aetlus quoted on p. 561 is technical, and concerns £7TLfJo>"al both of
the senses and of the mind.

7' It v.:iIl_be noti~ed that i~ some of the extraets l there is prefixed
to E7TLf3c?>"TJ T7JS StaVoLas the eplthettPaVTaOTL,q. The question has often
been raised whether the tPaVTauhtdJ £7TLfJo>"~ rijs SLavoLas differs from
~ny other form of E7T&fJO),,~ rijs SLaVOLo,s, and if so, what the difference
IS: Both Tohte and Giussani, though for different reasons deny the
difference, Tohte because it is obvious that the only E7T&fJo~~ he con-

I §§ 31, SIft".; K.LJ. xxiv.
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ceives-the direct apprehension of the subtle images-is always
necessarily q,avTaOTLKTJ, Giussani because, since all thought is con
ducted by visual images, it is impossible to imagine an €7T&f3o>"rJ (or
even a M~a) which is not q,aVTaOTLKTJ' I should be inclined to agree
in denying the difference, of course f~r Gi~ssani's rea.son, b~t I.also
think that in the passages where the epithet IS used, Eplcurus IS think
ing primarily of the E7TLf30>'~ of the subtle epaVTauta of the gods, &c"
and not of that of scientific concepts, for it is more obviously and
immediately q,aVTaOTLK~.

3. A more difficult and important problem is the question why
'the Epicureans' I made the q,o,VTo,a-rLtdJ E7TLf30),,~ rijs 8to,vola~a criterion
of truth, with its almost equally difficult corollary, why Eplcurus, after
his constant coupling of it with the other criteria, did not. I hope
that the previous discussion has thrown some light on this point. In
justice to 'the Epicureans' we must in the fi~t ~Iace ~oti~ how
exceedingly close Epicurus himself comes to calhng It a cntenon. In
E. § 62 he affirms that the conclusions reached (or, as we should
rather say, the images grasped) by E1rLf30>"~ rijs SLavolas are always
true: in B. § 50 he states similarly that the image of the form of
a concrete object apprehended by E7TLf30>"~ rij~ SLavotas is in fact its
form: in A. § 38 he speaks of the E1rLf3o>"at 'of the mind or of any of
the KpL-rT,pla' (used here, as we have seen, in an active sense, of the
senses which make the ErTLf3o>..al, i.e. aluBT}-rT,pLa), and in C. § 5 I even
more explicitly of 'the €1rLf3o>"at of the mind or of the rest of the
KpL-rT,pLa': finally in KJpLaL Llo~aL, xxiv the tPaVTaOTLtdJ E7TLf30>"~ rijs
~havoLas is ranked alongside with a'luBTJuLs and the 1Tci9TJ. The cumula
tive impression of these passages is certainly that of a tacit acceptan~e

of E7TLf30A~ rijs Stavolas as a KpL-rT,pLOV, and one feels that 'the Epi
cureans' had but a very small step to take. Yet Epicurus never i~
so many words states that the E1TLf30>"~ is a KpL-rT,pLOV of truth and hiS
authoritative list of the KpL-rT,pLa does not contain it. Can we explain
his reluctance to make this identification as contrasted with the
Epicureans' apparent insistence upon it? I think I can ~ive an
answer. Epicurus did not include the E1TLf30>"~~ mainly, I beheve, for
two closely allied reasons: (I) that he felt uneasy about the 'truth' of

I D.L. x. 31 .
• Notice that all the passages in the Letter to Herodotus give us just as

much justification for the inclusion of the E1TL(30).~ of the senses as a criterion,
as they do for that of the €1Ttf3o>"~ rij~ 8Lavola~: the passage in the KvpLaL
4::!6eaL alone places the q,aVTQOTLK7t €1TifJO).~ Tij~ 8Lavola~ on a different
footing.
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certain of the images directly apprehended by the mind) about th
visions, that is, of delirium, the avcrra.(1~IS and some of the images o~
sleep; (2) that in spite of all his insistence on the truth of aia81]a()
he felt similarly uneasy about the passive sensation, and in panieu!a:
about the 'distant view'. In other words, to put these two difficulties
together, Epicurus did not wish to raise in any form the question of
'truth' involved in the relation of the image, the 'idol' and the real
objeCt, for any such 'stirring of the mind' might have imperilled his
whole system. There are plenty of similar indications of the same
hesitation at different points in his psychology. On the other hand
where their Master feared to tread, the Epicureans rushed in and
included the €mf3o>"~rqs Sl.avoLas I in the criteria. Their reasons were
I believe, somewhat as follows: (I) They strongly maintained th;
truth of the 'image' on the ground of its correspondence to the
'idols': it was then necessary to admit that the 'idol' of the 'distant
view' (e.g. the small round tower) was untrue as a representation of
the concrete object: ~7'ftp.a~f'T1(1ts and the 'near view' obtained by
~7TI.f3oA~ is then the only method of securing full truth, i.e. complete
correspondence of object, 'idol' and image. (2) Similarly in the region
of thought the only method of distinguishing the certain concepts of
science from the false hypotheses of 8&~a, was by insistence on the
truth of ideas obtained by E7Tt.{3oA-q -rijs 8U1volas. (3) They were anxious
(as Tohte has suggested) to maintain the certainty of the knowledge
of the gods as obtained by the immediate mental apprehension of their
images. The Epicureans had already been denounced on the ground
ofatheism, and it was necessary to rebut the charge.

4. In conclusion we must consider certain expressions in Latin
authors, which appear to have a connexion with the €1TI.poA-q rijs
l)Lavola~. In one passage of Cicero and two (possibly three) in Lucre
tius such an echo seems clear: we must ask whether it is the result
ofmere coincidence or of translation, and if the latter, what is the exact
relation of the Latin passages to Epicurus' theory.

(0) Cic. de Not. Deor. i. 20. 54 'si immensam et interminatam in
omnis partis magnitudinem regionum videretis, in quam It i1Jiciens
onimus et intendens ita late longeque peregrinatur, ut nullam tamen
oram ultimam videat, in qua possit insistere'. The mind is here i pro
jecting and straining itself towards (or into)' the infinity of space.

I It seems odd at first sight that they did not also put in l7TtfJOA~ 1'WV

ala8TJTTJp{wv, but the reason dearly is that it was already included under
aia81Jcns, whereas in Epicurus' Jist there was no mental I<P'T~PtO'll at all,
under which brtf3o)..1} rijs Dtavolas might be subsumed.
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<h) Lucr. ii. 1044-7:
quaerit enim rationem animu~, cum s~mma loci sit
infinita foris haec extra moema mundl)
quid sit ibi porro quo prospicere usqu;c velit mens
atque animi iactus fiber quo peryolet Ipse.

The mind is herc similarly 'projecting itself freely' into infinite space
to ask what there is outside our world.

(c) Lucr. ii. 739-44. The poet ha~ st~ted that the atoms arc
colourless, and wishes to for~tal1 the objection that we can ~ave no
mental pictures which can give uS knowledge of such atoms.

in quae corpora si nullus tibi forte.videtur
posse onimi inieetus fieri, procul aVlus erras.

scire Hcet nostrae quoque menti corpora posse
verti in notitiam nullo drcumlita fuco.

We can 'project our mind' to bodies without colour: they can form
a concept in our mind.. .

(d) Lucr. ii. 1080 would, if Wmckelmann's conjecture

in primis animalibus inice mmtem

be right, offer us another example of the similar .idea, '.turr~ your
attention to the animals', but (0) in with the ablatIve ommoll~us as
compared with in with the accusative in .the other ~as~ges IS not
satisfactory or indeed natural, (h) I doubt If the sense IS right, as we
may see subsequently. The MS. text indice mente should probably be

kept. . .
(e) To these passages we must add, tho~gh t~e expres;lon I~

different another already quoted in conneXlon With the E1Ttf30~7J

(iv. 802':17), and notc especially:
et quia tenvia sunt, nisi quae contendit, I acu.tc
cernere non potis est animus; proinde omma quae sunt
praeterea percunt, nisi si ad quae se ipse parovit. (802-4)

and
et tamen in rebus quoque a~ertis noscere possis,.
si non advertos animum, promde esse quasi omm
tempore semotum fuerit longeque remotum. (81 1-13)

It is clear in the first place that none o~ these passa&es (exc,ept th~
last, which has no phrase which can be a direct translatlon of (7T1.f30>"7J

J Compare Cicero's ianimus •.. se inlmdtn/' in (0) above.
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rij~ o~volaS') is concerned with the direct mental apprehension
su?tle tmages. Tohte l ther~fore, who restricts E1TLfJOA~ Tijs OlallO{ of
thiS sense, though he admits that the Latin animi iniectus &c o.~ to
t I' f E . 7 , ., IS arans atlon 0 plcurus term, yet concludes that 'Lucretius and C'
ha d h " h ICcro,:e use t ese expressIons !n anot er sense from that in whic
~p~curus used the correspondmg Greek'. But Giussani 1 has ri hdh
InSIsted that the very oddness of the Latin phrases, the COl' 'dg Y
be h '. nCl enCe

tween t e expressions of CIcero and Lucretius, and the OCCur
f C·, . renCe

o . lcero 5 term In a passage where he is obviously following h'
EpIcurean text carefully, will make it certain that the Latin express' IS

. . al d' Ionsw:re an.Intentlon an careful translation ofEpicurus' technical term
GJUssam, who ofcourse approached the whole problem from the .'
f · fL' . pOint

o . VIew o. ucretlus, was .In fact largely influenced by the apparent
~Idth ~f ~deas en:bra~ed In .these Latin passages to conclude that
E1Tr./JO)"7] rT]S OlallOUlS' 15 a WIde term for 'mental representation i
gen~ra"'. As we have seen, that contention will not hold and mus~
~e hmlte~. Is there anything in these Latin passages which is incon
sistent WIth our gene~l co~c1usion about the ~7rr.f3o).,~?

. In (0) .and ,(h) the Idea IS the same, the 'projection of the mind'
Into the rnfimty of space: here we have exactly the notion of the
l1TLfJ.OA7J~ as we have explained it: it is the mental examination of
a sCientific, concept: The,Epi.curean parallel is E. § 62. In (c) we
have a partIcularly Interestmg Instance of the same idea: we can have
an ,E7Ttf3oATj o~ ~he .~olourl~s atoms, for again it is an image based on
7rPOA7],pr.S (nolltus, n. 745, IS always Lucretius' technical translation of
7TpOATJ,pr.t;)· In (d) I think Winckelmann's emendation cannot be right,
for .we should not have an ~1Tr.f3oA~ rijs ~havola)of 'animals' either as
a direct mental appreh,ens]on of a subtle image, or as a scientific
~o~cept, (though ~e mIght of Course have an ordinary 7TPOA7]rpt S of
a~lmal). LucretIu~would m~re.!1aturally ha~e ,said simply, 'look at
~mmals , as he practIcally do~ In JJ••342 fT. If Imet menfem is right, it
]S a loos~ use of the phrase. Fmally, In (e) we have an instance without
a ~echmcal term of the general idea of the EmfJo>"~ rijs 8tavotas in the
pnmary sens~ of the apprehension ofsubtle (tenvio) images.

It. may fa!~ly be said t~en .that the Latin passages, so far from
creatmg any difficulty or being rn any way inconsistent with Epicurus'
phras;ology, strongly confirm the general view we have taken, and
espeCially the second sense of Em,f1oA~ Tfjs aLa-VO{aS' as the apprehension
of a scientifically verified concept.

J p. 24-. a p. I7I.

APPENDIX IV

On the meaning of O'YKOS cacumen and glomeramen

THE word OyKOS occurs in six distinct passages in the course of the
Letter to Herodotus, which in view of Giussani's theory that it is
a technical term equivalent in sense to the 'molecule' of chemistry, it
will be as well to examine in detail. In the first three of these passages
Epicurus is dealing with the processes of sense-perception, in the first
tWO with sound, in the third with smell.

I. Sound, he says (§ 51), is caused by an eftluence (pdjp.a), Le. a
stream of material particles, given off from the things which originate
the sound. It then becomes necessary for him to explain how several
or many percipients can hear the same sounds at once: this is caused,
he explains, because this emuence is split up into 'particles ea~h

resembling the whole' (f:tS 0J.Wwp.£P€'is OyKOVS 8I.aC11T€{pE7'at), that IS,
the original mass is subdivided, and smaller :particles' go off i~ ~very

direction, yet each 'particle' so exactly retaIns the characteristIcs of
the whole that when it reaches its percipient it produces the same
effect.

2. Continuing the same discussion he rejects (§ 53) the theory of
Democritus that the voice-particles make an impression of themselves
in the air which is in its turn brought to the ear of the percipient, and
reasserts his own belief that 'the blow which takes place inside us,
when we emit our voice, causes a squeezing out l of certain particles
(OYKOL), which produce a stream of breath of such a character ~ to
afford us the sensation of hearing'. Here the OYKOt are the particles
which unite to form the effluence, not those into which the efHuence
subsequently splits up, but the idea is not radically different.

3. In the immediately following discussion ofsmell (~53) ,we meet
the same notion again: 'we must suppose that smell too, Just ltke hea!.
ing, could never bring about any sensa~ion, unl~s the>: were c~rtal~

particles (o'YKOI.) carried off from the object of SUItable size to stir thiS
sense-organ'. The particles here are thrown off by the. o~ject and in
this case directly penetrates the sense-organs of the perCIpient.

In all these three examples, which must be taken together, there is
clearly no question of any idea comparable to that of a 'molecule', or
indeed of any special or technical sense of the word. The oyKOf, are

I lK8>"u/m/, a correction of the manuscript readings ~I(Al(J'TJ1I and 'K>"~OTlV
which has been made independently by several scholars-first probably by
Brieger-may be regarded as certain.

......'
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~erely particles of matter, agglomerations of atoms, of greater or ).
I d d · h . I h . . esss ze, en owe Wit no specla c aractenstlcs or powers nor constitut d

b '1 'r' 'cy any parncu ar atomiC lormatlon.
4· In the instances which it will be convenient to consider n .

(§§ 56, 57) the word DyKOS has a very distinct technical sense_thatCft
f~ct from which Giussani starts his theory. It is the passage alread~
dls~ussed (Chap. II I,pp. 284-7) concerning the 'least parts' in the atom
E~lcurus, as was seen there, argues from the analogy of the perceptibl'
?bJe~t: 'We. must"not suppose that in a limited body there can b;
mfinlte particles (OYKOL) or .particles of every degree of smallness.'
Throu~hout these two sections the word recurs several times b t
always In the.sense of a particle jnto which a body can be divided: a~
subsequently.1n t~e more ~e.chmcal. sense of the minimum visihile, the
smallest particle .In the VISible ~bJect, which is perceptible only as
a part of that object, and to which are ultimately compared in § 58
the 1Tepa-ra o~ 'l~ast parts' of the atom. It is in this sense that Lucretius
uses cacumen In I. 599 and 749, but neither in Epicurus or Lucretius is
there the faintest ~~nt of Giussani's notion of the least particle which
poss:sses th.e. quahtl~ o~ the 't~ing': the meaning is merely that of
the le~t vl~lb!e ~artlcle. It might be noticed incidentally that this
conce.ptlon IS In Itself of something much larger than the modern
chemical 'molecule' which would never be visible

5· So in § 54 Epicurus is explaining that change'in things is caused
~Y .the alte;ation in arrangement of the component atoms and says:
It IS essential that the bodies which shift their position (sc. the atoms)

should be imperishable and should not possess the nature of what
cha.n~es,.but parts (DYKO£) and configurations of their own'. Here by
antiCipation of § 58 OyKOL is again used in a technical sense but now
of the 'least parts' of the atom, which in the more exact dis~ussion of
§ ?6 and § 5? ?e cal.l~ ~~paT~, as o~posed to the OyKOL of perceptible
th!ngs, the m,mma vwh,I'a With which the 1TlpaTa are composed. In
this sense cacumen .was probably used by Lucretius in a line which has
dropped ?ut after 1. 599 (compare the use of extremum in the parallel
passage, 1. 7~2). B~t thi~, ti,me the DyKO£ would be something far
smaller than eIther GIUSsani s molecules' or those ofmodern chemistry.

6. The last passage (§ 69), ~&ain in a quite different context, is
per.haps e~en m~r: c1e~rly deCISive against the 'molecule' theory.
Ep~curus IS explaining hiS notion of properties (see p. 302) and after
saY,mg that th.e whole body ofa thing owes its own permanent existence
~o ItS properties, ~d?s as a precaution against a misunderstanding, 'not
10 the sense that It IS composed of properties coming together to form

fr
~

t:
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it, as when,. for instance? a larger structure i~ put together out of the
particles which compose It, whether first particles or parts of the whole
smaller than itself, whatever it is' (o-rav I.g athwv TWV oyKwv fLEl:{OV
o.8po£up.a. uvC1'T'fi .q-ro£ TWV 1rpw-rwv ~ TWV TaU o.\OV fL£YE8~v -rOUSE TLVOS
i.\a'T'Tovwv). It is manifest that here the OyKOL are partl.cles of matter
of any size which go to compose a larger bodr: to restr!ct them to the
minima visibilia they have to be qualifi~d With .the epithet 'the first
particles' and the more general sense IS explamed by the perfectly
vague phrase 'parts of the whole smaller th~n itself'. OY.KOS is clearly
a quite indefinite word to be used of a particle of any size. In both
cases here the OyKOL would be very much larger ~han t.~e molecules of
chemistry, and in the latter case.lar~er t~an GIUSSa?1 s mole~ules.

There does not then seem any Justification for the Idea t~at OyKOS •

'molecule' in Giussani's sense: in some of the cases where It occurs m
the Letter to Herodotus it is used in the technical sense of the minima

~ 'Uisihilia, or by analogy of the. least parts of the atom~: in the others it
is an indefinite term for particles of matter of any size and any stage
of atomic aggregation. ..,

As to glomtramm it is a very rare word In Lucretius and In ~o case
seems to be used either as a translation of OyKOS or as an eqUivalent
in idea of 'molecule'. In ii. 454 it is used to denote merely the 'round
drops' which make up a stream of water, which Lucretius compares
to the individual round seeds in a handful of poppy-seed: there IS no
trace of a meaning like the least parts, which r.etain th.e character of
water. In ii. 686 atoms of different shape are said to umte glomeram.en
in unum, 'into one mass', in order to form a single th.ing, which expla.ms
why the same pasture-land can rear animals of different. n~t~re h~e
cows and horses. This is a little nearer perhaps, but agam It IS qUite
vague and means no more than an 'aggregate'. In v.. 726 glom~ra
minis is used of the round ball of the moon, than which few thmgs
could be farther from the notion of a 'molecule'. Similarly the verb
(onglomerari is used in iii. 2 I 0 of the soul gath~ring i~self up, as it w~r~,
into a ball in a particular part of the body (as IS the Simple g/~merar, In
iii. 541), and in iv. 87 I he speak,S of the g/~mtrata vapom corpo:a,
'aggregated nuclei of hot matter. There IS no sense app.roachmg
'molecule' here. Lucretius' equivalent for OyKOS in the techmcal sen~e
is as we have seen above, cacumen: for the idea which is expressed In

O;KOS in its indefinite sense he us~s indiffe.rently elemmta, (orfu~(ula,
particulae, as well as, no doubt, In these Instances glomeramma. ~ut
none of these words have any technical meaning, much less that which
Giussani wishes to discover.

6
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of the 'least parts' of the atom, which in the more exact dis~ussion of
§ ?6 and § 5? ?e cal.l~ ~~paT~, as o~posed to the OyKOL of perceptible
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it, as when,. for instance? a larger structure i~ put together out of the
particles which compose It, whether first particles or parts of the whole
smaller than itself, whatever it is' (o-rav I.g athwv TWV oyKwv fLEl:{OV
o.8po£up.a. uvC1'T'fi .q-ro£ TWV 1rpw-rwv ~ TWV TaU o.\OV fL£YE8~v -rOUSE TLVOS
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chemistry, and in the latter case.lar~er t~an GIUSSa?1 s mole~ules.
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~ 'Uisihilia, or by analogy of the. least parts of the atom~: in the others it
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'aggregated nuclei of hot matter. There IS no sense app.roachmg
'molecule' here. Lucretius' equivalent for OyKOS in the techmcal sen~e
is as we have seen above, cacumen: for the idea which is expressed In

O;KOS in its indefinite sense he us~s indiffe.rently elemmta, (orfu~(ula,
particulae, as well as, no doubt, In these Instances glomeramma. ~ut
none of these words have any technical meaning, much less that which
Giussani wishes to discover.
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APPENDIX V

On the reiation of the 'nameless' element and the 'mind'

! J:I~~£ assumed in the text of the chapter on the Soul that b th
~1r1~ and 'mind' alike are composed of all four soul-elements, 0 d

t} at In both alike sensation or consciousness is started by the u an
he ement' d . d IOUrt

th an ~om?'lumcat~ to the other three: 'spirit' and 'mind' are
fi us ~holly alike In material composition and differ only in place and
i~ct,on. ~ am entirely confident that this was the doctrine both f
E p~curus himself and of his followers. Recent German critics of t~
toPI~urean. theory have however held a different view: this view ha e
Lucr y .ml.nd, ~een .answ~red most completely by Giussani (Stu~
ro eua~t: PSlc%gta fPlcurea, pp. 183-217), but seeing that the

p b~ef IS one ofgreat Importance for the understanding of Epicurean
psyc oogy, and that, while the arguments of the German critics ar
scanty and vague, G' " I' h d' ef . . IUssam Srep y IS rat er Iffuse and admits I think
~ro::e addl~lOnal sup~rt, I have thought well to resume 'the con~
th y as ~nelly as possible. I shall attempt first to state the German
. eory and ItS consequences, then to deal with the arguments used by
}:rS?po~ters, the~ to add some general considerations which make
'IS d t e vlGe~ I b~heve to be right. The great bulk of my material

ue to IUssaOl.

There are two varieties of the German view:

I. That supported by Woltjer (Lucreti; phi/osophia Cum fontihus
~;:~a;at'!' pp. 69 ff.), by Eichner JAdnotationes ad Lucreti; Epicur;
read" :tts de amma.e.noctura doctrmam, a work I have not myself
Acc~rd?d most exphCI.t~y by T?hte (Epikurs Kriterien der Wohrheit).

fi Ing to these .CrltICS the nameless element' or 'fourth nature' is
con ned to the' I d' h ' ", .I ' . m n ; t e Splrlt consists of the three other soul-
e ements, the mind' of these plus the 'fourth nature' .

2. That originally put forwa d b R' k (E'· .n t ) dry elsac er ptCun de atomorum
/ u~o t n more recently maintained by Brieger (Epikurs Lehre von
,er elt e), who formerly held the first view. On this theory the
name ess element' and the' . d' "d' Iof th h min are I entlca : 'the spirit' consists
1 e t re~ other soul-elements: the 'mind' of the 'nameless element'
~~~~, Seel~g. however that Brieger l believes that in the breast the

, conslstmg solely of the 'fourth nature', yet moves 'among the

I p. I J.
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coarser elements' of the soul, there is not in effect much difference
between the two views and they may safely be treated together, and
Brieger's exposition, which is the most argumentative, regarded as
tyPical of the rest.

The real importance of this theory lies in the effect which it neces
sarily has on the account which is to he given ofthe process ofsensation.
If the 'fourth nature', which is universally acknowledged to be the
sole element which has the capacity of sensation in itself, is not present
in the 'spirit-atoms' in the sense-organs, it is obvious that the sense
organs have not of themselves direct and immediate perception. The
process must be worked out on different lines, and must now be under
stood as follows. When the external stimulus 1 (be it a body in passive
sensation or an 'idol' or effluence in sense-perception) touches one
or more of the spirit-atoms (i.e. wind, heat, and air) on the surface of
the body, these atoms are set in movement, but the movement is
entirely mechanical and insensible. The movement is by their means
communicated to the breast and there stirs the 'nameless element'
(approaching it, of course, through the medium of the other three
soul-elements in the breast, which according to Tohte are, according
to Brieger are not, themselves a portion of the mind). The 'nameless
element' is thus stirred by movements which are now 'sense-bearing'
and thus translates the insensible movement of the spirit-atoms into
sensation. It then, reversing the current of movement, 'retelegraphs'
a second and now sensational movement to the 'spirit-elements' and
they in their turn communicate it to the sense-organ or the portion
of the body where the original contact took place: then, when this
cumbrous process is complete, the body feels or the sense-organs per
ceive. The original Contact produces a movement which is nothing
in the sensible world; the real sensation lies in the mind, and it is only
after the return of the now 'sensationalized' movement that in an
indirect and secondary sense local sensation occurs.

The view of the German scholars rests practically on the evidence
of one passage in Plutarch, and certain coincidences of language in
Lucretius' exposition in Book III. It will be best first to deal with
these arguments.

I. Plutarch, adv. C%ten, 20, II 18; U. 314 TO ya.p e;, Kp{V€L Kat
J.LV1JJ.L0VEVEt Ka.t rpV.EL Kat J.LU1EL Kat (jAwS' TO rppOVtJ.LOV KaL AoYW'TUCOV EK
TLVOS t/Yr}ULV alCaTOVOp.aUTOV 7TOLOT7}"TOS' E7TLy{VEU8a.L. Epicurus is here re
ported as attributing to the 'nameless element' certain functions which
are undoubtedly functions of the mind: therefore, it is argued, the two

1 See Tohte, p. 6; Brieger, p. 17.
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sensiferos motus quae didit prima per artus.

In the former passage the origin of certain feelings or emotions is
attributed to the mind: in the latter the 'fourth nature' is said to 'send
abroad the motions which bring sensation throughout the limbs':
therefore, argues Brieger,' mind and 'fourth nature' are identified.
I t is hardly necessary to point out that in the former passage Lucretius
is speaking of emotions, as distinct from mere passive sensations, and
they are, of course, the function of the mind; in the latter he is
speaking of immediate sensation in the body (per ortus), which is due
to the presence of the 'fourth nature' in the 'spirit'. As GiussanP
argues, it does not follow, because the emotion of joy or fear starts
in the mind, that the mind also initiates my sensation when I burn
my finger.

(b) Lucr. iii. 138, 139:

caput esse quasi et dominari in corpore toto
consilium quod nos animum mentemque vocamus.

582 RELATION OF THE 'NAMELESS'
are identified. The conclusion is quite unjustified. The 'nameless ele~

ment' is the only ala8YJ-rLKoV ptr It and is therefore the ultimate cause
of sensation and consciousness both in spirit and in mind. Plutarch
is therefore quite right in attributing to it these functions of the mind
the movements of which it does in fact initiate. But he says nothin~
to preclude our also assigning to it the initiation of sensation in the
'spirit-atoms' in the body and sense-organs. He is thinking here solely
of the mind and not of the spirit: his account is quite correct as far as
it goes, but incomplete: it is not intended to be a summary of all the
functions of the 'nameless element'.

2. (0) Lucr. iii. 138-42:

caput esse quasi et dominari in corpore toto
consilium quod nos animum mentemque voeamus.
idque situm media regione in pectoris haeret.
hic exsultat enim pavor ac metus, haec loea circum
laetitiae mulcent: hie ergo mens animusquest.

compared with
iii. 241-6:

quarta quoque his igitur quaedam natura necessest
attribuatur. east omnino nominis expers;

I p. 13.
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compared with
279-81 :

sed tibi nominis haec expers vis facta minutis
corporibus latet atque animae quasi totius ipsa
proporrost anima et dominatur corpore toto.

Both mind and 'fourth nature' are said dominari corport toto: they
are therefore identical. Giussani replies that domillari' is used in
slightly different senses: in the former passage it means 'holds sway',
'is monarch', in the latter 'is diffused': for this latter sense he compares
vi. 224, where thunderbolts having struck a house dominantur in
aedibus ipsis; also ii. 958 leti dominalltam in corpore motum, and iii. 705,
where the particles of soul (animi is used here in a loose sense, as so
often, when Lucretius is not distinguishing 'spirit' and 'mind': see
421-4) ;n nostra dominantur carport. It is hardly necessary, I think,
to make so great a distinction in meaning: the mind 'is lord in the
whole body', because it is the seat of emotion, thought, and will, the
'fourth nature' 'is lord in the whole body', because it is everywhere
the cause of sensation: but they are not for that reason identical.

(c) Lucr. iii. 396-401:
et magis est animus vitai claustra coercens
et dominantior ad vitam quam vis animai.
nam sine mente animoque nequit residere per artus
temporis exiguam partem pars ulla animai,
sed comes insequitur facile et discedit in auras
et gelidos artus in leti frigore linquit.

compared with
252-5:

nec temere huc (i.e. to the 'fourth nature') dolor usque
potest penetrare neque acre

permanare malum, quin omnia perturbentur
usque adeo (ut) vitae desit locus atque animai
diffugiant partes per caulas corporis omnis.

In the former passage it is said that if the mind is destroyed, the
spirit cannot remain in the limbs and life departs: in the latter that
a severe hurt penetrating to the 'fourth nature' will cause the life to
depart and the spirit to leave the body: therefore, once again, mind and
'fourth nature' are identical. Both statements of Lucretius are true,
but are no evidence of identity. If the mind is destroyed, the bo?y is
left without regimen and consilium: it could not interpret any sensations,

, p. 202 supra.
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or think or feel or will: in other words it would have no consciousness
and so must die. The 'fourth nature' is deep· hidden within the other
three soul-elements and they in their turn among the body-atoms: a
hurt then which actually penetrated to the 'fourth nature' and dislo
cated its structure, would have caused so great disruption in the whole
conci/ium ~ to destroy life. !he ca~ses differ in the two ~es, though
the result IS the same. W oltJer2 objects that the amputation ofa limb
which nevertheless leaves the patient alive, ought, if this account of th~
second passage is right, to cause death. No, for though with the rest
of the 'spirit' in the limb.som~ portion of the 'fourth nat~re' i~ actually
lost, the act of amputation did not produce a hurt which dIslocating
the whole structure, penetrated to and caused disruption in the 'fourth
nature': the limb was taken off whole (Giussani 3 seems to me not fully
to appreciate Lucretius' point here).

3· Lucr. iii. 273-4:
nam penitus prorsum latet haec natura subestque
nec magis hac infra quicquam est in corpore nostro.

It is perhaps hardly worth while to mention Woltjer's" idea that this
refers to the position of the 'fourth nature' (i.e. the mind) in the breast)
the ~ent~l p~rtion of t~e body, which he is obliged to support by
altenng mfra In 274 to mtra. It does of course refer to the position
of the 'fourth nature' alike in spirit and mind as hidden deep beneath
the other soul-elements, which meaning infra, recalling penitus Jatet
exactly expresses.

Certain general considerations may 'now be suggested which tell
strongly against the identification.

I. The evidence of the authorities.
(0) Epicurus. There is nothing in the Letter to Herodotus which

makes for the identification of the 'nameless element' and the mind,
but a good deal which is against it. Epicurus makes no distinction
between the mind and the spirit, as he would be almost bound to, if
there were a difference of material structure between them as well as
of function. On the other hand he mentions the 'nameless element'
immediately after the other two, as if it were an essential part of the
general structure of the soul, which is, as he says, distributed through
th~ whole structure. (The scholium on § 67 which distinguishes the
rational and irrational elements is quite silent as to any material differ
ence between them.)

I See Lucr. iii. 273, 274-.
3 pp. 196, 197.

L.

II Op. cit., p. 69.
4 Op. cit., p. 69-
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(b) The evidence of Lucretius is quite unmistaka~l~: he carefully

explains the constitution of the 'soul' (mind an~ spmt).of the ~our
elements and distinguishes animus and anima o~ly m funcuon. Besides
the passages discussed above we may call a~tentlon t? ,

(I) iii. 136, 137, where he states that mmd and spm~ fo:m of them
selves a single nature'-an impossible expresslon, If they were
materially different. .

(a.) 23 1 where note natura means as is clear from 228 mentIS
n~tura animatqui and is stated to consist of aU the four
elements.

(3) 262 if., where he explains that the 'first-beginnings' (i.e. atoms)
of all four elements in the soul 'course to and fro among
themselves with the motions of first-beginnings, so that no
single one can be put apart, nor can its powers be set. in play
divided from others by empty space, but they a~e? as It were,
the many forces of a single body'-a most exphclt statement
of the invariable union of all four elements.

(+) 269-72:
sic calor atque aer et venti caeca pot.~~
mixta creant unam naturam et moblhs ilIa
vis, initum motus ab se quae dividit ollis,
sensifer unde oritur primum per viscera motuS.

an even clearer expression of the same idea.
(5) 275, where it is stated that the C~ourt~ nature' .is t~e 'soul of the

soul' (onimoe anima). On Brieger s theory It mIght be ca!l:d
the soul of the mind (onimi), but certainly not ?f.the 'SPIrit'
(animoe), in which it is not even present. ThiS IS repeated
in 280. • •

In fact Brieger! has to admit that the evidence of Lucretius IS

against him and tries to discredit it on the ground of the 'eontradiction'
between 136-60 and 231-57 (see 2. (0) above). He believes tha~
Lucretius 'invented' the idea of the presence of the 'fo~rth nat~re
in the animo but not only is Lucretius always scrupulous 10 followmg
the authorit; of his master, but the whole of this passage on the nature
of the soul bears the marks of very careful writing, which with
L ucretiuS means very careful reportingof his text (the Meya.A1} •EmTOJt~
no doubt, as usual).

(c) The evidence of other writers is equally clear. t' ,
Aetius, iv. 3. I I (=Stob. Etl. Phys. 4 I) j U. 31S E1rucovpos (77fI'

• p. 13·
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3 pp. 196, 197.

L.

II Op. cit., p. 69.
4 Op. cit., p. 69-
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.1. ') - t , t - ,~, ,<pVXTJV Kpap.a EK TETTapwv, EK 1TOlOV 1TVpWOOVS. EK 1TOtOV a£pw8olJs EI<

_ ..., I .. , I J

1TOtOV 1TIIEvp.aTtKOV, EK TETap-r0V TWOS aKaTovop.aGTov· TOUro S'1JV <uh<iJ
'1' • • 8' , ~t t I .. t f - , •o atO TJTtKOV ••• TO 0 aKaTovop.aGTOY TTJV Ell 7}P.tll EP.1TOtEi:V atoB"utv'
• .t'" ~. r' I l " () "/

Ell ovo£Vt yap TWII ollop.a,op.€VwlI GTOtXEtWII E vat atu 7}OtV. Here not
?t<:rely. is the 'nameless element' stated to be a portion of the soul, but
It IS said to be the sole source of atoB1]otS, which is the function of
the spirit, not the mind. Brieger strangely enough without comment
claims this passage in support of his own view.

~. If the German view is correct, there is no reason why objects I

which touch only body-atoms should not be felt just as much as those
~hich touch the spirit-atoms. For they too could start a mechanical
msensible movement which might be transmitted to the mind and
~ere translated into sensation, just as much as could the spirit-atoms:
mdeed there is no possible point in supposing these insensible soul
atoms to be distributed over the body at all. Therefore

3. The argument against the theory of Democritus that soul- and
body-atoms are disposed alternately in the body, is quite futile, for
the three grosser soul-elements have no more power of sensation than
the body-particles, unless they contain the 'fourth-nature'. In fact

4. The 'spirit' is not really a part of the soul at all, for it is itself
entirely devoid of sensation, except what it indirectly receives from
the mind, just as the body does.

5. Aft.er the min~ has, on the German view, 'retelegraphed' the
new motion ofsensatIOn, why do we not feel the sensation or perceive
the image at any part or all parts of our body? the movement would
sprea;d throu~h the 'soul-atoms' wherever they were, and there is
nothmg to direct the current of sensation to the proper point the
place, that is, of the original contact. '

6. By far the most important consideration. The German theory
~eally destr?ys altogether the idea of local sensation. According to
It all sensation really takes place not at the point of contact or in the
sense-organs, but in the mind. But it is a cardinal point in Epicurean
psychology that sensation is local and not in the mind. For this we
have the direct statement in Pia,. Phil. iv. 23 Ot ETWtKOl Tel P.EII1T&.BT}
l.. ~ (J' I \ t'\ • 0 I • ~. ~'E I.. ~ TOtS' 1TE1TOV OOt T01TOtS', TaS' OE atO 7}0EtS' €V TqJ 1]yEP.OVtKqJ. 1Tt-

t' \ \ • 'n- • • , IJ.!. ' - 8 I IKOVpoS OE Kat Ta 1Tav'l Kat 'Tas atOv'loEtS €V TOtS 1TE1TOV OOt T01TOtS'.

:0 BE ~YEfolltKOII d'".aO€s. Nothing could be more explicit than this:
all sensation occurs In the places affected, but the mind has no sensation

(1T&.80s, the passive sensation ofpleasure and pain due to external con
tactY. Tohte~ is reduced to stating that this is an error of Plutarch's,

I See Lucr. iii. 381 fr. • p.6.
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and that the 'falsity ofthe statement is obvious': it is ofcourse an .exa~t
reproduction of Epicurus' doctri~e. This !ocal~zation of sensation IS

emphatically affirmed by Lucretius, especially m 359-69, where. he
states with ironical scorn that 'to say that the eyes can see nothmg,
but that the mind looks out through them as when doors are opened,
is madness, seeing that the fee~ing in the eyes cries o~.t ag~inst it:. Th.e
feeling that it is the eyes which s~e, that the sensation ~s l~cahzed, IS

an immediate 1T&.80s, which accordlOg to the very first pnnclpl~ of the
Ganoniu cannot be gainsaid; yet it is jus~ this 'madne;s', which ~he
German critics wish us to accept as true Epicurean doctrine by denymg
the presence of the 'fourth nature' in the soul-atoms in the sense-
organs and the whole body.

-
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APPENDIX VI

Other Piews of the Constitution of the Epicurean Gods

I HA~£ ~ttempted in the text to put forward the account of the
constltutl~n of the gods, as Epicurus conceived them, which seems to
m~ most In,accordance at onc~ with the scanty and unsatisfactory
eVld~nce which we possess and with the general principles of Epicurean
phySICS? and have followed in the main th~ theory first outlined by
Lac~elter a.nd subsequently elaborated by W. Scott and Giussani. But
so widely ~Ivergent have been the views ofcritics both as to the nature
of the: Epicurean gods and as to the interpretation of the famous pas
~a~es In the de Natura ,Deorum and in the scholium on Diogenes, that
It IS necessary to examine s~me of ~he more important suggestions, if
only to show-what I readdy admit-that any theory which may be
propounded is perforce tentative.

I. The first serious a~tempt to explain how the gods, being atomic
~ompounds, coul~ yet be Immortal, was made by Schomann (Opuscu/a,
IV. 3~6-59)' ~IS the.ory is not based on any very profound under
standl~g of Eplcur~msm and shows little respect for the authorities
~nd ~t111 less for th~lr text, but it is worth considering partly because
It brings out the ~Ifficulty of the problem and partly because 'it has
recently been r~vlved by ~asso." (Lucretius, Epicurean and Poet,
pp. 273 ff.). Schomann starting with the general notion of the extreme
fineness of texture of the forms ofthe gods and the statement of Cicero
t~at they ~ad not body but 'a kind of body' (quasi corpus), argues that
since the Images thrown o~ by th~ go~s are perceptible by the soul,
they, and therefore the bodies which give them off must be like in
texture to the soul. The 'bodies' of the gods are th~refore composed
of rou~d,smooth, and :~ry fine atoms.. But this is not enough to make
them Immortal: the dIVIne body must Indeed be a concretio, but differ
from other CTlJyKp{UEtS. This SchOmann suggests may have been the
case because t~e.compo.nent atoms were all of the same shape (p. 34- I, .
n. I5)-an opinion which he bases on the mention by Plutarch of the
?POtOTTJTES (fe. bodies made of similar atoms), as the fourth class of
Immortal th1Ogs-:-and being all of the same shape would therefore
be able to ~dhere 1O.a .strong.permanent combination. Among many
reasons w~lch make It Imp~lble to accept this view may be mentioned
the ~ollowlng: (I) Its total disregard ofevidence. (0) Schomann finally
admits th~t he cannot understand the Cicero passage, and practically
abandons It, except that he takes it to deal with the perception of the
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divine images and not with the constitution of the divine body.
Incidentally he takes ad numerum to mean 'so that they could be
counted' and simi/itudine to refer to the likeness between the texture
of the divine images and the recipient soul. (b) The statement of
Diogenes as to the two classes ofgods he maintains is wholly impossible:
he gets rid of it by 'emending' ovs p.ev •.. ovs 8e to OU p.ev ... yvWaTOVS
Se and then takes Karel op.oE{8Elav to mean 'owing to the similarity' be
tween divine bodies and the soul, like similitudine in Cicero. That this,
and with it the interpretation of Plutarch's OP.O,OT7jTES, is impossible, is
sufficiently proved by Scott's references to Aristotle and Philodemus,
which show the notion in both cases to be that of bodies having
'identity oflike' material. (2) An atomic compound of only one kind
of atoms is not an impossibility, but we can gather from Lucretius,
ii. 586-8, that it would have practically no 'powers' (vis) at all
which is improbable even for Epicurean gods. (3) No atomic com
pound could be more subtle than the 'fourth nature' in the soul, as
is dear from the descriptions both of Epicurus and Lucretius. If the
soul is far from immortal, how could the gods be immortal, whose
texture so closely resembles it? (4) There is no r~on for supposing
that a compound ofatoms ofone kind should have any greater stability
than any other compound-certainly it is impossible that it should be
immortal. If it were made of round atoms, it would not even be
stable to start with: once again the soul, its counterpart, is so little
capable of cohesion, that it cannot remain together at all except in
the aT€ya~ovof the body.

In fact Schomann's theory is at variance both with the evidence and
with many fundamental principles of Epicurean physics. Yet it has
been revived again by Masson with no further support than laudation
and the quotation from Munro of the misinterpretation ofa passage in
Philodemus.1

2. Hirzel (U11tersuchungm zu Ciceros philosophiichen Schriften, i.
46-84) approached the question from the point of view of the inter
pretation of Cicero. He accepts Diogenes' distinction between the
two classes of gods: these were, he interprets, the real gods who exist
KaT' dptOp.ov in the intermundia, and the images, which float about the

I P.~TE yap arop.ovS' vop.l'f.lV TaUS' BEOUS' P."p-( cnryKplc1(tl>, Gomperz,
Here. Stud. 12 J, p. 136. Munro and Masson take this to be an exposition of
atomic doctrine: a glance at the passage shows that it is really the objection
of an opponent, which is subsequently answered. Even if the words meant
what Masson supposes them to mean, they do not support Schomann's view,
for according to it the gods are indubitably UJl}'KpluEIS.

Ac.
~,
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590 THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
world, are perceived by men, and accepted by them as gods, He th
supposes that this distinction caused confusion in Cicero's mind then
h 'd 'fi d h . f' , ate I entl e t ~ Images 0 the gods whIch came to us with the god
themselves and m the second part of his description is speaking not ~
the g~ds but of these images (~e read~ o~ course ad nfJS fol1owi~g
La~bmus fo~ ~d deoI): The obvIous.objectIons t to this theory are (I)
the lmprobablhty of thIs double doctnne ofEpicurus (see pp, 459-61 J
(2) t,he difficu~ty of accounti?g for the .nature of the 'real gods' i~
the mtumundlo 0!1 any conslst;nt at?mlC basis, (3) the very serious
charge of ~lund~rmg made agamst Cicero, who was evidently trying
to follow .hlS Eplc~r~ texts as carefully and closely as possible, (4-) the
extrem: Improbab,lhty that so careful a description of the process of
p:rcep:lOn of the Images of the gods should be given, when it would
dl~er In. no way fr~m the proc~ o~ normal scnse-per~eption. But
Hirzel dId good service to the elUCidatIon of the problem In connecting
t~e ,ad ?umerum of Cice~oand the KaT' apdJp.cw of Diogenes with the
distinction made by Aristotle between existence KaT' a.pt8jJ.t>v and
KaT' ~l8os, and!n poin~ingout that so/iditafe quadam is an independent
ablative of quahty and IS not to be construed with ternafur.

Mayor in his edition of the de Natura Deorum follows Hirzel
except that he needlessly emends 'nec soliditate quadam nec eadem ad
numerum s;t', and believes that the gods KaT' apt8JLov in the intermundia
are the popular anthropomorphic deities, while those of the image
streams are the esoteric divinities of the Epicureans, vague influences
com~arable to m?der~ id:as of the 'stream of tendency which makes
for nghteousness. HIS vIew seems open to all the objections which
can be b.rought against Hirzel's, with the additional disadvantage that
he has tntroduced a most un-Epicurean conception, which is im
measurably remote alike from what is described in the texts and the
whole current of Atomic thought.

3· The theoryof R. Philippson 2 stands rather by itsclfin that it deals
not so much with the atomic constitution of the gods as with the means
of th~ir cognition by men, and with the interpretation of the Djogencs
schohum and the passage in The de Natura Dcorum. It is highly
ingenious and contains many fruitful suggestions, but it seems to me
to rest upon ~':mewhat arbitrary assumptions as to the Epicurean
psychology, whICh he does not sufficiently work out on atomic lines,

I See the .crit;::i:ms of Scott, p. 227, and Gjussanj~ pp, 230-4.
• I ~ur E~/lu~t!d'."lJ .GOller(~~r~.. Hermes, Ii, 1916, pp. 568 fT.: see aIs?

hIS ~Isscrtatlon de Phllodeml hbro qui est fTfpl CTrJp-~{CJJv Ka.i. CTrJp-nW(1fWV,
Berlm, 1881.
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and to involve unnatural interpretations of the passages concerned. It
is difficult to do justice to the theory in a summary, but, as it has
attracted some notice, it is necessary to express an opinion on it.

Philippson holds in the first place that there are, according to
Epicurus, two distinct departments of mind (vovs-), StaVOLa (Lat. mens)
the faculty which perceives the single 'idols', and AQYOS the faculty
of reason, whose operations are described as AoytGj.LoS', Jm).oyc.aJ.L0s,
8taAoytap.os, OL<lAoyu1p.a and its result as b,{voc.at (lvvoc.a is similarly
the image resulting from sense-impressions and as such is used as an
equivalent of1TPO>'YJrptS' (D.L. x. 32». It has already t been pointed out
that this distinction is too rigid: 8«£voto. is no doubt used in connexion
with 'mind-perceptions' especially in the famous t1TtpOA~ rijs- 8mvoL«S-,
but it is also used in cases where reason is concerned: AoyoS' is not
used by Epicurus except in the phrases 8w. AOyov (JfWp7JTOS or 8fWPla,
which must be subsequently examined, though its derivatives are cer
tainly applied to rational operations of the mind.

Men'5 cognition of the gods has, according to Philippson, two
sources. I n the first place there is the direct perception of their 'idols'
by StavOLa., in the second, they are known by reasoning, which makes
certain inferences, e.g. that from the wonders of the heavens and their
orderliness ~ (incidentally Philippson seems not to notice that in the
eyes of Epicurus and Lucretius, to whom he refers, this is a false
inference, a t/J~tJ&ry~ So~a): similarly according to Sextus 3 the im
mortality and complete happiness of the gods is deduced 'by an infer
ence from men' (KaTa. TIJv a.1T0 TWV dv8pelmwv p.ETc1.f3aatv), 0 f these two
sources it is StaVOla which gives the 'concept'. ('1Tpo).yJrp&~)of the gods,
derived from the succession of idols, and reason reinforces that im
mediate knowledge by argument (€1TtAoy,ap.o~),as for instance in the
double syllogism recorded in the de Natura Deorum,S 'the human
form is the most beautiful', 'man alone has reason': 'the gods are
beautiful and have reason:' 'therefore the gods are most like men'.
. It is then this cognition ofthe nature ofthe gods by means of reason
Ing as opposed to the direct 'apprehension' of the idols which Philippson
supposes to be expressed in the phrase ;\oycp 8£C.UpYJTOVS' both in the
scholiast and in the parallel passage of Aetius:6 he translates 'durch

z Chap. VIII, p. 42.3, n. 3.
~ Sext. Ildv. MalA. ix. 26 and 44. 3 Ibid. 45, 46.
<I Also referred to in Ep. iii, ; I 23 as ~ KOlvT] TOU 8EOU v~atS'.
s i. 18. +8.
6 Aet. i. 7. 34; U. 35 5 'E-TT{KOVpOS dvOpwfTo£t8£ts P.EV TOVS {1EOUS, ~&ycp
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world, are perceived by men, and accepted by them as gods, He th
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592. THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
Vernun,ft ~rkenn~a(. I find it .impossible t? accept this view. Aoy~
8EWPlJTO~ IS a traditional phrase In Greek phIlosophy for what is men
tally conceived as opposed to what is sensationally perceived but it
does not carry with it the idea of a process of reasoning or inference
When for instance the 'seeds' of Anaxagoras are spoken of as A6y~

8EWfY'1TQ. I it is not meant that the conception of them is reached by a trai~

of thought, but that we can only 'imagine' them and never see them.
And if the passages in which Su). .\oyov 8£(.IJP'T/TO~, &c.,occur in Epicurus
himself be examined the same result is reached. In § 62 o[ S,d. A6yotl
8€wp''1TOt XPOVOl as op~osed to ~ t.\ax(.UT.0~ (]lJV€xTi~ Xpovos and are clearly
the Instants, the mlnzma of time, which can be mentally conceived
or contemplated, as opposed to the continuous periods, however small'
which alone can be noticed by the senses. In § 59 Epicurus come~
nearer to Philippson's notion: from the analogy, he argues, of the
minima of perception (the extrema cacumina of Lucretius) we infer
similar minima of extension in the atom rfj Sta. .\oyov O€wpla E1Tt -rwv

aopchwv. This may no doubt fairly be translated 'in our cont~mplation
of the unseen by means of thought', but again the reference is not to
a chain of argumentation resulting in a conclusion, but, as always in
Epicurus' material psychology, to the contemplation of a mental
picture: all mental processes are to him acts of visualization. It is
indeed signi flont that the word coupled with AOY~ or Sui Aoyov in all
these instancl:S i~ O£WPYJTO) or O£<.upto.: that is not a word which denotes
the result of a process of reasoning, it is the mental equivalent of the
alu871TO!) and a'ia£J1]C1tt; of sensation.

To sum up: while no doubt inference by reasoning played some part
in forming the conception of the nature of the gods in the system of the
later Epicureans and even possibly of Epicurus himself, it is not the
source ofour knowledge oftheir existence. This is the direct informa
tion given by the ~idols' which enter the mind and it is to this 'mental
perception' that "oy~ O€WP1}TOV~ refers both in the scholiast and in
Aetius. If this contention be right, it cuts at the root of Philippson's
view of the two crucial passages, but it is necessary to follow his inter
pretation in further detail because it involves, to my mind, further
improbabilities.

1. SchoI. ad Ep. K.LJ. i; D.L. x. 139.% (0) Philippson rightly rejects

Phili ppson incidentally would place the emphasis on 1Tl:1I1TQS'; 'by reason they
cannot be known as individuals but only universally as a class', a very un
natural interpretation.

I See Part 1, Chap. I, p. 37.
1 For the text see Chap. IX, p. "'4-6, n. I.
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emendation of ov~ IJ-€V • • • ous- OE, yet also refuses to believe that
Epicurus supposed two categories of gods. He therefore proposes to
translate 'partly ... partly' (teils ... teils), for which he quotes certain
parallels elsewhere in Greek. But in those passages there could be no
mistake as to the meaning intended, here it would be to say the least
ambiguous and any straightforward reader would take the meaning to
be that there were two classes of gods. (h) He rejects Scott's interpreta
tion ofKaT' aptOp.ovas opposed to KaT· €13oS' ('in numerical identity' •• •
'in form'), and takes the opposition to be KaT' apt8p.Ov €vand KaT' € lOoS'
€v, which he would translate 'one as an individual' and 'one as a member
ofa class' Cdas der Art nach Selbige'). This is a less natural interpreta
tion. (t) The clause ov~ BE •.• a7TOTET€A£afL~VWVhe take:s not ~
describing the constitution of the gods but the method of their cogm
tion; the avVExi/) t7T{PP€UC7lS' is not that of the atoms which come to
gether to (orm the bodies of the gods, but that of the 'idols' to the mind
of the percipient. (d) E7T~ TO (uho ci:1TOTE7EAEUJLEVWV he takes to mean
either 'which lead to the same result' or 'which are of the same con
figuration': neither of these interpretations seem to me natural ; (e) he
regards av8pW7TO£l()E'it; as a later addition to the scholium, probably
with j ustiee.

We thus get the meaning, if I interpret Philippson rightly; 'Epicurus
says elsewhere that the gods are cognizable by reason, partly as having
individual existence, partly as like in form (i.e. as members of a dan),
thanks to the unceasing flow of the idols which are of the same con
figuration', that is to say, reason tells us (a) that the gods exist as
individuals (as opposed for instance to the general idea of a divine
spirit held by the Stoics), (h) that the gods are like in form as we gather
from the succession of similar 'idols'. The advantage of this version
would be that it would enable one to rake lK ~s- OVVEXOV~ €7TlPpVC1£W~

in its more natural sense of the flux of 'idols' from the gods to men'5
minds. But apart from the difficulties in detail referred to above I
think the interpretation is made impossible by the sense given to
AOy<p 8£wp7]7'ot$~ and by the cannexion of this with the second clause.
The information given by the constant influx of idols is certainly not
information given Aoj'~ in Phmppson's sense, though I think it is
so in reality.

2. Cic. N. D. i. 19. 49.1 Philippson does not differ from the inter
pretation given in the text ofthe first clause down to U7Eplp,vLa appel/at
and agrees that soliditate fjuodam . . . numlrum is to be taken as descrip
tive and not with cerna/ur. After that he differs widely, (a) ;mag;n;bus

I For the text see Chap. IX, p. 445, n. I.
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simiJitudine it tronsitione perceptis, he renders ~by images grasped by
induction'. SimiJitudine ~t tromitione is a translation ofJ.L€To.paa€t 1(0.0'
op.ol/nrrra, a phrase which he l believes to have been used by the later
Epicureans to express the inductive method, 'inference according to
similarity'. The sense then will be that we know the gods by images
which we form by inference from the succession of similar idols. As
regards this starding interpretation, even ifit be admitted thatJ.L£TafJaa&s
was so used in Jater Epicurean logic, yet ( ]) if Cicero had J.L€TafJdo€& 1(0.8'
dp.otoT7JTa before him, he translated it very oddly by the 'hendiadys'
simi/itudine et tromitione, (2) perceptis is the ordinary word for sense
perception and not for comprehension as a result of inference, (3) the
parallel passage in Jtl. D. i. 39. 1°9 fluentium frequenter tronsitirJ fit
vi!ionum shows conclusively that tronsitio meant to Cicero the suc
cession of ~ido]s' passing from the persons of the gods to the mind.
(h) The clause cum infinito ... ad deo! oflluot. Philippson keeps ad deo!
and takes the clause rightly in my view to apply not to the flux of
'idoJs' to the mind but to the flow of matter to form the bodies of the
gods. Rejecting, again, as I think, rightly, Scott's idea of the 'pre
formed' images, he would exclude imoginum as a gloss and substitute
rerum. I have, I hope, shown in the text that emendation is not
necessary, if a slight misunderstanding on Cicero's part be assumed,
and that in any case rtrum would not have been the word he would use.

Philippson has made a valuable contribution to the study of Epi
curean psychoJogy in calling attention to the meaning of the various
terms employed by Epicurus and the Epicureans for the different
menta! processes, but he has not succeeded in solving the puzzle as to
the nature of the constitution of the gods and his interpretations of the
two crucial passages seem to me to rest on untenabJe suppositions.

None of the views here considered appear to satisfy the conditions
or the evidence as nearly as that of Scott and GiussanL It may be
that hoth of them, and especially Giussani, have elaborated the notion
beyond what the extant information strictly warrants, and it is cer
tainly true that the notion reach~d on their lines is grotesque and
fantastic even for Epicurus, but as far as the evidence now avaiJa.ble
can take us, I believe that Epicurus' conception of the constitution
of the gods cannot in its main outline have been far removed from the
account which they have given.

I The evidence is set out in his dissertation, p. 3+.
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op.ol/nrrra, a phrase which he l believes to have been used by the later
Epicureans to express the inductive method, 'inference according to
similarity'. The sense then will be that we know the gods by images
which we form by inference from the succession of similar idols. As
regards this starding interpretation, even ifit be admitted thatJ.L£TafJaa&s
was so used in Jater Epicurean logic, yet ( ]) if Cicero had J.L€TafJdo€& 1(0.8'
dp.otoT7JTa before him, he translated it very oddly by the 'hendiadys'
simi/itudine et tromitione, (2) perceptis is the ordinary word for sense
perception and not for comprehension as a result of inference, (3) the
parallel passage in Jtl. D. i. 39. 1°9 fluentium frequenter tronsitirJ fit
vi!ionum shows conclusively that tronsitio meant to Cicero the suc
cession of ~ido]s' passing from the persons of the gods to the mind.
(h) The clause cum infinito ... ad deo! oflluot. Philippson keeps ad deo!
and takes the clause rightly in my view to apply not to the flux of
'idoJs' to the mind but to the flow of matter to form the bodies of the
gods. Rejecting, again, as I think, rightly, Scott's idea of the 'pre
formed' images, he would exclude imoginum as a gloss and substitute
rerum. I have, I hope, shown in the text that emendation is not
necessary, if a slight misunderstanding on Cicero's part be assumed,
and that in any case rtrum would not have been the word he would use.

Philippson has made a valuable contribution to the study of Epi
curean psychoJogy in calling attention to the meaning of the various
terms employed by Epicurus and the Epicureans for the different
menta! processes, but he has not succeeded in solving the puzzle as to
the nature of the constitution of the gods and his interpretations of the
two crucial passages seem to me to rest on untenabJe suppositions.

None of the views here considered appear to satisfy the conditions
or the evidence as nearly as that of Scott and GiussanL It may be
that hoth of them, and especially Giussani, have elaborated the notion
beyond what the extant information strictly warrants, and it is cer
tainly true that the notion reach~d on their lines is grotesque and
fantastic even for Epicurus, but as far as the evidence now avaiJa.ble
can take us, I believe that Epicurus' conception of the constitution
of the gods cannot in its main outline have been far removed from the
account which they have given.

I The evidence is set out in his dissertation, p. 3+.
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IN DEX I 599
eclipses, 99 f., 151; Leucippus' rela
tion to, 88, 101, 107; Democritus'
relation to, 1% I, 147; Epicurus' rela
tion to, 178, 368.

Epicurus, position in Atomic school,
1-4, 10, 4 2 , 46 , 52, 54, 66, 73, 79,
83,88, 10l t 104, 115, 116,119, 12:: t

n6f., 129,133,143,148, lSI, 155,
157, 161, 165' 168. 173, 175, 176,
171. 182, 185, 186, r8&, 189, 191,
193 if., 2.01, :z06, 107, 11,3, 114, 120;

historical circumstances, 217-11 ; life,
%21-7; writings, 117; styIc, 111,
~69-7r; authorities for, 12.8-3 1 •

Canonice, 132-74 ; distrust of
education and logic, 234 C.; belief in
reality of external world, 236 f.;
criteria of truth, 2.38-51, 2.71, 486,
559, 573; sensation, 138-44; "antici
pation', 145-7; feeling, 248-5°;
mental apprehension, 251 f.; investi.
gation of 7Tpo~fJ~a.153-7; of IlfTlwpa,
257-60; multipHcity ofcauses, 260-1 ~

investigation of ci&]~a, 262-7; validity
of thought, ::63-7; language, 267-71;
infallibility of sensation, 271-4.

Atoms and space, 275-99, and Sit

atoms, space, 278-81,293-6; infinity
of space, 2.97-9.

Properties (a&J1£P4J-I'JItOTO) and acci
dents (avll1fTWlla't'a.) , 300-9; time an
accident, 305-7.

Motion of atoms, J10-38; free
atoms, .310-16; the swerve, freedom
and destiny, 316-::7; the blo,,·, 327
.3°; motion in compound bodies,
330-8.

Compound bodies, 339-58; three
kinds of compounds, 3+1; formation
gradual, 341-4; internal structure of
compound, 345-7; unity of com
pound, 347-51; growth and decay,
351-3; qualities of things, 353-7;
change, 355; sensation in compounds,
357-8•

Cosmogony, 359-83; formation
and dissolution of world, 359-67;
infinity of worlds, 361 f.; the earth,
365 f.; celestial phenomena, 367-75;
terrestrial phenomena, 375, 376;
creatjon of animals, 376, and men,

GENERAL
,

I

I
I

life, %06; friendship, ::07; justice and
law, Z08-10; the State, %10 f.; philan
thropy, 212.; summary, 21%-14;
Democritean tradition, :: 17 f.; in
1iuence on Epicurus, 148,220 r., 116,
272, 339, 42 7, 442, p2, 52 9-3 1;
Epicurus· opposition to, 216, 353,
363,4°5 r.; Epicurus' development of
his theory, 275, 278, 287, 299, 310.

desire, Democritus, 201; Epicurus,
491 if.

destin}·, su necessit)·.
determinism of Democritus, 120 if.,

186-8; opposition of Epicurus to,
318-21, 519; and cf. necessity.

differences of atoms, cf. properties, 79-
SI, 86, 128.

Diogenes of Apollonia, 66.
Diogenes Laertius, su IndeT- III.
Diogenes of Oenoanda, 2~8, 316, 318,

382, 5°9·
distidium, 303 and n. 2.

dissolution, su decay.

Earth, Leucippus t 96 f., 99 f.; Demo
critus, I14, 15%; Epicurus, 360, 365'

earthquakes, Democritus. 153.
eclipses. Empedocles, 99 f., 151 ; Leucip

pus, 98-100; Democritus, 152; Epi
curus,258•

education, Democritus on, 197 f.;
Epicurus on, 234, 504.

eftluence1 58; Leucippus, 103 f., 105;
Democritus, 167 f., 17 1 , 17~, 174;
Epicurus, :l42 , 404, 577. 58 I; cf.
emanation and 'idol'.

EIeatics, ::7; Leucippus and, 67,69, 70,
71, 761 791 100, 106 f., 118; Demo
critus and 1 119, 120, 12.5; Epicurus
and, 179,315, 519.

element and elements (aTOLXEia), I I, 19,
72, 91; the four elements, I, II, IS,
28-3°,33,38,471 n£·, 65,341•

emanation, 53, 54, cf. effluence.
emotions, Epicurus theory of, 431 f.
Empedocles, I I, I:; on theory of four

primary substances, 28 ff., 71, 72 , 74;
of Lo...·e and Strife, 3 I if., 40, 50'
52,8:: f.; ofsensadon, 53-5; of vision,
53 if.• 57. 1°3, 167, 406 ; of thought,
55 f.; theory of knowledge, 60 f.; on

1
'convention' (VO/JOi. g.'U.), qualities

dependent on, Democritus, IDS, 165,
178 if., 18.;., 189.

Cosmology, Heraclitus, :: I; Empedo.
des, 31; Anaxagoras, 40 f.; Leucip
pus, 90-101,106; Democritus, 143-8;
Epicurus, 359-67.

courage, Democritus, 187, 201; Epi
curus, 510, 514,523.

criteria, of truth, Democritus, 183;
Epicurus, 136, 138-51, 17 1, 486,
559, 573; of choice, Democritus,
189 f.; Epicurus, 486 f.

Cyrenaics contrasted with Epicureans,
191 , 489, 492., 500, 514, 516.

Death, 501; fear of, 471, 501 f., 51c•
decay, theory of, Leucippus, 88 f.;

Democritus, 147; Epicurus, 351-3,
367,463.

democracy, Democrltus on, 2 I I ; decay
of, influence on Greek philosophy,
218 ff.

Democritus, position in Atomic school,
1-4,46,51,234.338; life, 1°9-12 ;

writings, t I2.-1 7; relation to Leucip
pus, 67-9,81,101,101, 105 f., 108;
on chance and necessity, 49, 85, Ill,

141, 318, ]%1, 315; atomic theory.
I I 7 tr., and sre atoms; on worlds,
146-8, 363; on our world, 149-53,
375; on heavenly bodies, 149-51; on
shape of earth, 1 s:; on thunder,
earthquakes, floods. &c., 153 f.; on
zoology and physiology, 154- f.; on
the soul, 156-61, 387, 388; soul and
mind, 160,4°1; on sensation, 16:l f.;
on the senses, 16:-7:; touch, 16:;
taste, 163-5; sight, 1°4, 165-70, 411; .
hearing, 170-2,4°4,4°5, 577; smell,
172,4-°4; on the mind, 17:-4; on the
gods, 175-7, 438,442 f.; on theory of
knowledge, I77-8S, 236;onqualities,
105, 178 if., 184, ~9:, 301, 353, 354;
Ethics, 186-21] ; compared with
Epicurus' ethics, 52.2. f.; determinism,
110 if., 186-8; cheerfulness, 188-93,
513; its attainment, 193-8; prudence
and education, 198-100; self-control,
::00; desire, 201; wisdom, courage,
justice, :01; frugality, 103 f.; family

'Blow', the, in atomic movement, 3~7

3°·
'boundless', the (TO 41fnpov), 14, 15, 16,

18,41,44,48, 91 , 117·

CalUmtn, 341 and n. 3, Appendix i\..,
591 •

Canonice, Epicurus', 231-74,417, 530;
applied to heavenly bodies, 370-z ;
on cause of error, 412, 4 1 Sf.; Mer
bach on, 557 f.j place of i1J'llJo>"~ rij~

OlGvo{ar in, 559, 561 j on localization
of sensations, 587.

cause, efficient, 46-52; Leucippus, 84;
Democritus, ulj Epicurus, 275,29°;
final, Democritus, 121, 140; Epi
curus, 370 f.

chance, Empedocles, 51; Democritus,
UI, 1,39"-43' 187, 197; Epicurus,
324-7.

change, phenomena of, 35,46, 89, uS.
"cheerfulness', as aim of conduct,

Democritus, 113, 188 tr., 513.
Cicero, %30, 438, and see Index III.
clinamtn, 316-17 n. 3.
cognition, Epicurus, 239-47, 254, 2.67,

423 tr., SS8, 567, and U~ TtpOAfJ"'&~.
'anticipation' and l1tlfltM~rijr o&Cu'O{ar,
'mental apprehension'.

Colotes, 2.%1, 230.
Colour, Empedocles, 54; Anaxagoras,

6z; Democritus, 80, I I 3, 12. 8, 168-70,
171, 184, JSH Epicurus, 300, 308 f.,
337, 353 tr., 393, 530. I

concept, Sft 1tpOATJlPI~, 245-7, 306, 4 1 9, II
448,557 f., 562, 568, 571 , 576; of the
gods, 440 f., 591; as criterion of ,
truth, ~38, 419' 486• I

condliatuJ, 435· I
concilium, ~93, 303 n. ::, 320, 337,

347-5°, 356, 360, 366 f., 315, 4 1 3
n. 1, 4H' 584-; sensation in, 357, I
393 f.; cr. a9polaP.a. and alryKp1a1r.

condensation, 16, 23, 44.
'confirmation', 2. 55' and Itt 'TTC/JapTv-

Pl1a~r.

coniunc/um, 303 n. I.

contilium, 583.
contingency, set chance.
contraries, perception by, Anaxagoras, ,

56.
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eclipses, 99 f., 151; Leucippus' rela
tion to, 88, 101, 107; Democritus'
relation to, 1% I, 147; Epicurus' rela
tion to, 178, 368.

Epicurus, position in Atomic school,
1-4, 10, 4 2 , 46 , 52, 54, 66, 73, 79,
83,88, 10l t 104, 115, 116,119, 12:: t

n6f., 129,133,143,148, lSI, 155,
157, 161, 165' 168. 173, 175, 176,
171. 182, 185, 186, r8&, 189, 191,
193 if., 2.01, :z06, 107, 11,3, 114, 120;

historical circumstances, 217-11 ; life,
%21-7; writings, 117; styIc, 111,
~69-7r; authorities for, 12.8-3 1 •

Canonice, 132-74 ; distrust of
education and logic, 234 C.; belief in
reality of external world, 236 f.;
criteria of truth, 2.38-51, 2.71, 486,
559, 573; sensation, 138-44; "antici
pation', 145-7; feeling, 248-5°;
mental apprehension, 251 f.; investi.
gation of 7Tpo~fJ~a.153-7; of IlfTlwpa,
257-60; multipHcity ofcauses, 260-1 ~

investigation of ci&]~a, 262-7; validity
of thought, ::63-7; language, 267-71;
infallibility of sensation, 271-4.

Atoms and space, 275-99, and Sit

atoms, space, 278-81,293-6; infinity
of space, 2.97-9.

Properties (a&J1£P4J-I'JItOTO) and acci
dents (avll1fTWlla't'a.) , 300-9; time an
accident, 305-7.

Motion of atoms, J10-38; free
atoms, .310-16; the swerve, freedom
and destiny, 316-::7; the blo,,·, 327
.3°; motion in compound bodies,
330-8.

Compound bodies, 339-58; three
kinds of compounds, 3+1; formation
gradual, 341-4; internal structure of
compound, 345-7; unity of com
pound, 347-51; growth and decay,
351-3; qualities of things, 353-7;
change, 355; sensation in compounds,
357-8•

Cosmogony, 359-83; formation
and dissolution of world, 359-67;
infinity of worlds, 361 f.; the earth,
365 f.; celestial phenomena, 367-75;
terrestrial phenomena, 375, 376;
creatjon of animals, 376, and men,
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I
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life, %06; friendship, ::07; justice and
law, Z08-10; the State, %10 f.; philan
thropy, 212.; summary, 21%-14;
Democritean tradition, :: 17 f.; in
1iuence on Epicurus, 148,220 r., 116,
272, 339, 42 7, 442, p2, 52 9-3 1;
Epicurus· opposition to, 216, 353,
363,4°5 r.; Epicurus' development of
his theory, 275, 278, 287, 299, 310.

desire, Democritus, 201; Epicurus,
491 if.

destin}·, su necessit)·.
determinism of Democritus, 120 if.,

186-8; opposition of Epicurus to,
318-21, 519; and cf. necessity.

differences of atoms, cf. properties, 79-
SI, 86, 128.

Diogenes of Apollonia, 66.
Diogenes Laertius, su IndeT- III.
Diogenes of Oenoanda, 2~8, 316, 318,

382, 5°9·
distidium, 303 and n. 2.

dissolution, su decay.

Earth, Leucippus t 96 f., 99 f.; Demo
critus, I14, 15%; Epicurus, 360, 365'

earthquakes, Democritus. 153.
eclipses. Empedocles, 99 f., 151 ; Leucip

pus, 98-100; Democritus, 152; Epi
curus,258•

education, Democritus on, 197 f.;
Epicurus on, 234, 504.

eftluence1 58; Leucippus, 103 f., 105;
Democritus, 167 f., 17 1 , 17~, 174;
Epicurus, :l42 , 404, 577. 58 I; cf.
emanation and 'idol'.

EIeatics, ::7; Leucippus and, 67,69, 70,
71, 761 791 100, 106 f., 118; Demo
critus and 1 119, 120, 12.5; Epicurus
and, 179,315, 519.

element and elements (aTOLXEia), I I, 19,
72, 91; the four elements, I, II, IS,
28-3°,33,38,471 n£·, 65,341•

emanation, 53, 54, cf. effluence.
emotions, Epicurus theory of, 431 f.
Empedocles, I I, I:; on theory of four

primary substances, 28 ff., 71, 72 , 74;
of Lo...·e and Strife, 3 I if., 40, 50'
52,8:: f.; ofsensadon, 53-5; of vision,
53 if.• 57. 1°3, 167, 406 ; of thought,
55 f.; theory of knowledge, 60 f.; on

1
'convention' (VO/JOi. g.'U.), qualities

dependent on, Democritus, IDS, 165,
178 if., 18.;., 189.

Cosmology, Heraclitus, :: I; Empedo.
des, 31; Anaxagoras, 40 f.; Leucip
pus, 90-101,106; Democritus, 143-8;
Epicurus, 359-67.

courage, Democritus, 187, 201; Epi
curus, 510, 514,523.

criteria, of truth, Democritus, 183;
Epicurus, 136, 138-51, 17 1, 486,
559, 573; of choice, Democritus,
189 f.; Epicurus, 486 f.

Cyrenaics contrasted with Epicureans,
191 , 489, 492., 500, 514, 516.

Death, 501; fear of, 471, 501 f., 51c•
decay, theory of, Leucippus, 88 f.;

Democritus, 147; Epicurus, 351-3,
367,463.

democracy, Democrltus on, 2 I I ; decay
of, influence on Greek philosophy,
218 ff.

Democritus, position in Atomic school,
1-4,46,51,234.338; life, 1°9-12 ;

writings, t I2.-1 7; relation to Leucip
pus, 67-9,81,101,101, 105 f., 108;
on chance and necessity, 49, 85, Ill,

141, 318, ]%1, 315; atomic theory.
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146-8, 363; on our world, 149-53,
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shape of earth, 1 s:; on thunder,
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the soul, 156-61, 387, 388; soul and
mind, 160,4°1; on sensation, 16:l f.;
on the senses, 16:-7:; touch, 16:;
taste, 163-5; sight, 1°4, 165-70, 411; .
hearing, 170-2,4°4,4°5, 577; smell,
172,4-°4; on the mind, 17:-4; on the
gods, 175-7, 438,442 f.; on theory of
knowledge, I77-8S, 236;onqualities,
105, 178 if., 184, ~9:, 301, 353, 354;
Ethics, 186-21] ; compared with
Epicurus' ethics, 52.2. f.; determinism,
110 if., 186-8; cheerfulness, 188-93,
513; its attainment, 193-8; prudence
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'Blow', the, in atomic movement, 3~7

3°·
'boundless', the (TO 41fnpov), 14, 15, 16,

18,41,44,48, 91 , 117·

CalUmtn, 341 and n. 3, Appendix i\..,
591 •

Canonice, Epicurus', 231-74,417, 530;
applied to heavenly bodies, 370-z ;
on cause of error, 412, 4 1 Sf.; Mer
bach on, 557 f.j place of i1J'llJo>"~ rij~

OlGvo{ar in, 559, 561 j on localization
of sensations, 587.
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Democritus, ulj Epicurus, 275,29°;
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curus, 370 f.
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324-7.
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Democritus, 113, 188 tr., 513.
Cicero, %30, 438, and see Index III.
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cognition, Epicurus, 239-47, 254, 2.67,

423 tr., SS8, 567, and U~ TtpOAfJ"'&~.
'anticipation' and l1tlfltM~rijr o&Cu'O{ar,
'mental apprehension'.

Colotes, 2.%1, 230.
Colour, Empedocles, 54; Anaxagoras,

6z; Democritus, 80, I I 3, 12. 8, 168-70,
171, 184, JSH Epicurus, 300, 308 f.,
337, 353 tr., 393, 530. I

concept, Sft 1tpOATJlPI~, 245-7, 306, 4 1 9, II
448,557 f., 562, 568, 571 , 576; of the
gods, 440 f., 591; as criterion of ,
truth, ~38, 419' 486• I

condliatuJ, 435· I
concilium, ~93, 303 n. ::, 320, 337,

347-5°, 356, 360, 366 f., 315, 4 1 3
n. 1, 4H' 584-; sensation in, 357, I
393 f.; cr. a9polaP.a. and alryKp1a1r.

condensation, 16, 23, 44.
'confirmation', 2. 55' and Itt 'TTC/JapTv-

Pl1a~r.

coniunc/um, 303 n. I.
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Epicurus (contd.) :
377 f.; early civilization, 378-80; lan
guage, 380-2.

Psychology, 38+-+37; the soul an
atomic compound of four elements,
385-+00; sensation initiated by
'fourth nature', 400-Ij sense-per
ception, 401-11; opinion, 411 f.;
thought'4zZ-31; the emotions, 43 I f.;
the will, 43Z-7.

Theology, 438-8t; the gods, per
ception of by men, 439-+1; their
nature and immortality, 441-67;
their life, 467 f.; anthropomorphism,
468 f.; blessedness of gods, 469""7z;
the gods unrelated to the world,
47Z-7; religion and piety, 478-81.

Ethics, 482-sz8; pleasure the end,
483-7; criterion of pleasure, 487 fr.;
psychology of pleasure, 49 I fr.;
pleasure of equilibrium, 495 f.; plea
sure of the mind, 498 fr.; fear, 501 f.;
death, SOz; the blessed life, SoS fr.;
virtue and the virtues, 508-1 S; public
life, SI 5-1 7; friendship, SI 7-zo; love,
SZO f.; family life, SZI f.; summary
and criticisms, 5zz-8.

GeneraisurveyofEpicureantheory,
SZ9-34·

Su also frpO>'''''''s, Appendix ii;
br~>'; rijs llulJIo{as, Appendix iii;
0YKOS, Appendix iv; 'nameless ele
ment' and the mind, Appendix v;
Epicurean gods, Appendix vi.

equilibrium, in universe = laollOllla,
45z, 461-7; in body and mind =
~OTU8na, 491 ff., sz6.

eternity of universe, Democritus, 1%0,
1%3; Epicurus, 453, and su immor
tality.

Ethics, Democntus, II3, IZZ, 186-z13;
Epicurus, 482-S18, 531 If.

Family life, Democritus, 106; Epicurus,
511 f., 513.

fear, Epicurus, characteristic mental
pain, 501-5, 510 ff.

feeling, Stt miBor.
fOl!dera naturai, 317,433.
'fourth nature' (= 'nameless element'

of soul), 390-5' 530, 534; sensation

L

in~ .393 f., 3~8, 400, 409, 48s; in
Spirit and mind! 402, Appcndbc v.
as source ofemotIOn, 43 I ; ofwiII 4 '

Ii '11 dd" '34·Tee WI an etermmlsm, 122' and
E · ,. t

plcurean swerve, 318-23, 327,
433-7, 51z, 530; and frpO""la 475

friendship, Democritus, Z07 f:; Epi-
curus, 517-10, 523, 517.

frugality, Democritus, 203 f.; Epicurus,
224,494-6·

fusion, 45; in theory of Anaxagoras
38-41, 43, 87, Appendix i. '

glo!"eramen, ]42 n. 2 and n. ], Appendix
IV.

Gods, Democrit~s, 175-7; perception
of, 176. f.; Eplcurus, 251, 438-81;
percepuon of, 438-41; constitution
of, 441-67, Appendix vi; life of,
467-76; fear of, 233, 471, 473, 479,
5°2-5·

Growth, Leucippus, 88 f.; Democritus,
147; Epicurus, 351 f., 367.

Harmony, Heraclitus, 19, 22; Empe
docles, 31; soul nota 'harmony', 386 f.

hearing, Empedoc1es, 55, 61; Demotri
tus, 170-2; Epicurus, 242,404-6.

heavenly bodies, Heraclitus, 373; Leu
cippus, 98-100; Democritus, 149""5z,
17S; Epicurus, z58-62; size of, 371 f.;
phases of moon, 373,441.

hedonism, egoistic, Epicurean, 508, SIS,
P5 f., 527·

hedonistic calculus, Epicurean, 488,
490, 497, s08, 526.

Heraclitus, position in early specula
tion, II f., 17, 18, 31, 33,44,61,71,
91, 109, %26; theory of, 18-23; idea
of necessity, 49 f.; reason and the
senses, 58 f.; the soul, 102.

Hermarchus, 123, 21S, 216.
Herodotus, 228.
Hesiod, 211.
Homer, Democritus' criticism of, tIs,

173·
homoeomeria, Anaxagoras, 34-43: cf.

&1l0Ioplpna.

'Idols' (see ~:Ow.\ov), Leucippus,. in
vision, 104 f.; Democritus, treatise,
114; in vision, 165-8; in other senses,

.",

171-4; of the gods, 176; in thought,
18 I; Epicurus, treatise, 117; in
sensation, %42 r.; in mental activity,
z51, Appendix iii; in vision, 256 f.,
407-22; of compound bodies, 3S1;
not thrown off by atoms and space,
427; oftbe gods, 176,440-70 passim,
Appendix v.

image, ofperception, distinguished from
'idols', 142, 319, Appendix iii; of the
gods, 440-70 passim, Appendix v.

imperturbability, 505, 521, 531, see
aTapo,£la and tranquillity.

inane, 295 n. I, 303 n. 4: cf. Kevelv.
Indian Atomism, 64 f.
inttr1nundia, 449, 451, 455, 467 n. I,

468,589 f.
'interworlds' (interspaces), 362, 364, 451,

452,467,468,477,479.

Justice, Democritus, 101, 108 f.; Epi
curus, treatise, 127; nature of, 379'
510-14, 52 7-

juxtaposition, contrasted with fusion,
38 f., 87; ofatoms, Democritus, 137 f.;
Epicurus, 345.

Knowledge, theory of, early views,
28,46, 58-63, 236; Leucippus, l0S f.;
Democritus, 177-85; Epicurus, 136
4°, %7 1-3.

Language, origin of, 115, 267-9' 380-2 j
relation to thought (Epicurus), 248,
267,381 •

Leucippus, position in Atomic school,
2,9, 45, 46, 64, 69,106-8; life, 65-7;
writings, 67 r.; atomic theory, 69-9°,
and see atoms; space, 69-90 passim;
cosmogony, 90-8; heavenly bodies,
98-looj the soul, 101 f.; respiration,
103; theory ofvision, 10J f.; thought,
104 f.; theory of knowledge, lOS f.;
relation to Democritus, 109, I I I,

II5-16, 113; in atomic theory, 1I7
37passim; in cosmogony, 146, 149 f.,
153; in theory of soul, 156-60 j of
sensation, 161, 165 f., 168, 170; rela
tion to Epicurus, 120, 126, 187, 519.

lightning, Democritus, 153' 175; Epi
curus, 258, 374.
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limit of pleasure, 495 f., SZ6.
logic, Epicurus' distrust of, 3, 234 f.,

300; Epicurean de\'e1opments of,
3, 129.

love, Empedocles, alternating with
strife, 31-],40, 50, 51, 71, 8], 121,
147; Epicurus, 10\Oe of the sexes,
510 f.

Lucretius, criticism of predecessors of
Atomists, 10 f.; of Heraclitus, 2]; of
Empedocles, 33; of Anaxagoras, 41;
as authority for Atomists and Epi
curus, see Index III.

Many, the, see the One.
Mathematics, treatise of Democritus,

114; Epicurus' dislike of, 234.
Melissus, 12,44; influence on Leucippus,

67,71,74 r., 76; on Democritus, 119,
120.

'membrane', atomic, Leucippus, 90 f.,
95' 96 f., 99' I So.

Menoeceus, zz8.
'mental apprehension', see apprehension.
Metrodorus, 122, 224, 225, 126, 228.
Milesians, 12, 18 f., 48, So, 58, 67, 75,

1°9; see also Anaximander, Anaxi
menes, Thales.

Milky Way, Democritus' theory of,
151 f.

mind, see valis, early theories, 51-8;
Anaxagoras,40, 5%,61,8], 93, 121,
140, 546 f.; Leucippus, treatise on,
68; Democritus, treatise on, II3;
identifies mind and soul, 16o f., 172 f.,
181; Epicurus, theory of, 319 r., 591;
distinguished from spirit, 402-+;
mind in perception, 413-17, 447; in
interpretation, 421-3; in thought,
4Z3-31; in emotions, 431-2; in act
of will, 432 ff.

mi"imar partes (of atom), 186 f., 315,
]42,425,448, 529, 578.

minimum of extension, 43, 78, 186,
294, 315'

- of movement, 315, 335.
- of time, 315' 335 f.
minimum visibile, 78, 341, 578 f.
minure, Anaxagoras, see ll~iYlla'llit'r.

aVIlI-"lIS, 38, 51, 56, 57, 61,71,87,
91, 93, Appendix i.
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Mochus, 64 f.
modern philosophy, parallels to 'Social

Contract', 379, SUi Utilitarianism,
526, 528, 53J·

modern science, parallels to, 279, %80,
J12; atomism, 4, 88, 91, 342, 533,
577; evolution, 14, 377; natura11aw,
q.'V., 120 f.; "mind.stuff', 156, 3% I f.;
atomic movement, 314 f., 332 r., 338;
anthropology, 318; sensation, 394,
418,436; sight, 413.

Monism, II, U-27, %9, Jj f., Hr., 4:,
44,63,69 f., 71, 85, 101, 106 f., 119,
134·

moon, Leucippus, 98 f.; Democritus,
147, 149"-52, 156, 11S; Epicurus,
~S8, 365, 371, J73, 44 1 •

moral theory, see ethics.
motion, Anaximander, 15; denied by

Parmenides, %6, cf. 70; caused by
Mind, Anaxagoras, 40, 5[; eternal
motion, cause of, Milesians, 48 ;
Leucippus and Democritus, 133-5;
motion of atoms, Leudppus, b-6;
Democritus, 129"-33; EpicUru5. 310
38; motion of atoms in compound
bodies, 330-8, 355; movement of
soul atoms, 393 r., 397~, 418; in act
of will, 434-6; movements of creation
and destruction, 463'

myth, Epicurus' rejection of, [0. 370,
374, 378, 438.

"Nameless element', s~t "fourth nature'.
natural law, 49, 51, 8S' 120, lU, 12%,

32 I; and cr. necessity.
Nausiphanes, 129,217 f., :u:, 226, 227,

289, 311 •

necessity, early views, 49 f.; Leucippus,
68, 85,9 I, 93,97; Democritus, 120-3,
133 f., 141-3' 186, 188, )18 f., 3u;
Epicurus contravenes, 324, 36.3,433
7, 52 9.

notit;es ="anticipation', TTpOAfJr/MJ'I'V.,
247,419 n. 6, 474, 576.

One, the, and the Man)', 19,22,26.44,
69' 70 f., , 6,8" 101, 119,

opinion, see Bofa, Epicurus, 254 r., 286,
421 f., 424, 425, 428, 569.

'opposites' the (Anaximander), 14-16
:12, 38• 48 ; Anaxagoras and th~
"opposites', 538 Jr.; perception by
opposites, 56, 58.

Pain, Epicurus, 189, 249 f., 483 fr.
Parmenides, 11, 44, 6,,69,7', 9t, 107;

theory of, 24:-', So, 52, 60, 70, 74,
91, 295; relation to EmpedocJes, 28,
30, 31, 3+, 61; to Anaxagoras, j S f.;
to Epicurus, 278 f.

Philodemus, 218, 229, 4.1 8, and su
Index III.

physiology, 10, 21'; Anaxagoras, 57'
Democritus, I 54 f.; Epicurus, 376 ff.

planets, I..eucippus, 98; Democritus,
treatise, IIj, 149, 152.

plants, Epicurean view of, 316 f.
Plato, theory of vision, 167; relation to

Democritus, 181, 195, 213; contrasted
with Epicurean view, 219 f., 2j4, 301,
312, 381, 406, p6.

pleasure. relation to cheerfulness of
Democritus, 189 If.; Epicurus, 249 f.,
379.483 tr., 530-3; einetic and static
pleasures contrasted. 492-6, 510,
523-6 ;pleasuresofthe mind,498-S05.

Pluralism, II. 27-45' 69, 106 f. t cf.
Anaxagoras, Empedocles.

Plutarch, %30, 438, and su Index III.
primary substance, theories of Monism,

II, 13, 14. 16, 18, %0, :2; of Plural
ism, 21, 28 f., 33; particles of Anaxa
goras, 40, 42-4,45; pre-Atomic con
ceptions, 46-8; homogeneous sub
stance of atoms, 11, 87.

propenies (set f11J~EP"1KOs), cf. accidents,
qualities; Leucippus and Democritus,
105. 164, 353; Epicurus, contrasted
with accidents, 3ClO-9; of atoms, 284,
290, 3°3; of compound bodies, 561 f.

providentia ("pOt'Cua), 475.
prudence (~po"'1a&r. q.v.), Democritus,

187, 196 f., Epicurus, 506, 509, 516•
psychology, of Anaxagoras, 57 f.; of

Democritus, 157 tr., 181 f.; Epicurean,
4, nz,244,:6S,293,3 19,384-437,48S,
498.$%7,53°, S34;ofpleasure, 491 if.

public Iife, Democritus, :08-12;
Epicuru~, 515-17, 523-

Pyrrho, :21 8. ::6.

pythagoreans, 53, 65' 72 , 74, 98, 101, I
106, I II, 368.

pythocles, ~~3, 225, :u8, 234·

Qualities: cf. properties; Indian atom
ism, 65; Leudppus and Democritus,
lOS; primary and se~ondary, 1 I 3,
u6, 164, 168, 353; Eplcurus, 290-3,
JOo, 353-7, 529-3°.

Rarefaction, 16,23,44·
ratio (AOYLa~s), 4~3 n. 3·
reason, contrasted with the senses, 59,

136 f.
regimen, 583. .
religion, relation to philosophy, 10,

13, 14, 43, 46-51; pemo~itus and
Epicurus opposed to lIS be}tefs, 12 I r.,
369 f.; theory of, Democrltus, 175-7;
Epicurus, 438-81.

rhetoric, Epicurus' distrust of, 3, 234·

Seeds. Anaxagoras, 35, 38, 43, 62, 9",
9J,Appendixi; DemocritUs, 142 , ISS;
Epicurus, 343 f. .

self.control,cf. temperance, Democntus,
200.

self-sufficiency, Demoentus, 205; Stoic
and Epicurean, 220, 531 f.

Itm~n, 343'
Seneca on Epicurus, "30, and Itt Index

Ill.
sensation, Empedocles. 51 f.; Anaxa

goras, 56 f.; Parmen~des,S9; ~ucip
pus, 103-6; Democrltus, treattse, 1 I 3;
theory of, u6, 159 If., 162. ff., 353;
validity of, 179-85; Epicurus, theory
of, Z32, 390 If., 498,581 fF.; criterion
of truth, 138 ff.; validity of, 13 1,
271-4, 527 f., 529' 534; atoms with
out sensation, 192; sensation an
'accident' of compound bodies, Hn
as basis of ethics, 484.

sensationalism, weakness of, 273, 368,
530 f.

sense-perception, early theories of,
58; Leucippus, 73, 82, lOS! ~emo
critus, 164; Epicurus, vahdlty of,
I sr, 275' 285; in relation to heavenly
bodies, 368, 370, 3721 374; theor.y of,
401 if.; and mental apprehension,293'
447; and ethics'484; p1e?sures of,488•

6°3
senses, validity of questioned, Hera

clitus, 23, 14; Parmenides, :6, 59;
Empedocles and othen, 18, 46, 58,
60; Anaxagoras. 61 fr.; Atomists and
this problem, 69; Democritus 174,
177-85' ~36; Nausiphanes. 218;
Epicurus, 271 r.; and su sensation.

SextusEmpiricusJ 230, and Sft Index II I.
shape, as a property. stt properties, and

cf. differences.
shape of atoms. Leucippus, 88, 94, 10:,

127; Democritus, 127 f., 163, 168 f.;
Epicurus, 1.87-9, 354 f., 530; of
things, Democritus, 168, 184 f.

sight, theory of, Empedocles, 53-S;
Leucippus, 103-5; Democritus, 165
10, 184; Epicurus, treatise on, un
theory of, 142 f., 171,40 6-1 3,

simi/itudo, 445 n. 1, 594'
simulacra (~r&Ma), 407· .
size, as property, U~ properues! and

cf. differences; of atoms, LeUClppUS,
94; Democritus, I1S-8, 163; in
:elation to weight, 130-1; of com
pounds, 184 f.; EpicurU5, :84-7,
290, 300•

smell, Empedocles, 55; Leucippus, 80,
89; Democritus, 172, 353; Epicurus,
242 , 354, 40 4-6•

Social Contract, parallels in Epicurus,
379, SU.

Socrates, 11 It 191, 117, 110.
soliditas, 445 D. I, 590, 593'
soul, early theories, 17, 47, 5,7' 101 f.;

Leucippus, 102 r.; Democntus, ~a
tise, II 3; theory of, 156-61; ~latlon
of to body, 194f., 200; Eplcurus,
theory of, 384-403; _'fourt~ nature'
in, 391 f.j relation of to body, 396
4°1 ; mortality of, 401.

soul atoms, nature of, Leucippus, 101 j

activity of in sensatio.n, 164-6, .I~O;

position of, 173; Eplcurus, activity
orin sensation, ~44' 586•

sound, 89, 170 f., %43' 300, 353, 354·
space, or the void, denial of, Parmenides,

25, 74; by Monists, 33, 70; Leucip
pus, theory of, 75, 76 f., 87, 91, uS;
Democritus, 134; Epicurus, 278- 81 ,
293-9, 305; certainty with regard to,
426 tr.; eternity of, 451.
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Ei8wAov 104. 165. 171 n. 3. 17",243 n. 3.
332 n. 3,335 n. 3,4°6 n. 6.407.424
n. 1,439 n. 3. 446 n. I. 453 n. 1. 455
n. 4, 560 if., 591 n. 6.

dlLap}(lVfJ 49,5°,318 n. 1,2.

f[~lr 303 n. 4.
lK8'Mpuv 94 n. S.
f.K8'A1"'l~ 405 n. 3. 577 n. 1.

lKKplJltaBal 549.
(mpOJa&~ ~:: n. 1,13 n. I.

IJJ4>aols 56. 104, 166, 167, 406 n. 6.
l"tipytla 243 n. I, :Z53 n. I, 155 n. 3,

259, 269.
tll'aP'Y'1JLa 143 n. 1.306.37 1.4 10.4::::,563.

ylllEOIS 89 n. 1,91 n. 2. 341,347.

oev 118.
olo.81"ri 79.
ouv(ptv~08a1 548, 549.
SUliCpwls 39. 89 n. 1,341 ,543.
S,tiMa€ls 30.
SUlVO&4 161 n. I. %33,504 n. 3. 57%, 591

(see £frtfJo>.IJ).
8uip8pwolr J:6 n. I, 364.
S.aU'l'"'flJUI 74, 77, 79, 295. 341

8lKTJ 50, 193 n. I, %0% n. ,.
8lvq 90. 9". 138, 139.
8'ivo~ 94.
Sofa. 105, 244, %46 n. 3, 248• 254, 259

n. 2,4%1,4%3 n. 3.560 ,563.569, 572.
574. 591,

8ota.{o~0'0v .4%4. 560. 570. 57 1•

210,26%,369,44 1,471.499. 5eo, 50S.
513.

O:ToIlO~ (or a1'01101l) 73,78, 117, 114 n. 6,
156 n. I. %81, ~84 n. 5, 3II n. 3.
3 14 n. 3.3 16 n. 3, 317 n. 2,33 1 n. 3·

a~apK~la z05 n. %. 220, 531.

C~?IC7JS' 18 7, n. 3,4.
ClITO}(CTOII (TO) 139 n. I.

ci~eapTos 176 n. 3.471 n. 2.,473 n. I.

po.pos 130, 131 n. 4, 284 n. 5. 289 n. 6,
Z90 n. 1,311 n. 5, 3%9 n. 1.33° n...

Paptin}s 130.
Ppcioos 314 n. 1,335 n. I.

II. GREEK WORDS
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ci3rlAor 14", %48• "53, ~S5 n. I, "57.
%59 n. 2, S' %66 n. I, 4%3, 446. 560,
567, 569, 570, 57 1 , 57:1.·

481alPf70S 73, 18, 124 n. 6, 130 n. 8.
48~pos I24n. 6, 12.8 n. I.

48al4Jl'fl 192 • 193, 218
(UJpolo~a 138.337, 570, 579.
48pOIO~OS 363.
a.to6T]als 56 n. 3. 168 n. Z. IS" n. I,

183 n.], 138 n. 1.2.241 n. 1,143 n. 3,
247 n. I, 249. 266 n. I. 269. 308 n. I,

384,404.420,424 n. 1.440 n. 2,486,
498, 50% n. 6,558,560 fT•• 586.

alalJrrrrjpla 243. 266 n. I, 560, 564. 57",
573·

ala8r]TU(O" 398, 586.
ala8r]Tos 175, 179 n., ~37 n. 1.

aKCTOVO~aO'TOV 39~, 581 , 586•
ciKpO" 286.
cL\Y'18~v 249 n. 4. 484 n. 3·
ciMolCt.lal~ 89 n. 2. 17". 182 n. I.

Dtoyor "39, 384.
apfp1jr 78 n. 4, 79, u4-, 284, 315 D. 5.316

n.l.
a.pnafJaTOs 286.
aveiy,", 49, 68 n. ", 8S n. I, 112 n. I,

• 133~' 5. 186 r.. 318 n. 1,32 5 n. s·
a.va8vJUaal~ %0 n. 4. 10%.
avecfnlr 279. 294 n. 3. 303·
4VTIKOmj 314 n. I, 3"9, 330 n. J. 333,

335 n. I.

aVTllJ.l1fJTUp£'iv 311 , 426.
D.VTIIJ.apn1f1710IS 255 n. 1.259.57°, 57%·
a.oXA'fIola 493. 496•
am18na. 78 n. 3, 306 n. 5.
A1I'a9lir 124. 134 n. 1.

ci1l'npov (TO) 14. 90. 9~. 117·
ci1l'E'pOS 34 n. I, 81 n. 3, 120, 124 n. 6,

288 n. 4. "97 n. %, 299, 494 n. 3,
495 n. 4, 496 n. I, 543·

cimuor 124 n. 6, 134 n...
Amwta 471,491 n. 6,499,526.
tiTroKplvEo801 549.
d:1roppolu. (Q:'lT0Ppo~) 53, 167.
Q17OTt$1tCt.laLS 167. 406, 442 n. 4.
dplJ.o"la 19 n. 2, 192 n. 4.
a.TClpafla. 188. 191, I9~ n. 4. 193, 218,

Ultimate reality, cr. primary substance
Epicurus' ,·jews about, 4 z6-Jo. •

uni\'e~, Leucippus' and Epicurus'
notIons of contrasted, 363; infinity
of, 76, 12.0, 299, 359; unchangeable,
217 f.

Utilitarianism, Epicurean theory com
pared to, 526, 5%8 and n., 533.

Virtue, Democritus, 198,2.09; Epicurus,
481, 508, 51·5; Epicurus' attitude to
the virtues, 5°8-15'

vision, see sight.
void, see space.
"lJomnttU, 3[9,437.
volition, Stl free will.

Weight, as property, see property; of
atoms, Democritus, relation of to
size, 128; theory of, 129-32; in
cosmic whirl, 144-6, 164, 184; Epi
curus, weight a property ofthe atom,
284, 28 9 f., 300, 365, 5%9; cause of
motion, 83, 129, 298, 313, 328.

whirl, Anaxagoras, 41; Leucippus, 90
7, 98, 106; Democritus, 132 , tH,
137, 138-46, ~89; Epicurus, 363,
365'

will, set free will.
world, our, Parmenides, 26.; Empedo

des, 31 {.; Anaxagoras, 41; early
theories, 45,91 ; LeucippuS'91-8; De
mocritus, 149-55; Epicurus, 359 fr.;
cr. cosmology.

worlds, Anaximander, lSi AnaxagorasJ
40, 51 ; Leucippus, 90 f.; Democritus,
136; creation of, Democritus, 138 tr.;
Epicurus, 361 tr.; worlds infinite in
number, 361,467,

Xenophancs, :11,24, "7 f., 47,373·

Zeno, 12, 67, 7" f.
zoology, 154, 377.

604 IN DEX I
spiritJ distinguished from mind, 40~-4,

Appendix v.
spontaneity and the 'swen'c'J 3~5'

stars, Leucippus, 98 f.; Democritus,
147, I49-5~; EpicurusJ 365,441.

State, the, su public life.
Stoics, 2.%, 59, 156, 219 f., %80 f' J 301,

3°7, 319,415, 53 1 f.
strife (Empedocles)J alternating with

love, su Lo"e; of opposites (Anaxi
mander), 14, 16, :12, 44.

sun, Leucippus, 98 f.; Democritus, 147,
149-52, 156, 175, %55 r.; Epicurus,
365, 37 1,441.

'swerve' of atoms, EpicurusJ 143, 310,
316-%8, 356, 5~9, 534; relation of to
free-wilI, 433-7, 5%%'

L

Taste, Empedodes, 55; Leudppus, 80,
89; Democritus, 113, u8, 163-5,
170 , 172 ; Epicurus, 242, 271, 300,
353 f., 40 4, 530.

teleology attacked, 359, 476.
temperance, d. self-control, 509 f., 514,

52 3, SZ5·
Thales, u, 13, 28,43, 45, 46,47, 107.
theology, s~e religion.
thought, opposed to sensation, z5'46'57,

69, cf. reason; early views, 55' 58,61;
Leucippus, 104-6; Democritus, 161,
172 -4, 180-5; Epicurus, 248, 259,
26 3 tr., 4% 3 tr.; relation of language to
thought, 268, 381 f.

thought-image, LeucippusJ 105; Epi
curus, 263, 384-437.

thunder, Leucippus, 100; Democritus,
153; Epicurus, ::58.

time, Epicurus' view of, 305-9.
touch, Empedocles, S5 i Anaxagoras,

S6; basis of sensation, 58, 162, 24[,
404; theory of, Democritus, 163t 164,
184; Epicurus, treatise, ~~7, 271,4°4'

tranquillity (aTapafla) of the mind, 500,
50~, 50S, 512, SISf.; of body and
mind, 506, S09, 510, 5~6. -

trantirio, 445 n. 1,44'7,449, 594.



Ei8wAov 104. 165. 171 n. 3. 17",243 n. 3.
332 n. 3,335 n. 3,4°6 n. 6.407.424
n. 1,439 n. 3. 446 n. I. 453 n. 1. 455
n. 4, 560 if., 591 n. 6.

dlLap}(lVfJ 49,5°,318 n. 1,2.

f[~lr 303 n. 4.
lK8'Mpuv 94 n. S.
f.K8'A1"'l~ 405 n. 3. 577 n. 1.

lKKplJltaBal 549.
(mpOJa&~ ~:: n. 1,13 n. I.

IJJ4>aols 56. 104, 166, 167, 406 n. 6.
l"tipytla 243 n. I, :Z53 n. I, 155 n. 3,

259, 269.
tll'aP'Y'1JLa 143 n. 1.306.37 1.4 10.4::::,563.

ylllEOIS 89 n. 1,91 n. 2. 341,347.

oev 118.
olo.81"ri 79.
ouv(ptv~08a1 548, 549.
SUliCpwls 39. 89 n. 1,341 ,543.
S,tiMa€ls 30.
SUlVO&4 161 n. I. %33,504 n. 3. 57%, 591

(see £frtfJo>.IJ).
8uip8pwolr J:6 n. I, 364.
S.aU'l'"'flJUI 74, 77, 79, 295. 341

8lKTJ 50, 193 n. I, %0% n. ,.
8lvq 90. 9". 138, 139.
8'ivo~ 94.
Sofa. 105, 244, %46 n. 3, 248• 254, 259

n. 2,4%1,4%3 n. 3.560 ,563.569, 572.
574. 591,

8ota.{o~0'0v .4%4. 560. 570. 57 1•

210,26%,369,44 1,471.499. 5eo, 50S.
513.

O:ToIlO~ (or a1'01101l) 73,78, 117, 114 n. 6,
156 n. I. %81, ~84 n. 5, 3II n. 3.
3 14 n. 3.3 16 n. 3, 317 n. 2,33 1 n. 3·

a~apK~la z05 n. %. 220, 531.
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po.pos 130, 131 n. 4, 284 n. 5. 289 n. 6,
Z90 n. 1,311 n. 5, 3%9 n. 1.33° n...
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Ppcioos 314 n. 1,335 n. I.
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%59 n. 2, S' %66 n. I, 4%3, 446. 560,
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uni\'e~, Leucippus' and Epicurus'
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of, 76, 12.0, 299, 359; unchangeable,
217 f.
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pared to, 526, 5%8 and n., 533.
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481, 508, 51·5; Epicurus' attitude to
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284, 28 9 f., 300, 365, 5%9; cause of
motion, 83, 129, 298, 313, 328.

whirl, Anaxagoras, 41; Leucippus, 90
7, 98, 106; Democritus, 132 , tH,
137, 138-46, ~89; Epicurus, 363,
365'

will, set free will.
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des, 31 {.; Anaxagoras, 41; early
theories, 45,91 ; LeucippuS'91-8; De
mocritus, 149-55; Epicurus, 359 fr.;
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worlds, Anaximander, lSi AnaxagorasJ
40, 51 ; Leucippus, 90 f.; Democritus,
136; creation of, Democritus, 138 tr.;
Epicurus, 361 tr.; worlds infinite in
number, 361,467,
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tTrO&XflOV (= element) Il D. :2.. 15 D •• 3.
:2.9, 453 n. 1. 552, 553 (= first prm
dple), 336. 501.

C11J'yKp{JlfU8ac 541 n. 3. 549.
rWyHP&O&S 38• 39, 89 n. I. :2.72 , 28 I, 341,

543 ff., 589 n. I.

CTVp!lrp11Kos 105, 140, 3°1. 303 n. I. 3°7,
308 n. I. 353. 560, 562.

CTVpp.lvt&V 94 n. 6. 136• 345 n. 3.
(Wp.pITPfJae~ 490.
CTVpp.fTplc 192 n. 4. 195 n. 6.
cnJ/LJ'41S 38, SoH.
C11J/LTrc8t&a 4OS. 418•
aVPfM'trJp.c 301, 30 4. 306 n. S, 307. 353.

357, 387. 399·
uWefolS 4:2.4. 41 5. 427. 545.552.
C1VJIlC11a,S' 4U and n. 6.
UUC7TaO&S 414. #0. 566.
UUaTTJllQ 347.
ux?pa 80, 1:2.7 n. 2, 184 n. S.
UX71/LtlT&O&S 188 n. 4.
awp.a (owp.aTfl) 2.81. 289 n. 6. 297 n. 1,

298 n. 4, 301 n. 4, 30J n. 4, 345 n. 3.
385,487 n. 3.

Tot&S 80, 89 n. 1, 139 n. 1,305.
TaD&S 41:2..
TQxas 314 n. 1,335 n. I.
T«Kp1fplOV 258. 423.
TOTrOS 117. 119,194,298 D. 4, :2.99.
"pom} 79, 168.
TUX'I 51. 121. 187, 197 n. 4, 317 n. :2.,

325 n. 3-8.

-oP..q1l 95.

1
1nr,p~aU1S 449.
il1TfP0X'? 130 n. 8, 144.

I {mo).'f'Jr/J&~ 441.

! q,alJlop.rVOl' 62, 181 n. 3, 181 n. I. :2.59

I
I n. 5. 165,::84 n. 5.3 17 n.,412, 42 5 n. 3.

,paVTaala. 164. 142, 144 n. 3, 249 n. 2.

I 4 10,414. 4 17. 439 n. 3. 560.
,paVTaa/Ja. 381.
,paVTaopos S60, 565.
"'a.VTClam:~ ((TTlfJoJl.~) ::54 n. 1,421 , S60,

57'1..573·
4>8oyyo~ 268.
q,9opa 89 n. I. 341.
q,POJ'7}OtS 17 2 , 182 n. I, 196, 197 n. 4,

49+, 506 .
.plJOto)"O)'{a. 2 I 7. 5°3.

GREEK WORDS
OPC'TOS 308 n. 1.561.565.
Opf{CS 201 n. 4. 204 n. 5,495.520 n. 3.
ovula 117, 177,345 n. 3. 391 •

otipf 486 n. 1,487,491 n. 6.498 n. I,

SOO n. 2.

U7'J/J~iov 258,37 1.4:2.3. 590 n. 1.

UT/J.lf&Ol1aOa& 414, S60.
uoiis 94 n. 4.
urrlpp.a 39, 343. 344 n. 7,537 ff.
u7'fyci{€o8at 331 n. 3. 339.
DTlya.{oJl (TO) 340. 350, 589.
O'T€PEP.VIOll' 143 n. 3. 144 n. I, 157. 415.

560 ,57 1•

1ra8os 105. 164. 168. 189, 238 n. I, 248
S0, 266 n. I, 270, 306 n. 5. 3SI , 431.
485.486,498, 521. 560. 586, 587.

1To>.P.OS 133 n. I, 331 n. 3, 332,339'
'IT&Aues 407.
'lTapC)'K)1vnv :3 17 n. 2.

1rap(-YK'A&D&S 317 n .• 313 n. I.

1raplYK.\mK1} :3 16 n. 3.
1TapOIl ('TD) 560.
'trrpas (= minima pars) 286, 299, 3IS,

(= limit) 495 n. 4. 578.
1Ttpt.\'11TTos 314 n. 4.
11(pn,ef).a.~lS 88.
'lTtpma>-dDDf08a& 133 n. I.

'lTfp&'lTMHf08a& 86 n. 3, 345.
7TrpC'lTAoH-q 33 1 n. 3, 339, 341, 345.
1T.\fKTIICOS J3 I n. 3, 3J9.
w,\7JY'i 13 1 n. 4, 290 n., 3:2.8.
'fTMj8or 94, u4 n. 6, ~97 n. 2..
'IT>''1P~S 78, 181, 284 n. 1.
r,vriip.a 388 if.
1TOlK&Ap.05' 495.
,,"o&O"1s 284 n. S' 391•
'fTopos 348 n. J.
1'I'po8,.\os 2.$3, 4:2.2.
1Tpo7t'1~Cr 238. 145-7. :2.69. 306• 319.419.

440, 441. 448, 484 n. I, 486, 557 if.,
56:2., 568 , 570, 571 • 576• 591 •

wpovoea 5°,474.475.479 n. I.

'lTpouoOfa.'OP.fVOV 254, 334 n. 2, 372.,42.:2.
n. I.

1'I'pODKp{Vff/8«& 548.
1'I'pOUp'JIOV :2.54. 166 n. 1, :2.69, 372, 4:2.2.,

56o, 564. 57 I.

pvop.os (pvOp.os) 79. 101 n. 6, 168 n. 3.

KCT' apl6p.&v 589, 590, )93.
KClT' doos S90~ 593.. ,
KCTaCTTlJIAClTcKOS, su '180"11'
K~VOV (-TO) 68 n. 3. 74, 77. 79 n. z. 9~

n. 3, 117. 119,2.84 n. 3. 295.297 n. 2.

:2.99, 303 n. 4, 314 n.4.
HODs 493. 496 n. I.
H{V11otr 48 n. I, 139 n. I, :2.54 n. I. 30 6

n. 5. :P5, 316 n. 3,491,498 n. 1.547.
560.

KOUP.OS rs n. 5,7,48.49 n. 1,91 n. 2. 3.59.
Kpm lPlOv 189. 2.38 n. I. 266 n. I (==

alu81]n1pwl1), 558• 56::> if.

~YlI('OJI TO 160.

AOYlDPOS 194 n. 5, 268, 4 1 3. ~J.24. 495
n..h 591.

'\;YOs 13 n. I. 37 n. 3. 49 n. 3, 59. 68
n. 2, 85, 385,423 n. 3, 591.

).OyCfl O"WP11TOS 439 n. 3, 446 n. I, 3.
453 n. 2, 545-54, 59 1 • 591.

flQvOJI 77.
p.avO'"1S 16 n. 4.
p.(yt8os 184 n. 5, 297 n. 2., 3I 5 n. S.
p.ciy}LQ. 40. 539 tf.
pfTo.paa&s 285, 448,591,594.
p.mBfais 3SS·
IlfTa.Koap.tQ (Ta) 343. 36:2., 467 n. I.

p.fTa.tTra.al5' 326 n. 1,364, 365.
p.fTlwpa. (Ta) 253,258.367,423.415 n. 3.
P.~IS 347, 55:2.-4.
P.v1P.'1 :2.46 n. 3. 557.
po'ipa 36, 39,48• 50, 543.
p.oP&C 301, 545, 550.
p{jOos 261 n. 3.

VQO'TOS 78, II?
Jlo7}O&S I7%.. :2.46 n. 3,423 n. 3.41+ n. I.

557,561.
VOJlOS (= com'entian) 105. 165, 178.

n. 8, 291. 511; (= law) 1°9 n. %.. J.
110 n. 1.2.

lfOiis 40. 56 n. 3, 57, 160. 161 n. I. lSI
n. 3. 195 n. S. 319. 413. 423 n. 3,
546 if.• 566 n. I, 591.

OYICOS' 156 n. I, 286. 34~. 40S, 577 ff.
0llofl8na 446 n. I, HI. 589.
0POlOIJEpt,a. 35, 453 n. 2. 538 ff.
OP.O&OT'7]T£S 453. 588 , 589.
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(IIflPYI1r 24::. ::4-3,246.247 D. I. ~60. ::69 I

n. 3.419 n. 3. 4Z.::, 43 8, 440. SS8. 560. '
561.570 •

(*,8'1« 491, 494.
lVaJ]AOS' 37. 54->.
JVll0'1j.la 169.
lJlllola 439 n. 3, 591.
JvoTTJTtr 453.
~'1Ta~u9rtj.lC 138 n. 2, 141 n., #0 n. 1, SS8.
f1T4LU9T]U&S 420.
tTr&fJa.»'(uI 1°4. 143.424 n. 1,561 •
brcfJ>"'1T &KWS' 24] n. 2, 157, 560.
tTr&flo).~ 247 n. I, 254 n. I. 2.66, 302.,

334- n. 2.410,419 n. 3, 560 if.
J'1TcfJo>.q TwV ala8-rrnlplwv 243, 411, 41 9,

566 if.
J'1TcfJo).~ ~s 8&«volas 243 n. 2, 247 n. I,

251.165,169,311,401,414 n. I. 416
n. 1,411,42.8,429,434 n. 1.44°,446,
559 if., 591.

'"&Ovp[a 201 n. 4.
JTr&/LapTVptiv 154, 411.
hr&j.lcprJPTJU&S 255 n. 2, 2S9, 411, 413.

41 5, 563. 564, 570, 57 1, 572, 574.
brlllO&Q 247 n. I, 248, 259. 419 n. J,

41J D. 3.424. 56o, 569. 591.
CTrlpplJaiS 446 n. 1,455 n. 4. 593.
tUa4&/LOV{Q 192 n. 6, 195 n. I. 211 n. S,

493·
f~C7TOitv 2.°9.
(WtTrW 192.

fUJvP.l11 113. 188, 195 n. 6.
fvfJlJllOS 191 n. I.

trjUTQfJtlc 491 n. 6. 526.
(VtnaO/r (TO) 4-91 n. 6.

~"~J.lOJl&K&lI' (TO) 40 J, S86.
i&Mj 4 1 • 188. 191 n. 2. 194 n. I. 2,

195 n. 3. 200 n. 2, 249 n. 4.483 n. I,

484 n. 3. 488 n. 3, 494 n. 3. 49S n. 4.
498 n. I.

- l(aTcUTTJp.aT&tn1 49 I •
- KW'1P.«T&KT/ 486 n. I.

8lu&S' (= position) 80. 89 n. I. 30 S,
(= com'ention) uS. 268, 381.

8fWP'}TOS 186, 31 5 n. 6, 334, 439 n. J,
446 n. I: lee >,oyos.

lala (= atom) 118.
luoliollla 161, 273, 36 I n. 3,451,461 n. I,

462,465 n.
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tTrO&XflOV (= element) Il D. :2.. 15 D •• 3.
:2.9, 453 n. 1. 552, 553 (= first prm
dple), 336. 501.

C11J'yKp{JlfU8ac 541 n. 3. 549.
rWyHP&O&S 38• 39, 89 n. I. :2.72 , 28 I, 341,

543 ff., 589 n. I.

CTVp!lrp11Kos 105, 140, 3°1. 303 n. I. 3°7,
308 n. I. 353. 560, 562.

CTVpp.lvt&V 94 n. 6. 136• 345 n. 3.
(Wp.pITPfJae~ 490.
CTVpp.fTplc 192 n. 4. 195 n. 6.
cnJ/LJ'41S 38, SoH.
C11J/LTrc8t&a 4OS. 418•
aVPfM'trJp.c 301, 30 4. 306 n. S, 307. 353.

357, 387. 399·
uWefolS 4:2.4. 41 5. 427. 545.552.
C1VJIlC11a,S' 4U and n. 6.
UUC7TaO&S 414. #0. 566.
UUaTTJllQ 347.
ux?pa 80, 1:2.7 n. 2, 184 n. S.
UX71/LtlT&O&S 188 n. 4.
awp.a (owp.aTfl) 2.81. 289 n. 6. 297 n. 1,

298 n. 4, 301 n. 4, 30J n. 4, 345 n. 3.
385,487 n. 3.

Tot&S 80, 89 n. 1, 139 n. 1,305.
TaD&S 41:2..
TQxas 314 n. 1,335 n. I.
T«Kp1fplOV 258. 423.
TOTrOS 117. 119,194,298 D. 4, :2.99.
"pom} 79, 168.
TUX'I 51. 121. 187, 197 n. 4, 317 n. :2.,

325 n. 3-8.

-oP..q1l 95.

1
1nr,p~aU1S 449.
il1TfP0X'? 130 n. 8, 144.

I {mo).'f'Jr/J&~ 441.

! q,alJlop.rVOl' 62, 181 n. 3, 181 n. I. :2.59

I
I n. 5. 165,::84 n. 5.3 17 n.,412, 42 5 n. 3.

,paVTaala. 164. 142, 144 n. 3, 249 n. 2.

I 4 10,414. 4 17. 439 n. 3. 560.
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q,POJ'7}OtS 17 2 , 182 n. I, 196, 197 n. 4,

49+, 506 .
.plJOto)"O)'{a. 2 I 7. 5°3.
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7TrpC'lTAoH-q 33 1 n. 3, 339, 341, 345.
1T.\fKTIICOS J3 I n. 3, 3J9.
w,\7JY'i 13 1 n. 4, 290 n., 3:2.8.
'fTMj8or 94, u4 n. 6, ~97 n. 2..
'IT>''1P~S 78, 181, 284 n. 1.
r,vriip.a 388 if.
1TOlK&Ap.05' 495.
,,"o&O"1s 284 n. S' 391•
'fTopos 348 n. J.
1'I'po8,.\os 2.$3, 4:2.2.
1Tpo7t'1~Cr 238. 145-7. :2.69. 306• 319.419.

440, 441. 448, 484 n. I, 486, 557 if.,
56:2., 568 , 570, 571 • 576• 591 •

wpovoea 5°,474.475.479 n. I.

'lTpouoOfa.'OP.fVOV 254, 334 n. 2, 372.,42.:2.
n. I.

1'I'pODKp{Vff/8«& 548.
1'I'pOUp'JIOV :2.54. 166 n. 1, :2.69, 372, 4:2.2.,

56o, 564. 57 I.

pvop.os (pvOp.os) 79. 101 n. 6, 168 n. 3.

KCT' apl6p.&v 589, 590, )93.
KClT' doos S90~ 593.. ,
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K~VOV (-TO) 68 n. 3. 74, 77. 79 n. z. 9~

n. 3, 117. 119,2.84 n. 3. 295.297 n. 2.

:2.99, 303 n. 4, 314 n.4.
HODs 493. 496 n. I.
H{V11otr 48 n. I, 139 n. I, :2.54 n. I. 30 6

n. 5. :P5, 316 n. 3,491,498 n. 1.547.
560.

KOUP.OS rs n. 5,7,48.49 n. 1,91 n. 2. 3.59.
Kpm lPlOv 189. 2.38 n. I. 266 n. I (==

alu81]n1pwl1), 558• 56::> if.

~YlI('OJI TO 160.

AOYlDPOS 194 n. 5, 268, 4 1 3. ~J.24. 495
n..h 591.

'\;YOs 13 n. I. 37 n. 3. 49 n. 3, 59. 68
n. 2, 85, 385,423 n. 3, 591.

).OyCfl O"WP11TOS 439 n. 3, 446 n. I, 3.
453 n. 2, 545-54, 59 1 • 591.

flQvOJI 77.
p.avO'"1S 16 n. 4.
p.(yt8os 184 n. 5, 297 n. 2., 3I 5 n. S.
p.ciy}LQ. 40. 539 tf.
pfTo.paa&s 285, 448,591,594.
p.mBfais 3SS·
IlfTa.Koap.tQ (Ta) 343. 36:2., 467 n. I.

p.fTa.tTra.al5' 326 n. 1,364, 365.
p.fTlwpa. (Ta) 253,258.367,423.415 n. 3.
P.~IS 347, 55:2.-4.
P.v1P.'1 :2.46 n. 3. 557.
po'ipa 36, 39,48• 50, 543.
p.oP&C 301, 545, 550.
p{jOos 261 n. 3.

VQO'TOS 78, II?
Jlo7}O&S I7%.. :2.46 n. 3,423 n. 3.41+ n. I.

557,561.
VOJlOS (= com'entian) 105. 165, 178.

n. 8, 291. 511; (= law) 1°9 n. %.. J.
110 n. 1.2.

lfOiis 40. 56 n. 3, 57, 160. 161 n. I. lSI
n. 3. 195 n. S. 319. 413. 423 n. 3,
546 if.• 566 n. I, 591.

OYICOS' 156 n. I, 286. 34~. 40S, 577 ff.
0llofl8na 446 n. I, HI. 589.
0POlOIJEpt,a. 35, 453 n. 2. 538 ff.
OP.O&OT'7]T£S 453. 588 , 589.

606 INDEX II
(IIflPYI1r 24::. ::4-3,246.247 D. I. ~60. ::69 I

n. 3.419 n. 3. 4Z.::, 43 8, 440. SS8. 560. '
561.570 •

(*,8'1« 491, 494.
lVaJ]AOS' 37. 54->.
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lJlllola 439 n. 3, 591.
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tTr&fJa.»'(uI 1°4. 143.424 n. 1,561 •
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334- n. 2.410,419 n. 3, 560 if.
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566 if.
J'1TcfJo).~ ~s 8&«volas 243 n. 2, 247 n. I,
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n. 1,411,42.8,429,434 n. 1.44°,446,
559 if., 591.

'"&Ovp[a 201 n. 4.
JTr&/LapTVptiv 154, 411.
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41 5, 563. 564, 570, 57 1, 572, 574.
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41J D. 3.424. 56o, 569. 591.
CTrlpplJaiS 446 n. 1,455 n. 4. 593.
tUa4&/LOV{Q 192 n. 6, 195 n. I. 211 n. S,

493·
f~C7TOitv 2.°9.
(WtTrW 192.

fUJvP.l11 113. 188, 195 n. 6.
fvfJlJllOS 191 n. I.

trjUTQfJtlc 491 n. 6. 526.
(VtnaO/r (TO) 4-91 n. 6.

~"~J.lOJl&K&lI' (TO) 40 J, S86.
i&Mj 4 1 • 188. 191 n. 2. 194 n. I. 2,

195 n. 3. 200 n. 2, 249 n. 4.483 n. I,

484 n. 3. 488 n. 3, 494 n. 3. 49S n. 4.
498 n. I.

- l(aTcUTTJp.aT&tn1 49 I •
- KW'1P.«T&KT/ 486 n. I.

8lu&S' (= position) 80. 89 n. I. 30 S,
(= com'ention) uS. 268, 381.

8fWP'}TOS 186, 31 5 n. 6, 334, 439 n. J,
446 n. I: lee >,oyos.

lala (= atom) 118.
luoliollla 161, 273, 36 I n. 3,451,461 n. I,

462,465 n.

L



III. PASSAGES QUOTED OR REFERRED TO

INDEX II608

ARRIAN

Epicttl. Diutrt. i. 203. 5: 521.

ATHENAEUS

Epit. ii. 46: IU.

xii. 546 e: 487, 488, 49%, 494 n. %.

xii. 541 a: 508.
xiii. 588 a: 504.

AULUS GELLIUS

ii. 8: :tH.

CENSORINUS

4· 9: J54·
CICERO

Dt Compo Ytrb. %4: liS.
Dt Divin. Ii. 17. 40: 45', 467 n. I,

468 •
ii. 26. 57: 155'
ii, 64· 133: 115'

De Fato, 10. 22: 317.
20. 46: 13 I, 134.

Dr Finibus, i. 5. 15: z69·
i. 6. 17: 130.
i, 6. 19: 317.

OR REFERRE D TO 609
Dt Stnsu, %. 437 b: 54.

2.438 a: 166.
1'438 b: 406.
3· 439 a: 406.
4.441 a: 162.

Hist. Animal. ix. 39. 6:13: ISS,
MetapJr)'f. A. 3'983 b: 13.

A. 3. 984 a: 34. 553·
A. 4. 98S b: 66,68,75,77,

78,79,84.
A. S. 986 b: 24·
r. 5. 1009 b: 172, Ih.".6. 1016 b: 4050.
Z. IJ. 1039 a: 137.
I. 2. 1054 a: 450.
A. 1. 1069 b: IS,
A. 6. 1°71 b: 84.

Meltor. B. J. 354 a: 99.
B. 7. 365 a: 153.

Ph.JS. A. 4. 181 a: IS,
A. S. 188 a: 118.
B.4. 195 b: UI, 139, 142 •

B.4. 196 a: 139, 142 •

B. 4. 197 a: 142 •

B. 8. 198 b: 51.
r. 4. 203 a: 71,553.
r. 5.1°4 b: IS,
..::I. 7. 214 a: 134.

ANONYMI

Hermippus, I:l2: 176.
ARISTOTLE

De Anima, A. 2o. 404 a: 102, 133, 160,
173, 181.

404 b: 57.
405 a: 13, 57, 102,

IS6, 157.

3· 406 b: 157·
S. 40 9 a: 157, 158 .

41 I a: J3, 46.
B. 7. 419 a: r66.

De Caelo, A. ,. 2.75 b: 11.
B. 13.295 a: 95.
r.:1. 300 b: h n. 6, 132
r. 3. 30:1 a: 541 • 551.

4.3°3 a: 80, 86, 88.
.d. :1. 308 a: 144.

309 a: 130, 1]8, 144,
IH·

6.3 1 3 a: 94.
Dt Gm. Animal. E. 8. 789 b: 1]3'
Dt Gen. d Crn-r. A. J. 3IS b: 77, 81,

b, 89, r05, 183.
A. 2.. 316 a: 168.
A. 7 if.: 1:4.
A. 7. 323 b: uS' 161

n.2., 167.
A. 8. 324 b: 70.
A. 8. 315 a: 68, 70,

h, 86,87,88, uS.
A. 8. J25 b: h, 1%4,

177·
A. 8. 326 a: 130, 144.
A. 8. 3206 b: 134.
B. 6. 334 a: S0.

De Mundo, 4· 395: 41:.
De Re!pir. 4. 471 b: 158.

PASSAGES QUOTED
ANUACORAS {(onl.)

Fragmtnu:
Diets B. 6: 37, 537 n. 7, 54]' 545

n. 2, 546 n. 2.

9: 40, 547·
10: 537.
Il: 547.
1:: 40, 41.
13:41,547,548.
14: 41, 548.
IS: 4 1 •

16: 41.
11 a: 62.

iv. 7.4: 160.

iv. 8. 2: 238 n. 2,420 n. 4.
iv. 8. 5: 104, 172.
iv. 8. 10: 104, 172,423 n. 3, 424, 561.
iv. 9. I: 6 I.

iv. 9. 8: 105.

iv. 9. 14: 59.
iv. 13. J: 165.
iv. 19. 13: 170, 171.
v. 19. 6: 154.
v. 26. 3: 377.

ACATHEMERus
i. I. 2: 152.

ALBERTUS MAGNUS

D~ Lapidt, i. I. 4: 155, 156.
ALEXANDER APHRODISJENSIS

De Anima, ii. :1.2, p. I S6: 509.
De Faro, 31, p. 100: 475-
De Mi:rtura, 1, p. 591: 137.
in Arist. de Smsu, B. 438 a: 104, 165'

406.
1'tldaplt. A. 4. 985 b: h

n.6, 84. 86.
A. 6. 988 a: 15.

Meleor. A. 6. S24 b: IS:,
A. 8. 345 a: 151.

Quaeslionn, ii. 23, p. 137: 153.
AMMIANUS MARCELtlNt.'S

xxx. 4 • .3: 234·
ANAXACORAS

Fragments:
Dicls B. I: 40, 543, 545.

2: 41.

3: 35. :;6, 37, 537 n. 7, S4~'

545·
4. § I: 41, 538, 542 , 54i,

548, 555·
4, § 2: 545, 546.

i

XCTWV 166, 171.

Xl'fllOr 314 n. 4. 31 S. 334.
xwpa. :94.

I
rp(voor 422 n. I.

rpVx'1 57. 101. 156• 160. 161 n. 1 I~'
• I J.

181 n. 3. 194 n. 4. S. 195 n. 1.6. 201

1

, n. 4. 202 n. 3. 203 n. 3. 205 n. 3. 319.
384. 498 n. I, 50S n. 4.

~Uocr (= nature of things, ultimate
matter), 10. IS n. 4. 'I n. I. 113.
ISO n. 3. 227. 281. 284 n. 2. 302 •

439 n. 3.
- (= nature 0pp0!ed to chance, con

vention, education, &c.), 105. tiS.
187 n. 3,192 n. 7. 197 n. 9. 198 n. J.:Z.
:02 n. 1.267. j8I. 496 n. r. 510. 511.

- ch'a~'1r (= space), :79. 294 n. 3. j03.

AELIAN

Hist. Nat. 'l:ii. 16: r 55.
'l:ii. 18: ISS.

AETIUS

i. 3. 3: 14, IS,
i. 3.4: 17.
i. 3· S: 36, 37, 538, 542 , S4S, sso,554-.
i. 3. 18: 131, 132,284,29° n.
i. 4. I: 84, 143.
i. 4. :: 94.
i,7. I6 :Iii.
i. '·34: 439 n. 3, 443, 4SJ, 591.
i. 12. S: JIJ n. 3.
i. 12.6: 126, 13 2 •

i. 14.4: 5SS.
i. 15.8: 168 n. I.

i.23·3: 1 33·
i.25·3:50.
i. 27· I: 49.
i. 28. I: 49.

ii. 4. 9: 148.
ii. 15. 6: 98.
ii. 20. 7: 150.

ii. 30. 3: 151.
m. 1.6: lSI.
iii. 3. 9: :u.
iii. 3. 10: 68 n. 3, 100.

iii. 3. II: 153.
iii. 12.2: 152 •

iii. 13·4: 152.
iv. I..p 153.
iv. 3. I: 101.

iv. 3. 2: 102.

iy. 3. I I: 389, 390, 391, 585.
iv. 3. 12: 102.
i,'. 4. 6: 161,4°2.
iv. 4· 7: 156, 159.
iv. 5. I: I6r n. J.
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- Fragments marked with an asterisk are quoted from Stobaeus, Ed. Bks.
ii, iii, iv.

Diels B. -2.00, -101: 197.
-zoS, -206: ::05.

- 2°7: 195·
-208: 200.

-110: 187.
-111: 100.

-113, -114: 101.

-2. 15' -:u6: 193.
-119: :to,;,.
-224: 101.

- 127, -128, -229: 10';'.
-130: 204.
-133: 196.
-234: 100.

-135: 194-
-137: 105'
-240, -141, -243: 201.
-142: 197, 102.

-145: 209.
-246 : 1°5·
-247: 110, 2°5-
-248: 210.

-249: 211.

-250, -251: 111.

-252: 2.10.

-254: :nl.
-255: 212.

-256: 2.01.

-257-9: 2 °9-
-261: 208.
-161: 209.
-164: 203.
-165: 11 L

- 269: 187.
-270: 206.

-2.7 2 : 2°7·
-173, -174, -175. -176,

-277, -278, -2.79: 106.

-180: 207.
-284: 2.01.

- 285: 196 n·4·
-286: 196.
-191, -294: 200.
-195, -196 : 205·

DIODORUS SICULUS

:xh.-. I I: I U.

xx. 43 : 561.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS (see also Epicurus)
i. 15: 217.
ii. I: 14, 99.
ix. 8, 9: 20.

OR REFERRED TO 6nPASSAGES QUOTED
DEMOCRITUS (cont.)

FragmmU:
Diels B. -49: 2I1.

50: 2°3.
-58: 196•
-59: 201.

-61: 201.
66: 203.
69: 190.
70: 196, 101.

11: 194.
72: 20t.

15: 2JJ.

83: 197·
-88: 104.
92,94, 96, 97: 108.
98'99= 207·
100, 101: 108.
102: 196.
103: 207.
lOS: 195.
106: 208.

107: 207.

109: 108.
I 10, I I I: 106.
I17: 178•
-119: 187, 197.
uS: 179·
140 : 191 •

157: 2.10.

159: 20t.
164: 94, 17 1 •

165: 163.
166:176•
167: 192 •

-11 1 : 195·
-174: 192 •

-116 : 187.
-118 : 194·
-179, -18o: 198.
-1St: 110.
-182: 192.
-183: 198.
-186: 107.
187: 194·
-188: 189.
-.89: 191 •

-19 1 : 195' 199·
-·94: 195·
-191: 187·
-199-206 : 197·

~.

t·

DEMOCRITlJS

Fragments:
Diels B. 2: 196.

-3: 199,2.10.
+: 189, 193·
6-8: 114, 178.
9: 178, 183.
II: 180.
I~ II4.

23-5: uS·
26:115·
1.7: lIS.
30: 175.
31: 101.
33: 198.
37: 194·
40: 197.
-.p: 2°3-
42 : 197·
43,45, -46 : 203·

INDEX III
I In Pisottem, %6. 37: 488.

28. 69: 532.
Orator, 20. 67: lIS.
Pro Ardtia, 7. 16: 198 n. 4.
Tusl. Disp. i. 10.22: 391-

i. II. 22: 141
i. 18.41: I.p.

iii. IS. +1: 487.
V. 26. 73: 508 n. 1.
v. 33· 93: 493, 494.
v. 39. 114: liZ.

I CLEMENS ALEXAND1UNUS

Paed. i. 6: 102.
Pro/r. 68: 115.
Strom. i. 64: 67.

ii. 4: 245, 247,419,560,568.
ii. :u: 526.
ii. 23: 521.
ii. 130: 218.
ii. 139: 189.
ii. 411: 489.

iv. 151: 198.
v. 88: 176.
vi. 2: 532.
vi. 32: IIO, III.

vi. 513.

CIC£RO (cont.)
Dt Finibus i. 6. 20: I S0.

i. 7. 22: 235.
i. 9.3°: 4 2 3 n. 3,485'
i. 9. 31 : 484 n. I.

i. 14. 47: 510.

i. 15.49: 510•

L 19.63: 238.
i. 20.65: 517.

ii. 3. 7· 487.
ii. 23. 75: 467 n. I.

ii. 16. S2: 519.
ii. 27. 88: 507.
ii. 30. 98 : 498.
\,.29· 87: 192 •

De Nat. Dtor. i. 8. 18: 362 n. 9,467
n. 1,473.

L 9. 22: 474.
i. 16.43, +P 439, 440.
i. 17.44: 440 n. 4, 557.
i. 18. 46: 468.
i. 18.47: 468.
i. 18.48: 591.
i. 19· 49: 148 n. 3, 25 1,

439 n. 3, 44 2 , 443
61,47°, 593.

i. 19. S0: 442 , 461-7,
468 n. S.

i. 20. 54: 574.
i. 24. 66: %41.
i. 25. 10: 317.
i. 26. 73: 217 n. 2.
i. 2.7. 75: +50 n. I.

i. 37. lOS: 445 n. 2.,449,
456,410 .

i. 38. l0S: 440.
i. 38. 106: 410.
i. 39. 109: 448 n. 6,

456 n. I, 462, 466,
470 n. 3, 594·

L4 1 • 114: 459.
i. 43. 120: 171,438.
i. 44. 123: 43 8, 450'

478.
iL 23· 59: 449.
ii. 65. 162: 471.

De Officiis, iii. 33. 117: 497.
De Ora/ore, i. II. 49: 115.
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- Fragments marked with an asterisk are quoted from Stobaeus, Ed. Bks.
ii, iii, iv.

Diels B. -2.00, -101: 197.
-zoS, -206: ::05.

- 2°7: 195·
-208: 200.

-110: 187.
-111: 100.

-113, -114: 101.

-2. 15' -:u6: 193.
-119: :to,;,.
-224: 101.

- 127, -128, -229: 10';'.
-130: 204.
-133: 196.
-234: 100.

-135: 194-
-137: 105'
-240, -141, -243: 201.
-142: 197, 102.

-145: 209.
-246 : 1°5·
-247: 110, 2°5-
-248: 210.

-249: 211.

-250, -251: 111.

-252: 2.10.

-254: :nl.
-255: 212.

-256: 2.01.

-257-9: 2 °9-
-261: 208.
-161: 209.
-164: 203.
-165: 11 L

- 269: 187.
-270: 206.

-2.7 2 : 2°7·
-173, -174, -175. -176,

-277, -278, -2.79: 106.

-180: 207.
-284: 2.01.

- 285: 196 n·4·
-286: 196.
-191, -294: 200.
-195, -196 : 205·

DIODORUS SICULUS

:xh.-. I I: I U.

xx. 43 : 561.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS (see also Epicurus)
i. 15: 217.
ii. I: 14, 99.
ix. 8, 9: 20.

OR REFERRED TO 6nPASSAGES QUOTED
DEMOCRITUS (cont.)

FragmmU:
Diels B. -49: 2I1.

50: 2°3.
-58: 196•
-59: 201.

-61: 201.
66: 203.
69: 190.
70: 196, 101.

11: 194.
72: 20t.

15: 2JJ.

83: 197·
-88: 104.
92,94, 96, 97: 108.
98'99= 207·
100, 101: 108.
102: 196.
103: 207.
lOS: 195.
106: 208.

107: 207.

109: 108.
I 10, I I I: 106.
I17: 178•
-119: 187, 197.
uS: 179·
140 : 191 •

157: 2.10.

159: 20t.
164: 94, 17 1 •

165: 163.
166:176•
167: 192 •

-11 1 : 195·
-174: 192 •

-116 : 187.
-118 : 194·
-179, -18o: 198.
-1St: 110.
-182: 192.
-183: 198.
-186: 107.
187: 194·
-188: 189.
-.89: 191 •

-19 1 : 195' 199·
-·94: 195·
-191: 187·
-199-206 : 197·

~.

t·

DEMOCRITlJS

Fragments:
Diels B. 2: 196.

-3: 199,2.10.
+: 189, 193·
6-8: 114, 178.
9: 178, 183.
II: 180.
I~ II4.

23-5: uS·
26:115·
1.7: lIS.
30: 175.
31: 101.
33: 198.
37: 194·
40: 197.
-.p: 2°3-
42 : 197·
43,45, -46 : 203·

INDEX III
I In Pisottem, %6. 37: 488.

28. 69: 532.
Orator, 20. 67: lIS.
Pro Ardtia, 7. 16: 198 n. 4.
Tusl. Disp. i. 10.22: 391-

i. II. 22: 141
i. 18.41: I.p.

iii. IS. +1: 487.
V. 26. 73: 508 n. 1.
v. 33· 93: 493, 494.
v. 39. 114: liZ.

I CLEMENS ALEXAND1UNUS

Paed. i. 6: 102.
Pro/r. 68: 115.
Strom. i. 64: 67.

ii. 4: 245, 247,419,560,568.
ii. :u: 526.
ii. 23: 521.
ii. 130: 218.
ii. 139: 189.
ii. 411: 489.

iv. 151: 198.
v. 88: 176.
vi. 2: 532.
vi. 32: IIO, III.

vi. 513.
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INDEX III612

DIOCENES LAERTlUs (c<mt.)
ix. 30 : 66, 67, 75: 90.
ix. 31 : 76.
ix. 33 ff.: 112.
ix. 34: 109, II 0, 111.
ix. 35: 110.

ix. 36: III.

ix. 37: I I%,-

ix. 38: 110, II 1.

ix. 39: 112..

ix. 41: 109, 113.
iX.42.: IIO.

i"·43:JI1.
iX.44: 117,119,114,126,131,146,

IS0, 156.
ix. 45: 133, 138, 190, 191, 192.
ix'46: 66.
ix. 47,49: 110.

ix. 64, 69: :u8.
ix. 71: 178.
x. 5= 22.5'
x. 6: 134,48" 50S.
x. 9: 517, 51 1 •

X. 10: 478.
x. II: :l:l4J 517.
x. 13: 66, 117 n. 2, 22.7,269.
x. 14: :u8.
x. 16-11: 5'7.
x. 22.: 497.
x. 30: 2]6.

x. 31: 135, 138, 2.48, 250, 151, 267,
4 17, 4 19, 4 1 5, 447,486, 559, 560,
568, 572 , 573·

X. ]1: 155, 41S, 420 D. 2, 4%] n. 3,
424,417,44°,517,591.

x. 33: 246, 169,4 19, 557.
x. 34: 2491 153, 255, 486.
x. 117: 413 n. 3, 501, SIS,
X. uS: 5°6, 518, S20, 511.
x. no: 4-23 n. 3, 519, 510.
x. nl: 518.
x. 135: 477.
x. 136: 493.
x. 137: 483, 500.
x. 138 : 508, 509.

DIOCENES OENOAN DENSIS
(ed. William) Fragmtntl

x, col. iii: 3h.
xxiii, col. ii: 3,6.
xxv, col. iii: 509.

xxxiii, col. iii: 318.

EMPEDOCllS
Fragmmts:
Diels B. .1: 28, 60.

4: 18,61.
6:28n.1.
s: 30.
II: 61.
13: 30.
17: 28,31, ]2,61.
11: 53.
.17, 18: 31.
30: 3%, 50.
31,35,37: 31 •

53: 51.
57,59: 32 •

71: 54.
84: 54.
89: 53·
9°: 53·
96 : 29·
98 : 3°·
99: 55·
103: 51.
l0S, 108: 55.
109: H.

EPICVRUS

Ep. i (D.L. x) § 35: 561.
§ 36 : 561, 57 1 .

§ 37: 1J1, 2J6, 259
D. 4, 167, 268, SS8.

§ J8: 119, 117, 2]1,

136,241,25°, z550.,
158 n. 3, 159, 266,
167, 169, 275, 343,
401, 41 I, 416 n. 2,

42 4, 43 1, SS8, 559,
560, 561 , 562 D. 3,
564, 567, 568, 570,
57 1, 573·

§ 39: :l7], 178, 179,
194, 298,41 3 n. 3·

; 40: 281, 194, 42 J
D·3·

§ 41: 28z, 184, 196,
197, 313 n. 1.

§ 41: 188, 2.98, 313
n. %.

; 43: 129, 310, 311 ,

33 1, 339, 345'
§ 45: 361 , 4 2 3 ·D. 3,

467'

PASSAGES QUOTED OR REFERRED TO 6]3
EPICURUS (cant.) Ep. i (D.L. x) § 67: 3°7, 386, 395'

Ep.i(D.L.x)§ 46 : 310,314,335, 40 =.
4°7,4°8,412 n. 3· ; 68: 301, 3c8, 41 3

; 47: 310, ]31, 335, n. 3·
348 n. 3, 409, 446 § 69: 30%, 561,578.
n·3· § 70: 30 4' 561 .

.,. § 48: 408, 414. § 72.: 167, 305·
§ 49: 164 n. 1,406, § 73: 305, 306, 364,

411, 416 n. 2" 41 i, 4 1 3 n. 3·
413 n. 3. § 74: 343, 36z .

§§ 50-1: 2.36. ; 7S: 2.67, 380, 41 3
§ 50: 154, 157, 401, n. 3·

410, 411, 416 n. 1, § 76 : 167, 369, 380,
421, 559, 560, 566, 41 3 n. 3·
571, 573. § 77: 369'

§ 51: 254, 158 n. 3, §§ 78- 80 : 2.60 n. 4·
159,4°2, 411, 414, §§ 78-81: 133'
416 n. 1, 411 , 41 2., § 78 : '"33, 4 16 n. 2,

418, 559, 560, 564 5°4·
n. I, 566, 568, 569, § 80: 37 1.
571, 573. ; 83: 561 .

§ S2: 149, 405, 416, Ep. ii (D.L. x) § 84: 4'"3 n. 3·
420, 577. §§ 85-8 : 2,58 n. 3·

§ 53: 149, 404, 405, I § 85: 261, 368, 4 1 3
577. n·3·

§ 54: 182, 284, 189, § 86: 160, 265, 368.
290, 2.9 1, 3SS' 578• § 87: 10,159, 160 n. 4,

§§ 55-9: 73, 79, 2.85' 161,37°,37 1,41 3,
§ S5: 187. § 88: 159, 160 n. 4,

360, 361, 371•
;56:81,2.81n.I,183, § 89: 66,316, 343,

341,448, 578 . 361, 364, 367.
§ 57, § 58: 234, 578• § 90: 160, n. 1, 363.
§ 59: 59 2 • § 91: 158, 37 1 •

;60:83· ;92.,;93:160n.1.
§ 61: 83, 129, 29°, § 94: 373.

310, 311 , 314, 31 9, § 101, § 101: 374.
330, 33", 337, 348 § 104: 414 n. 3.
n·3· § 112: 415 n. 3'

§ 62.: 2. 51 n. 5' 2.93 § 113: 160 n. 4.
n. 1,196,3 10, 31 5, Ep. iii (D.L. x) § 112: 504.
333, 401, 416 n. 1, §§ 123-7: 133.
41 9, 446, 559, 560, § 12.3: 438, 440, 47 1,

563, 567, 568, 569, 501, 591 n. 4.
573, 576, 592 • § 114: 441, 502, 5°3.

§ 63: 385, 388, 390 § 115: 503.
n. 4, 39 1 , 394, 396, § 127: 493, n. 1.

41 3 n. 3· § 128: 483, 501 n. 6,
§ 64: 396, 399· 50S.
§ 65: 340, 396, 400• § 129= 486 n. 3, 489,
§ 66: 340. 497.
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IN DEX III 61 5
Polumina, i. vi. I: 480.

Lvi. 13. 14: 469.
i. vi. 13-17: .,69.

ii. I. J2 7: 2 %4.
ii. ii. 107, 108: 478.

HERMIAS
in Plat. Phaedr. 76: 520.

HESYCHI'l1S
s.Y. (V(UTW: '92.

H IERONYM us
Comm.in lIaiam, xi. 3&: 500.

HIPPOCRATES
23. 1 if.: 161 n. I.

HIPPOLYTUS
Rtfut. i. 6. I: 14, IS.

i. 6. 2: 15, 48.
i. 7. 2, 7: t7·
i. n: 68, 82. n. 6,85'
i. 13: JI8, 132, 146, 149'
i. 14: 11.

PhiIOlqp),. %2. 3: 361,451,467.
HORACE

Ars Pod. 196: 114.
Ep. i. iv. 16: 488.

1. vi. I: 193.
ii. i. 194: I u.

OR REFERRE D TOPASSAGES QUOTED
EPIPHA~ICS

Adv. Ha~r. iii. 2, 9: 193.
ETYMOLOGIUM GEN"lTJN1.7M

S.V. yAQVe: ISS,
5.'". 8E{KEAOV: 166 n. I.

ETYMOLOGJUM ORIO~

153,5: 113, 196.
EUSEBIUS

Citron. C.yrill.c.Ju/. 1. 13: 109.
Prep. Ervang. xiv. ZI: 487.

xiv. 23: 82, 126.
xiv. ~7: 450 n., 473.
xv. 5: 480•

GALEN
De Elem. Sec. Hipp. i. 2: 126.
Dt Facultat. Natur. 1. 14: 376 n. 2.

De Medic. Empir. 1%59. 8: 178 n. 8,
179, 184.

Hisi. Philos. 3: 6,.
7: 130.

GNOMOLOGION COD. PAR.

JI68 f. uS4: 225,477, 516.

HERACLITUS

Fragmnzts:
Bywater 43: 22.

Diels B. 1: 19, 59. IAMBLICHUS
10: 19· Protr.4. 56: 56 I.

12: 20 n. 4· Pit. Pythag. 14: 64.

17: 18. JULIA-to:
30' 20 11 49 •• , , • i Ep. 37: In.
31

: 2
8
1. JUVENAL

4°: I . S
6 8 at.:t. J3: 1[:.

4 : 23 n. '59.
51, 53: 19· LACTANTIUS
6~: zo. De Ira Dei, IS, 5: 473.
90: ZI. t7. (: 471 n. :.
9 1 : 19· Inlt. Div. iii. 17. 16: 474.
94: ::1, 49· iii. 17· ::: 345·
tOla: 59. iii. 17· 4:: 51 1,519.
107: 58. vii. 5· 3: 474 n. 4·
108: 18, %2. vii. 7· 9: 154,474 n. 4·
u6: ::z. LEUCIPPt's

119: 18. Fragmmt, Diels B. :: 68, 85'
HERCULANENSIA LUCRETll'S

Fragmmta (W. Scott), pp. 167-73, -De Rerum Natum ..
198 : 469. i. 59: 343·

Pap. 176, col. 18: 115, 51:. 73: 361.

- To sa"'e space references arc mostly gjo,'en to sections of the poem, within
which the quotations made will be found.
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Smt. rat. (C.B.) xxxiii: 5°7.
xxxh': 519.

xli: 505.
xlvii, xh'iii: 5°7.

Ii: po.
Jji:5 J8 .

lyiii: 516.
lxi: 521.

lxii: 51 I.

Ixvi: 518.
Ixxvii: 531.
lxxviii: 5[8.
lxxxi: S0l.

Fragmtntl (C.B.) 2: 512.

3: 477·
10: 48,.
II: 49( n. 6, 500.
14: 179·
19: 478.
2.2.: 12.1.

~,p 5°4·
2.6: U4.
30: 497, 5 1 7.
31 : uS,
33: 223·
34: ::13, 115·

35: 12.5, Suo
37,39: 214.
40: 115·
41: :114·
43: :u5·
44: 498•
45: 53%'
50: SI8.
56: 469.
57; 478.
58: 417·
59: 488 •
61: 489 n. 2.

65: 497·
66: 505'
6,: 496.
70 : 53 1 .

73: 50 1.

74: 4:!j n. J.
77: 31 5.
79: 508 .
80: 51j.
81: 513, 514.
S:!:5un ·3·
84, 85, 86: 516.

614
EPICVR 1.75 «(ont.)

£p. iii (D.L. x) § lJO: 490, 49 1, SP.
§ 13 1 : 32 5, 51 4.
; 13 2 : 423 n. ], 506,

5°9, 51 4.
§ 133: 31 $,497.
§ 134: 318, 32 5,438,

506 .
§ 135: 507·

KUPlQt .do~a~ (apud D.L. x, §§ 139-54).
i: 133,438,471, 501.

ii: 2jJ, 501.
jii: 249, 495'
iv: 497.
v: 509 n. 5.

vi: 501 n. 7, SIt.
,..ii: 51 S.

viii: 489 n. 1.

ix: 495.
x: 416 n. 1.

xi: 503.
xii: 490, 504.
xv: 496.

xvi: 32.5,413 n. 3, 506 n. 4.
xvii: S13.

xviii: 416 n. 2., 491, 495.
xix: 413 n. 3,495'
xx: 416 n. 2, 423 n. 3,494, 507.

xxi: 491.
xxii: 236.

xxiii: 2. 36, 2.40.
xxiv: 136, 140, 250, 251, 2.53,

155 n., 416, 560, 564, 568,
570 , 57 1, 573·

xxv: 50S.
xxix: 493 n. 1, 3.
xxxi: 379, Suo

%Uii: sn n. I, 513.
xxxiii: 379, 51 I.

xxxiv, xxxv: 512.
xxx"'i: 514.

xxxvii: 51 4, 517.
xxxix: 519.

xl: 501 n. 7, 51 I, 519 n. 4.
Sent. Pat. (C.B.) x: 413 n. J.

xvii: 507.
Xl·iii: Suo
xxiii: 510.

xx\': S0l.

xxvii: 50-1-.
xx\·iii: St8.
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IN DEX III 61 5
Polumina, i. vi. I: 480.

Lvi. 13. 14: 469.
i. vi. 13-17: .,69.

ii. I. J2 7: 2 %4.
ii. ii. 107, 108: 478.

HERMIAS
in Plat. Phaedr. 76: 520.

HESYCHI'l1S
s.Y. (V(UTW: '92.

H IERONYM us
Comm.in lIaiam, xi. 3&: 500.

HIPPOCRATES
23. 1 if.: 161 n. I.

HIPPOLYTUS
Rtfut. i. 6. I: 14, IS.

i. 6. 2: 15, 48.
i. 7. 2, 7: t7·
i. n: 68, 82. n. 6,85'
i. 13: JI8, 132, 146, 149'
i. 14: 11.

PhiIOlqp),. %2. 3: 361,451,467.
HORACE

Ars Pod. 196: 114.
Ep. i. iv. 16: 488.

1. vi. I: 193.
ii. i. 194: I u.

OR REFERRE D TOPASSAGES QUOTED
EPIPHA~ICS

Adv. Ha~r. iii. 2, 9: 193.
ETYMOLOGIUM GEN"lTJN1.7M

S.V. yAQVe: ISS,
5.'". 8E{KEAOV: 166 n. I.

ETYMOLOGJUM ORIO~

153,5: 113, 196.
EUSEBIUS

Citron. C.yrill.c.Ju/. 1. 13: 109.
Prep. Ervang. xiv. ZI: 487.

xiv. 23: 82, 126.
xiv. ~7: 450 n., 473.
xv. 5: 480•

GALEN
De Elem. Sec. Hipp. i. 2: 126.
Dt Facultat. Natur. 1. 14: 376 n. 2.

De Medic. Empir. 1%59. 8: 178 n. 8,
179, 184.

Hisi. Philos. 3: 6,.
7: 130.

GNOMOLOGION COD. PAR.

JI68 f. uS4: 225,477, 516.

HERACLITUS

Fragmnzts:
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Diels B. 1: 19, 59. IAMBLICHUS
10: 19· Protr.4. 56: 56 I.

12: 20 n. 4· Pit. Pythag. 14: 64.

17: 18. JULIA-to:
30' 20 11 49 •• , , • i Ep. 37: In.
31

: 2
8
1. JUVENAL

4°: I . S
6 8 at.:t. J3: 1[:.

4 : 23 n. '59.
51, 53: 19· LACTANTIUS
6~: zo. De Ira Dei, IS, 5: 473.
90: ZI. t7. (: 471 n. :.
9 1 : 19· Inlt. Div. iii. 17. 16: 474.
94: ::1, 49· iii. 17· ::: 345·
tOla: 59. iii. 17· 4:: 51 1,519.
107: 58. vii. 5· 3: 474 n. 4·
108: 18, %2. vii. 7· 9: 154,474 n. 4·
u6: ::z. LEUCIPPt's

119: 18. Fragmmt, Diels B. :: 68, 85'
HERCULANENSIA LUCRETll'S

Fragmmta (W. Scott), pp. 167-73, -De Rerum Natum ..
198 : 469. i. 59: 343·
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Ii: po.
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lxii: 51 I.
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lxxxi: S0l.
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3: 477·
10: 48,.
II: 49( n. 6, 500.
14: 179·
19: 478.
2.2.: 12.1.

~,p 5°4·
2.6: U4.
30: 497, 5 1 7.
31 : uS,
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35: 12.5, Suo
37,39: 214.
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41: :114·
43: :u5·
44: 498•
45: 53%'
50: SI8.
56: 469.
57; 478.
58: 417·
59: 488 •
61: 489 n. 2.

65: 497·
66: 505'
6,: 496.
70 : 53 1 .

73: 50 1.

74: 4:!j n. J.
77: 31 5.
79: 508 .
80: 51j.
81: 513, 514.
S:!:5un ·3·
84, 85, 86: 516.

614
EPICVR 1.75 «(ont.)

£p. iii (D.L. x) § lJO: 490, 49 1, SP.
§ 13 1 : 32 5, 51 4.
; 13 2 : 423 n. ], 506,

5°9, 51 4.
§ 133: 31 $,497.
§ 134: 318, 32 5,438,

506 .
§ 135: 507·

KUPlQt .do~a~ (apud D.L. x, §§ 139-54).
i: 133,438,471, 501.

ii: 2jJ, 501.
jii: 249, 495'
iv: 497.
v: 509 n. 5.

vi: 501 n. 7, SIt.
,..ii: 51 S.

viii: 489 n. 1.

ix: 495.
x: 416 n. 1.

xi: 503.
xii: 490, 504.
xv: 496.

xvi: 32.5,413 n. 3, 506 n. 4.
xvii: S13.

xviii: 416 n. 2., 491, 495.
xix: 413 n. 3,495'
xx: 416 n. 2, 423 n. 3,494, 507.
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xxiii: 2. 36, 2.40.
xxiv: 136, 140, 250, 251, 2.53,

155 n., 416, 560, 564, 568,
570 , 57 1, 573·
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xxix: 493 n. 1, 3.
xxxi: 379, Suo

%Uii: sn n. I, 513.
xxxiii: 379, 51 I.

xxxiv, xxxv: 512.
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xxxvii: 51 4, 517.
xxxix: 519.
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IN DEX III616
LUCRETU:S (cont.)

-De R~rum Natura:
i. 140: 517.

146-:64: h J 120. 176• %77, 343.
351 •

358- 69: 29°·
37C>-97: 180.
4 18-48: 179. 2.94·
449-81 : 30 J-7·
483.4: 281.

551- 64: 28 3.
59~34: 72 n. 3, 281 n. I. 185'

286, 350J 475, 578.
635-920: 10,164 n. I.

635-104: II n. 3, 20. 13. 58, 177,
348•

7°5-829: II n. 4,17,33.72, 578.
83G-9zo: 35, 37, 41 , 71 , 82, 344,

537, S4S, 555·
951- 87: 197, JIJ n. 1.

988-1007: 198.
1008-51 : 141,297,298, 35 2 , 359,

367, 467 n. I.

1°51-8%: JII n. 4, JI9 n. t.
ii. 61-293: jlo.

80-141: 133, 290 n. I, 310, 31 I,

328,331n.l, 331,333,339, 340J
346,348.

14z-6·P 315.
16S-6: 318.
169-8 1: 474 n. I.

184-215: 318•
:u6-93: u9, 189. 190 n. I, 311 ,

313,314,316-20,317 n. 1, 434.
194-307; 278,463-
308-J1: 331•
H1: 576•
381-477: 16], HI n. 1, J41 n. 1,

345, 346, 354, 389, 396, 40 4,
579·

478-521: 81J 127, 287 n. 3J 188,
389 n. 8.

52.1-80: 288J 463, 464 n. 1.

646-5 1 : 471 •

686: 579.
730-864: 1 91, 191 J308, 344,354

6, 393, 575, 576.
865-99°: ISS, 291 J 31 3.344,357,

358,393,486 n. 1,583.
1044-7: 575'
1048-66; 316, 361 •

ii. 1°77-89: 361,46:. n. 4, 57S.
UOS-74: 147J 351 , J52, 363. 367.

462 n. 4, 464 n. 3, 465 n., 475.
49 1 •

iii. 18-24: 467 n. t, 468.
31-93: 401. 471 n. I, SO~ n. 2.

94-135: 38S, 387, 388,402,403.
136-76 : 352, 385. 402, 403. 431,

43 1 • S82J 585'
171-1 3°: H4, 388 n. 2, 395, 579.
23 1-311 : 162, 388-95, 397, 398

n. I, 399, 582.-5'
31 3-49: 394 n. 1,399·
37Q-95: 157, 158 n. 3, 396, 586.
396-416 : 400, 4°3, 583.
416-8~9: 401.
434-44: 396 n. 3·
541 : 579·
5SS: 396 n. 3·
558-79: 350, 394, 397 n. 4·
63+-69: 160,400 n. 3·
679-7 11 : 397·
806-~.3 : 4S:J 453·
830-t094: In, 148,401 , 503. 51 3.

iv. 46-1°9: 40i, 410.

129-14:: 4 14.
176-~~9: 409·
244-55: 4 1 3.
319-468 : ~53·
469-79: 240, 41Q n. 6.
563-4: 4°5·
6 I 5-71: 404.
673-705: I7~. 405·
712-47: 171 ,414,41 5.
749-76: 414. 415, 416 n. :,417,

s6sn.t.
717-817: 173,411,414, 4J6 n. %,

4 17,4 18, 565, 575·
823-57: 476 .
858-76 : 491, 579·
877-906 : 432, 434·
1°36-2 77: 344, S~O.

v. 55-1°9: ]16, 367.
110-45: 419 n. 6, 441.
146-94: z47, 416, 419 n. 6, 439,

446, 449, 468, 474·
J95-2 34: 474·
:35-4 1 5: 147,367,389.395,451 ,

461 n. 4.
416-508: 344, 363, 364, 365'
509-770: 158 n. I.

PASSAGES QUOTED
·Dt R~m Natura:

v. p6-33: 161 n. 2, 463.
534-63: 365' 366 .
564-9 1 : 158, 371 .

6t4-49: 149·
70S-50: 373, 579·
111- 1451: 376.
783-9~4: 154' 376, 377, 378.
915-10~9: 378, 379, 5u .
1018-90: 147, 376, 378, 381,419

n.6.
1°91- 160: 378, 379, 496, 517.
1161-1 4°: 176,251,173,318,438,

439, 44 1, 443, 447, 410, 477,
479·

1241-457: 380.
vi. 29-31: 316.

68-78: 480•
160-378 : 344, 349, 375,3 89,583.
319-412 : 375·
4~3-S0: 11 n. 3-
497-5~6: 344·
848-78 : 344, 37 S·
879-9°5: 344, 376.
90 6-1089: 376•

MELlSSUS
FrtJgmnlu:

Diels B. I: 119.

3: 16•
7, S7: 74·
8: 44.

METROCORUS

Fragment (Karte), 543: +60.

OLYMPIOCORUS

in Plat. Phileb. 174: 491.
ORIOENES

Contra Ce/sum, v. 47: S I 0.

PAPYRUS

Hibeh (Greniell and Hunt), 16: 153.
PARMENIDES

Fragmtnts:
Diels B. I: 14, 60.

4,6: 25·
K: 16, S0.

PHILODEMUS
nfpl filt1,p,ias, 18: 480.

83: 453.
110: 480 n. 4.

OR REFERRED TO 617
n«pi. BfWII, col. I: 480.

col. 9: 448.
RJJtt.!r. incert. ii. +8: z18.

iii. 7: 59 n. 8.
iv. 10: z18.

apud Pol. Htrt. ii. U7: 214.
iv. 93: 234·

PHILOPONUS
in Arist. Dt Anima, Prooem.: 102.
A. 2. 404a: 160, 182 n. I.

A. 1. 40 5a: 157.
PLATO

Ltgn, x. 889b: 51.
Pltatdo, 97b: 546 n. S.
Retpublica, 357b: 493 n. %.

Timaeus, 4Sb: 5+, 167,406.
46a: 406•
6:d:3 I2 •

67C: 406•
PUNIUS
Nal. Hist. ii. 14: 176.

xviii. 341: 110.

PLUTARCH
Adversus Colottn. 3. 1108: u6.

4. 1108: u8.
+. 1109: :71, 27~·

8. 1110: If7, u4,
128.

8. IlII: 191 n. 3,
355.479, 518•

10. l1U: 347.
16. 1116: 3SI.
18. 1117. U4.
19. lu8: 238.
10. I uS: 389, 391,

43 1, 581 •
15· IIU: 156, 157.
17· 111:: 485' 486

D. 1,491.
17· 1113: 441.
31• IUS: 516.
31. lu6: :%10.

34· 1117: su.
An stni sit gtr. ns pub. 5: 491.
Comm. Not. 45. 1, S: 301 D.4.
Consolo ad Apollon;um, IS, 1°9: 503.
Contr. Epk. Bta!. ~. 1087: 498.

3· 1088: 495'
4· 1088: 499, 500.
4· 1089: 491 •

S· 1089: 499·
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IN DEX III616
LUCRETU:S (cont.)
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l t.

XENOPHANES

Fragment, Dick B. 23: %4.

Z£1'O

Fragment, Diels B. I, 2: 72.

PASSAGES QUOTED OR REFERRED TO
SIMPLICIUS (cont.) I THEOPHRASTUS

in Arist. Ph)'S. A. 2. 184 (2.3. :)1); 2.0, De CaUl. Plant. ii. II. 7: 155.

49· vi, to 6: 164.
A.2. 184 (14. 1 3): 16, vi, 1.1: 165'

48• De Sensu, I: 52.
A. 2. 184 (24, 26): 16, 2.: 53.

17, 48. 7: 53, 54.
A.2. 184 (17, :): 36, 8: 55.

37, 537, 538, 541 , 9: 53, SS·
55°' 553 n. 5· to, II: 55.

A. :. 184 (28. 4): 66, 27: 56.
67, 75' 78, 81, 87. 18, 29: 56, 57.
n.6, n7· 30: 57.

A.1. 184 (:28. IS): 1I8, 49: 16%, 163, 171.
!Z7, u8. 50: 166, 167.

A. 2. 184 (42 • 10): 13 1, 51: 167.
134· 51: 166, 174, 411.

A·4· 187: 5+5· 53: 174,41 t.
B. 3· 195: 139· 54: 166.
B·4· 196: '43· 55: 170, 171.
r·4· 203: 36,537,541 , 56: 171.

549, 554· 58: 173.
JJ·4·:: U : 2 95· 61: 130, 144,168.
A. 5· 113: 2.96• 63: 164.
Z. 1.23 1 : 73, 78. 64: uS.
Z. I. 231: 315, 316• 65: 164.
Z. 2. 131 : 315 n. 5· 67: 165.
9. 9· 265: 7 1,13°,133, 69: 174.

71: 130.
73-8: 169.
80: 110.
82.: 111.

TZ£TZES

Cnil. ii. 98o: 67.

STOBAEUS

Ed. i. 16. 3: 54.
ii, iii, iv (Ste Democritus): 187-2 12..

Flori/. i. 39: 194.
xvii. 13: 496.
xvii. 34: 214.

xJiii. 139: 513, 514.
STRABO, xvi, p. 757: 64.
SUlDAS

s.v. ~TJI-l,0I(P'TOS: 109, I I I, I U.
S.v. Erru(oupos: 211.

THEMISTIUS

Paraphr. AriSl. PIzJ·s.JJ. 4. 214: 280

n.2.
Z. 1.232: 316.

l

I SEXTUS EMPIRJCUS
adv. Math. i. J: 222.

i. 49: 235.
v~~: 171.
Vll. 90: 61.
"iL u6: 171.
vii. 111: 60.
vii. 116: 23, 59.
vii. 13S: 178 .
vii. 136: 165,178, ISj.
vii. 1 31: I 78 .
vii. 1:)8: 180.
vii. 140: 183, 18&.
,·ii. 2°3: 239, :44, 149J 250

D.1.

vii. 206-9: 256.
vii. 2°7: 244.
vii. 21% : 2. 55.
vii. 213: 259.
vii. :u6: 153.
vii. 167: 400.

vii. 349: 161 n. I.

vii. 369: 179.
viii. 6: 181.

viii. 9: 137, %55·
,·iii. 63: 415, 566.
ix. 19: 176.
ix. 24: 175.
ix. 25: 439 n. 3.
ix. 26: 591.
ix. 41: 439 n. 3.
ix. 44, 45' 46 : 59 1 •

;{. 219: 306•
x. 2Z1 : 303 n. 4.
xi. 96: 484 D. I

xi. 169: 233.
Pyrrh. H)'P0t. i. 33: 6:, HO.

SIMPLICIUS

in Arist. de Ca~lo, A. 7. 1~S: 79t 8%
n.6.

A. 8.121: 311, n. 4·
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